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Once again the citizens of Conway have been alarmed by a fatal»train/car accident on their
city's streets. The deaths last Sunday of three Conway residents raised to five the number of
deaths from train/car mishaps in the last two years, The accident also rekindled memories of
the accidents that took the lives of two members of the Hendrix community.
The problem of safety at rail crossings was addressed by the Profile In an editorial in the
September 20 Issue, At that time the Profile reported that the Missouri-Pacific Railroad was
guilty of negligerice with respect to its obligation to keeping theright-of-wayclear of weeds.
There was, at that time, speculation that uncut weeds may have been a contributing cause of
an accident that claimed the life of Mr, Robert McGill. Following the accident there was much
discussion of the need for warning lights or drop-arms at several of the seventeen crossings
within Conway's city limits. As in the past, little was done to correct the problems. Volunteer
crews managed to clear a large portion of the weeds from the tracks in town, but no new
warning systems have been Installed.
As a result of last Sunday's accident, a new problem has become .evident. The problem
involves the possible obstruction of the driver's visibh by'empty bb>^carS resting on a siding
85 feet from the crossing. Though the police report of | Sunday's faccident indicates that
neither the vision of thedriver nor the train engineer was obstructed by the boxcar, members
of the Profile staff, having recreated the incident, feel otherwise, Standing at the stop line at
which the car Is reported to have stopped, a Profile reporter found that a boxcar parked 85
feet away makes It impossible for a driver to see an oncoming train until it is within about 100
feet ofthe crossing. A train travelling at the relatively slow speed of 30 miles per hour (45
miles per hour is the limit within the city limits) will cover this 100 feet in 2.27 seconds. This
fact makes It virtually impossible for a driver whose view is obstructed in such a way to be
certain that he can safely cross the tracks, even if he has stopped at the stop sign and seen
no oncoming train.
There Is a'Missouri-Pacific regulation requiring cars parked on the siding to be at least i 00
feet from the nearest crossing, "if practicable." From the police report it is evident that this
regulation was not adhered to in the placement of the boxcars in question in last Sunday's
Incident. On occasion, members of the Profile staff have observed empty boxcars no more
than ten feet from the crossing. There Is evidence that employees of the Riceland Foods
grain elevator located near the crossing have, at times, moved boxcars from where they were
placed by Mo-Pac crews. It Is not known, however, it they are responsible for the position of
the cars present at the scene last Sunday's accident. In any event,. the ultimate
responsibility for their placement falls upon the railroad.
The Profile is of the opinion that the 100 foot minimum distance, even when enforced,
does not provide adequate protection for drivers. Only days before Sunday's accident, a
Profile photographer recorded a view which Illustrates this opinion. (See picture atright.)The
view Is looking south from the stop line at the Mill Street crossing. The empty boxcar shown is
resting 65 feet from the crossing. It is apparent that it would have been practicable for the car
to have been placed another 35 feet further south. This is a.clear violation of the MissouriPacific regulation and an obvious hindeVance to any motorist who might stop at the stop sign
to sun^ey the possibility of safely crossing the tracks.
There is probably no single solution to the problems at tlje Mill Street crossing and others
in Conway. It is doubtful that any one ofthe concerned parties, i.e. the city of Conway and MoPac, is solely to blame for the accidents that have occured. Mo-Pac needs to Investigate the
problem of boxcars resting within the 100 foot minimum and take action to prevent it from
happening in the future. The city needs to consider the installation of a warning system of
bells and lights and/or a drop-arm system at the Mill Street crossing. Though the cost of
$35,000 to $63,000 is staggering, it is a amall price to pay for human life. The city council
should also consider passing an ordinance which is more restrictive than the existing 100
foot regulation. One more possiblillty, suggested by Dennis R. Miller, Assistant Trainmaster,
with Mo-Pac, In a recent telephone inten/iew, is the elimination of the Mill Street crossing
altogether.
The Profile comme^nds the Student Senate for its initiative in organizing a letter-writing
campaign on the problem and calls upon every member of the Hendrix community to
participate. In addition, the Profile urges the Senate to conduct a similar campaign
addressed to Mayor Wright of Conway. In consideration of the fact that It is the city, not MoPac, that IS responsible for the installatlpn pf warning systems, it would be much more
effective to address letters relating to this aspect of the problem to the city.

Honorees suffer on as decade ends

As next month draws to a close, we will all sigh nostalgically and think of the passing
of 1979 as the passing of a decade. The year 1979, however, is more than just the last
year of the 70's; for the past eleven months, the world has, supposedly, been observing the
International Year of the Child. Unfortunately, the children of the worid do not seem to have
gained much from the celebration held in their honor.
One hundred twenty million births were expected this yean Before reaching maturity,
fifteen million of these children will suffer from some permanent physical or mental deficiency
caused by malnutrition; millions more of these infants will spend their
Christmas as reftigees. in industrial nations of the world, the suicide rate for children
under fifteen years of will be up twenty-five percent by Easter*
The sentiment behind the Year of the Child was sincere. The brochures filled with pictures
of children with huge brown eyes were very touching, but the entire publicity campaign
seems to have been too low-key to inspire much public action. For all the grand United
Nations' rhetoric the Year of the Child seems to have been, at best, marginally successful, at
worst, a totat failure*
As this decadedraws to a close, we should take time to assess our priorities and goals and
reflect on the progress that has been made In furthering the rights and privileges of the
Individual The international Year of the Child was supposed to further these goals. If it did
not, the upcoming decade offers an opportunity to reevaluate existing social prograhts and tp
effectively plan new ones* We have suifvived the 70's and have $ycce$sfully Instituted
worthwhile programs. Ideally the 80's can brins further advancements in our ongoing
oampaion for equality of rights.
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Heads or tails?
Letter to

the Editor

Dear Sir;
In the last issue of the Prdflie, there was an article which I read
with great Interest about "The Alternative Christmas Fair." |. got
the impresslorrthat (perhaps) someone had come up with a new
way to present the idea of gifts given, not for value's sake, but for
usefulness." The Fair would makfe a grand statement opposing
the Chrlstmas*for*sale tradition.
Alas, I was mistaken, not in the purpose, but in the technique to
be used. Instead of wasting money on useless trinkets In a
department store. I could do it here, with the blessings of a liberal
tradition. I mean, look, not a cent of profit was made to pay the
Campus Confer back. V..
I may, of courso, be wrong about the Intents of the sponsors of
the Fair. They may have only intended to present a display to
showthat, If you wanted to buy well-constructed beautiful gifts
for less, you could buy them there. If so, however* what Is "good"
about getting something for less than it value?
Furthermore, why is the Christmas-for-sale tradition wrong?
Not because of profits skyrocketing for one month, or money
spent, or gifts bought, but rather that the spirit of Christmas is fell
to be on sale, the joy bfChrisfs birth's celebration found at a
store counter. Why does yet another pre*pre-Christmas sale
help that?
Why?
Respectfully yours,
John W. Merrill
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For Karen Wartenburg and Jan Guthrie,
co-managers of the Campus Center,
months of working and waiting are over for
awhile. On December 1, the Campus Center was awarded $1000 under the Arkansas Energy Consen/ation and Alternative
Energy Grants Program for use In the
construction and purchase of new energysaving equipment.
The co-managers became aware of the
possibility of such a program last spring
when the Center sponsored a Sun Day
display of alternative energy sources.
Formal notification was received last
summer,via a letter from Governor Bili
Clinton's office. The $150,000 program,
administered bythe Arkansas Departmenr
of Energy, offered money to individuals,
non-profit organizations and institutions,
small businesses, and state and local
agencies interested in solar demonstration and/or energy innovation projects.
The $1000 award will go toward the
purchase of materials for the construction
of a solar dehydrator (dryer), grow frame
two solar ovens, and a sign to Identify the
project. In addition, a pedal power triwheeler will be purchased for use In
transporting grocery purchases to the
Gentei^ and organic waste to the compost
pile located near the pine grove.
In their application, Karen and Jan stated
that the objectives of the project are "to
Initiate and Implement an energy program
that emphasizes renewable energy sources based on appropriate technology and
to offer an educational model for students,
faculty, and other constituencies of the
College as well as the larger community
outside the campus." The project will be

interdisciplinary in nature and will involve
many sectors of the Hendrix community.
The dorm councils. Volunteer Council,
faculty and staff, Campus Center staff, and
various other student organizations will be
involved in the construction and long-term
management of the project. In addition to
Karen and Jan, others instrumental in the
project will be Don Avra, Supen/isor of
Maintenance, Jon Guthrie, Jay Lane, Dr.
Thomas Clark, and Dr. Jim Bruce.
Karen and Jan estimate the total cost
of the project at $2^69 but hurry to add
that$1846of that figure will be donated In
the form of labor.
fhe benefits ofthe project are predicted
to be manifold. Although the amount of
energy saved by the project is not known
at this time, there will be a reduction in the
Campus.* Center's . energy costs. The
"hands ori" approach to construction will
enable people to appreciate some of the
relatively simple, low technology means
by which energy needs can be met.
Also, a slide presentation and attitudlnal
survey documenting the project will be
advantageous for "educational outreach"
Into the community. According to Jan and
Karen, there Is a potential for other longterm gains such as "mini-courses" on
solar baking, food dehydration, year-round
gardening, and construction of alternative
energy sources equipment.
A date has not yet been set for construetion, but Karen Indicated that- it will b'e
sometim© in the spring. All interested
volunteers are encouraged to drop by the
Gampus Center for more Infbrmatlon.

Murphy reviews oil crisis
Charles H. Murphy, Jr. presented a lecture on "The Role of an Oil Company in the
Present-Day Energy Crisis" to a large crowd in Mills A Tuesday night. Mr. Murphy Is the
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Murphy Oil Company, and he also
sen/es as a trustee of Hendrix College. Murphy's address was part of the Seminars on
Financial Issues In Arkansas sponsored by the Department of Economics and Business
at Hendrix College.
In his address Murphy presented the energy crisis from his unique perspective as the
head of an oil company. Murphy Oil is No. 20 In the oil industry and commands over a
billion dollars In assets. Commenting on Murphy Oil's size, Murphy stated, "I do hope'
you can accept that size is not sinister. Moreover, that scale Is not only necessary but
unavoidable . . . or it (oil produotionl isn't going to get done at a cost acceptable to
society."
Murphy portrayed the present oil prices which have caused the recent panic as a
complicated result of the low oil prices of the past. As he pointed out, from 1960 until
mid-1973 real oil prices fell continuously and in every five-year period fell faster than In
the previous five-year period. According to Murphy, by 1970, "Oil and gas had oaptured
the energy market" At the same time oil's finite nature became recognized, but
attempts at oil cartels failed. Murphy went on to explain how the Yom Kippur War of
1973 gave the oil producing countries a reason to unite, and within ayear energy prices
gained back all of the 2a-year decline.
According to Murphy, during the fifties and sixties America made two foolish
mistakis. The U.S. placed quotas on oil imports, and it froze the price of natural gas at
Its by-product level. This helped set the stage for the organiEation of cartels. Murphy
added, "The shift from competition to cartel accour^ta for the upsurge In world energy
prices." /••
• •;'
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Murphy critlzed American leadership for allowing America to "suffer a relapse" from
the 1973 price rocketing. Instead of asking therightquestions and formulating concrete
policies, American leaders are guilty of "five years of sloganeering," posturing phrases
such as "Project Independence,' 'the moral equivalanl of war/ and spending too muol
time estimating the oil reserves of Saudi Arabia and the USSR.
cutttlsiiied' pag© 2
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In recent vveeks the omnlpresenlproblehi of gasoline shorgages has been compounded by political
turmoil in the Middle East resulting in noticeable
hardships for Americans everywhere. Arkansans have
. been partipulary hard hit by recent ^ developments. The price of "bargain brand'' gas has finally
passed the dollar a gallon mark.
Though insulated tp some extent from skyrocketing
prices.by their proximity to Texan oilfields, Arkiansans
have joined th^ majority of Americans who have been
paying for gas by the half-gallon for months.
In Conway, where gas has been tradjtidrially less
expensive than In Little Rock, gas prices soared. A
Profile survey of seven Conway service stations maintaining semi-regular hours of business, showed that
none offered Regular for less than $1.00 per gallon.
One station was charging over $1.10. The low of $1.02
was Offered at five of the stations, including 1-40 Spur,
Davis Exxon, 66 Red Birdi Racetrack, and Horton's.
Beene & Kirby Mobil reported a current price of $1.06
a gallon for its Regular but expects a three-cent
increase soon. The not-so-competitlve price of $1.12
per gallon was reported by Helton's DX station.
Prices for Unleaded and Premium have risen along
with their lower octane brother. Unleaded prices were
reported to be ranging from four to eight cents above
the price of Regular, with the least expensive being
Davis Exxon's price of $1.06. Premium prices range
from five to ten cents above the Regular mark.
With higherpump prices come other complications
at the service station. New pumps or dials have been
installed at several stations In town in order to allow
for three-digit prices. Other stations simply double the
amount shown on the pumps calibrated to compute
sales by the half-gallon.
in addition to the adjustments needed for dealing
with these modifications, a knowledge of metric liquid
measurements is also needed at times, in keeping
with the United States* effort to standan^ize its system
of measurement with that of the rest of the worid,
several stations have Installed metric pumps which
post prices In dollars per litre.
Regardless of tbe manner in which the gas Is
dispensed, It has become Increasingly expensive to
leave Hendrix for a weekend trip home. Many students
have already cut down their home visits due to rising
prices and others are sure b follow suit in the near
futura. In thetypicalHendrix student's eighteen milespar-gallon can it now costs about $18.36 for a round
trip to Fayetteville, $9.02 for a trip to Hot Springs,
$19.70 to travel to Texarkana, and $16.76 to journey
to El Dorado, assuming the oar 1$ fueled by bargainn#~ReQula!
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Campuses reject Klan
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New discoveries in Buhler
A
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Buhler Hall has been the scene of
increased student research over the
last few months. Last term, five Biology majors undertook independent
study projects which brought them
out of the classrooms and library and
put them Into the laboratory. The
students attributed their interest In
doing research to career and graduate school Interests, honor's projects, and "curiosity."
Rebecca Cook, a senior from
Pocahontas, took on the task of
counting the number of ^chromosomes In the Indian Pipe plant.
Rebecca said that tha biggest
problem she has had with the project
is with the technique which involves a
coniplicated process known as an
anther (the pollan producer) squash.
. Because of this difficulty, she has not
yet been able to get her desired
results. She hopes to master the
technique soon and relay her now
discovery to a professor at the University of Arkansas for Inclusion in a
book he is writing.

Laura Wade, a junior from lssaquah»
Washington, and Steve Erickson, a
Ann Black examines a specimen of her newly-discovered nematode. Her senior from Fort Smith, teamed up on
a project vvhich studied the effects of
Independent study research project is ono of five undertaken by Hendrix biology
various amounts of caffeine on paramajors last term.

Murphy

Murphy related his feelings that "the oil recoverable Is unknown, unknowable, and
uninteresting. The right questions are how much do we have to give up to get another
barrel, and what's It worth?" Murphy's classical philosophy is that if it's not worth it to
produce another barrel of oil, "forget i t "
Proclaiming the market as the institution which provides the basic framework for
dealihg with energy problems, Murphy made several policy proposals which would
allow the market the chance to stalDirize the energy crisis. He first called upon America
to "forget selfsufficlency," claiming such a policy is not inducive to the benefits of
internationai division of labor. lrtstead,Murphy stated that America could develop the
capability to supply at least 80% of Its domestic energy requirements, and then "shop
the worid for the remainder so as to lower our average cost, instead of raising i t "
Murphy also called upon America to develop its huge coal resources which have "a
greater store of Caloric value than all of OPEC*s oil." He also took a pro-nuclear stance
by reminding the audience, "Not one human life has ever been claimed In its peaceful
use." Murphy approved of opening up the North Slope oil west of Prudhoe Bay, but
only under restrictive conditions. He then stated his support for the decontrol of the
price of domestic cmde oil, but he alluded to the Windfall Profits tax as a "political
price." Murphy accepted the idea o f a fax, but he proposed a simple $10 a barrel tax to
be phased out at $1.60 a year.

/»;

People all around Conway and even as far away
as Little Rock are discovering a new outlet for their
musidat talent. The Hendrix College Chamber Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Eric Fried, offers
a newtypeof performance area and the oppGrtunlty
to play many kinds or orchestral literature. Tha
chamber orchestra was formed this year as part of
the string program that Mr. Fried has been tfylng to
build up since 1977 when he came to Hendrix. He
began to build the program by recruiting string
players- and offering string scholarships. Last year
string players participated In various small ensembles, periorming in student recitals throughout
the year. This Is, the' first year.that Hendrix has had
enough strings to form a chamber orchestra. .
Much of the Improvement in the string program is
made possible. by^Mrs. Elkabeth 'Gordon Young of.
Little Rock, who has been very supportive and
generous to th©' string program at Hendrix duringthe past few years* She has nkd6 many gifts whioh
have facilitated the growth of tn© program. Mlssllly
Peter, poet laureate' of Arkansas, has also bean
most helpful to tlio program. Her generous donations will b§ used'to davalop tha string area...
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Cadek trio to perfonn

The Writing Lab In Trieschmann will be
open this term with new hours— 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. weekdays. Lynn Crowder, who
holds the M.A.T, in English from Johns
Hopkins, directs the lab. Mrs. Crowder will
work In the area of expository writing,
which includes sentence structure, organlzatlon, and 'style. Hendrix English
majors Phyllis Dunn and Cheryl Sain will do
individual tutoring for students who wish
grammar and punctuation review. Appointments can be made at the lab or
dirootiy with the tutors.
The Writing Lab was established in the
fall. It Is intended for students who wish to
improve their writing skills on all levels.
There is no course credit, and no grades
ar,e given. The only requirement fs that a
student commit himself to an established
schedule of appointments (usually two
hours per week). Students may be referred
by faculty members or advisors, but they
are also free to sign up on their own. Lab
participation may last from several weeks
to several months* depending, upon the
schedule of assignments the student
undertakes. There Is no charge for this
sen/ice*
- f

have stopped because "there was
top great an incitement to riot." Distribution of KKK pamphlets at Bowdoin
While various Ku Klux Klan factions
have stepped up activities nation- College was traced to "a two-person
wide, there appears to be no major outfit in Freeport, Maine, "according
recruitment efforts on college cam- to a Bowdoin official, who adds that
the college decided against a trespuses. »
^
passing Injunction, unless further acIsolated racial Incidents and oc- tivity was noted.
o
casional distribution of Klan pamHarrassment of black,students at o
phlets have been reported on cam- Colby Coliege and at Qeorge Mason
puses this fall, but as yet none has University has concerned |officials (TD
been attributed to aJulL-scale Klan there, but federal and state law eneffort to establish a.college base. In forcement officials have found no
fact, researchers at the B'nai B'rith- evidence of Klan involvement. A ColAntl-Defamatlon League say the Klan by official says isolated Incidents of
generally avoids colleges because racism.there have intensified this f^ll,
"by and. large they would not appeal although most of the student body
to peopl^ who are being educated to
remains outraged at this activity, *
Various cultures and appreciate tlie
Anti-Klan rallies, which protested
need for diversity in our society.' the death of five people at an antl- ct)
David Duke\ leader of one faction
Klan rally In Greensboro, N.C., have
of the Ku Klux Klan, made campus
caused problems of their own at
speeches as recently as a year ago.
Harvard, the University of North CarThis photograph contains all of the elements which made the Klan Rally at But according to University of Florida
olina-Chapel Hill, and UCLA, where
UALR last June a n unusual and disturbing spectacle - the police, Klansmen English Professor Harry Crews, bloconflicts broke out between different
and female p r o t e s t e r s . .
^grapherpf Duke, those appearances Communist factions,
-

performing Arts at the State University ot New York
at Buffalo. He holds degrees from the Indiana
University of School of Music and the Julliard
School and has studied violin with Joseif Gingold,
Ivan Galamian, Oscar Shumsky, and Szymon
Goldberg,

Tonight at 8:00 in Reves Recital Hall, the New
Cadek Piano Trio of the University of Alabama will
be performing In a concert which Is free and open to
the public. The group was formed at the University
of Alabama in 1950 by Ottakar Cadek, a native of
Czechoslovakia who had played for nearly two
decades as first violinist of the New York String
Quartet Upon his death In 1956, the string quartet
which was in residence at the University was named
in honor of him. In 1976 the group became a piano
quartet, and upon the death of the original vlollst it
became the! New Cadek Piano Trio.
•

David Cowley has sensed as principal cellist of
the Eastman Philharmonic and the Buffalo Philharmonic and has also been a memt>er of the Milwaukee
and Pittsburgh symphony orchestras. Cowley has
appeared as soloist with the Rochester Philharmonic, the Colorado Symphony, the Meridian
Symphony, and the New Hampshire Festival
Chamber Orchestra. He has studied cello with
George Miquelle, Ronald Leonard, Lome Munroe.
and Han/ey Shapiro.

The members of the Trio are Henry Rubin, David
Cowley, and William Henderson. Henry Rubin
sensed as soloist of the U.S. Army Band in Washington D.C. and as co-concert master of the Concerto
Soloists of Philadelphia before his appointment as
solo violinist at the Center for the Creative and

William Henderson has been the pianist with the
Cadek Quartet since Its formation at the University
of Alabama, where he is a professor of piano and
supervises the graduate degree In piano accompanying. He has Beenan offIclal accompanist for the
MTNA national auditions for over eight years and

Resume eliBic

aimouneed

The Career Placement Planning Office
will be holding a Resume Writing Workshop at 10:00 a.m. Saturday, January 12 in
the Student Affairs Office. The Seminar will
begin with a short sketch of the job-search
process, then proceed to examine, in
detail, the art of resume writing.
A resume Is a concise compilation of
personal Information and experience do*
signed to be quickly skanned by a personnel manager or prospective employer.
Unlike other parts of the application pro*
cess, the resume format is flexible* In a
Profile inten/lew, Dean Wagner suggested
that resumes should be written with several
factors In mind; the individual should consider career goals and strategies for attaining them. Such coriBlderations require
an accurateassessment ofthe individual's
potential and a good idea of prospective
employers.
Dean Wagnerstated that most students
can use assistance when beginning a jbb
search since there Is, currently^a glut of
collegians on the job markai Wagner
talkedaboutthe "hldder^ job maricet" which
exists becadfee many fimis no longer ad*
vertlae somef posltiona since they knovil
that they will be guaranteed enough appth
cants. In this respect having^ one's resume
/rittinrand^ossiblvonfll

-

e first concert oy tne cnamber orcnesirM was to us,e some symphonic literature and -eventua
performed on November 10, when the strings, hav# a full symphony orchestra at Hendrix. Anyone
aodompanled by harpsichord, played a short con- who Is Interastad In participating In the chamber
cert including a Boyo© Symphony, a Corilli Con- orchestra Is Invited to talk to Mr. Fried who has
certo, and the Brook Qreen Suite by Gustavo Hol$t hopes *lhat the orchestra will build Into a group In
for tho Arkansas All-Region String Clinic, following which the.gonerai college student as welT as the
the first periormance, the group doubled Inslze with music major can parllolpate*'*
the addition of winds* brass, -and porcusslen. Tht
chamber orchestra Is currently rehearsing for a
, The .fflombers of tha Hondrix College Chamber
concert sometime in February \t\ which selections Orohastra
Includevioynlsta Craig Arnold, Paul Auvlf
by Sibelius, Bartok, Mozart,,and Stravinsky v/ill be (Conway), April
Chatham (Conway), Susan Chatham
performed. There is also a possibility that the (u.c,A.), Amy Glller,
Hensley, Dan Laney
chamber orchestra will perform wllli. the choir this (U.C.A.), and RichardJeanne
Thornton, Viola players In-*
dude Doug Young and Denise-Napoleon :ru.C.A.i
Cellists are CIndl Jones" (U.C.A. and Mary Jo Rung© •
The chamber orchestra Is -an
(Little Rook), iass playar is Joo- Hilliard. Playing
-community involvement as well as 'an outlet for flute are Lezlie Massey and Jamie Myer. Marion
Hendrix ..students. Mambers of ths orchestra In- Agnew, plays .the oboe. Clarinetists are Amy
elude U.C.A. stydents, Conway residents, and Qebhart and Unda Sp.ejihts. Playing the bassoon is
people who- commute'-to'rehearsals frorirt- Little Holly Ploroi. On the trumpol are Paul Gould and Phil
Rock. The small size of the group limits the type -of Conley. Bill Taylor plays the trombone-. Horn players
orchastral works that can be played to-^ smalfir inolud© Karrie Peacock and Connie SurfIn. Playing
compositions and chamber muslo. Mr. Fried hopes,- tymbani Is ^ul^shell. Thi tuba ^aySr Is David
howavor. that as the orcliegtra: gfoM?s_te.fiaQAMgi
m
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New lab hours

(continued)

A high note

mecia and the bacteria on which they
feed. L^ura concentrated on the
paramecia's growth and reproduction rates while Steve dealt with the
same for the bacteria, l-aura's results
show that a 0.07% caffeine solution,
causes the fission rate to be cut In
half and that many of the specimens
either died or failed to reproduce,
Steve's results are as yet Inconclusive, but he will continue his work this
term.
.
Ann Black a senior from Corning,
while taking the^ymbiosiscdurser.
found a nematode (small worm) In a
Grackle gizzard that could not be
identified as any of those previously ,
found In Crackles. She began research
last spring attempting to find out to
what species the nematode belonged, but she has since concluded
that not pnly has the nematode never
been found In a grackle. It has never
been found at all. Ann's partial results
•show that the nematode belongs tb
the Ancyracanthopsis family. Her
next step Is to further examine specimens for characteristics of a particular genus in order to classify the
new nematode correctly. Ann hopes
that her report will be published
because the species was previously
unknown.

1 "

The seminar Is primarily designed for
seniors and students looking for full-time
jobs, but everyone Is welcome. Those
wishing to attend are asked to register with
the Student Affairs Office before Saturday
by calling 450-1271.

son cites
David M. Johnson, a 1978 graduate of
Hendrix and currently a University of
Mlohlgan graduate student and teaching
assistant, has written a pamphlet entitled
Birds of Faulkner County»The booklet Is a
compilatlpn of 242 species of birds frourid
^ the Conway area and Includes graphs
indicating the time of year that each type of
bird was sighted. Also contained In the
tract is a guide to birdfinding which divides
the county into three ms^or areas with a
short list of tife species of birds that can be
seen iii^ach. The pamphlet Is published by
the ArkHtisas Vs^l^y Audubon Society to
sen/e a$f a guide to tha aeasonal OCCUP
r^rices #'IS#d§;ia thi^ region ft)r both
resldinttang^
Faulkner County
Copies of tlre^bSdklel are^on sale at GL.
>tephen^oo|^t0re^A#a^Helllgefar"
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has been temried one ot the most outstanding
accompanists In the nation. Mr. Henderson received his training under Roy McAllister at the
University of Alabama and under Dora Zaslovsky at
the Manhattan School of Music in New York City.
The Trio achieved its present position in chamber
music through hundreds of successful perior*
mances throughout the United States. Its visibility
has been further enhanced throuigh radio and
television appearances and through special educational programs throughout the rural South. '
PROFILE MANAGER POSITION AVAILAelE
t h e Profila Is now acc^ptinsf applications for
the job of staff bMsiness manager. The duties of
this position include selling ddvertisoments and
keeping a record of the finances of the newspaper.' -•••-"
Applidatlons are available at the ProfHe off ice
or may be obtained from Phyllis Dunn« 327-42a2,
or Joe Locke, 327^504»

There will be a meeting at 6:30 tonight in
the Gampus Center to discuss the winter
programming for Radio Station KHDX. Applications for radio shows can be returned
at this time.
Program director Georgia Bell hopes to
see many Innovations Included in the programing'for Winter Terni. She stresses that
anyone who has any program Ideas should
contact KHDX personnel. The management would like to see early morning to late
night programming extended.
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The arrival of brisk weather, along with Winter
Term blues may leave many Hendrix students with
cold feet, not to mention cold hearts.
One warm spot that will be found on campus will
be HuJen Ballroom fhe night of December 19 when
Hendrix College sponsors the annual Winter
Formal.
To start off the shindig, a spaghetti supper will be
served in Hulen, Friday, December 18 from 6:30
p.m. until 10:00 p.m. Admission is $3,50 a plate, and
a coffeehouse given by Hendrix students is included
in the deaL Entertainment is scheduled to begin
about 8:00,
Dancing the night away from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m., students will be entertained by "Snow", a
band fronft Birmingham, Alabama.
"Snow" has previously perfbrmed for such schools
as Mississippi State University, Ole h/liss University,
and the University of Alabama.
Social committee members anticipate the 1980
Winter Formal Weekend to be the best yet.

l>owntown Little Rock
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Cajun's Wharf: The traditional place for
Hendrix students. The average meal for a
couple, without drinks, would run about
$20. Go eariy because they do not take
reservations and the wait Is long. The
menu Is largely seafood, but it offers
steakSj souffles, etc;
Tracks Inn: In the Old Train Station. They
serve some of the best steaks in Rock
City. N%^ reasonable- prices for large
steaks. The cost for a coupte* without
drinks, would be about $1S. Call for
reservations.
Buster's: Located in the Train Station.
'Buster^s-is Pne'of those places where
you^ll .fee.l comfortable In anything from
ihorts. to tuxedos. Tha omelets are-great
and the bar is better. You can get out of
there for about $10 -sans drinks. •
Friday*s: Small craiy place that has a-'
great bar, Hood fried mushrooms, and
several varieties of hamburgers. Do not
dress up to go. It'll cost you about! a9S a
place' without drinks,, but drink- a lot — try"
the Flaming HurriGane.
Jacdue and Suzanne's: Top of the First
Natlonai BankVbuilding. This dining ex'periece commands, a great view and your
right arm. Tha food Is great; you can tell
"•'yra^s___a:. real ctefha<"
iomeone fher©^ tliat you wm\l to- Imprt
atf'.i',8!la!i,ijijiii

It's that time of year again; Winter Formal is upon us. What is
surely one of the social events of the year is for some the most
frustrating time of the year. Where to go? What to wear? Who to
ask? The questions seem endless. It is the intention of the Profile"
staff to present you with a few possible answers.
What do i wear?
male: It is not necessary to rent a tuxedo; a jacket and tie will
suffice. If you wish to deviate from the norm, be content in the
knowledge that you will probably not be the only one there in track
shoes or a punk rock costume.
female: Any type of evening wear Is suitable. The inclusion of the
word "Fprmar'in the occasion seems to denote a floor-length
gown, but you will feel comfortable in the shorter hems of the
evening wear that is popular in the fashion world,
What kind/color of corsage/boutonniere shpuld I l^uy?
Flowers are not the social institution they once were, but they
are nice. Be sure and check to see if your date is wearing Enough
material to pin a flower to — if not, a wrist corsage could be a
smart idea. Color is another area that needs some inquiry. Be
careful of vivid or bright colors; if you are not sure of colors, stick
to neutral shades.Check into silk boutonnieres and corsages so
your date won't end up the night with rose stems pinned to his/her
chest, something that happens with extreme temperature
changes.
Where do we go?
Attending the dance would be nice for starters; it is the central
event of the weekend. It is basically a drift-in, drift-^out affair. It is
usually expected that the couple should have at least one dinner
together during the, weekend.
This usually means a trip to Little Rock. Consult the list of
restaurants included here if you are unfamiliar with the area.
How do I ask someone?
Asking someone to Formal is as simple as any date. Almost any
girl would like to go (or guy, if you are a liberated female).
Following is a sample conversation:
She: Hello?
He: Julie? (names changed to protect the innocent)
• • • • „ ; ' • : - S : ' , Y e s .

• • •
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H: This is John (see above note), uh, how are you?^
S: l*tn just fine . . .
,-':..;••-••.,:(pause)'-'/
:'•-.„:•' •^'•;.',.''
andyou?
H: OK. Hay, would you like to go to the Winter Formal with me?
S: Well, when is it? (she is dying on the other end)
H: Next weekend.
S: It sounds great. I'd love to, .
H: Great. What color dress are you wearing?
Heights
to believe this is a chain restaurant.
Sam Harrison's: "European" which means Bruno's Little Italy: An Italian restaurant
that you eat with six forks. Very ritzy--- with flavor— you can watch the propriethe food IS kind of fancy, and so are the tor throwing pizza dough. The dress you
prices. Reservations only.
wear to the dance will not be out-of-place.
That Little Restaurant: Expensive but Other Places In Rock City
well worth It. Gall ahead for a table for Bennlgan's: The quiche is good here; the
two; you can't be in a more romantic drinks aren't bad, and the desserts are too
setting. There is a piano bar, and The much! If you aren't offended by plastic
Afterthought Is also there; you might Just stained glass, youll love it.
want to blow off the dance and stay.
Conway
Cheers: Across the street from Sam^ Riverfront
lu-can-eat sea-~
Harrison's. This place might as well ba food that is
e for the energy
across the world. Dress doesn't matter conscious.
ember that everything Is
and the food is'AlhAmerican and prices covered in
and you may feel stupid
are reasonable. ^
In formala and flowers.
Off 1-430
Bowe.n's: Located In the. Ramada Inn, .this
John Barleycorn's: Everyone should eat
restaurant Is probably the. closest thing
-at Barieycorn*s at least once Just for the to "nice restaurant'* In our little hamlet.
atmosphere, The lunch menu Is better
and more reasonable, but you're guaran- Wiederkeher's Wine Cellars: A long drive
teed a fun time. There is usually .a good for some of that good Arkansas wine and
band there, too.
so-so food. There is some mystique' to
Julie's Place: The food is excellent and driving for hours, and it will Impreas
the prices affordable. The drinks are -everybody. • Just take the interstate to
mediocre, but the sen/Ice Is great They Altus and follow tha signs.
do not accept reservations, but the wait Heber Springs
Is not very long generally. Dress Is casual. Red Apple Inn: An hour away (depending,
Smuggler's Inn: .The usual atmospjhere
on who drives) Is a resort that boasts a
coroplfments the usuaimenu. The steaks- "restaurant that desi:rved an entire page
'are good, and the service Is, shall wa say, In Southern Uving.. A ^ "
*eHfii00t--#lm0llva-4ealiir©r4%lri^^
•4ii0ate^p.^p0fi©fta!a~pflefl
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Holiday dregs and tlie big screen
by John Thiele
For those readers who have never
visited the fair metropolis of Fort: Smith,
a little background is necessary. Fort
Smith is an historic city, a quiet center
of trade and manufacturing on an ancient foundation. Once you have visited
Belle Star's whore house and Judge
Parker's Court House, your entertainment options Include shopping at Central Mall (only Oklahomans ?hop at
Phoenix Village Mall), and going to
movies.
Over the Christmas break, I exhausted every option (i.e., I saw every
blessed movie in town). I was lucky for
two reasons: 1) Prices are stnl $3.00 in
Fort Snriith and one theatre has $1:25
matinees on Sundays and 2) the movie
industry seems to really reel them out
during the holidays, and there were
several movies. 1 actually wanted to
see. The only thing that bothered me
was paying good money to sit In a
sanitary landfill and watch a few minutes of visual impressions. My earth
shoes still stick to everything they
touch and I sat down in a pool of very
buttered popcorn.
What follows are my opinions about
those movies I saw. I don't believe I will
mention any producers or directors or
"visual Impact" or extravagant set design. I will just give my opinions, pure
and simple.
Apocalypse Now — I saw this epic
of the silver screen on a friend's recommendation. (Make that acquaintance.) He said, "It's adeath movie!" It
was a death movie. \ did not understand the movie, but 1 don*t understand
Vietnam either, so maybe that is good.
I was surprised/that Telly Savalas was
hot In i t - ^ or Lawrence Olivier, since
he is in everything else!
The Rose — is a death movie, too,
but I understood it. Itis the best moviei
saw over Christmas (three times), and
ranks right up there with Gone With
The Wind and Pocketful of Miracles
for best movie of my life. Bette Midler
was stupendous; she will make you
laugh, cry, and sigh, and you will leave
the theater completely drained. There
is a little something for everyone and I
hope there will be a little Oscar for
Bette. I really liked it because it was
the third time in my life that I have seen
someone "shoot up".
Star Trek — For someone who used
to watch the television series reli-

giously, I received the movie rather
coolly. It was not overwhelming, but the
only boring part was drifting around
the Enterprise for what seemed like
thirty minutes with Scotty and Kirk. If
you use mood-altering chemicals, 1
would suggest abusing them before
seeing the movie. I imagine It would
greatly improve the special effects,
which are already stupendous. Kirk
still looks like a Ken doll; Chekov Is still
slow-witted, and Sulu can still open his
eyes real wide. There Is a new bald
Barbie doll, and Uhura and Scotty have
new hairdos. They redecorated the
Enterprise ahd it lost all of its warmth.
They did have a neat computer game
in the rec. room though. The major
disappointment was Bones. He looked
like he had been through six years of
major surgery. I had my fingers crossed
through the whole movie that he would
not keel before the film ended.
t h e Black Hole —I saw this the
same evening I saw Star Trek, and 1
think it was an CD. It seemed like a
Reader's Digest condensation of Star
Wars and four other similar space
movies. If 1 never see another special
effect 1 will be happy. Walt Disney
should stick to the classics like Sleep:
ing Beauty and Cinderella.
Kramer vs Kramer — DUstin Hoffman
is shorter than Meryl Streep, and
none of his shirts had collars, but none
of that really seemed to matter. The
movie had it all for me^scenes in
NYC> a courtroom battle, and a bedroom with clouds on the walls. It was a
really vivid look inside the lives of three
people. (The kid cried well, too.)
Th0 Jerk ^ If you like Steve Martin,
you have probably already seen this
movie. If you are not too crazy about
him, like me, don't go. I was sorry 1 did.
When I think that $3.00 could have
bought me six large icees, I could
scream.
1941 -- A lot of people from Saturday Night Live in an atypical skit.
If youhave the spare change, it is good
for a few laughs.
Electric Horseman ^ Anything with
Jane Fonda in it gets my ticket money.
•Add Robert Redford and what is essentially an anti-nuke, pro-environment theme, and I will probably like it. 1
was sure Redford was going to get
shocked In that light oufit. Fonda is
probably the brightest star in the firmament; enjoy her while she shines.
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Nationally-ranked Warriors whip UCA
After being ranked eighth among
the top NAIA basketball teams in the
country on Monday, the Hendrix
Warriors rallied to defeat Ihe UCA
Bears 61-52 Tuesday night in the
Farris Center. It was the 99th meeting
of the two rival Conway teams. Hendrix is now 12-0 over-alUnd 4-0 in the
AIC.

••'I

the Warriors never lost the lead in
the first half; however, the 19 point
charge by UCA's Wally Love left the
Bears with only a 5 point deficit when
the first half ended, 34-29. At one
point Hendrix led by 12 points, and

- i

Austin Sullivan layd the t)a8ketball up for 2 pdints as
Lawson Pilgrim (35) positions himsalf for an offensive
rebound, if needed. The retiound was not required, and
Sullivan went on to score 12 points and Pilgrim 18
points in the Warriors win over UCA Tuesday night.

the emotional high point for the Warriora was a steal by Lawson Pilgrim
with 13:10 showing. Pilgrim snatched
the ball from his opponent and took it
all the way down for a slam-dunk that
brought ibaHendflxJansto tbeirJeet,
for a standing ovation. Each team had
14^ield goals in the first half, vyith the
5 point difference coming from the
free throw line. The Warriors made 6
of 8 for 75%, and UCA hit only 1 of 3
for 33% from the line.
In the second half the Warriors
encountered problems passing the
ball inside against UCA's man-to-man
defense, and UCA connected on the

outside. With the help of Love's
shooting, the Bears tied the Warriors
several times. With 6:21 left in the
game Billy Dixon of UCA put the
Bears ahead 48-46. That was the first
and last lead the Bears had over the
Warriors. ^ Beginning with Herman
Hammons hitting both shots on a
bonus situation foul, the Warriors hit
nine straight free throws. The Warriors
shovyed their maturity in controlling
the tempo for the remainder of the
game, and dealt the Bears a 61-52
! ,
loss.
In" their victory over the Bears, ^thei
Warriors were led by Lawson Pilgrim f! \ ! ;
with 18 points and 14 rebounds.
Austin Sullivan followed with 12 points
and Herman Hammohs came up with
11 points. Wally Love led the Bears'
attack with 27 points and Billy Dixon
scored 12 points for the night. The
UCA scare tn the isecond half might
be~ accounted for tn-theH:urfiovers
statistics. UCA had 16 turnovers in
the game, and Hendrix had 22 turnovers in the game, which is high for
the undefeated Warriors.
The Hendrix Warriors take on the
Henderson State Reddies tonight at
7:30 in the Grove Gym, and the
Warriors will be fighting to stretch
their unbroken record to 13-0.
..IV. T.-iftfty*. f j g a ^ i .
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The Hendrix swim team played
host to several other swim teams for
its 12th Annual Classics on Novem''
ber 30. Colleges from Springfield,
Missouri, and Sherman and Baytown, Texas participated.
Drury College plaoed first with
367 points to second place Hendrix's
267. David Guthrie tallied Hendrix's
only first place event with a 2:16.5
200 yard breaststroke time.
Swimmers also posted times insuring a trip to NAIA Championships.
The Hendrix 400 yard relay team of
Jim Admire, Chuck Chalfant, Larry
Benzel and Randy Thomason swam
a 3:23.15. Eric Omundsen's 2:05.1 In
the 200 yard butterfly event will alsd
enable him to swim at the National

meet held in La Crosse, Wisconsih.
The 17th Annual Hendrix Relays
got underway the next day. Hendrix
finished fourth overall, behind Drury
College (298 points), Lee College
(206 points) and Southwest Missouri (204 points). Hendrix ended
with 200 points.
November 27, the Hendrix women
swimmers made a trip to Houston
during the holidays, mixing work-out
time and sight-seeing, with the intention of retaining the conditioning
which they had developed during
the first term.
Both teams will compete In their
next meet at UALR, January 15 at
7:00 p.m.
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Winter Term intramurals begin this week,
errtries for the following sports are due by
p.m; Friday* January I t : men's handball
singles, men's racketball singles (A and B
leagues), and spades (co-recreational).
Tfeam basketball started Tuesday, Jartuary 8
with four women's teams competing and
several men*s A and B league teams opening
their seasons. Referees for both the men's
and women's leagues are needed. For more
infomiatbrf contact fim Maxwall at Martin
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DIDN'T FORGEt
Wc took ihe SerlcH K progfam*
mabks. thy HP-BEand HI>48E.
and added continuous niemor>MtJ
create the oew HP-BBC and
HP'^3BC. So now you can iJtore
data and programs even il you
turn your calculator ofl and on;
then we went one step
luriher.
THEALLNEWHP^34C.
The new H P-34C Advanced
Continuous Meniorv Scierilific
ProHrammable oflers you these
pmgraniniing leattires: up to Mi)
programmable keystrokes; label,
line and india*ct branching: 6
subroutine levels; indirect datastorage: insert/delete editing; 4
flags; 12 labels; 2 user dennable
keys: Im>p control and more!
TWO EXCITING NEW
IFUNCTIONS!
New **Solve" key. The IIP-34C
can search for and find the rtmi.s
of an equation with keystroke
simplicity. New "Inlegraic*' key.
Makes finding the del iiiiie inteitral
Ilf a lunciion pushbutton easy.
Any function ycni can evaluate on
the cak'ulaitJr by keystroke
sofutioi), you can now integraie.

w m t CtOCWMENIMlON

mppmct

The II^34C comes with tm
Ituroducuirv Utx>ktei. an Ownei*s

} Sl iSi IB
® IS ® ®

m m m is.
Handbook, and a free Standard
Application book containing 10 '
useful programs. Application
b{)oks also livailable in Math,
Stat. Surveying and Student
l;ngitjeenng,
UNFORGETTABLE VALUES
IN CONTINUOUS MEMORY
CALCULATORS.
The HP-33C Programmable
Scientiric-Sl20; The HP.38C
Advanced Financial Programmable-SlSO: TheHP*34C
Advanced Programmable Seien*
tilic-SI3a
Conte irt ttxiay and put one of
these ania/.ing^ new calculatoa^
to the test. Vijuli find xhem Iti b^
three more esumples of Iknvreltl*ackard*s Hscellence by IX'sign*

10 Smtth BMf.

AuthorJEei
Dealer for

Other iridivlduarspdrtsefitrie^ due this tenn
ape chess. eight*aMt handball doubles, mcketball doubles, bowHug, hot shot and tafaie-tennis
doubles- T-shirts will be awarded to the win*
4i0^Mof^iyndfafdualsports^
- —^—
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Practice makes perfect ——
Home-town B.ballers back on top

I

by

Mike'^Niggei

stay close to home and be with his friends. Ticey also liked the
small size and high academic standards at Hendrix.
Many cbllege coaches in Arkansas and surrounding areas
were focusing their attention on the state*s Most Valtiable
Player, Lawson Pilgrim. He was recruited by all of the AIC
schools, the University of Arkansas, and Vanderbilt. He
received over two hundred letters from different colleges, but,
after he visited Vianderbilt, University of Arkansas, and other
schools, he decided to go to the U of A. Pilgrim was reunited
with his old Conway friend, Mamn Delph, whorh he roomed with
his freshman year. In discussing his decision to leave
Fayetteville, Pilgrim explains that he had become "dissatisfied" by the end of his freshman year and wanted to transfer to
Hendrix. He approached Coach Cliff Garrison about enrolling at
Hendrix and the following fall transferred. Althbugh he was
ineligible for varsity basketball, Pilgrim was once again \A(ith his
old teammates. In 1978-79 Pilgrim started several games but
was hampered by jumper's knee and a bad lower back.
In 1977, Herman Hammons was sought by all of the AIC
schools, Tennessee, and Arkansas State University. He
received considerable pressure to stay at home with his friends..
Hammons, an outstanding leaper who has high jumped seven feet,
finally succumbed to the pressure and decided Hendrix was
the place for him.

Fourteen years ago three thirci graders and a second grader
began playing basketball together on the schoolyards of
Conway Elementary SchooL Today these same four young
men are starters for the Hendrix Warriors, T.J. Ticey, Austin
Sullivan, and Lawson Pilgrim were thoseJhird. graders,^and
Herman Hammons was the second grader.
Over a decade ago, these four Conway residents began
playing organized basketball for Conway Junior High Schboi:
Their first year together, the three seventh-graders led the
junior-varsity team to an undefeated 10-0 record. The following^ year, Hammons joined the team, but Lawson was
advanced to the ninth-grade team. The eighth-grade team went
16-4 that year. Their final year at Conway Junior High, these
four players went to the State Tournament finals with a 23-2
record and lost in the finals to Hot Springs Central.
in the tenth grade, Sullivan, Ticey, and Pilgrim, along with
Marvin Delph, led Conway High School to a 28-1 season. This
team beat Hot Springs High School to claim the AAA
Championship/That same year, they went to the finals of the
State Overall Tournament only to be edged out by Fort Smith
Northside^ a team captained by Ron Brewer.
Finally, all four players were reunited in 1975 as they started
for Coach Joe Graham at Conway High SchooL That season
the Wampus Cats compiled a 24-4 record. In the finails of the
State AAA Tournament, Conway was beaten by Fayetteville,
which was led by the Trumbo brothers.
The culmination of their high school basketball careers was
in 1976-77 when Conway High put together one of the most
awesome high school basketball teams ever seen in Arkansas. Coach Joe draham utilized and^i^
fiiilcl this winning rflaGHihe.:T
Won an
unprecendented thirty-six games in' a row. Cbnway beat
Blytheville for the AAA Charrtpionshipand then won the State
dverall Tournanient by defeating Class AAAA El Dorado,
Class AA Monticello, and Class A Holly^^
Wampus Cats were named ninth in the nation by Street and
Smith magazine.
When these fourmen are not playing organized basketball,
they are in the gyms of Gonway developing their Individual
skills and teamwork. The comraderie displayed by these" Th^ Hendrix foursome from left are Lawson Pilgrim, T.J. Ticey, Austin Sullivan, and
gentlemen during the past decade is contagious and has Herman Hammons.
carried over to the Hendrix Warriors basketball team. These
While discussing recruiting techniques. Head Basketball
players have inspired an esprit de corps among the other
players which has molded this year*s team into a cohesive Coach Cliff Garrison emphasized that a "gradual process" of
recruitment was employed in getting these four athletes to
working unit
When talking with a Prof He reporter, the players related attend Hendrix. This recruitment began early in their high
many of the lighter moments of their basketball career school years and was especially easy to carry out during the
together. One such incident occured just before thefinal game summer months when the four players, three of whom live
of their senior year in high schboL The game was scheduled to within several blocks of Hendrix, would gather In Grove Gym to
start at 7:30, and, by 7:15, Lawson Pilgrim had not arrived. A practice basketbalL Garrison also commented that former
worried Coach Grahamoalied his home only to find that Pilgrim Hendrix stars such as Gonway resident Anc^ Balentine helped
had overslept and was on his way to the gym. At 7:28 Pilgrim in the recruitment of these Gonway players.
The most important and successfuf reonjitlng tool used by
sprinted onto the court to Join in the team's passing drill,
tripped, and fell flat on his face in the middleof the court. This the coaching staff, however, was the emphasis on obtaining a
display of athletic prowess eased the pre*game tension of the good degree from an accomplished academic coiiege. The
Wampus Gats, and the team annihilated its oppon^t as Pilgrim players were sold by the honesty and straightforwardness of
ended the onslaught with a slam dunk, drawing a technical foul Coach Garrison.
beoaose dunking is illegal under high school basketball rules.
This year is the first year since their undefeated season at
As the three older players approached high school gradua** Conway High that alt four of these men are starting together.
tion, a multitude of scholarship offers poured in. Austin Sullivan Each of the four players stated that one reason he came to
was recruited by aH of the AIC schools and SMU. Sullivan says Hendrix was to lead the Warriors to thair first championship
that he decided to ehroll at Heridrix because Coach Garrison since 1930. Alt four of these players stress the fact that this
treated him as an 'Individuar*, and he was impressed by the year*^ team is a team without stars. It is a 'team'* in which every
excellenoe and prestige of Hendrix Gollege.
player has something to contribute and must contribute if the
T.J. Ticey received offers to play basketball from Hendrix, Warriors are to be successfuL The players, coaohes and fans
and several junior colleges, Becauseof his outstanding play at must add their best/ but It sure helps to know that TA Ticey,
wide receiver and safety for the Wampus Cats, he was also Austin Sullivan, Herman Hammons and Lawson Pilgrim have
^len^^ayini^oietha^alnc#^he^h{rd-^^ *
riwulted""ftFWBiTdwsoTr^rid"i^
decision to come to Hendrix was influenced :by his desire to I
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The United States and the rest of the world are presently faced with an International situation,
unparalleled in recent years. Not since the Vietnam War has the danger of global conflict been as great.
Faced with illegally detained citizens in Iran on one front and^,an iTlegal invasion of Afghanistan on
another, the determination and priorities of Amferjcan policy mafi^rs are being seriously tested. They
are being faced with the choice between preserving the mystique of America as an omnipotent
International power and policeman or sacrificing a part of this Image and its benefits in order to sustain a
detente policy and avoid possible military conflict with forces of the Soviet bloc or the enraged Muslim
world. As speculation over the options increases, questions relating to America's military readiness and
overall strength appear. Of particular interest to young Americans should be the question of reviving the
draft because of stirrings that began last year in Washington. A brief analysis of the current interriational
situation, the status of draft laws, and possibilities for their change in the near future follows.
' In Iran, what was earlier hoped to be an easily settled.situation has become a drawn out crisis that
resists solution in any recognizable diplomatic manner. Complaints brpught by the United States to the
United Nations and the World Court of Justices have proved to be of no avail. Though favorable action
was takeh In the World Court and in the U,N., Iranian leaders have refused to comply with requiests to
release the hostages who have been hpid for oyer two months in our Teheran embassy. Last week, the .
' Secretafy^Geheralof ttie UK;, KurtlValdheim.li^avelled to Iran in hbpe^^ of breaking the impasse but gaye
MP and came back to New York, his mission'a total failure. Though the Shah has left the U.S., the
militants are standing firm in their demand that he be returned to Iran for trial prior to the hostages' .
release. Using the lllogic-that has become associated with their actions, the militants recently
announced that one of the hostages will definitely be put pn trial.ior 'War.crimes" because he flew air
missions while in service in Vietnam. Similar illogical decisions by the Khomeini regime are largely
responsible for the failures qf diplomacy. President Carter has repeated his. request for an immediate
U.N. Security Council action imposing economic sanctions against Iran. He also has reiterated his
warning that any trial of the hostages will bring serious consequences for Iran.
In Afghanistan, a less immediate, but potentially more dangerous problem of Soviet invasioh and
Intervention has arisen. At this time, as many as 50,000 Soviet troops have entered Afghanistan.
Fighting continues as rebel Muslims face Soviet armored equlpmentand helicopter gunships with small
weapons In a Vietnam-style guerilla war for the hills. Though the Soviets seem to have the urban areas
under control for the present, many feel that they may never be able to control the whole country.
Afghanistan is particularly Important geopolitically because It borders on both China, our newly-won
friend, and the oil-rich Persian Gulf region.
President Garter has reacted to the Soviet action by attempting to make the USSR^pay a price for its
.actions. He has placed restrictions on the exports of grain, barred all sales of technology, and deferred
plans of economic and cultural exchanges, In addition he has aSked the Senate to delay consideration of
SALT II and has supported a resolution introduced in the Security council to condemn the aggressiOi.
This resolution was, as expected,, vetoed Monday by the Soviets. Other options reportedly under
consideration for the near future include CIA aid to the Muslim rebels, active cooperation with China Iri
defense concerns, and the expansion of American's military presence in the Middle East.
There is a fine line between the current rising American patriotism and militarism. Many citizens are
ready and waiting for a war to liberate the hostages or stop the Soviet threat. The end of the "Vietnam
Syndrome" may be upon us. No longer is the country asking for peace at any price; the lessons learned
from our Vietnam experiences are seemingly being ignored or, atthe very least, discounted.Though the
Selective Service System was abolished nearly four years ago, there has been action in Washington to
reinstate the system m some form or another in the near future.
One bill, proposed by Senator Sam Nunn (D, Georgia), would require all 18-to-26-year-old males to
register with their local draft boards. The House of Representatives bill called for registration of all 16year-old males. Neither bill was approved because the issue was too "hot" and because constitutional
questions regarding the "males only" provision could create problems. 1^
complications, the House passed the problem on to President Garter, asking that he make
recommendations on the issue by next Tuesday, January 15.
Garter publicly opposes the draft, but reports indicate that he Is considering a registration plan by
which eligible young people would be registered via computerized lists of driver's licenses, school
records, Social Security records, m d IRS files. This "faceless registration" would be less expensive in
monetary, political, and social costs than would be the traditional registration. Many feel that a traditional
registration plan could evokethestudentunrestthatcharacterizedtheoppositlonto Vietham.
There is a sense of solidarl^ among the people,and revival of Americanism Is underway. Americans are
realizing the true benefits of being American and are gaining a new sense of pride in themselves and
their nation. Though these are basically good occurrences for a nation troubled by a sinking economy
and energy shortages, one Is reminded of similar occurrences immediately preceding World Warll.
The Profile urges everyone to keep astride of the developments regarding registration and the draft.
Though plans under consideration at this time do not include a reimpoaition of an actual draft, the steps
being considered do represent an obvious shift m that direction. Whereas in the Vietnam era the draft
• was usually ©xotuslve of college students, current opinions regarding the inequality of such a draft seem
to dictate a more Inclusive draft for the future.
" The Profile is of the ©pinion that the ail-volunteer army is capable of defending America's interests at
this time and that the various deficiencie^s that it evidences can be corrected at far less cost than those
that would be paid by the reimposltlon of a draft. Though such a measure may be necessary at sometime
In the futore, this Is not the time. A more moderate plan requiring registration only maybe appropriate at
this time. However, If Implemented, this draft should be of ihe traditionai face-to-fada nature so that the
consciousness of the young people who are affected will be stirred. Certain^ there would be less unrest
under a "face-leas" plan, but Is that any way to run a democracy?^ •

I am v/rltlfig fhli editorial m a tultfort^paying student
arid also m a socdsr •pMy©r. When 1 first camB to Hendrix.
Ihl^ pasf fa!i« I was will aw^re tlial mmet was" mt yet a
varsity aport. Nevartheltss, In talking to students, I found
mucli. enthusiasm md I bseaw^ exalted about •playing
S0de©r here. As tha season progressed, however, 1
that th© aoecar situation at Hendrix Is

I

cause for Hendrix to deny its students the opportunity to
partioipate fn a duality ^oocer program.
f ^Siyme- that Hendrix does not havi a football team
beoause of the size of the sohool and also because of
llnanoial restriotions. These limitations, however, do not
apply to ioecer at all Bocoer is one of the most
Inexpensive aports in the world, a reason why it may be
one of the most popular as well. The oost of having a
This piM B&ason was ridieulous. Tha sopport of tha soccer program compared to that of other sports (for
taam by the sohoot.was nonexistent. Lack of organl-'
example, basketball) is significantly less.
.nation was. horrendous. With no ooaah/lrugtrated
While Arkansas is not nedessarlly known as a soccer
players had .nowhere to turn. Fraotice and game times stronghold, our neighboring states of Tennessee and
WBW mysterjea to-most of thepfayers. At one point it got Texas are two areas where thousands of pfayera from
so bad that in a- iame aiainst Ouachita BaptlM Uni^fer- youth leagues on up to college teams enjoy the sport. If
slty only nine playera fseven males and two fem.a1es)
Hendrix considers itself an area leader, then there Is no
showed up. This Is not only aad; It Is embarrassing. What reason why it should not also be the leader in establishing
bothsrt me is that, there is m reason why soccer should college aocoer here In Arkansas. It's about time Hendrix
be .-as.sorry as It Is Mm at Hendrix..Sports are An
gelS'on the ball and gives itSBtudents whatthey want.
Important part of adueation In Amerfoa, md there is no
' Charles Corl

by Jeff Lewellen
I have been to the top of the mole-hill * arid I have
brought back some Earth-shattering news of philosophical Importance to every living being (at least
those at Hendrix),
A legendary, but unknown, Hendrix institution has
finally been revived and injected with new life.
H.A.H.A., (Hendrix Association of Hedonists of
America) has been forming new chapters ail over
Conway. (Several off-campus, one or two In Martin,
one-half in Couch; and all of Corner House and East
Hall.) The administration (remember them? TheyVe
the ones who take the money.), have been worklrig
with the faculty (Remember them? They're the ones
-who-wear plaid siuits with argyle socks and red
shoes.), to Introduce new courses to accomodate
this new Interest on campus.
Philosophy 29: Advanced Procrastination. This
class meets only on Thursday, (or Friday) — usually
never at all - to discuss what they forgot last term, in
Basic. Procrastination 10^
Biology 12: Plants fbr Pleasure. Studies the
variety of natural means to^ an altered condition.
Utilization of the green house Is discouraged.
(Behind Mills is more appropriate.) Labs meet once
a week to compare experiences and discuss the
best ways to grow new specinl'ens in limited areas
such as closets, toilets, coat pockets, etc.
History 43: The Roman-Orgy. Historical importance of intense debauchery and Its contribution to
tbe cultural, social, and emotional advancement of
civilization. (Group participation Is mandatory.)
Math 10: High Computations. Meets after midnight on Friday nights. Solves puzzling problems
like "How much wood would a wood-chuck chuck, If
a wood-chuqk would take vallum?"
Political Science 42: The Legal Aspects of Lost
Weekends or A Study of Drunk Laws. This course
deals with various topics such as drunk driving
tickets, desecrating public property (i.e. throwing
up on the courthouse steps), and what to do when
you forget your means of transportation haff way to
Little Rock. Field trips to Morgan and Morrilton are
encouraged,
Economics 47: Prof it-sharing i n t h e Drug Field;
Analysis of the production cost and tax-free profit
benefits of developing a thriving new business In
small green mushrooms.
English 42: Sex Fiends in English Literature.
Ninety percent of class time will be spent discussing Oscar Wilde, but the class also includes
various studies of the bddities of Shaw, Chaucer,
Milton, and why Shakespeare preferred ycjung boys
in the female roles.
In addition, the theater department has promised
to perform Oh| Calcutta for alumni week-end.
Enjoy yourselves and remember the H.A.H.A.
motto: WE HAVE FUN!
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In light of the five-year, long-term planning
process currently underway at Hendrix, the
Media Committee, chaired by Dr. Bruce
Haggard, has scheduled meetings with the
editors and managers of each of the four
media agencies, the Troubadour, Potpourri,
Proiflle, arid KHDX. The Committee,
Haggard stated, hopes to "have a written
report ready by February 1 which will address the problems [of] and the prospects
for the various media."
Before meeting with the Committee, the
managers and editors of each staff were
requested to submit a written proposal
outlining the strengths, weaknesses, prob. lems and long-term goals of the staff. The KHDX staff has requested a $981
increase in its budget for next year. This
Increase will finance the sfiilaries of an
education director and a chief engineer,
Improvements In educational programming
offered by the station, and a 13% cost of
operating increase.
* "Looking Into the next three to five years,"
the KHDX report states, "major purchases
must be made to replace piresently aging
equipment. These replacements should be
a ten watt FM transmitter, a ten-channel
stereo console and a cartridge recorder/
reproducer." The staff believes that It can
obtain used equipment and estimates the
total cost to be nine thousand dollars.
In summing up the goals for the coming
years, the staff concluded Its report by
commenting. "It has been the policy of
KHDX to offer an alternative on the FM dial
The ten watt roar reaches out over the
campus and the community offering opportunities othenA/ise unavailable to the
bored top-40 listener. We hope to B$e this
tradition carried on through these changing
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Herman Hammons displays his crowd-pleasing slam-dunk
technique to OBU defenders in the Warriors' 72-66 victory
Monday night. The Warriors 6-2 record in the conference places
Hendrix in a three-^way tie for first place with Henderson and
UAM.
"—
———
seepage 3

Thompson presents letters

"Letters from the Civil War Period" was the topic of Dr.
George Thompson's presentation to a group of faculty and
staff on Tuesday. The presentation was part of the Faculty
Colloquium, a series of lectures presented to fellow,
professors dealing with the special interest and research of
the featured speaker.
Dr. Thompson, who has extensively studied the Civil VVar
and Reconstructioni recently acquired a large number of
copies of personal letters from the Civil War period. He
obtained this collection last summer while on a National
Endowment for the Humanities grant to attend a special
seminar In Atlanta. The seminar was attended by twelve
scholars from around the country and it dealt with the tobic
"Slavery, Secession and the Civil War." Dr. Bell I, Wiley,
Professor Emeritus at Emory University, allowed Dr.
Thompson to make copies of his large collection of
personal letters from the North and South during the Civil
War.
The letters selected by Dr. Thompson for his presentation were the correspondences of soldiers in the Union ahd
"Pleasant;* "civllteed/* and "agreeable** werje the words Poet Denise Levertov used to Confederate armies. According to' Thompson, *The
describe the "human atmosphere" she felt on her first day as Poet-in-Resldence and yeomen of America expressed themselves for the first time
during the Civil War... they had a reason for writing, and
Visiting Professor of English at Hendrix.
*
While at Hendrix* Ms.. Levertov will conduct a seven week poetry symposium in some of them wrote letters for thefirsttime/*Thompson
Creative Writing and offer two public programs. The first program will feature Ms. organteed the letters presented into three categories
Levertov readingfromher poetry and will be heW on Tuesday, February 12, in Staples based on the significant reason for writing a letter during
the war. The three categories were love letters and family
Auditorium at 7:30 p,m.
'
Withfwelvebooksof poetry and one book of prose current^ in print, Ms. Levertovlsa correspondence, fear of being forgotten, and fear of death.
much sought-after reader and lecturer on college campuses across the nation* She has These three themes refiect Dr. Thompson's statement that
lectured and taught at universitias such as MIT, Drew, Vassar, and the University of the letters are "incomparable ffir revealing their human
California at Berkeley, This past spring, Ms. Levertov resigned her teaching position at qualities*"
Tufts University in order to travel and Jecture. In addition to her highly respected position This year Dr. Thompson began a pn^iect to locate
personal letters from the Civil War period through alumni,
as a poet, Ms. Levertov is also politically active
As a political activist^ Ms. Levertov led several Anti-War demonstrations during the faeuliy, students and the Speaker's Bureau. One purpose
Vietnam WanShe Is tuifently active In the Ant^NuclearMovement and expressed a of the presentation was to get faculty help in obtaining a
desiretoineet withlocalAntl-Nuclear Activlstsdurlnghervl^ As always,Ms.Levertov future collection in the library. Or* Thompson has already
received the first contributions from students and feculty.
continues her struggle against racism*
When asked about the class format, ;Ms. Levertov replied that she plans "to teach the History Professor flobert Meriwether has donated a letter
" hature of poetty t ^ i^resentihg ahalogies th^t exist between it and the other arts.** She written by his great-grandfather to his great-grandmother in
1862 while he was In the Confederate amiy.
M d that rept%sentatjve.vtforlcp from thefieldscrf^p
would be presented along withf comments made by each artiit about his art and
Dt. Thompson stressed that these letters pmvide a first
practice; Ms. Levertov also stated that there would be droup discussions regarding rate source for undergraduate studies, not for research, but
^ poetry written t)y the students in the class.
; *
*- "
:
Id aHow students to use them as an edupational material.
J ^When asked what she 1^^^
Ms. Levertov lfie$e Ijrlmary'materials could provide a source for pikers
#|*ed,"Writ0 as you must, ^athe*; tliah asttfeiaiudiencedesir^.** 'ifhat i$ not to say,** ^|ind Itohdr^projeofs^along with" the benefit of having tiiese
Interesting sourtjetfor the library. As Dr. Tl^mpsonmoted,
m ^^fti a conctedmgrrote, Ms. Levertov added that she ts "quite impressedbytheHendrix the unique speoicity o i m letters **begihS to t^eal tilings
Wiat need to be Revealed."
"r#Ni^nts?IH?tmetso'ttr,** '"*-:. ..•.^.."-;^ ''.
.. ^
. ., ... ^•.".,,. : .
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budget and an 8% jump In publication
prices. The Profile initially reported that the
staff should be budgeted $4600 for next
year, but, In a later itemized budget submitted to the Student Senate, foLjnd that
$6397 was a closer approximation of the
financial needs of next year's staff. The
Potpourri reported that this year's staff has
been limited in making several improvements including the expansion of use of
prose material and color photography and
the publication of more than one yearly
magazine, by its insufficient budget.
Stressing the Importance of good quality
photography in all three publications, each
staff's report recommends that the darkroom and photography equipnient be im-r
proved.,
The problem of student participation is
also addressed by the staffs of the yearbook and newspaper. Both staffs suggest
that the College offer course credit to, as
the Troubadour report states, "the dedicated few who become the core of the
media etaffs."
Offering solutions to the problems of
journalistic maturity and staff continuity, the
Profile and Troubadour staffs suggest that
the College should consider employing a
full-time advisor to aid the media staffs, and
attempts should be made to attract and
train competent editors at the end of each
year. The Profile report specifically proposes that workshops to train new staff
personnel should be conducted during the
Spring Term.
The Troubadour report concludes that "it
js evident that changes will have to be made
if the demands of a yearbook representative of Hendrix are to be met satisfactorily.'*
The Prof He staff, in summarizing its ambh
times."
tions for the next five years, reports, "We
The three publications of the Hendrix would like, to become a newspaper that
media, the Troubadour, Potpourri, and offers constructive self-crltlelsm about
Profile, each submitted similar requests for Hendrix. an impossible task unless Profile
budget Increases. Each staff cited rising staff [members] are given access to many
paper and printing costs as vital factors- more faculty and admlnistratlv^ poliey-makThe Troubadour reported that this year's. ing meetings. We need support for our aim
staff was faced with a 1.6% decrease in the of investigative reporting.**

Letters to the editor must not be libelous andahould
pertain to matters of general Interaat. All letters
submitted must be signed, though names will be
Withheld upon request. Eaoh letter should be typed
If possible and should not exceed five haridred
words.
ll « «
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Gommittee studies media plans
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the collegiate scene

One point short

The fjrst half was controlled by OBU with the
outside shooting of Willie Halt and the inside play of
The Hendrix men's team swam a good meet Jimmy Greer. Ticey hit a 35 foot buzzer shot to send
January 15 at UALR, but as Co-captain Bob Staab the Warriors in at half trailing by one point.
remarked, "we had the opportunities to win the'
Midway into the second half, Greer.attempted a
meet, but we came up a point short," 67-56,
lob pass for a dunk, but got tangled up with Lawson
There were, however, sorne outstanding indivi- Pilgrim. Greer went to the floor, and remained,
dual performances, First place finishes were re- suffering neck spasms. He regained his feet to
corded by Chuck Chalfant, 50 yard freestyle; David leave the gaime. Without his presence, the Warriors
Guthrie, 200 yard breaststroke; Steve Rainey, one pulled ahead, aided by.the outside shooting of
and three meter dives; the 400 yard medley relay Pilgrim and Frank Hampton, Herman Hammons
team with a best time of 3:46; and the 400 yard free-helped turn the momentum with three crowd-raising
style relay.
slam dunks. Ticey's,breakaway baskets and some
The women also swam a fine meet, only to end clutch free throws Iced the game for the Tribe.
the meet two points shy of their opponents, UALR.
After successive defeats by Henderson State
Marian Agnew swam to first place finishes in the and UAM, the Warriors beat SAU and OBU at hbme.
50 yard backstroke;. 200 yard Individual medley and Tonight the Warriors will travel to Searcy to play
I the 500 yaird.freestyle. First place in the 100 yard Harding.
butterfly was^ lA^eri. by, Gretchen De Young and
teammate D^v|^n (dheek won the 100 yard breaststroke event.toiverMolly Fierce took first in both the
one and three meter dives.
The Hendrix men swam again on the 19th against Several entries for intramural sports are due by
Arkansas Tech University, The Water Warriors 5:00 this Friday. These are raquetball doubles,
handball doubles, and table tennis doubles. The
outswam their opponents by a large margin.
entry
forms should be turned In at the Campus
Upcoming meets include: the.men at Harding and
the women at UCA this afternoon, and both teams Center or to Tim Maxwell at Martin Hall, The
brackets for these contests will be posted In the
swimming together the 26th at Hendrix.
Campus Center next weeik.
Intramural basketball has just begun- After three
.games, CE and Tl are undefeated. These two
Tuesday- night Lawson Pilgrim passed three full teams seem head and shoulders above the rest of
court lobs to T.J. Ticey against a tough man-^to-man the men's league, and it is expected that the
press employed by the Tigers to clinch a 72-66 showdown between them will probably mean the
victory for the Warriors. The victory by the Warriors title.
Ih the women's league, Veasey has taken a one
and the defeat UAM suffered to "Arkansas College
placed Hendrix ina three-way tie for first place with game lead with a 2-0 record, Veasey looks as if It
the Henderson Reddies and the UAM Boll Weevils. will stay at the top due to its experienced players.

Students demand
divestment
Reprinted in part with permission from the- Oberlin ReviBW, September 8,
1979.
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As in the past few years, the College's investments In corporations that do business in racially
apartheid South Africa have troubled many students on campus.
,,
But this year [1979] the cry for divestment was
louder than ever before.
Most of the activism occurred second semester,
sponsored by a new student-organization, the
Oberlin Coalition for the Liberation, of South Africa.
The Coalition scheduled speakers, forums,
movies and rallies, and published a six-page divestment tabloid for campus distribution. The Coalition hoped to generate enough student support to
force the Trustees to take a stand on divestment,
and planned a Friday night demonstration outside
the Trustee meeting for that purpose.
But divestment was not on the Trustees' agenda.
Though severaf South African resolutions were
Oberlin Review photo by Daniel Friedman
unanimously passed, that did not satisfy the chanting ^proximately 150 students held a rally in Wilder Bowl on Aprilt 3 to protest the College's position on divestment of
protestors, who pounded on the windows of the stock holdings in corporations in South Africa. In addition, a day long strike of classes was observed by 60 percent of
room on the fourth floor of Mudd [Library] in which the student body. The rally featured several studerit and faculty speakers.
the Trustees met.
Late in April the 106 students, armed with a well
Thoughthe strike was not supported by the entire
Things took sort of a nasty turn after that. The
Trustees adjourned into a quieter room, as the campus, over 30 professors cancelled their classes prepared defense, faced off in Wilder Main with
protesting students were identified by administra- and a few held teach-ins In Wilder Hall on South Student Dean-turned-prosecutor George Langeler,
who charged them with disruption, but recomtors and threatened With suspension.
African related topics.
mended no specific punishment.
The case of the Oberlin 106 was campus-wide
The Community Board decision, announced May
Later in the day. President Emil Danenberg
news the next morning and students mobilized for a
strike during the next week to demand, among reaffirmed the College'^ policy of selective divestr 1, [1979], placed a letter of reprimand in eachpf the
other things, total divestment and amnesty for the ment of South African investments, and turned students' files for three weeks, until May 23,
marking the end of the punitive action.
down the plea for amnesty.
Oberiin 106.
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There will be a center for collection of paper to be recycled available on the.
Hendnx campus on a regular basis beginning Friday, January 25th. The
Hendrix maintenance staff will provide a truck in the Couch/Martin circle from
10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday. All papers will be accepted, but newspapers
should be separated from other types of paper. The paper will be taken to a
recycling center In Uttle Rock.
Several dorms have already begun collecting papers, and the truck will be
driven to each individual dorm for ja pickup before the paper is taken to Little
Bcjck. Paperwilttje colletsted on the second and fourth Fridays of each month.
Money earned will tie used to defray the expenses of the truck.
It is believed that there is a vast amount of paper used by the Hendrix
community and that a recycling program can help us to reuse this valuable
resource. With the rapi^ depletion of natural resources that IS occurring In our
worid today, reycling is becoming a necessity as a means to conserve the
resources we have and to gain the maximum benefits from them. $omedorms
are also saving aluminum cans for recycling. It is hoped that a campus-wide
effort in this area can begin soon. Persons with questions concerning the
program may contact Louie Mann, Beka Miles, Dennie Comptonv or Rock
Jones. ,,,; ^;
„
; * Dates for paper collection this term are January 26, Februaiy 8 and 22, and
March?.

, ^ Raney and Galloway dorms will be jointly sponsoring a seminar on February
4'at 7:00 p.m. in Raney, "Legal Concerns for Young Adults" will be the topic of
conversation for the seminar.
Guest speakers for the event will include local lawyers and insurance
agents who will talk with interested students about insurance policies, buying
a car, working outa loan, and tenant rights. Rodney Todd, Treasurer and
Business Manager of the College will answer questions about income tax.
After the seminar, students will be given a chance to talk'informally with the
speakers. Refreshments will be served.

High-Church program
•

On Wednesday, January 30th, at 7;00 p.m, at St Peter's Episcopal
Church in Gonway, there will b0 an iristructed High-Ghurch (Ahglo-Catholle)
Communion Service, it will be Gonducted by the Rev. Sherman Smothers,
Redtor of Trinity Church, Pine Bluff, and his curate, the Rev. Ron McCrary,
formerly ofthe Hendrix College Music Department, wlH "explain" the ritual as
'itoccurs.^ ..•.•••,
. -' '•.'' "'•'•' '•••,. "'"\."
The recent ecumenical movement in the Catholic Church has supplanted
this traditional sen/ice with newer, less elaborate forms ofworship. St. Peter's
is sponsoring this special service a$ an instruction ih traditional liturgy. It will
include Incense and bells and should help one to understand the Homan
ceremonial as seen In the Pope's recent appearance around the world.
Hendrix students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend^ St. Peter's is
locatedatMitchell andPnnCestreets^

^

Cast set for Three Sister
Anton Chekhov's Three Sisters will be presented by the Hendrix Players in
Oabe Theater February 13-17. The play is a drama centering around the lives
of three sisters, their brother, his wife, and their friends in Russia before the
revolution. The cast includes John Faucett as Prozorov; Nancy.Kossler a$
Natasha, his fiancee and later his wife; Jeanne Hensley as OlQa; Jane
Spradley as Masha, and Elizabeth Smith as Irena, Prozorov's sister,- Kenneth
Benton as Koolyghin, the husband of Masha and ^ master at the High School;
Michael Langley as Vershinin, a Battery Commander; Kip Welch as
Toozenbach, a Lieutenant in the Army; John Merrill as Sollony, a captain;
Wynn Alexander as Ohebutykin, an Army doctor; Bill Ragsdale as Fedotik and
Eddie Mulkey as Roke, Second Ueutenants in tho Army; Charles Cort as
Ferapont, an old porter from the County Office; Jill Knowlton as Anfisa, the
Prozorovs* former nurse; Terri Baldwin as a maid; and Doug Young, Lee Ann
Dark, and Terri England as musicians.

Dr. James H. Cone, a prominent liberation theologian, visited the Hendrix
campus on January 9. Cone's main lecture, presented in Mills A. was entitled
"Black Worship: A Historical Theological Interpretation.''
'
Cone also lectured In several classes and conversed Informally with
students in the Campus Center.
Cone, a native of Bearden, Arkansas, received his undergraduate educa*
tion In the state and went on to further studies at Garrett Theological Seminary
and.Northwestern University. He presently holds a professorship of systematic theology at Union Theological Seminary.

AX
Alpha Ghi honor society will present Dr. Robert Sohideler, speaking on
"Particles of Difference". Thursday, January 24 at 7:00 p.m. In Mills S. The
public is invited to attend. There will be a reception following the meeting.

||LiLILl^l.^^<,l^il.^^^^^m»J<i>^ii-^lLl-C^^^'tS.^^'L»ILi.lLt^lL<t^lLllS.€^
f

S.'i.\\t^'^\^\\'L1.^V^\tt^-^'^\^^\^^'L^'..',\\^^

Opera workshop announced
Reves Recital Hall will foe the site Tuesday, February 6 of the
annual Opera Workshop presented by the Hendrix College Music
Department. The periormance will begin at 8:00 p.m.
.

i
*
i

*
t

The program will include "The Opening Scene" from Menotti's Old
Maid and the Thief, "Musett's Waltz Song" from Puccini's La
Boheme^ and "The Final Scene" from Verdi's La Traviata. Severat
pieces from The Marriage of Figaro by Mozart including Act I,
number five, Act i, number seven, Act II, number thirteen, and Act III,
number eighteen wilt also be sung.
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lents participating In the program are Brian Olark,
Alexander, Bonnie Brown, Rhonda Haltom, Wade Hankins, Lisa
Hayden, Ronnie Hoover, Clark Isaacs, Julia Goodwin, Rock Jones,
Sharon Keck, Valerie Ferguson, Jeff Jackson, Lydia McAlister,
Suzanne Westerman, John Schroeder, and RIok Sprow. Accom"
panists for tha program are Ellen Alston, Jon Arms, and Bill Durham.
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,"|. view thla''prG.gram' as, something mom for .performers than ih0
audience," commented Harold Thompson, Hendrix voice instructor
and coory inator of the performance. Thompson continued by saying
that the workshop provides a purpose and point to the study of voice

non-voice majors.
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January 24, 1980

There sieems to be a belief on this campus that students are children who cannot be trusted
with certain information and responsibilities. High level administrative personnel balk when
approached with questions involving endowment Investment portfolios and, ridiculously
enough, the addresses or phone numbers of Board of Trustee members. In addition, students
are denied access to faculty meetings and are refused positions on certain committees, such
as the Academic Policies committee, which have a tremendous effect oh the life of the
Hendrix student.
Earlier this school year, the Profile editor approached the Development Office jnqulririg
about the addresses of the members of the Board pf Trustees, hoping to include them on the
subscription list for the hewpapeh The Assistant Director of Development, Teresa Irwin, who
is no longer at Heridrix, referred her to David Gearhart, the Director. Gearhart told her that the
decision to release the addresses to the Profile was up to President Shilling, but that he
(Gearhart) felt that the Trustees* need not be overburdened with incorrilng mall. Ruth King,
Shilling's assistant, reiterated this feeling.
On Monday of this week, a Profile reporter approached Treasurer Rodney Todd about the
possibilities of examining the endowment's portfolio of investments. Aware of the "openbooks" policies of other liberal Institutions with which Hendrix strives to equate Itself, the
reporter expected no objections to his i'equest. However, Todd responded that he had "no
personal objection" to the request but was of the feeling that it would require the
authorization of the Board of Trustees' Endowment Committee. (The Committee does, not
meet again .until February 27.)
When asked why the Information was not public Information, TOdd replied, "It doesn't need
tobe."
Responses to the reporter's further Inquiries later that afternoon made It readily apparent
that word of his request to see the investment portfolio had been spread throughout the
administration building; all avenues to Information were closed. The reporter apprqacHed
Ruth King, inquiring as to the possibility of scheduling a meeting with President Shilling. Mrs.
King told him that Shilling was out of town at the time. She continued, saying that Shilling's
agenda after returning from a trip is always very busy, and she preferred not to schedule an
appointment for that time. When the reporter returned to Shilling's office in order to obtain the
phohenumber of the Chairman ofthe Endowment Committee, Mrs. King stated that the office
preferred not to give out that information without President Shilling's authorization.
The Hendrix Catalog states one of the alms of the College as the achievement of the ,
"ability to use the resources of Information and reason in analyzing and solving problems." The
Profile staff has attempted to achieve this aim and has been stifled in Its attempt to do so. The
"resoures of information" have be6n closed, and the analyzing and solving of problems have
not yet been able to begin. In fact, the Profile has been denied the opportunity to discover
whether or hot a problem truly ex^^^^
The Profile welconnes and expepts a. clarification and explanation of the Institution's
policy rogardlng^isblosure of information. In order that the entire Hendrix community might
share wt thte explanation, a reply in the form of a letter to the editor would be most helpful
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Imagine yourself as a pole vaulter. For years you have slaved t
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In pursuit of an open door p o l i c y - — — ~
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that most people thlhk is a job someone does for the Phone Company. You have starved and
gone poor for most of your life because you cannot hold a steady job while you practice
running up and down a track, jumping eighteen feet In the air over a stick, and falRng back to
the ground, hopefully on a fairly safe air mattress. And why do you put yourself through this?
Because you are good at iti And you want to do to the Summer Olympics to show everybody
in the world you are nfot crazy! Youvmnt to make all those vears of sacrifice seem worth while,
so here you are, less than a year away from the greatest moment in your life. *
And suddenly^ a bunch of politicians working for a Government that has not given you a
dime or a moment of attention or encouragement tells you that you cannot go! You cannot
prove yourself to the world because they do not like the politics of the country hosting the
games. You flnd yourself being used as a tool and an example to the world of the strength of
America. "Golly Gee,*' you think to yourself, **l Tiope the Russians can sun/lve without the
Olympics. I know I caril!*'
So you go out to the track that day and toss your pole Into the air as far as you can. You
watch It twirl around untint crashes to the ground, breaking Into a million pieces. And you
wonder how the weather was In Moscow when the guy from East Germany won the Gold
It
sure Is. fun to finally be noticed.
.-'#

Question: Are the Faculty Odlloquium^
lectures restrloted to faculty andstaff? If they
are, what Is the reason? if not, why are there
no announcements made m that students
canenjc^ these enriching lectures. The only
campus-wide mention of the lecture by Dr.
Thompson was found by a Profile staff member In the bl*weekfy.activities calendar.
' The Faculty Colloquium lectures provide an
excellent means for faculty and students to *
share a common experience from the same
pempective. in this erivironment both students
and faculty will learn about academic work
within a broad range of disciplines. The
Faculty Gollodulum lectures could possibly
lead to a better academic rapport between
faculty and students, the only element missing
from the lecture was students, if the faculty
wants a student audience (and hopefully it
does), then more publicity and clarity from the
faculty is needed* Lack of studentmterest Is
t m the reason for the ^'Lone n m g ^ f ex*
' erlence^f4hi-^mfile-fepoftei

from the upper room
by J o h n Thiele
Being at college has been truly a different experience
but it has Its good points. One that ranks right up there
k^ith the biggies is the fact that you don't have to
participate in what is probably the most venerable precolleglate Institution — the family vacation. Once you get
to college, you are saved; your farhily either can't afford it
anymore or you're just never around when all the others
can go.
My father is the epitome of the "Vacation Dad." His CB
(yes, that's right. Citizen Band Radio) handle is "Cap'n
Jack", and he will drive until (excuse the French) hell
freezes over The words "motel", "rest area," and "stop" •
are not in his vocabulary. We have always had one of
those oonestogas of the '70's, the Chevrolet Kingswood.
Estate Wagon with wood.paneling, and bl* "Cap'n, Jack'
lays down the back seats and puts In the cushions fromi'
the patio furniture, saying, "Lay down, shaddup,fand go to
sleep!" In the front seat rides his two thermoses of coffee
and an Ice chest full of food, plus a bag full of pretzels, etc.
(Have you ever tried to get tlie first Vienna sausage out of
the can?) I have never figured out how that man can drink
two thermoses full of coffee and never Stop. I really
respect him for that. He must strap a canteen to his leg.
Mom Is one of those wonderful women that God
created to salvage family trips. She worked out a great
system called "Operation Stop." She would rest her arm
on the top of the front seat and signal us one at a time, at
which time said sibling would say, "Daddy, I have to goto
the bathroom." This fairly slow beginning would quickly
move Into a symphony of passionate pleas for sanitary
facilities, culminating with the unforgettable words from
my mother, "Jack, my back teech are floating!" What a
woman! She even had the dog, who always rode between
them In the front seat, trained to raise her leg in the
"Cap'n's" direction,
My two sisters also make the trips. Elizabeth would sit
in the front seat and be nice, and Margaret and I sat on the
patio cushions and, well, weren't nice. 1 can remember
making forts from suitcases and putting our feet on the
roof of the Car. We often tried to get truckers to honk their
horns (they always do it in Texas, but never in Virginia),
and one time we took the water color markers from our
color by numbers and drew all over each other. I
think the three of us have counted everything -^ sl^ns,
license plates^ cars^ dead animals, etc. I learned at an
early age that reading in thecar makes me sick. When we
got older, we had a new family rule: "Whoever drives
t>icks the music," That was also the year that we got the
"de-lux" model wagon with the 8-track tape player.
Mother had 1001 Strings plays Verdi, which was "magnificent" when we drove through the Royal Gorge in
Colorado. (I slept). Dad drove to the popular beat of the
CB. Elizabeth, Margaret and I had the "90 minute tape."
We had recorded every 451 ownedonmy new stereo that
recorded eight track tapes. And we had done it all in
alphabetical order. We listened to it at every opportunity.
"Ballroom Blitz" was followed by "Bohemian Rhapsody "
The latter was Elizabeth's favorite song, so, of course,
Margaret and I sang flat ali the way through.
Family vacations aren't ali bad though. I still use my
matched set of Holiday Inn towels, and 1 haven't bought
stationery for two years. I still have my Ramada Inn
flyswatter, too.' It's too bad you can't see the Grand
Canyon, Yellowstone, or Washington, D.C. without
spending ten hours a day In a Chevrolet station wagon.
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Group formed to study issues

• • • ^

Twenty-eight students attended the organizational meeting of a contemporary issues
study group this past Thursday afternoon in
the Campus Center. The group is ledby Denise
Levertov, a political activist and the poet-lnresident and meets weekly to discuss current
political and social issues of interest to
Hendrix students.
. Meetings are scheduled for each Thursday
afternoon at 2:46 p.m. in the Mills Center'
Library, and will last approximately one
hour. Students who were unable to attend
the organizational meeting are encouraged
to attend future meetings.
Karen Wartenburg, one of the group organizers, stressed that "From the outset,- the
group is meant to be a study group." Students
who wish to participate in the group are
encouraged to study material relevant to each
week's topic. Future topics Include registration, thermo-nuclear war, and the United
States' involvement in Southeast Asia; Information regarding these topics will be placed
in the Campus Center and on resen/e in the
library.
Mrs. Levertov opened the meeting by stressing the importance of keeping Informed about
current issues, especially Issues such as
registration . She said, '1 have been appalled
at the fact of how many people are not aware
of important issues. Even those who are
-aware, are often separated from each other."
She stated that she and her colleagues wer^
going to "share what we know so we will not
be swept under by manipulative forces," She
believes that the manipulative forces include,
not only governitient, but also newspapers,
radio, arid teleyision. She stated that these
media "do not adequately inform us about
issues, butin effeottell us Iles.'^ Mrs. Levertov
stated that finding a place to begin a study of
current issues Is, therefore, difficult.
Of foremost concern to Mrs. Levertov is the
threat of war between the world's major
powers. She bolieves that the Impending
threat of war "makes It necessary to address
not only what group of people would be killed
in a war, but also the nature of war itself in the
20th century." She stated that the nature of
war has changed so drastically in the past ten
years that a war between the major powers
would no longer be limited to combatant "
forces, but would Inevitably lead to nuclear
war. She later stated that she hesitated to use
the word "Inevltjable" when referring to the
possibility of nuclear war because, "One can ^
never say what Is inevitable. However, the

likelihood of nuclear war should not be gambled with."
.-T^^,^^®^* speaker for the first meeting was
Mike Vogler, a Vietnam draft evader and friend
of Mrs, Levertov. Mr Vogler. elaborated on
Mrs. Levertov's comments on nuclear war bv
saying that the draft is the first step to
legitimizing the inevitability of nuclear war"
He went on to say, "We don't think about the
draft as a threat because we haven't seen
bombs dropping out of the sky." To Illustrate
the serious nature of a nuclear attack, Vogler
stated, "If a nuclear bomb were dropped on
the Little Rock Air Force Base at Jacksonville
the resulting crater would be fifteen miles
wide and five miles deep." He also cited a
CBS news report made by Walter Cronkite in
December of 1969. In that year, an English
Distinquished Hendrix alumnus Gib Ponder displayed his
source released data which showed that
musical skills on piano and vocals Saturday night In the Campus
there were six tons of TNT for every man
Center after the movie Godfather II. Gib is a member of
woman, and child on earth. He said that the
'Controlled Substance," a local band with a unique style of rock,
same report was followed up this past year
jazz, and country.
and the figure has risen to fifteen tons of TNT
per person. "The frightening thing about It Is
that in the future," Vogler stated, "It's not
going to be just Russia, the United States, and
China who have nuclear capability, but at
least fifty other countries as well."
When questioned about alternatives to war,
Vogler said he would rather see peaceful
resolutions. He stated, "There is always an
alternative to war." He sees the boycott ofthe
1980 Olympics as a favorable altematfver
In regard to his own draft resistance, Vogler . February 17*'24 has been designated Black Emphasis Week, a^
said he believes in active resistance He full schedule of evjents has been planned at Hendrix for the purpose
stated that answering "No" to draft registrar of exploring the issues and concerns facing Black Americans. The
tion is an active response. He said that his' week will be highlighted by special programs each night, along with
resistance was unusual in that he went to the weeNohg displays and a daily short film series.
draft board prepared; He knew the legalA special display on Black literature will be exhibited In ihe library
aspects as well as the personal aspects. He during the week. There will also be a photography exhibit In the
was quick to point out, however, that knowing Campus Center dealing with Black Culture. In addition, short films
the laws is not enough. "You can't resist will be shown daily in the Campus Center from 11 to 3.
alon^," he said, "it takes a community of
.Tho week will, begin with a .special worship service In Greene
people dedicated to helping one another." Chapel onSunday.February 17. The guest speaker will be Reverend
Vogler also stated that tax resistance Is Marsha Stuart, and the guest choir will be from the Mount Nebo AME
effeotlve, "if you take the money and supporta Church.
community organization which is responsive
A panel discussion dealing with the theme of the week will be the
to the community's needs."
featured program Monday night at T:00 p.m. The theme for the week
Asked about his sense of patriotism. Vogler is "Coming of Age: Black Students Rising to Meet the Challenge of
replied, "Patriotism to just a, country is an the New Decade." The six-member panel will be composed of Lucius
anachronism In a time when war is global. Powell, high school counselor; Dr. Alda Henton, UCA psychology
People have to think about the nature of professor; State Representative Grover Richardson- ^r. Harold
patriotism." Mrs. Levertov echoed Vogier's Flowers, lawyer and minister; Mr. Morris Holmes, Little Rock school
statement by saying, "True patriotism is to administrator; and Dr. Shirley Griffin, eariy childhood education
preserve life on earth. You can't defend a specialist The panel will be divided Into two groups. One group will
place by going to war for it because nobody discuss what it means to mature as a young black in the present age.
can win.'-' .
The second group will deal with major race-related issues in the
panelist's field that need to be recognized and challenged.
The Church Fight will be presented on Tuesday night at 7:30 In
Mills C. Ruth Patterson, a black poet from Little Rock, will also bo
featured.
On Wednesday, February 20, the evening program will Include a
short movie on Malcolm X which will be followed by a lecture on Black
In an etort to raise the consciousness of Martin residents regarding dorm visitation, the history by UCA professor Themon Taylor.
Martin Dqrm Oouncllpassed a resolutlon,.Tuesday, January 29,suspendingvisitationfonatwoA special film dealing with the black woman will be presented on
weak penod. According to Lan Ky Nguyen, President, and Pinky Few, Vice-President, there has Thursday,
along with some short films. Ms. Linda Poindexter, the first
been a major misconception concerning the action!^" These officers stated that many black Hendrix
graduate, will lead a discussion of the concerns of
people have assumed that the suspension was in reaction to a party held In the dorm's attic. black wome|i following
the films. The events for the weekend are still
Few stated that, in fact, the suspension was brought on by "cumulative flagrant violations of the In t h i planning process*
visitation policy'' Ihroughout the school year. The attic party was merely the "log that broke the
• Recently, a group of students expressed concern to the Student
camel's back."'
Life Committee over the lack of a black professor on the faculty and
The Council's action was prompted by the recommendation from Martin Resident Assistants, the disproportionately small number of black students enrolled at
Head Resident Tim Maxwell, and Dean Wartenburg that some action needed to be taken to Hendrix, As a result, an informal group has been formed In an effort to
remedy the chronic visitation abuses. Few stated that the suspension was instituted by the increase the black enrollmont by working with the Admissions Office.
Dorm Council in an effort to demonstrate that the Council is concerned about the problem and The members of this group are Stephanie Porter, Stephany Ricks,
that it can manage the affairs of the dorm from within.
Pat Gray, Linda Speights, and Stacy Sells.
The Council hopes that the two-week suspension will help the dorm residents appreciate the
Janette Walker, one of the student organisers of Black Emphasis
Week,addressedthe special concerns of black students at Hendrix
and the importance of a focused interest on black culture. In an
Interview, Walker commented, "Since a total multi-cultural curriculum Is not yet offered at Hendrix, an effort must be made to
overcome this handicap for the enrichment of blacks, whites, and all
minorities. Thus, Black Emphasis Week is for the whole community,
and everyone is invited to help us celebrate black achievements,
n t i <jir*i i w i a i n j a fi Q
Of}
A3.1SGC1-^
movementSrand-t^ncrease-^ltclrawareriesgf"'^^

Black awareness to be
focus of week'^
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UP front

February 7, 1980
February 7, 1980

Campus Center supports boycott against Nestle
•.pi'.'

:T

The Hendrix Campus Center has joined other
groups across the nation in participating in a
boycott against the Nestle corporation, karen
Wartenburg, co-manager of the Center, said that
the issue was first brought to the attention of herself
and Jan Guthrie in November of 1978 during a Food
Day discussion. The controversy centers around
the promotional methbds used by Nestle in the
marketing of an infant formula.
' According to the Infant Formula Action Coalition
"(INFACT), Nestle has used several questionable
techniques tp persuade mothers in underdeveloped countries to use the Klestle formula instead of
the traditional breast feeding. In underdeveloped
areas, studies have shown, bottle-fed babies have a
two to three times higher death rate than do breastfed babies. INFACT attributes this difference to the
lack of facilities for refrigeration and sterilization.
Also, because the formula can cost as much as

~ Campus Happenings

sixty percent of a family's income, the mothers are
forced to dilute it with water. Because of the dilution^ - developed areas, changes happen too quickly for
with water, which is often not safe for consumption, the residents. In the case of Nestle, new products
were introduced without the prior development of
infants become malnutritioned and starve.
By giving away free medical equipment to tios- conditions necessary for their proper use.
Information regarding the Nestle. boycott has
pltals and gifts to doctors, Nestle, says INFACT, has
received the endorsement of people who are been posted on the board in the Campus Center.
Also, the Center hopes to secure a film on thetopic
respected by the impoverished mothers. Also, for
its film series.
according tp INFACT, free samples are also given
When asked If Hendrix College holds any stock In
to mothers. By using them, the baby becomes
virtually "hooked" on the "formula because the Nestle or Its two American subsldaries, l-ibbies and
mothers' breast milk often dries up within a week of Stouffers, President Roy B. Shilling answered that It
does not He also commented that, in keeping with
the time nursing stops,
its policies, the Coliege has not taken a position on
Karen said of the boycott, "It's important to Jan the issue.
and me because it involves food. Shfetindicated that,; < ^Nestle/ ^rt response to the complaints of boybecause the Campus Center has purchasing op- cotters, has stated that they are not responsible for
tions, they choose to use Suppliers which are not the problem of increased bottle-fed deaths and that
related to Nestle. Karen said that often when many other companies have done the same things
Western forces of development are active in under- ; as Nestle but have received no criticism.

Potpourri deadline nears
15th of February

• •
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fteptirited in pBrt from theWHO, January 31, 1980.
A group of blacks has charged that the said the Senate has booked two attractions, a
Student Senate is unresponsive to the needs band for Feb. 23 and an actor, Charles Pace,
of black students*
to present a one-man show based on the life
Speaking up at a Senate open forum Mon- of Frederick Douglass, the famous 19th cenday night in the Short-Denny lounge, the tury black.
'
group also charged that there is nobody on
Pighee again disagreed, contending tha
the Senate to represent them and that the
Senate isn't doing all it should fo help sponsor band was not booked expressly for Black
Emphasis Month and that Pace was being
Black Emphasis Month, which will t e ob- brought
in by the UCA Public Appearances
sen/ed during February.
Gommittee.
The charge that nobody represents them
(Six senators serve on the committee,
black now serves on the 3d-mem6er Senate, which is operated partly on Senate funds.)
Pighee said the SPBC recently had applied
One black was elected to this year's Senate,
but he recently withdrew to practice teach. for linds from the Senate. The funds, if
fThe Echo later discovered that the black received, would be SPBC*s operating budget
Senator had resigned from a committee
chairmanship, but he remains on the Senate.] year. Some of the money would be used to
finance some of the 1980 Slack imphasls
Senate President George Piatt denied the Month events, ha said.
charges In an interview yesterday.
The SPBC applied for the money In the
"I feel that we meet the neads of the whole
student body the best we can/* Piatt said In manner prescribed for all clubs and organisathe interview. "We represent the whole stu- tions, PlgheesaJd. Oeadlinefor the Senate to
dent body and we try to do the best we can for receive such applications was yesterday.
Pighee said the SPBO normally would find
the whole student body.*'
out on Fab. 11 whether it would get the
He said he thought the biggest problem was Senate money. He said he planned to attend a
a lack of communication between the stumeeting of the Senate executive council
dents and the Senate.
today to try to persuade the senators to use
Bernard Pighee, president of the Students thiir emergency powers to approve the applifor the Propagation of Black Culture, dis- cation at Its next meeting Monday, ffhe UCA
Senate allocated $600 to the SPBC on MonPighee, also Inten/iewed yesterday, charged day, However, UCA President Jefferson D.
that the main thing the Senati needs to do is Farris announced that th© University would
"listen (to the students) and take heed of what sponsor Black Smphsis Month beginning next
they aay." .
year.^
• As for funding Black Emphasis Month, Piatt,

• ' • ? • • • ; : ;
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Kampus Kitty planned
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Plans are undenvay for the annual Kampus Kitty week, March 23-29, at Hendrix.
The 1980 committee met January 31 st to discuss plans for the raising of money
for local charitable organizations.
Kampus Kitty is a week of activities designed to provide some fun and games
on campus but mainly to raise money to be distributed to various organizations.
The support of the whole community Is important to insure the success of the
fund-raising events, The Committee would like to encourage students to
contribute any Ideas to the Committee.
Phillip Hooper chairs the cornmlttee this year, with Jennifer Horne to assist
hfm. Additional committee members are: Raney, Dana Lancaster and Susan
Barnett; Couch, Charles Cort and Nick Meriwether; Martin, Richard Phelps and
Logan Jordan; Hardin, Jim McKenzie and Kent Frye; Veasey, Kermie Wilson ahd
Betsy Singleton; Galloway, Susan Hyatt and Ramona Pipkin; off-campus, Martin
Shell, Jan Nelson, Bevie Hain, ahd Al Gordon.

10 Years ago - College Profile (Feb, 9, 1970)
^ . ,/.
Hendrix women's dormibry closing hours have been extended from midnight
to 1 a.m. Jimmy Driftwood and tho Rackensack Society presented a concert on
campus.
A Profile editorial expressed strong opposition to the Niet Nam war and to
Vice President Spiro Agnew's attacks on American newspapers. .Another ^
editonal lamented the attitude of Hendrix students, faculty, and administrators
toward Profile writers who cnticized campu$ activities and regulations.

Bookstore committee
The ad hoc committee on the campus bookstore that was
appointed last fall has reached a consensus on several questions
regarding plans for the bookstore next year. The store's current
operator, Mr. G. L. Stephens, is retiring at the end of this school
year.

Malcolm Miller will be at Hendrix February 18 to present a slide show and
lecture on the Cathedral Notre-Damede Chartres.
Miller, a guide and lecturer at the famous Gothic Cathedral in Chartres,
France, will discuss the architecture and iconography of the cathedral.
The program begins at 7:30 p.m, in Reves Recital Hall. Persons Interested in
the subject may check Chartres, a picture book on the Cathedral,in the reserve
section of the library.

Karen Wagner, Assistant Dean of Students and Career
Placement Counselor for Hdndrix, recently announced upcoming job Inten/iews for seniors. The schedule, including
companies and positions open, is printed below. February SI
V
Southwestern Bell-management and technical positions
February 26
Weyerhauser Company*-business and accounting
March 5
^
Aldine Public Schools from Houston, Texas4:00-6:00 p.m.
March 6
United States Coast Guard
March 9
El Dorado Public Schools
For more information, contact Wagner at the Student Affairs
Office, 450-1372.

lenings Si

Last term the Committee voted to recommend that the bookstore be owned by the College and that it be managed by a fulltime manager. The manager wilt be* an employee of the College
and will be responsible to it for his actions.
At the Committee's last meeting bn Monday of this week It was
decided that the thirty-one applicants for the manager position
would be evaluated and rated by the Cbmmittee members with the ,
intention of narrowing the field down to two or three finalists at the
next meeting on February 13.
The Committee also has come to an agreement on the need for
an advisory committee whose purpose will be to oversee the
bookstore's operations and make recommendations for improvements. It is felt that this type of committee is needed in order to
provide a closer link between the bookstore and the rest of the
Hendrix community.
• .
Senate President and Committee member Jim Gray com^
mented on the advisory committee saying, "In light of questions
concerning Issues such as portfolio disclosure policies and
student and faculty input into the College's budget process, I'd
like to see the Committee exparided to deal with other aspects of
the fiscal affairs area."

_^^

"Good Things Are Happeninp at Hendrtx*' (GTAHAH) is descnbed in the
Hendrix Handbook and Activities Calendar as "Hendrix's unique version of a
traditional homecoming." This year's unique schedule of activities will begin
tomorrow night with a dance in Hulen HalL
The stag dance, featuring "Snickers", will be from 9:00 until t :00. Cheryl Sain,
Social Committee Representative commented, "Dates arenot required,«wa just
want everyone to come out and have a good time." Attire for the dance is casual.
On Saturday night, the movie "Foul Play" will be shown in Staples Auditorium.
The film starring Chevy Chase and Goldie Hawn, is a fairly recent (1978) comedy
release. The movie will begin at 7 p.m.
On February 14 the GTAHAH Royalty will be presented at the halftime of the
Hendrix/UAM basketball game. This presentation will conclude the activities ot
GTAHAH week. ,

There will be a recycling

.iiiililiitttr
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26 Years ago - College Profile (Feb. 12, 1966)
Hendrix enrollment for the 2nd semester of the 1964-66 school year is 426.
' Kampus Kitty will begin next week with a.goal of $600. It will be follpwed by
^TWIRP" ("the woman is requested to pay") week, which has a full schedule of
activities to which women students invite men.
Four Hendrix students have been selected to partlcipte in the Natlonai
Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament. "Carnival," a musical comedy written,
directed and produced by Hendrix students, was "a howling success" when
presented in Staples Auditonum.

Chartres Cathedral expert to lecture

ob opportunities
S

s t M hl^^^^^^^ H"* *^^.^,?'*°'''«'" ^«« «^e "^mesof
^ *'^"'^'®'' '=^''^'""y ^o that no prejudicing of

Send all entries to Don Reed, bO)«224, campus or conteci him diredtiy "

analysis.
"chance to utilize knowledge from a lot of courses
A minimum of twenty-five students can be "full In different areas," a focus for the Political Parties,
participants" in the project while many others may Public Opinion, and Research Methods courses,
be "partially Involved." The "core funding" needed and the formation of an "Interdisclplmary club" to
for the project Is five times the minimum number of provide a broad interest base for students.
students participating if a small sample (less than
The project is open to students in all fields. Dr.
one hundred) is used Ih the survey. Bigler stated Bigler stated that the project would be "social
that the "seed money" may come from the College science work that a humanist heeds to be associor, possibly, from the Arkansas Endowment for the ated with and to which a natural science major can
Humanities. If a large sample (more than three make important contributions." Useful background
hundred) were to be used, outside funding of experience and knowledge can be found in the
$5,000 or $6,000 would be necessary in order to areas of political science, sociology, psychology,
complete a statewide sample of real scientific statistics, math, economics and business, and
value. In that case, computers would be utilized. history.
However, a large sample is not one of the ultimate
Any students interested in participating in the
goals of the research.
project may contact Dr. Bigler or Dr. Ferris Baker in
Dr. Bigler identified the benefits ofthe project: the the Mills Center.

the coUegiate scene

^^^^'"^' '*^^ deadline, however, draws near,.this being the

the ooniributorlind tl^e S
selection may occur

by Henry Collie

60 Years ago - College Profile (Feb. 7, 1930)
The Hendrix-Henderson men's and women's debate teams have set their
spring schedule. The men will debate such schools as Southern Methodist
University and the University of Mississippi. The debate with Ouachita will be
heard over radio station KTHS in HotSpnngs. The 1930 debate topic concerns
government vs. private ownership of water power.
The Hendrix-Henderson basketball team has won Its last four games,
defeating Arkansas Tech 44-27 in Russellville and 40-33 at home, beating
Ouachita 67-29 In Arkadelphia, and downing College .of the Ozarks 61-15 at
home in Axley gymnasium.

pro'LtTh'SpTsIlln'S^^^^
] ' ' "«* - ' " ^ ^ poetry and
pression,
" ^ " ' P®" ^ " ^ in!< drawings, and other media of artistic ex-

Survey research project proposed
Two Hendrix professors, Dr. Ferris Baker and Dr;
Gene Bigler, are attempting to start a Hendrix
project on survey research and the 1980 election. If
the proposed project is approved by the Curriculum
Committee, the project will begin Spring Term.
Class credit or independent study credit should be
available. ,
There will be three substantive areas of research:
1) the causes of increasing split-ticket voting, 2) the
determinants of popular attitudes toward constitutional reform, and 3) the effects of varying rates of
demographic-economic changes within the state
on the political orientations of Arkansans, Available
areas of interest for Hendrix students are public
opinions, voting interest^^^jjeterminants of vote
choices, "direct contact" interviewing, Arkansas'
foreign investments and marketing, and survey
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by John Thiele

Throughout the state, Hendrix has a reputation for being
a tough academic college. Those not associated with the
"community" envision 900 plus students sitting quietly in
their rooms studying until 10:00 and then going to bed.
However unlikely it seems, students at Hendrix do have
quite a bit of recreation time, and a lot of that time is
devoted to games. .
Backgammon What is probably the most popular game
on campus is probably also one of the oldest, Romans
called it "ludus duodecim scriptprum" and crusaders
carried It on their campaigns. Nero wagered vast sums on
the game, and it was the vogue of nineteenth century
romantics. The name comes from "back", because pieces
are required to go back and re-enter the board, and
"gamen", which is the Mrddle English word for game.
Backgammon is a game for two people. There are several
variations, and the doubling cube can be used for gambling.'
Boards are fairly easy to find, and you can purchase a
cardboard one for about two dollars or a computer bbard
for two hundred dollars.
Scott Osborn, self-acclaimed backgammon champion of
Couch Hall (a tournament Is currently being held to prove
him wrong); feels that the game is pure luck.
"That's why I win — I'm lucky," he said.
Risk This Is another board game that is much more
recent •—Parker Brothers niakes it and lots of Hendrix
students play it. The game can drag pn forever — or at least
•until one player controls all of the board, Jeff Lewellen calls
it a game of "pure aggression" and he says that the best
vvay to play Is with five other people who are under some
influence and can always pass out if the game runs on for

l

Chess Although it recently has taken a back seat to
backgammon, chess is still actively played by many
HehdrK enthusiasts. The game was invented by Arabians
as a war game in the seventh century. The bishop wae
originally an elephant and the king was called "Shah"; In
fact, the term check-mate Is derived from shah-mat, which
means "the shah is helpless." So stick that in your tank and
•burh^t." ••",•'•'•:•,
•'.•V/r :.;:•'.;.• v';::/.;•;.V::;.:-,/
Dungeons and Dragons While just a few Hendrix
students play this game, It has become increasingly
popular on many campuses and may enjoy that popularity
here. The game is, to say the least, mind-boggling. Paul
Suliin is Arkansas' only registered dungeonmaster, a per*
son who sets up an imaginary world in which the players
assume personas and act out battles with frogs, goblins
and other forces of black magic. Paul described the game
as a form of escapism"—the type you get from reading
Tolkien, except you*re living it, not reading* it. A group of
students play on Friday nights and welcomes new participants,
•
' '
Monopoly If everyone on campus doesnl play this game
at least once a term, he should. Distributed by Parker
Brothers, this^game was Invented on a tablecloth and Is one
of the top sellers In commercial games. An observant
player can probably learn as much during one game of
Monopoly as he can In Principles of Economics; Money,
Banking, and Credit* Social Psychology; and Personality
put together. And you don't have to get up for first period.

Frisbee Golf Although simply catching a Frisbee is
difficult for many a campus coed (not to mention aiming one
of the things), some students are bored with the game of
toss and have turned to Frisbee Golf. It is apparently played
by the rules of golf, but the Frisbee is aimed at the hole,
which is not really a hole but a tree, a flagpole, or one ofthe
beautiful little lights that someone loves to include when
landscaping. The game has changed one point of Frisbee
etiquette — if a Frisbee landdat your feet as you cross
campus, do not pick it up. SOmeone mayjbe trying for a*
birdie.
Mabee Center Stuff Fortunately, quite a few students
utilize the newest campus facility, the Mabee Center. There
is a multicolored basketball court that doubles as a
volleyball court, and those who are not claustrophobiCKcan
make use of folir racquetball/handball courts. There are..
alsb indoor courts ^that can make anyone feel like Jimmy
'Cbnhdrs.; At'least one doesn^t have to chase balls everywhere, thanks to net bourt separators.
Pass-out This is perhaps the pnly game op campus that
approaches the universal experience. It seems that each
player takes a card, rolls a dice, or spins a bottle, and by
some predetermined arrangement, the Ipser (or winner,
depending on the fellow players) consumes a predetermined amount of sbrhe predetermined mood-altering
chemical until everyone in the room passes out. It Is too bad
that not one person could be found that remembers the
actual rules, but such is the lot of investigative reporting.
The list could go on and on, but this is an eight page paper
and there are advertisers. Avid card players should not feel
neglected but should refer to the related story on page 5.
Not even mentioned were all the water sports like Marco
Polo and Intertube Water Polo. Or how about the popular
dorm game, Hallway Soccer, played with tennis balls aimed
at dbOrs, water fountains and uneuspecting residents
emerging frohi their rbpmsi And then there is tha^
sterious game thatthe women of Comer House refer to as
"Kisseyrface". Whatever your favorite gam^ might be, keep
on playing and keep on winning.
'

JiMlMi^iIii^

It's all in the cards
The fifty-two pieces of paper that comprise a conventional deck of cards are an invention that probably
equals the fork as a luxury"^that has become a sbcfal
necessity. There are literally hundreds of games that can
be played with them, and there are games for almost any
feasible number of players. Allof these games combine
luck and skill in varying degrees. In bridge and poker, for
example, ihe skill and experience of players is very
important, while in many others, winning or losing is
simply a matter of luck.
_ ,,
The ^cards used today iwere jntrpduoed jtp yVestern
civilization by the Arabsi-rf along with chess, numbers
and oil embargoes. The familiar symbols have even
entered literature, as evidenced in The Task by William
Cowper which describes the suits as "with spots quadrangular or diamond form, ensahgulned hearts, clubs
typical of strife, and spades, the emblem of untimely
graves."
If ah intramural tournament devoted to a game denotes
popularity, spades Is a favorite of Hendrix students. The
game takes four players and a deck of cards. Spades are
trump and each player or pair of partners bids on how
many tricks they can take. A popular version played on
campus Is called "Hot-seat Spades" and is played when
more than four people want to play. Scbre is not kept, but

each player must take thr-ee tricks. If a player does not
take his tricks, he "gets up" and the next person in line
takes his place. Another quirk is the method of cutting.
The player to the dealer's left cuts the deck into four
stacks and turns over the top card of each stack. The,n
the cutter passes one of those cards to each player
according to his discretion.
Hearts sounds like a similar,game, but it is not The
object is riot tb take hearts or the Queen of Spades or
else to take them all. It does require four players, a
deck of cards, and a scorepad.
i Poker is the staple of the men's dorms. More allowjances and cafeteria paycheckis have been passed over
the tables of Hendrix dorms than can be totaled. Some
skill is helpful and some experience is Important, jf not
essential,.when playing with some people. The variations
on poker are endless and the rules and strategies
consume pages of print.
There are also the ever popular games of Mexican
Sweat, BullS"t, and all four thousand on solitaire. Cards
hold a mysterious fascination for many people — perhaps it is their appeal to a player's tactile sense as they
are exciting to shuffle and deal. Maybe It is the visual
appeal of the designs used. What ever the case, many a
Hendrix student would be like a fish out of water without
his cards.
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. A l l Sharp Calculators in stock
reduced to 10 to 25%
Sale Through Saturday, February 9

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Nurses take c a r s of little people a n d b i g people. If you're a
people-personr why not consider a nursing, career fhrouah
the 27;nnonth dipfonnd program
oroaram (RN)
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STUDENT NURSE RECRUITER
Methodist Hospital School of Nursing
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Memphis. TN 38104
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February 7, 1980
by John Thiele
Throughout the state, Hendrix has a reputation for being
a tough academic college. Those not associated with the
"community" envision 900 plus students sitting quietly in
their rooms studying until 10:00 and then going to bed.
However unlikely it seems, students at Hendrix do have
quite a bit of recreation time, and a lot of that time is
devoted to games. .
Backgammon What is pirobably the most popular game
on campus is probably also one of the oldest. Romans
called It "ludus duodecim scriptorum" and crusaders
carried it on their campaigns. Nero wagered vast sums on
the game, and it was the vogue of nineteenth century
romantics. The name comes from "back", because pieces
are required to go back and re-enter the board, and
"gamen", which is the Middle English word for game.
Backgammon is a game for two people. There are several
variations, and the doubling cube can be used foi' gambling.^
Boards are fairiy easy to find, and you can purchase a
cardboard one for about two dollars or a combuter bbard
for two hundred dollars.
Scott Osborn, self-acclaimed backgammon champion of
Couch Hall (a tournament is currently being held to prove
him wrong),"feels that the game is pure Tuck.
"That's why I win — I'm lucky," he said..
Risk This is ahother board game that is much more
recent — Parker Brothers makes it and lots of Hendrix
students play It. The game can drag on forever — or at least
•until one player controls all of the board, Jeff Lewellen calls
it a game of "pure aggression" and he says that the best
way to play is with five other people who are under some
influence and can always pass out if the game runs on for
too long.
Chess Although It recently has taken a back seat to
backgammon, chess is still actively played by many
Hendrix enthusiasts. The game was invented by Arabians
as a war game in the seventh century. The bishop was
originally an elephant and the king was called "Shah". In
fact, the term cheek-mate Is derived from shah-mat, which
means *1he shah is helpless." So stick that in your tank and
• b u r n - i t . ^ - . . , , ••••;;•••:'

Frisbee Golf Although simply catching a Frisbee Is
difficult for many a campus coed (not to mention aiming one
of the things), some students are bored with the game of
toss and have turned to Frisbee Golf. It is apparently played
by the rules of golf, but the Frisbee is aimed at the hole,
which is not really a hole but a tree, a flagpole, or one of the
beautiful little lights that someone loves to include when
landscaping. The game has changed one point of Frisbee
etiquette — if a Frisbee lands at your feet as you cross
campus, do not pick it up. Someone mayjbe trying for a'
birdie.
IVIabee Center Stuff Fortunately, quite a few students
utilize the newest campus facility, the Mabee Center There
is a multicolored basketball court that dpubles as e
volleyball court; and those who are not claus;trophobio-can
make use of four racquetball/handball courts. There are /
alsb indoor courtsUhat can make anyone feel like Jimmy
'CbnhOrs.; At'feast one doesn^t have to chase balls everywhere, thanks to net bourt separators.
Pass-out This is perhaps the only game on campus that
approaches the universal experience. It seems that each
player takes a card, rolls a dice, or spins a bottle, and by
some predetermined arrangement, the loser (or winner,
depending on the fellow players) consumes a predetermined amount of sorne predetermined mood-altering
chemical until everyone In the rpom passes out. It is too bad
that not one person could be found thiat remembers the
actual rules, but such is the lot of Investigative reporting.
The list could go on and on, but this is an eight page paper
and there are advertisers. Avid card players should not feel
neglected but should refer to the related story on page 6.
Not even mentioned were all the water sports like Marco
Polo and Intertube Water Polo. Or how about the popular
dorm game, Hallway Soccer, played with tennis balls aimed
at doors, water fountains and unsuspecting residents
emerging from their rooms. Arid then there is that mysterious game that the women of Corner House refer to as
"Klssey-face". Whatever your favorite game might be, keep
on playing and keep on wirtning.

^'''•'••,^^'^•-•^^,••'^'••''•^'^/^

Oungebns and Dragons While just^^^^^^ few Hendrix
students play this game, It has become increasingly
pppular on many campuses and may enjoy that popularity
here. The game is, to say the least, mind-boggling. Paul
Suliin is Amansas'only registered dungeonmaster, a per'^
son v^ho sets up animaginary world Invvhlch the players
assume personas and aot out battles with frogs, gobline
and other forces of black magic. Paul described the game
as a form of escapism —the type you get from reading
Tolkien, except ypu're living it, not reading* it. A group of
students play on Friday nights and welcomes new partici-
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Monopoly If everyone on campus doesn't play this game
at least onoe a term, he should. Distributed by Parker
Brothers, this game was invented on a tablecloth and is one
of the top sellers in commercial games. An observant
player pan probably learn as much during one game of
Monopoly as he can in Principles of Economics; Money,
Banking, and Credit; Social Psychology; and Personality
put together. And you don't have to get up for first period.

Abacus
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It's all in the cards
t h e fifty-two pieces of paper that comprise a conventional deck of cards are an invention that probably
equals the fork as a luxury that has become a social
necessity. There are literally hundreds of games that can
be played with them, and there are games for almost any
feasible number of players. All of these games combine
luck and skill in varying degrees, in bridge and poker, for
example, the skill and experience of players is very
important, while in many others, winning or losing \s
simply a matter of luck.
, ..
.
The^cards used today i were introduced ito yv^stern
civilization by the Arabsirf along with chess, numbers
and oil embargoes. The familiar symbols have even
entered literature, as evidenced ih The Task by William
Cowper which describes the suits, as ".with spots quad-,
rangular or diamond form, ensanguined hearts, clubs
typical of strife, and spades, the emblem of untimely
graves."
If ah intramural tournament devoted to a game denotes
popularity, spades is a favorite of Hendrix students. The
game takes four players and a deck of cards. Spades are
trump and each player or pair of partners bids on how
many tricks they can take. A popular version played on
campus is called "Hot-seat Spades" and is played when
more than four people want to play. Score is not kept, but

each player must take three tricks. If a player does not
take.his tricks, he "gets up" and the next person in line
takes his place. Another quirk is the method of cutting.
The player to fhe dealer's left cuts the deck into four
stacks and turns over the top card of each stack. Then
the cutter passes one of those cards to each player
according to his discretion.
Hearts sounds like „a similar game, but it is not; The
object Is not to take hearts or the Queenof Spades or
else to take them all. It does require four players, a
deck of cards, and a scorepad.
.Poker is the staple of the men's dorms. More allowjances and cafeteria paychecks have beep passed over
the tables of Hendrix dorms than can be totaled. Some
skill is helpful and some experience is Important, if not
essential, when playing witli some people. The variations
on ppker are endless and the rules and strategies
consume pages of print.
There are also the ever popular games of Mexican
Sweat, Bulls-t, and all four thousand on solitaire. Cards
hold a mysterious fascination for many people —perhaps it is their appeal to a player's tactile sense as they
are exciting to shuffle and deal. Maybe It Is the visual
appeal of the designs used. What ever the case, many a
Hendrix student would be like a fish out of water without
his cards.
<3UhifUh2iJkJlaUhkMhiiih^^
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Pierce sets record

The up and up

Men bow to Drury

February 2, the Hendrix women swimmers
met UCA and Austin College at UCA. Hendrix
Coach Courtway took his male swimmers to
bested Austin, 89 to 34, but fell short of UCA
Springfield, Missouri February 2 to swim
71 to 61.
against Driiry College.
Several first place finishes were recorded,
Drury dominated the majority of the swim-,
and one school record was broken. Gretchen
mmg events, the Water-Warriors taking only
De Young won the 50-yard butterfly and
four first place finljshes. Breaststroker David
Marijke Vander Helm took the breaststroke
Guthrie c^me in-first in bpth the 100-and 200event of the same distance. The 100-yard
yard events. Chuck Chalfant and Jim Admire
freestyle was captured by Annie Chase, and finished 1 -2 In the 50-yard freestyle and the
teammate Dawn Cheek swam to victory in the
Hendrix 400-yard freestyle relay teams also
100-yard backstroke event.
finished 1-2.
Hendrix's diver. Holly Pierce, woh f ir$t plape^ , \ ;Th^se jfirji|sh|e$jwere: not enough, however,
awards in the one and three meter dWes. She .^sDrgnf oyercamp the W^rp^rs in total points:
garnered 160.86 points in the one meter dive
to set a new school record..
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Last time around

' .,1

UCA game tomght

Steve Rainey prepares to enter the water
during the swim meet against SAU January 26,
Hendrix beat SAU 59 to 45 and Rainey qualified
for the NAIA one meter dive competition.
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Men's intramural basketball "A" league
reached its half-way mark earlier this
. week, and CE led tHe league with a 6-1
record. CE is fed t y Randy Deaton, Mike
MoClanahan, and Gordon Allison. The
two^ff-campus teams are tied for second place with 6-2 marks. Town 1 is led
by Bobby Fitzgerald, Leroyce Cook and
Greg Willis. The mainstays for Town 2 are
Eddie Williamson and Phil Young. The
double round-robin will continue about
three more weeks before the playoffs
begin.
In the Women*s "A" league, Veasey
oontinues to dominate the competition
and looks as if It will keep its undefeated
record intact. Veasey's offense Is led by
Nanette Warren and Mary Hemann while
Jane Richardson's and Shirrj Johnson^s
forte is defense. CHOC is currently In
second place behind the play of Sally
Burroughs and Suzie Parkman. Rpney
has been captained by Loretta Jacuzzi,
and Qallowa/s Karen Nix has been their
stabilizing factor.

In the single round*-robln men's " 6 "
league, Town 2 and CD 2 are both
undefeated at this point. Town's outstanding players are Tad Marvin and Bill
Baker. CD 2 is paced by Mike Whitmore
and Glen Story. Boardwalk, with Jack
Bruick and H.E. Floyd, and CD 1, led by
Greg Haefner, are tied for third vvith one
loss each. The faculty, which plays in the
"B" league, has been led by the "Ralph
Syndrome^', Drs. Scott and McKenna.
Currently the faculty is winless, but it is
possible this tandem could take the team
all the way (somewhere).
Another Intramural sport will be conducted Sunday, February 10 in the
Mabee Center at 7:30. This activity will
be a Hot Shot basketball contest. The
object IS to score different point values
for more difficult shots while Working
against the clock. The person who scores
the most points In theallotted time period
isthe winner of an Intramural Champs tee
*
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R J i i ! ^^"^'''^ Warnors take on the UCA Lawson Pilgrim's 27 points. At Batesville the
f h i f ^ i f u *u^® Gymnasium tonight at 7:30. Warriors squeezed by Arkansas College 71inis will be the second confrontation between 69 as Pilgrim scored on two free-throw atfi^Qt n!Imf?i! 1?/^" .colleges this year. In the tempts with less than a minute remaining. The
nfnl?.^^.1' f .^^/f'^/^^ defeated the Bears by scoring leaders for the Warriors were Pilgrim
^ m i f H h f h ' K^^^.*^^^^^^
W'*^ ^^ ^ n ^ Austin Sullivan and Herman
are lea by high-sconng senior fonA^ard Wally Hammons with 10 each.
thP w ! ? l ^ ^ ^ svvingman Willie Hinton. Lately,
Last Monday, Hehdrix was handed its first
Sinrim T.?/^^A^^?®^I**M.''^ ^^^^ ^®®" *-^wson defeat at the hands, of Arkansas Tech in the
w S c ?o f^^^*'" ?AV"iy^?- ^^^ ^^y ^^^ the last eight years. The Wonder Boys scored ten
vvamors is to stop Wally Love and rebound points while holding the Warriors scoreless for
r..r*.^r,fu, u .4 . ^ ^ .
*h® '^^* ®'^ ^^^ one-half minutes of the game
and 17 q n^^^^^^
%^'u '"conferenceplay to take a 60-57 victory. Tech was led by Joe
of t h J n ^ I J f vI'l^J''?®^^^^^
^o'^^ge ^ ^ ^ ^'s® ^ " ^ E'^'c Bozeman with 22 and 19
OT the Ozarks 77-65 at Clarksville behind points respectively.
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DANVER'S
Help s Students
New smaller hamburger
Same Danver's Quality
lrlflation•^fightmg Price
Small hamburger, fries
& 16 oz. drink for only $1.30
with this coupon
Good February 7

le Heartier Appetite
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by Neil Decker

nrwfroH^I^V'^l'°" ^°"P*® o^®"" ^^^ "^^^^^ ©^ the newlvrLn i!?ii?®'®°!l^^.^®'^'P® ""egistration program, one's mind
can easily wander from the present, back in time a few years
1 tfrkSI^t^tf^I^^'str^tioil Seemed to be. almost inevLbly,'
3 i S to Southeast Asia. Few of those who will be most
f i t t »^ ^^®<=*fd by the registration remember the process
fLi
® *'^® L^®* *L"^®' ''®^°''® its expiration i n i 975. Even
fewer remember the details of the complex system of
registration, classificatiort,' deferrt^nts] ^and appeals. A; recap of the main pcjirits of th6'sy^tdrri:d§ tt;6xistfed dU^ih^^^^^
Vietnam era should prove to be enlightening m U s ^ f u l n

,/Jn-'.

^ iSfinii'ltKT^^^^ f ^. *^® '"'"ds of young people.
1 Q S ? t i r S t h "I*^*^ ^ ' ^ ' " ' ^ Q ^^'^'^^ Act. as amended in
i o o i l 2w ^*^- *^^i.®very male register with the Selective
h w E ^Th'^'"'^*''^*'°" '''*•''" *'^''^ days of his eighteenth
h S n ^ f S f "^^S accomplished by going tothe local draft
Snm5^??^%.u"^* ^'""1? °"* ^ registration form. Upon
completion of the form, the young man was handed his draft
°^ihf "1**?"? ^®P«["® ^ ''O"^ f'de memberof the draft pool.
«Jfnn2S!f^ ^"^ '" *'^! processing of the registrant was his
S 2 ? h 2 L , L o " t t °^ ^f^l^^any classifications that distinguished between those who were qualified and available for
service 5nd those who, for some reason or another, were
not The assignment of classifications was done by the local
aratt board The draft boards were made, up of civilian
members of the community who were appointed by the
governor and served without pay. The board met once a
month to deal with all of the cases that had come up since the
last meeting. It was also at these meetings that claims for
deferments, and other special classifications were weighed
and acted upon. The classification system was verv compJex^and involved twelve or thirteen statuses, according to
the best recollections of Army recruiter Sargeant-Major Bill
Abney. The classification cod© consisted of a onp* tUnn
number followed by a letter of the alphabet
""*' >^'y''
Deferments were available for, among others, students
men who were married and had dependents, men who were ever made a claim for the status of Conscientious Objector
According to^ Dean of Students Carl Wartenburg who
physically handieapped in a mannerihat would make military
sen/ice impossible or unduly hazardous, and for the sole n S n f r ± ? ' ' ° . H n s e l o r d u r i n g t h e Vietnam era,a^p^^^^
claiming Conscientious Objector status stood a better
Im'S'tL®SlHr°^if,.t!'?& ^^'^^ had already lost a father or chance
of being granted that status if he could show that he
son in the war. It was the responsibility of the registrant to
S a member of a group which had a tradition of opposing
defend his claim for a special status.
3 J L o f ^ K ° f^^.!®'^'® ^o*" individuals who were not
wa'S ?S,!I'iSw^i?J"K!?'^!.^®*®''!r®?* *^.^® 9''an*®d, the student Thfs
S i r ^ w f ^ ^ J ; %9roup to be granted CO status,
was required to be in good standing at his educational
institution. If. for some reason, he left school, he was ihis, however, was most difficult and usually required the
required to notify his draft board of the fact. The school was claimee to have extensive knowledge of the draf S s
In the event that a registrant were drafted, he would reoort
also required to keep the board apprised of any changes in
for his medical examination and a series of mental comthe student's status at the school.
/
^
Medical deferments were granted for a wide variety of AfmiI?L*?®*®-iJ'"'^® •'"^.^'°®' ^ " ^ ^ was conducted at the
conditions including diabetes, heart ailments, asthma, high Armed Forces Examination Center and, in most Cases, was
blood pressure, kidney problems, seriously impaired eye- performed by miHtary doctors. If an infirmity were dtecwered
sight or heanng, and congenital or acquired orthopedic fiStf 1 ? " " ^ " i ^ recommend that the registrant b e ^ l S
problems (at one time even flat-footedness was included in fied as 4F and his induction would be deferred. The mental
this category). The medical deferment was granted by the CQiljp©l©llGy test, U)B A f f l l S d FOfCSS Oli^llfv/ififl Tiaef th^fYTX
draft board upon the recommendation of the doctor conducting the physical examination at the time the registrant
was called up or upon consideration of a recommendation
recommended for 4F status.
'
° °®
from his own physician.
There were provisions in the draft law for appealinq the
in addition to deferment classifications there were also
special statuses for registrants who, for ethical or religious
reasons, could not, in good conscience, carry out the duties
Of a combat soldier. For those who were willing to be Claude Carpenter, commanding officer of the Selective
inducted into military sen/ice but oould not, because of their Service Unit of the Arkansas National Guard t h i a | p S
beliefs, take a human life, the Non-Combatant status was process could take as long as a couole of vpflr«! if thi^
' ^ a m v y ^ unhappy ^^^th the classifte^^^
available. Men granted NC status were assigned to posi- bythe
local draft board, he could appealtothe "t^te board
K^nf^ " ° ^ ^^ ^°?!f^ ^^
ffl^tcsJhos&wherbecatise^ftheti"-t
beliefs, could not take part in th© military in any way whatso- ^th^ ^ 7 1 ® . ? ^ ^ ^ ' "le national director, and. eventually to
'resident's- council on selactlve sen/ice.
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Letter to the Editor of the Profile:
This letter is |n response to the student unrest on
campus over the threat of reimposltlon of the draft. I am
writing only to remind us of a few of the immense debts we
, owe to this country.
We are college students at a liberal arts college in a
free country. It is our privlfege to choose a major of study
and pursue our interests as far as they take us, however
impractical. It Is our "right" to freely demand we be
treated as adults, given the responsibilities along with
pleasures such as they are. We people of Hendrix are
constantly contrasted ahd compared with other college
and university communities, usually measuring up fairly
well ih the critical examinations.
But, it has not always been our "right" to choose to get
an education. These "rights" which we wear as arm bands
for the world to see were won on the battlefields, in the
very nastiness of wars, by rnen with foresight enough to
see beyond their selfish motives, to see a better place for
their children and grandchildren.
, Granted, we don't have the best of situations or worlds
now, but we should be able to see that our situation In the
U.S.A. is a whole lot better than In many other parts ofthe
world. Don't fall Into the trap of assuming we would (or
even could) be better off without the use of force.
The draft Is not a pleasant way to insure the security of
our nation nor is it the most efficient. (Perhaps mandatory
service would be more expedient, but then we wouldn't
be a democracy.) But, the draft, should we be forced to
such steps, will Insure a future U.S.A, as quickly and
surely as any other method.
We are the ones who will be drafted, not our dads or
grandfathers. We, both male and female, will be the ones
who shoulder the burden of this screwed-up world and try
to shape the world into some semblance of rationality.
We are the ones who will die . . . but we've reaped, the
profits ofthe last wars. Perhaps, we should consider how
much we really owe. to this country, our own messed-up
U.S.A., and be prepared to settle an account that Is long
overdue.
DeBora Murphy

Vol. LXVII
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Letter to the editor
Oear Editor:
designed for an underiraduate audience, and some
Congratulations on your reoent trend toward investlga'* students might find It difficult to follow th© more technical
tive journalism and analysis of campus*related issues. A colloqula, students and people from tov\?n are almost
§ood college newpaper, in my opinion, addresses Its always welcome. This Is why we have each colloquium
readership better by raising questions and offering policy placed on the Calendar of Events. Specifically, our policy
critique than by serving as a mouthpiece for publio Is that the speaker Is free to restrict.attendance at a
relations or worse yet, a national wire service.
colloquium, should he or she wish; however, no speaker
However, your editorial comment regarding The Faculfy to date has expressed a desire to exclude anyone.
Qolloquim Series was Inconsistent vi/ith the responsibili- So, '•Lone Ranger," check the Calendar of ivents and
ties of Investigative reporting. Mo oonsplraoy to exclude bring 0an Weld, Tonto, and even the Butch Cavendish
students exists; students have attended past colloqula, ^ang to the tvmX scheduled oolloqulum. Increased
and the questions raised could easily have been answered participation from Hendrix community can only help the
by either Bruce Haggard m me. The Series attempts to
provide a forum' wherebyJaeulty and administration ean
Slncirily,
become familiar with th© professional,, non^olassroom,
nafph «l» M^Ktfina
non-committee, work of their colleagues (In thetrue spirit
Co-coofdloator
of the liberal arts). Although the presentations are not
Faculty Colloquium Series

I've been experiencing a decay of
spirits lately, a condition I call Soul
Rot. I had thought I was the only victim
of this spiritual malady until I began to
smell the odors of decay from a few
other rotting ^souls.
One of the symptoms of a decaying
spirit IS oppressive apathy. The world
seems full of drooling Idiots who stampede my door and expect me to throw
myself into some "grand and glorious"
project their puny minds have just
dreamed up.:I violently do not care
about the banal dreams of my fellow
man; I haven't the energy to care.
The world is full of these energetic
imbeciles. One such moron Is an acquaintance of mind. He has a passionate interest in manure and his
name has become synonymous with It.
He spent his leisure hours collecting,
preserving, and classifying manure.
He is extremely proud of his expertise
and believes his unique hobby raises
him above the common mortal. He
manages to bring manure into every
conversation and usually carries a
sample with him. He has manure divided
into ten categories: feces, excrement,
B.M., dung, turds, droppings, chips,
pooh-pooh. No. 2, and hockey. No one
but he knows the criteria for classification. Anyone would find this person
fascinating and usually I do, too. Unfortunately, since my soul began to rot,
it seems as though he's just talking sh-.
The most important thing to remember about soul rot is that it Is just a
phase. 1 know I'll come out of it, and, if
yoM have it, so will you,
There are anumberof treatments for
this particular variety of leprosy, and
any one of them should cure the
average case of soul rot. The first is to
count all of the toilets on the Hendrix
Gollege campus;
The second is to count all the bricks*
The third is to caloulate the height of a
stack of all the pecan shells stacked
one-on-one, build such a stack and
then find the experimentat error be*
tween the measured and the theoretical height. Any one of these tasks
should make apparent to you just how
futile and meaningless your life is and
should motivate you to leap into any of
the currently available moronic -projects as fervently as my friend has
thrown himself into manure!
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Tuesday night the Student Senate approved two Innovative proposals regarding the
Student Association's budget and student participation on the powerful Academic Policy
Committee. .^ .
This year's budget is innovative in that it calls for an annual assessment of $56.50 rather
than $46.00, per student. Senate President Jim Gray told the Profile, that this figure was
determined by dividing the anticipated "bare bones" expenses total of $53,883.80 by the
anticipated enrollment figure of 950. Gray said that the Senate broke with tradition in this
way because it had decided that it was Impossible for a realistic budget to be drawn up using
the old assessment
'
;
Highlighting the changes made in the pu^oposed budget is a 7/4 i
the Association's agency heads. The proposal states that the increase "is based on the
principle that,. .agency heads should receive the equivalent of one term's tuition." The
salaries were bas6.d on that figure five years ago but have not been adjustedsince that time.
At a meeting just prior to the Senate's regular meeting, current student committee
•members were Informed of the Senate's new "push" for student, participation in• the'
Academic Policy dommittee, Jim Gray laid out the Senate's plan for achieving this goal in
three major steps.
^
First, the Senate must find out how the faculty feels about student participation on the
Committee, Gray said that this had already been accomplished and that current Academic
Policy members have only two reservations. They feel that personnel matters dealt with by
the Committee should be considered by faculty members only and that student contributions to committee work may not be of the highest quality.
The second step outlined by Gray involves the demonstration of students* capabilities on
the committees on which they now sit ThlawiH be accomplished by documenting student
attendance at meetings, improving thecontinutity of student members of committees, and
Improving communications among student -members by the appointments of student
committee chalrmea
The final step outlined deals with the demonstration ofthe student's desire to participate
in Academic Potlcy concerns. Aocording to Gray, students need to Identify issues such as
out^of-class demands for time; recruiting of minority faculty, staff, and students; after-hours
study sp'ace; and calendar reform.
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The Exxon Foundation has awarded a $7,2?0
research grant to the Hendrix Mathematics Depart*
ment for the period extending from March 1,1980
to June 30; 1981 .The grant which will be administered primarily Ihrough Pi Mu Epsilon, will be used
to stimulate the existing mathematical research
program at Hendrix and to assist other Institutions
In developing similar programs.
The funds made available by the grant will be
used to finance a trip to the Fifth Annual Conference
on Undergraduate Mathematics, to supplement
funding for the Sixth Annual Conference, and to
finance a two day symposium conducted by Hendrix faculty and students.
,
Three Hendrix math majors will attend the Fifth
Annual Conference on Undergraduate Mathema-*
tics to be held March 14-1S of this year at Fort Lewis
Gollege In Durango, Colorado. Participating stu*
dents include Senior Sandra Cousins and Junior^
Mike Pinter and David Suthertand. Sutherland will
i i one oflwehfy afulinflpMirslromacrossi'he"
nation* Wis paper la tntitled. ,"Tht Ksrnel of the
LaPlace Transform.'* Sutherlahd's .paper was, re=^'

JL \ ^ M C O.A. 1 ^ JLA

particular college will probably be chosen
among the participants of the 1981 conferenot at
Hendrix College," isilnger was enthualaatic
about receiying the grant because it will, "enable us
to move Ihe Mendrix reseamh program from regional to national stature." :
.
. • The undergraduate research program now In
operationatMendrix was Initiated In 1970. Between
1970 and 1972, several methods were tested for
identifying exceptionally talented methematics majors. Each year several students were Invited to
participate in an independent study program, laoh
student was given a different advanced level problem involving a mathematic concept. Upon complex
tion of the problem, the student would be instructed
to prepare an oral preserttation and a paper suitable
for publication. Today, the program of Independent
study is encouraged at all levels of the curriculum
and is enhanced through the activity of Pi Mu
Epsilon, an honorary mathematical organfeation.'^ In
thr"pattde§ade-lwenfy*slx-sludent-papers-ha¥0~-~
been pobllshid or accepted for puforicatlon In
undergraduate m d profesatenal Journals.

cently acceptid for publication in the PI Mu
Epsilon Journal. Sutherland also presented the
paper at the National Mathematics meeting in
Ouluth, Ivilnhesota last year. Gene VVeber, a 1979
Hendrix graduate, will also present a paper. Weber's is entitled, "High Order Symmetrlo Derivatives."
Dr. Bobert Eslinger will accompany the students.
A'portlon of the funds will be used to supplement
the financial support provided by the Jourjial of
Undergraduate Mathematics for the Sixth Annual
Conference to be held at Hendrix in March of 1981.
The money will provide partial travel support for
, twelve student speakers, a banquet for participants
and guests," and expenses for one invited spe.aker
wlthanlnternatlofial reputation. The oonferenc© will
be under the direction of J. Fl. Boyd of Gi
College In Greensboro, North Carolina.
The remaining portion of funds will finance a
day symposium to be conducted by Hendrix
and students on the campus of a college interested
1n"estaWistrtTii^fTOfide"rpmduatgTete^
similar to th© one In ©peratlon^ at Hendrix. Dr. Robert
isilnger, the project director, stated that "the
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local and national news media provide supplementary Information to give participants up-to-date
Information. Beginning March 2, the Arkansas Educational Television Network will broadcast each
Sunday a one-half hour presentation on the Issue
of the week. Dr. David Larson will be a regular
participant in the telecast and will be responsible
for presenting the humanist viewpoint on the topic.
In addition, Dr. Larson hopes to have time to sen/e
as discussion leader for one of the discussion
groups on campus.
Also beginning March 2, national rnedia cpverage
of the Great Decisions Issues will be found In the
Sunday editorial section ofthe Arkansas Gazette.
These articles will present current Information on
the Issue of that particular week;^
Finally, Great Decisions offers participants a
chancy to express their feelings on an opinion
ballot which Is sent to Columbia University. There
the results will be tabulated with those from across
the nation. These results will later be distributed by
the FPA to members of Congress, ,the Executive
Branch, and the news media.

addition, each group will have one faculty member
designated as group moderator. The discussion
groups will give the participants an open avenue to
express his own opinion as well as provide an
opportunity for debate.
The program is free and open to students, faculty
members, and all members of the community. The
only matierial required for the program is the Great
Decisions 1980 program book; The History Department has made three copies of the program
book available; these copies are on reserve in the
library. The program book is prepared by the editors
of.the FPA and Is Intended to be an unbiased
presentation of the status quo. Each chapter-In the
book discusses one of the topics. These chapters
are concise and offer ih-depth background material
on the issue. There is also a pro/con section In
each chapter which outlines the alternative courses
of action available to the United States Participants
are urged to have read the chapter pertaining to the
specific issue of that week before going to the
group discussion.
Due to the volatile nature of many of the topics,
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Great Decisions is a nation-wide television program that offers all Americans the opportunity to
learn, discuss and voice their opinions on eight
foreign policy issues. The issues selected for Great
Decisions 1980 are the world In 1980, the Middle
East and the Gulf, the United Nationsat 36, Eastern
Europe, humanity on the move, Brazil's rising
power, Vietnam.and Its neighbors, and the world
energy crunch; Sponsored In large part by the
nonpartisan Foreign Policy Association (FPA), the
program functions under the philosophy that a
better informed public, will Insure more Intelligent
foreign policy decisions.
Great Decisions will begin theiA/eek of March 2:
Each week's show lis devoted to a particular
contemporary Issue. For Hendrix participants, the
program begins with an organizational meeting held
February 27 at 6:00 p.m. In Mills 101 .The purpose
ofthemeeting will be to form, discussion groups.and
to-arrange a convenient time and place for the
groups to meet. .
The discussion groups will meet once a week and
will be composed of ten to fifteen persons. In
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Letter tb the Editor of the"Profile: This letter is in response to the student unrest on
campus over the threat of reimposltlon of the draft. I am Ty*FeB90
writing only to remind us of a few of the immense debts we
owe to this country.
VVe are college students at a liberal arts college in a
free country. It is our privilege to choose a major of study
and pursue our interests as far as they take us, howeyer
impractical. It is our "right" to freely demand we be
treated as adults, given the responsibilities along with
pleasures such as they are. We people of Hendrix are
constantly contrasted and compared with other college
and university communities, usually measuring up fairly
well in the critical examinations.
But, it has not always been our "right" to choose to get
an education. These "rights" which we wear as arm bands
for the world to see were won on the battlefields, in the
very nastiness of wars, by men with foresight enough to
see beyond their selfish motives, to see a better place for
their children and grandchildren.
, Granted, we don't have the best of situations or worlds
, now, but we should be able to see that our situation in the
U.S.A. is a whole lot better than in many other parts ofthe
world. Don't fall into the trap of assuming we would (or
even could) be better off without the use of force.
The draft is not a pleasant way to insure the security of
our nation nor is it the most efficient. (Perhaps mandatory
service would be more expedient but then we wouldn't
be a democracy.) But, the draft, should we be forced to
such "steps, will insure a future U.S.A. as quickly and
surely as any other method.
We are the ones who will be drafted, not our dads or
grandfathers. We,both male and female,will be the ones
who shoulder the burden of this screwed-up wodd and try
to shape the world into some semblance of rationality.
We are i\\e ones who will die . . . but we've reaped the
profits of the last wars. Perhaps, we should consider how
much we really owe to this country, our own messed-up
U.S.A., and be prepared to settle an account that Is long
overdue.
DeBora Murphy
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I've been experiencing a decay of
splnts lately, a condition I call Soul
Rot. I had thought I was the only victim
of this spiritual malady until I began to
smell the odors of decay from a few
other rotting souls,
One of the Symptoms of a decaying
spirit is oppressive apathy. The world
seems full of drooling idiots who stampede rny door and expect me to throw
myself into some "grand and glonous"
project their puny minds have just
dreamed up. 1 violently do not-care
about the banal dreams of my fellow
man; I haven't the energy to care.
The wodd is full of these energetic
imbeciles. One such moron is an acquaintance of mind. He has a passionate interest in manure and his
name has become synonymous with it.
He spent hjs leisure hours collecting,
preserving, and classifying manure.
He is extremely proud of his expertise
and believes his unique hobby raises
him above the common mortal. He
manages to bring manure Into every
conversation and usually carries a
sample with him. He has manure divided
into ten categories; feces, excrement,
B.M., dung, turds, droppings, chips,
pooh-pooh, No. 2, and hockey. No one
but he knows the cnterla for classification. Anyone would find this person
fascinating and usually I do, too. Unfortunately, since my soul began to rot,
It seems as though he's just talking sh-.
The most Important thing to remember about soul rot is that It Is just a
phase. I know f l l oom© out of it, and, if
you have it, so will you.
There are anumber of treatm.antsfor
this particular variety of leprosy, and
any one of them should oure the
average case of soul rot. The first is to
count all of the toilets on the Hehdrix
College campus*
The second is to count all the brioks.
The third is to calculate the height of a
stack of all the pecan shells stacked
one-on-one, build such a stack and
then find the experimental error between the measured and the theoretical height. Any one of these tasks
should make apparent to you just how
futile and meaningless your life is and
should motivate you to leap into any of
the currently available moronic projects as fervently asrayfriend has
thrown himself into manure! •
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Great Decisions is a nation-wide television program that offers all Americans the opportunity to
learn, discuss and voice their opinions on eight
foreign policy Issues. The Issues selected for Great
Decisions 1980 are the world In 1980, the Middle
East and the Gult the United Nations at 36, Eastern
Europe, humanity on the move, Brazil's rising
power, Vietnam and Its neighbors, and the world
energy, crunch.' Sponsored In large part by the
nonpartisan Foreign Policy Association (FPA), the
program functions under the philosophy that a
better Informed public, will insure more intelligent
foreign policy decisions.
Great Decisions will begin the week of March 2.
Each week's show iis devoted to a particular
contemporary Issue. For Hendrix participants, the
program begins with an organizational meeting held
February 27 at 6:00 p.m. in Mills 101. The purpose
of the meeting will be to form, discussion groups.and
to arrange a convenient ti!me and place for the
groups to meet ,
'
The discussion groups will meet once a week and
win be composed of ten to fifteen persons* In

Tuesday night the Student Senate approved two Innovative proposals regarding the
Student Association's budget and student participation on the powerful Academic Policy
Committee. This year's budget Is innovative in that it calls for an annual assessment of $66.50 rather
than $46.00, per student. Senate President Jim Gray told the Profile that this figure was
determined by dividing the anticipated "bare bones" expenses total of $53,883.80 by the
anticipated enrollment figure of 950, Gray said that the Senate broke with tradition in this
way because It had decided that it was impossible for a realistic budget to be drawn up using
the old assessment.
Highlighting the Changes made in the proposed budget isa 7/4 increase in the salaries for
the Association's agency heacls. The proposal states that the increase "is based on the
principle t h a t . . . agency heads should receive the equivalent of one term's tuition;" The
salaries were based on that figure five years ago but have not been adjusted since tha
At a meeting just prior to the 'Senate's regular meeting, current student committee
members were Informed,,of. the Senate's new ,",pysh"„for student participation in the
Academic Policy Gommittee. Jim Gray laid out the Senate's plan for achieving this goal In
three major steps.
First, the Senate must find out how the facuify feels about student participation on the
Committee. Gray said that this had already been accomplished and that current Academic
Policy members have only two reservations. They feel that personnel matters dealt with by
the Committee should be considered by faculty members only and that student eontributlons to committee work may not be of the highest qualify.
The second step outlined by Gray involves the demonstration of students' capabilities on
the committees on which they now sit Thls^A/ill be accomplished by documenting student
attendance at meetings, improving the contlnutify of student members of committees, and
Improving communications among student members by the appointments of student
committee chairmen.
_
The final step outlined deals with the demonstration of the student's desire to participate
Iri Academic Policy concerns. According to Gray, students need to Identify issues such as
out-of*dlass demands for time; recruiting of mlnorlfy facuify, staff, and students; after-hours
study space; and calendar reform.
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Dear Iditorr
designed for an undergraduate audience, and some
Oongratulatlons on your recent trend toward Investlga* students might find It difficult to follow the more technical
tive journalism and analysis of sampus-related Issues. A colloqula, students and people from town are almost
good college newpaper, in my opinion, addresses its. alwayswelcome.Thls Is why we have each colloquium
readership better by raising questions and offering policy placed on the Calendar of ivents. Specifically, our policy
critique than bf serving as a mouthpiece for public is that the speaker is free to restrict attendance at a
relations or worse yet, a natlonai wire service.
colloquium, should he or she wish; however, no speaker
However, your editorial comment regarding The Facuify to date has expressed a desire to exclude anyone.
Colloqulm Series was Inconsistent with the responsibili- So, "Lone Ranger,** check the Calendar of ivents and
ties of Investigative reporting. No conspiracy to exclude bringtimReid, Tonto, and even the Butch Cavendish
students exists; students have attended past colloqula, Gang to the next scheduled colloquium. Increased
and the questions raised could easily have been answered participation from Hendrix community can only help the
hy eitiier Bnice Haggard or me. The Series attempts to ' ed«
provide a forum whereby faculty and administration can
become familiar with the professional, non^olassroom^,
non-committee, work of their colleagues (In the true spirit
Co-codrdlnator
of the liberal arts). Although the presentations are not
Facuify Colloquium Serl«
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addition, each group will have one faculty member
designated as group moderator. The discussion
groups will give the participants an open avenue to
express his own opinion as well as provide an
opportunity for debate.
The program Is free and open to students, faculty
members, and all members of the community. The
only material required for the program Is the Great
Decisions 1980 program book. The History Department has made three copies of the program
book available; these copies are on reserve in.the
library. The program book is prepared by the editors
of the FPA and is Intended to be an unbiased
presentation of the status quo. Each chapter In the
book discusses one of the topics. These chapters
are concise and offer In-depth background material
on the Issue, There Is also a pro/con section in
each chapter which outlines the alternative courses
bf action available to the United States Participants
are urged to have read the chapter pertaining to the
specific issue of that week before going to the
group discussion.'
Due to the volatile nature of many of the topics,
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The Exxon Foundation has awarded a $7,270
research grant to the Hehdrix Mathematics Depart'*
ment for the period extending from March l , i§BO
to June 30,1981 .The grant which will be admlnls-^
tered primarily through PI Mu Epsilon, will be used
to stimulate the existing mathematical research
program at Hendrix and to assist other Institutions
In developing similar programs.
The funds made available by the grant will be
usedtofinance atrip to theFifth Annual Conferance
on Undergraduate Mathematics, to supplement
funding for the Sixth Annual Conference, and to
finance a two day symposium conducted by Hendrix facuify and students.
Three Hendrix math majors will attend the Fifth
Annual Conference on Undergraduate Mathematics to be held March 14-1Sof this year at Fort Lewis
Gollege In Durango, Colorado. Participating students Include Senior Sandra Cousins and Juniors
Mike Pinter and David Sutherland. Suthertand will
be one of'twenty studJnflpeakerilrimlcrolslliF
nation. His paper Is entitled, "Th© Kmml ^ tht
LaPlace Transform.'' Sutherland's paper was re^
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particular college WJH probably be chosen from
cently accepted for publication in the Pi Mu
Epsilon Journal., Suthertand • also presented the , among the participants of the 1981 conference at
Hendrix College." fisllnger was enthusiastic
paper at the National Mathematics meeting In
about receiving the grant because it will, "enable us
Duluth, Minhesota last year. Gene Weber, a 1979
to move the Hendrix research program from reQta'
Hendrix graduate, will also present a paper. Webalto'national stature." , '•.• '
er's is entitled, "High Order Symmetric Derivatives."
Tha undergradyate research program now In
Dr. Robert Eslinger will accompany the students.
operation atHendrix was Initiated In 1970. Between •
A'portlon of the funds will be used to supplement
1970 and 1972, several methods were tested for
the financial support provided by the Jourjnal of
Identifying exceptionally talented mathematics maUndergraduate Mathematics for the Sixth Annual
jors. Each year several students were Invited to
Conference to be held at Hendrix in March of 1981.
participate in an Independent study program. Each
The money will provide partial travel support for
student was given a different advanced level probtwelve student speakers, a banquet for participants
lem Involving a mathematic concept. Upon comple*
and guests,* and expenses for one Invited speaker
tion of the problem, the student would be instructed
with an International reputation. The conference will
to prepare an oral presentation and a paper suitable
be under the direction of J. R. Boyd of Guilford
for publication. Today, the program of Independent
College In Greensboro, North Carolina.
study Is encouraged at all levels of the curriculum
The remaining portion of funds will finance a twoand Is enhanced through the activity of PI Mu
day symposium to he conducted by Hendrix faculty
Epsilon, m honorary mathematical organization. In
and students on the campus of a college interested
HieSfabtfillinffan undergraduateTeleirclTprograflT -~~tht^asMecad©"^tnty-alx^tudent~paper0-hav#, hmn publlshid: or accepted for publication
similar t© the ont In opiratlon af Hendrix. Dr. Rohirt
.undergradiiati and professional Journals..
'isilnger, the 'projeot director, stated that .""the
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local and national news media provide suppie-'-^^.
meptary information to give participants up-to-date
information. Beginning March 2, the Arkansas Educational Television Network will broadcast each
Sunday a one-half hour presentation on the issue
of the week. Dr. David Larson will be a regular
participant In the telecast, and will be responsible
for presenting the humanist viewpoint on the topic.
In addition, Dr. Larson hopes to have time to serve
as discussion leader for one of the discussion
groups on campus.
Also beginning March 2, national media coverage
of the Great-Decisions Issues will be found in the
Sunday editorial section of the Arkansas. Gazette,
These articles will present current Information on
the Issue of that particular week. ^
Finally, Great Decisions offers participants a
chance to express their feelings on an opinion
ballot which Is sent to Columbia Universlfy. There
the results will be tabulated with those from across
the nation. These results will later be distributed by
the FPA to members of Congress, the Executive
Branch, and the news media.
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Great Decisions program comes to Hendrix

by Miriam Hinrichs
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Campus Happenings

Forum to address issue of draft and registration
Mills A will be the site, Thursday, February 28 at
7:00 D.m. Of "A Forum on Registration and the
Draft." The forum is^eing coordinated by Jeff
Shachmut, Assistant to the Dean ot Students.
The forum will give students a chance to discuss
Issues concerning the draft and registration with a
panel composed of several faculty members. Professors already slated to be panelists include Dr.
John Churchill, Dr. Henry Alsmeyer; and Dr. Gene
Bigler.
Churchill sees his role on the panel as the
presenter of ethical questions and considerations.
He plans to raise "issue-setting questions" In-

cluding "Do the just powers of government over the
individual inglude the power to conscript" or "Do
individuals have the moral standing to give the
government the power of conscription?"
Alsmeyer has collected an extended bibliography entitled "Some Readings about Military
Sen/ice, Pacifism, Peace, and War." This "rounded"
bibliography includes books presenting varied
vievypoints on draft- and registration-related topics
including atomic weapons and disarmament, pacifism, peace, War and religion, military service, and
conscientious objection. Alsmeyer will present an

Veteran pacifist speaks outIgal Roodenko looks like the traditional picture of Moses: short, slight of stature,
and characterized by his grey hair and sternumHength beard. He Is not, however^
the leader-type figure; he is more the penpatetic type. ,
' Roodenko has long been active In the war reslstence and came to Hendrix to
discuss aspects of the draft He is an absolute pacifist and characterized this
belief by stating, "If it came to a situation where it is my life or yours, I'will not take
your life." As a pacifist, he has lectured on many campuses, bringing his experience
of nearly forty years as a non-violent activist. ^
He began his informal talk by giving some history ofthe draft, which was initiated
for the War of 1812. At that time, there was great opposition and Daniel Webster
was known to have said "conscription Is the badge of the slave." Roodenko also
feels that the Founding Fathers understood that "the military mind is trained in
paranoia," feared this, and therefore desired a civilian army.
In explaining his view of the draft, Roodenko asserted that the action was simply
an election-year ploy by the Republican candidates as an expression that the
country is ready for military action. But, he pointed out that the Pentagon did not
desire the draft, after experiencing the problems ofthe Vietnam era. The Pentagon,
he said, found that the few "bad apples" tended to spoil the rest of the group.
An^ven stronger psychological factor exists within the middle-age citizens ofthe
United States. Roodenko feels that this psychological factor is an expression of the
generation gap within society. Older folk believe that the youth only wantto "smoke
dope and go to discos" and that the draft will be good for them.
Roodenko shared some of his own experience with the draft board since he went
before the draft board during World War 11 and convinced the members of his
objection to war. He worked for a while in a pon-military job until he came to the
conclusion that his actions tacitly supported the war effort. His case carried all the
way to the Supreme Court and was eventuallythrown out when he convinced the
Court that service would be "Involuntary* servitu^
He offered advice about how a conscientious objector should approach the draft
board. First, one should not challenge the board intellectually or factually as this
has a tendency to anger them and to artswer to your facts. One should be sincere in
presenting the Oase. One must also talk "draft boardese"i.e. translating a personal
definition of the conscientious objector's stance intothe language ofthe people on
the draft board.
Roodenko also explained that draft boards often ask "Ify" type questions. One
such example Is the stock question asked during World War II: What would you do if
you came home to a Nazi raping your motherfThe C O . must be prepared for
instances of this nature.
Underlying all of his concern, Roodenko still remained pleasant and optimistic.
He stated that "1 can see a silver lining when most people don't even see a cloud,"
and added that the pacifist's Job Is to give hope to a situation of despair.
This hope translated to his belief that a "citizen's obligation Is to stand up and
bitch" whenhe disagrees. The substance of Roodenko's lecture centered around
an emphasis on dialogue between divergent views, "we have to listen to ^ not
agree with--* the dissidents.*'
As he has continued to lecture throughout war.and peacetime, Roodenko sees
his objective as preparing people to be In a position to act after reflective
consideration of all options. His position almost comes to an intuitional-type of
Judgement IS- he said one must "develop an ability to be llght-on-the''feet In
developing decisions."
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Chartres cathedral as "a library in stained
This past Monday night Fel
18th,' a number • of members of the glass and sculpture" because of the
Hendrix community went o n a "Meta- storiea arid symbolic meanings behind
phorioal pilgrimage across time and
these sculptures and stained glass whioh
space." The goal ofthe pilgrimage was
all relate- to,a single theme—Christ's
Chartres cathedral, and the tour guide
coming^.
was a man named Malcolm Miller. Mr. ; Chartres cathedral has remained the
•Miller has been the official guide and best, example 'of .the .medieval ,.church
In the' world today, and people are' still
.lecturer at Chartres cathedral since
making pilgrimages there. They come to
1950. His stop at Hendrix was partof his
see the relic of Chartres -—a cloth supwinter lecture'tour In the U!S.
Th© program cohslstad of alectufe posed to have been worn by Mary during
and thay come jwst
and slide show about the cathedral's
thecathedralltseli As Mr.Miller
ornate detail In sculpture and stained
^^ j§$,-,^^.f^#„iiie,.$ielitptur^g' .and' three said: "It IB nol just another old church, but
or four of th© tTSstalnsd glass windows
wnr© s l n i l i d @ut shown, andtht storlis
and meanings explained. He described

abridged version of this bibliography at thelorum; a
complete copy will be avallatile at the library. .

Convocatioh to honor achievements

- According to Shachmut, the moderator of the
panel, the idea of the forum "came out of concerns
expressed to [himself].. .other head residents, and
Carl Wartenburg." He continued by stating that
other forums will be scheduled if there is enough
student interest. "We are more than willing to' get
some discussion going," he said. Asked about
future forum topics, Shachmut replied that forums
could be arranged that deal with "anything that
there is interest in."

A special cphvocatlon of recognition will be held Friday, February 22,1980, at
Hendrix College. The convocation will honor Bishop Kenneth W. Hicks, Resident
Bishop of the Arkansas Area of the^United Methodist Church. Bishop Hicks will
receive the honorary Doctor of Humane Lettersdegree.Mr. Henry H. Henley, Jr.,
Chairman of fhe Board and Chief Executive Officer of Cluett, Peabody and
, Company, will also be honored with the Doctor of Laws degree. Also being
honored on the 22nd Is Mr.. -Elbert L Fausett of Little Rock, President
of Broadmoor Builders, Inc., by the establishment of The Elbert L Fausett
Professorship. Mr. Fausett made a gift of $360,000 to Hendrix, which has been
used to create the Fausett professorship. Dr.- George H. Thompson will be
Installed as the first Fausett Professor of History.
Dr, Arthur A. Johnson will be installed as The Harold and Lucy Cabe
Distinguished Professor of Biology, and Dr. G, Thoma?iClark will be installed as
The Louis and Charlotte Cabe Distinguished Professor of Biology.'
, Th0 keynote address will be made by Governor Bill Clinton. The convocation
begins at 11 :po a;m. on Friday, February 22. It will be In Staples Auditorium at
Hendrix.
"
^

Philosophers get involved—
The focus of the Raney Building's last three Friday philosophical
conversations has been the impending military crisis, The first two
discussions dealt with philosophical implications of the draft and.
the nature qf war. ,
At the end of the second discussion on February 8, a Concern
was expressed that dealing with the crisis philosophically might
not yield any practical solutions. Therefore, the February 15 topic
treated the practical ways of dealing with the draft and ways that
a military conflict might be prevented.
The focus became expressed in the question, "how can we
change our lifestyle to be less dependent on other nation's
resources?" One idea put forth was to isolate the United States
from all countries, reducing Involvement in foreign countries and
working on, the domestic prot}lems of our own country.
In dealing with the proposal,'several problems came forth. The^
general feeling of the meeting was that, in severing all ties, a
greater danger exists in having no avenues of communication artd
economic ties. The general concensus was that, in effect, the
country would become even more paranoid due to the lack of
communication with other nations. Another aspect was the
economic backlashes of withdrawal of ties with all countries,
Dr, Jay McDaniel, speaking to the question of chanqing the
American lifestyle, suggested that Americans, and on a much larger
scale, all. the peoples of the world, begin thinking in a nonnationalistic basis. The idea was that all humans could reduce
their provincialism and think on a global-wide basis,
'
At this point the emphasis of the discussion shifted to how
individuals can initiate changes within the existing society. Dr.
Francis Christie suggested that people should learn the existing
legal structure and how to work within i t Further discussion led to
the idea that law Is social engineering; society consists of visible
ehgineers (politicians,, judges, businessmen) and Invisible engineers (the citizens of the nation).
In this framework, the attitudes of the invisible engineers
influence and give direction to the visible engineers of society.
One theory expressed during the discussion was that the Irivlsible
engineers lost faith in their part'of the system and have remained
inactive. The solution expressed was that the Invisible engineers
must once again takeuo their duty as influences upon the visible
engineers.

Advice column offered
,»

Expert to lecture on graduate studies
Kent Druyvestyn, a representative of the Graduate Management Admissions
Council, will be visiting the Hendrix Campuson Wednesday, March 6. His visit Is
•coordinated by Karen Wagner, Career Placement Counselor.
Druyvestyn will deliver a lecture at 7:00 p.m. In Mills. Topics of concern will be
the student's selection of graduate school and what graduate schools expect of
applicants including test scores, grade point averages, essays, references, and
work experience.

Galloway Casino: Place your bets
On Saturday, February 23, the Galloway dorm council.will sponsor a casino in
the large parlor of that dorm. The casino, a fund-raising event, will be from 7:0011:00 p.m.
Participants in the casino will purchase money from "the house" and make
their way to the gambling tables, which will be manned by Hendrix professors. At
the end of the evening, an auction will be held during which prizes donated by
Conway merchants will be sold to the highest bidder.
In promoting the event, Ramona Pipkin, dorm president commented, ^'It will be
a good night of fun."

I
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If you are experiencing any social or academic problems during
the dark days of the Winter Term, please avail yourself of the
sen/Ices of Mr, Advisor, who in these pages will offer sage advice
on what.ails you, beginning In the next Issue.'
Please contact Mr, Advisor In the care of Ms. Editor of the
Profile, Box 280. individual replies will not be possible. Appropriate problems will be treated In these pages.

SLHDX solicits participation
In Its on-going effort to present an alternative on the FM dial,
Hendrix^s radio station, KHDX, has Introduced an alternative news
spot on its daily program schedule. However,-Georgia Bell,
Program Director, states that the show is "still prettyimpromptu"
because of lack of student participation.
Being broadcast from 6:00-6:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
the news spot is ideaify supposed to present news that the
Hendrix student "won't ri^ad on the front pace'' of the daify
.newspaper, , -., /.^, ,;.•. ^
- '.
. During a recant neWs spot, a representative of a student group
that has contacted the Student Life Committee about its concern
over the small numberof black students and the lack of a blapk
•faculty member was Interviewed, Georgia, Bell encourages others
., students to present such programs that would be of interest to the'
'Hendrlx'.student.' •' . -,.':,
.MMedJiMihBMare_.aiew "'mu5ilc",gfaow^ sflll available for
"""""' irm. These shows Include Saturday and Sunday 12:00
i:00 p.m., Thursday 11:00a.m.*'1;30 p,m., and Sunday
-1.2:00 mjdnigw-2:00 a'.m. AlsoBell,said that: students are always
needed to do substitute or "fill-in" shows.

-as-youReprinted from the Carletonian^ student puhlication from Carieton Coflegem Northfield^ Minhesota, VQ,&9,
No. 10, January 18, 1980*
byTom.Schraw
The familiar, electronic "beeps"
which Carieton students experience
dally when checking Into the dining
halls may be a thing of the past by
next year. Next month a referendum
will be held to determine If Caris want
to switch from the current "all-youcan-eat" Vall-dirie system to a "pay-^
as-you-go," Vali-dine coupon system.
In the new setup, students would
choose one "of four different food
plans, ranging from an annual $706
option for light eaters to an $866
option for "heavy eaters." The cur*
rent Vali-dine system pays Saga
$829 per student
In choosing each meal, students
would select Individually priced food
items to be rung up by a cashier. This
amoMht would then be deducted from
the students' computerized accounts

Itlt^tl'lAtllTtlttl^'illl

R.A. applications due Monday
Resident assistant applications for the 1980-81 school year are currently
available in the Student Affairs Office. Applications must be completed'and
returned by Monday, February 26,
Applicants for the position must have three recommendations, one from a
member of the faculty, submitted on their behalf. These recommendations are
due by March 24. .
' Duties and responsibilities of the resident assistant Include his serving as a
pe'er advisor and counselor, being a catalyst for positive social Interaction, and
assisting Individual students in developing personally and socially.
The application states that "IdeaHy... [the resident assistant] should become
a significant resource, confidante, and friend to other members ofthe residential
community."

I
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Keeping in shape and feeling groovy
Galloway and Raney dorms will sponsor a seminar entitled "Your Physical
Well-Being," Wednesday, February 27 at 7:00 p.m. In the old racquetball room of
Grove Gym.
Coach.Earlene Hannah will speak on physical fitness, and a film, "Feelin'
Great" will be shown. Hannah will also demonstrate dancarobios, a .form of.
exercise which Is based on continuous movement through dance.

Leap year dance planned
The Sophomore Council will sponsor a Leap Year Dance on Friday, February
29th in the Campus Center from 9:00 to 1:00. This will be a stag dance with a
professional disc-jockey. Refreshments will be served and everyone is
encouraged to attend.
'
'
'"
""'
' ^

Galloway Revue seeks performers
Performers are needed for Galloway's Red Light Revue during the week of
Kampus Kitty. Red light Revue is a talent show open to the entire Hendrix
community held In the big parior of Galloway. Bands, singers, comedy acts, and
other performers are invited to take part In the show. If you are interested in
performing, send your name/phone number, act, and approximate length of act
to Karen Nix, Box H-211 before Spring Break. Auditions may be necessary if a
large number of people wish to be In the Revue.

\ ' \

the collegiate scene
by using a magnetized I.D. similar to
the ones Saga currently uses. Saga
has released a list of "probable'*
prices which Includes an 85 cent
hamburger; french fries for 35 or 50
cents; soda pop at 36 cents, 45 cents
and 56 cents; and a $3.95 steak
dinner.
The change In food policy was first
Introduced Into the Social Policy
Committee (SPG) last spring, at which
time the proposal was delayed because of lack of specific information
on the cost of the program. The new
system Is currently estimated to cost
an extra $20,000 In the first year,
although costs will decrease In subsequent years.
Saga management sees a number of
problems In the current ayatem.
These Include a lack of flexibility in
menu items, the Inequity of losing
value by missing a meal, the unfairness of "llghteaters subsidizing the
appetites of heavy eaters," and a
high., rate of 'food waste and food
theft.

. Dining Board member Leslie Kautz
agrees that the change would bring a
number of positive benefits. She reported that in the new system, "If you
donH eat breakfast you don't pay for
it" The value of the missed meal
could Instead be used In purchasing
the next meal,
"For light eaters," she continued, "I
think the deal Is great. One reason ifs
an advantage to Carieton Is the problem of door crashing. It also really
cuts waste."
The problem of food waste at
Carieton was reinforced last spring
when a group of students and faculty
members, along v^lth Saga manager
David Gate, visited South Dakota
State University (SDSU). The school,
which uses a simlFar coupon system,
found that under the old "all-you-caneat" system students wasted seven
times as much food as Ihey do under
the new system,
Kaut2 sees a .number of problems
in the proposed system. She noted

that in a Vermont college which recently adopted "pay-as-you-go" meals
"upperclassmen frequently misbudgeted their coupons," although
freshmen who had not experienced
the previous system had no problems.
"SAGA would have to have some kind'
of educational program,**
Kautz also noted that all financial
aid students would be assigedto the
same plan, probably the "middle
eater" program.
Kautz agrees that the new system
would bring more variety and flexibility
to Carieton food service, "but questions remain whether or not there
would be any Increase In food quality.
She did point out that with the coupon system less of each dollar would
go toward food costs and more towards labor and general expenses.
Because of this, Saga management
predicts that It wilt be able to put
..more emphasis on higher quality and
more creative meals.
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Campus Happenings

• According to Shachmut, the' moderator of the
panel, the idea ofthe forum "came out of concerns
expressed to [himself].. .other head residents, and
Carl Wartenburg." He continued by stating that
dther forums will be scheduled if there is enough
student interest. "We are more than willing to' get
some discussion going," he said. Asked about
future forum topics, Shachmut replied that forums
could be arranged that deal with "anything that
there is interest in.'*
• '

Alsmeyer has collected an extended bibliography entitled "Some Readings about Military
Sen/ice, Pacifism, Peace, and War." This "rounded"
bibliography includes, books presenting varied
viewpoints on draft- and registratioa-related topics
including atomic weapons and disarmament, pacifism, peace, war and religion, military $ervice, and
conscientious objection. Alsmeyer will preseht an

, Igal Roodenko looks like the traditional picture of Moses: short, slight of stature,
and characterized by his grey hair and sternumHength beard. He is not, however,
the leader-type figure; he Is more the peripatetic type.
Roodenko has long been active in the war reslstence and came to Hendrix to
discuss aspects of the draft. He is an absolute pacifist and characterized this
belief by stating, "If it came to a situation where it is my life or yours, I will not take
your life." As a pacifist, he has lectured on many campuses, bringing his experience
of nearly forty years as a non-violent activist.
He began his informal talk by giving some history of the draft, which was initiated
for the War of 1812. At that time, there was great opposition and Daniel Webster,
was known to have said "conscription is the badge of the slave." Roodenko also
feels that the Founding Fathers understood that "the military mind Is trained in
paranoia," feared this, and therefore desired a civilian army.
In explaining his view of the draft,-Roodenko asserted that the-actlonwas simply,
an election-year ploy by the Republican candidates as an expression that the
country is ready for military action. But, he pointed out that the Pentagon did not
desire the draft, after experiencing the problems of the Vietnam era. The Pentagon,
he said, found that the few "bad apples" tended to spoil the rest of the group..
An^ven stronger psychological factor exists within the middle-age citizens of the
United States. Roodenko feels that this psychological factor is an expression of the
generation gap within society. Older folk believe that the youth only want to "smoke
dope and go to discos" and that the draft will be good for them.
Roodenko shared some of his own experience with the draft board since he went
before the draft board during World War 11 and convinced the members of his.
objection to war. He worked tor a while in a non-military job until he came to the
conclusion that his actions tacitly supported the war effort. His case carried all the
way to the Supreme Court and was eventually thrown out when he con
Court that service would be'Invpluhtary servitude/'
He offered advice about how a conscientious objector should approach the draft
board. First, one should not challenge the board Intellectually or factually as this
has a tendency to anger them and to answer to your facts. One should be sincere in
presenting the case. One must also talk "draft boardese" i.e. translating a personal
definition of the conscientious objector's stance Into the language of the people on
the draft board.
.
Roodenko also explained that draft boards often ask "Ify" type questions. One
such example Isthe stock question asked during World War ll: What would you do if
you came home to a Nazi raping your mother?"The C O . must be prepared for
instances of this nature.
•
Underlying all of his concern, Roodenko still remained pleasant and optimistic.
He stated that "I can see a silver lining when most people don't even see a cloud,"
and added that the pacifist's job is to give hope to a situation of despair.
This hope translated to his belief that a "citizen's obligation is to stand up and
bitch" when" he disagrees. The substance of Roodenko's lecture centered around
an emphasis on dialogue between divergent views, "we have to listen to — not
agree with ^ the dissidents."
As he has continued to lecture throughout war and peace-time, Roodenko sees
his objective as preparing people to be In a position to act after reflective
consideration of all options. His position almost comes to an intultlonal-type of
judgement as he said one must "develop an ability to be light-on-the-feet in
developing decisions."

m

abridged version of this bibliography at thelorum; a
complete copy will be available at the library.

cluding "Do the just powers of government over the
individual include the power to conscript" or "Do
individuals have the. moral standing to give the
government the power of conscription?"

Veteran pacifist speaks out

res
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this past Monday night, February
Chartres cathedral as "a llbraty In stained
18th, a number of members of the
glass and sculpture" because of the
Hendrix community went on a ^'Meta"^ stories and symbolic meanings-behind
phorical pilgrimage across time and
these sculptures and stained glass which
space." The goal of the pilgrimage w^s
all relate to a single theme •-^Christ's
Chartres cathedral, and the tour guide
coming.: •;/,
'..••.'v "•••• '""^ \
'
was a man named Malcolm Miller. Mr.
Chartres cathedral has remained the
Miller has been the official guide and best example of the medieval church
in the worid today, and people are still
lecturer at Chartres cathedral since
1068. His stop at Hendrix was part of his making pilgrimages there. They come to
see the relic of Chartres — a cloth supwinter lecture tour In the U.S.
The program consisted bf a lecture ^ppsed to have been worn by Mary during
and slide show about the cathedral's the birth of Jesus--and they come just
ornate detail in sculpture and stained to see the cathWdral Itselt As Mr. Miller
^^^^^^..^AmM of the .^culptu.res.and three' said:'"ltis not just another old church, but
fiimln!lFi"lriitiiri!B^
or four of th©-17i stained stess windows one of
n
were slngltd out, shown, and tha storiea
and meanings explained. He described

•
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Convocation to honor achievements
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Philosophers get involved—
" The focus of the Raney Building's last three Friday philosophical
conversations has been the impending military crisis. The first two
discussions dealt with philosophical implications of the draft and .
the nature of war.
At the end of the second discussion on February 8, a concern
was expressed'sthat dealing with the crisis philosophically might
riot yield any practical solutions.Therefore, the February. 15 topic
treated the practical ways of dealing with the draft and ways that
a military conflict might be prevented.
The focus became expressed in the question, "how can we
change our lifestyle to tSe less dependent on other nation's
resources?" One idea put forth was to Isolate the United States
from all countries, reducing involvement in foreign countries and
working on the domestic problems of our own country.
' ^ In dealing with the'proposal, several problems came forth. The
general feeling of the meeting was that in severing all ties^ a
greater danger exists In having no avenues of communication arid
economic ties. The general concensus was that, in effect, the
country would become even more paranoid due to the lack of
communication with other nations. Another aspect was the
economic backlashes of withdrawal of ties with all countries.
Dr. Jay McDaniel, speaking to the question of chanalnq the
American lifestyle, suggested that Americans, and on a much larger
scale, all the peoples of the world, begin thinking In a nonnationalistic basis. The idea was that all humans could reduce
their provincialism and think on a global-wide basis.
At this point the emphasis of the discussion shifted to how
individuals can initiate changes within the existing society. Dr.
Francis Christie suggested that people should learn the existing
legal structure and hpw to work within it. Further discussion led to
the idea that law Is social engineering; society consists of visible
engineers (politlclans,.judges, businessmen) and Invisible engineers (the citizens of the nation).
in this framework, the attitudes of the Invisible engineers
influence and give direction to the visible engineers of society.
One theory expressed during the discussion was that the invisible
engineers 4ost faith in their part'of the system and have remained
Inactive. The solution expressed was that the invisible engineers
must once again takeuo their duty as influences upon the visible
engineers.

Advice column offered
If youare experlenGing any social or academic problems during
the dark days of the Winter Term, please avail yourself of the
sen/Ices of Mr, Advisor, who In these pages will offer sage advice
on what alls you, beginning In the next issue."
Please contact Mr. Advlaor In the care of Ms; Editor of the
Profile, Box 280. Individual replies will not be possible. Appropriate problems will be treated in these pages.

lOIDX solicits participation
In its on-'going effort tb present an alternative on the FM dial,
Hendrix's radio stationi KHDX, has introduced an alternativenews
spot on Its dally program schedule. However, Georgia Bell,
Program Director, states that the show is "still pretty Impromptu"
because of lack of student partioipation.
Being broadcast from 5:00-5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
the news spot Is Ideally supposed to present news that the
Hendrix student "won't r^ad on the front page" of the d^ily
•newspaper, .;.
:•„ ',..'..•. .. .• "• ,':•'• '
During a recent news spcJt, a representative of a student group
that has contacted the Student Life Committee about its concern
over the small number of black students and the lack of a black
.faculty member was inta'rvlewed, Georgia Bell encourages other
studentsto present such programs, that would beof interest to the
• Hendrix'.student ,,:
Bell^tatedihatihMaare a l^w '*'muaic*^^hQW^- still ^yallabte i m
WinterTerm. TliiS© shows Inalude Saturday and Sunday 12:00
noon: until 2:00 p.m., Thursday 11:00 a.m.-1 ;30 p.m., and Sunday
12:00 midn!ght-2:00 a.m.. Also Bell said that students are always
needed to do substitute or "fllNn^' shows.

'•^ir
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Forum to address issue of draft and registration
Mills A wllf be the site, Thursday, February 28 at
7:00 D.m. of "A Forum on Registration and the
Draft/' The forum is being coordinated by Jeff
Shachmut, Assistant to the Dean ot Students.
The forum will give students a chance to discuss
issues concerning the draft and registration with a
panel composed of several faculty members. Professors already slated to be panelists include Dr.
John Churchill, Dr. Henry Alsmeyer, and Dr. Gene
Bigler.
Churchill sees his role on the panel as the
presenter of ethical questions and considerationsHe plans to raise "issue-setting questions" In-

•—.
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A special convocation of recognition will be held Friday, February 22,1980, at
Hehdrix College; The convocation wlllhonor Bishop Kenneth W. Hicks, Resident
Bishop of the Arkansas Area of the.Unlted Methodist Church. Bishop Hicks will
receive the honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree. .Mr, Henry H. Henley, Jr.,
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Cluett, Peabody and
Company, will also be honored with the Doctor of Laws degree. Also being
honored on the 22nd js Mr. .Elbert L. Fausett of Little Rock, President
of Broadmoor Builders, Inc.,,by the establishment of The Elbert L. Fausett
Professorship. Mr. Fausett made a gift of $350,000 to Hendrix, which has been
used to create the Fausett professorship.,Dr. George H. Thompson will be
Installed as the first Fausett Professor of History.
Dr. Arthur A. Johnson will be installed as The Harold and Lucy Cabe
Distinguished Professor of Biology, and Dr, G. ThomaSjClark wllhbe Installed as
The Louis and Charlotte Cabe Distinguished Professor of Biology. .
The keynote address will be made by Governor Bill Clinton. The convocation
begins at 11:00 a.m. on Friday, February 22. It will be In Staples Auditorium at
Hendrix.

Expert to lecture on graduate studies
s

KentDnjyvestyn, a representative ofthe Graduate Management Admissions
Council, vyill be visiting the HendrlxCampus on Wednesday, March 5. His visit is
•coordinated by Karen Wagner, Career Placement Counselor.
Druyvestyn will deliver a lecture at 7:00 p.m. in Mills. Topics of concern will be
the student's selection of graduate school and what graduate schools expect of
applicants Including test scores, grade point averages, essays, references, and
work experience.

Galloway Casino: Place your bets
On Saturday, February 23, the Galloway dorm council.will sponsor a casino in
the large parior of that dorm. The casino, a fund-raising event, will be from 7:0011:00 p.m.
Participants in the casino will purchase money from "the house" and make
their way to the gambling tables, which will be manned by Hendrix professors. At
the end of the evening, an auction will be held during which prizes donated by
Conway merchants will be sold to the highest bidder,
In promoting the event, Ramona Pipkin, dorm president commented, "It will be
a good night of fun."

-as-youRef^rlnted from the Carletonian, student pubtitiation from Carieton College in Northfield, Minnesota, Vo. 99,
No. IQt January 18, 1980.
byTom.Schraw
The familiar, electronic "beeps"
which Carieton students experience
daily when checking into the dining
halls may be a thing of the past by
next year. Next month a referendum
will be held to determine if Carls want
to switch from the current "all-youcan-eat" Vali-dine system to a "payas-you-go," Vali-dine coupon svstem.
. _. In the naw setup, students would
choose one of four different food
plans, ranging from' an annua! $706
option for' light eaters to an $866
option for "heavy eaters." The current Vali-dine system pays Saga
$829 per student. '
In choosing each meal,"students
would select individually priced food
Iterrts to be rung up by a cashier. This
amount would then be deducted from
the students' computerized accounts

R.A. applications due Monday
Resident assistant applications for the 1980-81 school year are currently
available in the Student Affairs Office. Applications must be completed'^and
returned by Monday, February 25.
Applicants for the position must have three recommendations, one from a
member of the faculty, submitted on their behalf. These recommendations are
due by March 24,
Duties and responsibilities of the resident assistant Include his serving as,a
pe'er advisor and counselor, being a catalyst for positive social interaction, and
assisting individual students in developing personally and socially.
The application states that "Ideally... [the resident assistant] should become
a significant resource, confidante, and friend to other members of the residential
community."
,
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Keeping in shape and feeling groovy
Galloway and Raney dorms will sponsor a seminar entitled "Your Physical
Well-Being," Wednesday, February 27 at 7:00 p;m. In the old racquetball room of
Grove Gym.
Coach Earlene Hannah will speak on physical fitness, and a film, "Feelin'
Great" will be shown. Hannah will also demonstrate dancarobics, a form of
exercise which'is based on continuous movement through dance. -••
. .

. — -<o,

Leap year dance planned
The Sophomore Council will sponsor a Leap Year Dance on Friday, February
29th in the Campus Center from 9:00 to 1:00. This will be a stag dance with a
professional disc-jockey. Refreshments will be served and everyone is
encouraged to attend."
^ - '
-

Galloway Revue seeks performers
Performers are needed for Galloway's Red Light Revue during the week of
Kampus Kitty. Red light Revue is a talent show open to the entire Hendrix
community held in the big parlor of Galloway. Bands, singers, comedy acts, and
other performers are invited to take part in the show. If you are interested in
pertorming, send your name, phone number, act, and approximate length of act
to Karen Nix, Box H-211 before Spring Break. Auditions may be necessary if a
large number of people wish to be In the Revue.
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cILe fet^"XJlt5
by using a magnetised I.D, similar to
the ones Saga currently uses. Saga
has released a list of "probable"
prices which includes an 85 cent
hamburger; french fries for 36 or 50
cents; soda pop at 36 cents, 45 cents
and 65 cents; and a $3.95 steak
dinner.
The change In food policy was first
introduced into the Social Policy
Committee (SPC) last spring, at which
time the proposal was delayed because of lack of specific Information
on the cost of the program. The new
system Is currently estimated to cost
an extra $20,000 In the first year,
although costs will decrease in subsequent years.
Saga management sees a number of
problems In the current system.
These include a lack of flexlbHlty In
menu items, the Inequity of losing
value by missing a meal, the unfairness of "llghteaters subsidizing the
appetites of heavy eaters,*' and a
high.rate of 'food waste and'food,
theft.

Dining Board member Leslie Kautz
agrees that the change would bring a
number of positive benefits. She reported that in the new system, "If you
don't eat breakfast you don't pay for
it," The value of the missed meal
could Instead be used in purchasing
the next meal.
"For light eaters," she continued, ''I
think the deal Is great. One reason Ifs
an advantage to Carieton is the problem of door crashing. It also really
cuts waste."
The , problem of food waste at
Carieton was reinforced last spring
when a group of students and faculty..
members, along with Saga manager
David Gate, visited South Dakota
State University (SDSU). The school,
which uses a similar coupon system,
found that under the old "all-you-caneat" system students wasted seven
times as much food .as they do under
the new system. • • ,KautE.S€@s a number of problems
in the ,oroposed system. She nc

that in a Vermont college which re*
cently adopted "pay-as-you-go" meals
"upperclassmen frequently misbudgeted their coupons," although
freshmen who had not experienced
the previous system had no problems.
:"SAGA would have to have some kind
of educational program."
Kautz also noted that all financial
aid students would be asslged to the
same plan, probably the "middle
eater" program.
Kautz agrees that the new system
would bring more variety and flexibility
to Carieton food semcav'but questions remain whether or not there
would be any Increase In food quality,.
She did point out that with the coupon system less of each dollar would
go toward food costs and more towards labor and general expenses.
Because of this, iag,a manaqement
predicts that it will be .able to put •
mora emphasis m higher qyallly and,
more creative meals.
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Muncto

1. Grate the cheese into a bowl and
add enough to make it doughy. If
you add more than orie cup they
Good 01' Ro-tel Dip
will be like heavy bisquits, and if
4^caa HQ!iteL±omatoas_
* you add about V2 cup they are
1 lb. Velveeta cheese
more meaty.
2. Roll into 1-inch balls and place
1, Basicallv. vou mix the two ingreon a pan and bake in a 350dients in a double boiler, crock
degree oven until brown. A broiler
pot or fondue pot until all the
pan is good as It allows the
cheese is melted. Some people
grease to drain while the balls
claim you should melt the cheese
are cooking.
before adding the tomatoes.
Some claim you should add the 3. Sen/e on a plate while they are
still hot. Use toothpicks if you are
liquid in can onjy as needed. It all
. trying to impress someone.
comes out the same in the end.
2. Serve hot with corn chips.
A different Cheese Dip
' 1 can Gampbell's bean with bacon
soup
2 cups shredded Monterey Jack
cheese
V2 cup chopped canned tomatoes
1 tablespoon finely chopped onion
'1 tabfespoon finely chopped Jalapeho peppers

by John Thiele
Hendrix does not have the reputation of
some other schools, which shall remain
nameless, for being a "party school/* That
doesn't seem to daunt Hendrix students —
to rain on the toga party, so to speak.
Hopefully the following hints and recipes
will help the student body maintain a pleasant level of entertainment aotivlties.
Kick-back Punch
3 liters Mbgen David 20/20
,1 liter of Sangria .• •.
3-4 liters of Sprite
about 1/S of PGA
"Daddy, 1 Don't Want to
Drink ThisP
for each glass:
1 shot of white rum
1 shot Triple Sec liquer
orange juice
Champagne
1* In a large glass, pour rum and
Triple Sec over chunks of ice.
2. Pill th© rest of the way with
©hampagne and orange juice.

1. Combine all ingredients with Ice
In a large bowl or ice chest.
2. This is a potent pu nob and you
may want to use more fruit drink
' ori

Your Basic Hendrix PGA Punch
a lot of PGA
something else (I.e., Hawalln Punch,
Kool-Ald, orange Juice.
1. Combine the Ingredients with Ice
. In anything that Is on hand. Clean
bathtubs and trashcans are
good, so are Ice ohasta.
2. Put in a ladle, set out some paper
oups, 'and stand back.
Cathedral Punch
2 fifths of white wine
2 fifths of champagne
B».D«*s Chafnpagno/Strnwberry
1. Combine ingredients In a well
Punch
Gfiilled bowl
'2 fifths of Rose wine
•2. Add ginga^ate to extend it. Th^
1 filth of champagne
proportions do not really matter
2 quarts of glnger^ale
just pour till It tastes righi
, 1 smalt can of frozen: orange m n
oentrate
1 pint of froEon strawberries

wall chilled punch bow! and ad
other ingradients.
^^*

'LJ*i:

.and i d d dff ¥#rmoy!h if
sweet','

m

R*F**s Punch
Va. gallon vodka
% gallon gin
1 fifth of PGA
6 cans of Hl-C orange/pineapple .
drink
2' liters of Sprite

1. Combine ingredients in a large
bowl or ice chest.
2. Add crushed ice and various fmits.

1« Soak strawberries in Rose and
than push through a strainer
aeive.
2.' Plaoe resulting, pulpy moss in

1. In saucepan, combine ingredients,
2. Heat until cheese melts; stir often.
3. Serve with potato or corn chips.

Beer
A ease of bear will run about eight
dollars, on' the average. A keg of.
beer will cast you something In the
•naighborhood of forty dollars. Also,
you will be required to pay a fifty
te}terid©pirsllif#ileltwtlttitf©tiiff!©#
10 f m whew y m relMtn tht mmpt^

Id

Vegetable Munchies
Vegetables are always a big hit at
parties. Wash small mushrooms.
Slice up green peppers, carrots^
celery, cucumbers. Break up bunches
of broccoli and cauliflower. Wash all
the vegetables well and store them
in water, they can be cut up far in
advance. Serve them on a large
plate with some type of dip or dips.
Hidden Valley Ranch Party Dip Is
good and both of the following recipes are good also.
Sour Cream Herb Dip
1 cup sour creanri
¥4 cup chopped parsley .
y4cup chives
salt and pepper to taste
Combine ingredients and c

6 apples
4 bananas
3'oranges
5 l(
Sugar
,4 pieces G

i\

• \

1... Slice th© bantnas and peel and
, saction, half of the oranges,
:,. squaezlng the juioe from , the
rest. Section the apples. Squeeze

- the'lemons., •
2. Pour the wine into targe pitchers.
Divide the fruit among them, add**
Ing approximately 1 tablespoon
of sugar for each bottle of wine.
Add a stick of ^oinnamon to each
piicner*
B. Store pItGhers in th© refrigerator
larg© gliSiss with lee. l l ytog i t
ISI

In

"Little Cheese Thingies"
1 Ib. sharp cheddar cheese
1 Ib. sausage
Bisqliick ,

!

^

s

L
"•A

^

Cheddar-Beer Dip
1 8-ounce package cream cheese
% cup milk
Bleu Cheese Dip
"•Acup beer
1 can condensed cream of celery
2 cups (8-ounces) diced, sharp
soup
Cheddar cheese
1 package.(8-oz.) cream cheese,
1 clove garlic, cut up
softened
3 medium pickles, cut up
Vz cup crumbled bleu cheese
1. Combine cream cheese and milk 2 tablespoons finely chopped onion
in electric blender. Cover and
beat at high speed for 10 seconds. 1. With an electric mixer or blender,
2. Add beer, cheddar cheese, and
gradually blend soup into cream
gariic. Cover and beat until
cheese. Beat just until smooth
smooth.
(overheating will make the dip
3. Add pickles; cover and blend
thin).
for 3 seconds. Place in a serving 2. Add remaining ingredients. Chill
bowl; chill. Serve with potato
and serve with assorted vege-^
chips and corn chips.
tables.
itmmm

In Its Christmas issue, Cosmopolitan magazine ran
an article on things one should and should not do ata
party if one seeks to be an ideal guest. The list of
, "good conduct" included such tips as never remove
your shoes, do not flick ashes into the hostess* prized
rubber-tree plant, and never, under any circumstances,
get so bombed that you pass out 00 the floor.
While it is important to know how to conduct oneself
at a party, it is also very important to know how to give
a party. Thus, the Profile, in Its never-ending quest to
enrich and upgrade the life of the average Hendrix
.student, Is proud to present its own Guide to Good
Partying.
Where: Since the rules of the College prohibit oncampus drinking, most Hendrix students would be
WIS© to choose an off-campus location. The elusive
Ideallocation has at least two bathrooms and enough
separate areas to satistyeverypartier-s whim or taste.
Short of this Ideal, there should be a goOd deal of
shrubbery and a large fan.
Hovv: The number one rule of giving great parties is
always to romember; When the food is gone, the food
is gona When the booze is gone, the party is gone.
Whenr.lf otass att©nd.ano© is high'on your list of'
.priorities, week-end partying is advantageous to your
life-style* However, mid-week flings are fun, and you
can always work under the assumption that the
majority of students do not have Wednesday classes.
Why-Reasons for partying are as numerous as
partiers. There are the traditional celebrations including birthdays, anniversaries, engagements, and
passing an orgarilc chemistry test Holidays also offer
wonderful opportunities -=- one always celebrates St.
Valentine's Day, Hallowaeni and New Year's Eve.
Some people celebrate Ground Hog Day, Columbus
Day, and Pearl 'Harbor Day. For the real partyenthusiast there are the more objscure holidays,
in0ludlng_St. Oswald Day, St. Agnes five (the holiday
of the p a f r o f f " l i M W v i r p l i | 7 6 r a S r i n ^
04y» and the anniversary ©f th© completion of th©
transcdntlnental milv\my.

• * *
'MiO-i'i'i'-f!!;-'''^.!.' jfeitfiui
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Acapuico Gold Avocado Dip
2 ripe avocados
••A cup onions, finely diced
1 tablespoon chili powder
Juice of 1 lemon
VA cup marijuana
Va teaspoon salt
1. Mix the marijuana, lemon juice,
and chili powder. Mash the avocados and onions, and combine
all the Ingredients.
.2. Let the mixture stand for about
an hour. Dip It with potato chips
or tortilla chips:
'
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Warriors take conference lead
with two bi wins over

••)

'^

'l

Swimmers prepare for meets
The Hendrix women's swim team overpowered
Henderson State 82^43 in a meet between the two
teams on February 11 at Henderson. The Hendrix
swimmers were consistent enough to win all ofthe
events entered. The list of first-place finishes
demonstrates the strength and depth of the team.

SAU and HSU
The Warriors, leading 34-30 at the half,
blew out to a commanding 55-42 with ten minutes
left in the game. The Warriors were controlling the
boards on both ends bf the court, and their aggressive defense led fo numerous. turnovers by
SAU. By the four minute mark Hendrix was leading
71 -51 over the rapidly tiring Muleriders.
. The Warriors were led by Lawson Pilgrim with 21
points and Austin Sullivan with 17. Reserve forward
Frank Hampton exploded for 16 points. The Muleriders kept the game close throughout the first half
behind the outside shooting of George Golden, with
18 points, and Billy Upchurch with 10 pqints.
Last Monday the Warriors squeezed by the
Henderson State Reddies 81 -76. The Tribe was led
by Lawson Pilgrim, who scored an amazing 41
points and by Sullivan with 18 and Mark Calvin with
17. The Reddies were led by Anthony Avery with 33
and Doyle Hayes with 16.
The following Thursday, the Warriors dropped a
close one to UAM here in Grove Gym, 70-68.
Hendrix was paced by Lawson Pilgrim's 22 points
while UAM's Darrell Rhodes had 20 and the four
other starters all scored in double figures.
Tonight the Warriors travel to Arkadelphia to meet
the tough OBU Tigers. The Tigers upset Henderson
State for the second time this season 74-60. Itwas
the Reddles fourth straight loss, and it dropped
them back to a third place tie with UCA in the AIC.
League-leading Heridrix Is 12-4 and second place
Arkansas College is 11-5.

.4

500 yard freestyle — Marion Agnew
200 yard Individual medley — Dawn Cheek
200 yard Individual medley — Dawn Cheek
100 yard freestyle — Marianne Smith
60 yard backstroke — Marlon Agnew
60 yard breaststroke ^"Marijke Vander Helm
100 yard buttertly — Gretchen DeYoung
50 yard freestyle — Marianne Smith
100 yard backstroke—Gretchen DeYoung .
100"yard individual medley — Dawn Cheek
200 yard freestyle — Marion AgneW
- 50 yard butterfly — Gretchen DeYoung
100 yard breaststroke — Dawn Cheek
3 meter and 1 meter dives — Holly Pierce
400 yard freestyle relay -— Hendrix

Hendrix's T.J. Ticey goes for a shot in the UAM
basketball game on February 9. Ticey's expertise,
however, was not enough to save the Warriors who
suffered a 70-63 defeat at the hands of the Weevils.

Several Intramural events concluded this week
and the winners are: Randy Mooney in the Hot Shot
Competition with a total of 46 points; Kathy Gladstone Inthe women's racquet ball singles; and Larry
Statton in the eight-ball tournament. In the men's
racquetball singles "A" league Vince Parsons and
Jeff Brunthaver are In the finals. Dennis Schuett and
Jim Admire square-off In the men's racquetball
singles "B" league finals. The only other sport which
has reached the final round Is the men*s handball
singles, which pits Kris LewonowskI against Vince
Parsons.
With a week and a half left In the Intramural
basketball regular season there are several close
races In the three basketball leagues. C Eleads the
men's "A" league with a 9-1 record while'In themen's *'B" league CD2 is 7-0 and T2 Is 6-0. Inihe
women^s league, Veasey remains on top with a 4-0
record and -two games left to play.
'aasey • '

JHOC
lalloway
aney

^

.9-1
8-2
7*4
6-6
5-6
4-7
4-7
1-10

CE.
T2
Tt
East
GPA
Bdwk
AA
BSt
Men's " B "

CD2
T2

AA
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cycling Pickup Tomorrow
10:00 a.m. -1*.00 p.m.
t'40 south to

«,./

the weather is bad, the pickup will be
Monday, February2S, 10:00a.m,-1:00p.wl
la*. :.'.•.!«

The initial proposal made by Jan Guthrie and
Karen Wartenburg In February of 1978 suggested
an alternative food program be coupled with regularly Scheduled events relating to student Interests.
In addition to implementing a new menu and
schedule of aGtivities, they wanted to make the
center a place where students felt comfortable
enough to socialize and study. As^a result, the
Campus Center undenA/ent many physical changes
overthe summer of 1978, Including aname chang^e.
Most ofthe partitions were removed and stored, the
fireplace was uncapped, plants were added, and an
on-going exhibit of some of the talent and creativity
of the, community was introduced.

7-0
6-0
6-1

CDl
Bdwk
CE

cheeses. Daily special offer students an alternative
to the campus food or the local fast-food at a
reasonable price.
Food used in the center is purchased from a
variety of sources. Eggs, meat, honey, and produce
are bought from farmers and small businesses in
the area. The sandwich bread is baked at a local
bakery.
The menu change has, for the most part, been
favorably accepted. That is not to intimate, however, that some students have given up aisking for
"regular" candybars, "unnatural" ice cream, and
"nonexistent" french fries.
Some of the food In the Center is purchased
through/^a food cooperative. The cooperative was
formed by a small group Of students and faculty
during the 1978-79 academic year. At the present
time, the cooperative has forty active units. Some of
the units are jointly shared by students who wish to
participate but cannot use a large quanity of food
themselves. The food co-op. meets monthly to fill
orderforms and delegate work assignments, Students and members of the faculty work as organizers, treasurers, and.packers, The cooperative
allows students and faculty members to eat more
nutritious foods and save money.
Reaching Into the community, co-managers

Abave: fhe relaxed atmosphere of the
Campus Center provides an excellent
opportunity to caich, up on current
events, either in conversBttions with
friends, or, as the patron finds, in ready
the daily p$per,
Immediate right: Karen Wartenburg and
Jan Outhrle, co^managers of the Cam'
pu$Centet contend that the succeBS of
the Center can be attributed to the
students,
/'ar right: in ifs on-going eftbrt to be-^
come a positive dom munity influence,
the Campus Center has hired Peggy
Williams, a member of the Ar/cansas
mhBbilitatlon Center.

Men's "A"

Martin-i

'«^

^
by Alan Winkler
It was inevitable. From the first day Jan Guthrie
and Karen Wartenburg. began making plans, the
Campus Center was destined to be a success.
Now, ayear and a half after.they assumed the role
of co-managers, they both contend that everything
that has been accomplished is "because of the
students."
In the past year and a half, the Campus Center
has become an integral part of student life. It is no
longer "just a snack bar." It, has become a meeting,
place for students, faculty,^ arid organizations; a
medium for displaying student talent; and a testing
ground for a variety of new programs.

Last Friday in Grove Gym the Hendrix women lost
to the strong team from the U of A at Fayetteville by
a final score of 85-54. Hendrix won five events and
broke two school records, Gretchen DeYoung
swam the 50 yard backstroke In 33,7 to break the
old record of 34,3. In the three meter diving event.
Holly Pierce broke the old record of 165 points by
earning 168.2 points.
Hendrix will host the AWISA Swim Championship
meet on Friday, February 29. The Hendrix women
swimmers are hoping to do well in their home pool.
The Hendrix men's swim team will also be going for
the title at the AIC Swim Championship at Harding
tomorrow and Saturday.

Tl •
GPA
4-0 East •
31 BSt.
,1*3 Mecca
0*4
.Faculty

Women

\
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6-2
5-2
4-4
3-4
2-B
2-6
2-8
1-6
1^7
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• •' The' food itsflll the for#most conGern. The Ganter.
uses high qualif, wholesome, natural foods, and
avoids the use of artificial, instant, and convenience
foods. Whole grain breads, cereals, and pasta
products are offered as well as fresh friilts and
vegetables In'season. Honey and molasses are used
as sweeteners Instead of white sugar* Low-fat milk
IS used for baked goods. Soybean marganne is
used in place of some of the high cholesterol
sources such as eggs and buttertat. In place of salt,
an assortment of herbs and spices Is used for
seasoning. The meat BBtved In the Center Is mainly
seafood and poultry. The beef used In hamburgers
and other dishes Is fresh, lean ground beef.
'W,hile-continuing to offer a line of traditionai
sandwiches and soft drinks, the quality of the
Ingredients has been Improved whenever pos*
i!iJirTfBi^"Cii!ir¥^^
incfudei
vm'mty of fruit jiiiets and hirbat teas, as well a i
homemade • soups; vegetable soups, vegetable
salads, nattjml ice creams, arid a variety of natural

• ^

Alternative Christmas, and Sun Day. Food Day was
the first major.event held after reorganization. It
focused on the days prior to Thanksgiving in 1978.
Students were invited to view a film on world hunger
and asked to give up one meal to benefit the cause.
The resulting financial support ($300) was sent to
Oxfam America for its projects.
This past December, the Center sponsored Alternative Christmas. The Christmas fair.made gifts
available which were handmade from the Third
World countries. Profits from the,sale were sent
back to the craftsmen who presently make their
Iiving from their trade. The items offered at the fair ^
included handmade stationery, wood carvings,
baskets, books, belts, calendars, and cards. Workshops were held'ln gift-making; and a student bake
sale helped finance the fair.
A film series: began In January of 1979 and has
Included films oh war, nutrition, and solar energy."
Upcoming films include "Paul Jacobs. and the
Nuclear Gang" to be shown Tuesday, February 26
at 2:45 p.m. The film concerns the effects of high
and low-grade radiation. On Wednesday, March 26,
"War Without Winners" will be shown. The viewing
times are 11:30 a.m..and 12:15 p.m. The film is
unlike most nuclear war films, in that It appeals to
reason, not to fear.
•
The Center's main focus during the Spring Term
. will be Sun Day, scheduled fbr late IVIarch or early
April. Students will be able to see actual solar
equipment. In use. The project is the result of a
$1,000 grant made by the Arkansas Energy Con. sen/ation and Alternative Evergy Grant Program.
Jhe money, wilLbe used to purchase materials for
the construction of a solar dehydrator, grow frame,
two solar ovens, and a sign to Identify the project. A
• tri-Whe^ler will also be purchased to be used In
transporting groceries tp the Center and drganlc
waste to the compost pile. The project will Involve
many Heridrix brganizationsinciudlng the Volunteer Council, the dorm councils, faculty members,
the Campus Center staff, and many clubs. A slide
presentation will also be offered. After the project
is underway, a survey of attitudes cdncerning the
project will be taken. The long-term gains include a
possible mIni-series on solar making, food dehydration, year-round gardening, and construction of
alternative energy source equipment
At the present time, the Campus Center is
.'-»iii>.

Karen Wartenburg and Jan Guthrie have done
some consulting work with groups .interested In
nutritious, quality food service. During the 19781979 academic year, for example, staff members
from the Epiacopalian Camp Mitchell on Petit Jean
and from Cam^ Ozark at Mt. Ida consulted with the
center. In addition, an educational series for children was developed dealing with the basic nutritional principles. Students from the Cadron School
participated and helped prepare nutritious refreshments for an open house held at the schooL An
experimental lesson on nutritional snacks was also
presented In a second ^rade class at Ida Burn's
Elementary.
On a more personal level, the Center Is now being
used as a training center for one member of the
Arkansas Rehabilitation Center, Peggy Wiljiams.
Peggy, who works four hours a day in the Center, Is
beging trained fpr a job and plans to become totally
independent In the near future, Karen Wartenburg
said, "The center is abnormalizing experience for
Peggy. She 1$ hard-working and the customers
seem to really like her."
The staff is an important dimension pf ihe
Student Center's operation: Students who work In
the Center work In one hour and ten minute shifts.
Most of the students work two shifts dally. Christie
Sairi, student coordinator for the Center, commented on the positive aspects of working In the
center,„'1.have gotten to know a'Variety'of.people, •
Some students comein every day at the same time.
It's a,good way to' meet people.,.":She went on to say'
iee^e-^centerhas-beenfeoF§anliedr^tiS"
lot cleaner and far more organized,"
Since Its reorianlzation, tho oenter has .ipon^
sored a variety of programs, including Food Day,

•x-rs*

involved In several projects. The film series Is
continuing, plans are being made for Sun Day, and
art exhibits willcontinue throughout the year. One
new project has been added this year. Each Friday
during fourth and fifth periods, individual students
or groups of students present a musica! program,
Programs' vary in content and sty!e\ and last approximately forty-five minutes.
.,The Campus Center is now a vital part.otthe
Hendrix community, It not "only offers a variety of
ftoteul^lso-^myriad^lactivltiesJ^anjGompamd
to the loosely orfanfeed Student Union of only twoor three, years, ago, on© must agree that tht.
Campus Center Is a success. It was inevitable, .
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from the upper room

Inflation problem remains

!

"These times of Inflationary spirals are hard on everyone, particularly those on fixed incomes," This
exclamation, which sounds like a line from a presidential campaign speech, is a very appropriate
rallying cry for Hendrix Student Association members. While inflation has been chipping away at the
dollar's value,'the Association has had to budget its agencies on the fixed amount of $46 per student for
the last four years. Every agency has been hurt by the crunch.
The Profile has been particularly hard hit by increases tri printing and typesetting costs, costs over
which it has no control. A serious problem that would have led to the cessation of publication has been
avoided by a settlement under which the Senate will be able to,cover the Profile's expenses for the
remainder of the year.
Under the plan, the Senate will allocate to the Profile proceeds of Its book exchange, its emergency
fund appropriatioris, and other monies whicti were previously allotted to the Special Events Committee.
The College will make up the difference to Special Events out of the 1979-80 Current Fund.,
The Profile commends all of those who have worked so hard for a solution to,the budgetary problem.
The Profile also endorses all efforts to achieve increases in the activity fee for future years because it is
only through this action that budgetary problems for all Student Association agencies can be avoided.

Three Sisters: success story
Pl^ffeviews, to me, are supposed to tell people
whether to go and see a play or stay home and be
safe. Unfortunately, because of the Profile publishing schedule, we missed the pertormance week
of Three Sisters and are forced to concoct this
unusual blend of impressions, obsei^ations, and
opinions to help anyone who saw the play remem*
ber how good it was and how it affected them:
1 personally thought that the Theater Department
was thoroughly successful in performing a very
difficult play by a difficult playwright: Anton
Chekhov, The difficulties were even compounded
by the number of people in major roles that had
never stepped on the Hendrix stage before. What
the cast may have lacked In acting experience, it
more than made up for with intelligence and
enthusiasm. All members of the cast, theater
experienced or not, should be proud of themselves.
In the individual roles, 1 especially likdd Jane
Spradley as the intensely-bored married sister
Masha who seems on the verge of exploding in
every scene. And let's face it,- if you were married to
a mindless but kind soul like Koolyghin, played by
Ken Benton, you would be pretty frustrated toot
John Faucet was perfect as the chronically frustrated Prozorov brother Andrey. During the senes in
which Andrey was alone, crying on stage, I could
not decide whether to run up and comfort him or
shake some sense into the poor guy. I also got
carried away whenever John Merrill as Soliony
became extremely obnoxious. Several times I
contemplated punching him In the mouth, but my
editor said that might prejudice my review.
Speaking of being obnoxious, Nancy Kossler
reached new heights in on-stage bitchiness as
Natasha, Andrey's wife. Especially amazing about
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by jeff leweiien

this character Is how she changes subtly through
the play from a likable, "girl-next-door" in the first
act to the boorish, bitch of a socialite with all the
trappings but hone of the substance of a "cultured
lady" by the end of the play. (I would rather not go
into what 1 wanted to do with that fork on the bench.)
A lot of characters begged for sympathy, and I
was grateful to give it to them. Jeanne Hensley as
Olga, the eldest sjster, showed the wear and tear of
the life of someoiie who dreams, but never acts. If
the headaches do not kill her, the heartaches will.
Another pitiful character was Irena, played by
Elizabeth Smith, who, at the ripe old age of twentythree is ready to cash It in and give up. And when
she is surrounded by all this depression, it is no
wonder.
The two military men, Vershinin, played by Mike
Langley and Baron Toozenback, played by Kip
Welch, were extremely convincing as the confident
images of their proud uniforms contrasted with their
vulnerability to love in their cruel times, .
To those people who complain that the Hendrix
players who portray the parts of old people do not
change their voices or wear enough make-up, 1
must make a statement. I am a convert tothe "less
is better" school. This policy especially applies in
an intimate place like Cabe Theater where too much
make-up would look ridiculous, Frankly, I thought
that the people who played elderly people In this
play pulled It off quite well because they relied on
creating characters Instead of using "gimmicks".
The best example of this was Wynn Alexander as
the old family doctor. This old man was, one of the
most appealing characters In the play and provided
most of the light moments In this othenivise dark
play.

To the Editor and Staff,
Call It Incipient nostalgia, call It meddling, or whatever; but I am going to do what I swore as a student I
would never do — write a letter to the editor of my college alma mater. For the past few months, I have
received (with great pleasure) copies of the Profile out here fn the region of the Carollnas (Ker\ Story
country). Not only was It nice to read about what Is going on at Hendrix, I was delighted for another
reason. I think this year's staff is deing a better job than any Prof He staff I remember In my own four years
at Hfndrlx. Of course you will make occasional mistakes in reporting, proof-reading, and analysis, but 1
think that that Is part of the experience and should not be put down, Rather, the Hendrix community
should encourage your efforts, as well as criticize, them*
i have yet another reason for writing. I have been encouraged by the Increased signs and examples of
dialogue on campus concerning contemporary Issues and problems as well as on-going and timeless
topics that each generation must deal with at some point. I write this not as someone who Is angry at tha
college or administration (as many former students wrote back when i was at Hendrix), nor as a person
yearning for the "good old days" of my recent past, but, i would hope, as a friend standing outside of
what is going on now but close enough to what Hendrix has been to sense achange. in
that this four-year generation of students has a unique opportunity for a rich education I n i time when
Hendrix Is changing in subtle (and hot so subtle) ways. Of coume, some of these changes are
regrettable, such as the Mabee Babies and the overpass walk. But 1 think we would all agree that they .'
are necessaiy.. .Other changes can more readily be seen as good such as the recent additions to the
• faculty, and the Increase in. the endowment, A college must change In o,rder to survive, and Hendrix Is
changing *^ perhaps too fast for some of us, and not fast enough for others.
Well, forgive my rambling and hom jletlcal drift, l merely wish to encourage you both as a student body
and asa newipaper staff to take advantage of your opportunities - - .even though they sometimes seem'
very limited. Also, I would like to encourage you to be creative In the'limitations of your situation, for In
such limitations creativity can be powerful. Finally I would like tp thank you, not for being like my
generation of students, but for being yourselves—-for you may be better than my generation. I would
hope that this little "epistle" not be taken as sentimental prattle but would be taken for what it was
. Intended—encouragement and praise. 1 donotregret one moment of my own stay at Hendrix; It was
rich m d ehallanging, I challenge each of you tq search for the fullness of your ed^ucatlon at -Hendrix in
whatever dim,en$ion.or discipline you may-desire to pursue i i
'" ^
^' .•
• Sincerely,,
Michael G. Cartwright ••
Class of 1879 '
-~P:STfho#ri§fistrl^parir!^ntiernotio^teii^
# my papers, litters, -m^ tplatolary pariphirnalia. Som© things ar© ,hard to ehangri, .and i © m i pn^plB
^art .resistant tO'certain aspects,of the,iduealtonalprocesa.
,,., , .
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Off we go
by John Thiele
I'm not sure If it was when I had my first hangover,
bounced my first check, or shaved for the first time, but
somewhere back there my Dad decided that a stint in the
service of my country would be good for me. He used
tb mention the Idea only when 1 expressed uncertainty
about my future career plans. I suppose he feels there are
some advantages to digging latrines and repairing jeeps
while Idecide If I want to be a lawyer, brain surgeon, or
househusband. However, ever since they started this
draft business, my dear father has been suggesting the
idea with alarming frequency. And what is really bad —I
think he may be serious!.
He thinks the Army would teach me respect for my
elders. I don't believe I'd think any more of some old man
. that I had to salute because he gets to wear more jewelry
than I do. He is also of the opinion that the Army would
teach me self-discipline. If self-discipline is waking up at
5:00 in the morning and making your bed so that some
officer can bounce quarters on it; if self-discipline is
running .i20 miles through knee-deep mud with 40 pound
packs; if self-discipline is four years of dehydrated food
and shaved heads —well, to put it nicely, I'll stick to
getting up at 9:30 a.m, and doing everything at the last
minute. The Army is also supposed to improve my
posture, tighten my stomach musples and broaden my
shoulders. I'd rather go to Harry Brace's.Roman Spa.
1 have two theories concerning my father's interest in
me entering the Armed Forces. The first is rather obvious.
I'd have a draft card in my wallet instead of the Exxon and
Cohn's credit cards, I'd get a "good education" on the
government and "See Europe" at the same time. This
theory is not the more powerful one, perhaps because 1
would hope my father would not send me out to die to
save himself a few bucks.
1 think the real reason he wants me in the Army is
simple. He never had a tree house as a child (there are
only three trees in Iowa and theyare all state protected),
so 1 had one with carpeting, shingles, windows, and a
hinged ladder. He never had a toy train,'so there Is one in
the attic that I got for Christmas one year. He never had a
basketball court in his backyard, so I do. He spent the
Korean War as an officer on a destroyer on the wrong
ocean and never sawashot fired, except when the crew's
mascot cat, Ming, was buried at sea with a 21 -gun salute.
He wants me to experience the "glory of war."
He can try all he wants, I don't think hell ever convince
me* I just wonder what my odds are of convincing him to
buy a daily farm In Canada. I plan to take French next
year.'Maybe hell believe that I'm serious.
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JdhnSllber, the outspoken president
of Bo$t0ri UriJyersity, has beiin
th0 featured ^ j j e ^ k e r f e
Comm^riOiem^rit bri l^ay^^^S^^^ Silbe^r Is B
fornfi^r law^^^^^^^
ex^mihistery aihd
has a F*b fi in i3hilc^bphy; He werit to
BOstonUrilversity in t 9 f iji after obtm^
experieoce as a college d^ari^^a^^^
University of T^xas. ^uringihe fal lowing
decade Sifber vvorkyd to rhake Boston
University a top-rated sohool firiandially
and a^jadfemiGaliy, but he^ 1^^^
encountered widespread criticism from
faouityand stude^^
Silber's a<)bprifip!is
reorultmen pt apprbxinriately thir^^^
professors-with p r e s t i g M
in their fields. Sllber, a fiscal cbriservative,
also sueoeedfed in balanoingthe Qperatiri
budget at BU without dra\/ving on re*^
server. BUexperienbed an irtorease in
sponsored research under Silber,a^
the SAT sbores of incoming freshman
began to jncr'ease while SAT scores for
the country declloedV Silber's dynamic
per$onality as an administratbr, essayist
and publio speaker is a major rea$on for
BU's riafionail recognition.
However, in recent years Silber^s #
fectiveness has been questioned by the
BU faculty. In 1976 the faculty voted no
confidence in Silber by a vote of 377 to
117, This was partly in response to the
faculty's perception of Silber's financial
management a$ autocratic in nature. The
main reasbo for the vote of no oonfidence
was Silber's polemical resistance to faculty unionization at BU.

; VVhen the BrU faculty began brganizirig
an^leptibri to detem
/teericari Assbciation of (J^rt
fesjSors would begiri I t s bargaining in
1974, Silber spent $26(3,000 of BU
to hire a unioii-bustirig cons
After the faculty voted t o joiri^t^
thfe admirilMratlbri; refused to b^^
with the new fabuity chapter, uotil a 1978
Pederal Court of Appeal
delivered pri the faculty-s behalf/^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
After an agrfeemeriiwas finally reached
betweep the faculty and the admiriistr"atiqn in the spring o f 1979> Silber bpnviriced the board of trustees to ratify the
contract, but only subiect to a major
ciarificatlpn. VVhen thfe BU facu|y realized
thisrneant a total renegotiation of the
contract, f hey went on a t e n - d ^ striko
vvith student support. A new contract was
ratified, but Silb^r contiriued to fight
faculty unionisation iri the courts.
Last October Silber's adrfijrijstration
notified five tenured faculty members
that it was beginning proceedings to
terminate their positions for not holding
classes during a week In September
when clerical workers were on strike at
B U By January a petition condemning
Silber had been signed by 2,000 professors around the country.
In keeping with his reportedantl-tenure
stand, Silber a n d his administration also
denied tenure to the philosophy depart*
menfs only woman. This action was
contrary to the recommendations of her
colleagues at BU.

'" saves
Mills A was the site March 24 for the First
Larson spoke in defense of the Social
Annual Raft Debate. The premise of the Sciences, saying that, since man Is a social
debate was if there were a shipwreck and only animal, he should be allowed to take the raft.
one person representing one of the three He next pointed out that the new decade will
departments at Hendrix could sun/lve, which be filled with many difficulties, and, while *1he
should It be? in the debate. Dr. Arthur Johnson Humanities will provide us with a degree of
represented the Natural Sciences; the Hu- levity as we go down the tubes . . . , they will
manities were defended by Dr. John Churchill, understand us to death." He concluded by
and Dr. David Larson argued for the Social pointing out the limited perspective of the
Sciences. It was assumed that each pro- other two fields and stating that the Social
fessor had all ofthe knowledge In his respec- Sciences should lead us into the new decade.
tive area. The role of moderator and devil's
advocate was filled by Mr. Robert Meriwether.
Meriwether ksked Johnson, "Do the Natural
The debate was begun by Johnson who was Sciences have a conscience?" The reply was
tempted to argue for the other two fields that, as a field, the natural sciences do not
"assuming that they need all of the help they have a conscience and Is not in the position to
can get." He was rather hesitant to let the make value judgments, but that Individuals In
representative of either field claim the raft the field do have the responsibility of acting
since there was no guarantee that they would responsibly. Meriwether then inquired of
remain rational "since they haven't been In the Churchill, "Are the Humanities the luxuries
past." After defining the Humanities and the man can afford once he Is secure?" Churchill
Social Sciences, he pointed out that repre- answered that the Humanities are an essensentatives of both areas would probably be tial inquiry Into what it means to be a human
mentai basket cases within tweniy-four hours being In the worid, and that they are not a
since there would be no other humans or luxury but an Investigation that lies at the core
human Institutions around. Johnson con- of our attempting to come to grips with the
cluded his case by defining the Natural world. Finally, Meriwether asked Larson "What
SQlenoes and pointing out his greater chances right do the Social Sciences have to manipufor survival
late or control us?" Larson replied that they
Qhurchill stated that the Natural Sclenceb* have no right and cited the USSR as an
endeavors were those subjects In whioh example of the Social Sciences overstepping
anything is real only if it can be measured and their bounds.
the Social Sciences assume that if anything
Questions were fielded from the audience,
can be measured then It Is real. Churchill and the winner of the depate was determined
presented Mr, Spook as the Natural Science by amount of applause for each participant.
ideal and the Soviet Union as the Social Churchill was declared the winner and was
Sciences In action, Then he pointed out that given a paddle to the life raft. The losers were
the Humanities gave rise to the other two each given a life jacket and a half ounce of
-flelds^nd4hal|4fte-were^ll0wed40-syrviver -ahark-repellenlrftpntWrlhe-Humanilles^iltthere would i i the possibility of all three fields .survl^e.
•surviviniv

During the last week bf vyinter Term classeis, Sbuthwesterri
Bell notified East Hall HeMiResident^^^^D^^^^
dormitory vyould be reGeiving a^izeablete^l^
future. It^^eems that betvveen: Octobervand^^^^^M^^^^
jacks m vacant rooms w e r e used fbr 657 unauthbrized long^idistance phone oalfe,^outhvvesterri:fe^^^
not yet Gompleteb
t h e t o t a l t a b u i a t i p n O f t h e bill.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^?^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^
. Frick reported that he :ribtified trie Heridriic Business Office iii
late September that the phones were not being lised ^rid shbuld
be turned off,: The: Business office in turn informed the SVVB
niari<eting:office of the rioed to terminate
appareritlySVyBfailed tb dbso af thetimb;5ne of thfe^^l^
rooms in Eaist was turned into a ibbb
Sohfie East stqderits Were apparently fif^t tempted t o use t f e
Mriljsted jacks l^er in October. Thbsb jacks were bperating
bebausie l i p phones h # beeri obtained ^^^^
lived there, and ^11 of the jacks in East had been sv\Aitched on
•fogether.'s'A-v^
^••'.^.•.••^.^'-••^•A-^'-:\-':.-:v:v,^'--\v
fnrick reported tbt^^^
residents were involved in thfe 667 clandestirie calls. Because
he knevv the Calls: vvere continuing, Frick notified thfe business
Office three br four times during the f^^^^
disGorinfection failed to take place.
Friok warned >suspebted callers that ^'sooner 0
would have to pfey" butffeltthere was little elsfe he bqulddb ^ince
It is a felony for unauthoriz^ed persons to tamper vvith SWB
•property.,'.,^-:'
^•^"^:.••'",.•^v•••,•^'^^•i'••^;^:>'-^
w m t ) Fribk was finally riotified bi/ SWB that it had turned off
fhe phones and vvould be billing East Hall soon, he notified fiast^
Hall residents of the situation. At that time, many of those
rfesponsiblefor the calls went to Frick to express their desire to
pay for their part.
Kit
IVe been pleased with their desire to take owrieriship of their
ovvn mistakes and work them out," Frick explained tothe Profile.
"I'm very confident that the vast majority of East Halt residents
will make good the debt," added Frick. He Indloatedf hat he bad
heard rumours that other Hendrix students had used the phone
jacks in East for long-distance calls.
Since SWB will apparently be more cooperative with those
offenders who take responsibility than those who fail to admit to
their actions, Frick emphasized that It is important for the callers
to contact him as soon as possible. The bill, which will have all of
the information of a regular bill, is expected any day, according
to Dean Oari Wartenburg. Frick told the Profile that he was
Willing to discuss the matter confidentially with anyone involved,
including the Hendrix students not living in East Hall.
When SWB was contacted by the Profile, James Flynn,
Manager of Resident Services in Conway and Morrilton, was
asked about possible length of payments, "We would like to
work with the students individually since they have admitted to
making the tjalls," answered Flynn.
After stating, "It still doesn*t right the wrong/* Flynn went on to
say, "Well get with the students Individually and figure out how
the bill can be paid In a reasonable amount of time,"
Dean Cart Wartenburg commented to the Profile, "The
Important lesson to learn from all of this is that we have to be
responsible. Vm pleased that we have the opportunity for
Individuals to take ownership of their actions/'
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Head Coach Cliff Garrison joined th# Hitidrix basketi^all t#am in th«
raising of the hard-^earned AIC conferen«?e title trophy. The Warriors beat
Haritinti In the final oonference Qame of the season. This was thellrst time
11el!(irlx1las^ woiniie^ontefeiiGetl^^ sirii¥f0iis,. wfiWOSlililriliBTOi"
led Hendrix. t# the title*.
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Swanson, suicidologist, to address sociology symposium
> ':

April 1 , 1980
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Hendrix College will be the site for the Arkansas
Undergraduate Sociology Symposium which will be
April 11-12. Students and faculty from colleges and
universities from Arkansas and Missouri will participate In the symposium. Speakers include Dr.
William C. Swanson, a clinical sociologist from New
Orleans, and several students.
The symposium is designed to allow students to
learn about current research in the field of sociology and to present the results of their own
undergraduate research. Representatives from
graduate schools will have an opportunity to identify
promising students, and undergraduate students
will be able to learn what graduate opportunities in
sociology are available in Arkansas, High schooi
sociology teachers have also been invited to attend
in order that they might gain better understanding of
recent developments In the field of sociology and

discuss some common concerns about the teach- Behavior Sciences at Louisiana State University
Medical School in New Orieans. He has also served
ing of sociology iri Arkansas high schools.
The keynote address will be presented by Dr. as the Secretary for the American Association of
William C. Swanspn, a clinical sociologist and Suicidology since 1976, In addition to teaching at
suicidologist from the, Louisiana State University Tulane University and the Louisiana State UniverMedical School in New Orieans. Dr. Swanson will sity Medical School, Dr. Swanson has been the
speak on "Mass Suicide" when he addresses the commissior>er of the Louisiana Narcotics RehabiliHendrix student body on Thursday* April 10 at 8:00 tation Qommi$siq^ and the director of the Crisis
p.m. In Mills "A/' In this lecture. Dr. Swanson will Line. Hei^ lalso f^es authpr of numerous articles on
attempt to place the Jonestown mass suicide that crime ahd delinquency, drug addiction, aind suicide.
Sieveral Hehdrix students will present papers at
occurred in Guyana into a cultural and historical
perspective. On the following night, Friday, April 11, the Sociology Symposium. Fteports on literature
Dri Swanson will address the Sociology Sym- reviews and observational studies have been enposium on "Sociology In the Real'Worlds The couraged.tPartk:ipatmig;Stu|der\ts are Seniors Bruce
Clinical Practice of Sociology.V TheHecturecWill Beppptt,^ Rayhrion?! I^gene Bpyles, Kathy Gladbegin at 7:30 p.m. in Mills "A." - f M * M ^ c i = - stbir^,, and DianejWimb^jly;^ ^jid Jiiriiprs Sherrill
Dr. Swanson is currently a Clinical Associate Robinson and Leon Williams. Dr. Jame^ R. Bruce is
Professor in the Department of Psychiatry and the faculty coordinator for the symposium.

"^Dn Crowder receives grant—•

1.

.
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Dr. Ashby Bland Crowder, professor of English at Hendrix, has
been offered a fellowship for the spring semester at The Center for
Humanistic Studies at the University of Kansas. He wilt be taking a
sabbatical next year and moving to Lawrence, Kansas to participate in a seminar at the Center and write a paper,
When asked why he was taking a year off from teaching, Dr.
Crowder said, "I've been teaching steadily for eleven years — and
two years before that; I've never had a sabbatical. It's really
Important to remove oneself from the millstone once in a while so
that one can get a perspective on what one is doing." He will be
back at Hendrix in the fall of 1981.
Dr. Crowder's paper will be an essay on "the dehumanizing
aspects of Modern Architecture" and will also discuss PostModemism and suggestions for new directions in architecture. He
feels that many modern buildings are too functional in design and
"do not celebrate anything/' He> plans to discuss problems in
modern architecture, such as the confusing similarity of corridors
and doonA^ays, and tlie disproportionately large glassed-in areas
that leak heat He will also discuss the reaction of Post-ModemistS'
to Modernism and his own ideas for new directions in architecture
which would provide for comfort, energy consen/ation, and ties
with the past.
In addition to his paper on architecture, Dr. Crowder plans to
design a course for the Hendrix aurriculum In which he will present
contemporary works of fiction, visual arts, and architecture in an
attempt to work out a definition of modernism and identifying "the
influence that science, technology, and the modernistic temper
have had on traditional ways of looking at and evaluating
experience."

Several administrative and facuify promotions
were recently announced by Dr. RoyB. Shilling, Jr.,
President of Hendrix College. Administrative staff
affected by the changes Include James E. Major
promoted to senior vice president, Rodney Todd'
promofed to vice president for fiscal affairs, and
Ri^y Pollan, promoted to dean of admissions.
Faculty promotions at the Collage include Ferris
Baker tofull professor of sociology. Eloise Raymond
m l professor of economics, and Dn Richard
Rolleigh, assooiate professor of physics. Dn
Rollel^ was also granted tenure by the College.
' Other facuify members granted tenure Include Dr.
l o b E^llngof, associate professor of mathematics
and Dr. Ralph McKenna. associate professor of
psychology.
Major joined Hendrix College In 1981. He received his bachelor's degree from Hendrix and his
rnaster's degree from Duke Universify. He has also
done graduate work at Garrett Biblicallhstitute at
Nprthwestern Universify. He Is an ordained minister
ofthe United Methodist Church, sen/ing In the Uttle
Rock Conference. While at Hendrix, Major has
been involved In public relations, alumni relations,
church relations, and fund raising. He is cun^ntly
responsible for special gifts to the College^ en*
dowment fund and church relations.
Todd came to Hendrix College In 1971. He
reeeived his bachelor's m m ^ from Southern
, Arkansas Ur^mm^nndwmigrMu^mdm^'Qn^mim
lauda m Is a certified pubiie aeeountant .and Is
active In several profisslonal associations and
communify activities.

Profoul token radical disappears
In a mysterious case of disappearance, Neil
Decker, a former student and'"Token Radicar* at
Hendrix, has dropped'dCit'of schdoiand Varilshed
from the area. It is fpared that Decker, knoWri to be a
manic depressive, has (gulpl) gone to that great
protest in the sky.
It is believed that Decker's recent journalism

after asking to view the'Heriahxlnvestrnerit'p6ftfolio. During this "truth-seeking process", Decker
was met by a "wall of cold molasses,"
The administration refused to give Decker any
information about anything, anyone, anytime, except the location of the nearest Army recruiting
station. The administration distributed an interoffice memo warning of Decker's radical Intentions.
Soon, this-memo found its way outside of the Ad
building and into the hands of everyone who knew
Decker.
After Decker's reputation as a wild-raving-spaced
out-commie-radical became well known, he began
to meet.a wall of cold molasses with everyone he
knew. When asking a librarian where the Declara-

• Talented duo to perform
The Monroes, a singing and instrumental duo fi-om Rochester, New York, will be
performing a concert of traditional American music at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday, April
2nd, at Reves Recital Hall. Using authentic, early instruments and performing In the
dress of the mid-1 BOO's, the Monrc^es will present examples of songs that were
brought to this country and gradually became influential in creating American
culture. Their repetoire will include worksongs, ballads, sprirituals, and dance
tunes, fhls concert will be open to the public.
The Monroes, in addition to composing their own music, also specialize in
Medieval, Renaissance. Baroque, and folk music. Dennis Monroe plays classical
guitar, violin, mandolin, five-string banjo, and liite. Largely self-taught on guitar, Mr.
Monroe has received additional instruction from Phillip de Fremery, a student of
Segovia, and also from Thomas Geoghegan, a student of Julian Bream. He has
studied the lute under Paul Odett of the Eastman School of Music. A teacher of
stringed instruments for more than ten years, Mr. Monroe is the author of MUSIC for
the Guitar, a collection of his own compositions, arrangements, and transcriptiohs.
Mary EllenMonroe plays guitar and both mountain and hammered dulcimers. She
hasreceived classical guitar irtstructionfrom Stanley Watson, hammered dulcimer
instruction from Mitzle Collins, and voice training from Lois Gilbert, Ruth Bent, ahd
Janet Graves-Wright. Mrs; Monroe has also composed many of the songs oh the
former Monroe Trio's albumi "Aniiels of Spring".
The Monroes will be offering a Musical Arrangement Workshop on Thursday
afternoon, April 3rd, at 3:30 p.m. in the gallery of Trieschmann Fine Arts Building.
This wori<shop will allow the Monroes and the participants to focus on the
arrangement of music and the decisions concerning which instruments best
express the melody and words. Dennis and Mary Ellen Monroe will also be
performing briefly in the Campus Center at noon on Tuesday* April 1st. and will be
glad to meet with students and answer any questions about their workshop*

Stration announces promotions
Pollan joined Hendrix College in 1975. He received his bachelor's degree trom William Carey
College and has done graduate work at the Univer, sify of Southern MIsslssippL He is active In several
professional associations.
BakerJoined the Hendrix College faculty In 1959.
He received his bachelor's and master's degree
from Southern Methodist Universlfy and has done
additional graduate work with Duke Universify. He Is
the author of several publications and Is involved in
oommurtify aGtivities.
• •
Mrs: Raymond has been with Hendrix Cbllege
since 1962. She received her bacheldr's and
master's degree from the Universlfy of Chicago.
She is active in several professional assooiatlons
and Is involved In communify and church activities.
Dr. Rolleigh joined Hendrix College in 1974. He
received his bachelor's degree from Hendrix and
his doctorate from the Universlfy of Texas. He has
authored several publications and is Involved In
research aGtivities.
m. Eslinger joined Hendrix in 1976. He received
his baohelofs degree at Stetson Universify and his
doctorate from Emory University. He Is sending as
director of the undergraduate research prpgram in
mathematics and is current chairman ofthe mathematics department at Hendrix.
Dr. McKenna joined the Hendrix facuify In 1976.
He received his bachelor's degree from Danburg
University of ConniotleuL H t Is th© author of
numerous publications and le Involved In riseareh
arid professional associations.

All the news that's fit to spit

t>

More Than 500.Q00
Homeless ami Sick

I

tion of Independence was located, whe reportedly
replied, "That's not a matter of public information."
When his housemate refused to tell Decker where
his boxer shorts were located, Decker inquired
about the reason and was accused of starting a
"Boxer rebellion."
After Decker's disappearance. Gene Bigler, one
:0f his profeissors, was asked about Decker and
replied; •^Neil*Who?50h yeah, he used to give me a
.hard time in Research Methods, but now I'm not
allowed to speak to him."
An imposter claiming to be Neil Decker has
recently appeared on campus. This person does
not have the real Decker's radical beard and wild
hair. The imposter also does not own a paisley
shirt — a favorite of the real "Token Radical." Since
this person is an imposter, the administration
indicated that it is not dangerous to give him
information.
The State Police have posted an All Points
Bulletin advising officers to refuse to give Decker
arty information upon finding him. Local grocery
stores have reported an unusual amount of molasses
purchases in the last fewweeks.

This is thQ last known pteture of Neil Decker,
photographed at a Hendrix basketball game by Tom
Honeycutt. Decker reportedly left the game In extreme
depression when no one would disclose the score to
him.
. .

Rod McKuen, poet, visits campus

in this era of spiraling inflation and tight budget, many students are
worried about the amount of tuition and personal cost increases for the
upcomirig yean Contacted for comment, Treasurer and Business Manager
Rodney Todd, always oh top of the situation, commented, "Tell the
students not to worry about costs for next year because we haveseveral
new money^making ideas to keep tuition costs low."
During a Profoul Interview.Todd revealed several of the administration's
plans. He reported that cigarettes wiH be sold in the Administration
.Building at a fiffy per cent markup for the benefit of smokers without
transportation. There are also plans for an administration-supported "Fast
Day" to be held once a week In order to keep food costs down.
Todd continued by saying. "Since we don't have a soccer team, we have
decided to lease the soccer field to a certain as-yet-unnamed fast food
frahchise, from which Hendrix will receive twenfy per cent of the profits.
Another project, which is apparently top secret, is known by the code
name "Manhatten Project Two." Todd refused to answer any questions
about the project, but he makes frequent trips to Russellville.
In order to keep students' personal costs down, the administration Is
considering a plan to turn the tjookstore into a rent-a-book operation.
Under this plan, students would not have to spend money on books they
will use for only one term.
^
College administrators believe that, by using these Ideas, and several
others they are not yet ready to reveal, "tuition costs can remain at the
cunrent level or even possibfy be lowered"

"Hendrix should be pleased to have a poet of this caliber on campus. He has
always been one of my favorite writers," commented Dr. Charles Chapped,
Chairman of the English Department, as'he Introduced Rod McKuen. the Spring
Term writer-in-residence at Hendrix. McKuen's visit Ismadepossibleby the M^
Symposium.
>
McKuen is one of America^ foremost (and best-seUing) poets. Kncswn for his
love of nature and interest in ecology, his writings include mm Vm Glad God
Made tre0S Green, Snow, Sunshine and Other Neat things, Peace is an
Unpolluted River, and Tell Your Troubles to the Tripe. McKuen's latest (bestselling) work is God Made the Grass. The book takes its title from the volume's
opening poem which reads, "God made the grass./God made the trees./God
made you,/God made me."
Speaking to a standlng*room-only crowd in T2 Monday night, McKuen
exclaimed. "It is really great to be here at Hendrix. lean live in a hell-hole like
Conway for seven weeks - as long as fhose checks from the Mercy family keep
coming in."
^
,,..
While at Hendrix, McKuen will teach a class in creative writing. This class will be
supplemented by a Tuesday afternoon study group vvhich will discuss such topics
as "How to Get Your Poems Published," "Marketing Your Finished Product," and
"How to Make It Big on the Lecture Circuit"
In discussing the study group, McKuen commented. "I figure the students are
just like me* I don't care about poetry; i just want to make a buck."
McKuen will also presenttwolectures during which he will read some of his own
poems and the poems of some of his favorite poeta During his opening lecture, he
will read Joyce Kilmer's classic "Trees.** Dn Jon Arms will assist in the
presentation.
As McKuen breezed Into the room Monday night, the English Departmenfs
junior laculfyjwemben Carol West, was heard to gush, "Oh! Jfs really him! Do you
think I could get him to autograph my copy of God Made the erase?" ^Wait your
turn, Carol," Dr. Ken Story curtly replied.
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All mQd food. Many are
barefoot, have no warm
clothes, no blankets. No
medicines or medleai
care, None of life's neoes
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deliver all possible aid.
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and strife In Afghanistan
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The above nhotoiraph shows the remains of leynoldsHallefter an a x i ^ ^ i n ^ ^
-^he buUdini^rockecHhe^ Hendrix^ampua^^liiii^^
current shi^e as a memoriaL Suleidaf organic students are rumored to be the eausf^iaf
m m they were Inside Reynolds* they are unavailable for tcimmenL The k m parfy
celebration has been canceled due to the p|ice of beans In Ohina.

On the afternoon of Monday, March SI, the Hendrix cam^s was rocked
by a major explosion. When the air cleared, it was discovered that
Reynolds Hall imd hem neariy leveled. Of the sevenfy some odd students
and facuify In the building at thetime, there were only five sun/Ivors, allot
whom were fortunate enough to be on the first floon The reason for the
expfosion has not been conffrmerf, afthough tnere is a rumor that several
highly suicidal Organic students were responsible.
The explosion
rattled windows all over campus, but no other buildings were damaged.
All chemistry and mathematics classes will be held in last Hall, where
experiments are always being held anyway. Mathematics classes will be
taught by Dn Francis Christie, and the chemistry courses will behandled by
Dn Jon Arms. Lab equipment and chemicals will be provided by both East
and Martin Halls.
Dean Carl Wartenburg was Interviewed about the catastrophe and said
that a memorial service would be held in the pecan shells In front of the
Reynolds rubble. "In the service we will touch base on th© ideal of ths
partial man," said Wartenburg. "The ruins Will be allowed to remain on the
campus to remind future generations of Heridrix students ofthe dedication
^ndJiidtLqualltVLjof, these:, former '^heml^fy j^tudents."
It l i not try i that biology ma|ori. ar© planning a celifaratton- an.d k s i m W
m Ih© fubbli tm,m,idiately after th© msmorial i t r v l e i ,
J.,, a v i . » ! » * * . « , « » (
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Here comes the Easter Grackle
Following the success of Alternative Christmas, representatives from the
Student Life Committee have announced plans for Alternative Easter activities.
The symbol for the Alternative Easter celebration will be Gary, the alternative
Easter grackle. Chocolate grackles will be made and sold sjt the Campus Center.
Jan and Karen would also like to remind people ofthe "Send a Chocolate Grackle to
India" campaign which will start today and last until Easter, The Campus Center will
have a special on chocolate grackles, ranging in price from 2 to 6 dollars. Jan and
Karen commented, "We really don't care about stan/ing people. We just want to
mak6 a buck "
The Alternative Easter Egg Hunt will be held on Friday at 6:00 p.m. Participants
will search for colored grackle eggs cleverly hidden by the Sophomore Council in
bushes throughout the Campus. The lucky person who finds the "golden grackle
egg" will receive a free chicken-fried steak dinner at the Campus Center,
Further developments include the Campus Center's legal problems with the
ASPCA concerning the selling pf dyed baby Easter grackles. Jan and Karen claim
that they are surprised by the legal hassles, jointly commenting, "We really don't
care about baby grackles, we just want to make a buck." . .
. Other activities include the practice of Anti-Lent in which people acquire.new
habits in forty days. Cigarette smoking, hard-drug abuse, sexual pen/erslon, and
biting finger nails have ranked highest on the list of newly-acquired habits.
So far, Campus response has been excellent, and outside of a few hot memos
floating around the Office of Students Developing Nasty Habits, the administration
is pleased with the sucess of Alternative Easten Future plans have already been set
in motion for next year to include Alternative Thanksgiving, a celebration during
which everyone curses his bad luck and resents his lack of financial independence,
and Alternative Independence Day, celebrated on October 3, to promote the
benefits of bondage and self-manipulation, Activites will be controlled primarily by
the. Student Senate representatives and the Development Office of Student
Perversity.
r

KHDX gets tKe funk

April 1 , 1980

Cabe Theater seized by dissidents

V.

Campus riots in honor of Profoul

The halls of the Mills Center were rocked Monday by the chariot races!"
"Students just didn't seem interested in giving Special recognition to any shouts and screams of protesters, storming the normally
The students roped off the theaten holding all four of the
organizations but the Profoul staff," commented Student Senate President Jim Gray, serene theater. Leaders of the seemingly disoriented mob theater majors and the theater department facuify members
V\(hile discussing 'ast .week's Student Agency Recognition Week, a near failure. "The claimed they were protesting the r^^sults of the casting fdr hostage inside' the box office.
only thihg that kept the.entire week from being a failure is the terrific response to the ' the spring term production.
Members ofihe more radical fringe of the demonistrators
/ ^
Profoul staff's recognition day."
O ne misfy-eyed demonstrator commented through grind- formed SNAP - Students Need Acting Parts, and called for
The recognition week, sponsored by the Student Senate, was planned to encourage ing teeth, "We're past the point of pleading for parts! We immediate participation on the Cabe stage.
the Hendrix Community to show its appreciation for the work done by student agency want results!" Cries of ^'WE^ WANT ROLES!" shook the
Dr. Rosemary Henenberg was unavailable for comment as
heads and member?. "You can't really blame the students,"Gray continued, '.'I mean, rafters. Another desperate-looking protestor commented to her speech was too muddled through her gag, but the.
let's face it, most of these organizations don't really enrich the life of the average a reporter from the Profoul, "It's not as much the people who administration released a short statement "It's highly
Hendrix student. But, the Profoul, now that's a different matter. Here is something that got roles that offend us. It's the fact that Hendrix never has a unusual to have so many disasters hit all at once on the same
Hendrix can be really proud of."
play with more than five or Six speakirig parts! Why can't we day! I guess Monday just isn't our lucky day." The statement
The student response on Profoul recognition day (in an otherwise medipcre week) do ^EN HUR or The Rise and Fall of tha Roman Empire with continued, "We don't know what our next move will be, You
was truly"ov^rWhelming.'Campus security had to be called to protect staff members a cast of thousands? The Cabe stage would be great fo( ? knovy, it^s been one bitch of a day."
who were caught in the mass of chanting students who carried banners bearing the
3
slogans, "Thank you, Profoul staff," "We love you 'Foulies'," "Long live the Profoul,"
and "Remember the Portfolio."
One misty-eyed demonstrator was heard to comment, "Where would we be without
our/foulies'? They make our Thursdays something to look forward to. Just thinking
about how fortunate we are makes me get a lump in my thoat."
Staff members Tom Honeycutt and Joe Locke were stripped of their cameras and
most of their clothing. "Wow!,." said Tom, "It's great to be appreciated." "Yeah,"
responded Joe, "and it's not so bad to be recognized either." ,
. John Thiele, Profoul Design Editon totally unaffected by the students' displays of
zealous emotion/cooly informed the staff, "You realize, of course, thatwe could have
caused massiveriotsthroughout the state if Decker had allowed me to put Christmas
trees on the front page of the Christmas issue. But, no-o-o-o-o, we had to have the
angel Gabriel with dollar signs in his eyes."
President Roy Shilling personally contacted each member of the staff, thanking
him/her for the excellent job he/she has done this year. Each staff member also
received a calligraphied letter of appreciation from the Development Office — except
Nejl Decken who has been mailed a letter from the draft board.
It should also be noted here that this enthusiastic Community response followed by
'one week, the announcement of the ProfouPs nomination for five Pulitzer prizes.
Contacted early last Thursday morning for her comments on the student response,
Editor and Thief Phyllis Dunn hazily responded, "Student response?... Uh ... Yeah.
That's great. . . Uh. what's today? Did we print today? . . , Yeah? . . . Oh well . .."
"X.
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You can only live so long as a constant in a changing world," said Georgia Bell,
program director of KHDX, the campus radio station. "We were holding onto a
corpse. We are alive and we're going to start behaving that way,"
These comments reflect some of the changes that occured at the "X" over the
spring break and will be coming over the aihwaves as KHDX begins its regular
programming this week. KHDX is going disco.
Jean Hart and Susan Branton, station manager and assistant manager respectively, were unavailable for comment because they were attending a workshop In
"Disco Power and Your College Radio Station" which was taught by Casey Casum,
America's Top 40 favorite. Miss Bell talked to a Profoul reporter for several hours
about the changes. While she talked, she busily covered up the infamous adidinduced wall-drawings of the former tenants of her house with posters of Donna
Summen Gloria Ganor, Pink Lady, and Barry Manllow,
"Barry's not really a disco singen but my roomies and I decided we needed a guy
on the wall---and I can't think of a outer one," laughed Ben.
The changes In Bell herself are very noticeable. Her characteristic overall skirt
and Goodwill coat were replaced by a John Travolta T-shirt., baggy jeans, and FM
pumps. She Intends to have her hair permed and bleached as soon as possible.
Several times Bell had to ask her roommate, Laura Crouch, to turn down the Alicia
It's been almost a year now since that balmy proach to traditional goals, which are envisioned In
Bridges album that was playing,
".
spring night when a sandy-haired junior political the framed oversize plastic Roman coins. It's a
"Laura's trying to get the "Hustle" dOwn," Bell explained, "Jeanne and I have tried science major sat In his meticulously decorated warm office. I'll mls's it."
room* in Martin Hall and made one of the most
There Is another side to this political wonder —
to tell her that the Swing and Rock are where It's at, but she won't listen.
These changes should give the Hendrix student some Idea .of what Is happening Important decisions of his life. James H. Cray, who he enjoys people and Is a great host. This year he
at the campus radio station. The staff worked hard over the break redecorating the everyone calls "Jimmy", decided to' run for Presi- carried on a tradition of the house ha lives In with
Champagne Parfy 111 — unequaled in sfyle andf lain
•studio on Hulen Hall's second floon The walls have been painted a soft eggshell dent of the Student Senate..
"The student body Is a mountain ready to be not to mention the guest list. Jimmy's rare personallfy
with a few wide raspberry stripes. One of the walls hasbeen mirrored, and a mirror
ball hangs over the disc jockey's chain Strobe lights and laser beams have been mined, a field ready to be sowed...," Jim said In a attracted members of the hitherto aloof upper
campaign speechlast spring. "A pond waiting to be stratum of Hendrix society — the madia staff memInstalled In appropriate places.
"Ifs a great environment to work In; It's almost like doing your show at a party," stocked, mystery meat waiting for A-1 sauce," he .bers". Another party on February 14th commemo*
commehted Tom Wilkersori, ")C*^slaff memben Formerly one of the station's few - continued,'"and f m the A^t sauce.^' -.--. ,.-:.-..^-.-- , fated- the'-Bt.- Valentine's-'Day-Massacre 'With ^ a
Jlm laughed about his campaign In a recent gangster theme.
. punk rock addiGts,iiWllkerson now Intends to devote his Friday (10 p.m.-l a.m.) show
Interview, an attempt to get behind the basset"Anyone can throw a keg^parfy," Jimmy remarked,
to the Bea Gees and KG and the Sunshine Band, hla two favorite groups.
Sarah HIabert, the statfon''s dependable player of classical music, plans to ditch hound .ayes and subdued stance to the politlcar' "but it takes some real flair to carry; off' a theme
Haydn, Brahms, and Mozart for ,& show she will call "the Classical Disco Hour." powerhouse that runs the student association. party. I'm really lucky because my roommate,
"I think paopla .should have a chance to hear the songs that made disco what It Is,"' "There are few things I would do differently," he Brooks McRae, has a lot of friends who help
Hiebert fnsistaa. "Nobody remembers,the HustloV Love Hangover^ or Knock on • said. "I probably would'not ask Bo Frazier to writ©' .decorate, run the doon and assist In clean-up."
my speechesand 1 might have put up more colortui There is also a quiet aide to Jimmy, He enjoys reWood*^and Ihey should." •
reading his favorite books Teas of .lhe'-.0'Urbervill0S
Noted' In the past fer hir j m t shows,; fiotlili' Thonnpseii will opm the term foy- signs jn greater numbers." •., •;
"The election was very olose," he remembers, and Moby Dick; he also takes long walks whenever
playlng thB entire Saturday 'Night Live Soundtrack. Next week she plans to play the'
"Probably what pulled it out df the hat was the fad possible. He enjoys being with a few close friends
soundtrack from Roller Boogie«
,',.'•
Bell also announced that, for those students who had not joined, the rest of the that my roommate Is Brooks McRae. He brought In a and a bottle of wine.
worid, the station will 6© holding a record sale. Used copies of hard rock, reggae, lot of votes/'
"1 lik^ to stick to one bottte of wine. Last time I
While In office, Jimmy has been a force to be went over that I ended up rolling around on the floor
ja^iE and countfv albums will be sold for ^ ^ to 60t. "We're hoping we canunload
reckoned with on the Hendrix campus. HB pushed like a worm at Winter Formal," ha laughed.
them ail" Bell said. "W@ have a bia.blll from K-tel and need the funds." .
far more indirect lighting on campus, conducted
Questioned about rumors that he is planning to
dedication ceremonies for the overpass, spoke return to Hendrix next fall to work towards a second
several times at convocation, and',did a great job. degree and ,1a thinking about runnitig for re-election,
painting the Senate office.
Jimmy hesitated and then said he had mad© no
i feel like the design schemeln this office saysa definite plans.
"Sometimes I think Russ Wood and Jo Ann Biggs
lot about my term' as President," Jimmy'explained.
"We used Williamsburfl'^^olora. which in my mind, had the right Idea ^ one term Is enough for anyone."
Cornfrsitt©© la iponsoring a. Spring Saml-lnformal tonight .represent a lot of stability. The walls are ^'Lexington' ha explained. "But then I think about mv desk, mv
ie Hulen llroom. The band for the dm^& is the well-known disco •Green" which shows the light side of my admlnl'stra- phone log, and my little gavel and I'm not m sure. I'm
tlQh» and the trim Is 'Governor^: Palace Olive' which sure if I wanted to run again the votes,would be
lera Brooks stiff hat a lot of friinds. .jyst think, If
^©ttnmllt©© pr#sfd©nl 'Fejj Plaltewef, "Wa •want this danct denotsstht iiriouinesi with whieh Ihavitttaokid
.tttifiC sail
t©beth@,W| ©it flop of 111© f ©an" Otiier eommillei m©mb©ri agraid witli Fiji and various issuis, like the banning of m u the Cat or Barry, Joan, Phyllis, Jo©, iusan, Jean, Qeergia, Jan,
not plan to^ attandi'.•
v •••
,:- -• A -. • the yearbook theme, for instance, The black Buddy, and Beverly'Stay, on, 1,980-liSf .could be.a'
added that ey certainly
naughahyde on the sofa reflects my modern ap* great schoolyear."

A man for Ms time

Jim Gray
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Anti-communist drive begun
In response to an alarming Increase of Insidious communism among Hendrix students,
Alpha Chi, the Hendrix honor organization, has,announced a campaign to wipe out
communistic tendencies at Hendrix. President Shilling has declared the month of April
"Better Dead Than Red""month, and the Student Affairs Office is planning surprise room
searches to hunt for seditious materials.
"Communism Is very simply, a horrible (gasp) reality," said Patfy Keck, Alpha Chi
secretary, "and it Is the inherent responslbilify of those of us In a position to lead to stomp out
this threat quickly and vicfously. That is riot tosay anyone Is better than anyone else; it's just
that we're smart enough not to be taken in by propaganda."
Apparently the entire communify Is warming up to the project? Dr. Helen Hughes has
announced that her Introduction to Fine Arts classes will spend at least a week on patriotic
artwork and music; Dr. Gene Bigler will present a facuify lecture (students are Invited)
entitled "Communism Irt' Venezuela: a pertinent and academic comparison to the Hendrix
quandary," and the Campus Center announced that profits from Thursday lunch specials vi/ill
be donated to a group that runs bibles and automatic weapons to the Russian Underground,
Individual Hendrix students can do their part by carefully observing their companions and"
reporting any suspicious activities to Jon Guthrie, who has been appointed Campus Marshal
of- Communist Detection. Guthrie and the newly-formed Holistic Secret Police will
completely Investigate all reports and take such actions as are necessary.
Following Is a list of signs that indicate communist tendencies. Watchyour roommate
closely-^"there is a^Communist in ^avary rack. Anyone Is'suspec! who
^-'--"' - ^ ^ — -*- wears red underwear or none, at all •
' , ,
,«=-Incessantly tells anti'^semltic and.racial jokes'
^ plays Risk -(a communist plot to overthrow the world)
•>-wears a calculator strapped to his'belt '.
: •^attends.akeg party and'never drinks a beer :'• ; . ^,. ; ,
^holdsprolongadconferenceswith Dr. Larson, ':
— studies In the library more than one hour per day
—' Is reluctant to partiolpaie In any extra-eurrlaular activities \ i M backbone of Amefiean
.• society) ' .: ^'
.• ." •' . • .'
\
• ", ,
--^ "saves himself/herself for marriage"
• '
, ,•;',
*—watches "Love Boat", "Fantasy Island", or "Three's Company"
— takes English composition and likes It
--* doesn't believe that Hendrix should have .a community spirit, -
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Campus Center
makes changes
Jan Guthrie and Karen Wartenburg recently
announced some riew changes in the Student
Center for the spring term. Because of recent
studies conducted by the American Tobacco Association and the Coalition of Fast Food Restaurants
of America, Jan and Karen have decided to switch
to an all junk food menu.
Sprouts and vegetables will be replaced by
french fries and chicken fried steaks. Big Macs will
be the weekly Thursday special. Cigarette machines
will be installed in the Studerit Center, and mandatory smoking areas will be setup. Jan commented,
"The smoking areas will include anyone sitting
down in a chair." Coff lee and cokes will be the only
beverages served, but Karen claimed that diet
drinks will be available if they contain "appropriate
amounts of carcinogens."
The boycott on Nestle will be dropped, and a new
boycott on anything supported by Ralph Nader will
be adopted. Karen commented, "Nobody listens to
that crackpot anyway."
There will also be a newly-formed Study Group
meeting by the fireplace every Thursday afternoon.
The group will discuss the benefits of Nuclear
Powen Radiation, and Pollution of mankind. The
first speaker will be a member of the NRC who will
talk on the subject of "Mutatidri: Man's way to help
God's evolution." He will also address the benefits
of losing hain glowing in the dark, and dying of
lukemia instead of being hit by a train.
When asked why ail the changes will be made,.
Jan stated, "We were bored. Besides, who cares
about ecology anymore? We want to make a buck."

nemato

l)v Jeff Leweiien
I think it's about time something was said about nematodes,
t think ifs a disgrace that these microscopic, squirming, slimy
disgusting little worms dominate the Imaginations of dozens
of students and several faculty members. Things have gone
too far, as far as I can see.
:^^Thelatest'development was the dlsoove^ by Ann Slack
that nematodes are Intelligent and can communicate with
humans by watching the fervent biology student flashing a
flashlight in code over the worm and the worm answering by
wiggling against a copper wire and tapping out morse code.
The result has been the Instant fame and fortune of the lowly
nematodes, with movie contracts and appearances on the
Johnny Carson show appearing In the near future.
Good God, people! These are bloody worms who live In the
guts of small, obnoxious little birds. And what about the
gracklesl Whoever cares about them?
Dyed Easter grackles are one thing, but slicing them In half
to look at parasites Is disgusting and unfair. Give the birds a
break! '
And another thing, If nematodes collect all their money
together and form a political forum, they could get the vote
by 19841 AndtieHjVOU know there are billions of nematodes
In a small flock of gracklesll They could elect a nematode
Presidenti How would you like to have to use a mioroscope to
see the State of the Union address! If a drunk senator
stumbled at the wrong time or sneezed out of turn, he could
annihilate the President by accident! Let's control those
worms before It's too late! Join SNOPl Stop Nematodes frorn
Overthrowing People! There may be more of THEM, but
" ' """"Vteiiis'
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^from the upper room
Tuition solutions iri the works
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Nothlng does nnore for your
Image than a knock-emdead ^'blaek-tle" entrance.
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fonmally, you radiate
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chansfw. And with toda/s
ooloiful and lightweight
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This week, the Student Senate has been sponsoring a Student Association Among the speakers at this year's meeting of the Oklahoma-Arkansas section
Recognition Week. Organizations recognized for their efforts during the 1979- of the Mathematical Association of America will be five members of the Hendrix
1980 school year are OAR, the Athletic Activities Committee, KHDX, the Community, four students and one faculty member. The students are John
Troubadour staff, the Profile staff, and Social Committee. ,
Merrill, Sandra Cousins, David Sutheriand, and Cassandra Scrimshire, who will
Activities for recognition Include the Senate's handing out of "thank you" tags speak on "Measures of Convexity on the Real Numbers," "Singular Functions,"
to be worn by Hendrix students and placing of "thank you",signs in the cafeteria "Mathematics in the 19th Century Russia," and "Women In Mathematics,"
andjCampus .Center, ^^tHdeqts hay^also been encouraged to.say a personal respectively. Professor William Murrav of the mathematics department vyill
thank you" to agency heads and organization membersJ. «
speak on "Simple Iteration in Calculus."
In discussing the idea behind Recognition Week, Jim Gray, Student Senate
President, commented, "These pepple should receive additional recognition I M
f Twi.J«*^
every year.., [they] have really worked their butts off all year and It is about time * • ^^'-^ ^ p u a i e
somepne i:ecognized them."
In the women's basketball league, Veasey clinched the top spot by defeating
CHOC. Mary Hemann and Sherri Johnson led the offense for Veasey while
Nanette Warren and Melisa Griffin stabilized the defense.
Meanwhile, the men's "B" league finals pitted CE against T2. T2 coasted to an
Bruce Haggard, Chairman of the Media Sub-Committee of the Student Life
Committee, announced this week that the deadline for media applications has easy victory. Tad Marvin, Brooks Burton and John Courtway provided the
been extended until Monday, April 7, 5:00 p.m- Those positions open are winning margin forT2. Oh the other side of the court David Miller captained CE.
In the men's "A" league 06 defeated Tl in a tightly contested game. Randy
Troubadour editor and associate editor and Profile editor and associate editor.
Applications may be picked up in the Student Affairs Office. Anyone is eligible to Deaton and Mike McClanahan led CE and Bobby Fitzgerald and Leroyce Cook
appfy for the media positions. Filing dates for KHDX and Potpounri positions will ledT2.
be announced at a later date.
Upcoming spring term sports include team softball and volleyball, tennis,
horseshoes, physical fitness, and track.
The entry blanks for individual sports will be placed in the Campus Center and
the Mabee Center shortly before the events are held. For additional information
Dr. Roy B. Shilling; Jr., President of Hendrix College recently announced the contact Tim Maxwell, head resident of Martin Hall.
establishment of the Frances and Michael McKenzie Endowment Scholarship
Fund. Jhe Scholarship is being funded by an anonymous donor.
Formerly of south Arkansas, the McKenzies are current residents of
Sugarland, Texas. They are past members of the Fairvlew United Methodist
Church in Magnolia.
Kampus Kittyi Hendrix's annual week-long schedule of bizarre money-raising
The purpose of the scholarship fund is to give financial assistance to worthy
will be March 30 - April 6. The proceeds from the week's activities go to
students interested in pursuing a career in the ministry. Primary consideration for events,
the scholarship will be given to students from Camden and Magnolia; however, charity organizations^
Organizations receiving money thisyear will be Independent Living Services,
students from other areas may also apply. The grants will be made available to
students based upon academic ability, general intelligence, and personal Faulkner County Youth Services, Faulkner County Senior Citizens, Conway
character. Special consideration will be given to students who would ordinarily School Social Work Program, Conway Rehablllation Center, Conway Human
not quality for government programs of financial assistance but who might not Sen/ices, Clifton Day Care Center, Learning Disabilities, Lever Library. Faulkner
County Day School, and Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect (SCAN).
othenvise be able to attend college without such an award.
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Recognition week: a time to say thanks

by John Thiele
Hendrix students have been assured that measures are being considered to help lower the cost the
Spring term will be hard for me. I have\lost two veryaverage student incurs during his slim years at Hendrix^
good friends and, chances are, I may never see either of
The Profoul ascribes to the thought that single groups should not be singled out (i.e. cigarette
them again. If my readers will excuse me, I'll get a little
smokers and administration fasters) but that all should carry the burden of spiraling costs and the
emotional and reminisce over the good old days. Besides,
hardships derived from the belt-tightening.
my family is getting tired of my writing about them. Check
One suggestion that the staff has is a toil charge for the overpass (provisions would be made for the with me next issue, though, for a good column about my
East Hall residents, viz. two toll-free trips per diem).
sister's boyfriends.
'^ f
Another means of filling the coffers would be coin-operated lights in each study island and pay-toilets
The first of my tr^riscierit-ddmbaniohsis'Nell'Decker.
in the library. Profits from the rent-a-book would be Sifted back into the general fund to Increase the
Unless'ybu are verv smart ahtf be^iri readihg every issiie
endowment.
of the paper.with my column, you are probably aware that
Neil has mysteriously disappeared. Those of us who are
Well, you say, where are the saving to come from? For one thing, the slush fund would replace the
near and dear to Neil hired a detective agency to begin a
existing studeht activity fee and reduce a student's overall tuition and fees by fifty dollars.
search, but when they reported tijat he was working as a
Additional savings could be made on tuition alone by charging individual professors five dollars for
female im^jersonator in New Orieans, we decided tjfiey
each, missed class session. Students-Inadvertently sleeping through class periods should also be
W r m i r y i m b h ^ aihdlired.ttfem. I pefrsbhyfy.thik'sdme
entitled to a refund.
We must commend the initiating of the project of aluminum can recycling and urge these persons to failroad Interest is holding him to prevent any mpre bad
take part iri the slush ^fund proposaf .The fact-that movies may be obtained through the gathering of alf publicity — after all, I can't think of anyone left on the staff
who wants to measure train tracks and cut weeds, much
those aluminum cans is an admirable feat in itself.
less talk to the mayor of Conway.
Think of the monies which could be raised. And with those monies, think of the entertainmerit the
school could bring in. ,
The first time I met Neil was on Senate. He was the
Hardin Hail representative and I was Couch's senator. 1
thought I was a liberal until I discovered I had nothing in
common with Decker except that we both have naturally
curiy hair styled in an uncombed, unpretentious manner. I
remember his pipe that was carved like some Aztec's
Dear Editor,
head and the big nail he used to clean it He always
Sitting here in the Profoul office, reading the walls, I am moved to review a four-year career as a
smoked that terrible vanilla scented tobacco that gives
student at Hendrix. I suppose that it has been pleasant, yet, somehow the moments I remember are not me migraines ^ and he always lit up Ih Senate or Rethe peaks of joy but of irony.
searcTi Methods. Oh, Research Methods. Probably my
— Like listening at my door one fine morning while a group of male voices discusses how to string me most unforgettable experience at Hendrix Is listening to
up. (I flipped on the light, and they ran away . . . )
Neil and the then "Mr." Bigler discuss the finer points of
— Carrying a cup of coffee across the cafeteria and spilling It when 1 knocked my table over.
gamma calculations for two hours. Thank God for Valium.
— Playing backgammon with my dlce^-cup in one hand and my tea-cup In the other... and putting my
t suppose, In the future, when I think of Neil I will try and
dlOe in my teacup.
. ,
.
forget the time he wouldn't let me put pine trees on the
— Watching the other faces in the room when they learn that 1 can speak.
cover of the Profile and the paisley shirt he loved to wear.
— And the greatest joke of all Is that I'll miss it.
I'it try to remember Nell at his best: square dancing at
John the Raven
parties, enjoying the sun on the ledge, across from the
library, piecing together headlines with letters cut from
old issues, and the daywe dressed up for Halloween and
noone realized that was What we were doing. Yes indeed,
Dear-nfiey..
-••^•. '•''..'-.'.".•••': ^ •.•'•.•'.'•
Sitting here In the Profoul office, reading the walls, I aril moved to review my one-year career as an a ^tar has been extinguished in that firmament w^ call
Hendrix.;,'
•:". '•.
...-,• ^•,.'.'^'"'v" •
editor at Hendrix. I suppose that IHias been okay, yet, sbmehow the ^m
Another terrible loss was that of Julie Sevier. She was a
hilltops of joy but of Irony,
staff member, but 1 never saw her type anything, paste a
-r Like listening at the Profoul office door one mediocre night while a group of my staff members
discusses how to steal my blue fuzzies. (I walked in with my favorite "X-acto^ knife* and they shut up...) thing down, or write more than one story in two tenms. I do
-^ Canrying the paste-up sheets of the first Profoul tothe printer and dropping them on Oak Street have a feeling it would not have been the same paper
without her, though. For instance, Julie was instrumental
during a thirfy*nii!e*per-hour gust of wind;
%
— Playing editor with ink pen in one hand and my pan of pop com In the other,.. and puttingmy pen in in designing, decorating, and breaking in the Upper
Room, the Inspiration for this column's name. In case her
my mouth.
— Watching the other faces In the Profoul offiqe when they learnthat I can (occasionally) come up parents get a copy of the paper, I suppose I should say
that she studied Zoology a lot. In case Dr. Johnson gets a
withan idea.
copy ofthe paper, I suppose I should say that she had a
— And the greatest joke of all is that Jim Gray thinks that fm going to do this again next year*
lot Of famify problems.
V
PhvlHsDunn
Before she left, she said sne would be back. I don't
know where she is because every time loall a number she
Dear Editor of the Profoul:
You know how much I care? You really want to know how much I care about thfs sohool? I'll tell you» It leaves with someone, I get a male operator telling me that
couW ail get run over by a train for all I care! If they didn't give me a house to live in, I'd move to Hot I'm a blithering idiot who can't dial a phone and 1 know if I
Springs and gamble all day and get wasted every night! Reallyl!! I don't care about educatton; I just want call again he'll say the same thing. I bet she's woriking as a
bar maid in Memphis at George's Truck.Stop. Intense
to make a whole lot of bucks and move to the fiahamaslll So there!
grief really messes with a writer's style, not to mention
tigtmdi
train of thoughi I feel very incoherent.
unknown adnfiinlstrative official
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The high price of Silber
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The administration's choice of John Silber for the Commencement address raises two basic
questions for the Hendrix Community. Silber's ability as a public speaker is not in question. Along with
his rote as president of Boston University, Silber is a nationally known writer and philosopher.
The first question the Mendrix Community should ask itself is an all-important one. In view of the
importance of the Commencement address, what should Hendrix look for in a speaker?
The Commencement exercise is an extremely Important one for the graduating seniors. As the climax
of the graduate's college career, Commencement should not merely be the act of receiving a diploma,
but the realization that the liberal.arts experience at Hendrix gave him/her a personal context for growth
and fulfillment on an emotional and intellectual level.
Commencement should be both an enlightening and reaffirming experience for the graduates. The
Commencement speaker plays a central role in this task. The speaker should first meet the criterion of
enlightening the graduate on a basic issue or question facing contemporary society. More importantly,
especially at Hendrix, the speaker should reaffirm the intangible and growth-inducing aspects of the
liberal arts experience that make it worthwhile to each student.
However, according to a March 16 Saturday Review cover story, John Silber takes personal credit for
the following legal brief supporting another university which was fighting faculty unionization:
"Thus the faculty as managers select the Yaw materials' (i,e., the students), design the.
manufacturing process (i.e., the curriculum to develop the education student), manufacture the
product (i.e., deliver lectures and seminars), evaluate the product (i.e., give grades to the
students), and, if satisfied, recommend the product (i.e., the student) for sale (i.e., for graduation
as a holder of a degree)."
Hopefully, the Hendrix Community does not have to reflect long to answer the question of whether or
not this is the kind of image of the liberal arts experience-that^Hendrix-values.
The second question concerning the Commencement address is a question that probably has not
been raised in the past but needs to be. Who in the Hendrix Community should decide on the featured
speaker for Commencement? In the past, the Administration has taken the responsibility and, by
tradition, has the right to decide on the speaker for this year.
Along with'the granting of honorary degrees, the Commencement address is the one public event
during which Hendrix can made a politlGal or value statement which could prove to ourselves and the
country our committment to the values of knowledge, peace, and humanity. Since any commencement
address will reflect upon the whole Hendrix Community, it seems that more ofthe Community should be
involved in the choice of the speaker. A wider participation (especially student participation) in the
choice of speaker would result in more Community members being proud and supportive of the
statement made at Commencement
Since Commencement is ideally one of the most important days in a student's life, it is only
appropriate that senior Hendrix students should be involved in the choice of the Commencement
speaker. Commencement is a day for Hendrix to honor its graduates, so why not let the graduates honor
Hendrix by choosing a speaker who they feel embodies ideals Hendrix should take pride in?
Perhaps a group of senior leaders and scholars could choose and recommend a Commencement
speaker to the faculty and administration in the future. This would give seniors a deserved involvement
in their last day at Hendrix.
If senior Hendrix students cannot be trusted with the responsibility to make an appropriate choice for
an Important occasion in their lives, it is not the students' fault. Their education at this liberal arts
Institution has lacked -something; it has lacked the growth process that comes with being given
responsibility.
•

Tothe Editor:

Famine In Cambodia (Kampuchea) was briefly front-page news in 1979 until the hostages, Afganistan, and Draft
Registration took the limelight. Cambodian hunger continued, but the reports from Southeast Asia were confused
and confusing, which has resulted In a disappointingly meager response to the call for oontributlons to the relief
programs of such organizations as Oxfam, AFSG, and the Church World Service.
In 1969 th© United Sttes began Its disgraceful aecret bombing of Cambodia, then a neutral country, because of
Cambodian guerilla support for the Vietnamese. Duringthe undeclared U.S. war on Cambodia, 101'cfOf the population
was killed, the country devastated, Its neutral ruler overthrown In a CIA-supported coup, and, in the resulting olvil war,
the repressive and corrupt Lon Nol was heavily supported by the U.S. This situation.produced 3 million refugees.
After the U.S. pulled ©*jt ot S.E. Aslain 1975, the Lon Nol government fell, and was suoceeded by the sopposedty
leftist, ortglnally popular, leadership of Pol Pot—who, however, turned out to be a savage director, many of whose
actions have been so irrational as to place his sanity In doubt Pol Pot's regime was a reign of terror,
Vietnam's Invasion of Kampuchea in December, 1978, though partially a retalllation to continuing border raids on
Vletnameseterritoi^ hy Pol Pot's mmy, was alsa a resoue mission. Approximately 400,000 Kampuehean refygees
had fled to Vietnam. The forces which Invaded Kampuohea from Vietnam were partially composed of such refugees,
mobilized to liberate their county.
dare and feeding of Kampuohean rafuiees aonstituted a big problem for Vietnam, itself struggling to achlev©
reunifieation of North and South. The Vietnamese have been sharing their own meager rations with Kampudhean
refugees and stan/ing survivors of Pol Pot's terrar Inside Kampychea. Yet President Carter, In December 1979,
claimed that the current authorities in liberated Kampuchea malevolently divert relief food to the Vietnamese army.
The U.S. favored Pol Pot partly beoause of our growing anti-Soviet alliance with Ohina and partly b^oause of Ita
vindictive attitude to Vietnam r^ the attitude of a superpower that has lost a war to a small oountry.
, In Oe,oember 1 met with. Sarahfios!ier,.a!iAwerfeao sehafar-of Asian affairs wfta hadraeer^tly, with har.VJatnamese'
husband, returned to their home In Canada after an Investigative visit to Kampuohea. She emphasised that within
Kampuohea food was now getting to the hungry. Th© worst starvation is in the oamps on the Thai side of the
northwestern border, where mismanagement and blaekmarketeerlng are prevalent. Insld© Kampuchea, tht
problems have been with lack of transportation and capable personnel. "Until recently, relief officials had diffleulty
finding Cambodians with enough atrengthto unload heavy sacks of rice... Thefamlne has weakened every person
In the'land.*',''.
Carter, In Oetober 1.979, pledged $70million In aid -^ but he tied this 6ffer to an Insistence m Its being delivered .by
a 'land bridge' that would pass through'territory still controlled by Pol Pot. By trying to seore political points with his
Oec^mber 6th speech (% there no meroy?'etc.,) he heightened Karripu
difficult for the voluntary agendies to operate --though they were able, In January, to redonv.inee the authorities of
their good faith.: Pood Is getting to those whO' most need it --^toutfurther famlnethreatens unless more-aid Is supplied,"
i wouldlike to suggest to tha peopleof Hendrixihat'they ponder the fnitlat responsibility of the U.S. for the «
extfritiinatlon .of a nation, and, as a groyp of Awerifiaris, take aotion no.w to •oontribute to Cambodian reljif by ammpus'^wlde drive. Not only food But medicliies, se.eds, .and much else are desperately needed. Perhaps some^
.stodents would $@t up a table with canisters for €Olieetlng funds. Addresses to which contributtons mn be sent
lsielude:-Ghurah Wo.rId Servloes/Oambodia im©rg#ncy Appeal/Slkhart, Indiana 46515 and AFSC/Oambodia Relief
Furid/2li1 :^ass. Avenue/Oambrldge, MA Oit40.
^ '
'• . .
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lo the Editor

This letter is a celebration, or perhaps a mourning of the
loss of an era that seems to be dying at Hendrix. They are
the Individuals: the unique situations that mixed a deal of
education with "letting one's.hair down". I beg no defense
such behavior, only regret Its ranty. Freshmen, Hendrix
is a mild place now, as it was mellowing even my
freshman year. I intend this.to jog upperclassmen's
memories and perhaps let underclassmen share a taste
of good times, people, ahd a different breath of air. I will
not regret showing my love for Hendnx; it is my life now
and I know it will always be influential to me. ,
I well remember my first night at Hendrix being given a
water balloon and led through a window into Hardin by
Lynn Rea, now in med school. I remerhber chanting rapid
fire obscenities and hearing them returned from Hardin
and Serenade. No one has been strung up in years. Why
did John Miles liKe, to.climb.all over Martin's roof? Rosi
Smith once had the run of Martin Hall; no one resented it
or thought anything of i t I was saddened a few weeks ago
when a* freshman asked-me who that old man every
one calls "Coach" is. Who put the room furnishings in the
fountain, and do you remember Martin's 60th anniversary? Larry Ebone, an English major and RA my freshman
year, is in the Navy studying nuclear physics. His last
math class, in high school, he refused to take the exams.
That year Martin Shell told me if I gave pne of the maids a
tip they would clean my rpom. Have you ever killed a
crippled goat with a hammer? Hazel Bell had A.J. Foyt's
autograph. 1 remember Arthur Eariey's hair; we used tol
call him "Wild Man". I never saw Sammv Bradford out of the?
rack or off the phone until winter term that year. Loreen
was our maid then and you could get petroleum products
in the onion. Ask someone what is on the cover of the
78 Troubador. Andrew Daniels once told mft that a lot off
what he said wasn't bullshit. I remember Renus.
Hits occbred frequentiy, seldom malicious, arid they
were often quite creative. Dick Thornton woke me late
one night after he had returned from a gig to show me his
room. Someone had built a masterpiece spiderweb of
toilet paper that must have taken hours. The back wall
read: "Welcome home Dick". He was impressed and
proud; Mike Cartwright returned home one evening
finding a re-creation of his room in the hall with a stuffed
Tarpon in his bed. He took pictures. Bob Martin let the
largest hound I've ever seen Into my room to sleep in my
bed and eat my National government notes. Who pissed
inyour sink? I remember L and M.
. This has been no more than a rapid colleotion of brief
memories from times I miss meant only to honor their
having happened. There are more 1 falledto cite but are of
no less retrospective value. My father once told me how
he had enjoyed spring here. This Is Hendrix and It Is
spring. Join me in celebrating the lives that surround this
college.
I've been told that some of what 1 share here is a danger
to much of Hendrix tradition, say, serenade. Any restriction of the activities that lie behind the structured tradition
is already a mortal blow to such structures. The whole Is
the Institution, not merely parading around in your underwear. The emotional spontaneity of the Individuals who
walk the pecan shells Is the hidden foundation of Hendrix
tradition. The whole tree dies If Its roots are destroyed.
We may prune limbs quite safely, but must we clear the
forest?
We all change but our memories can't Reflect on what I
have written. They are a great part of what I call Hendrix.-^
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The spring Stu.dent Senate general elections will be held next Tuesday, April.15, in
the Campus C e n t ^ . When the ballot closed
on Tuesday, the following students had filed
to rurt for the following offices:
President; Donald R. Reed; Pinky Few;
Scott Buchanan; Chris Collibr^.
Vice-president: Beka Miles; Bruce Mulkey
Senator-at-large (2 positions): Stacy
Sells; Mike Hill; Joe Hilliard
Off-campus male senator: Bobby Frazier;
John Schroeder
Off-campus female senator: Krissy Johnson (unopposed)
Martin Hall senator: Paul Efurd (unopposed)
Couch. Hall senator; Misty Gay; Nick
Meriwether; Carolyn Brooks
East Hall senator: Robert Llie (unopposed)
Hardin Hall senator: Scott Martin; Kip
Welch
Galloway Hall - senator: Ann Keltner;
Jeanie Wilder
Veasey Hall senator: Laura Casteel, Judy
Sullivan; Debra Lindsey
Raney Hall senator: Karrie Peacock; Jo
Lynn Smith
Any students who wish to run for a

position, but did not get their names on the
ballot may run as a write-in! candidate.
Write-in candidates should contact Student
Senate Election Commissioner Bevie Hain
before the election next Tuesday.
In a.meeting with the prospective candidates last Tuesday, Election Commissioner
Bevie Hain pointed out the rules in the
election code concerning the authorized
areas on campus for displaying campaign
materials. Senator Haiin also announced
that campaign speeches will be made by
the candidates for President, Vice-presi^
dent and Senator-af-Large. The designated
campaign periods for open visitation in the
dorms will be Sunday night from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. and Monday night from the end of the
campaign speeches until 10 p.m.
A simple majority vote is required for
election to a Senate positon. If a majority is
not received by one of the candidates for a
position, a run-off election will be held on
Thursday, April 17.
in a senior meeting Tuesday night, Senate Vice-presdent Marian Owens reminded
seniors of their eligibility to vote in the
upcoming elections. °

Hendrix students attend Academy
Arkansas State University was the site,
March 28 and 29, of the Arkansas Academy, of Sciences. The two-day meeting
consisted of various business meetings,
presentation of numerous scientific papers by students and professors, and a
banquet which featured key-note speaker
Senator Dale Bumpers.
Six members of the Hendrix Community presented papers at the Academy of
Sciences meeting. In chemistry, Dr.
Thomas E. Goodwin served as Section
Chairman of the AAiS and spoke on
"Reactions of hex-1-enopyran-a«uloses
with Some Organometallic Reagents."
David Ratcliff gave.a presentation on
"Ketone Synthesis via the Synthetic
Equivalent of a 8-Alkylatlon of 1-Aiyl-2methyl-2-propon-i *ols**;
Dr. Chris Spatz was chairman of the
Psychology Section of the Academy, and
tyvo Hendrix students gave presentations.
"Effects of background music: two replioations of May and Hamilton (1977)"
was presented by Diane Wimberiy, and
Tom Wilhlte spoke on "A method for

Established 1890

placing a cammula in the common carotid artery of the adult rat: a chronic
preparation."
In the biology section, Beth McKenzie
delivered a talk on "OvenA/intering Helminths of the common mallard, Anas
platyrhynchos platyrhynchos, in Arkansas," and Ann Black presented information on "Recent Investigation of
Acuaria in.the Common Grackle in Arkansas." McKenzie and Black will be
presenting their papers again at the
Southwestern Association for Parlsltologists meeting at lake Texoma, Oklahoma
from April 17 through the 19.
Jane Spradley was elected president
of the Collegiate Academy of the Arkansas Academy of Sciences, an organizar
tion for undergraduate science majors.
David Ratcliff was appointed secretary of
the organization. Anyone interested in
joining this organization should talk to
one of these two people. Next yearns
nieeting will be held Jn J.ittle Rock, hutthe.
exact locatiori^has not been decided.

Ct^O-L- . 1 ^

East Hall residents'reoeived a tel.ephon© bill from
Southwestern Bell totaling $1,142,44 Delivered tothe
East residents on March 28, the large bill is the result of
illicit phone calls made on two "live" vacant phone jacks
In past Hall during the winter.
An eariler report indicated that up to one-half of last
Hall residents were involved In the phone calls* East Hall
Head Resident Dick Frick recently reported that 66% of
th© bill has already beeri claimed by East residents.
Southv\/estern Bell applied "C" rates to the whole bill,
which is a 60% discount, over the normal rata. Frick
indicated that he would begin aGcepting checks for
payment today.
Showing his concern over people outside of East Hall
not claiming their calls and aGcepting their responsibility,
Frick explained, "People have told m© for aura that
jpeople other than East Hall residents were involved."
Fri0k-alS0-riported4hatAaLM?^tMoMedJaaLfioma„^^
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Pamela Barickman, executive director of Dogwood Alliance, is
seen at left in this photograph taken at the Nuclear One plant in
Russellville during the March 29 commemoration of the Three
Mile Island incident.

Arkansans reminded
of nuclear accident

Approximatety one hundred persons gathered on
the farm of Hershel Bennett, on March 29 to commemorate the one-year anniversary of the nuclear
accident at Three Mile Island. Amid the pink-blossoming peach trees, the Dogwood Alliance, a Russenvillebased group formed to protest the presence of
Nuclear One, filled balloons with helium and set them
to^the winds. Nuclear One puffed smoke in plain view.
The purpose of the balloon release was to show that
the ten-mile radius used as a basis for evacuation
plans would not suffice in a nuclear emergency.
Similar balloon releases have oocurred at other
nuclear plants around the country. Pamela Barickman,
executive director ofthe Dogwood Alliance, was quick
to point out that balloons from a release fn the state of
Nebraska traveled to Lonoke and Tlmbo, Arkansas
(Stone County).
After the balloons had been released, the participants gathered in a large circle and Larry Simmons, a
member of the Dogwood Alliance, read a prepared
statement He concluded with, "Let's lock arms as wa
bow our heads in a moment of silence, and pray that
thru [sic] our strength, we shall see the dawning of a
tear-free

Nation-wide faculty searches underway
Nation-wide searches are now underway
for five positions on the Hendrix faculty. The
music department is seeking to fill two
positions; the biology department is gaining
a new position, and one-year replacements
are needed for a position in the English
department and a writing lab instructor,
A faculty member with assignments in
choral work, organ, music history, and
secondary piano is being sought by the
music department. The department is also
looking for a faculty member with assign*
ments in wind (and other non-string instruments) and music education/The two posi*
tions are available because of the ra*
tlrament of Dr. Ashley Goffman and the
©nd of the one-year term of Dr. Merlin
Lehman.
„^™JhiL^alog^^4epartniafAJa^alni0ftaAaiv
fulHIm© position nsKt ysar and is ateklna t
broadin th©, depirtmintal .eurriculum 'by

hiring an assistant professor with an IntereM
in pMnt and animal physiology. Applications
for this position closed April 1*
The English department is seeking to fill a
position left open by Dr, A.B* Crowder's
one-year leave of absence. This faculty
member will be required to teach freshman
and intermediate composition ^ d freshman or sophomore levelliterature classes.
A ona-yaar Interim appointment as writing
lab instmctor/haad resident is also available.
This parson will be required to supervise
the writing and study skilla of tha writing lab
program and serve as head rasident in one
of tha dorms.
All committaas involved in tha faculty
searches ara Intamstad in saaking out and
attracting minority applioanta Applications
isMiona4axcaptJ3l0lMv=.aotes^
Iff d u t May 1 .
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RA's chosen for '80-^81
Guthrie wins in NAIA championships
I
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Laura Crouch, a senior from Batesville, currently has her
senior exhibit on display in the Trieschmann Gallery. The above
example of her work Is one of her portraits, which Laura calls
'^emotions poured out on friends." Her show includes watercolors, oils, acrylics, ceramics, memorabliia, and a large collection of scarves. Laura's show will be up through Monday, April
14.

target all season long. His workouts and his
diet, whiQh he characterized as^"eatlng as
much as I can," were geared so that he
would ba at peak performance just before
the Nationals, whereas most of the swimmers peaked at the conference meet.
During the swim season, a typical workout for him would be a morning of weightlifting at Nautilus (In lieu of a morning swim
session), and a swim session in the afternoon averaging 7600 yards of endurance
and-spaad swimming.
_
_ ...
Presently, Guthrie is between seasons,
but he plans to return to a regular workout
schedule to prepare himself for the AAU
Nationals during fhe summer. He also
hopes to swim with one of two swim clubs
this summer to get some rigorous training
so that he might push his times even lower.
At one point lastyear, Guthrie considered
leaving Hendrix for a larger school, one
which had a bigger program and could offer
scholarships to swimmers. However, he felt
that he oould not "leave what he had here"
and he also wanted to help build up a strong
program at Hendrix.
For his last year of competition, Guthrie
has his eye on a few pool records he would
like to see beaten ahd a couple of his own
he would like to lower. But he also.would
like to see more school support of and
participation with the Water Warriors,

Many people within the Hendrix community received a mild shock when the
Water Warriors came back from Whitewater, Wisconsin: having placed twelfth
overall in the NAIA NationaLSwim Championships. Seven menibers of the team made
the trip and came back with 42 points
overall.
The seven who made the trip along with
Cpjach i^ourjkway werp: Jim Admire, Larry
Mpi!^d\l phuck?Chalf4ot, David Guthrie, Eric
CDhiuntfsiOn, Steve Rainey and Randy
Thomason.
.
Hendrix's 400 yard medley relay team,
which consisted of Chalfant, Omundson,
Guthrie, and Thomason, .finished ninth
overall with a time of 339.6. This time won
National Coaches Association All American
status for its finish within the top twelve.
Another outstanding pertormance was
recorded by Eric Omundson in his sipecialty,
the t o o yard butterfly. Omundson placed
twelfth overall, posting a time of 53.8, and
also achieved status, cp the National
Coaches Association team.
The niost notable showing .was given by
David Guthrie in his forte, the breaststroke,
posting a 69.5 and 210.3 (recorded in the
preliminary heat), respectively. Guthrie won
first place in both events and gained NAIA
All American status.
In talking about his performance, Guthrie
conceded that the National had been his

"
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Wynn Alexander (front left) as the Bandit and Ken Benton as the Husband work on a fight scene
during practice for the Spring Term major production, Rashomon. Other cast members pictured
include (clockwise from top) Todd Conatser as the Woodcutter, John Thiele as the Wtgmaker,
Terri Baldwin as the Wife, and Brian Clark as the Priest. Nancy Kossler as the Mother, Eddie Mulkey
as the Deputy, and Ruthie Thompson as the Medium round out the cast. The production will run
from April 23 to April 27.

Freshmen and Sophonnores
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Certainlyt This nation needs all tha dedicated nurses It can
gat and both man and women have special qualities to
bontributa. Mathodlst Hospital School of Nursing offers just
such a career opportuniiy for quaHfiad man and women
through our 27-month diploma program.
Interested'? Complete and return the coupon.
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Return to:
STUDENT NUI^SE RECRUITER
Mathodist Hospital Sohool of Nursing
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The social event of the season approaches as plans for the annual
Spring Formal weekend are finalized. Heaven Can Wait, starring
Warren Beatty will be shown Friday, April 18 at 7:00 p.m. in Staples
auditorium. The Spring Formal itself, on Saturday, April 19, will run from
9 p.m. to 1 a m . In Hulen Ballroom. The band "Mis'sippi'' based out of
Jackson, Mississippi will be featured at the dance.
The Social Committee recently announced plans for "Spring Fling,"
an outdoor concert/dance t o be held on April 27. ''The Dealers" from
Memphis will play from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. on the library patio.

The Hendrix Men's Golf team began Its season Thursday, March 27, at the
Russellvilla Country Club.. Tha Warriors tied Arkansas State for first place with a
team score of 322. Harding was second with 328 and Arkansas Tech scored 363.
The medalist was Jay Kutchka with a 77. Other+lendrix-golfers and their scores
were Jay Lester 78, Larry Killough 82, Tim Killough 85, and Eddie Householder 90.
On March 3 1 , Handrix won a three^team contest at the Conway Countiy Club.
Hendrix finished first with 312, while Harding scored 329 and UCA had a team
score of 340. Jay Kutchka was the medalist with a 74; ha was followed by Larry
Killough at 78, Jay Lastar and Tim Killough at 80, and Eddie Householder at 94.
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Hendrix golfers off to a good start

Your Life After Coliege
Takes More Than Just A Wish
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Traveling to NortHv\^estArt<ansas and Southern Missouri, The Hendrix
College Choir and Madrigal Singers will begin their annual spring
concert series April 10, The tour includes concerts in Newport on April
10; Mountain Home on April 11; and Garthage^ Missouri, and Van Buren
on April 13. The groups will conclude their song series by performing two
concerts at Greene Chapel orTthe Hendrix Campus at 4 p.m. on April 20
and8 p m . on April 28.
Under the direction of Dr. Meriin Lehman, the choir, a group of 45
sirigers, wiir sing works of music from the Renaissance era to
contemporary songs. The Madrigal singers are eleven select voices
from the ohoir and wilt present a variety of srfrair vocainensenribte^
compositiona The concerts are free and the public Is Invited to attend.

After an extensive search, Maybeth Johnston store manager for the University of Arkansas at
of Little Rock has been named the bookstore Little Rook and has held that position since
manager for the Hendrix Bookstore effective in 1960. She,was director of the UALR Student
the Fall of 1980. The announcement was made Union between the years 1958 and 1970.
Mrs, Johnston is a past president of the Southby Hendrix President Roy B. Shilling, Jr,
Mrs. Johnston replaces G.L. Stephens of west College Bookstore Association and is a
Conway who has owned and operated the memberof the National Association of College
bookstore for the past twenty-two years. Mr, Stores Education and Nominating Committees.
Stephens began working in the bookstore in John Elizandro, public information officer for
1046. He purchased the bookstore* 12 years Hendrix, stated that the bookstore will remain
later. Following Mr. Stephens' announcement of essentially the same as it Is at the present time.
his retirement earlier this year, Hendrix bought Any changes which might occur will not be
the bookstore from him. Hendrix will retain the considered until after Mrs. Johnston has assumed
her duties.
ownership of the bookstore.
Mrs. Johnston currently serves as the book-
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Choir begins concert tour

New bookstore manager chosen
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Resident assistant positions for the 1980-81 school
y0ar were announced last week by Director of Housing
Louie Mann. Fifty-seven students applied.for the twentyfiv0 positions.
Resident assistants for the coming year are; Charlotte
Collins and Becky Yeary in Couch; Ramona Pipkin,
Jackie Sheppard, and Pamela Owen In Gallowav; Sherri
Robinson, Lezlie Massey, and Caria Evans in Raney;
Shari Sharp, Terri Cohen, and Vanessa White In Veasey;
Phyllis Dunn in Corner House; Keith Morrison and Jay
Kutchka in Couch; David ZaIeski, Scott Washburn, and
Mike Stigall in East; Robby Anderson, Russ Hunt, Efrad
Reeves, and Ben Harmon iri Hardin; Tom Honeycutt,
Frank Hampton, Gene Scott, and Barry Sims jn Martin.^
In the fall, these students .will "attend a ihree-day
workshop which will allow resident assistants to practice
counseling and listening skills and learn how to deal with
freshmen and nervous parents.
Resident assistants will also attend seminars throughout the year. These seminars deal with topics of interest
that arise from the problems encountered by students In
the r.a. position.
In talking about the position of resident assistant,
Louie Mann explained, "Each r.a. is a member of the
Student Affairs staff. We are really excited about the
group we have . . . it is a good support system. We are
also excited about the opportunities for growth that the
students in this position are afforded."
Alternates for the positions include.Nancy Kenner,
Dana Lancaster, Beth Hunter, Debra Lindsey, Cathy
Redus, Miehele Ulrich, Kevin Coriden, Perry Wilbur and
Mark Sullivan.

1
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Jim Admira and Bob Staab won racquetball " B " league, and Jeff Brunhaver and
Vince Parsons defeated Tad Man/in and Brad Welshans in a tough *W' league
match, Vince Parsons also won the handball tournament
In the softball league that started last Thursday* Town 2 defeated GPA; CE
edged AA, and Mecca forfeited to East; On Monday, Boardwalk trounced B
Street 16-5, GPA slid past AA 9-8 and Town 1 forfeited to CD.
Finally, on Tuesday Mecca forfeited to Town 1, Boardwalk beat CE, and Town 2
beat E ^ t , The women*s league is just underway.
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The men*s tennis team lost to OBU this past weekand t y a score of 1*8. The
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A call for a real campaign

'—from the upper room
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since the Senate General Election Is fast approaching, the students of Hendrix can expect the usual
barrage of posters, letters, handshakes and politician-like grins that sometimes makes Hendnx
The sun is shining. My God! It must be spring!
elections appear to be nothing more than popularity contests. There Is no reason why the political
The last desperate frost has just been beaten to
process at Hendrix cannot be just as Issue-oriented as "real" politics. In order to lift the campaign out of
hell, and you have to rack your brain to remember
the eye-catchlng-grip-and-grin-popularlty syndrome and up to the level of Issues (where politics
what snow lopks like. At this time of year when the
belongs), the following are the kinds of questions we should all ask the hopeful senators for next year. thoughts of students terid to wander from normative
— What are you willing to do about the lack of student representation on the Committee On Academic
values to frisbee golf, the Profile (as a public
Affairs?
. '
<.. _. \ .
. «
service) wbuld jike to present the following warning
— What will you do to help better protect students from the present dangers at railroad crossings?
signals for that dreaded undergraduate disease —
— How do you feel about senior involvement In the choice of the commencement speaker?
Spring Feveri
-- Can you do anything about the limited access given to students and the media concerning
(1) If you are becoming tpo attached to your
Information from the faculty and administration? (Remember the Investment portfolio aiid the lack of frisbee, beware! (Extreme Cases have been reany report from faculty meetings.)
,
.
._....
^ o
ported of people who sleep with their frisbees, and
— Will you do anything to help get a frustrated soccer team established and recognized at Hendnx?
give them names like "Gigl" or "George." One case
— Would you support the cancellation of a movie already ordered just because it was X-rated?
involved a Memphis-State sophomore who married
(Whatever happened to Fritz the Cat?)
•
,.- * / ; .
his professional-size, custom frisbee, and honeyr~ Since the bookstore will be college owned next year, do you feel,that,everything in the bookstore
mooned in Tamp^.)
should remain the same, including prices?
r
.
(2) If you look at your blue class card and find that
The list could go on, butthls will suffice to showthat there are real political issues at Hendrix. If we ask the classroom listed for your Dr. Churchill philosophy
;tough questions, perhaps we will/get some tough answers in return and have a real choice when the
course is the top of the library.
polls open next Tuesday,
(3) If you can't remember what It feels like to wear
• •
pants that aren't cut-offs.
(4) If you have a reserved parking place at all the
In reviewing the past months of the 1979-80 Hendrix school year, the record of student involvement in Morgan liquor stores, you are a prime candidate for
campus-sponsored opportunities to speak out on and/or be. Involved in campus and non-campus
Spring Fever.
related issues and programs is Impressive. The all-out efforts by the students involved In the Alternative
(5) If you can't remember the last time you went
Christmas Fair and Kampus Kitty activities allowed Hendrix College to help many under-privileged or
to class, or if you keep forgetting the name pf your
needy individuals. A great number of students participated in the Senate-sponsored letter-writing
third course.
campaign to inform Missouri^Pacific of the railroad crossing problem In Conway. The Thursday
(6) If you find yourself writing for four hours on a
afternoon study group led by Denise Levertov provided students a chance to stay informed on and
term paper, or an article for the Profile, and you still
discuss issues of national and international importance. Most recently, the discussion at Tuesday
night*s meeting of seniors concerning student participation In the choice of a graduation speaker clearly don't know what it is about, give up! You are beyond
the point of helping.
shows that Hendrix students are interested in what happens on this campus and how their lives are
affected by events outside this haven of ivy-covered walls. On the whole, Hendrix students seem.to
If you suffer from two or more of these warning
accomplish great things in groups. However, a problem presents itself when students are asked to work signals, take these simple precautionary steps:
individually.
(1) Take two aspirins (or Valium).
In three of the twelve Senate races, candidates are running unopposed. A petition Is being circulated
(2) Get plenty of rest.
on campus asking students to call or write Little Rock radio station KQ94, asking the management to
(3) Stay in bed.
give up its new top-40 format and return to an album station; however, this term, KHDX, the Hendrix
(4) Read Plato's Republic.
College alternative to to*p-40 programming, still has thirteen shows available to students who, for two
(5) Drink plenty of liquids (preferably distillad)'
hours, may play whatever kind of music they want to hear. After extending the deadlines for Profile and
Troubadour editors and associate editors, the Student Affairs office reports that only one application
has been turned in.
,
v
Senate and media duties (as well as many other jobs Including dorm and organlzatloh offloes, etc.)
carry a lot of responsibility and are frequently time consuming. However, personal gains from
adceptance of these responsibilities cannot be dismissed lightly. The combination of Involvement and
responsibility offered by these positions provides Intangible but enriching rewardstothe Individual. By
Ignoring these opportunities for campus Service and personal satisfaction, the Hendrix student is
deprivinghlmselfof an intogral part of his liberal arts education.
>
Faculty and administrative personnel must take at least partial blame for students* reluctance to
accept these responsibilities. With the current class load and professors* expectations,, students
frequently feel that they cannot afford the time away from their studies to responsibly carry out the
duties of Senator or agency head.
The Proflie urges students to make the sacrifice and open themselves tothe rewards that come with
service to the College. The staff urges professors to be aware of tho presence of these students In their
classes and consider their extra-curricular duties (soma agency head positions* duties amount to a
fourth class) when making and accepting assignments. The faculty Is also urged to consider calendar
. changes that might give students more time for extracurricular duties.
By working together, the students, faculty, and adminlstratldn can Insure the continuance and
Improvement of student Involvement In vital campus organizations and safeguard the second half of the
ideal liberal arts education that comes with such Involvment. ,

Letter to the editor
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Don Reed elected
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United we stand; divided we . .
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Td the Editor:
• Ms. Levertov states; "Care and feeding of the Kam-.
1 have read witWnterest tha latter by Denise Levertov puchean
refugees constituted a big problem for Vfetnam",
In the March 27th Profile. In this latter I was asked to Yes, Indeed
did. "The Vietnamese have been
support a humanitarian cause (which I wholly support), sharing their they
own meager rations with Kampuchean
namoly famine relief In Kampuchea. Bull was also asked refugees . . .",
1 can never believe this. The North
to contamplata th© United states "diipradeful" bombing Vietnamese govemment
demonstrated Its Inhumanity
of Cambodia and our ''naar^ixtarmlnatlorf* of aame.Here before the U:S. was involved;
It continued to do so during
•Ms* Lavartov and 1 part company. •
the war with AmerlGa, and now that "peaoe" has come to
"I rasant the insinuation that the United States was to SE Asia, the demonstration goes on,.. and on... Witness
blame for the events In Cambodia. Had we loft Sihanouk IUB boat people. Witness i^% Invasion of Kampuchea. In
In power and left Cambodia alona, ha would have fallen to 1078. Does Ms. Levertov really believe that this constitha Khmera Rouga Had wa left Lon Mal In power and tuted a "rescue mission'^? If so, then the sentence Is
pulled out of tha area than he would have fallen also. The several layers deep In unintentional Irony.
events would have followed no matter when the U.S. left.
Blaming all the troubles of S i Asia (and the world, for
Meanwhile the Viatooni would have continued to use
"nautraP* Cambodia as part of their own territory, and th© that matter) on the United States is quite popular among
U.S. would have continued to go deeper and deeper Into the more "llberar Americans. I suppose that they find Ita
convenient way to relleva tension and guilt feelings (real
the marass of "limited" war,
or imagined). 1 resent having this Idealoglcal nonsense
Pol Pot's regime explored new frontiers in mindless passed off as 1acf as much as 1 resent the *faots* therein.
brutality, but this was not entirely unforeseen. Remember When 1 say that 1 am an American, 1 doso with a realisation
tha people who forecast a bloodbath If the U.S. pulled of how fortunate 1 am. l do not look upon the statement as
out? Many of Ms. Lavertov's Idealogioal contemporaries a confession.;
scoffed at such suggestions. Now that tha bloodbath has
Sincerely,
been duly noted, the same people fwith notable excepDerek Lowe
'tion of Joan Baaz) have disowned Ih© Cambodian regime
H*a7!2 329-2874
and^ tha events that have taken plao© in Vietnam ainca
%
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Hendrix chosen for Governor's School

Hendrix has been chosen as the site for the first Arkansas Governor's School for the Gifted to be
held from June 16 tq July 18. The school, which is funded through the State Board of Education, is for
approximately 400 rising high school students.
The purpose of the school will be to give gifted students, future leaders In the state and nation, a
challenging opportunity to experience 20th century theories for the interpretiation of facts. The
emphasis of the school will be placed on conceptual, or abstract intelligence, in contrast with
concrete knowledge. The school program will offer students the opportunity to develop and/or
expand their powers to "abstract," to conceptualize, to theorize, and explore the latest progress and
problems of various fields ofthe arts and sciences. The curriculum will be designed to 1) focus on
contemporary and futuristic topics and issues, and 2) provoke curiouslty and Inquiry from students.
The school wjll offer a non-credit curriculum In three areas of work. The Academic and Arts area
Includes the special fields of talent of students. These fields are Art, Music (choral and Instrumental),
Drama, Language Arts, Mathematics, Natural Sciences, and Social. Sciences;
. The General Conceptual Development area will seek.to expand student Interest and awareness of
the extra body of knowledge. The student in this area will be expected to understand and apply
integrated'Princjples of knowledge.
The Personal and Social Development area will explore topics and speclal problems related to
gifted-ness and will emphasize development of student potential.
The faculty for the school will consist of thirty-three professors, with the core coming from Hendrix.
The Academic Coordinator will be Dr, Sam Day, a professor from the State University ot New York at
Courtland, who has been instructor at the North Carolina school for the gifted. '
The students will be using four Hendrix dorms, and twelve Hendrix students will serve as resident
assistants. Applications for these positions are available In the Student Affairs Office.

McAinsh reports on faculty and inflation
Dr. Garrett L. McAinsh, Associate Professor of History and president of the Hendrix chapter of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP), recently released a report "on the effects of
inflation on faculty renumeration at Hendrix and fifteen similar institutions covering the years
between 1970 and 1979."
....
The report states that "average salaries at Hendrix have dropped around 10% In purchasing power
during these years, and total real compensation has also shown a significant decline."
Hendrix, however, was not alone in this situation. Each of the otheir fifteen schools surveyed also
showed a decline in the "real value" of faculty remuneration. Indeed, most college faculties studied
suffered even more serious losses at the hands of inflation.
The report states that "the average compensation foe associate professors nation-wide in 19781979 was $23,400i" The average Hendrix associate professor received compensation of $21,000
during the same time period* This figure showed a64percentincrease from the 1970-71 figure of
$13,700. After inflation, the real value of thl^ percent change is a-9.8 perce^^^^
in talking about the report, McAinsh said that he had originally compiled thedata for the AAUP but
had passed put copies to all faculty and administrative personnel. "Wa are all worried about the
upcoming decade,** he explained, "because obviously inflation Is going to get worse. Wa weren't
able to keep up In the 70*s and we probably can't keep up In the SO's.*'
The report concluded, "no one who truly cares for this school and Its faculty can remain
unconcerned In thafaca of the significant decline of the real value of faculty remuneration which has
taken place here over the past few years;The Hendrix faculty as a whole Is substantially poorer now
than it was in 1970, and despite relative gains its members remain mora poorly paid than most of their
colleagues nation-wide."

Soccer team frustrated and broke

Student interest in the Senate Races was high with nearly
70% turnout for both the primary and run-off elections. In one of
the closest Senate Presidential races Ih recent history, Don
Reed won in the run-off against Pinky Few by 10 votesj 340330. Joe Hilliard earned the second senator-at-large position
by a margin of 414 to 250 over Mike Hill.
Because ofthe closeness of the presidential race, rumours
arose on campus the day after the run-off about vote-counting
errors. However, Election Commissioner Bevie Hain told the
Profile that counting errors were close to impossible. The
ballots were counted four different times using different tabulating methods, and the same vote count was reached each
time.
The only other problem during the election was in East Hall
where Robert Lyie was uncontested for the dorm senator
position. The polls opened two hours fate and closed two hours
early in East. The election commission voted In a 4 to 1 majority
decision to accept the results and not hold the East Hall
election again. The dissenting minority opinion stated, "Although the outcome of this election is unlikely to he changed I
feel that opening polls 2 hours late and closing them 2 hours
early sets a poor example for the standards of ejccellence we
expect at Hendrix College, and that, in the future, such reckless
practices, if not stopped, could influence a closeelection," The
minority decision was submitted by Tony Moser. , ^
The new Senate which was inducted Tuesday, is composed
of the following students:
President . . . . . . . ;
Don Reed.
Vice-president
!,....!
Beka Miles
Senators-at-large ;
Stacy S^lls
Joe Hilliard
Off-campus male
Bobby Frazier
Off-campus female
Krissy Johnson
Martin
Paul Efurd
Couch
Niqk Meriwether
East
Robert LyIe
Hardin
Scott Martin
Galloway
Jeannie Wilder
Raney
Karrie Peacock
Veasey
Judy Sullivan
The results of the r^erendum drawn up by the Senate are
below. The percentage is of those who answered the question.
How do you feel about the appearance of John Silber at the
Hendrix Commencement?
Approve
.17%
Disapprove
40%
Do not know or care
43%
Whom do you favor for President ot the U.S.?
uiiiiiiiy v#c^ixer....'.....'.............•.^...•.....oo/o
John Anderson . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . » * . * * 25%
Ronald Reagan ... * * . . . » . . . . . . . . . . • . . * . . . . . . TD/O
uieorga ousn...... >....».«»«* * ««»»«•...»».». i *•• /Q
I ec i>anneQy ,,...'•*.«....«.•*•....»....«•. • •. • »©
How do you feel about the future of soccer at Hendrix?
Favor a strong institutional commitment
including substantial monetary support......78%
Favorastrong institutional commitment
excluding substantial monetary support......, 9%
Soccer at Hendrix is
unimportant to 'me.... ,..««.**«*.*•**..**.**. 13 /o
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In last week's student Senate alectlon a heed a coach who Is going to get out there and
question jOn tha referendum asked the student drill us. Soccer experlanca is not required. As wa
body its feelings on tha future of soccer at develop as a team, the coach would alsodevelop
Hendrix. Seventy-eight per cent of those an" his knowledge of soccer."
Team member Charies Cort recently stated In
swering the question favored "a strong Institu*
tional commitment including substantial mone- practical terms what it means not to have a
tary support/' A petition calling for Hendrix to coach. "This spring we have played three games
have a soccer coach and for soccer to be a and forfeited on©. The first game we lost 12^0
varsity sport by tha fall of 1980 was clroulatad by against Philander Smith, who had a coach. Every
members of the team and receiyed almost 600 team we have played has had a coach."
In an interview, cort reported that ha was
signatures in t^o weeks.
Members of this year's soccer team claim that misled about the futura of soccer at Handrix.
they have been frustrated by two basic problems. "Whan 1 came to visit Hendrix In April of lastyear,
The team has suffered from disorganization the parson In admissions told me that soccer
resulting from the lack of acoach and a continu- was probably going to be a varsity sport in two
ing financial problem.
years and that the team would have a coach this
Bill Bullard, on© of the team's spokesman, year/* Cort explained. Both Improvements In tha
stated in an Intaiviaw, "Our primary goal is to get soccer situation have failed to materializa.
However, team mambara ara quick tc point cut
a coach, a good quality coach.*' Bullard added,
"Secondly, we want financial support for such that student support for the soccer club is
necessities as balls, uniforms, transportation, appreciated. According to spokesman Bullard,
"Wa*d like to thank aveiyona who signed tha
league dues, and money for officials.*'
Even though tt|a student body has shown Its petition and gave us their support." Bullard also
desire for Institutional support, Including money, Invited everyone to the team's next match this
soccer is not one of the sports Included In next Sunday at i p.m. behind Couch Hall. Hendrix will
take on the talented Latin Americans.
year's AthlatiG Department budget;
Or. Robert Courtway, Hendrix Athletic Olrec-^ ' Members'of the Hendrix soocar team Includa
tor, axplalned, "I cannot see us adding another Charles Gort, Brad • Roberts,. Phil Weygandt,
varsity sport with the present financial situation irnesto' Falllaoa, Joe Kushner, • Tim' Sterling,
being what It Is." When askad about tha possi- James PltGOCk, Jane Spradley, Jon Stanley, .Bill
bility of a coach, Courtway reported, "Thera's no iuilard, Phillip Brown,-Jimmy Jeffries, Bob
way a member of curprasant staff can take on Staab, Hunt Cooper, Bob Lyford, Maurice ^azaul, I^ichaird Wofford maktts a p\my ugainst S«irey StittI dtirlni a
Clay. McGastlaln,. Kenney Eubanks, Siliftags- mateh last Sunday ai Handrix. Handrix tost S to 1. Although tha
any mora responsibilities.'*
Team members say that thay are not seeking a dale, Richard Wofford, Merritt Lincoln, and Doug Handrix elub tm> tmen plaguad by 0rgani2atlonal and financial
lii««4«H^ay^
"p0^st0TOl~*coaehr^llrtolterd™Btat©di *'Wa^
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r-Female gynecologist to speak to Hendrix women

vv

i

Dr. Marsha Howell, ona of the few female gynecologists in Little Rock, will be female first-year medical residents are entering the field, says Pearce. "If the
speaking to Hendrix women in the next few weeks. Dr. Howell will discuss pap rate continues, one in four gynecologists In 1990 will be women," he estimated.
smears, breast and pelvic exams, and contraceptive methods. She will also
Pearse cautioned thaf the call for more women gynecologists "is not to say.
answer questions after her presentation. Those Interested should look for
announcement of the exact day and time. The following related article is that all women physicians are more sensitive and warm" than their" male
counterparts. Women are simply less Intimidated by female gynecologists, he
reprin^d with permission from the Minnesota Daily.
Kim spoke for 35 minutes about gynecology treatment she received during a said.
pelvic-examinatjon-last-spring at Boynton Student Health Service at-the- ™ :And intimidation, was a malaconcaraior women lntervlfiwed„at tbe.Unlverslty
University of Minnesota. Adjectives she used included "humiliating," "cold," of Minnesota. Many didn't believe they had the medical know-how to challenge a
physician. Still others feared the condescending attitude or hostility a complaint
"insensitive," and "intimidating."
But later Kim mentioned that she had never told anyone about the experience. might create.
But as one woman put it, "The health service is something you pay for. You
"Thank you," she said at the end of the Interview. "I've been waiting to tell
deserve quality health care."
,
someone'"about this for six months."
Health administrators and medical personnel agree that'some complaints are
Kim's reaction is not unusual. Few women complain formally about their
I medical treatment. At Boynton, for example, there were only four written more effective than others. Here are guidelines on how to receive better
complaints on record for last year. Yet 36 Women Who answered a Minnesota treatment and make an effective complaint:
— Tell the practitioner if it Is your first gynecological exam. "A first pelvic exam
Daily classified ad last spring had negative remarks about past treatment.
In fact, women rarely speak positively about gynecological care. For some of should be done with a lot of pre-educatlon and tenderness," said Boynton
the 5.9 million women enrolled In American colleges and universities, even a gynecologist Dr. Mariorle Hartig. Also, jet the practitioner know if you are
simple.pelvic exam can be an embarrassing,and even traumatic experience. particularly nen/ous or, uncomfortable. He or she should then proceed more
"Sexuality Is an emotional thing," said Oral Mae Mitchell, a nurse practitioner at carefully.
Boynton. "All your life, your mother tpld your to keep that (genital) area covered,
— Know your medical history. If you have had any health probiems or bad
and suddenly in the exam you have to show It, to a stranger, no less. It can be very experience with any drugs, know the names of the conditions or drugs. And know
embarrassing."
the brand name of any contraceptive you use. This information will help the
"Ws the most vulnerable position In the world," agreed another women, who doctor to make a Petter .diagnosis.
— Confront the gynecologist or medical practitioner at the time of any
has had five pelvic exams at Boynton. "Here you are, your rear hanging over the
side of a table. All you can see Is the celling and the top of your knees with a questionable action. That way, he or she can explain the action immediately.
doctor and a bright light between your legs."
Hartig pointed out that if a patient waits to report the incident, the doctor and the
But patients' negative attitudes toward gynecologists largely are unfounded, patient may^have forgotten the details.
— If you still aren't satisfied„flle a written complaint with the health institution.
says Dr. Warren Pearse, executive director of the American College of
Gynecologists and Obstetricians in Chicago. Pearse argues that individual Oral complaints are not always recorded unless there are medical competency
doctors are to blame for insensitive treatment, not the whole profession — and charges. Written complaints should Include all the information you can
poor practitioners are no more common in gynecology than in other fields.
remember, including names, procedures and what was said and done.
— If you don't want to complain to a man, say so. Karen, 23, said she did not
The women's movement has brought concerns about gynecology "to the
social fore," Pearse said. One response to demands for more responsive care want to "talk to a man about my vaginal experiences. It would be hard for him to
has been to encourage more women to become gynecologists.
empathize."
- - If you don't want to be treated by a particular physician, tall the appointment
Only eight percent of America's ^4,000 gynecologists and obstetricians are
woman, according to the American Medical Association. But SO percent of
d
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A keynote address by former U.S. Congressman
nd 1930 Hendrix Graduate Wilbur D. Mills, and the
presence of the "Arkansas Is a Natural" balloon on
campus highlight the everits of Alumni Weekend '80
this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. The Class of
1930 will be honored and Inducted Into the Half
Century Club, 'an organization made up of alumn!
who graduated at least fifty years ago.
Distinguished alumni awards will be presented to
selected alumni In recognition of loyalty and dedication tc the College and outstanding accomp*
llshmants In their fields. This yeafs recipients of the
distinguished alumni awards are Mr. Thomas G.
Wilson, Chairman of the Board and Chief Bcecutive
Officer of the First State Bank and Trust Company
of Conway; Dr. H. Barry Bailey, Pastor of the First
United Methodist Church of Fort Worth, Texas; and
Dr, Matt U Bills, former Prasident and Professor of
Philosophy Emeritus at Hendrix Collega. „
An alumni art exhibit featuring Nancy Dunoway
Fowlkes, Susan Turner Purvis, and Jan Barger wlil
b& on display In the Campus Canter. Tha "Arkansas
Is a Natural" hot-air balloon will b^ givingridesto
alumni and students beginning at 2:4S p.m. Satu^
day an the East Lawn.
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oIna recentopen letter tothe Handrix Community,
a co-educational dormitory was proposed for the
campus by a group of resident assistants. The letter
W
aS b
a^ed o
n an
a n Initial
i n i t i a l idea
i d m m of
n f Jane
J a n a .QnfsarlJck^/
was
based
on
Spradiey c»riH
and
Bruce Edwards, both resident assistants. In a
recent IntervieMV with the Profile, Jane Spradley
axplalned her idea and the reasons behind establishing a co-ed dorm.
Spradley Identified the major problem associated
with Hendrix Collega social life as the lack ol
sufficient Intaraotion between Handrix men and
women on a day-to-day basis. She complained that
the "friendly*' date has become ararity; People of
both sexes sit at home on weekends when they
could be having, a good time with others. "I know
that 1 am personally Inhibited about asking a guy out
for a coke or something simply because I don't
know him that well,** said Jane.' "The and result of
this Is that people no longer see each other as
people."
Spradley elaborated an har Ideas for tha new coed domi. Raney Hall/she states, would be tha Ideal
choice, for several reasons. Raney has lohg halls
not divided with doors or "L" bends. Each hall has
two bathrooms. Thus Raney could be "integrated"
wing by wing — the North wing all male, the South
au female ^ or even room by room. Each hall would
have two r,a.'s, ona male and one female. A twenty*
four hour visitation policy wouldhave tobe adopted,
but quiet hours would ba kept.

pomo

Following the Issuance of the
memo, Huddleston directed Dr. Sam
:Th^ OutldQk studmt
Clawson,- Daan of Students, tc make
... __
n fhe^ •Bchmi -of th^
Omrk&, Point'Lookout, MiSB0uri,\/ol l&i • an inspection of tha rooms in the
N0. m , february 1$, f SSa
dorm for materials considered to be
pornographic. The definition of por- Tuesday, • February': S, 1980, a nographic materials as given to
memorandum was Issued bearing
Clawson was anything that was nude
the signature of Dr. Wayne Huddleson, below the waist.
Dean of Academic Affairs, stating:
Clawson, along with Mr. Carol
"By direct crder of tha Daan of StuChitwood, Dorm Supervisor, and
dent Parsonnal, no pornographic ma'"
James Starr, Student Body President.
tariala will ba placed an the walls or
did go through each room, of Kale© on
io^©^vailab1i"liirifie"dofflsir^
"ftasdaf'BftafrioofiPOnly^^

Problems stemming from the Idea must be faced,
but the feeling Is that the problems would be
asentially minor and would not outweigh the advan^tages.
^ r t ^ e According
A n i h ' n r A i n n *r»
«2y*f-c»^lQ\? «ThiMi«i©
/rmlrl K
to Spradiey,
"Things wwould
beQ Qa
little wild at first," but this would subside as the new
residents acquired familiarity with their situation.
There are always some who cannot handle the
responsibility that goes with such arrangements,
but an enforced system of dorm rules would create
a deterrent for such individuals.
Other ideas for consideration include: nc freshmen, some screening process for applicants, and
Intra-room coed facilities. It Is felt that freshmen
should be allowed to get their feet on the ground
before they accept tha responsibility of co-ed living.
A screening process could be a simple one like a
minimum GPA cr a complicated Interview procedure with faculty and administration personneL
Intra-room co-educatlonal faollltlas are a consideration for the future.
•'. A dorm such as^tha one anvisldnadtoythe ^group^
of r.a.'s v,/ould enable men and women to sea each
other fraquently and on an Informal basis, "I know a
co-ed dorm wouldn't solve the problem completely," said Spradley, "but It would create an atmosphere where the problem can be solved." Realistically, she claimed that a co-ed dorm vyras not the
total answer and would even create some new
..problem's, but taken sarloiisiy could' be a posltlva
step of great benefit to the Hendrix Community.

one poster and ona calendar, ware break and he had found no such
found to ba pornographic according materials during that Inspection. After
to the definition. These two Items this incidence, Mr. Jim Rayfield, Suwere removed and taken to Huddte- pervisor of Smith Domi, was also
aton for his Inspection. The poster reminded that Itwas part of his job to
was later found to be acceptable and
such an Inspection, and
was tobe returned to its owner, Vi/hile
mon reports that Rayfield has
the calendar was "undeniably" poricted a similar search.
nographic,
According to Starr, who accomInspection of tha dorms for such panied Clawson and Chitwood on
materials Is supposed to be done by their Inspection tour of Kaloe, Claw-*
the dorm supervisors, and accolding son walked Into each room and aim"
to Clawson. Chitwood had gone
„Mate£i:J!VVhal-d'©-y0u^iipe§t^iil
throuifi tha rooms m m Christr
'h ©f CQlli§t man?"

l
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Pat Galloway — our first actress-in-residence
Pat Galloway, one of Canada's leading actresses, has accepted a position as
the Actress-in-Residence at Hendrix during the 1980-81 WinterTerm. During her
seven week visit, Miss Galloway will team-teach a course.ln Shakespeare with
Dr. Helen Hughes and will offer one public performance. Miss Galloway's visit is
made possible by the Bertie Wilson Murphy Symposium in Literature and
Language.
As a team-teacher, Miss Galloway will assist Dr. Hughes by leading class
discussions and by working with students enrolled In the class on an individual
and group basis. The Shakespeare class will meet five days a week, with four
days, devoted to discussion. One day each week, Miss Galloway will work with
students in the class on the dramatic production of various'scenes from
Shakespeare's plays. The students from the class will be cast in Individual
scenes, as opposed to one play. At the conclusion of Miss Galloway's visit, the
scenes will be presented as a dramatic production to the Hendrix Campus. The
production will replace the Winter major production ofthe Theater Department.
In a letter to Dr. Hughes, Miss Galloway stated her views regarding the
production. She stated, "Technical perfection In the production should be set
aside for literary performance. This might indeed provide us with the opportunity
to present poignant scenes from various plays rather than the full text of one
play —clearly a broader, experience for the students and still, hopefully,
acceptable to an audience."
Dr. Hughes stated that team-teaching is an instructional innovation for Hendrix
and for colleges and universities across the nation. She also stated that while
Miss Galloway has never taught at a university, she Is excited about the
opportunity.
Students interested In the class, or In obtaining more information, should
'Contact Dr. Helen Hughes In the English Department. Dr. Hughes stated that she
is placing a list on her door which Interested students should sign. She added
that signing the list does not obligate a student to take the course. The list will be
used to determine the number of men and women taking the class. By
determining the that number, Miss Galloway can shoose the scenes to be used
in the production before she arrives.
Miss Galloway began training for her acting career shortly after attending a
boarding school not far from Stratford-upon-Avon in her native England. She
attended the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art In London for two years and studied
in Paris at the Conservatoire D'Art Dramatique on a scholarship. She remained in
England for one year to gain experience in repertory, musicals, pantomine, and
music hall before moving to Canada in 1957.
Recognition as an actress came to her for her portrayals at the Shakespear
Festival of Stratford in Ontario, Canada. Since her arrival in Canadain 1957^ Miss
Galloway has portrayed characters such as Gertrude in Hamlet, Gwendolyn in
The importance of Being Ernest, SL Joan in S t Joan, Tolnette in The
Imaginary Invalid, Rosaline in tove's Labour's Lost, Goneril in King tear, Kate
InTheTamingof Shrew, Katein She Stoops to Conquer, Duchasof K/lalfilnThe
Duchess of Malf I, liady Macbeth In Macbeth, Dorine in Tartuffe, Lady Sneenvali
in The School for Scandal, Queen in Cymbaline, and Lorenzaccio (a male role)
in Alfred da Mussefs torenzacclo. In the aformentined roles Miss Galloway
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toured the United States, Europe, Australia, and Russia.
At the Shaw Festival of Nlagara-on-the-Lake in Ontario, she was acclaimed for
her portrayal of Mrs. Patrick Campbell in Dear Liar, Lady Cicely in Captain
Brassbound's Conversion, and Hesione in Heartbreak House.
Miss Galloway performed at the Manitoba Theatre Centre in Winnipeg,
Canada during the seasons of 1963 to 1966 Ih roles such as Artianda In Private
Lives, Eliza In Pygmalion, and Polly In The Threepenny Opera. In 1974, she
played the female lead in A Day in the Life of Joe Egg and In 1975, Madame
Ranewskaja in The Cherry Orchard. In 1977 at Theatre London she portrayed
Candida In Candida and Jan in Absurd Person Singular. Appearing with the,
Vancoulver Playhouse, she was Raymonde in A Flea ih Her Ear In 1978 and Dona
Ana in a concert presentation of Don Juan in Hell with Houston'sAlley Theater In
1979.
• This summer, Miss Galloway will play Olivia In Twelth Night and Tamoran In
Titus Androniqus. . -^
• In the field of musical entertainment, miss Galloway has appeared as Little,
Mary in Little Mary Sunshine In Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg. After having
been part ofthe Up-Tempo revues in Montreal, she co-produced and starred in a
series of topical revues at Toronto's Theatrerin-the-Dell. She also appeared as
Hilaret in the musical Lock Up Your Daughters at the Los Angles' Pasadena
Playhouse. Recentiy, Miss Galloway has renewed her interest in musical revue
and appeared in Oh Coward at the Manitoba Theatre Centre.
Pat Galloway has often been seen on television in a variety of programs,
including the French language series of Le Tref le a Quater Feuiiles and He aux
Tresors. Miss Galloway also acted the role of the Stepmother in the Muppet^
production of Hey, Cinderella.
Miss Galloway has also been active in play directing. For the National Theatre
School in Montreal, she directed The School for Scandal and The Lady is not
for Burning. She also directed t e Magicien, a Canadian opera, for the Stratford
Festival. As the recipient of Canada's National Arts Council's top award. Miss
Galloway spent the summer of 1977 In England, France, Germany, and Eastern
Europe studying contemporary directing trends and techniques.
Miss Galloway is the third member of the Stratford Festival Company to visit
Hendrix. In 1964, Eric Christmas visited the campus for two days. During his visit,
Mr. Christmas gave a convocation pertormance of speeches from several of
Shakespeare's plays and worked with students in a play directed by Dr.
Rosemary Henenburg.
In November of 1970, Jane Casson, grandaughter of the British Thorndike
acting family directed a campus production of Midsummer Night's Dream.
Miss Galloway is married to Canadian Economist Bernard Frischke whom she
met in Brazil. The couple was married in Switzeriand. Miss Galloway wore a
costume from the third act of Shaw's Man and Superman as a wedding gown.
The couple Uves on a farm at St. Marys, not far troTTi Stratford.
Miss Galloway cares for four dogs, two cats, two horses, a donkey named
"Eeyora," and a ram called MacKenzie, named after a Toronto Sun Columnist
Her favorite pastime is French cooking.
*
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Jemigan receives grant
Cynthia Ann Jarnigan of tittle Rock, a junior, has received a $260.00 grant
from the Delta Kappa Gamma Society, a national sorority for teachers.
The Delta Kaispa Gamma Society awards the grant annually to a college
student majoring In education. Students from across the state compete for the
grant to aid In their continuing studies in the field of education.

Keith Hamaker passes CMA exam
Keith Hamaker, a senior at Handrix Ccllege recently passed the Certificate of
Management Accounting examination. The CMA exam is designed for parsons
entering the profession in management accounting rather than public accounting. Only three persons currently hold the Certificate of Management Accounting in the state of Arkansas. There ara approximately 1.400 persons
holding the cartificata In tha United States. Hamaker will receive his B.A. degree
with a major In Economics and Business from Hendrix Collage in May. He is a
member of the Central Arkansas Chapter of the National Association of
Accountants and is presently employed by Ernst and Whinney, a nationaLCPA
firm, in Little Rock, m Is tha son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hamaker of Little Rock.

muiknar county ftehabllHatlon Canter Workers a n d t h a H e n d r i x \ ^
meeting is held in conjunction with the observance of the National Volunteer
^ A & te m ^ n g , there will be a reception honoring ai» ^ * ^ v a a r ^ i ^ ^ ^
student voluteers. Both the meeting and the recaption are open to the public.

Health fair seeks student help
r Oft April t s . the Senior CItliens Health Fair will be W d at Q o n ^
School Students interested In helping transport the elderly people ^ f f ^ ^ S
' al health staff worksng at the Fair mourn

X>r. Tom Goodwin recently won a grant of over $20,000 tc purchase special
program Instrumentation for research \r\ the chemistry department
In late November of last year, Dr. Goodwin applied to the National Science
Foundation In Washington, D.C. His application was received by six scientists
from around the country, and they recommended to the Foundation that this
grant be awarded. The purpose of tha grant is to fund Instrumentation for
undergraduate research in collages.
This award was announced to Dr. Goodwin April 1 Sth. The amount ofthe grant
is $22,495, and tha College, will ba responsible for paying only tha state sales tax
on the purchase.
The instrument ordered is a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spactromatar. In
addition to being used for undergraduate research programs, if will also be
available for use In the advanced chemistfy courses. The order was placed on
Monday, and the delivery of the instrument to tha campus is axpectao in July.

Teague receives grant
"Of. Warilald Teague has received a grant for a twelve month appointment to
perform research at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. The grantisfunded by
the National Research Council and was awarded to Dr. Taagua to enable him to
study the achemicar reaction involved in the conversion of coal into watar*gas.
Tha Govemmant has taken an interest in Dr. Teagua's project because of a
possibility that, using the special equipment being developed at Abardae, Dr,
Teagua's research could lead to a process by which coal could be converted
Into a form that will go through pipelines and can M used as fuel. Dr. Teague's
own explanation of tha project is that "If you heat coal up and pass hot steam
over it, it converts Into a gas which will burn." This process Is tanned "coalgasslficatlon."
Tha practical aspect of his project Is not Dr. Teagua's main concern, however.
Ha Is mainly Interested In studying the "gas phase reaction," that is, what goes
on above the hot coal at tha molecular level In raferenca to tha interest in "coal*
gasslfleation," ^ t . Teague simply said: "I had to use all those fine terms to gat It
funded."'
, . . . ' ' ';
Teague has been teaching at Hendrix for the last tan years and feals, like Dr.
Bland Crowder who Is also leaving'HendriK'for a year, that It Is time for a break.
Dr. Teague was .at .Aberdeen lor two years b.afore-coming to Hendrix, so ha will
feel quite at home 'Ihere. He and his family will be leaving In August. Tha
ewlBtif'titepiitrnaiTt^llf^beiiirfR^^
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1980-81 Senate President and
Vice-president address student issues

Q. Maybeth Johnson, the new bookstore manager,
has already stated that she would like to see the
Senate book exchange abolished. How do you feel
about that?
A. The only reasons that I see that we should not
continue the book exchange Is if the pnces were
by Phyllis Dunn
drastically lowered. Even if they were lowered, then
the only reason is If she would offer-^ome kind of used
I very much want to know what you mean by
book exchange. The value of the book exchange is not
community spirit. I'm not sure that there should be a
only in getting used books, but getting books at a lower
community spirit because diversity Is the spice of life,
price.
and," although sometimes it slows the processes
Q. Beka Miles, the new Senate vice-president,
down, it keeps everything in the checks and balances.
campaigned on the platform of seeking an "educated
I think that there is an. identity among Hendrix
student body" at Hendrix. How important is this to you?
students as Hendrix students, but that may be the
A. I think it is very important, but that It is not
extent of it. I would like to see some sort of unifying
Important that they do it as students but that they do It t
spirit.
as citizens. As good citizens, we should be keeping up
The way that I would like to approach that from the
with things that go on in the community and in tha
Senate would be a twofold attack. First, the Senate
country.
should try to let the students know what the Senate
I think that the Senate should concern itself with not
does and what it is there for and that it is there for
just members of the community as students academistudents and secondly try to get more students
cally or "extracurrlcularly" but also as citizens, so I
Involved. I thinRThat you see a lot of Involvment around
think that what Beka is talking about was a push by the
election time and then it all sort of wanes arid It ends up
Senate for forums, for discussion abojt community,
being senators again.
state, and worldwide Interests. I'm very in favor of that.
But I'd like to see some sort of unifying spirit in an
I .think the Senate has a real responsibility to the
Identity .with the Senate that the students might know
students, not just in providing social activities or
that it is there that they might voice concerns and the
providing for freedom of academic expression, but
Senate might be a vehicle for making some sort of
also to be a source of Information and dialogue for
change.
I concerns outside the Hendrix community.
*•
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April 24, 1980

Q. How can tha Senate stimulate interest in the
agency head and committee positions?
A. They can circulate applications and talk to people
about applying, and they can look through the Face
Finderfor people that they think will do a good job and
go talk to them. There are always a lot of people on
campus who do have the time and would be willing to
spend that time to help Hendrix and to help student
involvement.
•>
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"What I'm offering is not a connmunity identity
buta community awareness that theSenate is the
group that ought to be made avvare of pwblemA
and concerns.
99

Don Reed
Q. Why did you run for student Senate president?
A. I ran for president because I have a real concern
that many things be addressed. Very generally my
main concerns are evaluating if what we are doing now
Is good and if it couldn't be improved.
Student representation ought to be enlarged by
getting more students Involved In and senators less on
committees. Another thing would be rewarding students for participation as agency heads by increasing
salaries. Those are two ways that I see the Senate can
work to improve what Is going on now. Ithink the other
part Is evaluating whether or not what we are doing Is
right and h6w it can be iniproved.

I think that a unifying factor could be that students
realize that the Senate is there for them and that they
[senators] are the people that ought to ba griped at,
and, through the Senate, changes ought to be initiated.
What I'm offering Is not a community Identity but a
community awareness that the Senate Is the group
that ought to be made aware of problems and concerns and ought to be. approached with them.
Q. Hdndrix has long been known as a suitcase
college. Many students excuse their leavingcampus on
weekends by saying that the activities on campus are
boring and do not interest them. As president of t(ie
Senate, would you take steps to re-evaluate the Social
Committee and its effectiveness and possibly revamp
the entire Commitee?

% ran
concern

4.-

/

ve a
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A. Let me speak around that and then get to I t During
Q, What d o you, as Senate president, feel is the tha campaign, 1 talked to someone about why they
thought that this Is a suitcase college. Wa came up
biggest problem facing the Hendrix student body?
A. 1 guess 1 can give you the classic answer which is with three things. One is«that Hendrix is boring on
weekends; another is that Conway is boring on
apathy, but thavotar turnout at the election shows that
th^re Is som© indication that that might not be the weekends, and the other is that, even If Hendrix and
Conway weren't boring on the weekends, people have
case, so that\$ not my answer. My answer is that
such an Intense schedule during the week that they
people don't know what the Senate does and how t o
want to get away on weekends. I think that we have to
work through the Senate. The Senate is the repretake the approach that Hendrix must ba boring
sentatlva-body c f thie sttidehtsf repraSahtihg the
because what we have something to say aboul Is what
majority vote of their respective constituents. There's
happens at Handrix.
.
nothing supernatural about the Senate; it is only who
The people who are willing to gat involved and the
gets elected, and It Is not always representative of
people who actually do and up gattlng Involved are of
Opinions, but iometlmas of popularity. Because ofthe
similar interests, so things that happen on campus on
nature of the way people are elected, the outcome is
weekends are planned by a group of like-minded
not always the product of a well4hought-out process
folks, and they plan things that, as a whole, they would
of selection.
enjoy, but that might not be enjoyable to the whole
•; Cl. Do y m think that tha Hendrix community lias^ a
Ithink that the way tha Committee Is structured right
"spirit" problem?
now is good because there is representation from all
A* Yes, I do, Butit depends on howyou conceive of a
tha differentlivingunits.Theonly way that Isae thatihe
community spirit I think that there Is not tha "unity" of
structure of tha Committea could be improved would
Ideal on the campus that is perhaps wished for by the
be to h^ve raprasentatlvas from special interest
administration or by tha Student Affairs. I think that the
groups, and I'm not sure how that could happen. That
diversity on campus is obvious---sometimes mora
could happen on a larger campus where special interest
thanothers. Ithinkthatlsgood,butlalsothlnkthatltls
groups are wall defined, but right now the way tha
good for there to be a community typespirit. I think that
Committee is structured is by living unit, and it is again
there is not any one thing that unites students on
by popular vote, and I'm not sure of changing the
campus*^studying doasn't even unite all of the
structure. 1 think the thing to strive for is input Into tha
students on campus. There is no common objective
Committea and have the Social Committea provide
among students on campus. There is no really big
different kinds of activities other than tha traditional
athletic spirit throughout the whole campus.
danca-concart*movie*typa weekand schedule, I'm not
If what you mean by community spirit Is common
sura how wa can change the structure. I'm not sura
concern, I really don't think that there is any. There are
is-.amoflg».MciJii^LmembfiiE- that yy^hat needs to b a changed is tha structure of the
ammittea but the Input Int© the raprasanlillon^ of the^
thimsalves and' among tha administration.
ommittea.
^
•

e

Q. What do you see Is your job as vice president?
A. I'm not sure that there is an Institutional role or
purpose of whatthavice president Is supposed I Q do. r
sea my job as starting a lot of campus thought and
discussion on currant topics that affect students.
Topics such as the draft, registration, the nuclear
issue (both sides), tenant-landlord problems, Hendrix
tuition increases-^things that affect students.
The other thing that I take a personal interest in is
getting people to apply for committees and making
sure that thay are fairly Interviewed so that people
don't elect the people they know just because they
feel thay don't know the others.
Also, part of my job is to counter Don Reed. I think
that ha Is a lot mora program oriented and more
traditional than l ^ m . i thoUght about running for,
president Ohe cf the reasons I didn't Is because I'm
not program oriented, and I would not bo happy in the
role; 1 would have to be somebody else in order to
really get along.
Q. You campaigned on the platform of striving for "an
educated student body." What do y o u see ^ s the
format of the forums and discussion groups you have
recommended?
A. 1 would like to see soma In-tha-dorm forums with
faculty members coming Into the dorms if they would
be willing to and having more Informal discussions with
students and a few faculty members.
Q. Do you think that the Hendrix campus is sometimes too dorm oriented?
A. In soma ways---as far as social activities and
forming cliques, yes, 1 think so. Educationally? No, I
don't think those cliques discuss things that ara of
importanei on a higher level than the Handrix campus.
/
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Q. Why must students be coaxed and encouragt
jed?
Why don't they take the initiative and apply for
for the
agency head positions without these outside proddfngs?

^ ^ ^ .
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0. What Is the most Important problem facing
Hendrix students?
A. Disinterest Disinterest In anything beyond the
present, anything beyond themselves. Whether that is
what they are studying or their Interest in who they are
going out with next Friday night or what BrenskI is
giving us for the next meal
•

0 . There has been some discussion of eliminating J'
the sex qualification from town senator — town female
senator and town malesenator. How doyou feel about
this?
^ "" •
A. I was In favor of it at first But it is possible that that
e qualifioationi is a necessary thing for there to ba
atair numberof women on tha Senate. I think the Idea
tnat women shouldnl be leaders exists on campus. 1
think there are a lot more tradltlonally-minded people
than i \/yould sometimes like t o think.

t think women lust traditionally d o n i think about
running for positions. Iwonder how many men thought
running for president and how many women
ight about I t I imagine there were a whole lot fewer
ien.

> ;^ii.••-•:^.uaKitt^»feiil^

\ m just aren't used to taking those kind of
|ssertlve roles and doing things Ilka t h a t I don't think
„„.^
, lasroHhat^raHHian'^nywhari

\
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What is the most serious
lem facing the
Senate?
A. Agency heads. Getting people In agency head
positidhs and creating an intarast in working with
those agency heads. .Getting people to apply for the
positions and student-faculty committees. It seams to
ba that a lot of students sea what they ara doing as a
necassai^ evil on the way to bacomlng a doctor,
lm^ircF4ndian^hlatThay^©n^ttaketlma^utfe^loi
^of thlngt thit art Importint and oould help the school

if

' 1} ' I

A. It Is a lot of hard work and there isn't a lot of
material reward or academic reward orjustapat on the
back, "you're doing a good job," kind of thing. It is a lot
of crud, and peopia really don't appreciate it. It is the
same way with Senate alections. People have this
Idea, "Well who are we going to Bestow this honor
upon?" What youVe got is four people running for
president willing to-work their butts off, and then we
have this sort of idea, "Isn't It great that we are going to
elect this person" to this office. I think It is the same
way w i t h i n of the agency heads,
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*lfeu have a visual or ph^^^
handicap which does not allow you
to use the phone book.
m.
•The number you are looking
i
is not cuiirently listed in the
"^ > i
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book at the customer's request.
11
•Ybu make a Directory Assis111
wm
tance callfora lAig Distance
!i>w
number and then make a Long
ferS^i^^ r sill Distance call to that nuniber auring
the same billing period.
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The phone company has
m.
'ih
compiled a lot of helpful hints on
how you can break the Directory
habit, along with these
" There are good Study hkbits and Assistance
tips theyll also send you a handy
there are bad study habits. You know booklet
and walletsized card for
what the good ones are: they're
listingfreguently^callednumbers.
the ones you develoiped for the
free. To order the Easy Calling
classes you did well in last year. The Ifs
Packet, just dip md mail the coupon
bad ones, well, theyVe just the bad
below to the address shown. Qr
ones* Tiiere is oneliabit that you
it with your nact phone bill
can chan^ to save money this year: indude
ThelHrectory Assistance habit. and save postage.
"1
Hlis year you will be allowed "
Hease fill out this mtxpon m i mmi it to:
*eefreemils to Directory AssisSouthwesteffiBell
tance during each thirty-day billing
Rooml096
l l l l West Capitol
cycle* Any calls above that number
Littie l o c k , Arkansas 7220S
will result in a ten cent charge on
Please send me a free copy of the
your monthly bill This new plan v "
Jfesy ^ l i n g Packet
probably not afect your phone
dll because most people don^t eall
Directory Assistanceliat often- If
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JSS
Directory Assistance whenever
you needed a number ifs time to
City/State/2ip
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Jay Kutchka - iri search of a birdie

Les Troubadours chansent — en francais

; by Mike Ni99el
Jay Kutchka, a sophomore from Benton, has a
chance to win individual medalist honors in the AIC
golf league this year. The league leader Is determined by dropping the'player's lowest score andtotaling tha other five scores from the conference
meets. Thus far, Jay has recorded a 75 for second
place at Cherokee Village; an 86 for twenty-fourth
place at Maumelle; and a 76 for second place at the
Little Rock Country Club.
Currently, Jay Is In seventh place, six strokes
behind Brent Taylor of Harding, but when all of the
players drop their lowest score In the three tourna^
ments played, Jay moves Into second place.
In the first two non-conference matches, Jay shot
a 77 at Russellville and a.74 at the Conway Country
Club to win rhedalist honors at both tournaments,
Jay attributes his good start this year to Jay Lester
who helped point out several adjustments In
Kutchka's swing and body movement which have
given him added accuracy and confidence.
Last summer Kutchka played the best fifty-four
hole tournament of his life at Benton's Longhills
Country Club In the State Amateur Tournament. He
shot a 69, 74, and 75 to place second and tie with
Louis Lee who recently turned professional. Later in
the summpr, Kutchka lost to Wynn Nonfood, one of

\

i

the state's top amateurs, in the first round of the
State Match Play Tournament by one stroke over
eighteen holes.
. . Kutchkasaysthathebegan playing golf when^he.
was eleven years old and went on to become the
first four year letterman In golf at Benton High
School. As a sophomore In high school. Jay placed
third In the Class AAA tournament. As a junior, he
was thirteenth \n Class AAA, but won the two man
tournament and placed third In the Individual state
tournament. Kutchka finished fifth last year In the
AIC, after leading the tournament the first day. This
won Jay all-conference honors Jn the AIC. Overall,
Hendrix placed third in last year's tournament.
This year Hendrix Is currently tied for fourth place,
but kutchka pould win^^all-conterence and-alldistrict honors by placing in the top five at the NAIA
District 17 Tournament.
It Is possible that Kutchka can catch Brent Taylor
of Harding who placed second In the Conference
last year and made it all the way to the sectional
qualifying round of the United States Open.
Kutchka's chances are especially good because
-the last conference tournament, NAIA District 17,
will be played at Longhills in Benton, a course
where Jay has played many practice rounds.

Hendrix tennis play
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Dennis Schuett df. Gary Webb 6-1, 6-4
Bob Taylor df. David Eddington 6-4, 6-0
Mark Bessette df. Ben Anderson 6-4. 6-3
Jay Anderson df. Rusty Crosby 6-2, 6-3
Bo Hardgraves df. Britt Boswell 6-3, 7-6
Bruce Crabtree df. Cliff McMahan 6-3, 6-4
DOUBLES
Taylor/Hardgraves df. Schuett/Eddington 6-1, 0-6, 6-0
Crosby/Bosweti df. Webb/J. Anderson 7-6, 6-1
Bessette/McMahan df. B. Anderson/Steve Mayo 6-3, 6-4
WOMEN'S TENNIS

1)
2)
^
4)
4

Mary Fall d l Kattiy Kane 6-4, 6-7» 6 ^
Debbie McKlnneydf. Cindy Craig 6-2, 6-0
Kim Brown df. Aiin Stuckey 6-2, 2-6, 6*1
Beth Hatfield df. Terri Harrison 6-4,6-0
Mary Conway d t Kim Wells 6-4. 6-0

IM Update
Boardwalk has jumped out to a three game lead in tha Men's Intramural softball
competition by defeating B. Street, CE, GPA and Mecca, thus claiming a 4-0
racord. T^ Is the only other undafaatad team witha record of 1-ti. CElsastong
contender with a record of 2-1, losing to Boardwalk by a score of 8-6.

in men's badminton, Glen Fanterbaat Jack Bruick to claim the champion's t' S h i r t . •••••'..

Bdwk
T2
CE
Bt St«
GPA
CD
Tl

1

(,

4-0
1-6
2-2
1-1
1-1
11
1-1

East
Mecca

Woman*s

HC golf results
"#

Three tournaments Into tha AIG conference oompetltlon. tha Hendrix Collega golf team Is in fourth place.
Individual and team rasults from the tournaments are
listed below.
*
AIC Toumfemant # 1 - * Charokaa Villaga
April 10,1980
Hendrix aaa—Tlad Srd Plaoe
Jay Lastar--81—eighth plaoa
Urry Killough - 83

Tim Killough«--89
Jay Kutchka — 76 -- second place

AID Tournament #2 *=- Maumelle Golf Club
April 15,1980
Handrix 3 3 4 - - 4 t h Plaoa
Jay Lastar--80--ninth placa
Lany Killough—83

Tim Killough--85

1-2
0-2^
0*3

AA

Choc
Vaasey
Galloway
Raney -

High on the
Buffalo!
Folks intarested in the
best floating and
camping c m find it at
Buffalo River Pishing
& Canoe Resort lo^*
eated at juncture of
liwy. 14andthe Buf»
falo south of Yellville,
Ark. Just to get away
from it all. The first
fl0at is up to y'all; the
sbcond is up to us.
Special group rates
available and cabins
also.

Kant Nunnally—94

Fell/McKinney df. Kane/Craig 6-2, 6-3
Brown/Hatfield df. Stuckey/Wells 6-4, 64
Jonas/Batty Flyntdf. Harrison/Goodloe 6-0, 6-2

Freshmen and Sophomoresl
Your Life After college
Takes More Than Jusf A Wish
And Army ROTC Can Help...
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The group also performs several songs written In
a Breton (Britanny) dialect. The Breton songs, such
as "Al Vist le Lop" and "KImlad," are related to the
Celtic folk tradition.
j n describing the type of music the group
plays,. Dr. Marylou Martin, group coordinator,
stated, "This music is to the French what Ozark
music Is to us. it is traditional music and an integral
. part of the French folk heritage." The group obtains
Its music from original artists who have recorded
the music in France. The French artists got their
music directly from the French peasants or by researching medieval music in libraries and reproducing
the notation. Because of the nature of folk music, the
group is required to improvise.
At the present time the group Is composed of
seven students and Dr. Marylou Martin. Student
group members include Seniors Jennifer Ward and
Richard Wofford; Juniors Amy Doig, Miriam Hlnritphs,
and Alan Winkler; Sophomore Anne Armstrong; and
Freshman Lisa Bateman.

^^^

6) Karen Jonas diRobin Goodloe 6-3,3-6, 6-3

l^-O
1-0
0-1
0-1

Jay Kutchka--86

AlC Tournament #3-*- Little Rook C.c
• April 16,, iiSO ,
.. ' Hendrix 3S2 -- Ninth Plm
, , Jay t.ester -=*.BD *=*• tenth pu
€ddia HaysehoIder'^i4
DavM M'tidford ^ W
Ititehka -^ 7Q -^ mmm

Les Troubadours perform French folk music
drawn from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance!
The lyrics of most of the songs were modernized
around the sixteenth century so that the words are
essentially the same as modern French. The lyrics
of songs such as "Quand je menais," "Rosslgnolet
du Bois," and "Pierre de Grenoble'*- relate folk
stories shich have been handed down through
generations of the French peasantry in the tradition
of oral narration. The stories are simple in plot, often
concerning the Church, War, or love. Many are
humorous because of the exaggerations of plot
effected down through the ages.

MEN'S TENNIS

The men's and women's tennis teams both played matches on Monday, April
21. The women hosted conference-leading UCA at the Mabee Center, only to be
defeated in their matches.
The man traveled to Russellville to challenge Arkansas Tech University. Tech
came out ahead, edging Hendrix 5-4. The team stands 10^6 for tha year.
Today, the men play post to Harding for their last home match of the season.
The women will play In a Flight Tournament Ihis weekend.

Men^s

A groijp which performs,traditional French folk
music might appear to be out of place in Conway,
Arkansas. Yet, the group now known as ' l e s
Troubadours" has met with surprising success. In
the past six months, the group has grown In size,
enlarged Its repertoire, and received encouragement from all of Its audiences.
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In order to reproduce the authentic folk songs, the
group members play Instruments used among the
peasantry and In the courts during the Middle Ages
and the Renaissance, For example, Senior Jonnifer
Ward sings and plays the dulcimer. Her dulcimer,
which was handmada by Lynn McSpadden In Mountain View, Arkansas, is a remote ancestor of the
pianoforte. The dulcimer originated In Persia (now
Iran) and was Introduced Into Europe during the
Crusades. The present Instrument is used chiefly in
gypsy bands In Hungary. Here in Arkansas, the
dulcimer is a popular stringed instrument for Ozark
folk bands.

Juniors Amy Dolg and Alan Winkler play the
soprano, sopranjno, and.alto recorders. The recorder fe a type of flute blown from the end rather
than the side. Originally known simply as a "flute,"
the recorder was given Its name In England toward
the end of the fourteenth century. Along with other
flutes. It was popular throughout Europe from 1500
to 1750. The transverse flute, also played by Amy,
began to displace the recorder in popularity in
1700. With the general revival of old instruments,
recorders have recently become popular once
more.
Sophomore Ann^e Armstrong sings and plays the
mandolin, "a musical instrumehf of the lute farhily.
The mandolin appeared occasionally In the eighteenth century orchestras in sonatas, often in"
combination with the violin or cello. The mandolin
was first used by French composer Andre Ernest'
Gretry in his comic opera "L'Amant Jaloux" in 1778.
Freshman Lisa Bateman sings ahd plays the tinwhistle. The tin-whistle, also known as the pennywhistle, is a relative of the recorder and flute. It is a.
descendent of the end-blown flutes known as
"English flutes" which became popular between
1400 and 1700. A form of the tin-whistle was used
by the earliest orchestras In the latter part of the
sixteenth century.
Dr. Marylou Martin, the group coordinator, sings
and plays the guitar, the recorder, the dulcimer, and
the fiddle. The guitar, known for Its soft tones, was
introduced in the twelth century by the Moors and
became the national instrument In Spain in the
seventeenth century. It gained popularity in the
nineteenth century throughout Europe and is in
considerable use in Europe, the United States, and
Latin America today. Miss Martin also plays the
fiddle, the most popular of the instruments played
with a bow. The history of the fiddle began with the
invention of the bow sometime before the thirteenth
century when the violin of the triDubadours appeared. The fiddle undenA/ent various changes until
the middle ofthe sixteenth century. The art of fiddle
and violin making vvas at Its height in the eighteenth
century with master violinmakars such as Stradivari
of Cremona,

Les Troubadours entertained sun worshippers with
their unique style of French folk music during the Sun
Day Event.
'

the first Monday night of each month at the
Arkansas Arts Center In Little Rock. Each meeting
begins at 7:30 p.m. and the public is invited. The
average attendance is 200. "After our first performance at Rackensack," Dr. Martin noted, "we
were surprised to discover that two French families
were in the audience. The French men work as
engineers for the Falcon Jet Corporation in Little
Rock." Sha went on to say, "At one point, the French
children even joined in on one of the songs."

When asked what attracted herto the group, Amy
Doig repliad, "I liked the variety of instruments, the
different types of songs, and the people." Anne
Les Troubadours is active both on and off of the
Armstrong, another group member, stated, "IVe
really been surprised by the success of the group.
Hendrix Campus. On campus, the group has perI'm pleasantly surprised by the positive campus
formed in the Campus Center, at Galloway's RedLite Revue, and atthe recant Sun-Day Celebration.. reaotion. It is really anGouraging."
In addition to the campus activities, the group
a group Ilka Les Troubadours which perparforms each month at Rackensadk, an organization of Arkansas musicians dedicated to tha forms traditional French.folk rhuslc is still a novelty,
preservation of folk music. Rackensack, led by It has proven to Itself and to tha community that it
Arkansas Gazette Cartoonist George Fisher, meets does have a place In Conway, Arkansas.

Mrs. Maybeth Johnston to be new bookstore manager
what merchandise Is avallabia to ba stocked in the •
"The Hendrix Bookstore will soon be undergoing
bookstore.
several physioal ohanQes," announced Mrs.
In an effort to Improve tha bookstore as much as
Maybeth Johnston, bookstore managarial replaca«*
possible, Mrs. Johnston Is daveioping a survey
ment for Mr. Q.L Stephens.
which all students, staff, and faculty mambers will
While there are no plans at the present to enlarge
be asked to complete. She stated that the survey
the bookstore, Mrs. Johnston said that there would
will bB distfIbuted sometime in May and will be used
be many improvaments made in the existing facility.
to determlna where student interests lay and what
She plans to begin working on a redasigned floor
they v\^ant to sea In the bookstore in the future.
plan for the bookstore around the first part of May.
Included in the survey will be questions regarding
Atthe present time, ranovation plans include carwhat magatlnas the students read, what books
peting the store, removing the office space from the
they would Ilka to saa added to tha currant stock,
flooraraa, and adding graphics to the walls In order
and other specific merchandise thay feel would ba
to Hvan up the store's appearance.
useful. Head'Residants will disthbuta the forms to
Mrs. Johnston said she plans to order some new
on-campus students. The surveys will be mailed to
clothing to replace the existing stock. "Ifi the
the on*oarnpus boxes of the staff, faculty, and bfffuture," she stated, "the Warrior head and the
oampus residents. Mrs. Johnston anoouragas all
sohool logo will replace tha legal, corporate seal
students to tafta the time to respond.
currently used on imprinted Items." This past week
Mrs. Johnston will also assume the rasponsibiHty
Mrs. Johnston attended the National Association of
of th© campus mall san/ica. She stated that there
College Stores Convention In Kansas City In order
will be no Initial ohangas made In tha postal sarvlaa
to establish supply sources and to axamlna merIn the coming year because she will be conoanchandisa generally stocked in collega stores. She
-»4Ming^haraner^n4hateookstora.^hadldmantlon™"
^taterthar^>v©r400"^ndws-hava-a)diibita*^
that I h i transition .should b© smooth for the post*
oonvantio'n, and It Is tha .perfect opporlunjty to m e
offioi alnci all of tha oampua p'ostal w©rkari\wjll bB
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returning to Hendrix In the Fall.
Addressing the issue of the book axahanga, Mrs.
Johnston said that nothing daflnita has been decided. Sha plans to meat with Don Raed, Student
Senate Preslden^Elect, and with tha Senate In
order to determlna what should ba done with th©
axGhanga in tha futufi.. She did stat© that sha Is
willing to assume the rasponsibilitles ofthe used
book operation.
Mrs. Johnston, who will vi^ork alongside Mr.
Stephens until the close of the current academic
year, assumed her duties Wednesday, April 18.
She axprassad her excltament about coming to
Hendrix and especially about the bookstore. When
asked why sha had applied for the position, Mrs.
Johnston replied, "1 like the atmosphere of the
small, private liberal arts collage," Mrs. Johnston,
who served as a bookstore manager for the University of Arkansas at Littia Rook for tha past twenty
years said, "I had reached the point where 1 wasn't
having any contact with tha students. I spent all my
time doing paperwork."

Mts*^ohnstoti4«mlcomaa^ug0astiansj&3&m^sti
dents ragardlng tha bookstore and is anxious to
meet avaryona.,
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by Joe College

Most bf the prophets of today harp about the
advent bf conservatism. I never believed'that this
Seventy-eight per cent of anything is a good rhajorlty, but a seventy-eight per cent majority
nao-conservatism wbuld affect me, but it seems
vote during a major election of any voting bbdy is a landslide. By all rights, the Hendrix soccer
that i have been affected by It all the same. The
club should now be effortlessly sliding into "a strong institutional commitment including
outward and visible signs could be an indication of
SLJbstantial monetary support.". Instead, the frustrated membbrs of the club spend their days
an inward ahd sfbiritual nature. For my sake, let us
preparing a proposal outlining their desires and plans for the team. The 'members are
hope not.
submitting the proposal to faculty and administrative officials in tha hope that the team will
One of the more scholarly jounals which I read
soon have a coach and the financial assistance needed to play the sport.
(Esquire, Harper's, Arkansas Times, I can't reOptimism, however, is not an attribute that comes easily to those who have shown an
member) reports that the men's hairstyles are
abiding interest in the fortunes of the Hendrix soccer club. Teanrr members have been
shortenirig. The trend, is to shorter, well-groomed
informed that the athletic budget for the next school year has already been drawn up, and no
hair. The other day, I got a haircut. My ears
money lias been, allocated to the club; in a year that has been described as "very tight" it will
peeked forth for the first time since I started to pay
be difficult to find money for a previously, uribudgeted sport.
However, those in charge of the Athletic Department budget are urged to give strong - for my own haircut (so that my father did not have
the last say on the length). This was not capricious,
consideration to the funding of the soccer team. Hendrix students;are in fa\/or of a schoolbecause I t o l d t h e "hairstylist" how much to cut.
sponsored soccer team, and, with some' fInanOial backing ahd a coach, the thirty-two
Let's jQst say that I. want on intuition; ^ .
prospective taanf)'members who ^ o w e d up in the Tall might possibly returnTo the still-active
But enought of my grooming habits, on to my
club.and become permanent members of the team.
wardrobe. Since coming to school, my mother has
Soccer, one of the fastest growing field sports in the nation, is a universal sport. If Hendrix
been after me to switch to creased slacks and
is truly commited to the ideal of a diversified student body and attracting foreign students,
button-down-collar shirts. I detest creased slacks,
soccer should definitely be a part of the Community. Not only will soccer attract foreign
mainly because I am a failure at ironing. Nor do I
students who have much more contact with the sport than football-oriented Americans, but
own an iron or a girlfriend. However, for the last few
their participation on the team will help assimilate them.
weeks, I have contemplated irivesting money in a
A strongly-supported soccer team can be a positive influence on campus in other ways.
pair of nice pants.
The Community unity that generally comes only during winter basketball games could
I also have some nice ties, but it seems that they
become a year-round spirit as Community members gather around the soccer field during fall
have swollen. Or rather, everbody else's have
and spring games.
shrunk. This leaves me in a quandary. If I buy a new
Finally, if the Hendrix admissions office Is going to advertise the notion that Hendrix has a
pair of pants, I have to buy a new shirt. And if I buy a
soccer team that is "active in intercollegiate sports competition," as they do in one
new shirt, none of my ties will do. (These things are
Introductory pamphlet, the College should attempt to factualize the claim.
wide, w-i-d-e.) These kind of things make me mad.
Just five or so years ago I threw out my skinny ties in
favor of the fat ones. Maybe I can convince my
father to.lend me a few of his, he is smarter and
doesn't listen. to fashion. My solution for now —
forget the pants, that way I don't need the shirt and
the tie becomes superfluous.
To the Hendrix Community,
Well, 1 have made orie purchase which alarms me
To the Editor:
Being RA's, we have hecortie aware of problems
to niy conservative changa In habits. 1 want out te^^^
Those who oppose the trimester system generally
faced by a number of Hendrix students, pespite the
do
so
on
the
grounds
of
insufficient
oMt*of-cla$s
study
week and bought three pairs of white underwear,
very real benefits of parties, blow-offs, etc., on and off%
time.
But
there
Is
another
way
In
which
the
plan
is
campus, it seems that a, problem with social Inheaven forbldll! You know, the kind that fathers and
detrimental to the quality of scholarship. The threetercourse still exists. At most social functions spongrandfathers wear, white boxer shorts and rnatch*
sored by either school or students, girls andfluysare three-three plan also subtly alters course content. The
Ing cotton V'^shlHs; t h e kind James Caan wears in
maxim "A cour$e Is a course," which originally acbrought together as just that, girls and guys — not as
companied the adoption of the new calendar, was
The Godfather (hey, maybe that's why I bought
people relating as people to one another. Students
solemnly quoted by faculty members anxious to reasthern; he looks so tough in them). Anyone that
s©e each other first as male or female, and then,
sure
themselves
that
a
calendar
change
would
not
secondarily as human beings with personalities.
knows me knows that is quite ashiftfrom my regular
dilute course content The maxim, however, has
" After talking to many students about this problem,
blues; reds, blacks, light browns, and greens)
proven false. The English professorwho once routinely
we Would like to offer what we consider to be a
color for every mood).
assigned long and difficult novels such as Moby-Dick,
possible solution.
Absalom, Absalom, Vanity Fair, Bleak House—-or
1 guess that I should have recognized this trend
This segregation of the sexes should be solved by
any of the great,^ and greatly neglected, Russian
during fall term when I went out andbought my first
integration. Busing would not be necessary. Wh'at,we
novels
*must
under
the
trimester
system
substitute
propose Is using Raney Hall as a oo-ed facility. We
white handkerchief. That makes ma wonder why white
shorter works that hla students will have time to read.*
would like to see this accomplished on a room to room
Is the "consan/ative" color in drasswaar. The good
Such a teacher may persuade himself that no sacrifice
basis.TOswould afford the students maximum opporguy always wears a white hat. In movies, the sheets
of content has been made. Perhaps he consoles
tunity to Interact without stmctured formalities. By
himself with other maxlmst "Less Is more," or "Bigger Is
are always white. The walls of my room are white.
living In a more "reahworld" atmosphere, the stereonot
necessarily
better."
But
he
has
In
fact
been
forced
The men at sanatoriums wear white- coats. The
types ofmales and females would not hinder social
to
sacrifice
an
Important
academic
prerogative,
choice
InteraGtion as they do now.
sanatdriums ara white . . .
of text, to expedience. The historian Is forced to lop off
Several qyestions need to be answered before this
I can only hope that realizing the trend at this
the extremities of his historical survey In a mad rush
could be established. What would happen to vlsltatfon*?
against the clock. The composition teacher who once
point will help me fight the shift in personal habits.
With guys and girls living next door to each other,
included
In
his
course
the
rudiments
of
logic,
rhetoric,
Besides, who ever attempted to prove that the color
visitation would necessanly be abolished. With no
and
research
methods
must
now
abandon
these
Im*
.restrlctionson visitation, what would stop visitors from
of a man's undem^ear indicated his political viewr
concerns and confIne himself to the most basic
staying tilt aHhours of the nlghtt This Is a problem, to be portant
point. I would bet that Teddy Kennedy wears white
expository skills. How many times has a Hendrix
worked out between^ roommates. To help insure that
heard a teacher announoe, with a barely*
underwear. On second thought, mayba ha wears
roommates couldoommunlcate on Issues such as this; student
concealed sigh of relief, that such-and-such a text did
re
wa suggest an aptlonal limitation to juniors and

Letters to the Editor

'

not arrive In the bookstore and so would be dropped
from the course? No matter. The odds were against
their getting to It anyway, indeed, a teacher's three^day
absence from olass can cost the students a novel ^ or
a century. In short, under the trimtster scheme, all
courses that stress reading and reflection and writ*
Ing *=* that triumvirate ofthe literate "=-ar© faring less
well than they might under a return to the semester
system, or- under the adoption of a four-one-four
syitem.-

seniors. What about bathroornst Sy having one bath*
room at each end ofthe hall, we foresee no problems
regarding this matter. What will happen to the noise
level? Quiet hours will be enforced, compromises will
ba made, and an ecjuilibrlum obtained. Why Raney
Hall? Thi' i l z t arid struetyre of this dorm offers more
advantages for thif program than any other existing

;,
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As Hendrix has prided Itself onIts'leadership, we feel
It Is only natural that Hendrix take a lead In this area.
Since college la aplace for students to prepare for "the,
real world," this plan would be a step towards achieving "the.oohcept.of the wh'Ol© person," ^
Jane Spradley

From one who Is concerned
about the Quality of iducation
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Dear Sditor,
The Interest in tli© raeent run^off ilectlon for Senale
president.was eneouragingi. What was .'really dls^*
•couraging was the negative Impetus that caused some
people to vote. Many sfydents that voted: for Oon Reed
In thi' election did not vote for Don', but against Fin!^'
iiOTrtli©^critiififi0^!ec!l6fr
"©w. f am©roii'

..was WOW' by a margin of ten votes and 'the fact that It
was won,, not because of faith In !!i© abllitiis of Don.
•Seed, but because of tha f©ar that PWky F©wsha'ke up the system and stir the Hei
ts comfortable rui
- • "•
lafifiejg^thheld4ipoii-^i|uest™-
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from the upper room^ , ^ „

^The time is nigh for soccer
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mmt b© signed, though names will be withh-eid u^ori

shay W m% m m ^ five fiundriti 'wordi.

"I found that I had difficulty in completing sentences," commented Dr. A. Bland Crowder, Associate
Professor of£ng|lsh,.whlladiscusslr1g his experiences In teaching a 7:40 a.m., first period class, He
continued, "I also found that If I completed the sentence the students' attention did not last through
the completion of the sentence."
*u *7'^®''^Vv©''^ students who never made It to class and students who fell asleep In class. Everything
that we did was such a labor: That first period class was the worst course I ever had In my life."
Crowder's remembrance of the dissatisfaction he felt with his first period class has led him to
submit to the faculty a proposal to change the time of first period from 7:40 a.m. to 8:00 ajn.
"After I taught that class," Crowder stated, "I went to Dr. Moffatt [then Department Chairman] and
asked if I could be relieved of the responsibility of teaching a first period class; I haven't had to teach
one since." .
/
Crowder explained that he made the proposal.for two reasons. The first is that "there are people
who are required to teach first period classes and do not want to."
. ""
The second of Crowder's reasons Is that "there are students who don't want to but have to take first
period classes."
.
.
In supporting his first reason, Crowder cited the results of a,faculty sun/ey he conducted. The
sun/ey states that of twenty-six faculty members questioned, eight like the 7:40 class time, and
eighteen dislike the time.
A sub-committee to study the effects of changing the time has been formed. Crowder chairs the
three-member group; committee members are Dean Albert Raymond and Jim Gray.
A student sun/ey reviewing the pros and cons ofthe proposed change revealed that studehts are
concerned that cafeteria traffic might be affected and that labs would Jast too long for students to eat
supper and participate in athletics, choir, and other organizations. Many students said that they do
not feel a change is necessary because few people are affected by the early starting time, everyone
is accustomed to the time, and twenty minutes would not make a significant difference for those who
are affected.
In light of these considerations, the Committee has proposed a plan whereby first period will begin
at 8:00 a.in., with tha one-hour class, ten-minute break schedule being maintained. However, fourth
period would end at 12:30, and fifth period would begin at 1:00. The Committee asserts, that with this
plan, labs may begin at 1:00 p.m., allowing students to finish earlier than they do how. Cafeteria traffic
problems would also be avoided.
Dr. Crowder summed up this feeling by saying, **A course that has any intelligence requirements
and requires any hard thinking is really difficult to handle in the morning."
The Committee will present its final proposal to the Academic Policy Committee today.

Hendrix graduate held in Iran
Mrs. Ellen Cynthia Brown Dwyer, a free-lance writer and f 961 graduate Of HendriK College, was
arrested recently in Iran by thelslamic revolutionary government asa
Brown* a native of Little Rock, lives in Amherst, Naw York with her husband, Or. John Dwyer, an
English professor at New York State University at Buffalo.
Mrs. Dwyer traveled to Iran as a free-lance travel writer in an attempt to cover tne present^nsis in
Iran. She arrived in Tehran on April 15, only.two days before President Carter imposed a ban oh
Americans traveling to Iran.
While at Handrix, Mrs. Dwyer (Cynthia Brown than) was very active In student activities. During
1950, she was the News Editor for tha Collega Profile. Mrs. Dwyer also had the privilege of being coeditor ot the annual Co-ed edition of the hewspaper. The Co-ed edition was written, edited, and
published by an all-femala staff.
After reeeiving a National Methodist Seholarship to attend Hendrix, Mrs. Dwyer was a student
senator, sen/ed on the Campus Activities Committee, worked as a public relations assistant and was
listed in "Who*s Who in American Collages and Universities."
A feature article on Mrs. Dwyer in a 1950 edition of the Profile reports that she "was destined to
come to Hendrix the minute she was born, since both her mother and father are Hendrix graduates."
Dr. and Mrs. Dv^er have three ohlldren, who, along with Dr. Dwyer;are waiting for more Information
concerning Mrs. Dwyar*s condition and the exact charges lodged against her by the Revolutionary
Council.
^
'
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The large structure is the site of Saturday's accident, at
Nuclear One near Russellville. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission described the situation as an "alert."

Nuclear One "alert"
Employees of Arkansas Nuclear One began draining
radioactive water Monday and radioactive gas Tuesday from
the flooded Unit 1 containment building near Russellville.
The water and gas were part of an "alert" situation which
developed after a seal on the reactor coolant system broke
Saturday morning, and 46,000 gallons of "radioactive water
leaked onto the floor. Approximately 1.6 million cubic feet of
"low-level" radioactive gases accumulated in the building.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's description of an
"alert" situation is "Events are jn process or have occurred
which involve an actual or potential substantial degradation
of the level of safety of the plant."
Under the current emergency plan for Nuclear One, A P
and L officials were not taGhnically required to Inform state
officials of the situation. The state Office of Emergency
Services was not notified by A P and L until six hours after
the leak devaloped.
Governor Clinton and A P and L President Jerry Mauldan
announced Monday thatan agreement would be draftedthis
week to assure that tha state Office of Emergency Sen/ices
is notified promptly if another accident oodurs at the plant.
Governor Clinton Indicated In a press conferenOa Tuesday the he wanted A P and L to delay the release of the
radioactive gas until further testing could balnade. However,
A P and L began releasing the gas Tuesday afternoon
claiming that the radioactive level of the gas was within the
acceptable level designated by thaf^RC. Governor Clinton
was expressing concern raised by Dr. Bob Young and the
state Health Department over the relaasa of the water and
gas. If A P and L*s draina'ge schedule remains unchanged,
the drainage should be completed by tomorrow.
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Media heads announced
ourn
for

Fejj Nelewell does a sleeping nematode imitation during his famous version of
"The Nematode Blues^^ whi«a^ he performed atthe annual Goal Roast One slightly
inebrlitii'limltiiilivliTOT^
^^SH^SSimSSaS
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Schedule change proposed by Crowder

Volume DCVli, l^o. 14 mabiish^d iS0O
"Publish and conceal not; publish and set forth a standard."
^uiior-in cmeT...-..•***»'•*»*.»*..**».**»%r^nyiiis.r\« uunn
/\oQ>od0iie c>Qiior« •««'•««.»««».•«..>... %. f<. *«1. • .(joe L^ooKe
Business Manager ,..,.*.*...,..........Chuck Harder
Mesign KMHOI. *«»«,»*.....*#.«*»•*« i*«»••..»*•«•.• • wonn iniei@'
opoiTo Guixor. »»«..»»•.»<(»,»•«»•.•.« t «».•«»».>.».»•iVii\e,„piiyQei
rnoxograpnera..*...*.*•.«.««.«.«««««««iom noneycuTi
Token Radical Emeritus . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Neil Decker
Historian ...,,*.....,.,..........,... Robert Meriwether
Staff....;.,.,.....,., Jeanne. Hensley, Miriam Hinrichs,
Valerie Lamb, Jeff Lewellen, John W.. MerrjII, Marlafi'
•Owens, Alan WWkler. •
• '• ,
Advisors,........................Steven Kerr,. .Carol West
Letters to the editor muit riot.be Hbefout and should
.pertain to.ma!ter0of generarinterest. All letters submitted
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After interviawing prospective candidates for the KHDX and Potpourri
pdsitione for next year, the Media Sub-committaa chosa the following: KHDX
Manager, Sarah Hiebert; KHDX Assistant Manager, B^ddy Boyd; KHDX Program
Director, Darrell Flowers; Potpourri Editqr, filfeabeth Walker.
Sarah Hiebert, next year's KHDX manager, is a philosophy/psychology major
from Portland, Maine. Sarah believes KHDX should be a "dynamic tradition" at
Hendrix. Sarah believes In tha alternative tradition of the station, but she hopes
to ' m p m d tha divarslty of, th© programming .and'fostar-mora commynlty
Involvement in the station.
^
Buddy Boyd, the new assistant manager, Is a junior art major from Warren. In
an interview, Buddy axprassad his m n m r n over the lack of respect for station
property. He wants to work on terminating station vandalism, curbing the present
bad taste In graffiti, and keeping the albums In the station. According to Buddy,
"Being a DJ also means being responsible for the albums and the equipment."
Darrell Flowars, next year's program diraotor, Is a junior psychology major.
Darrell hopes to upgrade tha quality of the education programs. He, along with
Sarah and Buddy, expressed Interest in having an aduoatlon diractor next year.
Darrell also wants to promote special programs so that the Community can
baeoma awara of tha programs offered next year. Ha expressed the possibility
of tha station's offering a campus news and events propram.
Next 'year's-Potpourri will b© under.tha editorship of Elizabeth Walker."
ilteabeth Is a junior English major from Somervllla, Tennessaa who has astrong
Interest In tha arts. '
The-, -Media Sub^-commltlea is expect^d.to nnnmrntM its -eholo^.^ far the Profile
and Troubadour -©dllor and- assoelata editor positions na
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Profile staff members
attend conference
\ j

The Arkansas College Publications Association (ACPA)
held its annual conference and awards ceremony.at UALR
on April 25. The Profile-^ delegation was one of the many
schoolj)ubllcatijbns' staffs In attendance.
The UCA Echo won first place in the General Excellence
category, with the OBU Signal and the. Harding Bison
placing segond and third, respective|ly. The Arlkansas
Gazette presented an award to the school that amaSsed the
most points in the individual contests. The award was split
between the UCA Echo and the UALR Forum,
The judges of the overall contest rated the Profile
"average^- to good-" in mews and feature coverage,
headlines, and make-up. The paper also rated "average-f" In
news and feature writing, photography, and advertising. The
editorials and opinion pieces rated, a "good-". The last
comment by.the judge stated that"a method of staff training
and development appears to be a major need. This paper
can become a very good one if the staff works at It."
Hendrix students won awards In several categories, Nell
Decker, Token Radical Emeritus of the Profile staff, won
Mark Noble, Jill Jacob, Ellen Alston, and Jeff second place in the Interpretive news story category and
Jackson, members of the Madrigals
perform third place in the editorial category. John Thiele, Design
during Monday night's concert,. The Choir and Editor, received an honorable mention In general column
Chamber Orchestra also performed. The choral competition. Tom Honeycutt, Profile staff photographer,
groups are under the direction of Dr. Merlin Lehman. received an honorable mention In the photography contest.
Mr. Eric Fried conducts the Chamber Orchestra.
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-Students recommended for——
Academic Policy Committee

—

On May 9 the College Committee on Committees voted to recommend to the faculty that the
membership of the Committee on Academic Policy be expanded to add two students. The
Committee on Committees recommended that the President and Vice-President of fhe Student
Senate should be voting.members, except on professional concerns, such as promotion, tenure and
retention.
Dean John Merrill indicated that the motion in the Committee on Committees "was not unanihious,
but \t was substantial." The motion goes to the Committee on Academic Policy today, where a vote
will decide whether or not to recommend the motion to the faculty for discussion in the last faculty
meeting next week. Dean Merrill, who chairs both the Committee on Committees and the Committee
on Academic Policy, stated, "I expect that it will be recommended for discussion, but I can't be sure."
However, the faculty will probably not vote on the motion because of a faculty policy that
substantial policy changes should not be voted on In the first meeting. Discussion usually occurs
during the first meeting anda vote occurs during the second meeting. However, the faculty meets
only one more time this year.
The proposal was formally initiated by the 1979-80 Student Senate in a recommendation which
reflected the high priority of the Issue to the Student Senate. The Senate recommendation listed two
values to be accrued from student participation in Academic Policy discussions.
"First, in a community of learners such as Hendrix, those charged primarily wl^^^
. responsibilityoflnstruction,hopefully,arelnterestedintheperspectjveoftheirstudents.
Secondly, there is an educational value implicit insuch an experience. Students serving
on the Academic Policy Committee would be concerned with substanitive Issues."
Because student presence at meetings dealing with "professional concerns** might inhibit faculty
from a freaaxamlnatlon of the personalities Involved, the recommendation proposed that tha student
mambers be suspended from tha p&rt of the meetings when "profasslonal concerns" are discussed.
The Senate recommendation listed discussions on calendar reform and after-hours study space
as two examples this year that "would have benefited from student participation." According to the
recommendation, "The Student Senate has initiatad dialogue on these topics, but there Is no
mechanism for Including the student perspective In the Committee's deliberatibns.*'

^

Henenberg and McDaniel
receive grants
Two Hendrix professors, Dr. Jay McDaniel and
Dr, .Rosemary Henenberg, have.received grants
.to participate In a two.-morith p-rogram of summer
seminars sponsored by the National Endowment
for-the Humanities. '. • • ,, '. '
Dr. Henenberg will ba study^ing with Paul
Hernadl at the University of Iowa in Iowa City. The
topic of the. seminar is a study of historical tragicomedy.,-Participants will- look-at-fourteen his*.
'torical plays.that Hernadl considers tragl*come.*
•dies andwill also-undertake individual projects
related to tha seminar topic.
Dr, McDaniel will ba going to the University of
Maryland at Collage Port to study with Stephen
G. irush:Ha will be participating In a seminar on
. theories in contemporary .physics... and • feels
that people In tha humanitias area should know
what is going on In the natural' .sdianoe area. Hewants to 'participate In this particular s^mlnarbacausa ot this Inta'rest and also, beoause.he
feels that,"rellglQri. cannot proceed without raImmoB tQ'BSmmf^

\
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Super-learning for
yonr summer
"People were able to learn better with a lot leas
work,"'commented Dr. Hal Allen, Profe$sor of German,'
while discussing this year's experiment with the
holistic learning method,
• -'Of. AUm fea'fs thai the.:H'olfslio,'OF super-learning,
process has been quite successful and cifes statiatics
-from thfs. year's -classes showing ..that''76% of the
students snade "A.'s" . as. opposed to 80% of the
students making this grade over the last four or five
years,
. Indeed, the success of the proi'tam: has been so
encouraging that a special five'-waek summer course
usinQ the hollstid learning method ig being offered by
the German Department.
The course will begin June 9 and continue through
July 11. Students will attend sessions from 9:00 a.m.
until 12:00 noon; no outgide work will be assigned.
. The class will oover the entire baslo ^equenoe of
German.during the five weeks. Students -will mcBlm.
three'course-credits; for $710..,.
Dr. Allen, stated that the summer course will be th&'
".most.ooncentrated holistic [earning -experlenoe" yet
-an4-w}ll^.r©¥id^™^^^™ehane0"'
process Is tlii most applioabit for i M oiassroom."

— Campus Happenings-

Dorms close on 27th,
residents
must go

The Pi Mu EpSilon honorary math fraternity, Arkansas Beta Chapter, of Hendrix
College held Its annual Initiation of hew members and election of officers for the
1980-81 school year on May 7, 1980. Sixteen members were initiated: Craig
Arnold, Ricky Bailey, Bill Bullard, Jerry Coker, Cindy Craig, Ernesto Faillace,
Nguyet Le Hoang, Doug Hopper, Lewis King, Wade Nixon, Ken Oliphant, Ben
Schumacher, Jackie Sheppard, Carol Smith, Professor Laymont Woodruff, and
Dr. John Merrill. The fourteen student initiiates were all currently sophomores at
Hendrix College; Mr. Woodruff and Dr. Merrill are member^ of the Hendrix
Physics Department.
,
Followlpg the Initiation ceremonies, new officers were elected: President,
Jackie Sheppard; Vice President, Jerry Coker; and, Secretary-Treasurer, Carol
Smith. The May 7 meeting also'featured,a half-hour presentation by Dr. David
Larson of the Hendrix History and Political Science Departinent. The title pf Dr,
Larson's presentation was "Correspondence of a German Peasant In .the
1870's".
Requirements for membership Into Pi Mu Epsilon Include maith courses
through the sophomore level and a 3.0 grade point average; membership is not
restricted to.math majors. Dr. Robert Eslinger serves as faculty representative
for the Hendrix Chapter.

Housing Director Louie Mann recently released
this information regarding the end of the school
-^year and the closing of the dorms.
— The dorms will be closed Tuesday, May 27 at
6:00 p.m* Seniors, members of the choir, and those
people serving as marshals in graduation will be the
only students allowed to stay In the dorms until
graduation.
— The phone'company will be on campus Friday,
May 23 in the lobby of Grove Gym to pick up
phones. After Friday they will be taking phones at
the Southwestern Bell office,
— Students are asked to take down and take
home racks and other pieces of personal property.
~ Head Residents will personally check out each
resident in his/her hall. If there Is damage In a room
the student will be billed. This fee could run
anywhere from $20.00 to $50.00. If racks are left
standing inaintenance will remove them, and the
student will be charged a labor fee of up to $25.00
an hour.
. .
In talking with the Profile, Mann stated, "Several
people have asked why the racks must go down. I
wish that we could allow them to be left up during
the summer months, but they are really a problem
for the maintenance crew cleaning tha dorms.
We've also had people decide in the middle of
summer not to return to Hendrix and been stuck
with a set of unowned racks. I know it is a hassle tp
take them down,, but j hope students will be
understanding of the people who clean the dorms."
Mann concluded, "Last year a couple of the
dorms were left in very poor condition. We are
optimistic that they will be in better shape this
spring. If they are not we may be forced to begin
charging a damage deposit on rooms. I'm hopeful
that we won't have to take such measures. As head
resident in Galloway I have found students more
than willing to repair any damages. The women
usually leave the room in better condition than they
found i t I,think this kind of cooperation exists
across the board."
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Student teachers

return to campus

Five Hendrix seniors who have been student teaching onihe secondary level
since March have returned to campus for their three-week course In measurement and evaluation. The seniors and their student teaching assignments are as
follows: Jo Ann Biggs, Conway Senior High (English and French); Randy Deaton
and Rick Ellison, North Little Rock Lakewood Junior High (physical education
and health); Bonnie Brown, Cloverdale Junior High (vocal music); and Julia
Goodwin, Mabelvale Junior High (vocal music)..

Kutchka triumphs in District 17 Tourney
Jay Kutchka, a sophomore, came back from a three stroke deficit to win the
'• Distnct 17 Golf Tournament at Longhills Country Club in Benton.
•u u^Sl" JSf'® ^'^^* '•^^"^ ^^^ ^^?®" completed on Fnday, Kutchka found himself
behind Brent Taylor Of Harding 74-7T. But kutchka,'a hafiVe of Benton, shot a
good round of 71 to beat Taylor, who shot 76, by two strokes.
Kutchka and Taylor both made the all-AIC team, but Harding won the overall
tournament. Hendrix placed fourth in the tournament.

A farewell
Bigler to travel and lecture
Dr. Gene Bigler, assistant professor of political science, will spend two months of this summer
traveling in Europe. Bigler will be combining the academic with the pleasurable, attending a
conference and appearing as a guest lecturer while visiting his wife's homeland and other areas of Europe,
The first stop on the tour will be Christian Albrechts in Kieo, Germany where he will attend the
Conference on Political Control ofthe Economy in Western Democratic Countries. Co-sponsored by
the lESA and Pennsylvania State University, the Conference will host delegates from Germany, the
United States, and Venezuela. During the five-day conference, Bigler will present a paper entitled,
"Public Enterprise and Political Control of Economic Development." Travel expenses to the
conference are being paid for by a grant.
After the conference, Bigler and his wife will spend about two and a half weeks touring Spain, a
country he has always wanted to see. Combining work with sight-seeing again, Bigler will spend
some time making final arrangements to publish a book he has written. The book will be published by
Editorial Tecnos, an academic press that publishes in Spanish and distributes in every Spanish
speaking country, including Cuba. The book is a slightly revised version of Bigler's thesis."
Entitled Decentralizacion y Desarroilo Politico Economico en Venezuela, the book deals with
Venzuelan political economy. It is being translated by Dr. Jose Antonio Gil, a PhD from Northwester,
who resides In Venezuela and is a friend of Bigler's. Gil's work is being paid for by the Vollmer
Foundation, benefited by a wealthy industrialist family In Venezuela that provides money for
academic endeavors that deal with Venezuela and c'ountrias that have dealings with it.
Dr; Bigler will also travel to Holland where he has been Invited to be a guest lecturer at the Center
for Research and Documentation on Latin America (CEDLA), a research Institute sponsored by ten
European universities.
;
'
While It serves as a center of studies for Holland and Belgium. It cooperates with England,
Germany, and Luxembourg and sponsors seminars and lectures quite often.
Bigler has received tha distinction of being awarded an honorarium to lecture on public enterprise
policy in Latin America and the political aconomio situation In Venezuela. Ha will give several public
lectures and hold seminars for the Center staff during the early part of July.
Intietwaen their various journeys, Bigler and his wife, Karollne; hope to spend some time with her
family in Burgsteinfurt, Westphalia, Germany—the site of the signing of the peace treaty that ended
the Thirty Years War. They will stay with Karolina's mother and plan to visit har brother In the Ruhr
and her sister in Munich.

survey
election services
Secretary of State Paul ^avlera visited the Hendrix campus last Week to meet with the Survey
Research and Voting Behavior class taught by Drs.
Gene Bigler and Ferris Baker. The purpose of the
visit was to establish a good working relationship
between the Office of tha Secretary of State and
the students of Hendrix who may need to utilize
some of tha Information and facilities offered by this
governmental department
Mr. Revlera discussed the fotirmajor divisions of
the office of the Secretary of State and the
functions of each.
Hendrix graduate Bill Bethea Is In charge of tha
Eleetion Sarvicas Division which handles tha business aspects of aleotions, Including requlremants
for filing, campaign axpendlturas, oodaof ethics for,
elected officials, and general Information on the
legal famlflaatlons of aiactlon pr^ctlcas.
The Business Services Division handles registration of all 55,000 corpdratlons andantrapraneurs
In Arkansas. Notary publics must also register with
this departmant. -.' . •
• The' other two departments were disoussed b)f
Lois Wygant, an appointed assistant of Mr.
Reviere's who Is In charge of Information Services
and tha Capitol Building. One of the main objectives
of the Secretary of State has been to Increase
public attandanca.at the CapltoL M^^Mpant has
scheduled many new events ontha CaplSfgrounds,
Including a film series, high school muslelans
, playing at lunch,, and -many group tours of tha newlyredecorated-Cap.ltol:,
. ;Mr. Revlera, an unopposed candidate for-tha
office of Secretary of State this year, -eenoiudad hfs,.
" a 'iqiiastlon and answar period.
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by Jeff Lewellen

(Editor's note: Jeff Lewellen, Jhe Profile's newest
member was deeply moved by the prospect of publishing
the last Gonzo Profile. The following is an expression of
the grief he feels.)
Good'bye to the 1980 Profile from your newest offspring..
The year as it was (or wasn't, who cares?). We all learned
where Iran and Afghanistan are. Hopefully we won't get any
closer.
John Thiele finally got a part in a real live play! (He looked
like an Oriental Greta Garbo.)
The Profile won Its mini-awards and shook up the world of
journalism by making the Arkansas Gazette twice!
What the hell ever did happen to that portfolio? Hello, Ad
Building? Are you still there?
The whole wortd's got them nematode blues. Pass the
TEMAC please.
EST struck campus in a whirlwind of awareness. I had "it"
for awhile, but 1 traded "if'.for a six-pack of beer.
Speaking of beer.Coors hit Arkansas. "It's no city bear!
It's no downstream beer! It's Coors!" Yeah right, 'bear whiz
beer. It's In the water; that's why it's yellow!"
Our editor was oblivious and paranoid. (Ed's ndte: I am
not! You all are rmfly out to get me!) Our staff got blitzed,
Nuclear One leaked and Governor Clinton got p.o.'d.
(Solution: Make the Board of Directors of Arkla Gas live next
door to Nuclear One, Then see how eager thay are to burp
their gas in the air!)
But for now, I guess the memories swirl around In a
demented haze of bull
,^
and horsefeathers and All
That Jazz. (Bye Bye Life. I think I'm gonna yawn.)
Frankly, It just hasn't been weird enough for me yet. Home
on the range, Indeed. Pass tha Wild Turkey. I got a deadline
in five minutes.
Farewell, Rag. Tableau. Paper. Home* Farewell, and
welcome.
"It's a world ful! of losers and I'm pulling out of here to win*"
Remember, Gonzo may not be pertect, but It sura Is more
fun than being normaL
Sleep wall.
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UP front
'

Profile staff members
attend conference

;

•)

, The Arkansas College Publications Association (ACPA)
held its annual conference and awards ceremony at UALR
on April 25, The Profile delegation was one of the many
school publications' staffs in attendance.
The UCA Echo won first place In the General Excellence
category, with the OBU Signal and the Harding Bison
placing second and third,- respectively. The Ankansas
Gazette presented an aWard to the school that amassed the
most points Ih the individual contests. The award was split
between the UCA Echo and the UALR Forum.
The judges of the overall contest rated the Profile
"average+ to good-" in joews and feature coverage,
headlines, and make-up. The paper also rated "average+" In
news and fieature writing, photography, and advertising. The
editorials and Opinion pieces rated, a "good-". The last
comment by:the judge^stated that"a method of staff training
and development appears to be a major need. This paper
can become a very good one if the staff works at it." ^
Hendrix students won awards in several categories. Nell
Decker, Token Radical Emeritus of the Profile staff, won
Mark Hobley Jilt Jacob Ellen Alston, and Jeff second place in the Interpretive news story category, and
Jackson^ tinembers of^ tlie Madrigals
perform third place In the editorial category. John Thiele, Design
during Monday night's concert. The Choir and Editor, received an honorable mention Ih general column
CKaml^er Orph0$tra also fierformed. The choral competition. Tom Honeycutt, Profile staff photographer,
groups are under the direction of Dr. Merlin Lehman. received an honorable mention In the photography contest.
Mr; frl0 Fried conducts the Chamber Orchestra.

pts recommended forAcademic Policy Committee

V.
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On May 9 the College Committee on Committees voted to recommend to the faculty that the
membership of the Committee on Academic Policy be expanded to add two students. The
Committee on Committees recommended that the President and Vice-President of the Student
Senate should be voting members, except on professional concerns, such as promotion, tenure and
retention;
Dean John Merrill ihdicated that the motion in the Committee on Committees "was not unanimous,
but it was substantial. "The motion goes to the Committee on Academic Policy today, where a vote
will decide whether or hot to recommend tha motion to the faculty for discussion in the last faculty
meeting next Week. Dean Merrill, who chairs both the Committee on Committees and the Committee
on Academip Policy, stated, "1 expect that it will be recommended for discussion, but I can't be sure."
However, the faculty will probably not vote on the motion because of a faculty policy that
substantial policy changes should not be voted on in the first meeting. Discussion usually occurs
during the first meeting and a vote occurs duringthe second meeting. However, the faculty meets
only one more time this year.
The proposal was fonnally Initiatad by the 1979-80 Student Senate In a recommendation which
raf lected the high priority ofthe Issue to the Student Senate, The Senate racommendatlon listed two
values to be accrued from student partidipation in Academic Policy discussioh
"First, In a community of learners such as Hendrix, those charged primarily
. responsibility of instruction, hopafully, are interested In the perspective of their students.
. Secondly, there is an educational value Implicit in such an experience. Students serving
on the Academic Policy Committee woiild be ooncernadi/vith substanitive Issues."
Because Student presence at meetings dealing with "professional concerns" might inhibit faculty
from a free examination of the personalities Involved, tha recommendation proposed that the student
mambers be suspended from the part of the meetings when '"professional concerns" are discussed.
The Senate recommendation listed discussions on calendar reform and after-hours study space
as two examples this year that "would have benefited from student participation." According to the
recommendation, "The Student Senate has Initiated dialogue on these topics, but there is no
mechanism for including the student perspective in tha Committee's deliberations."

Henenberg and McDaniel
receive grants
Two Hendrix professors, Dr; Jay McDaniel
Dr.: Rosemary Henenberg, have received grants
to participate In a two-month program of summer
seminars sponsored by the National Endowment •
for the Humanities,
. m , Henenberg will be studying with Paul
Hernadi at tha University of Iowa In Iowa City. The
topic of-tha seminar is a study of historical tragi*
oomady. Participants'will look at fourtaan his«
torical plays that Hernadl considerstragl-coma^
dies and will also undertake individual projects
related to the seminar topic.
Dr. McDaniel will be going to the Universityof
Maryland at Gollege Port to study with Stephen
G, Brush. Ha will be participating In a seminar on
theories In contempora^ physics and • •,' feels'
tha! people In tha'humanit-les area should knowwhat is going on In tha -natural- science- area. Ha
wants \Q participate in this particular seminar
because of this Intarast .and also baaausa he'
feels that '"religion cannot'proceed without retgrir!clWsafn5eC*^~'~
•™~

Super-ieammg
your summer
"People were able to learri better with a lot less
work," commented Dr. Hal Allen, Professor of German,
while discussing this year's experiment with the
holistic learning method.
- .Or, .Alien-leeli that ths holistic, or super-ls-arning,
process has been quite sucdessful and cites statistics
from' thfs .year's classes ^showing' that 76% of the
students made •"A'a" as opposed to 60%'of the
students making this grade over t M last four or five
years,
^•
Indeed, the- succeas of,the -program has -been 'so
ericouraging that a special five*week summer course
usin0 the holistic learning method is being offered by
the German Department. /
.•.. Th'e 'mmm will be^m Jurle 9 and -continue throu-gh
July 11. Students will attend sessionsfrom §:00 a.m.
• until 1.2:00 noon; no outaide work will be assigned.
The class 'Will..-cover',the eritire basic seciuence ot
German during the five weeks. Students will receive
three co'urse credits for iTIO,
• Dr, Allen .stated- that'the summer course wllf be the'
"most oonoentrated holistic learning experience" yet
process la the most -applicable for the olassrc

Dorms close on 27th,
racks, residents
must go
Housing Director loule Mann recently released
this information regarding the end of the school
year and the closing of the dorms.
' - T h e dorms will be closed Tuesday, May 27 at
6:00 p.m. Seniors, members of the choir, and those
people serving as marshals in graduation will bethe
only students allowed to stay In the dorms until
graduation.
— The phone'company will be on campus Friday,
May 23 in the lobby of Grove Gym to pick up
phones. After Friday they will be taking phones at
the Southwestern Bell office.
—•Students are asked to take down and take
home r^cj<§ and other piepes of personal property.
^ Head Residents will personally check out each
resident in his/her hall. If there is damage In a room
the student will be billed. This fee could run
anywhere from $20.00 to $50.00. If racks are left
standing maintenance will remove them, and the
student will be charged a labor fee of up to $26.00
an hour.
. ,
In talking with the Profile, Mann stated, "Several
people have asked why the racks must go down. I
wish that we could allow them to be left up during
the summer months, but they are really a problem
for the maintenance crew cleaning the dorms.
WeVe also had people decide In the middle of
summer not to return to Hendrix and been stuck
with a set of unowned racks. I know it is a hassle to
take them down, but 1 hope students will be
understanding of the people who clean the dorms."
Mann concluded, "Last year a couple of the
dorms were left in very poor condition. We are
optimistic that they will be in better shape this
spring. If they are not we may be forced to begin
charging a damage deposit On rooms. I'm hopeful
that we won't have to take such measures. As head
resident in Galloway I have found students more
than willing to repair any damages. The women
usually leave the room in better condition than they
found it. I.think this kind of cooperation exists
across the board."

survey
s
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Secretary of State Paul Revlera visited the Hendrix campus last weak to meat with the Survey
Research and Voting Behavior class taught by Drs.
Gene Bigler and Ferris Baker. The purpose of the
visit was to establish a good working relationship
between the Office of the Secretary of State and
the students of Hendrix who may need to utilize
soma ofthe Information andfacllities offeredby this
governmental departmant,
Mr. Revlera discussed the four major divisions of
the office of the Secretary of State and tha
functions of each.
Hendrix graduate Bill Bethea Is In charge of tha
Election Services Division which handles the busi*
ness aspects of aleotions, Including requlrementa
for filing, campaign axpenditures, code of ethics for
elected officials, and general Information on tha
legal ramifications of alaction praetlcea.
The Business Services Division handles registration of all 65,000 corporations and antrepraneurs
In Arkansas, Notary publics must also registar with
this department
The other two departments were discussed by
Lois Wygant, an appointed assistant of Mr.
Reviere's who Is in charge of Information Services
and theCapitol Building. One ofthe main objectivas
of the Secretary of State has been to Increase
public attendance at tha Capitol Ms. Wygant has
sohedulad many new events m the Capitol grounds,
Including a film series, high school musicians
playing at lunch., and rnany group tours of th© newlyredecorated Oapltol • ,
'•
. 'Mr: Revlera, an unopposed,candldale-for the
;e of Secretary of State this year, concluded hfs
rtt'wItlTa'iaesfloi^na
.answer p i r l o i r ~
~~~
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— Campus Happeninj^s————
Pi Mu~^dds sixteen members
The PI Mu Epsilon honorary math fraternity, Arkansas Beta Chapter, of Hendrix
College held its ahhual initiation of new members and election of officers for the
1980-81 school year on May 7, 1980. Sixteen members were initiated: Craig
Arnold, Ricky Bailey, Bill Bullard, Jerry Coker, Cindy Craig, Ernesto Faillace,
Nguyet Le Hoang, Doug Hopper, Lewis King, Wade Nixon, Ken Oliphant, Ben
Schumacher, Jackie Sheppard, Carol Smith, Professor Laymont Wpodruff, and
Dr. John Merrill. The fourteen student initiates were all currently sophomores at
Hendrix College; Mr. Woodruff and Dr. Merrill are member^ of the Hendrix
Physics Department.
Following the Initiation ceremonies, new officers were elected: President,
Jackie Sheppard; Vice President, Jerry Coker; and, Secretary-Treasurer, Carol
Smith. The May 7 meeting also'featured.a half-hour presentation by Dr. David
Larson of the Hendrix History and Political Science Departin^ent. The title qf Dr.
Larson's presentation was "Correspondence of a German Peasant ih the
1870's'\
; Requirements for membership Into PI Mu Epsilon Include math courses
through the sophomore level and a 3.0 grade point average; membership is not
restricted to.math inajors. Dr. Robert Eslinger serves as faculty representative
for the Hendrix Chapter.

Student teacliers

return to campus

Five Hendrix seniors who have been studerit teaching on the secondary level
since March have returned to campus for their three-week course in measurement and evaluation. The seniors and their student teaching assignments are as
follows: Jo Ann Biggs, Conway Senior High (English and French);, Randy Deaton
and Rick Ellison, North Little Rock Lakewood Junior High (physical education
and health); Bonnie Brown, Cloverdale Junior High (vocal music); and Julia
Goodwin, Mabelvale Junior High (vocal music).

Kutchka triumphs in District 17 Tourney
Jay Kutchka, a sophomore, came back from a three-stroke deficit to win the
Distnct 17 Golf Tournament at Longhills Country Club in Benton
u ^ ? L i!^® ^'^£* ''^""^ ^^^ ^®®" completed on Friday, Kutchka found himself
bahihd Brent Taylor of Harding 74-71. But Kutchka, a native of Benton, shot a
good round of 71 to beat Taylor, who shot 76, by two strokes.
Kutchka and Taylor both made the all-AIC team, but Harding won the overall
tournament. Hendrix placed fourth in the tournament.
mm^imm^mt^ifmmmmmi^

A farewell
Bigler to travel and lecture
Dr. Gene Bigler, assistant professor of political science, will spend two months of this summer
traveling in Europe. Bigler will be combining the academic with the pleasurable, attending a
conference and appearing as a guest lecturer while visiting his wife's homeland and other areas of Europe.
The first stop on the tour will be Christian Albrechts in Kieo, Germany where he will attend the
Conference on Political Control of the Economy in Western Democratic Countries. Co-sponsored by
the lESA and Pennsylvania State University, the Conference will host delegates from Germany, the
United States, and Venezuela. During the five-day conference, Bigler will present a paper entitled,
"Public Enterprise and Political Control of Economic Development." Travel expenses to the
conference are being paid for by a grant.
After the conference, Bigler and his wife will spend about two and a half weeks touring Spain, a
country he has always wanted to see. Combining work with sight-seeing again, Bigler will spend
some time making final arrangements to publish a book he has written. The book wljl be published by
Editorial.Tecnos, an academic press that publishes in Spanish and distributes in every Spanish
speaking country, including Cuba. The book is a slightly revised version of Bigler's thesis.*
Entitled Decentralizacion y Desarroilo Politico Economico en Venezuela, the book deals with
Venzuelan political economy. It is being translated by Dr. Jose Antonio Gil, a PhD from Northwester,
who resides in Venezuela and is a friend of Bigler's. Gil's work is being paid for by the Vollmer
Foundation, benefited by a wealthy industrialist family In Venezuela that provides money for
academio endeavors that deal with Venezuela and countries that have dealings with It.
Dr. Bigler will also travel to Holland where he has been Invited to be a guest lecturer at the Center
for Resaarch and Documentation on Latin America (CEDLA), a research Institute sponsored by ten
European universities.
While it serves as a center of studies for Holland and Belgium, It oooperates with England,
Germany, and Luxembourg and sponsors seminars and lectures quite often^
__
bigler-hasleoeivedlhedistinction of being awarde an honorarium to lecture on public enterprise
policy In Latin America ahd the political economic situation In Venezuela. He will give several public
lectures and hold seminars for the Center staff during the early part of July.
In-between their various journeys, Bigler and his wife, Karollne, hope to spend some time with her
family in Burgsteinfurt, Westphalia, Germany — the site of the signing of the peace treaty that ended
the Thirty Years Wan They will stay with Karoline's mother and plan to visit her brother in the Ruhr
and her sister In Munich.

by Jeff Lewellen

(Editor's note: Jeff Lewellen, the Profile's newest
member was deeplymoved by the prospect of publishing
the last Gonzo Profile. The following is an expression of
the grief Im feels.)
Good'bye to the 1980 Profile from your newest offspring..
The year as it was (or wasn't, who cares?). We all learned
where Iran and Afghanistan are. Hopefully we won't get any
closer
John Thiele finally got a part in a real live play! (He looked
like an Oriental Greta Garbo.)
The Profile won its mini-awards and shook up the world of
journalism by making the Arkansas Gazette twice!
What the hell ever did happen to that portfolio? Hello, Ad
Building? Are you still there?
The whole world's got them nematode blues. Pass the
TEMAC please.
EST struck campus In a whiriwind of awareness. I had "It"
for awhile, but I traded "it" for a six-pack of beer.
Speaking of beer, Coors hit Arkansas. "It's no city beeri
It's no downstream beeri It's Coors!" Yeah right, 'bear whiz
beer. It's in the water; that's Why it's yellow!"
Our editor was oblivious and paranoid. (Ed's note: I am
not! You ai! Mmmaliy out to get me!) Our staff got blitzed.
Nuclear Ona leaked and Governor Clinton got p.o.'d.
(Solution: Make the Board of Directors of Arkla Gas live next
door to Nuclear One. Then see how eager they are to burp
their gas in the air!)
•
But for now, I guess the memories swiri around in a
demented haze of bulL^^^
and horsefeathers and All
That Jazz. (Bye Bye Life. 1 think I'm gonna yawn.)
Frankly, It just hasn't been weird enough forme yet. Home
on the range, indeed. Pass the Wild Turkey. I got a deadline
in five minutes.
Farewell. Rag. Tableau. Paper. Home. Farewell, and
welcome*
"It's a worid full of losers and I'm pulling out ©f here to win."
Remember, Gonzo may not be perfect, but It sura Is more
fun than being normal.
Sleep well.
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A time to change
Many members of the Hendrix Community can sympathize with Dr. A. Bland Crowder's claim that'the
"worst class" he ever had was a first period. Rousing oneself out of bed in time to attend a 7:40 a.m,
class is a difficult task; practically anyone would welcome the chance to sneak just twenty more minutes
of sleep.
thus, the proposed eight o'clock starting time is psychologically appealing, yet many people feel that
the plan can greatly damage the Hendrix Community by depriving students, especially those who must
take labs, of the opportunities offered by many extra-curricular activities.
In answer to these concerns, the sub-committee appointed to. study the eight O'clock first period has
made a new proposal which not only enables the students to leave lab eariier than they nbw do, but alao
provides the entire Hendrix Community with thirty minutes of spare time during thfe middle: of the
othenrt^ise-hectic school day. With a little imagination, the Community can quickly turn this time into one
of the campus'greatest assets.
This thirty-mjnute brfeak can be used by student organizations for short planning sessions; lunch
tables jn the dining room can easily become frequently-used meeting spots.
Enterprising organizations can use this time when most students can be found either in the dining
room or the Campus Center to inform the student body of their activities.^ Ijdedlly, this will lead to a
heightened awareness of and interest in campus activities. "
. .; .
/':
This thirty mmutes of free time can provi(;le the environment for interaction among members of the
Hendrix Community who, because they are in different departments and/or have conflicting class
schedules, do not now have opportunities to exchange Ideas, opinions, or even small talk. Many people
feel that the lack of interaction between Community members is already a problem that threatens the
Community and the ideals of the liberal arts tradition.
The by-products of the sub-committee's proposal^ which came into being because "7:40 a.m. is just
too early ^for intellectual activity" are impressive in their potential to enrich the life of the Hendrix
Community. The Academic Policy Committee and the members of the faculty are asked to view this
proposal in light of these positive aspects of the plan, keeping in mind the importance of the constant
exchange of ideas within the environment of liberal arts education.

One-acts reflect diversity
of talents and emotion by Jeanne Hensley
If the enthusiastic audience response is an adequate indication, the opening night performance of
this year's student directed one-act plays was a tremendous success. The first play. The Bridal Night,
written by Paul Avila Mayer, was directed by Nancy Kossler. This play included a powerful emotional
perfomiance by John Faucett as Denis Sullivan, an intesely disturbed young Irishman. Amy Gebhart
brought across a kind of diabolical Innocence as Denis' mother, Mrs. Sullivan, and Muffin Swindle
played the part of the school teacher, Miss Regan, to perfection. Derek Lowe and John Merrill gave
good supporting performances as Sean and Danny Donoghue, as did Eddie Mulkey, who played the
doctor. The Bridar Night was a well directed, superbly acted, and very mbvlng production.
The rather sombre mood of the audience after seeing The Bridal Night was lifted by the second
play— Jean Anouilh and Jean Aurenche's Augustus, which was directed by blark Isaacs. Jeff
Lewallan*s portrayal of Augustus was simply delightful, and, although ha had few lines, he kept the
audience laughing throughout the play.
Dana Lancaster and John Thiele were marvellously absurd as the Duchess and Hector DeBriquae,
and their staff of servants, Including Kip Welch, Eddie Mulkey, Tarry Phillips, Suzanne Joyner, Karen
Cottingham, and Paul Shell were somehow capable of remaining straight-faced throughout the play.
Ken Benton and Tony Morgan were also straight-faced in the straight parts of Augustus* tutor and the
giri he loves and added m^ch to the general hilarity of this delightful production.
Mike Yates directed the final play of the evening, which was Mary CarblynDavies' Tables and Chairs.
Jill Knowlton did a very nice, though occasionally soft-voiced, interpretation of the Woman who refuses
to settle fora routine liTelnahousefulloftablesand chairs. Hunt Cooper cut adashingfigura as the man
who offers her this routine life, and Jeff Lewellen was charming as Plen^ot, a figure who offers the
Woman an escape from routine. John Thiele and Margie Chaney and Kip Welch and Dana Lancaster
appeared briefly as couples and prototypes In this symbolic play.
The orta-act plays offered tragedy, comedy, and reflection •=- an enjoyable evening and an Imprasslva
display of Hendrix talent.

tetters to the Editor
To the Editor of the Profile:
In view of the curreni major problems facing the Individual and society today, tha topic of this latter
.may seem .Insignificant. However, I bsllave that it reflects considerably on the way-In whioh -major
.problems ara dealt with,.My concern is the frequent use' of "Name. Withheld" ..In letters to the editor. If a
person faelsstron,gly enough about a subject to address a letterto tha entire Handrix community, why
can't he or she take responsibility for the opinion as well? It seems possibia that a reluctanoa to take
responsibility' for a'possibly controversial statement reflects-the lack bf a 'sense of personal
responiibllity. .An unsigned letter is no mora than writing on the bathroom walls.
Jennifer Horna
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Yet another farewell
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May 15, 19k)
by John Thiele
While I am writing this, the rest of the staff is busily scribbling
out this week's issue of the paper, which is, alas, the last issue of
the paper. I was out screaming in the hall, but the new Senate
. was In executive session, and they kept standing up to look at
me disapprovingly through their window, so Phyllis made me
come inside to "be quiet and clean up the office." Well, as my
mother and roommate can te|l you, I'm not very good at that, so I
dave up and decided to read the stack of papers that other.
colleges send us. One 6f them, which will remain nameless,
actually used the same headline twice. Now, we've done that,
but not in the same issue! Everybody's final issue Was a grand
and "galorious" salute to the staff, all their wonderful work and
awards, and how well they did at the convention. Now, not
meaning to toot our own horn, but some of us got honorable
mentions and Neil got a second place. As our fearless leader,
Ms. Phyllis A. Dunn, so glibly stated It: "I don't care what they
think; we know we're, the best. And I love my staff," Dr. Crowder
once told me that I had a way with cliches, so I'll reminisce for a
while.
If someone tells me this office looks bad — there are dirty
glasses up here froin four issues ago; Neil's bean bag started to
have bean babies last week, and there are footprints "all over one
wall ^ 1 can't help but think what it looked like when we firstwalked in. There were at least two blender pitchers of strawJDerry
daquiris on the walls and the guilty pitcher was corroding on top
of an old Undenvood typewriter that looked like it was straight
out of a Ryan O'Neal movie. 1 do remember turning to Joe and
saying with great awe in my voice, "Just think, Russ Wood
probably typed on this very typewriter." I don't know where that
thing is now; John Merrill probably converted It into a computer
terminal. There was a huge swiveling liquor sign hanging down at
eye-level. My first duty as Design Editor was to artfully and
creatively relocate it to a more strategic and stunning position in
the hall. Brent Ferguson, who apparently decided to paste every
word of copy from the '78-79 Profile on our walls before he left,
finally came and picked the thing up — but not before I had
tripped over it three times and it had spent a brief vacation in the
yearbook office. They also left us a huge can of beans, which we
will pass on to next year's staff and some wise words-written on
the celling which we intend to presence so that our children may
profit from them: "If you can read this you are too tall." I know they
left it there to tease Joe Locke.
Working on the paper was truly an enlightening experience. 1
found out that trains that are only supposed to drive at 30 mites
per hour always drive at 50, that a nematode is a worm and not a
type of jazz, that the Canipus Center never closes oh time, that
Ur. Casteel comes to work at 4:00 am., and that Hendrix;
security guards carry water pistols. For all you trivia fans, Mello
Yello passes through the digestive system faster than CocaCola (excuse me) (I'm back), and chocolate does not break you
out but Pepperidge Farm Bordeaux cookiess do.
This year's worst moment was when Joe and I lost the word
*'Jim" from the Jim and Faye*s ad Inthe fjrst issue. We missed it at
6:15 a.m., and we searched every trashcan and every nook and
cranny (I'm still wondering who left six empty Vienna sausage
cans behind the file cabinet). Finally, we found it. Some geek had •
glued it to Jimmy Carter's picture and then thumbtacked the
whole rig to the wall.
Probably the shining star of the year was Jimmy Gray.
Seriously, I think this campus will one day realize that he.was one
of the best presidents we've ever had. He gave us support; he
fought our fights, he kept us going. The only thing — I got so tired
of hearing about Brooks McRae. I wouldn't mind hearing the
story two or three times, but Jesus H. Christ, I've heard It so many
times I've even got the gestures memorized. If Jimmy Is going to
try and run forthe Big One, he's goingto have to learn some new
after-dinner material. After all, he can't count on the votes of
Brooks' friends foreveri
I was going to say something about Tom Honeycutt, but he
said he'd kill me if I did.
The Senate meeting must be over. They all walked by and
stared at me. It Is so weird to be part of a lame-duck staff.
VVell, Phyllis is giving me dirty looks. I think Tm supposed to be
writing -something about Gene Bigler. I'll pretend to be frustrated
and crumple this up and throw ll away, I'll have to write a column
about those new coke cans that re-quire a physios degree and
one-Inch fingernails to open. By the time Phyllis finished editing
this one,! would be lucky If my name escaped without losing an
"iS"
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To KH0X and everyone thareofr
Photographer . * . » . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . .Tom Honeycutt
• This Is just a note from your listener In. West Little Rock. 1 called to 'request a song Saturday,, May 3, Staff Artist. , , . , , . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
».. Ron Griggs
early morning 1:20 a.mv and Iwas su prised to learn that you are only a lO-watter, rr
Token Radical Emeritus .,....,.,............. Nell pecker
overiooking 1^430 river bridge, I just wanted to let you know that tha "Midnight Rambler" does axisf
Historian . . . . , . . . * . . . . . . , . , . . , , , . , . . Robert Meriwether
Staff-.......
. , . . . .Jeanne Hensley, Miriam' Hinrichs,
and that I enjoy your station vary much, especially late-night programming. Tha station Is rf ally one of
-Valerie Lamb, Jeff Lew-ellen, John W,-Merrill, Marian
the fast muslo^oriented broadcasting stations of any sort left anywhere. Keep up tha gobd work. Du© to
Owens, Alan Winkler. •
tha recently brought about lack of quality radloln Uttle Rook, 1 erected my antenna to receive W2XR In
Memphis. I am glad I rotated the antenna your way one night three weeks ago. I'recaiva KHDX In mono Advisors..........:,,.,,.......... Steven Kerr, .Carol vya.st
Letters to th© editor muit wot be libelous and should
wellduring tha day and clearly In stareo after sunset,. I'attend U.A.L.R. ' •
-^
pertain to mattira of general Interest. Allietters" .submitted
-must-be. signed, though namea will.be withheld upon
''The IV^ic^lght fiamblar'''
•requaM. Each tetter should be typed • if -possiW© and
^-wdfdsr————^—"
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Goodwin leads Natural Sciences
to victory in Second Annual Raft Debate

Conway water supply affected by drought

•f
• I
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Due to the current drought conditions in Faulkner
County, the Conway water system has recently
been supplied by water from the Arkansas River.
The water,, adequately treated at the Conway water,
plant, is potable but Its taste has been a direct
factor In the increase in the sale of distilled water in
the Conway area.
Jim Brewer of the water department of Conway
Corporation explains that Conway residents are
used to a chloride (salt) content of 2-19 parts/million
in their drinking water, but the water from the
Arkansas River has a chloride content of 200
parts/million. The Conway water plant Is not
equipped to deal with the chlorides.
Brewer also stated that the test of the water Is
being affected by organic matter that has been
disturbed by Cadron Creek's being depleted of its
o . .water.
the decision to pump water froni the Arkansas^
^ River was reached when a group of Faulkner
County rice farmers petitioned for water to Irrigate
their fields. The agreement was reached on August
26 and gave the farmers 20 days to pump the water
they needed.
On Tuesday morning Brewer stated, "We are not
being specific and exact about time frames, but we
think that within five to eight days we will have the
^SP^^r^S^?y
high chloride water in the Cadron substantially
i^vi^,'; \i%!s:
^\j-i^r:<'
The Conway water plant processes Arkansas River water but Is unable to deal with the high chloride content in reduced. By October 2, 3, or 4 the chloride water
should be pretty much back to normal."
the water.
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Hendiix Professor lectures and tours Europe
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Dr. Gene Bigler, assistant professor of political
science, spent over two months this summer
lecturing at politlcar science and aconomio con^
ferences throughout Europe. In addition to his
duties at the various Gonferences, Dr. Bigler* accompanied by his wife, Karollne, toured Europe and
visited many of Karollne's relatives in Germany..
' The trip began with a five-day conference at the
Universityof Kiel, also known as Christian Albrechts
in Kiel, Gemiany* The conference addressed political control of the economy in the Western Democratic countries* Dr. Bigler stated that the conference was attended by fifty political scientists and
economists, with approximately forty percent of the
participants being European.
The cortfarance was cO'-sponsored by Pennsylvania State University and the lESA. It Included
delegates from Germany, the United States, and
Venezuela. All proceedings ware conducted In
English, Including the preaantation of the papers..
.Dr. .Bigler, acting as a delegate from Venezuela,
presented a paper entitled, "Public Enterprise and
Political Control of Economic Development."
His paper was later selected to be published as part
of the conference records.
Dr. Bigler commantad on the conference by
stating, "All the participants ware althar political
SGlenflsts or economists. The academfe atmosphere was very stimulating." He mentioned onaconference participant In particular: Dr. Warner
Kalteflelter* In addition to being on© of th© foremost
Social Scientists In Germany, Dr. Kaltefletter is one
of tha youngest chaired professors in the Social
Scienees In Germany. Tha average aga for a
German professorial chair Is fifty. Dr. Kaltaflaitar Is
only thrity-two years old. Dr. Bigler went on to say
that Dn Kaltaf laitar Is a great amateur oenologist."
Oenology is tha soianca of viniculture or of making
wines. ''Ha had a long wina*tasting party the last
night of the conference/* Bigler said. " W i tasted
twenty diffarnt kinds of wina that night,**
Dn Bigler stated that tha confaranda was vary
successful, and he fait many positive things had
resulted. Not only did ha have the opportunity to
discuss political solenca and aconomlcs with con-*
ference participants like tha Chancellor of Schlawig»
Hoistain, but na aiso had tha opportunity to saa
many parts of iuropa.
After the conference ended, Dr. and Mrs. Bigler
were guests of tha Captain of the Port of Kiel.
Following tha Kiel conference, the Biglars took
two and an half weeks to tour Spain. Evan though
the trip to Spain was primarily for pleasure, 'Dr.'
Bigler took tha opportunity to oomplata tha plana
fdr tha publication of his book, Dacentratizaclon y

Desarroilo Politico Economico en Venezuela. The
. book Is being published by Editorial Tecnos, an
academic press that publishes In Spanish and
distributes to every Spanish speaking couhtry. The
book, which deals with Venezuelan politlcat economics is a alightly revised version of Bigler's
thesis. It is being translated by Dr. Jose Antonio Gil,
a Phd from Northwestern who resides iri Venezuela
and is a friend of Bigler's. Dr. Gil's work is being
funded by the Vollmer Foundation. The Foundation
is benefited by an Industrialist.family in Venezuela
which provides money for academic endeavors
dealing with Venzuela.
'; • Dn Bigler said that the arrangements for publlca'
tion of the book ara going well. The projected
publication data is In the Spring of 1981 *
Although the present edition of the book will be
published only in Spanish, Bigler stated that he
plans to change the focus of the book by broad-

ening its scope and later publish it in^English.
Dn Bigler also attended a conference in Holland
where ha was guest speaker at the' Canter for
ResearGh and Documentation on Latin Afnerlca.
The Canter is a research institute funded by ten
European universities. Bigler stated that the conr.
ference attendance was somewhat low because of
summenvacations.
.

On Monday night new students and the upper" classmen who had arrived early were treated to
an evening of profundity from some of our most
illustrious pundits In the Hendrix College Raft
Debate ll. The debate replaced the liberal arts
discussion traditionally held on the second night
of orientation. The motto of the evening was a
quote from William Blake: "The road of excess
leads to the palace of wisdom."
The premise of the debate was if there were a
life raft to save only one person representing one
of the departments at Hendrix, which should it
be? Dn Tom Goodwin, dressed as one of the
. Blues Brothers, represented, the Natural Siciences;
the Social Sciences were defended by Dr. David
Larson; and Dr, Jon^Arms, wearing^ hugablue
hat, spoke for the Humanities. Dn John Churchill,
winner of the 1st Annual Raft Debate, served as
moderaton Each representative was given eight
minutes In which to present his case.
Dr. Goodwin began by throwing candy to
audience and reading from various "telegrams"
he had just received. One message was to Dn
Churchill from Frederick's of Hollywood (an Insti' tutlon that Dr. Goodwin is quite familiar with as all
Organic students know.) Another, "telegram"
was addressed to Dr. Larson, an "advisor to
Ronald Reagan". Dn Goodwin also read wires
from Jimmy Carter and Roy B. Shilling. The
desire was expressed by Dn Goodwin to keep

the debate on a "high level, occasionally rising to
the belt." After a few more comments on the
other two areas, Dr. Goodwin concluded by
saying that he thpught^.the. Natural Sciences
could contribute themost and find their way back'
to land best if given the raft.
Dr. Larson began by pointing out that although
there seems to be a great deal of variety in the
Social Sciences, the major concern is treating
^ man as a social being. The Natural Sciences do
not follow up their contributions with a sense of
responsibility according to Dr. Larson who used
the atom bomb and Nuclear Dne as examples of
this lack. He criticized the Humanities saying
they "don't put bread pn the table."
As Dn Arms rose, to-begin his-remarks, DrrGoodwin quickly began to put on rubber boots
and trien placed his watch on top of the chalk
board. Dn Arms began by pointing out that itwas
appropriate that the other two areas should
preceed THE area. The Social Sciences assume
that people are predictable and controllable.
Their ultimate goal Is Totalitarianism according
to Dn Arms. Next he pointed out that the Natural
Sciences tend toward the death of man. Dn Arms
cited high radiation levels, death from weapons,
and the boredom of a push-button society as
examples. He concluded by saying that Salvation Is in the Humanities which stresses the
belief In life.

Dr. Goodwin was asked to refute the charge
that the Natural Sciehce area Includes some
"radiation crazed mutants". He pointed out some
of the benefits developed by scientists and saidthat some of the tragedies of progress were not
failures of science but failure of humanity caused
by Individuals. losing sight of the welfare of
Inhabitants of the planet. After a few questions,
the winner was decided by applause from the
audience. Dr. Goodwin was proclaimed the
winner and given the paddle for the life raft while
the other two debaters were given life jackets
and left to the sharks.
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RANEY FRIDAY AFTERNOON
On Friday, September 26th, at 4 p.m., a conversation will be held on the topic "Soclobiology: What is
it and what are its implications?" This discussion
will be held in the Raney Building Common Room.
Dn Bruce Haggard, Dr. Joseph Lombardi, and Dr.
Janies Bruce will lead the conversation. This event
Is open to anyone Interested in learning mpre about
Soclobiology.
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Looking back on the European tour; Bigler recalled,
"It was a momentous trip. We traveled primarily by
train while we were In Europe.'* Ha and his wife
purchased a Eurail Pass which allowed them to
traverse over 12,000 kilometers during their two
month visit.

S tI mat5 m

Mrs. Bigler spent two weeks in Washington, DC.
and at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
.Hill
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Hendrix history or How much do you really know about Hendrix?
i
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A. KHDX is the Hendrix College Radio Station at 98.1 FM
. by Jeff Leweiien and Phyllis A. Dunn
stereo. Back in 1972, Father Shrigley, David Jones, Mike
So, you wanna know more about Hendrix? You yearn to fill McCallum.Tommv Sanden^i. Dannv Grac. and assorted other
your little gray matter with facts of^ stirring importance perverts who were disgusted with the state of top-forty-radio r
concerning the tradition of exoellerice at HaniirLx Coiiege. _ worKed laore^ate KHDK - a -ten-watt ^ alternative^ FM sf ation
You want to know what standards you Will be forced to meet in & whiqh swore to play tunes no other radio station would touch.
By 1973, it was full of stereo and Preston Jones, older brother
the coming years.
Through extensive research through back issues of the of the infamous Jeffrey Carl Jones (manager in 1979) played
Profile (and an active Imagination), we have found these often the first song oh KHDX: The Rolling Stones' "Let it Rock" from
a bootleg album of The Stones: Live at Leeds. Through the
asked common questions concerning Hendrix College.
years, KHDX has lived up to its standards of alternative
Q. What Is a nematode?
A. A nematode is a microscopic worm that many biology programming and spontaneous insanity. From the rule of the
students spend hours studying in dark labs. Nematodes suffer clones in 1976 to the present management of Sarah Heibert,
from illusions of grandeun and ara seriously seeking the Buddy Boyd, and Darrell Flowers, the "X" moves ever more to
Presidency in 1984. The rise of the nematodes has driven the outer limits of the air waves.
Q. Why are people thrown^ In the fountain?
^
several Heridrix students to the depths of paranoiaj and late at
A. The fountain is a unique monument and popular gathernight you can hear a frightened voice singing, "The Nematode
ing place on the Hendrix campus. People are thrown in the
Blues" somewhere on Front Street.
fountain on their birthdays and other special occasions. Other
Q. Whkt is KHDX, and how did it get that way?'

things have been known.to pop up in the waters of the fountain
including: canoes, concrete swans, rubber ducks, post-office
boxes, bubble bath, various dyes, and flocks of people in
rubber-rafts celebrating spring term with k beach party: The
fountain Itself hardly ever works, and few living beings
remember when the colored lights actually were turned"on:
Q. Why do people have fans In their dorm windows in the
middle of the winter turned outside? .
A. To keep the flies off their cactus.
Q, What Is a Toad Suck Ferry?
A: Toadsudk is a small area on the Arkansas river near
Conway shere a small ferry used to cross the river years ago.
The Ferry is gone now but there Is a lock and dam in its place.
Toadsuck got its name from the drunks at ihe local bar who
would drink beer like "toads sucking waten" The area is still
known to cause tendencies of indulgenpe in every person-^
who visits" it.
Q. Why does Hendrix start so late In September when every
other college starts In August?
A, Because the administrators want to catch the last part of
tha gambling season in theBahamas, Several are notorious
..'blkcktjapK--players:. ;'.i. .^^ >:^
:; t i ; • C^n I ^ a t my fiyiriq vvings sit Herid^
• ,
: >A, rslpt anyni ore, b ut bacR i ri Iha 194d's y od ecu I d racaE/e:
cradit^ fpr tiying; iristrucfipn, including solo flight arid
,emei^ency'1ahdi.ngs>.;N,;:'^^
'•./••..';';•••'/:•;':>•. ..•••'•'
; Q/^ V ^
tha last time Handrix won the AlG basketbaU
champi6nstiip(basidas last year)?
;
A. 1936. By the way; did yo
almost alv\/ays wins the AIC phsimplonship Really!! Hendrix
sports teams changed their names frprh^
VVarriors In 1^29. No one qulteknows \A/hy . . .
Q^Ho\AA old is Galloway?
A. Galloway was opened in 1944 at a cost of $100,000.
This facility was equipped with four bathrooms, three bath=
tubs, threa showers, and 86 girls=
'deep;;.'./;..
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Q* Hovv long hasthe new theater been in use?
A, Cabe Theater was ppaned in 1978. The first play
presented was an original musical written by Rosemary
Henenberg and Frank Roland with music by Bill Durham. It
was an Incredibly enjoyable experience featuring a stuttering
villain, an empty-headed king, an aging drug addict with futile
attempts at singing, a love-sick jerk who sang fifties songs,
two red-neck bird hunters/and a talking, singing, tap-dancing
parrot vvho awitched back and forth from a big bird costume to
a black wizard in purple tights — a good time was had by all.
Q. What faculty membar once ended a convocation wifh
the words: "Wally - Wally Mia Make"?
A* I don't know, but if I see him again I want my tennis shoes
back.
/
|.
Q. How did Shlrt-tairSerenade begin? .
A. It is a little known fact but Shirt-tail Serenade originated
in 1917 when a freshman named Leo Hudpuckar left his clothes
at home and arrived at school with no pants. While roaming
the c^mous desoeratelv searching for a spare pair, Leo began

French folk music. The group frequently performs in the
Campus Center
Q. Should I wear anything special to my first class?
A. No. But be sure and wear Something. Nudity tends to
distract the professors. Tuxedos are pver-dping jt, howeven
Polo outfits are the new craze this tall, (especially in Chemistry class).
~.~ . - .. ^
_
. Q, What is the train tunnel?
A. The train tunnel is exactly what it says it is. It's a tunnel
that trains go through. The tunnel is located somewhere on
the outskirts of Conway. Hordes of Hendrix students have been
known to dot the hill surrounding the tunnel awaiting the
Conway to Morrilton (or. vice versa) train which usually
careens through around midnight. .
Q. Is it true a Hendrix Education will clear up my skin
problem and make me get dates?

siriging for no apparent reason. This caused quite a commotl6n:(especially among the freshmen giris who had never seen
a m0*s knees). Leo was given a small award for bravery and a
new pair of overalls. Freshmen have been challenged ever
smce to live up to the great "Hudpucker" tradition.
Q. Does It ever rain In Conway?
A. It used to be said that if rain fell anywhere within the
bpundaries of Arkansas it would be Conway. Unfortunately,
nowadays Nature has collected on its over-deposits of rainy
days in Conway, Rumour has if that Fall'will finally arrive in
Mid-Dfecember. Unfortunately, Spring will "begin on January
12 (and they all said there was going to be a New Ice Age).
~ Q. Speaking of fain, is the dnhking water always this bad?
A. I vvpuldn't know, I haven't drunk water since 1969.
Q* Is it safe to eat in tha caTeterfa?
A. Yea, as long as nothing is still moving on your plate. It is
bast to go armed with small clubs to finish the littte buggers
. o f f . • • • • - . • ' ^ : ' V . ' - ^ • : . • : • • ' • • : ; • . : ' / • ' : . ; • •
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Q. What Is a string-up?
A. The string-up is one of those "grand old coliege
traditions'* In which a male student clad only In his shorts was
chainad to the gazabo in front of the girrs dorms; the
experience humiliated the victim and made the other participants into something less than human. Don't be fooled when
upperclassmen talk about the "good old days" when soand-so was strung up;.the string up was a barbaric custom
that thankfully has passed from the Hendrix campus.
Q, What is a sunshine zap?
A* A mixed drink san/ed in the schoofs health-food-only
Gampus Center.
Q, What is the Les Troubadours and when did the organization begin?
A. Last year (sohool year 1979-80), Dn Mary Lou Martin
organized a group of students which performs traditionai
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A. No. Especially If you look like this picture. But look at it
this way, at least on those lonely weekend nights instead of
watching television you can read Plato, or Tess of the
D'UrbervHIes, or work out math problems on your home
Gomputen Just remember what Alex Pope said: "A little
knowledge is a dangerous thing." So don't press your luck.
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What did you do this summer?
"Oh, I flew to New York for the Democratic
National Convention," "I worked in a nursing
home," and "I shredded paper at a bank" were
just a few of the responses given by Hendrix
students to that inevitable just-returned-to campus question, 'What did you"*do this
summer?" As Indicated by thasa responses,
summer activities of Hendrix students were as
varied as the students and their interests.
Ben Schumacher, a junior physics major
froni Conway, pursued his interest in the
atmosphere and climate by studying at the
Summer Institute on Planets and Climate at
Columbia University in New York City

Ben talked about having to register for the
draft while In New York. *There are protestors
ahd pamphlets everywhere. In fact, that's one
thing I noticed about New York; there are a lot
of protests, hand-outs, ahd pamphlets... even
the graffiti is political."
"New York is just very different. I'm not sure
it's better, but It's different. That's what I did for
ten weeks, I looked at the buildings and
everything and thought 'Wow! This is different
from Conway.'"
Ben first became interested in attending the
Institute last spring and sent in his application
along with recommendations from three Hen-

'The science fiction convention was definitely one of tlie fun tilings I got to do whiie
in New Yori</' J
Ben explained that "the whole idea of the
Institute was that all planets have atmospheres, and, by studying the atmospheres of
other planets, you can learn a lot about the
earth's atmosphere."
With this thought in mind, Ben and his
fourteen classmates attended four weeks of
lectures delivered by experts in the fields of
dynamics, climatology and atmospheric
chemistry. This four-week session was followed by a six-week research session during
which the students worked on individual projects.

ben Schumacher shows excitement over the poiarizatidrt features associated with ultraviolet contrasts in
the clouds of Venus. '

"Of tha fifteen projects, about three or four
came up with things that were really exciting
and interesting. Thraa or four got bogged
down, and mine fell in the middle.*' Ben*s
paper, entitled "Polarization Features Associated with Ultraviolet Contrasts In the Clouds
of Venus," is currently* being submitted for
approval and a grade.
Ben Is quick to point that his tert-waak stay
in New York was not confined antiraly to tha
lecture r^om and lab. An avid reader (and a
publishad author) of sclenoe fiction, Ban exclaimed, 'There was a science fiction convention while 1 was in New York, and 1 thought,
'Hay, this is for mBf* Ban proudly axhibitad his
autographed copy of Isaac Asimov:s and
commented, "The sciance fiction convention
waEjdefinltalyjonaMibaJuaihiQgj^ I got to do^
while fn New York/*

«»*

by Phyllis A. Dunn

a four-wheel-drive seventy miles to hit a paved
road, then you would understand wilderness."
The fact that this was Ben's second summer
to be a guide poirits out that he truly enjoys the
job, including the hard work, wilderness, and
solitude which, in his words, help make up this
"Intense experience."
For Marjand Mike Whitmore, planning a
wedding and moving into an apartment in
Conway were the main concerns of the summer. Mike, a senior accounting major, is
currently taking classes at UCA and plans to
take one course at Hendrix this term while
Marj, a senior M i ^ major, will be a full-time
Handrix .student...
In talking about the wedding, Marj laughingly
corhmented, "We had to have a quick wedding. Mike's father and brother, David (a Hendrix
sophomore) were defending champions in the
Berryville Four-ball Golf Tournament which
was the same day as our wedding."

drix faculty members. Ben said Of his acceptance,'"Boy! Were my professors surprised...
I was kind of amazed I made it too."
Ben praised Jhe Hendrix physics department, stating that his physics background
stacked up very well against those of other
students'. "Hendrix has a really incredible
physics program."
Ben's excitement over his work is never•ending, and he summed up his feelings about
the Institute by saying, "The best thing was
talking to scientists at work and getting to
them and getting to kni)W their work. That's
kind of a heady feeling ^ . . Thaf s exciting."
Ben Harmon, a junior chemistry niajor, experienced a different kind of exciterhent. Far
from the streets of New York City, Harmon
spent his summer guiding canoe trips down
rivers in Manitoba, Canada.
The trips, managed by Boy Scouts Interna*^
tional, included nine group members and one
guide and lasted for ten days. The trips ranged
-in distance from thirty miles to 300 mlTes,
"depanding on whether the group wanted to
do some fishing or hard canoeing."
While at camp, Ben was on twenty-four hour
oall but Is quick to add, "it's not tiring.. * 1 enjoy
it because you're out in the woods. It is really
tha bast of both worlds. I getto know people In M^ke and Mad Whitmore take unwanted advice, Salva'*
my group better than some people 1 go to tion Army furniture, and penny-pinching in stride as
Hendrix with all year... Tha hardest part of the they take Oh their new roles as married Hendrix
students.
job is Saying goodbye to all my groups*"
,Ban enjoys getting to know other membera
With the "quickie wedding" out of the way.
of the. Internationa! staff and proudly
and Mike took a brief honeymoon and
proclaims that he has friends In Finland, . Mar]
then moved Into their apartment on Mitchall
NonA/ay, Denmark, Japan, Ireland, and England. "Tha best part of tha job is the people.** Street Marj says that she is a "penny-pinching"
Ironically, the hardest thing for Ben to do consumer and admits to frequenting discount
upon returning home was to get used to being stores and picking up furniture at tha Salvation
around a lot of people, Ben admitted that ha'
Surprisingly, Mar] and Mike both faei that
had gotten used to being alone and found it
difficult "to adjust to all tha people. Tha whole thay now have mora spar© time than they did
oatora thay ware married, Marj commented,
province of Manitoba has a phona book as bia "Now 1 don't have to woriy about spending my
as the Uttia Rock ona."
time with Mika bacaus© ha*s always
Ban appraolated Manitoba's sparse popula* spare
il i © t ©•
tion and is pleased that Canadians seam
to understand the idea and problems of conThe Whitmores seem happy with their
servation and wildarness. "I know Canadians "marriad-studant-and- ^ community-membaf

" N o w I don't have to worry about spending
my spare time with Mii<e because he% always
99

ara doing a lot mora^thanAmarloahs about
prasarvation of wjiderness land* They know
What they have; Amerioans don't."
'I've camped quite a bit, about eighty days a
year, and I gat mad at peopta^s attitude toward
camping and the wlldamass. Amaricans don't
^flffifl...Mgh^ daya.„A4^ar, and JhaiLJdotft
undarBttnd th© wildarniss* If you had to drive

atatus, but Mike raoaJIs that upon learning of
his upcoming marriage ha "got all sort of
advise" from friends and co-workers. '^People
offered to give me a full tank of gas and a
handful of monay,"
The Whitmores concluded that their married
•life was ^*just like living ofi^nampiis ^ m ^ ^
Mike doa$n1 have tO'cook," ,
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before they could get a chance to pad the walls.
I'd like to find out whose idea it is,to paint every
last thing in the dorms white. I swear I'd paint
everything in his house white, except for his
bathroom which I would paint green and then I'd ng
his shower so it would take hot water cues from the

from the upper room
f
1 '^

\
I
•

(Editor's Note) "from tfie upper room" is the name of
the conversation column used by several staff members during the yean The title is not meant to offepdnor
is the column intended to^serve a 'daily devotional
purpose. Anyone interested in a'tour bf the upper room
may attend any staff meeting."
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Positions, promotions announced

li

To conclude the weak long activities of
Orientation, tha hew Hendrix male students
made their debut Friday, September 19 at the
stroke of midnight. Dressed In the traditionai
apparel of jockay shorts, white shirts, black
bow-ties, and black shoes, these enthusiastic
performers displayed their singing and
dancing abilities In the Hendrix males* annual
attempt to win the hearts and tha votes of the
freshmen giris, Shirttail Serenade,
A number of the traditional rules were
slightly modified this year to accomodate a
wave of student protest. Due to the scheduled
Razorback game on Saturday night, Shirttail
was moved to Friday night. In addition to this
change," tha categories of fiest Legs, Most
Original, Best VolcaSs arid Best Choreography ware implemented. Tha ovarall winner
was salected on the basis of total votes,
' Soma dorms stressed hard practices and
determination while others used famal©
friends to judge the man's legs bafore tha
contast so they oould put thasa participants in
the front row. Many dorms also sent out
advance patrols to the womari's dorms durtn.0
the week before tha Saranade to prime the
giris for the final contast. The female freshmen ware very receptive to tha whole week's
procaadlngs using the sniak previews as an
opportunity to choose dates for Sadia
Hawkins.
Among the winners were Couch Hall, Best
Legs; Hardin, Most Original. East Halt won
Best Voices and Best Choreography enabling
them to win the overall prize,
"
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Study group examines crisis

Last month, a titan-missile located in Damascus, Arkansas, exploded.
As the 1980-1981 academic year begins, six new professors have joined the
The war head was blown free and no toxic gases escaped Into the
Hendrix faculty.
surrounding community; residents were evacuated but soon-returned in
DR. David William Taylor joins the faculty as Assistant Professor of Music and
safetv. Yet the questions persisted; members of Damascus and nearbv
Chairman of the Music Department. Dr. Taylor received his doctorate in the literature
towns including Conway were concerned and confused. What would have
and performance of choral music from the University of Colorado at Boulder in 1979.
He received his Master of Music degree in choral conducting from the University of ..- happened in- the .event of disaster? Are the missiles located In central
Arkansas defective? Are evacuation plans updated and efficient?
Maryland at Collage Part In 1974. He has held a Bachelor of Music In organ from
A concerned group of Hendrix students (Current Issues Study Group, or
Andrews University in Berrien Springs, Michigan since 1969. Brior to his appointment
the "Pot Luck Alliance"), met Monday night to discuss such issues.
at Hendrix, Dr. Taylor was Choral and Music Director for tha CWC community course in
Gathering in the home of Karen Wartenburg, the group examined recently
Wyoming. .
published information on this topic and others. Monday was the first
Joining the Hendrix faculty as Visiting Assistant Professor of Chemistry is Dr. Quimeeting of the year, and naturally most of the evening's discussion
Chee Avesna Mir. Dr. Mir received her Phd from the University of Idaho at Moscow in
centered on nuclear defense and more specifically, on the Titan missiles
May pf 1980. She holds her Master bf Science degree from Portland State University
surrounding the Conway area,
and a Bachelor of Science degree from Chung Yuan College In Taiwan. A concern of the group was the complacency which has so quickly
Hershel Glanz has bean named to the position of Head Swim Coach and Instructor in returned
to Arkansas after the missile explosion. The question was raised
Physical Education. Mr. Glanz received his Bachelor of Arts degree, in 1967 from
as to why Arkansans (indeed Americans) do not continue their interest In
Southern Methodist University. Prior to his appointment at Hendrix, Glanz taught
the matter after the shock of possible catastrophe has worn off. "It's as if
English and coached footbal, basketball, and track at Richardson Junior High School
the thought Is too large, too frightening a concept," said Karen Wartenburg,
In Texas.
' , "we don't like to think about It-we'd rather forget."
Carole Herrick, the new Instructor in the^Music Department, received her Master of
, As the group began to form Its objective for the year, besides sharing the
Music degree In 1972 from the University of Texas at Austin. Ms. Herrick Is currently a ' customary
view points and literature on current topics, they resolved to try
Phd candidate in Music Education at North Texas Univeristy. She plansto complete
to keep the Issue of nuclear defense alive In the minds of Hendrix students.
her Phd work In 1980. From 1978-1980, Ms. Herrick taught in the Dallas .County, Texas What are the advantages and disadvantages? Can we be assured of
Community College^Dlstrict as an Instructor in Trumpet.
safety? Do we have a voice In deciding the matter? Is nuclear war as
Dr. Joseph R. Lombardi joins the Hendrix faculty as Assistant Professor of Biology.
inevitable as It seems?
Dr. Lombardi received his Phd from North Carolina State University in 1976. After
The Current Issues Study Group has weekly meetings In the Campus
receiving his Phd, Dr. Lombardi remained at North Carolina State University as a
Center. Members of the group also attend a table there during the day,
Visiting Assistant Professor In the Department of Zoology..
^offering information, stationary, and envelopes to anyone wishing to send
Replacing Dr.,Ashby Bland Crowder, who has taken a one-year sabbatical, is
an 'r)oinlon to his conqressmen. Also, on October 8, a film will be shown at
' George Cheatham. Mr. Cheatham will act as Visiting Instructor of English. He is
7:30 p.m. in Mills A entitled ^'War Without Winners." Jtls a half hour
currently awaiting confirmation of his Phd degree from the University of Tennessee at
documentary produced by the Cantar for Defense Information, vyho are
Knoxville. Mr. Cheatham also received his Master's degree from the University of
supporters of a strong dafensa but opposed to excessive expantitures or
Tennessee. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree In English from Handrix Collega. :'forces...''.
•
•.••'..'^ ••.''•>Ha araduated from Hendrix with Honors in 1974. ^
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The Issue of studenf leadership in various aspects and areas of life at Hendrix might prove
for soma a very provooative study of human nature itself. If, Indeed, we are all instinctively
good and noble as the more optimistic of philosophers have portrayed us, then our innate
goodness would cause us to devote our time and efforts without hesitation towards any task,
no matter how overwhalming, in the name of school loyalty. However, If. we are the self-*
(centered beings of some "Hobbsian" philosophy, then ona man^may justly or realistically
ask another to volunteer either time or energy without answering the Inevitable question:
"Whafs In It for me?" Sadly enough, If wa are to use the Hendrix community as the
basis for our study, we must eventually resign ourselves to the latter viewpoint and conclude
that If tha present level of support and recognition for student leaders remains constant, the
level of student frustration and ultimate apathy can only Incraasa
Our problem Is basic: students whO'apply and are accepted for positions of laadarship at
Handrix do not receive the recognition that fs diie to tham. Because of this lack of support and
racQinltlori from faculty, administration and fallow students, able and willlng.-studanta ara
baooming increasingly mora hesitant to apply for positions they 'B^re interastad in. It Is
avidencad In ths dorm council elactlons where students, run for offices unopposed; it is^
•evfdfenced'intlielaQkot applicants for positions on various. Hendrix publications; Itis evidenced
when students are appdinted to various committees bacausa m one will "apply for the job."
Think about If for a moment-' how many of us pan name the coordinato.rs of an Orientation '
Week jus! experianoed, or every officer on our dorm council,, or avaniha officers of our •
Student Sanat©????
.it Is undarstandably difflcult.to raquast or expect a student to take on a large amount of
rasponslbility knowing that if things lall apart he can axpect to receive all blame, but If ha
fulfills all rasponslbllltlas the most'ha can-lookforward to is a couple of "thank you's." Praise'
and support from admlnistratioh, faculty, and students ara much needed; criticism is avan
walcorha (at least somaona's paying attention). If for no other reason, why not? The only
possibia affects oould be a higher level of carry-overs forthe same positions year after year
(thus Increasing the level of expariance in various areas), mora applicants for student
laadarship positions and thus a chance for greater salaotlvlty, mora awaranass among,
students and faculty as to where thay should go with various ooncarns and needs, and periiaps - m overall higher quality tn all areas of student Iifa These students are working for
air of us as best thay can under prasent conditions--a smile, a handshake, a show of
^ gtiigg^j^tinn^ far growth and improvement^ even a nasty latter might show that their
ifforta mB not intirily in vaina.
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I also remember my first roommate. When I
moved in it looked like the seventh fleet had pulled
Into port. My first roommate carried a laundry
basket of clothes and a TV upstairs and he wa^
finished..He had a lot of plastic model cars and a
football blanket that got red lint balls all over the
room. He was from some thriving metropolis called
Mountain Pine and I have yet to figure out where
that garden spot is. But at least he spoke English,
which is more than I can say for my last roommate.
My first class at Hendrix will live on in infamy too.
It was one of those ones you go to before the sun
comes up,. Hare I was in a classroom that didn't
have a rack'for rny books underneath the chair and
a writing surface that was barely big enough to rest
my arm. The. room, was small and very filled with
nervous freshmen. I remember distinctly that
someone in the room had not gotten used to the
idea of communal showers yet. The teacher walked
in and immediately started writing on the board. I
expected maybe his name- or t t ^ name of the
"course on at the very worst, the gra^jing scale; but
he stepped back to reveal those immortal words ..
."Teachers do it with class." At least 1 woke up.
Eating was suddenly becoming a new dimension
in my life. They even had mystery meat back then,
but they usually held their punches and served It
after a week or so of "batter" food. As a freshman I
discovered "Super-Jello", the shrimp on Sundays,
Heinz 67, and Coca Cola with every meal. 1 also
explored Bob's Grill, every fast food place and even
had hot "biscuits and gravy" at G.J.'s truck stop at 3
a.m.
The Freshman year is really a great time. You can
do just about anything you want and everyone will
write it off as a result of your class rank. You rarely
hear the Words "honors," "LSAT," or "career move."
Your Mom still cries when you come home and your
dog sttll knows you. If you're a freshman, relish the
thought; If youare an upperdassman, try and forget
your dog. And everyone remember the Tylenol
three.

^
by John Thiele
It's hard to believe that three months are gone
and I'm sitting here eating Tylenol again and
trying to write a column. All the Extra-Strength is
gone now and I'm on the regulan If you own a
prescription for Tylenol-3 and want to make a fast
buck; call me or drop me a note in the campus mail.
This week has bepn a real winner, not to mention
the week before. This was the fo.urth year for me In
Orientation and this has been the busiest year yat. J
actually learned the names of everyone in my grpup
(I had tp-none of them would wear.their name
tags). 1 even saw the inside of the library; although
I'm going to have to explore the lower level one day
as they didn't take us down there. And, believe it or
not, I finally found out what President Shilling looks
like, attended my first Raft Debate, and walked over
the overpass to Mabee three times! There is
something special about being an Orientation
Leaden Even as a senior the job brings rushing
back memories of being a freshman. Today a new
friend in a Sophomore Council T-Shirt was telling
me how immature freshmen are and how you can
spot them from .a,mile.) did't remind her that last
year 1 wouldn't talk to hen
Perhaps my strongest memory (after three years
and several Tylenols it's almost my only
memory) is the first day I walked into my room. I
had just been led up a dark, rather pungent
stairwell Into an even more dark, less pungent
corridor and my RA opened the door of my room
How man can take alittle wood and metal, a
few panes of glass and a couple of concrete
blocks and put out something that hideous I will
never know. I have often been threatened with
••commitment and that room 1oo.kadMika,..what I
pictured of the interior of the state hospitaL For a
mlnuta I thought my parents had tricked me and
they had' made 'a mistake. and' brought me' in
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Campus bookstore:

r,Campus Energy Innovation Project in operation

a whole new face

The Campus Center Ener'gy Innovation Project, funded by a.$1,000 grant from the Arkansas
Energy Consen/ation and Alternative Energy Grants Program, will be in operation this fall. Solar
ovens, a solar grow frame, a solar food dehydrator, and an adult tri-wheeler will be an integral part
bf the Campus Center daily operation. Construction on the solar equipment was begun last spring
during the Campus Center Sdn Day* Event II. Faculty, staff,, and students participated In the
construction workshops,, Karen Wartenburg and Jan Guthrie, cg-managers ofthe Campus Center
said, "The grant provided us with a means to bring Into realization our strong commitment tb
alternative and renewable energy sources as a part of our program."
The ovens and dehydrator will be used fbr preparation of some food items offered in th*Campus Center. A mono-crop of Chinese cabbage will initially be grown In the grow frame. The tnwheeler will be used for shopping locally and for transporting food scraps to a compost pile at the
north end of the Pine Grove, This compost is eventually used on the campus plant beds.
Campus Center staff niembers wijl be trained to use the equipment and will be available to
demonstrate the use of the equipment and to explain the operational principles to interested
persons and groups.
The ovens, food dryer, and tri-wheeler can be used by groups and individuals on a loan basis.
Contact Karen or Jan in the Campus Center for additional Information.

.Campus Center Food Co-op organizes
The Hendrix Food Co-op will have an organizational meeting Thursday October 2, at 6:30 p.m
in the Campus Center. The Co-op is open to Hendrix faculty, staff ana students and JS operate-^
through the direction of the Campus Center. Co-op members will meet monthly to fill out orde>
forms and delegate work assignments.' Members in turn will work as organizer, treasurer, and
packers so that the burden of the responsibility Is shared by all. Food is ordered in bulk and then
packaged Into smaller quantities for distribution. Some of the food items available through the Coop include cheese, juices, honey and molasses, peanut butter, grains, cereals, flours, pasta.dried
fruit, fresh produce, and herbs and spices. The food is of -high quality and many times at lower
prices than that available in grocery stores. For example, this week tomatoes are 650 a pound
while they are BQ<^ at Safeway. One ounce of cinnamon at Safeway Is 570 an ounce while the same
item through the Co-op is 80 an ounce.
Membership in tha Hendrix Co-op costs'$2.00 icr the academlG year. For additional
information contact Karen Wartenburg br Jan Guthrie \r- the Campus Center
*
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sportswear

In the past three months, the Hendrix Bookstore has
undergone several physical changes. Carpeting has been
added to the floor, graphics have been painted on the walls
and new merchandise has been stocked on the shelves. The
store's office space has been removed from the main floor
area to allow room for additional merchandise. The store's
redesigned floor plan now maximizes the use of space and
streamlines the checking-out process.
The changes in the bookstore have been made by Mrs.
Maybeth Johnston, bookstore managerial replacement for
G.L. Stephens, who recently retired, Mrs. Johnston was
assisted by sophomore Nancy Womack and ser^ioi; Scott
Buchanan. Nancy Womack willcontinue to work part-time in
the store this year.
Course books are now located on the south side of the
store and are arranged alphabetically by academic department and numerically by course within each department. A
label for each book has been attached to the shelf to
Indicate course title and riumber. The labels have been color
coded for easy reference, A white label indicates that only
one title has been ordered for the course; a yellow label
indicates that more than one title has been ordered for the
course; and a blue label, indicates that the title is recom--'
mended by the professor, though not required for every
student.
Several new Items have been added as a result of the
survey conducted by Mrs. Johnston last May. Included
among the items listed on the-343^ returned survey sheets
which can now be found in the store are backpacks; an
extensive, line .of calculators; three brands of blank cassettes; an assortment of games, including Dungeons &
Dragons, puzzles, cards, and Backgammon; and photo
supplies. Perhaps, the most significant addition to the store
Is the new magazine section. Over 35 titles are now
available to the students. Tha selection ranges from general
interest magazines such as Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal, Life, and Reader's Digest
to the specific interest magazines such as Backpacking,
Car & Driver, Gentleman's.Ouartarly, Plants, and Photography* Individual magazine subscriptions sira also avallabia at a savings up to fifty percent. Subscription cards are
located on tha magazine stand and at the checkout counter.
Many items have bean added even though thev n-.enot
mentioned by the students who responded to the survey.
These items include memo boards, detargariti an extensive
Xme of art supplies, and imprinted shirts, frisbees, and
glasses.
In addition to sailing the aforementioned items, the
bookstore offers several services to the students A typewriter rental service now makes a limited number of portable
electric typewriters availafcile at daily, weekly, or monthly
rates. Photo processing Is also available, as ara custom*
made rubber stamps. Personal and payroll checks are accepted with tha pmper
identification. Checks cannot axcaed the amount of one s
purchase by mora than $25. A purchase is not required to
cash a check. Bookstore hours ara 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m..
Monday - Friday, Hours will ba extended at tha beginning of
each tl
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Dr. Joseph Lombardi
joins Buhler staff

)

Welcome Students!
Come see our new store!

'Ol'i^Si

Show us your I.D. and
receive a 10% discount
on any regular priced item.

by Valerie Larnb
,
^ ^,„. When you wander into Buhler and look Into what you think
is the secretary's office you may get a bit of a suprise. The
secretary's office has moved to the second floor and the
new biology professor, Dr. Joseph R. Lombardi, occupies
the space between Dr. Johnson's and Or. Haggard's offices.
Dr. Lombardi is from Philadelphia and began his college
career at Philadelphia Community College. He transferred
to Bowling Green $ftate in Ohio where he completed his
bachelors and masters degrees 1n biology as well as
attained a minor in psychology. In 1976 Dr. Lombardi
completed his Ph.D.at North Carolina State. Next he spent a
year working for the Environmental Protection Agency in
Research Triangle of North Carolina where he studied
behavioral toxicology, which concerns tha effect of chemicals on animal behavior. Before joining the Hendrix community, Dr. Lombardi taught animal behavior at North
Carolina State for three years. .
This year Dr. Lombardi is teaching several sections of
"Concepts In Biology", as well as one section of "Bacteria
and Viruses", and the "Animal Physiology" course. One of Dr,
Lombardi's major interests is behavior and species intersection as well as the effects of the social behavior of ohe
organism on the entire community. He is also a proponent of
E.G. Wilson's theory of Sociobiology which credits much
social behavior to genetic influance. This highly contro^
versial theory has already bean the subject of a Rahay
Friday Afterhooh Discussion as well as being a major topic of
the fall term Biology Senior Seminar,
Dr. Lombardi finds tha small collega atmosphera of
Handrix a nice change and Is excited about getting to know
the students and learning from tham. Anticipating this» Dr.
Lombardi commented, "We are always a students- always
leaming and changing."
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The Profile acknowleges that diversification of cultural viewpoints is an Interal part of the ''Hendrix
Experience." Many community members have devoted a significant amount of energy to the problem of
minority representation as a vital segment of the faculty and staff of the College. In furthering the goal of
Integration a position was recently filled as a "minority-applicant only" position. We applaud the
attempt to diversify the cultural mulieu of the College! However, the Profile questions trie method of this
action.
~ - If tha Administration-can designate a.position of the„staff as "Minority applicant only'.', yvhy can it not
designate a faculty position for the same purpose? Many outsiders to the Hendrix Conimunity (most
notably James Cone during his visit last year), have commented on the "lily-whiteness" of the faculty.
The problem seems to be more deeply embedded in the constitution of the faculty than in the
constitution of the staff or Administration.
Because a significant part of the Hendrix educational experience comes through the relationships
behveen faculty and student, it seems that the liberal arts tradition Would benefit most from a
diversification of tha faculty, not the staff. The Profile does not condemn the administration's efforts to
attract minorities to the staff, but strongly encourages that equally strong measures be taken inthe area
of faculty employment. Should not Hendrix consider as one of its aims the "knowledge and appreciation
for cultures other than one's own?"

by John Thiele
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Letter to the

My freshman year I was out of money by April. My sophomore
year I was stone broke (whatever that means) by February.
Buying Christmas presents last December was pretty hard -1
made mpsXPf them; wasn't that very J'liberal-artsy"?.And _
following true to form.-1 Couldn't even buy myself a coke durinci
Orientatton Week. In fact, I'm really hoping for a date to Sadie •—
that may be my only meal this year that is not prepared by Mr.
Brenske et al. My pecuniary situation has driven me to the point
where I may have to go out and (gasp), find a job. Which makes
me ask: "What jobs am I qualified for?"
Work has always been rather alien activity for n^ie. I had the
token job through high school. I started out as a busboy at the
International King's Table, the Great American Smorgasboard. '
My bossfinally awoke from drunken stupor long enough to figure
out that my hands and grey plastic tubs just don't match and I
was moved Up to line-loader. For those of my readers who have
never, dined at a Great American Smorgasboard,. that title
belongs to the person that comes out of the kitchen holding a
pan of food, hopefully hot food, with hvo filthy, foul dishtowels
and promptly proceeds to spill buttered corn all down your back.
I was so good at that, they soon had me "cooking" desserts and
salads. One recipe Iwill never forget. You take all the pieces of
leftover jello from the jello molds and dump them into one of the
white palls that congealed chicken fat is delivered in and never
quite gets out of. You then, using yotir fingers rtiash this together.
Then you add an equal amount of whipped cream and stir ali of
this together. You must use your hands, andlience, your arms in
order to mix everything well.* At Christmas we only use red and
green jello. I remember one Halloween we used orange and
black. Where they found black jollo, not to mention what flavor It
could have been, I'll never know -1 was smart enough not to ask.
The working conditions were wonderful and so were the
people. Three of the women, all cooks I might add, never shaved
anything. One particular girl felt an i'ntensp, uncontrollable desire
to kiss every man in sight and one man, who cleaned up,
designed nasty women's undenA/ear and was always trying tp
sign up the waitresses to "model for his catalogue." When I was
quit/fired' I swore I would never work as a food handler ever
again.
My non-culinary training is very limited. I worked for two
summers; excuse me, I labored for two summers as a coll lacer
at Rheem Manfacturing. I can't really go into that here at it Is a
highly technical job that required great intelligence, skill, and
patience and to explain It would take numerous charts, graphs,
and illustrations. Suffice It to say thatit is the only job I have ever
had which required me to vi/ork next to a guy that ate live
earthworms for lunch.
I have also worked as ^ porter at a bus station, v\^here I parried
a lot of boxes and "duniped"alotof buses. If you don't knowwhat
that is, just let me say that you do it at the back of the bus; Use
your imagination. My most recent job experience was selling .
Bibles-but that deserves a column all its own.
So, when it comes right down to it, I'm not cutout for part-time
jobs. It's too bad there is not a Tylenol plant around here. I would
make an excellent tester.

.-ID.ear Editor,
• .
I have a story of true friends and brotherhood for those who cara to lend an eya and read.
I have diabetes. On Thursday, Sept. 18,1 was sitting in my room around 11:00 waiting for lunch to roll
around. I was trying to balance my checkbook but the numbers became fuzzy and started not making
any sense.! turned my attention towards my guitar and tried to play but Iwas missing rhythms and notes
and It just didn't seem to sound right. I sat on my couch and apparently blacked out.
The phone rang at around 2:00 p.m. and I fumblingly answered and slurred out a hello. A lady asked If
this was such-and-such number and said Itwas just a phone company check. I slurred out two y eahs and
tried to hang up. I was about two feat from the phone but It was imposslbia forme to lean forward and
hang up. I managed to lay the raceiVar on the dial and I panicked. I knaw I was having a severe Insulin
I could hear the guys in the next room sawing and hammering on their racks and I.began to scream as
loud as I could "Help... help me." My door was closed.and no one could hear me. 1 got on my handsand
knees and crawled about five faet to tha door. It took everything I had to reach the door and turn tha knob
as I had lost most of my muscular coordination. .1 managed to open the door; I fell to tha floor screaming
"help ma, somabody feed ma," In a va^ry slurred speach. Several ot the guys saw maand started to laugh
becausa they thoughtTwas'kidding.'l oouldri'^ gat otihe floor and I slurred out. "I'm a diabatic. Helpma, I
need food."^
•... Tha guys reaHied I wasn't joking and rushed to help me. I had to tell them what I needed though I could •
talk. Scott Dharton and Pinky Faw ran into my room and frantically looked for something to-give
-•"ig Robertson poured some packets of sugar into my mouth and Scott fed ma crackers and
Coke down me for about twenty minutes while 1 lay on the ftoor unable to move.
,,. ..r^j' and Scott picked me up whan I was abia and sat me back on my couch. They stayed with me.for
about two hours feeding .ma brownlas, graham' crackers, Cokes, peanut butter, and anything else I
codid choka down, I was In shock":and began to get very cold even though- my room was quite warm.
Thay put a jacket on me and walkad ma arourid when I became able. Pinky got his truck and the three of
us rode to McDonald'a with the heater on full blast on a'96 degreeday to\get me-more food. Pinky and
Scott spent two hours rmmng m i from' a/itate of near death back to normal control.
Had I not teen ablt toop.an my door] wouIdhave died, Scott, Pinky* Doug,--andseveralotharesaved^my lift.. I will alwaya be_grataful to my Martin Hall brothers .forihe concern they showed Btiti for helping me when it'was Impossible for m© to help myself.
lark Parrish
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Services resumed

Media Sub-committee meets
In Its first meeting ofthe school year, the Media Sub-committee voted unanimously to recbmmeno
to the Student Life Committee that John Thiele and Sherry Dale be co-editors of this year's Profile
staff. The editor/associate editor system that has been used in the immediate past was abandoned
when Amy Harris, the editor-tp-be, failed to return to Hendrix.
Thiele, a senior political science major from Fort.Smlth, is a three-year veteran of the staff and was
Design Editor for the 197.9-80 Profile. Dale is a junior business major from Fort Smith and Is very
Interested in the financial aspects of printing4he newspaper..--~-. . , , : . . . „ . _
.„„„. 1-.
~
In other actions, the Sub-committee voted "to recommend to the Senate that this year's budget be
reconsidered so that monies could be used to buy ''capital equipment" for the media agencies.
In making the proposal, Mr, Bob Meriwether pointed out that the Student Senate had acquired a
"surplus" forthe year's budget because of a ten dollar increase in the student activity fee and a much
larger student ienrpllment thah'Hadjb^^n;€^nt|qipated, Meriwether commented that,he hoped the
Senate had nyii"frittef^dpawa|^moheyiHatfMG4iy^^r that was a "one-time shot."
The Sub-committee Vea9hed'the deal§lio[r| thaU f% Student Senate should Invest the seeming
surplus money^ih equipment'that would b a d f lasting Value to the Student Association. The Sub-^
committee suggested that darkroom facilities and typewriters be top priorities for these monies.
The final action of the Sub-committee was to begin a comprehensive review of the needs of the
media by assigning each member an agency to study and for which to make recommendations.
The Sub-committee Is chaired by LeFgh Davis. Members include Mr. Bob Meriwether, Dr. John
iFathing, Ms. Joann McMillan, Mike Bobo, Nick Meriwether, Karrie Peacock, and Phyllis Dunn.
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President Don Reed answers
In a Profile inten/lew Tuesday night, President Don Reed defended the Senate's budget, claiming
that the "budget was finalized, more or less published, and made public, and it would be In bad form
to reverse it."
Reed's defense came in response to the media Sub-committee's recommendation that the Senate
should re-evaluate, its budget and use some of the surplus money created by increases In the student
activity fee and enrollment to purchase capital equipment for the media agencies.
Reed contended that such a move would be "In bad form" because "people (agency heads) have a
certain amount of money to work with, and it would be bad policy to take it back."
When asked if the Senate could not reverse its budget upon consideration of "extenuating
circumstances," President Reed repliedr "The Senate has made its decision. It stands as it is."
Reed went on to point out that agency heads were notified, with two letters, that they needed to'
submit budgets this summer to the Senate in order that the financial needs of their agency could be
met. "We received requests from three agencies." The three agencies requesting monies were the
Social Qommitfee, the Troubadour, and the Athletic Activities Committee.
The Profile, KHDX, and Potpourri, three agencies falling under the guidance of the Media Subcommittee made no budget requests, but all agencies received increases for their operating
budgets. The Profile had ho official agency head during the Slimmer months.
The Madia Sub'-committae made Its recommandation tothe Senate in light of requests that wera^
made by the agancy heads last year. At that time, the agency heads were told that there \A^ere no
monies avaUable for the equipment they ware requesting and that Such equipment was ganerally
purchased during a tima of surplus,
v
Reed commented, "| don't know that wa can say that we (the Senate) have asurplus, but the money
we were expecting to have by the time of registration third tarm has been budgeted out."
:When asked, "What are the Senate's priorities, or how should the Senate spend the Student
Association's money?", Reed replied;The Senate's priorites are reflected In the proportions of the
accounts In the budgets of the student agancies."
In discussing the media's need for equipment, Reed commented, "The Student Association is not
getting its money out of the IBM typewriter in the Senate office. It doesn't get used as far as the'
money it's worth. There are valuable things to do in improving stock, but there are more things to do
than making It easier for studentpubJIcationsto print I'm not saying the media isn't important."

Hendrix Campus Sunday worship services are
being resumed under the auspices of the Hendrix Christian Movement on a regular basis.
Worship sen/ice time has been changed to
Sunday evening at 6:30 to allow students to
attend tha community church of their choice for
Sunday morning services. Services, which will
be held- In -Greene^Chapel, are ..noiL-denom:_.
inational and informal. All students are Invited to
attend; any students who desire to participate In
the planning of the worship service may contact
Sue Wonderiand, head resident of Couch Hall for
information; '

On November 2 through November 4, a delegation of six students from Hendrix, will be
attending the 1980 Student Congress on Human
Relations. Tbe participating students are: Ernest
Barlett 111, Beth Beavers, David Whitmore, Laura
Robertson, Mark Flovvers, Robert Dennis, and
the two alternates are: Glenn Kelley and Jill
Molock. The sponsor of the group is Mary M.
Richardson.
These students have been working on three
bills to submit to the Congress. Robert Dennis and
Ernest Bariett are recommending a bill to adopt a
set of guidelines for prompt release of information
concerning accidents at military installations. Jill
Molock and Mark Flowers are introducing a bill
that will allow Amerasian children to.leave South
Korea in the care ofthe relief agency, Americans
for International Aid and Adoption. Finally, David
Whitmore and Beth Beavers are recommending
a bill to increase the salary of a certified public
teacher by eight hundred dollars for 1981-183
Biennium.
This is the secpnd year for Hendrix students to
partlcipata in the Congress of Human Relations.
The Congress"dupljcates as nearly as possible
the structure of the IJnited States Cohgrass. The
activity provides a unique and Invaluable experiahce for those who wish to understand the
process of laglslative debate, t h e specific purpose of the legislative assembly Is to furnish
both high school and college students with insight intothe legislative process. The objactiva
Is accomplished by providing practical legislative speaking experience on bills and resolutions
prepared by the delegates, and by simulating
raalistic political situations through committea
meatings and party caucuses."
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Music department extends program
.This year the music department has expanded its extracurricular organizations to Include
the Hendnx College Orchestra, directed by Mr. Eric Freld, and the Hendrix College
Symphonic Band, directed by Miss Carol Herrick. There are openings for instrumentalists in
all sections of the band and orchestra, and because of a new schedule this year it is possible
to play in both band and orchestra. The Symphonic Band meets seventh period on Tuesday.
Wednesday, and Thursday, while the Orchestra meet^ on Mondays and Wednesdays from
3:60 to 6:20 p.m.
There are many Individual reasons for becorhing a member of the orchestra. Itmightbefhe
impressive reputation of the orchestra after only one year, or perhaps the variety of music
l3eing played. This year's agenda will consist of chamber and symphonic repertoire,
including works by Shostakovitch, Enesco, Khachaturian, Beethoven, Vivaldi, Kabalevsky,
and others. Membership in the orchestra could be attributed toother kinds of attractions,
too. David Sutherland, who constitutes the tuba section of the orchestra, comments,
"counting to three 143 times while the violins are playing really calms one down."
For rnany woodwind and brass players at Hendrix, the Symphonic Band is a welcome
addition to the music department. The band offers students an opportunity to perform a
variety of popular band tunes such as film music by John Williams (Star Wars), and music by
Barry Manilow, The band program offers wind players "something fun to do," according to
Melinda Keith, who plays baritone In the band and cello in the orchestra. She looks fonvard
to an enjoyable year of playing in band because as she says, "now that we've got
organization and leadership it could really be somethirig good."
Miss Herrick and Mr. Freld are also organizing small groups such as chamber ensembles
for string players and jaisz and pep bands for winds. Anyone interested in any of these
groups should talk to Carol Herrick, who says that, "we have an exciting program here this
fall/' or Eric Freid, who adds, "we encourage anyone interested to contact us as soon as
possible,"
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In response to the laxity of the Raney Hall
residents In adhering to the visitation rules, the
Raney Dorm Council revoked these privileges on
October 7, 1980. Many aspects of the visitation
policies were broken from unescorted male visitors
to an inobsen^ance of visitation hours! The Council
hopes that this course of action will raise the
awareness level of the dorm rules for ail of the
residents. Visitation will resume October 17 at 1:00 ^
p.m.
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Services resumed

Media Sub-committee meets
In Its first meeting of the school year, the Media Sub-committee voted unanimously to recommeno
to the Student Life Committee that John Thiele and Sherry Dale be co-editors of this year's Profile
staff. The editor/associate editor system that has been used In the immediate past was abandoned
when Amy Harris, the editor-to-be, failed to return to Hendrix. ^
Thiele, a senior political science major from Fort.Smlth, Is a three-year veteran of the staff and was
Design Editor for the 1979-80 ProfilerDale is a junior business major from Fort Smith and Is very
interested In the financial aspects lof printing the newspaper.
. In other actions, the Sub-committee voted to recommend to the Senate that this year's budget be
reconsidered so that monies could be used to buy "capital equipment" for the media agencies.
In making the proposal, Mr. Bob Meriwether pointed out that the Student Senate had acquired a
"surplus" for the year's budget because of a ten dollar increase in the student activity fee and a much
larger student ^enrollment tlian'Had\be^n;gjnt|qipated, Meriwether commented that he hoped the
Senate had n;ol!"fritte(;^d"iawia|^money ta ^jfJsc^t y | k r that was a "one-time shot."
The Sub-C(ommlttee reacphed the deol$ip;n[th^t\tli^!Student Senate should Invest the seeming
surplus monfeyih equlpmbntnhat WoUrdbe'bf lasting value to the Student Association. The Subcommittee suggested that darkroom facilities and typewriters be top priorities for these monies.
The final action of the Sub-committee was to begin a comprehensive review of the needs of the
media by assigning each member an agency to study and for which to make recommendations.
The Sub-committee is chaired by Leigh Davis. Members Include Mr. Bob Meriwether, Dr. John
IFathing, Ms. Joann McMillan, Mike Bobo, Nick Meriwether, Karrie Peacock, and Phyllis Dunn.
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In a Profile interview Tuesday night. President Don Reed defended the Senate's budget, claiming
that the "budget was finalized, more or less published, and made public, and it would be in bad form
to reverse it."
Reed's defense came In response to the media Sub-committee's recoijimendation that the Senate
should re-evaluate Its budget and use some of the surplus money created by increases In the student
activity fee and enrollment to purchase capital equipment for the media agencies.
Reed contended that such a move would be "in bad form" because "people (agency heads) have a
certain amount of money to work with, and It would be bad policy to take It back."
When asked if the Seriate could not reverse its budget upon consideration of "extenuating
circumstances," President Reed replied, "The Senate has made its decision. It stands as it is." ^
Reed went on to point out that agency heads were notified, with two letters, that they needed to'
submit budgets this summer to the Senate in order that the financial needs of their agency could be
met. "We received requests from thriee agencies." The three agencies requesting monies were the
Social Committee, the Troubadour, and the Athletic Activities Committee.
The Profile, KHDX, and Potpourri, three agencies falling under the guidance of the Media Subcommittee made no budget requests, but all agencies received increases for their operating
budgets, The Profile had no officiar agency head during the summer mo^^^
The Media Sub-committee made its recommendation to the Senate In light of requests that were
made by the agency heads last year. At that time, the agency heads were told that there were no
monies avaUable for the equipment they were requesting and that such equipment was generally
purchased during a time of surplus.
Reed commented, "i ddn't know that we can say that w e (the Senate) have a surplus, but the money
w e were expecting t o have by the time of registration third term has been budgeted out."
When asked, "What are the Senate*s priorities, or how should the Senate spend^the Student
Association's money?", Reed replied'The Senate's priorites are reflected In the proportions of the
accounts in the budgets of the student •agencies."
In discussing the media's need for equipment, Reed commented,'Thestudent Associatb
getting its money out of the IBM typewriter In the Senate office. It doesn't get used as far a s t h e '
money i f s worth. There are valuable things to do In improving stock, but there are more things t o do
than making it easier for student publicationsto print l*m not saying the media isn*t Important."

Hendrix Campus Sunday worship services are
being resumed under the auspices of the Hendrix Christian Movement on a regular basis.
Worship service time has been changed to
Sunday evening at 6:30 to allow students to
attend the community church of their choice for
Sunday morning services. Sen/Ices, which will
be held in Greene Chapel, are non-denominational and Informal. All students are invitied to
attend; any students who desire to participate in
the planning of the worship service may contact
Sue Wonderiand, head resident of CouchHall for
information.

On November 2 through November 4, a delegation of six students from Hendrix will be
attending the 1980 Student Congress on Hunian
Relations. The participating students are: Ernest
Bariett Hi, Beth Beavers, David Whitmore, Laura
Robertson, Mark Flowers, Robert Dennis, and
the two alternates are: Glenn Kelley and Jill
Molock. The sponsor of the group is Mary M.
Richardson.
These students have been working on three
bills to submit to the Congress. Robert Dennis and
Ernest Bariett are recommending a bill to adopt a
set of guidelines for prompt release of information
concerning accidents at military installations. Jill
Molock and Mark Flowers are introducing a bill
that will allow Amerasian children to.leave South
Korea in the care ofthe relief agency, Americans
for International Aid and Adoption. Finally, David
Whitmore and Beth Beavers are recommending
a bill to increase the salary of a certified public
teacher by eight hundred dollars for 1981-183
Biennium.
This is the second year for Hendrix students to
participate i h t h e Congress o f Human Relations.
The Congress "duplicates as nearly as pbsslble
thestructure of the United States Congress. The
activity provides a unique and invaluable experience for those who wish t o understand the
process of legislative debate. The specific purpose of the legislative assembly is to furnish
both high school and college students with Insight Into the legislative process. The objective
Is accomplished by providing practical legislative speaklngexperience onbills and resolutions
prepared by the delegates, and by simulating
realistic political situations through committee
meetings and party caucuses."

Music department extends prograni
This year the music department has expanded its extracurricular organizatibhs to Include
the Hendrix College Orchestra, directed by Mr. Eric Freld, and the Hendrix College
Symphonic Band, directed by Miss Carol Herrick. There are openings for instrumentalists in
all sections of the band and orchestra, and because of a new schedule this year it is possible
to play in both band and orchestra. The Symphonic Band meets seventh period on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, while the Orchestra meets qn Mondays and Wednesdays from
3:60 to 6:20 p.m.
There are many individual reasons for becoming a member ofthe orchestra. It might be the
impressive reputation of the orchestra after only one year, or perhaps the variety of music
being played. This year's agenda will consist of chamber and symphonic repertoire,
including works by Shostakovitch, Enesco, Khachaturian, Beethoven, Vivaldi, Kabalevsky,
and others. Membership in the orchestra could be attributed toother kinds of attractions,
too. David Sutherland, who constitutes the tuba section of t h e orchestra, comments,
"counting to three 143 times while the violins are playing really calms one down."
For rnany woodwind and brass players at Hendrix, the Symphonic Band is a welcome
addition to the music department. The band offers students an opportunity to perform a
variety pf popular band tunes such as film music by John Williams (Star Wars), and music by
Barry Manilow. The band program offers wind players "something fun to do," according to
Melinda Keith, who plays baritone In the band and cello in the orchestra. She looks forward
to an enjoyable year of playing in band because as she says, "now that we've got
organization and leadership it could really be something good."
Miss Herrick and Mr. Freid are also organizing small groups such as chamber ensembles
for string players and jazz and p e p bands for winds. Anyone interested In any of these
groups should talk to Carol Herrick, who says that, "we have an exciting program here this
fall/' or Eric Freid, who adds, "we encourage ainyone interested tp contact us as soon as
possible."
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Monday, NOV. 20th

OVER 40 MODELS
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•SHARP
• TEXAS INStRMMENtS
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• COMMODORE.
• CROMEMCO
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NatalieColels
a dgarette smoker.
She's going to caint
quitsduringthe
Great American
Smokeout Join her
on Movember 20.
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It with a friend,
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t was the Deltas against the
rules... the rules lost!
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In response to the faxlty of the Raney Hall
residents In adhering to the visitation rules, the
Raney Dorm Council revoked these privileges on.
October 7, 1980. Many aspects of the visitation
policies were broken from unescorted male visitors
to an Irtobsen/ance of visitation hours. The Council
hopes that this course of action will raise the
awareness level of the dorm rules for aii of the
residents. Visitation will resume October 17 at 1:06
p.m.
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Raney visitation suspended
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ERA

Reagan
Reagan does not support
the Equal Rights Amendment
but i^ in favor of equal rights
•for women. He has said he will
correct all laws which discriminate against women.

October 16,1980

Indecision '80

Economy
Anderson
He Considers himself to be a
fiscal conservative and he advocates fiscal restraint. For
the move/ he supports a program of austerity that includes
an annual balanced budget.
Anderson's budgetary plans
favor a tax cut, but a tax cut to
emphasize business investments and individual savings
accounts. He opposes wageprice controls.

Compiled by T.D. Honeycutt, Joe Kelley, Kim Brown, and Stacy McCord

Anderson
Anderson is a staunch supporter of the Equal Rights
Amendment.. He vot^d in
1978 to extend the deadline
for ratification.

Carter
He opposes a constitutional
amendment to balance the
budget, an idea which he
abandoned in the 1981 fiscal
year, creating a higher federal
deficit to ease the recession.
His proposal for reindustrialization calls for a reduction of
business taxes by $6,3 billion.
Carter instituted higher interest rates and tougher controls
on consumer credit to fight
inflation.

Carter
Carter is personally committed to the Equal Rights
Amendment. His dedication is
reflected by the fact that he
has appointed as many women
to his cabinet as all the previous United States president
combined.

w
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Energy
Middle East
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Reagan.
He $ees the central objective in the Middle East as the
prevention of Soviet domination or influence; Reagan views
Israel as the chief de^rrent^^
Soviet expansion and has
been Pro-Israel since 1948.
a e primary responsibiUties
for Middle East peace3eagan
feels, lie with the regional
bodies themselves. In a broader
sense of foreign poUcy, Reagan
feels that peace wiU be main'
tained by-a strong mffitaiy.

^

Carter
President Carter pioneers
Middle East peace with Camp
David accords. He doesn't
plan to recognize the Palestine
Liberation - Organization until
that proup recognises • Israel's '•
;, "right' to axistv^'- but he ac-"
Imowledges the PLO'a>ole in ;^
negotiations . in the Middle •',
East conflict.

:l
^

Reagan
He advocates decontrol of
energy price controls and allocation formulas. He sees a
deemphasis of the government in the energy industry.
Reagan opposes a gas rationing program. He stands in
favor of the development of
the synthetic fuels arid the
continuance of the nuclear industiy.

•

Anderson
•; Gongressman Anderson has^
.urged the full impleM.enta•. tiou., • of. President Carter*.s •
Camp David accords, and he
sees ihe V S . role as an intermediary In the conflicts. He
insists that no contact be
made \vith the PLO until that
organisation recognized Israel's
' right to the territory* He-also /
• • cautions 'arms sales to Middle
' last.nations*. •

Carter
Carter has recently strengthened NATO alliances and* accordingly, has approved new
medium range missiles for
Europe. In regard to the draft,
he has called for registration
but at the same time opposes
the peacetimedraft. He pledges
to improve military pay in
order to retain and recruit
military personneL Salt II still
retains a high position on
Carter's foreign policy, list.
Reagan
• , Reagan opposes draft registration and the peace time
draft, tinder certain conditions j. he favors the MX missile'
system. His support of NATO
alliances is very aimilar to
Carter's* He strongly opposes
alt n.
Anderson
Anderson is an advocate "ofhigher pay in the volunteer
army. He has come out against
draft registratioidi and is in
opposition to the peace time
draft. His attitude toward
NATO parallels the other two •
candidates. • He opposes the
MX .'missile system and,'supports -Salt II.

Reagan
A child's right to life is his
main concern. On the topic of
federal funding of abortions,
Reagan is opposed to funding
in cases, where the mother's
life Is not,in danger.
Aiidersoii
,
Anderson believes abortion'
is **to be decided by a'woman
In conjunction with her God
and ;her,'-phyMclan.". He op*
poses a Constltutlonalamend,ment banning abortion. An«_
derson maiMitains that he is
personally opposed to' abor-,
tion* ' •
Carter'
Carter favors .federal pay-ment if mother's Hfe is in
danger -or if pregnancy'k -a
, result of .rape or iiiicent..,He is
opposed to, a constitutional,
amendment bannlne abortion.
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National

Carter
He proposed his own National Health Bill Under the
terms of the bill, eveiy Amierican would be elibigle for coverage in the events of a seiious
illness.. Within his program,
the .national medical bilMs
projected to be cut by $5S
billion dollars within a fiveyear span.

' Anderson
He favors the "Windfall
Profits Tax," as proposed by
President Carter* Anderson
has proposed a controversial
fifty-cent-a-gallon
"Energy
Conservation Tax" on motor
fuels.* Also, he advocates the
creation' of -a Solar Bank for
residential realignment of
existing homes and finds It
imperative _ that the government provide, tax inoentivea
for alternative energy sources.
Anderson proposes, a review
.of nuclear fission plants, but
he rejects the Idea.of a moratorium on existing plants.. :
Carter
He continues his support
for the Windfall Proits Tax
and opposes gas rationing
programs. - During.', his first
term, President Carter dere:gulated oil -and gas prices* He.
called for a program to develop.alternatives to the use of
oil reserves and the increased
use of coal.•.Carter'supports
the continuance of ths nuclear
aw**

Fiiiffl'»illiiiii|iMiiimttiii|iiii

Reagan
Reagan opposes a National
Health Insurance on the ground
that it would reduce the qualii^
of medical treatment. In its
stead, he proposes a system of
tax credits to offset the high
costs, of:a private health insurance plan.

^ra

Anderson
He believes that a national
prograin for health insurance
must include both the pubHc
and private.-sectors. Be does
• •fe^c^rfederal regulations while
•maiBtaming, that individual.
choice^of medioal servlceB is.
desimhle. He also stresses
f that good health habits .and
I preve.ntative, medicine must
f be inoreased in the ftiture.
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The Presidential ballot which confronts Arkansas
voters on November 4,1980 contains seven Presidential
candidates and their running mates. The traditional party
tickets include: Jimmy Carter/Walter Mondale, representing the Democrats; and Ronald Reagan/George Bush,
representing the Republicans. Independent nominees
incMde: Ed Clark/David Koch, representing the Libertarians; Gus Hall/Angela Y, Davis, representing the
People Before Profits Group; Benjamin C.Bubar/Eiarl F.
Dodge, representing the Statesmati^crtip; Barry Commoner/LaDonna Harris, representing the Citizens Group;
and John B. Anderson/Patrick J, Lucey, representing the
Anderson Coalition.
Arkansas statutes recognize only the Democratic and
Republican parties and consequently make no provision
for independent ballot listings. An individual who wishes
to run as an independent must list some type of party
affiliation which can be accomplished byfoi-raingjipoltical
party or holding a convention. In order to form a poltical
party, a candidate must file a petition containing a number
of signatures equal to three percent of the total statewide
vote for Governor in the last election -16,029 signatures.
None of the year's Independent Presidential Candidates
used this method, hut instead chose to hold conventions.
Each candidate assembled his supporters in a convention
and elected a Presidential and Vice-Presidential nominee,
• along with six electors, to the Electoral College. Next, they
filed their ballot, containing the names of the nominees,
the ChaimMn and S:ecretary of th€ convention-, and.the'
electors, at the Secretary of State's office within fortyeight hours of the convention.
October 14 was the last day for Arkansans to register to
vote or change their registration For those registered
voters who will be away from home on election day* there
is ample thne before November 4 to vote absentee. This
can be accomplished by requesting an absentee ballot, in
person or by mail, i^om the County Clerk of the county in
which you are registered to vote.'The Hendrix Senate hascomposed a form letter that can be used for this purpose.
Upon notification, the County €Ierk will send -an absentee:
: ballot to you 'which must be returned before- November 4,
1980. •' •'"
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survey
Last Sliring; Professors Baker m d Bigler organized the Hendrix Elections Survey Project. Centered
around an academic class, this project is designed t o
conduct a survey of Arkansas voters. The general
purpose of t h e project is t o make a broad study of
public opinion in Arkansas. The study w a s designed
primarily by students and the results of the survey
will b e available to other students in a number of
bourses o r in individual projects in years to come.
The survey will b e t£&en in t h e nine county ^ r e a
that makes u p the Second Congressional District.
Interviewing is targeted to begin on October 2 3 and
will end on November 3 . A goal of 465 interviews,
collected from a sample of 558 randomly selected
registered voters, has been set. Initial results should
be forthcoming soon after the end of the survey
period and a meeting is being planned for election
night to present the forecasts of election outcomes^
In addition to predicting the winning cautididates, the
survey is also designed to study fectors which
influence voter decisions, t h e importance of international events to other political orientations, citizen knowledge of and opinions about state politics,
and other related.questions/
Any students interested in helping with the project
are encouraged to participate. The interviews which
will b e conducted face-to-face, v«^ll take about forty
minutes to administer. Any student may volunteer.
Training sessions for volunteers will be held Monday/October20 at 7:00 p.m.; Tuesday, October 21 at
4:00 ji.m4 and Wednesday, October 2 2 duriug fifth
period or at 4:00 p.m* Anyone who is interested in
helping should notify D r . Bigler o r Dr. Baker. Any
questions c a n be addressed to Mike Ntggel> Roger
Chinn> John Thiele, Chris Collier, or Roger Clinton.
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Girls, only two more shopping days!
Happy faces wilt abound this weekend as
the males of Hendrix are wined and dined
by their Sadie dates. Sadie Hawkins, which
has been a Hendrix tradition for thirty-five
years, wili get underway tomorrow evening
when the Social Committee presents
"Animal House.'* The hilarious movie starring Johh Belushi will begin at 7 p.m. in
Staples Auditorium. Get into the spirit of
things and wear a toga. People have been
deciding If they will wear their white sheet or
be original and wear a designer tdga which
could be their rainbow sheet, their Midkey
Mouse sheet, their flowered sheet... the
list goes on and on. The night wouldn't be
complete without attending a toga party, so
find out where one is (I'm sure that won't be
a problem) and have a blast.
Saturday evening is when the guys are in
for a treat. Gals are planning to wine and
dine their dates at various restaurants in
Little Rock such as Cajun's Wharf, and
Julie's Place. Of course there are other

)'

the bales of hay ahd slide into the dance.
The dance, which will be held in Hulen
Ballroom, will begin at 9 p.m. Students can
bopgle to the beat of "Sweetheart"; a band
from Memphis which is guaranteed to
"knock your socks off." They have a diverse
range of music which includes hit songs of
the Dooble Brothers, Bad Company, Blues
Brothers, Commodores, Uttle Feat and The
Beatles.
While ypu are.at the dance, do not forget
to have a picture made of this memorable
pccaslon. Just plop down on grandma-s
feather bed and hoist, a jug of moonshine
while Gary Allen Strain snaps a picture.
After the dance, keep your energy level high
because the parties will continue into the
wee houns of Sunday."
The reactions after Sadie Hiawklns are so
different. Some couples will dread every
minute of it while other's will enjoy every
second and wish that it would continue
forever. The Profile hopes everyone will
have a hee-hawing good time.

After returning from dinner, the couples
will get comfortable by changing into their
Sadie Hawkins attire which consists of
overalls, straw hats, com'-cob pipes, and of
course bare feet. Be prepared for a slippery
experience as you work your way through
options besides eating out at a restaurant.
Some gals are conjuring up menus for their
men which they will cook in dorm kitchens,
trailers and apartments* Others are venturing put for a picnic in the woods and yei
there are others who would settle for a
pizxa and a pitcher of beer. Whether the
couples go to Jacque and Suzanne's or
Pizza Hut, they are destined to have a
terrific time.
Some people dine in groups while others
go in couples. Over dinner Is a great'tlme to
get to know your Sadie date, especially if
the date was made over the phone {ue. Hi,
you dbn't know me, but I think you're cute and
I was wondering if you would go to Sadie with
me). This could be the beginning of an
exhillrating romance.,
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MILLIONS OF PEOPLE IN THE WORLD GO HUNGRY EVERYDAY

THE
SEDtlCTION
OF JOE TV/MAM

YOU CAN HELP

A GNIVERSAL PICTaRE t &
eisiouNiv^nsALCiTysTubiOsiNC
ALI niGKTS RESERVED
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PROBLEM

FAST FOR A
WORLD HARVEST

Btrfh Control ond Abortion I
Counseling.
Free Pregnancy Testing
^omen's Coramonify Health Centi
of Arkansas, Inc*

Give up eating for all or part of a day and donate your food money to
Oxfam-Anterica the international agency that funds self-help development
projects in the poorest areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

I-800-327-9880
CONTACT:
.
Oxfam-America 302 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02116,
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can
a political portfolio
Out on a dusty Arkansas backroad,
where the dust settles slowly, where
there are more barns than houses, more
cows than dogs and more dogs than
people, where the postman drives from
the middle of the truck seat, out here is
a town called Republican, Arkansas.
In this election year, few candidates
will venture this far in their quest for
election-day votes. One would think
that Republican, Arkansas would make
a fine place for a GOP National Convention. Think of the symbolism, the appropriateness of the name and place. Don't
think of the hotel accomodations and
restaurant facilities.
Robert L. Gatewoodtells us alittle of
the town's background:
Three miles north of GreenJDrier, still
on US 65, a side trip along a dirt road of
another three miles brings us to the
small community of Republican.
First known, then, as Cash Springs on
the south bank of Pea Vine Greek the
residents petitioned for a post office
and regular mail senrice. There was
another Cash Springs In Arkansas at
this time and the petition was denied.
This peturbed the villagers and as the
Republican party was in power these
staunch Arkansas Democrats decided
to rename the town for those Republicans far away in Washington, D.C. Thair
new post office was then approved and
was opened on September 20,1897...
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"When the going gets weird, the weird turn
Prp." Hunter S. Thompson.
"How low does a person have to stoop to be
President?" Hunter S. Thompson.
"In a democracy, people usually get the kind of
government they desen/e," Adlai Stevenson.
"Never Underestimate human stupidity."
Robert A. Heinleln.
Everybody's waiting for me to vomit but some
silly nonsense making fun of the 1980 election.
Well, Sony to disappoint you, but this election is
about as humorous as a decaying corpse of a
mallard in the middle of th^ road. No fun at all.
The choices are so obvious this time around.
Comparatively, 1976 looks like a coin-toss. 1972
was pretty divided, but McGovern was dead
before he walked out of the Democratic Convention. And 1968 was the ultinriate boiling pot of
everything that was wrohg w|th;the 6t)'s. (Nixon
had eyery one fooled; Humphrey was too scared
to let J3eople know just how liberal he really was;
and Wallace didn't fool anybody. And considering how many votes Wallace got with his obvious
KKK campaign is a ten-ible example of the
sickness the American public can sorhetimes
sink to like pigs In a mud-bath.) The 1964
campaign was like that of 1972. except itwas the
conservative Goldwater who was the condemned man. Which brings us to 1960 and
Kennedy vs. Nixon. If Nixpn had won that
election, anyone under forty years of age right
now would be either dead, crippled, or termlnalpsydhologlcal-paranoia-basket cases. But
Kennedy pulled it off, and we had enough time to
build our defenses up against Nixon In '68. He
oouldn't fool all of us. I was twelve years old, ^nd I
knew the jerk was a crook (or at least a screwhead).
So what has this got to do with Reagan arid
Carter and Anderson? Let's put it this way. If
Ronald (Bonzo) Reagan wins In I960, he'll make
Richard (Watergate) Nixon look like Honest Abe.
Not because he's a selfish paranoid crook, but
because Ronnie Is either downright evil or the
most misguided politician since William Jennings
Bryan at the Scopes Monkey Trial, (fil get back
to ihe Monkey TriaMater.) Then again, my own
theory Is that Ronnie is just stupid. His advisors
am the show ( an assortment of big business
buzzards, John Birch Society die-hards, WWII
veterans who never left the states, and idiotlo
rednecks who want to prove America is still
"tough" by blowing up half the world!) \
Let me begin with a different sort of statement.
The real fools in this election aren't the people
who vote for Ronnie Reagan; the real fools are
the people who say it won't matter who they vote
for because there isn't a difference. Not a
difference! Jesus save us! What do you want? A

Decision.
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Buddhist Communist and a Jewish grandmother?
You must be either deaf, blind, or stupid! The
differences run right off the scale!
Back to the matters at hand. People complain
because I never mention Johh Anderson. Well,
even though I normally iflock to lost causes. The
threat of Reagan as President scares the holy
grey matter out of me, and 1 tiave to go with the
odds and stop that maniac.^ John just doesn't
have the clout to Stop the "Frankenstein" Republican. On the practicial side, even if Anderson got
elected what could he possibly do with a
Congress full of Republicans and Democrats
both out to discredit hirh so their parties can win
In 1984.1 admire John Andersori's courage, but if
he had been maybe a little braver, he would have
stayed Republican and done everything he could
do to save the party from the right-wing pseudofascists that drew up that monstrosity called the
Republican Platforni In Detroit
Speaking of the Platform, let's look at that
ulcerous sore. First, who dr^w It up? Average
age - round 56, nearly 86% male, 92% white
upper middle class. Quite a cross-section of
America, right? And these drips claim to speak
for all Amerlcaris! Forget women! Forget Blacks
and Hispanics! Forget the poor! Forget the
people with intelligence! Let's screw the ERA!
Let's put a Constitutional Amendment against
abortion so women can die at the hands of
butchers instead of surviving with the core of
qualified doctors at hospitals. Let's raise the 55
MPH speed limit to 70 and burn up what little gas
we have left, and while we're at it let's double the
death rate on the highways. (But this Is America
where everyone,should be freed to speed his
head off on the freeways to compensate for his
lack of sexual gratification.)
And did you know that everything you learned
in Intro, to Economics was wrong? You can cut
taxes and keep Inflation low. (Not just a small
scratch, but a deep infected, unhealable cut of
30% over the next five years.) Besides this,
Reagan promrses to out government spending,
increase military spending, balance the budget,
and save the ecohomy by freeing all those
greedy ass-holes in big business to screw
everybody like they always wanted to do since
the industrial Revolution! You want to know why
Detroit went broke? It wasn't Carter^s fault or the
EPA. It was big business brains who refused to
build eoonorty cars fifteen years ago when
people were screamlr?g forthem to save gas and
drive safer. But would they listen? Hell, no! No
wonder Japan made so much money. The
Japanese were smart capitalists, and gave the
market what it wanted. But not Detroit! Now,
fifteen years later, they realized they messed up
and came out with cars they should have been
designing in 1965. And they seem so proud of
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November 2-9, 1980
Sunday, Nov, 2 - 3 p.m. Professor Harold Thompson will conduct a workshop on the preparation of
brioche and other breads. 1215 Hunter St
Monday, Nov. 3, 8-10 a.m. Coffee and French
breads will be served In the Campus Center. At 3
p.m. Professor Nicole Hatfield of UCA will show
slides and discuss the history and influence of the
French In Arkansas, also in the Campus Center.

Jail-Bail organized
Doug Bradley, Pres. of Circle K at Hendrix College has been appointed to lead local volunteers in
organizing:^ W B a i l to belheld Friday Oct 31 st (In front of the Campus Center), according to Phillip
M. Nelson, president of the Arkansas Chapter of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Ih accepting the chairmanship of the event Doug said, "We hope that the residents of the Hendrix
Community will volunteer their time and support to this worthwhile project. There are literally millions
of children in this country who need our help because their lives are threatened by lung-damaging
diseases."
,
Cystic Fibrosis (CF), the most serious lung-damaging disease. Js Incurable. One in every 1,600
Artierican children Inherits this devasti^tlng disfease wher( they receive a gene for CF from each of
their parents. It is estimated that 10 million Americans are symptomless and unknowing carriers of
the gene which can cause CF In their child. Through research funded by the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation, a test to identify carriers is being sought and scientists are pursuing a cure or control for
cystic fibrosis.
The proceeds from the Jail-Ball will help support research progranis and medical care to lenthen
the lives of all lung-damaged children through over 120 Cystic Fibrosis Centers In the United States.
These CF Ceriters specialize in the diagnosis and care of children with cystic fibrosis and other lungdamaging diseases like chronic bronchitis, bronchiectasis, sever asthma and recurrent pnumonia.

Tuesday, Nov. 4 -noon. Canadian film: La Mer to
be shown in the Campus Center. At 3 p.m. Mr. Jon
Guthrie will display artifacts from Zaire and discuss
their cultural significance. (Campus Center) .
Wednesday, Nov. 5 - 3 p.m. Professor Don Marr
will give a slide presentation and commentary on
the development of the French art from the time of
the cave-dwellers to the modern era. (Campus
Center). At 7 p.m. Professor David Taylor and Mr.
LyIe Rupert will perform French organ music of the
nineteenth century. Performing French art songs
Will be Miss Lydia McAlister and Miss SharohKeek.
•"(Staples,Aud.)./' •,:/.''-'',.
Thursday, November 6 - noon. French dishes will
be specially prepared by the Campus Center staft
(Campus Center). Also, the Troubadours will pertorm. At3 p.ni» representatives from the Falcon Jet
Company of Little Rock will speak on French
business Interests in Arkansas.
Friday, Nov;7-noon. The CampusGenterstaff will
serve a speciai lunch of French dishes. At 4 p.m.
Professor Kina Sherzer of the University of Texas
will lecture on the work of modern French philosophers Claude Levj-Strauss and Jacques Derrida, A
discussion period will follow. (Mills B)

see Page 3
u:

Sunday, Nov, 9. French film: Jules Et Jim (Mills A,B
p.m.)
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Indecision. Wrong decision?

The 1980 presidential campaign has been termed a campaign of indecision. Jimmy Carter has beet^
an indecisive president. Ronald Reagan can not decide what to think* John Anderson had trouble
deciding if he wants to beaRepublican or an independent candidate. And the Americanpeople (the real
losers) cannot decide between these indecisive candidates.
In the face of all of this fence straddling, it should be a comfort to hear thpse words from agovernment
leaden *The Senate has made a decision. It {the decislonj stands as It Is." However, when one
disagrees with the decision, this statement becomes ari awesome proclamation.
Senate President Don Reed recently uttered thase words in referring to the Media Sub-committee's
suggestion that the Senate reconsider Its budget, making monies available to buy equipment forthe
media agencies. Reed defended the Senate's budget in a Profile interview and made it clear that the
Senate would not act on the Subcommittee's recommendation.
The Profllt protests this show of decis'iveness.
The extenuating circumstances that Reed refuses to consider include the fact that, at this ilme this
agency was asked to make budget requests, it had no agency head to submit such a request
ThereIsadeflnlte need for equipmentlntheProflliiartdTroubadour offices. These needs were
known to the Media Sub-committee lastyear. It is unfortunate that the reports of these equbment n^eds
did not reach this year's Senate, but it is unreasonable to content that a non-existent editor should
have notified the new Senate of the Profile's needs.
Fbr many years, Troutiaddyr m d Profile staff members have labored under atrocious working
conditions, le. darkroom equipment that makes good photograph production practically Impossible, a
severe lack of working typewriters, and a total absence of offioa fumiture and equipment that are
deemed "necessities." Members functioned under these adverse conditions with the home that some
day their successors would be given, In addition to the operating budget, a large sum of money to buy
decent equipment. This was the year that would (and should) have made those dreams come true.
Instead, the Senate has parceled this money out to all of the agencies, giving everyone a little and no
one enough to make substantial improvements.
The Proflte understands the problem of reconsidering the budget at this point. However* the Senate
f wm riot fully Informed at the time the budget was finalized, and new findings could greatly change the
outlooks of many of the^senators.
_____
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themselves. (Sort of like the eighteen-year-old
who finally graduates from sixth grad^) And
these are the people Reagan says can save the
economy. Seems to me In the history books, it
was the entrepreneurs and businessmen who
played around and got us Into the GreatDepresslon. (Remember Keynes. Before him, government never stepped Into economics.) "Laissezfaire," my eye! That idiot Adam Smith was
discredited hundreds of tirties. People's greed
isn't productive. It's destructive. Big business
won't help any one with those tax cuts! They'll
pocket money for themselves.
And as my mother once said, (Sure, I'll quote
my mother..She has more sense than all the
Republicans in Detroit.) "Greed may make you a
profit, but you have to sacrifice honesty, and
humane treatment of everyone, and scruples.
And how can you really say you're productive
when yoii aren't humane!" So much for economics.
Defense. Gosh gang, you know why the Soviet
Union has a bigger defense than we. Think. How
many super powers are our enemies? ONE.
Russia. (Remember China Is our friend. But
Reagan may change that real fast.) How many
super powers does Russia have to guard against?
Four: NATO Japan, China, and America. Seems
fair, doesn't it? (Hey, I distrust Russia as much as
Ronnie himself, but starting WWIII won't help
anybody. And "limited war" would just rip us
apart from the inside like a dozen Vietnams.
Seems to me that's what all the right»wing
fanatics say the Communists want. Hmmm.) And
Where's all this money gonna come from? I'll tell
you because it's where the military gets Its
money; Education. And next are the poor. Then,
the consumers. (Sounds like fun, gang, pass me
the nen/e gas.) A strong military is the only sure
way to guarantee peace. Didn't Hitler say that?
God, I haven't even mentioned the Moral
Majority. (Hal^brothers to the KKK and McCarthy
witch hunts of the SCTs). Or Reagan's call for
prayer In school and teaching Biblloatlon Creation. (Hedid say that in Dallas when he went toa
Moral Majority rally and said he supported them J
Forget separation of Church and State. Forget
the Bill of Rights. Forget the separation of
powers; let Ronnie stock the Suprertie Court
with fascists. Forget what we learned at the
Scopes trial. Forget Jefferson. Forget Franklin.
Angry! You bet I'm angry! This logo is a threat
to everything 1 used to think meant freedom and
decency. (I'm getting absurd, but fear does that,
youknow.)
Besides. 1 don't have to attack Reagan, he
does a good enough job of discrediting himself
everytime he opens his mouth. If only people
would get their heads out of the sand and listen,
they'd know he was a jerk. If only,. *.

Oa.-.

TThe IndlvidLial can make a dtffem^^ In the United States
governmental systern. This reassuring message was a central
theme emphasteed during a nieeting of Bread for the World for
interested students Monday, October 20, in the Raney Building.
Bread for the World, a Christian Citizens' movenient in the United
States, effectively involves their members in seeking government
policies that addfess the basic causes of hunger through urging
them to use their influence as American oitizans. The Bread for the
World organization was represented on campus by Herman
Graham, Southwestern States Organizer, and Candace Fair, a
Little Rock member of the group and Hendrix graduate.
Both domestically and abroad, hunger claims hundreds of
millions of persons, almost half of them children. Bread for the
World worksforthe cause of alleviating hunger politically through
contacting eleoted leaders about specific Issues that vitally effeot
hungry people and letting them know that American dtlzans are
aware and concerned. Membership In thfe organization Is grouped
according to state and Congressional district; when key decisions
are being mad© ifi Congress, members contact their particular
congresspersons quickly my mail or though local phone networks*
Hfisnielhod^ol
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successful in the past, as Breadforthe World's record shows. The
organization drafted and then mobilized support for *'Right-to-Food
resolutions", presently regarded as the most far-reaching declarations of intent on hunger ever made by Congress. Bread for the
World played a major role in Congress* establishment of a U.S*
grain reaerve program which is a major step toward world food
security. In 1979, Bread for the World was influenclal in afoodaid
reform which will encourage "'aidforself-reliance" The organiia*
tion'a plans for the future Include land use and land reform
domestic food programs, unemployment, trade, military spending,
and development aid
Bread for the World is an excellent example of the fact that the
individual is significartT M^he U,S, governmental system--that
concerned individuals, working together, can effect change, Ms.
F^lr reflected on the satisfaction felt by the individual when in
reflecting upon a Congressional decision, one can see that one's
phone call or letter "does make a difference"*
Bread for the World is a non-denominational group which works
cooperatively with church and secular groups concerned about
hunger. Memberships may be obtained Individually as well as by
any concerned groups of citiiena. The Hendrix Christian Move*
ment Is sponsoring a meeting for any interested students to
discyss extra information regarding Bread for th© Worid as well aa
a campus unit of the organlzattonMond^JfeM
Raney Building.
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up front
Plans are now being made to expand the services
of the Prof lie in an effort to make a moreservicable"
and useful publication for the Hendrix community.
Any campus organization, club, department, or
group that wishes to publish information about their
activities should prepare the necessary information
and leave it in the mailbox on the door to the Profile
office.
The staff is also introducing classified ads to the
Profile. These ads may concern whatever the
advertiser wishes, and, When possible, will be
grouped with other ads dealing with the same
subject. The charge will be $1.00 per 20 words, with
the charge pro-rated after the first twenty. These
ads may be mailed through thd'canri|jtis'maiTlbV.
i •)
Profile, Box H-280i Cdrppus:
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Election night plans

Service announced

6

Dr. Chappell adjusts to alternative lifestyle

Alumnus wins audition

On Noveml)er 4, the night of the election, the
Senate will sponsor a watch-party in the student , Susan_Dunn, a 1976 graduate of Hendrix
center. The student body a n d i a c u l t y are invited. College, was reciently declai-ed the Wrnher of the
Severial televisions will be provided so that the Metropolitan Opera Great Lakes Regional Audicoverage by all three networks can be viewed. In tions In Chicago. Winning the regional auditions
conjunction with the watch-party, plans are now entitles her to enter the national auditions, which
being made to provide rides to the state capitol for will be held at the Metropolitan Opera House in
those interested in observing the proceedings New York City during the spring of 1 9 8 1 .
there. The senate and watch-party sponsors are
Miss Dunn is the daughter pf Mr. and Mrs. A.C,
also looking at the possibility of having the snack Dunn of Bauxite. She is also a graduate of
b i V ^ k i g f b p d f i untrth2:0lC> fr^iilnight
Indiana University and is currently a student at
the University of Illinois, where she is studying
with John Wustman, the well-known coach and
accompanist. At Hendrix she was a voice stuOn Sunday, November 2, at 7:00 p.m. in Reeves
Recital Hall, the Student Senate will sponsor a dent of Dr: Harold Thompson, professor bf music.
debate on the three major contenders for the office
<l)tf^residyiil of the United States.The debate will be
mWbe ujp>6Hhree'faciilty-student teams representing President Carter, Governor Reagan, and Representative Anderson respectively.
Movies to see
Representing President Carter will be Dr. Francis
UN CHIEN ANDALOU will be shown along with
Christie and Allyn Dixon. The Reagan team will be
the 1945 horror classic DEAD OF NIGHT at 7:00
Dr. Gene Bigler and Derek Lowe. Dr. Bill Siegel and
p.m. Friday, October 31 In Staples Auditorium.
Don Kossler will speak for Representative AnderUN CHIEN ANDALOU, possibly the most avantson. Don Reed will serve as moderator, and Pieire
garde film in history, was make to satirize the
Ford will serve as timekeeper.
pretentions and formalites of the avant-garde
Active campaigning such as handing out stickers,
films themselves. The film,,an attempt at prebuttons, pamphlets, and also placing posters at the
surrealism, a work of art created entirely from the
site of the debate is expressly encouraged. Tables
subconscious, is constructed of a string of
will be placed In the lobby to hold campaign
bizarre and grotesque scenes.
paraphenalia.

By Alan Winkler
"Could you write a television commercial for Tide?"
English Professor Charles Chappell probably could.
He is one of the many husbands across the nation
adjusting to the demands of an alternative lifestyle.
He readily admits to doing laundry, vacuuming the
carpet,, and helping around the house. He even admits
that he does not watch 60 Minutes each Sunday
evening. He opts forThe Wonderful World of Disney,
Instead.
After their marriage; Jiis wife, Carol, decided to gp to.
medical school at the Medical Sciences Campus in
Little Rock. That decision was made ten years ago.
Recently, she entered practice as an Ophthalmologist.
In the past ten years, the Chappell household has
proven that the family need not assume a traditional
form. The Chappells have faced some unusual problems, but they have emerged derrionstratjng that an
alternative lifestyle can succeed.
0 . When did you meet your wife, Carol?
A. Garrett McAinsh introduced us at a party In Atlanta.
I was working on my dissertion. She had finished her.
B.A. in German at Wittenberg College in Springfield,
Ohio and was working in Atlanta. We met In the
summer of 1968 and were married June 21 of the next
year. We moved to Conway in the summer of 1969.
Q. When did your wife become interested in medical
school?
A. She was considering it when we married. She took
some extra course work In biology and chemistry at
Hendrix. I remember the term when she took Quantitative Analysis and Organic simultaneously. She was
aeeepted In 1970 and began that fall.
She commuted for the first two years. Then we
moved to Little Rock in 1972. The move was beneficial
t o her. During the last two years she was on night-call
and had weekend duty. She had a rotating Internship in
1974-76. She did some post-doctoral research In
1976-76 while she was waiting to get Into an Ophthalmology residency. She did her resident work at the
Veteran's Administration Hospital, the Children's
Hospital, and the University of Arkansas Medical
Science Campus in Little Rock.
O, Then both of your children were born during her
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Gene Cotton to perform
In the midst of Disco, Nabisco, andflash-in-the-pan Risco, there are some other musical influences
being heard around the world, and it*s no surprise that Gene Cotton is one meriting attention. He will
be in concert on November 7, at 8 p.m. in Staples Auditorium.
A native of Ohio, Cotton^grew up in Columbus as one of nine children and attended Ohio State
University as a political science major in the mid-sixties. Opting for music as opposed to political
science, he began his career playing small clubs and colleges in the midwest.
Gene recorded and produced his first album on his own in 1972 and sold the master to a small label
In Texas, which later released a second albym in 1974 that contained hisflrst national chart single,
"Sunshine Roses'V ABC signed Cotton in 1^76 a n d released t w o a^
and Rain On that g a v e G e n e his first national top ten exposure. T h e network television shows that
followed, along vyith the national touring, continued t o keep his career growing and audlerfce
.expandihg,"^ .
' '
''.'r.'r'.r^ • .''•^'
V Discontented with ABC, Cotton left in 1977 to sign with Ariola America In doing so he had turned
down offers from major labels for a chance to work with a small, more personal company. Gene
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I ramember the day 1 received a call from the M e d
Dames, an organization of the wives of medical
students. They a s k e d m e to join, but 1 turned them
down, I may join the Medical Auxiliary some time,
though, Carol's father, an orthopedic surgeon, has
asked me several times when 1 was going to start
attending style shows and going shopping with the
girls,
Q* How much has your wife changed since y o u
married her?
A* Anybody who knows Carol knows she is not
affected by or pompous about her profession. She Is
the same person 1 married In 1969. She has made me a
better person. She w o u l d n l agree.
Some people have a stereotyped view of the doctor.
They believe doctors are out for the money and g o
golfing on Wednesday afternoons. What they don't
realize Is the high standard demanded of physicians.
Physicians evaluate other physicians. If a physician Is
not an expert, he or she Is not allowed to practice in the
hospital The medical profession polices itself. Carol
-isn't the stereotypical doctor, neither Is any doctor I
know.
.
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A. They both enjoy Coming up here for a visit, I usually
bring them tb Parent's Weekend and to some basketball games,
Chris even attended one of my classes once* After
the class was over, he commented, ''Your class was
boring," For the rest of the day, he kept repeating that
comment, I finally asked him to stop it.
Q. When Chris and Timmy grow uprwhom will they
pattern their lives after?
A. Theycan be anything they want to b e - a s long as
they make a decision before they are thirty-five years
old!
,
Chris, who is six, wants to be an astronaut. He likes
to play with his Star Wars toys all day. At least. Star
\A(arS|b^s,q9tf0n,hi|n inter^sfed in space rockets and
the s6lar*syst4m. He ; i ^ , currently involved in the
Multiple Sclerosis Read-a-thoh. He's showing us his
persuasive skills by brow-beating relatives Into
pledging money.
Timmy is four years old. Yesterday, he wanted to be
a soccer player, Tomorrow he may want to be an
astronaut like Chris. We think he might be a geologist.
He fills his pockets with rocks and piles them on the
porch. He and his friends throw them Into the creek by
our house,.
Q. Do you spoil the kids?
A. I don't think so. The fact that they are twenty-five
months apart in age means each one has had to share.
Each one has shared our time and attention. Carol and
1 are both from big families. We are typical parents. At
times we despair. At times we think we are doing all the
right things-that feeling usually lasts about ten
minutes.
Q, Is having a doctor around the house an advantage?
A. Yes, in that Carol knows when one of us should
seek medical attention. She Is mother, not a doctor to
the boys. If we suspect something, we take them to the
pediatrician.
Q. What has It been like to be a medical student's
husband?
A. It's been interesting. I remember one night in
winter. She was studying cardiology at the time and
was learning how to use the stethoscope. I woke up
with cold steel on my chest. She smiled and said,
"You're the guinea pig." Since she began her training
in Ophthalmology, she has stared into iny eyes many
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Q. Have your two careers ever clashed?
A. No, our careers have been complementary. I enjoy
going home and asking Carol about her day. The
couple that impresses me Is the two physicians, I don't
know how they can juggle their hours.
Q; Doesn't commuting everyday cause problems?
Have you considered moving back to Conway?
A. The commuting has never interfered. I have always
met my classes. It has kept me from attending some
social events. Some colleges would just refuse to
cooperate, but Hendrix hasbeen great, DeansChristle
and Merrill have been exceptionally cooperative. Dr.
Shining has been supportive all along*
We explored the possibiUty of moving back to
Conway, but the Alford Eye Clinic job was a better
opportunity than Carol could have gotten here in
Conway now.
Q* What will happen when your wife starts making
more money than you?
A. That time is fast approaching. Her making more
money doesn't bother me. Socie^ just values her job
more. She has had ten years of education and training
after receiving her undergraduate degree. She also
has additional pressure. There are factors more
Important than money. I love my job, and I know what I
am doing is important.
Q* Have the children suffered because of the alternative lifestyle? What do they think of their mother the

A. Christopher was born In January of 1974* Carol Was
a senior at the time. 1 remember asking one of her
professons If she could receive obstetrics credit, but
he said, "No," Timothy was born in February of 1 §76.
d* Whenyourwifewaslnmedjcalschool, howdidyou
handle the household fesponslbllltles, and how did
she find time to study?
A. It was mostly a matter of everyone realizing what
needed tb be done and working together. We all share
the work at home. When Carol comes home, she is
with the boys constantly* She reads to them and plays
with them. She cooks dinner and, aftemards, we all
clean up. After the boys go to bed, she does whatever
she needs to dp» it was the same when she was in
schooL
Q- Does her schedule interfere with your homellfe or
with caring for the children?
A. Carol's schedule is much more suitable to a
homellfe now* She has regular hours. She even has a
day off some weeks. One reason she chose Ophthalmology is that the hours can ba arranged more
sensibly to allow for a family. She can take calls from A. The boys are proud of thefr mother. They just
expeGt for mommy to leave early each morning. They
; We have^found that It-Is tha quality of the attention Mve eaten many a.mealln the hospital cafeteria^
and care we give to the boys- that counts, We.try to Q. What do they think about their dad the professor?

according to some, which held the number two slot on the national FM singles chart list for more than
two months.
Cotton assembled his band, American Ace, during 1979 and working around a heavy touring
schedule, he,managed to spend enough time in Nashvllie's most noted rockstudlo, Quadrafonic, to
finish his latest album, No Strings Attached. The new release is an Interesting departure for Oiene,
ottering not only the sensitive lyrics and craftsmanship characterizing his career, but a selection of
no-noids-barred rock and roll numbers.^

FREE $5 Conditioner
& style
from Oct. 6 tl)ru Dec. 21

have one of us there at all times. We are all together
evenings and weekends. ,
V
O. Who cares for the children during the day? .
A. During the day, they attend the Chiridren's House, a
Montessori schooi. It provides excellent education
and daycare, and It is near Carol's office. My mother
and father are retired and live In Little Rock, so they
care for the children some. During the^Mf""^®'''"0"*1^5*
I take care of thenp.^;;., .
... r W ^ . .
Q. The traditionfil jroteiof Jthe fatt)pr.,d9p nqt. always
holdirMe.inyourhouise, does it? J • !
\
A. The conventional pattern of the father is just not
true. Women should have an opportunity to do what
they want. We think we can combine the tvyo careers
and have a good homelife..
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Fm not unpolitical,
just apolitical

Letters to the E ditor
T o t h e Editor:
I have read with interest Jeff Lewellen's "perspective" In the 10-16 Profile. Actually,
interest" is not really accurate ~ "dismay" Is more specific and "disgust" Is closer to
the truth.
After perusing this dispassionate^ closely reasoned Inquiry intothe issues, the next
thihg on the page that I noticed was the motto of your p a p % "Publish and conceal
noti pubtlsh.ahd set forth a standard". This editorial certainly concealed not; I will give
It credit for that..Tbe hate in It was so blatant that it nearly ran off the page. As far as
setting forth a standard, I have to admit that youVe done that, too. This odius piece
was a new low.
Tm having to restrain myself a bit while I write this; whether Ifs showing or not I can't
say. All I know is what I read at the bbttorrj of!th<^ page,, namely, "Letters to the Editor
must not be libelous.. .''Woufd th^t the ptditorjals were under the same constraint!
There can be (and are) valid objections to Gov. Reagan's policies. I have qualms
about him myself, and Tm voting for hImBut this article made no serious attempt tp
get at these issues, relying Instead on sensation and cheap shots. Instead of a list of
well-thought-out reasons not to vote for Reagan (which might well have served Jeff's
purposes better), we were treated to two-thirds of a page of rabid v\/ar whoops.
This article contains such memorable phrases as "either downright evil or the hiost
misguided politician s i n c e . . . Bryan." "That maniac", "that Idiot Adarti Smith", "right
wing pseudO'fascists", "Idiot rednecks", "those greedy assholes",* etc., and then
concludes that Its subject is a fanatic. Now, that makes s^ense;
In looking oyer the article for (I hope) the last time, I can only think of the space that
could have been devoted to something more w o r t h . . .almost anything would fill that
bill. Perhaps we'll see a good treatment of Gov.. Reagan's policies from an opposing
point of view somewhere, but I have a feeling that we won't see It In the Profile,
seemingly now a Hearst paper. There's enough bull floating around this season —
why, why did you have to throw another bucket into the fan? '
HI

'\

Derek Lowe

Dear Co-Editors,
(Are you sure Bernstein and Woodard started this way?)
Well, you try to make a joke, and everyone takes you seriously. I've had midnight telephone
calls (both pro and con), threatenlngietters, hate mall, and people started requesting disco on
rny radio Show atKHDX; t S t l o f a r nothing reallyvidlent has hapj3eried:pf I l i a d known that
article was going t o cause such a fuss, 1 wpuld have let Phyllis write It.) (Fame ain't all It's
cracked up to ba.) 1
V
Now IVe got the campus conservative wing on my back. But Derek Is really okay by me. At
least he signs his name to letters. (More than I can say for a lot of wimps around here.) Derek
and 1 seem t o livihg in different worlds. His world seems t o be very conservative and very
serious. Mine is total insanity which can only be combated by making a joke of the whole thing.
It's best to let the two worlds float along undisturbed and everybody can have a good time.
So what doyou say Derek? Let's call it a draw and go have lunch sometime.
By the way, did you hear the one about the democratic senators Ip
? It's a riot! You'd
"loveitr •
•
•.,„-•-. '•: •'"•.
(P.S. Anyone wtio likes Bruoe Springsteen can't be all bad,)
Signed,
Jeff (hiding out In my apartment
till the heat blows over)
Lewellen
P.P.S. I never hated anyone In my life. (Oh, well, maybe my first room-mate . . . )
••

;•?>
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by V a l e r i e L a m b
In 19681 was an ardent Nixon supporter. He was the last winning
candidate I ever backed, McGovern, Gerald Ford, and Robert J.
Brown (an obscure local figure) all lost due to one small tactical
error-their campaigns attracted my support. After the last
election I vowed never to actively back any political candidate
again. At the time I didn't realize just how easy It would be to keep
that oath!
This year's race for the president Is a farce. I cannot support
Ronald Reagan because everytime I hear one of his speeches I
think of Generalissimo Francisco Franco or any number of other
really bad stand-up comics. I would also prefer to avoid a state
religion, nuclear holocaust; and regression to medieval values.
Jimmy Carter won't get my vote either, as I find Incompetence
extremely distasteful. I can't think of anything that Carter has done
that Is really terrible, but then I can't think of anything that he has
done at all! Carter is the only president we have ever had with an
Invisible foreign policy and an economic policy that changes more
frequently than the^slgnS at ah EXxon station. My other option is
John Anderson. I seriously consider backing Anderson but his
status as an independent bothers me. I can ]ust Imagine what kind
of deals he would have to make in order to get anything through a
partisan Congress. My idea of good government does not Include
a shabby Imitation of "Let's Make A Deal'^ (yes, a cynic can be an
idealist too, sometimes) with the president as Bob Barker. "If you
vote for bill # 3, you will win a wonderful appointment on the House
Committee of Sewers and Sidewalks plus 200 square feet of
prime office space and . . ." Well, you get the general Idea!
Having rejected all of the accepted candidates, I next began to
consider write-in possibilities. The first two that came to mind
were Miss Piggy and Mickey Mouse. I really like the Idea of
electing Miss Piggy. She is very tough and stralghtfonft^ard and
could give the Russians all kinds of trouble. However, she can also
be connlvlngly kind and could wrap Congress around her little
flnger(?) In no time. The only problem I foresaw was that America
might not be ready for a female president. I presented the Idea of
Miss Piggy's candidacy to some friends and they quickly pointed ^
out a major flaw. Miss Piggy originated In Great Britain and
therefore Is not eligible to run. (Cheer up, Miss Piggy, they wouldn't
let Henry Kissinger run either!) My other option was Mickey
Moiise. He has great name recognition world-wide and is
extremely popular. Old Mickey would be great in politics since
he's reallyhard to understand. However, Mickey, ilke RonnlOi Is a
product of Hollywood as well as being a bit too old for the job.
' l.have rejected five presidential candidates and Idon'tseeany
other possibilifles. therefore. I'd like t o propose- an alternative t o
Election Eighty. Let's not elect a president. We have a bureaucracy that is capable of handling almost anything. Why do we need
a president? We could hire actors (gGOd.^ctors, sorry Ronnie) to
represent America at international functions. People claim that
the bureaucracy runs everything anyway; let's just make the claim
a reality. Think of the money, time, effort, and boredom we could
save if we eliminated politics. 1 don't propose this as a permanant
plan but rather for ten years. Then maybe people will see where
changes need to be made and w e can have politics with a
purpose. Any maybe, just maybe, the parties will choose symbols
less ludicrous than an elephant and a donkey. How about an owl,
or a grackle, or a nematode, o r . , , . .
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Greene Chapel will be the setting Monday, December 1, of the first Candlelight Carol Sen/Ice of
the 1980 Christmas sisason. The Carol Service, a Heridrix tradition, will be presented this year by
the forty-five voice Hendrix Coljege Choir under the direction of Dr. David Taylor.
The Choir's processional hymn will be accompanied by handbells. Other highlights of the
program include a modern hymn, "Welcome all Wonders," by Richard DIrkson, which will be
accompanied »by l^rass; tympfanl,^ and; the organ, and an American black spiritual, "Mary Had a
Baby." ^. .>:•', i \ \ v i i i j r p .. < r-'•! -" *• .i H • ^ ' i ''".'/
Other sen^lQ^s ar^ scheduledjforiOeQemberr^, 7:30 p^m^ and December 7,3:00 p.m. In Greene
Chapel and December 5,7;30 p.m. in the sanctuary ofthe Conway First Methodist Church. Tickets"
to all sen/ices may be obtained by calling the Cabe Theatre Box office, between 8:00 a.m. and 2
p.m. Monday .through Friday or writing to Candlelight Carol Sen/ice, Campus Mall. Persons
requesting tickets by mall should specify the sen/lceiand number of tickets desired and should
Include their box number.
._
^ .
The Choir will be on tour December 11-14 and will present the Carol Service to congregations in
El Dorado, Pine Bluff, Paragould, Jonesboro, and Little Rock.
The Hendrix VVind Ensemble will perform traditional Christmas carols In an outdoor concert
before each of the sen/Ices in Greene Chapel.

Hendrix players to perform
The Hendrix College Players will present Thornt(M^Wilder's "The Skin of our Teeth," a comical
v i e w o f the struggle of Adam and Eve and'their offspring" through the ages^ at 8:00 p.m.^on
Movember 12-16, and a matinee performance at 2:30 p.m. on November 16.
The play, set In 1942"and eternity, concerns human sun/lval, involving the Ice Age, famine, flood,
war..and other hardships of the human race. Act I deals with the Ice Age and the problem of
refugees; Act II deals with all the human actions that occur ih "the flood"; and Act It deals with war
and the problem of evil in the Immediate family. If the Antrobus family, which symbolizes
humankind, can sun/lve these trials and tribulations by the skin of their teeth, they have to survive
by the eternal necessity of struggle and beginning again.
"It Is a play relevant to the time in which we live," said Dr. Henenberg, director of the
performance. "Everyone wonders at times If w e may gatrbylustr^by the skin of our teeth."
Plavjnq^he lead as Sabina Antrobus will be Mlah Frazer, a sophomore from North Little Rock..
Wynn Alexander, a junior from PoteaUi Oklahoma, and Natalie Canerby, a freshman from
Russellville, will tend support as Mr. and Mrs. Antrobus. Also appearing will b© Christopher
GInnaven as the Announcer/Blngo Caller, Todd Conatser as Mr;Fltzpatrick, Clay McCastlin as the
Dinosaur/Fred Bailey, Rhea Thurmond as the Mammoth/Hester, Mark Lawson as the Telegraph
Boy/Broadcast Official, Robin Taylor as Gladys, Brian Schuchardt as Henry, David Ashcroft as the
Doctor, Jim Rhodes as the Professor, Johh Thiele as the Judge, Kip Welch as Homer, Faith Hayes
as Miss E Muse, Margie Chaney as Miss T. Muse, Tisha Daniels as Miss M. Muse, and Jill
Knowlton as the Fortune Teller. The play will be produced by Frank Roland, assistant professor of
Theatre Arts.
The performances will be presented In the Cabe Theatre Arts Center. Admission Is free, and
reservations may b e made by calling 460*1343 between the hours of 1:00 and 5:00 p.m.

Dear Co-Editors
W e are writing this letter to protest the Social Committees handling of the "sing with Gene
Cotton'^ contest held Saturday, October 25,1980: We do realize how much time and effortwas
involved in the planning and coordination of this event. Our concern is with their failure to obtam
non-partisan judges for the contest In this talent contest, we do hot feel that students (Social
Committee members) could fairly judge the contestants.
\
.o • i
This was an unfortunate incident, which leaves a negative attitude toward the preserit Social
Committee. We sincerely hope they understood their responsibility to the student body m
selecting the "Voice of Hendrix College".

riiiiin
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Susan Barnet/Karrle Peacock

Dear Co-iditors,
1 reaiiy enjoyed the entertainment provided by the Saciil committee Saturday night. The
Social Committee put a lot of time into the preparatlonfor th© "Sing with Gene Cotton" contest,
but It appears that It was really time wasted. The judges already had their minds made up. It was
apparant to fhe majority present, that Oherl Carlyle sounded great, better than any other
contestant. So why Is Cherl not singing with Gene? It is because she Is not In the "In group"
such as Scott Buchanan and the ultimate winner, Dee Davis*
This is tho same old crap that goes on at Hendrjx every year. Only the "Jn group*' ever has a
chance to actually participate In events thathave any appeal atHendrix, I wish that tcould sign
• Is fetter, but f cannot because I alone'cannot stand up against the Hendrix Snobs.- .

see page 6
photo iiy tliomas Honeycutt

Name Withheld
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Candlelight Service to be presented
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Brautigan to visit Hendrix
Richard Brautigan, internationally known novelist and
poet, will visit the Hendrix campus November 21.^
Brautigan will present a reading from his new book. The
Tokyo-Montana Express, at 8:00 p.m. In Staples. Brautigan's visit Isfunded by the Bertie Wilson Murphy
Symposium. In Literature and Language which, since Its
beginning In 1978, has brought Iiterary critic Cleanth
Brooks, novelist and critic John Gardner, and poet
Denise Levertov to campus.
The publication Of The Tokyo-Montana Express,
Brautigan's latest novel, has been long-avyalted and Is
the reason for the novelist's current tour. The novel was
released late last month and has been called Brautigan's
best novel, the publication of which Is "a literary event."
Brautigan was thrust upon the nation's literary scene In
1967 with the publication of his Trout Fishing In
America. The novel Is still his best known work and
introduced Brautigan's original style to America's
readers.
Dr. Kenneth Story, faculty coordinator for Brautigan's
visit, terms the novelist's style as "lyrical and stark,
visionary and realistic. His world view . . . m a y be
described as wonderfully absurd,"
Brautlgan'S'Other major novels indude A<Jonfederate
General from Big Sur, Sombrero Fallout, and The
Abortion: An Historical Romance. His best known
collections of poetry are The Pill Versus the Springhill
Mine Disaster, Rommel Drives on Deep into Egypt,
and Please Plant This Book.
Brautigan has attracted a large following on college
campuses across the nation but has managed to avoid
an all-out cult following by being a recluse. In fact, this is
Brautigan's first United States tour in a decade.
Several of Brautigan'sworks may be purchased inthe
campus bookstore.
>
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Sociology Department
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The second annual Arkansas Undergraduate sociology
Symposium will be held at Hendrix on April 3-4, 1981. The
Department of Sociology and the Sociology Club has invited
students at all levels of undergraduate s t u ^ to submit papers
and to participate In this p/ogram. They encourage reports on
Uterature reviews and obsen/ation studies that have been done
or will be done as part of course work or Independent study:
The symposium will provide the opportunity for fellowship
and scholarly stimulation from students and faculty from
colleges and universities around th© state. Representatives
from ^rafcluate programs will have the oppoitunity to identity
promising students for their programs. Students canjearn what
graduate study opportunities in sociology are available Ih
Arkansas while strengthening their- applications to graduate
school through participating io'the symposium program. Also,
the symposium should serve to encourage the reporting of
undergraduate research which already is amajor component of
undergraduate programs in other disciplines. Finally, high
school Instructors of sociology are encouraged t o attend in
order to gain a better understanding of recent developments In
the field and to discuss common concerns about the teaching
of high school sociology In Arkansas.
A highlight of last year's symposium was a keynote address
by Dr. William C. Swanson, a clinical sociologist and suicidologist from New Orleans who spoke on "Socology in the Real
World: The Clinical Practice of Sociology." Eighteen students
representing seven institutions made presentations at this first
symposium.
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Upcoming events to remember

Hendrix professors attend meeting
«I

\.

Hendrix Professors Ferns C Baker and James R. Bruce attended the annual meeting of the
Arkansas Sociological Association which was held In conjunction with the Mid-South Sociological
Association In Little Rock recently. Sociologists ftem across the state and region attended the
meeting.
,
„
,
Dr. Bruce, assoclatie professor and chairman of the Department of Sociology at Hendrix, was
elected vice president, president elect, and program chairman of the state association for 1980-81.
Dr. Bruce participated in a panel discussion of "The Future of Academic Sociology." Maria
Heringer Jones of the Arkansas State Health Department and,a 1977 graduate of Hendrix coauthored a paper for the meeting on the stability of Interlocking directorates of corporations. Dr. W.
Kennedy Upham of the University of Central Arkansas delivered the Presidential Address to the
Arkansas group. Ferris C. Baker, professor of sociology at Hendrix, is a past president of the ;
Arkansas Sociological Association.

Vice President at Hendrix named
G. Diavid Gearhart has been named vice president for development at Hendrix College in Conway,''
according to Dr..Roy B, Shilling, Jr., president of the college,
[' : ^
Gearhart joined Hendrix as director of development In 1978. Prior to that he served as assistant to
the president and later as chief development officer at Westminster College in Fulton, Missouri. A
native of Fayetteville, Gearhart received his bachelor's degree from Westminster College and his
juris doctor degree from the University of Arkansas School of Law.
Gearhart is a member of the American and Arkansas Bar Associations and Is a licensed attorney.
He is also a member of the board of directors of the American Cancer Society for Faulkner County,
the Conway Kiwanis Club, and Is a memberof St. Joseph Catholic Church- He is married to the former
Jane Brockman of Fayetteville, and they have one child.

Committee to host reception
;

."--

On Monday, November 24, at 6:30 p.m., In the Campus Center, the Cbrhmittee on International/Intercultural Studies will host a reception "Celebrating International Cultures" In honor of the
internationai students and faculties of Hendrix. The cornmlttee wishes to provide this opportunity for
the Hendrix community to become better acquainted with its international members. The reception
will feature live ,ahd ^ recorded >usld. Jrom. various .countries- and, the committee- Will provide
international taste treats and snacks.
Everyone with an interest or experience in international cultures, languages, or travel abroad Is
cordially invited to attend.

BUFFET TIMES

Children under 12
250 X Age
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Sunday Nite Special 5-11
Buy 2 Pizzas any size and get the
same, size FREE with equal or less
ioppings. i'^'jf^t , z.t^t^f.

SPAGHETTI SPiCIAL

for %|ll a ^ O

Wednesday and Thufsday

salad bowl $ 1 «
Dine-in only.

Dine-in only.

SATURDAY DAY SPECIALS
Sandwich with
salad bowl

$2.89
No carry
v ^ ^ " 1 ^ ^" ^^^^^
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pjzza with 2
salad bowls and
2 large drinks

$6.50
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no carry outs
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THESE ARE PIZZA INN'S
EVERYDAY SPECIALS
NO COUPONS NEEDED
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Another recommendation has been made b^
the Student Life committee to the College
conceming the issue of cable television in the
dormitories.The recommendation ofthe committee was that cable t*v. outlets be installed In the
head residents* apartments and In the respective television rooms of each domiitory. Individual
dormitories wB have the optton of additional
sendees (movie channels), paid for by the dormitories, but the Collage will absorb the basic cost
^f the <?able t.v, jcoits into the dormitory room]
charges*
\
'
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Through the work of John Schroeder, the
^:% \Sf nate ^passed a resolution B create a JoHl
oullui^ activity bi^tvi^^en the Senate and Tile
WH^ft Fpundatlort. The ventur^would e s t a b #
a lectureship, ur\det the auspices of a subcommittee of the Special Events committee, to
be concerned With the topic of Christian living/
'nf*

ALL SPECIALS ARE VOID
WITH OTHER DISCOUNTJ-

724 Oak Street "^'**8°***«'^>«^«»»«*«li'«"«''^

Tuesday, November 1 8 - 1 2 - 6 p.m. Blood
Drive In Hulen Ballroom. Klhg Pizza
Buffet - all the spaghetti you can eat for
$1.99. Pizza Inn Buffet - all the pizza and
salad you can eat for $2.89. Ken's
Pizza - large pizza and a pitcher of soft
drink for $6.99.

The College recently announced a major renovation program of $3 million to begin refurbishment of campus facilities. Included among these
buildings will be the residenrs halls, Staples/
Greene Chapel, Bailey Library and Grove Gymnasium. The Subcommittee on Residential Living
(a part of the Student Life Committee) has been
working on the plans for the first major renovation work — Martin Hall.
• W• • •
The faculty voted down a proposal from the
Student Senate that would have allowed student
/epresentatbn on the Academic Policy coinmittee.
Jn response to that vote; the Senate drafted a
letter to be sent to each faculty membi| expressing its regref at "ah oven^^hefmlng display
of resistance to our efforts."

8" single topping thin pizza
Movir the best kept secret
in CoiiMrsy is fiitaily reveded!

Monday, November 17-3:50 p.m. (In Mills
102) Bruce Haggard (Beginning of Colloqium Faculty Series) will give presentation on "Genetic Engineering". Pizza Inn
Buffet - all the pizza and salad you can
eat for $2;98.
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Holiday blood
/'
;

: J l ^ a t u d ^ i Npy^|rjber,t5r9;- Igp.m.^fter- "
; f,. , n^tjNf^ Chrlstfpas Fair cpntinue's. S^p^m;.
Skin of Our Teeth.
Sunday, November 16 -1:30 p.m. HungerHike in Little Rock, 2:30 p.m. Final day of
Skin of Our Teeth. 6:30 Worship Service In Greene Chapel.

Senate reports

WEDNESDAY NITE SPECIAL

Representative debate held in Reeves

...f—-..

Fridayy November 1 4 - 9 a.mi -4* p.m. Alternatlve Christmas Fair In Campus
Center (26$ admission), 8. p.m. Skin of
Our Teeth.

Thursday, Wovember 2 0 - 7 p.m. in Mills A the Society of Economics and Business
Seminar featuring "Sykes Wilford."

you can eat.

.89

Thursday, Noveniber 1 ^ - 6 p.mvvCareer
Exploration workshop In the Student
Affairs Office. $1 night at Conway CinemaBlue Lagoon (7:06 & 9:06) or My
Bodyguard (7 & 8:60). King Pizza Buffet- all the lasagna and salad you pan eatfor
$2.79. Premeir of Skin of Our Teeth at
8 p.m. In Cabe^

Wednesday,: November 1 9 - K i n g Pizza
Buffet - all the pizza and salad you can
eat for $2.79. $ 1 night at Conway Cinema.

Monday-Friday
11-2
Sunday
;.
12-2
Monday & Tuesday Nite... 6-8
This Include all the pizza and sajad
1-:
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In the spirit of Election '80, the Hendrix Senate presented a representative Presidential Debate and
in the process managed to educate and entertain the audience. Each debate team, Anderson
Keagan, and Carter, respectively, were given an opening statement of five minutes, a rebuttal to the
opposition of seven minutes, a general question and answer session of fifteen minutes, and a closing
statement of two minutes duration.
Each group presented their opening statements by attesting to the candidate's platform ana
record. Very little tin the way of exolterfient occurred, except when Dr. Bigler, representing Mr.
Reagan, began a little early in his attack on the opposition.
The real action began in the rebuttals to the opposition. Dr. Siegal started off with an attack on Mr.
Carter's foreign policy, eventually calling him a'-born-again hawk:" He did not forget Mr. Reagan, who
he took to task for his stand on energy. Dr. Siegel explained the Reagan energy policy as ohe that
says "let's Just {urn the.Droblem pveirjto ttj^ oil cpmpanies anc) let them do what they do best.".
The Republican representatives MtithfeWchahfc'e next. Derek Lowe stood up for the rebuttal and
expi'd^s^d dl^beli^f that! Mf. earfdr*Aas rtjhhln^ a "campaign of Ideas," and among other examples,
read a memo of the President's Administration that showed Mr. Carter's concern for re-election as
early as 1977. He ended his rebuttal session by asserting that "we have a man who's a camoalgner
and little else."
The Carter rebuttal was handled by Dr; Christie. He described his position for Mr. Carter as much
like syndicated columnist Carl Rowan's position. "I am going to vote for Mr. Carter because I cannot
vote for Mr. Reagan and for various reasons cannot vote for Mr. Anderson," Dr. Christie then
enumerated three areas that he used in evaluation of his support of Mr. Carter: 1) the ego of the man,
i.e. what is the man all about, will he involve the U.S. In an unnecessary confrontation; 2) past record,
intentions and successes; 3) presuppositions ofthe man, "I disagree with Mr. Reagan's and cannot
seem to find Mr. Anderson's".
The floor then opened to the audience for a question and answer session. The major showing of the
session was a Reagan campaign worker from outside the Hendrix community who continued to
attack the Carter representatives with his questions.
The representatives were then given a closing statement to the audience. Allyn Dixon warned the
crowd that "this is not the world of four years ago" and that It seemed "Mr. Reagan's foreign policy
was formed In the 1960's when Reagan was entering advanced old age." He ended by stating that for
intricate problems there can be no simple solutions.
Dr. Bigler took the podium and his stentorian voice acknowledged that the debate was a good
idea and "It was nice to be outshown by a student (his partner Derek Lowe)." He continued by
admonishing the crowd not to vote on the personality of the candidates because the personality of a
candidate was the hardest thing to comprehend.
Don Kossler made the final remarks forthe Anderson team, He encouraged a vote for Mr. Anderson
because he saw the Anderson campaign as a viable alternative and a vote for Anderson, in his
thinking, was not a throw-away vote. He countered the claim that Mr. Anderson was a spoiler by
asking, "He's been called a spoiler, but what Is Mr. Carter or Mr. Reagan?" '
Reeves recital hall was packed to overflowing for the debate, rhany persons having to sit in the
aisles, Campaign literature and paraphernalia stood out anpl ran In large quantities. The support for
the candidates was strong and at times bordered on the boisterous. Many evidenced their support by
wearing the political buttons, blue, green and white, and red scattered throughout the throng* But
most seemed to agree that the debate flourished In Its Intended purpose - to educate and entertain
audience,

donors needed
The Red Cross bloodmobile will visit the
Hendrix Campus on Tuesday, November 18,
from noon to 6:00 p.m. This visit is of vital
importance in helping the Arkansas Regional
Red Cross Blood Sen^ices maintain an adequate
supply of blood during the Thanksgiving holiday
season.
*
, '
'
During the holidays, many potential donorsare
so busy shopping, celebrating or visiting friends
and relatives that they find it difficult to take time
to donate. Yet, hospital patients depend upon
volunteer donors to provide the blood and blood
products that can save and extend lives.
To meet the blood needs of patients during the
holiday season, Red Cross has scheduled 107
bloodmobile visits In communities and at industries, businesses, churches, and schools
thi;pughout the Arkansas region. A total of 1,275
units of blood must be collected each week to
meet the needs of hospital patients.
Another reason why the success of our bloodmobile visit IS so important is because blood is
perishable. Blood has a shelf-life of just thirtyfive days and blood collections must be maintained at a steady rate to enable the Red Cross
to meet the daily hospital requests.
Hospital patients, both In Conway, and throughout of the Arkansas region, are depending on the
Hendrix community to hold a successful bloodmobile visit.
Lastly, In order to be eligible to donate blood, a
person must be in good health, weigh at least
110 pounds, and be between the ages of 17 and
66. Giving blood takes less than an hour, including registration, medical history, donation,
and refreshments. The actual donation takes an
average of seven minutes. Persons who have
donated before are asked to bring their .plastic
donor cards.
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Another side ofthe Christmas story
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by Beth Tribble
't
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"Strings of street lights, city stop lights, blinking bright red and
green, as then shoppers rush home with their treasures . . ,"
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And there you have it — the picture of the contenriporary American
Christmas. The hustle-bustle, commercialized society of which we
are a part has striven to turn our Christmas "Celebration" Into a big
business "sell-abratlon". "Sometime In the past we lost the ability to
create our own gifts, to live simply for the sake bf others. We have
forgotten the original purpose of birthdays as a joyful afflrmatlpn of a
person's life and of Christmas as the Christian alternative to the
pagan festival of Saturnalia. Only occasiohally do we consider our
celebration's effect on ourselves, on others and on the earth as a lifesupport system," proclaims the Alternative Celebrations Catalogue.
Thus, in an effort to reevaluate this cherished tradition that hasbecome a matter of "a dolly for Susie and a soldier for Sam" the
Alternative Celebrations Movement has been established to encourage a rethinking of the true SfDlrit of Christmas. In an effort to join this
movement, the co-ordinators of the Campus Center, with the aid of
some concerned Hendrix students, will sponsor the Second Annual
Alternative Christmas Fair. The fair will bd held Friday, November 14,
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. A 25-cents admission fee for students
and adults and a 10-cent fee for children ages six to twelve will be
charged to finance the fair. Children under six rhay attend the fair free
of charge.
Ih the first edition of the Alternative Celebrations Catalogue, Bob
Kochticky, organizer of the national movement, wrote, "pur society Is ^
incredibly consumption-oriented. Consumption pervades bur very
being, especially our celebrations and rituals. They have become,
Inseparably wedded to the purchase of consumer products. It Is as
though the only vehicle for expressing our joy, gratitude, love or ,
sorrow Is something purchased with money . . .Celebrations have
become mechanical and materialistic Instead of responsive and life
affirming. Custom controls us so harshly that we feel guilty when our
imaginations prod us to break with the established way." The
alternative celebrations movement, however, strives to let Individuals
know that it is okay (not only O.K. but much more meaningful) to
liberate our imaginations from the consumer-oriented traditions that
presently influence our methods of celebrations. A key term In the
alternative celebrations movement Is ^Voluntary simplicity"-willingness to rethinkandreaot to the oonsumer orientations that we are
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victims of. In a previous Interview, Jan Guthrie, co-manager of the
Campus Center, explained the alternative celebratlo.ns,m6vement as
based on threie'mairt idfeafs.^'^The fir^tifeitoJree our sprdeial occasions
from mechanical altd'mkterlallstiC'CbAfiiin5eitclallsn!i:Secohd Is tb get
the celebration back closer to the original meaning, and third, to ffnd
ways to celebrate so these events become life-supporting and further
the values of global justice and peace.
The movement jtself was established on a national level In 1973 and
has national headquarters In Jackson, Mississippi. A five year goal
has been established by the movement to have $60 million diverted
ffom consumer products to organizations that strive, to help people
and the Earth.
The fair, by Its very name, will be more than just a buying/selling
market place; the overall purpose of the fair Is a kind of consciousness and awareness raising event encouraging creative
alternatives of all kinds. One segment of the fair, however, will be sale
displays by national and International human welfare organizations of'
hundreds of Items made by people In Third World Countries such as
Bangladesh, Botswana, Haiti, India, Manila,, the Philippines, and_^^
Thailand. These Itenis Include handmade stationary, cards,
calendars, ornaments and decorations, toys, candle holders, jewelry,
and a variety of kitchen accessories. This selection has been
broadened to Include even a wider variety and larger quantity of items
than were available at the 1979 Christmas Fair because of the
overwhelming response experienced then,
A second segment of the fair will be a display of booths with
handmade Items created by local craftspersons from such organizations as the Faulkner County Senior Citizens, Arkansas Children's
Colony and the United Methodist Women. The money that Is made
from the sale of these Items will go back to the people who made
them.
The third part of the fair is more "Idea-oriented" In that it will
concentrate on actual Ways in which people can celebrate In an
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Gift-making worksh 0i»

Alternative Christmas. These suggestions include making presents,
giving gifts of time and/or talent, and redirecting part of their gift
money to peoples needlerthan themselves. If people do come to the
fair and shop, they will spend less on gifts and will have "extra
Christmas money" that can be directed to charitable organizations.
To give people speclffc gift-making ideas and suggestions, there will
be exhibits of handmade gifts,, gift wrapJDlng, and cards as well as a
.gift-making.workshop which wHlgive all a Qhaoce to participate In gift-'
^ making firsthand. There:will also be:dlsplayjs to offer qreatlve ways in
whichlotbertholldays: mayi be Q0lebrat0cl iniamalteirnative manner.
Christnias shopping in an alternative way this season offers
benefits to the shopplers as well as other human beings throughout
the world. Items for sale are products of the work of talented artisans
who heed markets to sell their goods and increase their Income. The
profits made on the Items will go back to the craftspersons. The Items
are made by people joined together in cooperatives from communities who work together to make a decent living from their crafts. The
prices of these self-help products are Initially set by the craftspersons
who have made them. Any markup that has taken place Is strictly for
shipping, customs, and overhead; the Christmas Fair is a non-profft
event.
At the same time that shoppers will help others to help themselves,
they will be treated to very special bargains which could not be found
In Conway or Little Rock, where the shopper's money goes to a
corporation. All of the high quality Items for sale will be priced at about
^ pnerfourtb of the.going commerjcal ..rate, due 4o the lack of a
commercial mark-up. In "addition, the shoppers will receive the
additional satisfaction of knowing that their money will go to Earthsupporting and human concern groups during a season of the year
Which strives to promote "peace on Earth, gpodwill towards men".
The Alternative Christmas Fair can serve as the beginning of an
effort on the part of all to dig beneath the thick film of commercialization which has stained and weighed down our culture and renew the
true spirit of Christmas season that celebrates- our humanity and
peace on Earth. As Jan Guthrie has explained," "We encourage
people to shop here, to come fqrideas of what they can make and to
think about the vehicles they use to express their love, their joy, and
their gratitude. Then Instead of buying some Things, see If they can
make sonriething or give of themselves^ or give a gift of charity In the
name of someone else.'*

a

in Christmas fair

A number of local and international human welfare organizations
will be represented through their displays at the Alternative Christmas
Fair On the upcoming Friday and Saturday. Although the backgrounds
and memberships of these groups may vary, they all share in a
common goal: to help their fellow man and woman to help and support
themselves.
An example of one of these types of organizations is that of Mission
Village, which caters to church, fraternal, service^ collega, and
community organizations. Their goal Is to create markets fbr handcrafted items coming from underdeveloped countries. By doing so,
this self-help, free enterprise program is able to raise individual
standards of livihg through the artisan's own efforts.
Similar service organizations such as the Mennonite Central
Committee Self-Help Program and SERV strive to ffght chronic
poverty, and were started originally In response to the post-WWII
refugee situation but now involve thousands of artisans In sixty
countries - mainly In Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America.
Other service organizations such as UNICEF ahd FOR (Fellowship of
Reconciliation) will be represented at the fair.
Local organizations to be represented Include the Faulkner County
Senior Citizens Program, the Arkansas Children's Colony, and the
United Methodist Women who will display handmade and homemade
gifts and use money from their sales to continue their programs.
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Renovation project plans underway
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The Hendrix Board of Trustees has approved a major renovation
project for several buildings on campus. The necessairy project funds
have been estimated to be In the area of $3 million for four buildings:
Martin and Galloway residence halls, Grove Gymnasium, and staple
Auditorium and Green Chapel. Martin Hall has been designated as the
.number pne priority of the renovation project. Tentative plans have been
arranged for construction to begin spring term.
Martin Hall Is the third oldest building on campus, having been built In
1918 after the Administration Building (1891) and the President's Hall
(1914). The building was originalty bulft for $130,000 during the first
world war at a time when supplies were temporarily curtailed for the war
f."

efforts. The dormitory has had one major renovation, that coming in
t965, the work costing a toal of $66,000. The work Included replasterlngr repainting, and the replacement of electrical systems, water
pipes and broken tiles. A kitchenette was also Included in the
renovation.
Many problems have been Isolated In Martin Hall that the renovation
project hopes to rectify. The heating, plumbing, and electrical systems
must be replaced due to the hazards Involved In operating the old
systems, in many areas, the plaster walls are chipped and cracked, even
though the dormitory received a new paint job during the summer of
1980. The dormjtory heating system is energy Inefficient and the doors
and windows contribute to the problem of wasteful energy consumption.
The Sub-Committee on Residential Living, headed by Dr. Jim Bruce,
has put considerable time Into studying the renovation plans and has
isolated many areas that the dormitory can be Improved, In an Interview
with Dean Carl Wartenburg, some of these concerns were expressed.
The overall concern expressed by Dean Wartenburg was that any
reconstruction within the dormitory take Into account the architectural
integrity of the structure. Thus, no major structural changes are plannedr^iiSi^i

Dean Wartenburg also hopes to see the best energy-efffcient technologies utilized within the actual renovation of Martin Hall.
Another concern of Dean Wartenburg's and of the Sub-Committee Is
that Martin hall be redesigned for accessibility to the handicapped. The
south entrance to the dormitory is the only entrance Inallthe dormitories
that affords an easy access to the rooms. With this in mind, the plans
are to Include toilet facilities for the handicapped arrd also Include
widened doonvays' for .wheelchair-bound personsi ^ • «^ '
Preliminary estimates of the renovation within Martin hall alone are
between $1.6 and $1.6 million. Dr. Shilling and G, David Gearhart,
Director of Development, have begun a fund-raising campaign and at
this writing haye secured a comniitnient from.thq.Mat^ee,Foundation.
The grant frprjn; tfie ;Mabe6 Fouriclatidn^is f o r $ w 6 M a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
matched by.fund^ frpn:i^^t]epolleg9j jyir^f^qdn^yi jrodd,»y^
for Financial Affairs,' said In a Profile Interview that the College was
proceeding in a manner as ff the funds would be In order for a scheduled
start In March 1981.
The start during the spring term will be necessary, the architects feel
to enable a completion by fall of 1981. With this plan, the dormitory will
not be out of sen/ice for a full year, as was originally thought. The early
start necessitates that the first ftoor be cleared for the construction
work. The reaction frpm Dean Wartenburg and fronji within the dormitory
has been favorable to this plan even though It means relocation of
approximately twenty-one students. When questioned as to where the
students will be relocated. Dean Wartenburg said, "We will not just put
the student out," and emphasized that the attrition rate among students
would probably enable the students to move up Into the dormitory or Into
another dormitory, ff, then, there Is not enough space, the remainder can
be housed In the Town House Motel.
The wheels have been set In motion and it looks as if Martin Hall will
get the long-needed renovation. Faculty and student Input has been
decisive in getting the plans In order and undenA^ay. Come spring term,
the plans should come to fruition.,
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counseling,
and Seymour

by Alan Winkler

You might say they run a mom-and-pop organization, church. We are Interested In an alternative ministry. A. It's a plus to be living on campus. The students
complete with the usual head resident sen/ices and a That's why I'm here at Hendrix. I would like to work on a know I live with the same problems they do, Sometwenty-four hour c o u n s e l i n g service. Th^*'''*''*'^*"="*'^
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and Kerii Wonderland: She; Is the h(
chaplain; he Is a youth counselor in LIttI
^ ^ „ ^ . , ^„ ,^^ „ ,
are both head residents In Couch Hall. ,
A. Usually, one person takes a job and the other one or me for helo.
Susan and Ken live In Couch Hall with their faithful finds work once you're settled. The two opportunities Q. Does your being the assistant chaplain Interfere
four and one-half year old dog, Seymour. Together, close together- Ih Conway and Little Rock - brought with your being the head resident?
they solve most of th0 students' problems. Susan and us here this year.
A. It can make It more difflpult. You havjo jto decide
Ken offer adylg^; ,S,eympur„ \s ;'the Students; study Q. Has jiving In Arkansas for three months change between counseling and discipline.' That tension
^''^2'^^*lx'i*® i^^!;^1.^'^ tl^*?- ll^^l ; ] ' -; i'^ - v - W m l h d about uving In the south? .
.. probabty exists for all head residents. So far, it
The 'Wonderlands will (be dt' HeridriiK ^for only bne A. The.south is now more of an option than It had bee hasn't been too much of a problem
year. But, If theii' first'three mbnthis ai'e ah5^1ndlcatl6n, before. I am anxious to see what the winter will be like. Q. In addition to being head resident and assistant
the year still has a lot of surprises and exciting things in Q. You said you attended a small-college. What are chaplain, you're working with the Hendrix Christian
store for Ken, Susan, Seymour, and the Hendrix the advantages of a small college?
Movement, aren't you? What are you doing?
community.
;
A. One of the beauties of a small college is that you A. We are expanding HCM to include a lot of social
Q. What brought you and your husband to Hendrix? can do anything you want to do. For example, I was action, Bible study, and worship. We are trying to
A. We both attend the Princeton Theological Semi- Involvedinstudentaffalrsandindramawheni was In create an open atmosphere where students of all
nary, and we are doing our internship this year. I am college. You can get Involved in just about anything: I religions can worship together,
working here at Hendrix as the assistant to the see that happening here at Hendrix.
Currently, we are having Bible study on Wednesday,
chaplain, I do some counseling. For the most part, I Q. Are the students at Hendrix different from the We are also working for the "Bread for the World"
pick up the loose ends. Ken Is working in Little Rock for students you have encountered In the north?
program. As a matter of fact, we are participating in the
the Adolescent Protection Sen/ice. The organization A. The Hendrix student body Is diverse In a lot of ways. Hunger Walk In Little Rock this Sunday. We will also
IS part of the Presbyterian ministry there. We are both It's interesting to talk to people from small towns as help in the Altprnative Christmas this year.
Presbyterian.
opposed to those from cities like Kansas City or even HCN/f Is trying to develop a diverse program of
Q. Did you meet Ken at Princeton?
Little Rock. There are students who are Intimately worship. Recently we had a gospel singing service.
A. No, Ken and I knew each other from our home Involved with farming here* The differences are not as Next week Jay McDaniel has arranged for an Agape
church. I am originally from Warrington, Pennsylvania, apparent In the north.
service. Then, on November 24 at 7:00 p.m,, Dr.
It Is in an historical section of the state, north of Q. What Is It like to be a head resident?
Christie will be speaking at our Thanksgiving sen/ice.
Philadelphia. It's a (ot like a suburb of Philadelphia with A. It's a full-time job. I come.from a school where we We are encouraging student participation. We are
farmland. Ken is from Hatboro, Pennsylvania. Ifs not didn't have head residents who were not students. The hoping to bring In members of the faculty and some
far from my hpmetown.
relationship which develops here between the stu- members of the Conway community.
Q, Did you both attend the same college?
dents and the head residents Is a valuable one.
Q. In conclusion, what do you think about Conway?
A. Yes, we both went to Muhlenberg College, a Q. How much does your husband, Ken, help with the A. There Is a lack of good eating places. Every place Is
Lutheran affiliated college in Allentown, Pennsylvania, head resident duties?
fast-food. The only restaurant similar to those In the
It was very similar to Hendrix. It was primarily pre-med. A, We virtually share the head residency. Wethink ii north is Shoney's. I do enjoy the atmosphere at
It was bigger than Hendrix, though.
Couch that It Is Important to share the load. The though.
Q. What did you major In?
students like to know they can come to either one of We arrived In Conway In late August when everyA. I have a degree in English, with a secondary us. He may be tougher than I am, though.
thing was dry. We camped on our way out here. We
education degree. Ken has a degree In History, with a Last night we had a slide show. Ken has been taking arrived right when they were switching to river water. I
secondary education degree.
pictures of the students. Wehave slides of Sadi^ was sick my first weekhere. We both love to camp and
Q. What do you both plan to do when you graduate Hawkins arid things like that
there are a lot of nice places around here,
from Princeton?
Isllving in the dorm an advantage or disadvantage in So far^we^re thrilled with the job, the school, the
A-We both hope to be ordained In the Presbyterian your counseling work?^^^^^^^^^ ^^^
area, and the people.
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Rave reviews for the decision makers
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Occasionally a decision made with great caution turns out to be such a good decision that one
wonders why there was ever any deliberation In the matter. Surely the administration of Hendrix feels
this way about its decision last spring to fill the vacancy left In the Music Department by the
retirement bf Dr. Ashley Coffman.
Projections had been made that finances during the 1980-81 schboi year would be tight; cutbacks
were going to have to be made, and many people felt t h ^ the ailing brass and wind sections bf the
music department should die a quiet death. However, stiKA^nts and faculty members protested this
move and the idea was dropped; committees were set up to proceed with a nation-wide search to fill
both the band and choir director's positions.
These committee members (and a great many more of us) enjoyed the fruition of their labors at the
November 1, Parent's Weeksnd Conpert. The excellent quality ofthe concert surely proved to all of
those Involved in the decision process that theirs had been a wise decision.
The members of the rejuvenated Choir and Madrigals, uhder the direction of Dr. David Taylor,
displayed great diversltv and an enthusiasm for their program that made it a pleasure to watch as well
as listen to them sing. The very presence of the Wind Ensemble on the program should make Ms.
i Qarple Herrlck!s heart glow with pride. A thirty-member ensemble Is a pretty strong argument forthe
insistence that Hendrix students are Interested (and talented) In music. The Jazz Ensemble, the most
Informal of the groups performing, exhibited a lot of talent and, like Choir members, seemed to really
enjoy their own performance. However, all of these groups had a hard act to follow.
From the opening notes of Shostakovich's "Festival Overture, op. 96," the Hehdrix Orchestra had
captured the audience's attention and admiration. The memlpers of the ever-improving Orchestra,
under the direction of Mr. Eric Fried, drew every ounce of emotion and vigor possible from
Shostakovich and received a much-deserved, lengthy round of applause upon completion of the
work.
Their following number, Georges Enesco's "Roumanian Rhapsody No, 1" was equally as good, but,
at that point, th^ over-awed audience would have loved anything; the Music Department had proven
- itself.
.
;
Many of the smiles worn by administrators, faculty members, and students leaving the concert
were not mere reflections of the exhilaration experienced by listening to a good concert; many of.
those people,.Qnes who never pick up a violin or sing a note, knew that because of the concern for the
Music Department that they had shown last spring, they had been Instrumentaljn making the Parent's
Weekend Concert, not only a success, but, more fundamentally, a possibility. Like Carole Herrick,
their hearts should be glowing with pride., v ,.. .
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Letters to the Editor
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Dear Co-Editors:
(am writing this letter in response to the two letters which appeared in the October 30th
Profile which discussed the "Sing with Gene Cotton" contest. After reading both letters I
was disgusted at the irrational nature of the arguments offered. There are afew points
which need to be made.
First, as far as 1 am aware, no one on the Social Committee or in the Senate ever
assumed that we were selecting the **Volce of Hendrix College'^ JO t^^
person
selected was to sing one song with Gene Cotton which entailed a maximum of five
minutes. Such united exposure to the greater Hendrix community would hardly provide the
winner with any opportunity to establish herself as the "Voice of Hendrix College**. '
The Social Committee was also accused of lack of impartiality in the selection process;
The rules of the contest were explained to the Senate and Social Committee members on
the Tuesday before the contest occurred. In turn, the rules were relayed back to the dorm
councils. All students were made aware of the selection process. Why, then, were no
questions asked or complaints offered at a time when such observations would have
constructive qrlticism?
I would like to ask another question. Who is the "in-group" or the Hendrix snobs? It is
my observation that if Scott Buchanan is to be considered under this social heading then
the "in-group'* or the "Hendrix snobs'* are those who bust their butts every day in
committee work, Senate and Senate Agency effort, Social Gommittee planning, dorm
activities, etc. so that life at Hendrix can be more rewarding and enjoyable for every
student on this campus.
Finally, I will comment on taste, tactfulness, and courtesy in dealing with the emotions
and feelings of other people - in particular, the winner. Because certain people made
Inaccurate observations about the nature of the contest and did not choose to offer their
criticisms about the selection process, personal attacks have been made and the feellnas
of individuals have been hurl.
Stacy A. Sells
Dear Co-editorss
/ One of the problems with electing representatives to positions In organizations that plan
and organize events and activities for the larger body is that these Individuals often get set
apart from the larger body as having a more important or prestigious status in the
community. By virtue of their elected positions they have more direct access to decisions
that are made affecting programming for the community. They are nevertheless no more
Important or worthy of rsspoot- than Is any other mombor'of tho body; Ideally,'al} are
regarded eqiially.
Granted, this is not always the case. Sometimes there i^ a group of people who seem to
be in close association with one another who are perceived as elite, somehow set apart
from others in a sort of condescending fashion. It often happens that student leaders are
seen in this light. This is regrettible and very unfortunate.
It is a major concern of mine that this will or already has happened at Hendrix. This is a
big problem. When student leaders are perceived as an elite or as the "in group"' or as
"snobs** you have a bad situation on your hands.
;
I am not interested In defending any group or individual with this letter. I do, however
want to respond to the letter to the Co-Editors from MrJMs. Name Withheld printed in the
October 30 issue of the Prolile. Whoever you ara (Mr./Ms. Name Withheld),^ please don*t
remain anonymous, i would like to talk with you (or, for that matter with anyone else) about
your frustrations In trying to participate in events at Hendrix. It would really make me feel
good if wa couldjrt^ork this out together* I am at 460*1266 every morning of the week from
^"""'TO:i00^1T=30TpBtiirs1rom™thi^i!i^^
with you If you like. Ttie more th® merrier fpltast, not more than twtnty-five unless you
don't mind if we sit on each other's laps).
hii
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Post-election blues
by Jeff Lewellen
"Be sure and wear flowers In your hair." 1960's
song.
"It's time to graduate from what has been going
on, tb something else;" "There's been no creativity,
and I think my value has been to help create the
next step." "I don't think there will be any movement
off the drug scene until there Is somethin else to
move to." Ken Kesey b^ing- interviewed, by Tpm
Wolfe for The Electric Kool^Aid Acid Testj
i
In 1967, drugs were the main element In the
whole alternative life style. Then came the Vietnam
war protests and political activism was what really
mattered-drugs were just extra. Then the war
ended ^hbwe ]^ll[g6t revenge pri old maKl^ijfoh'wIth ^
' WaterdatRlBerhian*^^^^^
;
h^w K6sfey krfd /Wolfe. They wore suits and held
real live jobs for a respected newspaper. In fact,
those two probably never took drugs.
Don't get me wrong, I'm as glad as Art LInkletter
that drugs are losing their mystique. We got
wrapped up in the drugs, and forgot about the real
reasons we were out there on the fringe In the first
place. It shouldn't matter what you look like, or how
many chemicals careen through your veins. It's the
stuff In the grey matter that counts. So why, take
junk that deteriorates the best defense you have
against this stupldworld? We've got our new cause.
Fight the conservatives. They took control again.
Dldn*t^ Nixon teach us all a lesson? Bring back the
sixties!
'
o
Reagan is president. I think I can cope with that
now. I felt It coming for about a month. I didn't see it
being a landslide. But who did?
Remember It was a landslide In the electoral
college, not in the popular vote. Fifty-one percent is
not a landslide. So before the conservatives think
they won the wodd - watch over your shoulder for
those other forty-nine percent!
Yeah, took out forusi The forty-nine percent will
be watching every move you make. Nit-plak, Nit*^
pick! Come on Fr^kie White, get rid of the Cubans.
Come on. Fort Smith is losing its patience. Gome on
Frankie, cut those taxes -but, don*t screw up. Do
not make one mistake or we will eat you alive like
you did to Clinton and Carter. Hovy about the
hostages, Ronnie? Get them out now! You have
four years and we'll be watching. Cut taxes and
stop inflation] How are to going to stop government
waste? Let's start a new department called Department of Waste. That makes sense. Let's create
a bureaucracy to dismantle the bureaucracy. You
didn't give Carter a break, so why should I give you
one?
On the other hand, if you do a perfect job that will
be great. In that case you won*t hear a word from
me. But remember there is no room for mistakes.
No one said saving America from the godless
liberals was going t o be an easy job. Sleep well,
Ronnie . . . we are watching * , . forty-nine percent,
huh?
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employs Columbus Services

»',

by Tom Honeycutt and Phyllis A. Dunn
Hendrix physical plant operations were recently re-vamped when
the pollege employed Columbus Sen/lces of New Castle, Pennsylvania to assume management control. The company's contract with
the College began on December 1, and provides that maintenance,
custodial, and security services will be under the supervision of the
company Instead of the College.
.
Since the ^transition, tep Hendrix employees have been laid off,
brin^ihg.corrip(glnt^jtrorT) tlpe'employees and rebuttals from Colurjibus
Sen/{c^e;adhiiniStratprs;. :
.
Jim Suth^rl^nd, Vice-President of Columbus Services, stated that
the company had evaluated the jobs belrig done and had decided that
the College was employing ten more custodial personnel than were
needed. The custodial staff was given expanded duties and additional
personnel were added t o the grounds crew where the company
determined that more man power was needed.
Employees were upset by the layoff and maintain that promises
made by Columbus Sen/ices were not in keeping with the company's
actions.
Employees report that on Noyember 2 1 , administrators of
Columbus Sen/Ices, Including Jim Suthertand and Bill Farnsworth,
met with employees of Hendrix and stated that Columbus Services
was not entering the Hendrix Community t o change the system but to
"be a part of the community of Conway and Hendrix."
The charge from the employees was that the company and

administration told them that the reason for the change had nothing to
do with the job done by employees but w a s brought on by the
"expertise offered by Columbus Sen/Ices". One employee staffed that
the "only expertise offered by Columbus Servles is how not to get
along with people."
The employees maintained that they could get no definite answer
from the administration. In a November 21 meeting with the staff of
Columbus Sen/Ices, the employees stated that they were Informed
that they might be trained for another staff position, but they were
given no Indication that they might lose their jobs.
Rodney Todd, Vice-president for Financial Affairs, stated that the
College had been considering this move for four"'to six months
because the College was not getting quality sen/ices.
Employees of the College admitted that they felt changes must be
made, but they felt that the employees had been treated unfairly.
One employee stated, "I don't think there is any employee who
trusts any staff person, and no one feels secure in his j o b . , . if they do,
they're fools." One staff member continued by stating that the
Conway community members were asking, "What has happened to
Hendrix?"
Finally, the employees stated that, by recent events, they had been
moved to form a union, which Jim Sutheriand stated would be fought
"like hell." The employees also stated that they hoped nastiness
would be avoided and that "someone who' really has feelings . . .
[might] step In and take over."
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by Jeff Lewellen
December 9, 1980, 4:30 a.m.: KHDX Radio Station

Winter Formal weekend is at hand
Since the cold weather has finally arrived; leaving everyone closed up indoors, why not take this
opportunity to get out by attending the 1981 Winter Formal Weekend on January 23 and 24. This
annual Hendrix event is sponsored by the Social Committee. In the past, rhany Hendrix students have
taken this opportunity to get together with a group of friends or to just be alone with that special
someone.
The weekend starts off with a Spaghetti Supper on Friday, January 23 at 6:30 p.m. Ticket sales for
this event ended Monday, January 19, and only ticketholders will be allowed to attend the supper.
The proceeds from the ticket sales Will go to the cheerleaders.
Th^ ehtertalrmient for the evening will be Hendrix student displaying their various talents. The night
will still be young after this, so look for a party somewhere or make your own.
,
Typically, Saturday night Is the time to wine and dine your date at any restaurant Ih Little Rock or in
Conway. Some of the popular places In Little Rock are Cajun's Wharf. Barlevcorn's, Gov's, The
Leather Bottle, That Little Restaurant, or Jacques and Suzanne* If you prefer to stay In Conway, there
Is Bowen's, Hjdden Valley, Riverfront Wharf, or any of the popular hamburger places. There are other
altematives rather than gping out to eat as some may want to conjure up their own meals In their dorm
or apartment,kitchen*, I
'
.!
Later everybne will return to Hulen Ballroom at 9;00 p.m. to dance the night aWay to the sounds of
"Black Widow," a seven member band frpm Nashville, Tennessee. This will be their first appearance
In central Arkansas. According to Scott Buchanan, chairman of the Social Committee, "Black
Widow's" format Is somewhat similar to that of "The Dealers" who came to Hendrix last spring and
again In the fall of 1980. If you would like your picture taken, Gary Alan Strain will be there, and the
cost for a regular package will be $6,00.

Pi Mu Epsilon
announces contest
/"

Pi Mu Epsilon announces a contest for the
cover design for the program to be used during
the Sixth Annual Conference on Undergraduate
Mathematics which will be; held ^ at Hendrix on
April 10-11. The winner will receive a $10 prize.
If interested contact Carol Smith (450-1380)
for guidelines or more information. The deadline
for entitles, ^s^ a{ n6f^r\ or^ J^ppfry 28.^;
V
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Scholarship program

faces shortage of funds

Senate News
The Hendrix Senate has announced the new appointees to several committee openings that
become vacant during the holidays. The new Social Committee representatlve-at-large will be Mary
Ruth Parker, who replaces Rusty Crbsby. Lev Fisher has also been appointed to fill a vacancy oh the
International/Intercultural Committee. The Senate appointed the coordinators for the Kampus Kitty
In the last meeting and Suzanne Westerman has been chosen as coordinator, with Chris Palmer and
Todd Shiver to serve as sub-coordinators.
Consideration was also given to appointing a films coordinator, who will replace the current
coordinator, Brad Smith, A motion to appolnt.a coordinator to fill the term and extend until winter terni
1982 was passed, Appllcatioris for the position are now open and will extend until January 27."
Jeff Schachmut has brought a proposal before the Senate to revise the current housing application
method and has asked for student opinion concerning the change. The change is an attempt to
alleviate the anticipated housing shortage. He "has also announced that RA applications will be
available February 9.

¥okem joins
Mackey Yokem of Little Rook recently joined the staff of Hehdrix College in Gonway as directorof
aiumnl and church relations, according to a joint ar^^
United Methodist Church andDr. Roy B. Shilling, Jr., president of thfe collage, Prior to joining Hendnx,
Yokem was director of Gamp Aldersgate In Little Rock.
; . .*
.
.1 .
Yok^m, an ordained United Methodist minister, received his baohelbr of arts degree in religion
from Hendrjx and his master's degree in theology from Southern Methodist University Irr Dallas. He
has sensed as minister of the Primrose United Methodist Church In Little ROckand the Fimt United
Methdbist Ghurofi in Eotor, Texas, and has sen/ed as asSocfate minister of Lakeside United
Methodist Church in Pine Bluff;
;.
^ . .... .
\.\^^ ^
He is a member of the United Methodist Church's Little RockDistnct Board of Missions and Board
on the Superint0ndency, He was ordained to the Office of Deacon in 1973 and the Office of Elder In
1977 by the Little Rock Conference of the United Methodist Church.
He is married to the former Cindy Olmstead of Rison, and they have two Children.

The Arkansas iState Scholarship Program, a
grant program for Arkansas citizens attending
college in^state. Is facing a shortfall In funds for
the spring semester of 1981. Accordlnq to D. T
Michael Elliott, director of the Arkansas Department of Higher Education, more students have
"applied for and received scholarship awards
than the program has funds appropriated to
cover. This situation Is a result of Act 669 of 1977
which requires that awards be provided to all
eligible Students who apply bythe deadline. Thi?
law further stipulates that. If Insufficient funds are
available, awards must be reduced pro rata. In
compliance with the Act, all State Scholarship
awards are being reduced by 10% for the spring
/•//.of.iaai/.-.-;
This reduction will affect students by decreasing their State Scholarship awards by a
maximum Of $16; For example, If a student in a
college or university on the semester calendar
received the maximum State Scholarship award
of $300 for the sohoolyear 1980-81, $1 §0 of that
award was applied to fall costs and $150 would
, have been applied to spring costs. However,
with the 10% reduction, that student's spring
award will now be $136.

CD

John Lennon did everything he could forpeace. When all
the conventional methods failed, he turned to Irrational,
emotional arts of outrageousness and absurdity. (Sleeping
In bags, posing nude, staying In bed for weeks, etc. . . . )
Lennon could have been smart and shut up, but the
-Beatles didn't get where they were by being subtle. Even i n the Snoring Seventies: Harrison and Ringo were playing
Bangladesh, even Paul (the wimp), was singing songs like,
"Give Lelaod back to the Irish!" But Lennon was the focal
point - In Toronto, New York, Paris, any\r/here people would
listen; And he got a bit too loud for the authorities. (You
remember them, don't you? NIxon/Hoover/Agnew, and all
their friends.) That's when the excrement flew into the face
of the fan, (so to speak).
^^
^' Like a lot Idf reformats before him, Lennon angered a lot
of people. Why? Because he was^ brutally honest; And he
also had a very low tolerance for BULLSHIT, which he also
had a great ability to detect at great distances.
Finally, the shit got too heavy even for John. If It wasn't the
courts, it was the F,B".I.; and If It wasn't them, It was the
press looking for Fnterviews. So Lennon ditched It all and
ran for the country to feel huhian again. And nobody really»
blamed him. After all that, most people expected him to ,
retire for life. The only grumblings carne after all those
crappy records by Paul and George and Ringo. People
were muttering, "Damn, I wish John would come back and
shake their acts up!"
So after five years, John and Yoke returned. They came
back. Naturally they did it unpredictably. VVe never will
know what Lennon had planned next. (Politics, or music, or
both.) And that's the sad part, He had,something Important,
to say, or he would have never come back. Meybe Double
Fantasy was all there was to It. Maybe n o t . . .
"I really thought Love could save us all," John Lennon...
And now the vultures and blood-suckers have already
descended on John Lennon's corpse. The Star and
National Enquirer have had pages and pages of half-lies
and gossip. There are already two mass paperbacks on
'John Lennon that have been rushed out two weeks after h e "
died, if you have any respect for the man and his family,
never, ever buy these new books* Yoko gets no money out
of them* John's children receive nothing. Justr just cor*
porate pig'face with a fast typewriter*
V Also, beware of a deluge of "new" John Lennon albums in
tha next few years. The old ones with resurface too, but
thafs all right. All of them were great, and Yoko and the
family do benefit from the purchase of those records, so
feel free to grab them all. After Double Fantasy, John sup-
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posedly had eight to ten tracks left. He claimed they were
more "rock and roll" than the love songs on Double
Fantasy, and he was saving them'for the next album. No
more word has come put about that record, but it will
probably be great. After that one though, stay away from
the albums of rejects and cut-aways from the studio that
Lennon never planned to release. He never planned to
" release them because they were terrible.
It's an old story. They did It to Jim Morrison; they made
miiiions off old, rotten Jimi Hendrix rejects. (Tlie last,^.
decent ones Issued after he died w^re^th^^Eyej at^4^y^^^^^^^
and, maybe. Crash Landing; but it was downhill fronvthere-^'
on.)
^
So please stay away from that garbage. In a sick
capitalist mad-house like America, If you don't encourage
the jerks, they go away. Convince them this bullshit won't * ?
sell, and they won't bbntihOe Vcrap|5ing It WfS.' '^ ^ : ; ^'' - \ ,
Hell, maybe I'm expepting too mupbjrom fte^^^^^
American society. Any gr6up of ^moron^'tHbt'y^ri'kfeep'^
Disco alive deserve to get stuck with bad books and
records. (They couldn't tell the difference anyway.)
A word about your laws. Lennon's death has brought
some more light to the ease of acquiring hand-guns In
America. Every advanced country In the wortd smirks at our
claim to be a peaceful nation, While we have the worst crime, ?
problem. And the goddamn rednecks of the Rifle Associa- 7
tion can't see beyond 1he corpses that hand-gun registration won't hurt them with their deer hunting and duck
shooting! Registration doesn't mean you take the guns
away, you jerks! "Well, Hitler had gun control!" the right
wing blockheads chant. Yeah! And he also supported a
strong military for defense! So where does that leave us?
Hitler said a lot of stupid things. And so do the gun
lobbyists! (I wonder how many of them have ever been shot
or known someone shot by a hand-gun?) And of course,
make crimes Involving hand-guns harder crimes —discourage their use'of hand-guns. Maybe it Is ImpractlcaL
It only takes one lunatic.
•/:. 'Oneshot."-'..^••'"'•'•''•^''•
^ And a lot of dreams of a lot of people vanish.
"" Just one shot
But I should sum. up . . ;
Did Bullshit kill John Lennon? No. Not really: Nothing as
dramatic as that. Just some poor slob who cracked and lost
it all. Add to that a lot of wierd breaks that all went the wrong
way. You can't really blame anybody. But I wish I c o u l d . . .
• "Boy, they had you dead before you were born,
And it's a shame.
Cause you were such a great mover."
^ ^^ ^

Resident Assistant applications
will be available for 1981-82 school year
February 9th in the Student Affairs Office
Deadline for returning
appUcations is
February 23rd
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Q. What is your opinion of the
facilities that Hendrix offers for
the handicapped?
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Have you thought about the steps leading to Hardin,
Martin, Raney, Veasey, Couch, Reynolds, the Gampus
Center, Tneschman, and Buhler?
How Is a handicapped student to pay tuition with only
stairs leading to and from the Administration Building?
A* I can see that the handicapped person must
take the long way around campus; but they can
get from building to building, but once inside
the facilities are not accessible.

The majonty of the Hendrjx community see themselves
as conscientious individuals who keep up with local and
vvorld problems. There is a situation at hand of which most
students and staff are unaware. To put one's self in
someone else's shoes Is one of the hardest feats to
accomplish, but that's what Is needed to fully understand'
the problems that face the handicapped student at
Hendnx.

A. I feel that Hendrix is well enough equipped
for the handicapped because their (the handicapped) intelligence level is not high enough to
meet the requirements of an *Hvy League^'
school, such as Hendrix. They should go to a
school already equipped far the handicapped.
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Perhaps the most visible problem confronting the handicapped is the underground library, which requires going
down numerous stairs iust to get to the door! If the
handicapped person does manage to get Into the library,
he can travel freely between floors by the elevator.
This dilemma Is not something that should be dealt with in
the future. It requires Immediate attention. It Is a potential
problem for all of us, but for one Hendrix student it is a
problem now. Freshman Lorraine Beny, a victim of
Wuscular Dystrophy, has struggled with Insufficient facilities since coming to Hendrix. Right now Lorraine can
manage some of the stairs with difficulty, but there is
always a possibility of wheelchair confinement In the notso-distant future. When asked about the facilities at

Text and photos by Lorraine Berry and Tammy Kemp

Hendrix has taken at least one step In the right direction
toward alleviating physical banlers. In the past year several
improvements have been made, such as the ramps leading
to the cafeteria, chapel, Galloway Hall, and the Raney
Building. Various sidewalks around campus have ramps in
addition to stairs. Some parking spaces have been pro*
vided for the handicapped, as well as elevatom Inside the
library and Reynolds. Many professors have shown their
understanding of the problem by having their classes meet
in moms which are accessible.
The first step has been taken; however, there are many.
obstacles which need to be overcome. The problem Is not
isolated.
Have you ever thought of a bathroom door which Is too
small for a wheelchair to go through?

A. I think that the facilities, other than the
library, are sufficiently equipped.
/
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Hendrix, Lorraine responded, "I know that the administmtion IS trying because they have made many special
accommodations for me. But, there are stlUso many
obstacles that I have to face each day. I chose Hendrix
because of its reputation of academic excellence, and J
would like to be given the same opportunities as my fellow
students. I have oonfidence that we will overcome these
difficulties, not just for the benefit of myself, but fbr others'
benefit as well." Lonalne reminds us ofthe Hendrix motto:
"Unto the Whole Being.**
'
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Pilgrim:
man of
continuing
rmance
I \:

tus after this season. So far year." By tournament time.
this season Pilgrim has Pilgrim feels that every team
averaged 18 points and 9 will be capable of making It
rebounds a game. Also, to Kansas City. Questioned
Pilgrim achieved some, fur- on the Warriors' chances for
ther distictlon last summer a trip to Kansas City, Pilgrim
when he was Invited to play states optimistically, "WeVe
basketball In Australia with . got to Improve our rebounding." Lawson Pilgrim is unother top N.A.I.A. players.
Pilgrim, however, Is not doubtedly a man with definite
given to doating on past goals and with definite
accomplishments. With con- means of accomplishing
ference play at a midpoint, them.
Pilgrim has a hew goal in
mind. That goal is to win the Warriors maintain
conference. Pilgrim emphaislzes thatto win the con- top position
^^

the Warriors into a three- their success. In scoring,
way tie with the other con- the Warriors can boast of
ference leaders, Henderson five players, Terry Burgess,
and Arkansas College. The Mark Calvin, Kerry Evans,
Warriors, however, still hold Herman Hammons, and
a slight advantage over the Lawson Pilgrim, all of whom
other two conference lea- are averaging over ten points
ders. Both Henderson and a game. Rebounding Is also
Arkansas College are sche- well distributed with Mark
duled to play In Grove Gym- Calvin, Herman Hammons,
nasium before crowds of and Lawson Pilgrim averagjeering Warrior fans. :H^n-. ing Individually at least five
derson will challenge Hhe, rebounds a game.
Warriors in Grove this i\)lon-'
With a balanced team
day night and Arkansas Col- and a favorable schedule,
lege will travel to Grove on the Warriors are In fine
i=:ebruary 9. In addition, the ^ shape for a repeat perforWjarriors have two'JbjJgll, *mahce as A.I.C. champions.
road games on their schedule. However, to win their reThe Warriors will travel to maining games, the Warriors
Russellville on February Sth are going to need a tremento face a 6-3 Arkansas Tech dous amount of fan support.
team. The Warriors will close Hendrix fans have a chance
out their regular season In to provide that support toMagnolia against a very night as the Warriors face
physical S.A.U. team. In S.A.U. In Grove Gym at 7:30.
overall play, the Warriors
stand at 11-4
The Warrior's balanced
by Joe Kelly
attack has been a key to

When a$ked what his
reactiorf Wdhmmif:^^^'^
one had told him four years
ago that he would be in his
present position, Hendrix's
All-American^ basketball
playe'r,o \L^whbni >Pffiirtm ' ferences' ^the team ^ must
respoi^d^j'f'l mtTimm^^'ei '^Cjbnodhtratfei tfri each indivibelieved i t r
With a balanced attack
dual game. With his i^errtemLawson Pilgrim's basket- brances of the Warrior's and sensational team play,
ball career at Hendrix has heartbreaking loss to U.C.A. the basketball Warriors conbeen one of tremendous In last year's tournament, tinue to maintain a top posiaccomplishment. After over- Pilgrim is aware of what can tion In the A.I.C. Despite
coming knee problems In happen If a team is caught suffering losses to Arkansas
the 1978-7aseason, Pilgrim looking ahead. Led to spec- College and U.A. Monticello,
achieved AII*^Amerlcan sta- ulation on the conference the Warriors hold a "confetus In the 1979-80 season this year. Pilgrim responds rence-leading 6-2 record.
and he will undoubtedly be a affirmatively, "The confe- However, Monday night's
candidate for the same sta- rence Is more balanced this loss to U.A. Monticello drops
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:'*^idJtbr%:Not(^'^^^
The followihg article i^^^
"Confessions bf a Gibset^A^Mdriger''tfy
6, 1976) and "VV-:Mbrigerers' S^^
:(Qctober^2d,^197$).,-:^^^v//v.^,,:,:,;,
Now In the thirty-first year of my darkflilgrirnag<^^onthisvv^^^^^^^^
;
earth ahd knbwlrigfe^
learned bnli^ to recegnize^^

*

inherited^

• v ' . \ .i ,«

1 cannpt bohfesfe to starid
It all b^gan When she^aw KDr. West'vt^^
jpredecessors^ Mr. Hawesv who nb>w attehds Yale Gnadua^^ School m i
her native Philadelphia, That Was alpng time a^
Mr^ Cartwright/ who attends Duke Divih Schbbl^ f # bnly borid with
not remember whatthe real Dr. vyest looked lik^i shet does rememjber Jtoe^ty\toJsihert
they have^
rtl^^othbrushe^r^^b, li/i^^
;opw'pursue^;/•; ^;:V:.'•^; ;::r^:-^-v:: ^'• ;^^ ^
oonferred this past 0ecernber, Professor G^rol W^st decided to
Forthe first threbyea^^
announce thevd^gree With flair'^^
Cpmmuhity I r^^^^
toothbrushes./ivr- ':::^:/;-'^;;::;;;/-;;::;;.•: v
Park Avenue (a.k.a, GPA)* W i llved^Goording to our floor motto - GPA
Dr. West joined the Heridrix faculty four years agor^ replacing Dr.
LeadsThe WayrI always considered thte
Walter Moffatt who retired a year earlier; When she joined the English
you See, the guhg-^hd ex-jocks who^
Department, Dr West'had completed alt of her ooUrse work fo
shirt boldly. Now:that ;t have moved from that floor, I have ^ome
doctoral degree, but she still had a pbrtion of her dissert
reservations. For some reason, 1 feel that I've been deceived. No drie
She completed the dissertation, entitled''ASfiects of Time inWuthe
told rne that GPA could possibly have been an acronym f^^^
Hel9hts,".thls past summer.
Average, One can just imagine t h i guys njshing from the huddle
Currently, Dr. West Is teaching a vafiety of cpurses in the Engilisii
screaminggrade point average leads the way'' --1 shudder to thinkof my
Departments Her courses include British Noveif two levels of composiignorance and naivete. It should be a crime against humanlfy to see a
tion, and accuse in Chaucer. During the Spring term of this year, she will mart
walk an^und Jn abliss-^filled state of nirvana. Grade point average ~
teach aspeoialjunior^levelcourse entitled'Topics In Uterature
hell; no one ever taught rne how to figure my GPA. dne^^
in English Fiction." In alternating years, she also teaches Eighteenth
Hehdrix senior could do this.
;
Century British Literature and History of the Engtish Language. .
WellrI can't- don't even know what it is. Oh, I Have tried to find it out
In the future, Dr. West plans topubllsh at least part of her dissertation.
Once during registration I tried to read the stat sheet filed in the
She stated, "I am plarining to make several artloles of the dissertation, or advisor's manlllafolderJcaughtaglliTipseofwhMshoUld have bee
publish it as a monograph'- but not In the Immediate future." She also
sacrosanct three-digit number: If my eyes did notdeceive mOi I wish they
plans to write a couple of articles this summer. One article will concern
i^Bd.
;••••';:•..
the works of the fourteerith century poet Geoffrey Chaucer and the
Inmy pilgrimage on campus, I often find people wear this number On
sixteenth century poet Edmund Spenser. Another article will treat
their sleevesM guess this is only properr-to be trite-if you've got It,
Margaret Drabble's contemporary novel, The Realms of Gold. Dr. West
flaunt it. Some people even talk of the OMmber as a personal possession
may also apply to the National Endowment for the Humanities for a
(GPA should then be read Guiding Principle of Action). "My GPA is.. a
summer seminar*
living and breathing entity." "My GPA . , .just raised its head up and
Asked what.she had learned about teaching in her past four years at
spewed out: Hit the books or hit the streets."
Hehdrix, Dr. West replied, "I have noticed that it Is a whole lot easier to
St. John the Revelator spoke of a mark that would be placed on the
concentrate now. Backio-back classes give you an education in zeroing
hand or forehead of all "so that no one can buy or sell unless he has the
in on topics. It's exciting. It's like turning on a tap."
mark." He reckoned the number to be 666. I think he reckoned the
Dr. West says she enjoys living in Arkansas. "I love the country, and I number much too high (or he envisioned a much higher grading scale)
like Conway," she said. "It Is very different from living In New Haven,
and displaced the decimal. Therefore, once one would leave college,
Connecticut, which I hated." She went on to comment on living in a small the mark goes on (if you could only see me now, mom). One would then
town by saying, "I was used to living in small towns. I attended
be able to go to the prospective employer and brush the bangs aside to
undergraduate school In Franconia, a town of about two hundred
reveal the number, say 3.76 or 3.24, or If lucky 4.00. Unfortunately, the
people. Conway is more hospitable than Franconia*" Dr, West proved
people with no college experience, well, life's a bitch with welts (or Is it
her love of Conway by staying here this past summer, even though her
whelps). Ah, papenfl/ork to the shredders.
house is not air-conditioned.
Presently, I live in the Catacombs of Martin hall and I feel that I've
She does admit that she misses some things about Philadelphia, her
found my existential home. The guys who lived there In the fecent past
hometown. She misses",.. not having the Phillies baseball and Flyers*
held up as their floor motto "Peace, Love, Drugs and a Uberal Arts
hockey;' But, she comments, ^There are other advantages to living
Education," Try and make an acronym of that. Everyone must set his
priorities. This year the front of the shirt is boldly emblazoned "The
With her two dogs, Juno, a Brittany spaniel, and Thisbe, a beagle, Dr. Birthplace of Man," I do like that. Now4f the girls of Galloway will make
Carol West has found a home In Gonwky, Arkansas>- even though we do shirts that read "The Birthplace of Woman," we'll meet in the tunnel
not have Dr. West toothbrushes
Well, Binx, see what four years will do to you.
h e r e . " '
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Does Anybody really know
what time it is at Hendrix?

Hendrix: change of spirit?
1 I

January 22,1981

a I i'.

h r.

14 I

I

The Profile recognizes the good aspects of the transition to the services offered
A" short while back, while sitting in the alvv^ays enlightby Columbus Services: efficiency, managerial expertise, and exceptional tech- ening class of a certain teacl>er, who shall remain nameless
nological knowledge. However, the Profile also has a respect for the historicality (rather than lead anyone to believe I would play up to e'
of the management of services to the College. Hendrix has always prided itself on teacher), when the aforementioned female professor said
its community: students, faculty, administration, as well as the supporting staff what is probably the most profound thing I've heard since
members. A disrespect forthe members of that community is a denial of the unity Neil Decker told me something about Dr. Shilling saying
something about Hendrix educating the whole man. She
of the Hendrix community.
There are some legitimate concerns from both parties. Persons who cannot and asked, "Oh well, who really knows what time It is at Hendrix
will not live up tb the standards of the college — both academic and supportive anyway?" I was so entranced by this idea that I completely
(i.e. maintenance, custodial, and groundskeeping personnel) retard the notion of missed the discussion of two famous lovers of fair Verona
as portrayed by a leading English playwright, author, and
the community. However, many individuals have given their respective lives to the actor
of the 16th centuiy.
growth and maintenance of this College, and this is no small contribution.
>I
There is a lot of truth in those few woWs. I rfemember It
i Sbme of the personnel (many who have been at this college more years than the well
(a steal from Bette Mldlef and.Ramona Pipkin)-. .
editors have spent on this planet) were made promises, promises that they would Winter Term my freshman year - walking in the snow, in the
be integrated into the work force under Columbus Services. We contend that dark, to hear some man tell us about getting up with the
these promises have not, in any understanding ofthe Hendrix tradition, been kept. chickens. That's-the only part of the class I remember; I
The Hendrix tradition has been to deal with every situation in a compassionate, believe I slept through the rest of the term. All of which led
judicious and loving manner. But, when efficiency is the key, compassion me to vow never to take a class before third period, no not
oftentimes is neglected. Hendrix people take pride in the fact that they are part o t even Dr. Stuckey teaching a class on "Synthesizing Tylenol
the community of Hendrix. We would hope that the community need not change 3 In Your Own Home." Which explains why I dally greet at
under the guise of the new management. Unfortunately, while the management of least three people with "good morning" on the way to
Hendrix has changed, it seems that the spirit of the Hendrix ^sommunlty has . seventh period.
And that's another thinq: The faOt that first period begins
changed also.
at 7:40 a.m. Is permanently imprinted on my mind for some
reason.,. but, quick, can you tell me exactly what time fifth
period starts? What time is second period over? None of
those times exist for me. I haven't touched an alarm clock (
mav the inventor roast In hell, with the basting juices falling
onto the inventor of the "snooz" button) in two years, and
my roommate wakes me upAvithv ?1t's that tirnOi John;' and
doesn't wake me up Oh Wednesdays. Whioh nteans my first
class staris at shower#ess-and'-walk past t h ^
always leave a few minutes before my favorlti sOap opera
Is over to be on time for sixth period.
There are two times at Hendrix thatia just as soon forget.
Uinchtime and dinnertime, I hesitate to mention breakfast
time as I have experienced that event only three times In
four years I've been here and that convihced me that Tdo
not have the moral fiber to join the army, (They know what
time it is, but they use adifferent language so that it doesn't
help the rest of us at all.) The gracious dining area has made
its imprint on the Hendrix community's perception of time,
however. I just pray I won't get out on the job and refer to
Wednesday as Chicken Day. And don't you hate going to
class the afternoon of "South of the Border" day?
My nightlife is constantly being confused too, Alicia
Bridges would love Hendrix's nightlife. Two guys down the
hall are so confused they think the dawn Is asunset (they
lived on the other side of the dorm last year) and when the
sun shines through their windows they begin to prey the
halls to search for partiers. And three roommates In a house
near Beaverfork seem to forget that Thursday night Is not
Friday night, and I always seem to forget that Sunday night
Dear Editor^
We have never written a letterto the editor, and we are somewhat reluctant to do so now, is not Saturday night. The Social Committee can never
but we feel we must write In regards to several events that have transpired recently at decide whether to have movies at 7:00 or 9:00. Radio
shows have a wonderful way of being timeless. And no one
Hendrix College,
When choosing schools, we>hose Hendrix, not only for its high academiG%tandards, says, "What night Is this?" anymore,,; Now It's, "Hey, Isn't
this dollar night?"
but also for the Christian atmosphere that we thought existed.
The school's dealings with students and Its recent dealings with its employees have' And of course the greatest time of them all: "Is it
really time to put out another paper?"
certainly failed to demonstrate the Christian work ethic.
laMi
We feel the personal, family-type relationship which had existed between the
employees, students and faculty members has now been replaced by a strained
relationship.
It has been rumored that the administration fait a need for change ir^ its physical plant
operations. We agree that the need for change was present However, we disagree with
Hendrix Coiiege^ Conway^ Arkansas 72032
the means of change.
'Publish arid G0riceain6t;publlsh and sM forth a atandard,^^
As of Decemberlst, Hendrix College entered a contract with Columbus Sen^lces of New
vu^EOSiors * * ^ *•«***»«***»»«» 4 * I • * f * r • * # * ^««, # • •»Sniffy UtEtl^
Castle, Pennsylvania for its physical plant oparations.
tjohn Thl6l0
Appartently, the administration feels that there is no value In any student or employee
Editor
imerltus.,,,.,,.,,...,.,....,..,..
*...
Phyllis
A. Dunn
opinions or suggestions-there had been no previous exchange of ideas concerning this
matter. Since we, the students, have personal and direct contact with maintenance,
Buslnass Manaier...,.....,,..,... .v.......... Susan Jamss
security, and custodial personnel, we feel we are entitled to information concerning this
ir\G© rt©pon©r* »*.•..»««,.,*••,»,, »irt« •»»»«««t«t«Bf^nda Starr
PhotOQraphQfS,>,.,.,..,»,, *..,.,,«..,,,..».,,.Lorfaln© B^try
matter, ^
^ ."^ .• /•
Tammy K©mp
The question that Is foremost in our minds, is why these indiscriminate hatchet-like, and
impersonal methods of termination of employees were used, Some employees had well
Historian . ,..•.,.,.*•.....,«.,.,...., *,..,. nobsit MerIw^ther
over fifteen years of service to the Hendrix Community,
Staff,...;*,..,,...Phyllis Breaux, BrianU Glark^ PamOr^gg,
Our seoond conoern is that of economics* It has been unofficially stated that the reason
Tom Honayeutt, JO0 Kelly, Valerie t^mb, Jeff Lewellen, Staey
McCord, Barbara MetEgen Julie Sevier, Chrissy Thompson,
the school entered the contract was to save money. If so. we feel the administration should
fJannette Wan'en, and Alan Winkler,
make publio the studies which have been talked about. However, no fInanoiat benefit can
Advisors.,,., s,,,.,,,, .1,,.,, *,. carol West and Stephen Kerr
outweigh the inhurfiane termination and handling of the entire affair.
O^noernid Hundriic Stydtttts
lilii
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Vol. LXVII
by Chrissy Thompson
Don't listen to the top-forty radio stations like KKYK and KLAZ, hearted gal that she is, says" ifs cool, just don't let it happen again."
but rather to KHDX A hunch lets me assume that 60% of the
Sarah, who has had a radio show for many years, has put a lot of
Hendrix student body has not even tuned In for one hour of great time and effort into KHDX She feels that the hardest part about
entertainment that the_"X" provides you should realize the managing the station i$ devoting as.mgch time as she would like to,
fantastic talent thatijflfc^i^ littte sfetlOTO
say, "it doesn't and trying to hang on l o the jB&ftWXWhite '^mK which always
play my kind of music^^^unlfsaIH,^.0S0d^ jri ffiat case you can stop mysteriously disapp?p3»% She^ a f ^ g with program directorOarryl
reading this article ancl SO jSn to aftbtharJ/KHOX Is the alternative Flowers, spend muchof Itl^rttme W l t l h § t i T O d l # i i ^
posters of
radio station of Arkansas w h o s e g r M riahge of variety includes do's and don'ts for the disc j o ^ l ^ y ^ t ^
hownot to
jazz, classical, reggae, r\ew^m^^ pmksind good ole rock-n-roll. fill out fhe log." which is wtM#:1ta^;itlild
signs hisname in at a
The disc jockeys are students a t H i n d r f e # d some have just begun certain time, records the, Jtfi*i#!^^
etc. A memo that is hard to
a new show, while others have:hjSCa:slSbW for light years
adhere to, states: "Do.;|^^^^^
of the speakers past 3
Having a radio show is like ventUiQn|t0ytbtj:a,f
journey. beoause.he have h^^cjiJieiJIflpa^^^^
The fjrst show is a confusing experleftoe Wi|^l^'embedded inthe
* Another poster^'^ptpSW (^^^ lettering (Sarah's trademark is
memories of the disc jockeys minds forfyefeVV^afeln^ into the radio pinl^ ink) penetr^#,^4i^id}|^jockey's minds with a quote from the
station is an experience in itself because t h f Wilfeare plastered management wnfeih; itate®^^^^^
do not play top forty hits more
With grafitti(to give you a taste of one— "Lif#lsawasted(time, time recent than.lfp?^^^^^^^^^
don't play disco There's about
is a wate of life — so get wasted and have the. tiftie of your life"). 1 ,OOO,OOO,0OO;<MOyOteA);OOO,OOO^ top forty/disco stations already.
Another wall is plastered with 45's which is a p0<KiWwfe because Lef s stay.%'dnfy,real alternative"
the grafitti on this-wall could cause a\Qp0f mojuths fO ^ t ^
Whehf 1 ,a§^^
to refl«N2?t on KHDX she responded by
The student sits among the alien surraj(iflidlrrgs whWblriN*^e tvyo sayin4?t^^iDXai fcieginnings were a® i voice for Hendrix's radical
turn-tables, a tape player, four huge speakers^ a microphone and friri^te I tjhtnk that now we reflect the faet that Hendrix students are
.of courseJillions of albums:which^itre supposedly played in b^itsMfha i^qtt^e -homogeneoy«»» ^ i c h 1$ good because we havea
alphabetical order; Th6f person who has W$ show ahead Of Wm ikr^m Bik% more listeners and broader appeaf. tt is bad because I
says... "and now hef^s M ^ u a l Laborwho will play you two great, think We have sacriffed some character (tradition) In the process. I
hours of rock and roll,'' and he Is faced with the monstrous think thfe station will remain an alternative to public commercial
mlcrophorte into which he says very nervously, " f m Manual Labor stations, if we made it through disco, w#ll make II through
aand ttthls Its my fffimt sihow;' After final ly getting hfs act together, anything!"
heplays one whofe side of an album while tooking for a sorig which
I hope this article lets you see what KHDX is like Now yowl^now
a Ifatener has requested He searches through all bf the albums^ < wherethe music is coming from as you walk to and from cl^ia. pbrft
andilnally finds the song that was requested, but it was misftled refer to KHDX as the little room above the bookstore i r i d never
under |azz.
venture up there, but come on up sometime and chetek out the
He manages to get the disc cued up and on the air when he bizarre surroundings. Tbere is a schedule of radio showsi/on the
suddeniy realizes "Oh no, I ann supposed to play a station bulletin b o ^ by the bookstore, so look at it (who knowar— who
Identiffeatfon between five till and five minutes after the hpur. It is could havea Wend who is a disc jockey and never have f^tened to
now two minutes till the hour and the song ts twelve minutes his show) and time I n to the 10 watt power of KHDX ^ the
long.,, should he 1) interrupt the song to say'^WiatoKHDX89.1 on alternative radio «*»ttea You are bound to tune into a show
your FM stereo dial," 6r2).blow off the I. D* andiAay it after the song? because KHDX comwis on the air at 7 am. (depending on whether
Due to the fact that it is his first show, he la very nervous and doesrf t the person gets out of bed In time) and stays on until the last person
want to screw up. He remembers the old familiar Hne"you must play decides to sign off. Who krKWs» some night you may tune in at 3
a station J. D." and he opts to interrupt the song because he has am, and find someone**pulling an alhnightef. Dr. R. J. McKenna,
already seen the rule book with big bold letters on the front which who is the KHDX advisor^ also has a show. How often do you get to
state: **READ AND HEED." '
hear your professor on the radk3??
He searches through the carte'Wgea and finally eelects "The Sky
The students choose narnea for their showSr which often time
is Blue", which is a dtesste t<HD9Ciadto 10., and he plays it Within reflect on their personality. Some tjcamplea am li^anifesto, Lateminutes the phone rtnga but la it a satlifled llaienet who says, Night Lisa, Music Mania, Uberatfon Hour, Dorftehii just love melba
"great shorn would; | o a pte^ a ^ ^
No, toast The Kilohertz t ^ r i M ^ t M ^
than Thiele
instead it is Sarah fliebert 1 ^
manager; who kindly and Wake up dumb ass. There are new shows every term, so keep
informs Manual that "The Sky is Blue" is not to be played on the air your eyes peeled for an application form while conjuring up a name
ue to thefact that it has obscenities in it But Sarah, being the gobd- and join in on the "Hendrix KHDX experience".
9

by John Thiele
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Resident assistant applications available

•i

at conference

Applications for twenty-five Resident Assistant positions will be made available In the Student
Affairs Office on Monday, Februarys. The applications include a job description, an Information form,
one faculty recommendation form, and two student recommendation forms. Completed applications
must be returned by Monday, February 23, and the three recommendsitlons must be returned by
March 6. Decisions will be announced on or before April 3.
According to Jeff Shachmut, director of housing, the Student Affairs office Is publicizing the
availability of applications early in an pffqrt tp "give people lead time. We are trying to encourage
anyone whb has thought about being m R.A?tand anyone whci^ias not thou^hf ^bout, if to con^ld^r
applying. The larger the pool of appllcan,ts,^ the .better thef^ifeuppf RA-;^ W0'>Afill;hai^e." : ; !
When they pick up the application forms, studehts will be isked tb visit briefly with Jeft Shachrnut,
Karen Wagner, Mike Bobo, or Carl Wartenburg. This is an inforrriai meeting designed to answer any
questions the student may have. It Is not an Interview. A formal interview will be scheduled for
applicants In early March. Students who have submitted applications will be Inten/lewed either by a
memberbfthefaculty or by an outgoing seniori Resident Aasi^tantj
i
Each applicant must ask <>nf J a ^ & t f M I * S ! i ! S S ^ ^ ^ T |?i^*?'^ft t«" W TO WFl^JlPP^aM
forms for him. Students completing k m fom kso rkA Wave to iiye pn^ pjajij^i^s. Apy, mje/^ber jOf.thjf v
stu^lent body may complete the recommendation form, t f r M H r.». / ' , n -,*,lii t \ i,? ?,:,- ^. For the 1981-82 academic year, there will be twenty-five resident assistants. Two R.A.S will be
assigned tb each floor above the first In each dorm. Cornerhouse wlil have one R.A. Applicants may
specify where they wish to live. If an applicant is chosen and a position is not available In the
residence hall of his first choice, he will be notified before he Is assigned to any other location.
"Because of the housing shortage," Shachmut says, *'R.A.s will have to haye roommates next year."
.„. Resident A§§,istents wnijeceiye a salary of $1,000 per^year This amount represents a $260
increase over the current salary level The money has traditionally beenijlvldedtntonineequal part
distributed once a month. The new resident assistants will meet at the beginning, of the year to
determine If they wish to continue this system of payment. Shachmut stated, "We hope to continue
raising the salary In the future." The raise In the sal.ary level has prompted the Student Affairs office to
send notices to all work-study students Schachmut said, "The Increase In salary is closer to what they
could earn working ten hours each week on campus." Shachmut is quick to point out that financial
need Isnot a determining factor In the selection of R.A.s, Likewise, there are no minority quotas.
Everyone Is judged equally.
Basically, each resident assistant serves as a dorm counselor. He provides accurate Information
about campus activities and college servlcea Schachmut admits that the position is a "pretty timeconsuming job. It demands a great deal of availability, especially In the eyeninga" Resident
Assistants work out their Individual schedules with the Head Resident at the beginning of the year.
Usually, one R.A. or the Head Resident is on duty on the weekend, and at least one R.A. Is on duty
each evenlng^durlng the week.
Pamela Owens, a resident assistant In Galloway,,stated, "As a R.A. you are available most of the
time. You are on duty one night each week. Thaf means you sit at the desk one^hour, and that you
remain in the dorm from 6 p.m. until about 11 p.m. Each R.A. Is on duty approximately three weekends
each term." Asked about the advantages of being an R.A., Pam replied, "I feel that 1 am a lot closer to
a lot of people than I would have been. In addition, Tm closer to the other R.A.s on campus. WeVe had
workshops, as well as a potluck. On the 16th of January we visited Arkansas College at Batesville.
We got to see how they work and the conditions/"
Pam commented that mostof her time was spent on solving problems and providing Information. "A
lot of freshman ask for general infomiation about the campus," she said. "And we unlock a lot of
doora" Pam is the only resident assistant In Galloway who Is planning on reapplying for ^position as a
resident assistant tor next year.
Jeff Shachmut did indicate that students who are currently serving as R.A.S must reapply If they
wish to retain their staff position forthe 198t-82 academic year. Asked If those students who have
sensed this year as R.A,s have an advantage over new applicants, he stated, ^*Obviously those who
have sensed this year have a year's experience* However, just because they were R.A*s this year
doesn't mean they willbe R.A.s next year. We are looking for the best people for the jobs."
All resident assistants are required to participate in a training program, A^fall workshop held prior to
the opening of school trains R. A.s In the techniques of counseling and informs them of their duties. W
sen/Ice training sessions are held throughout the year to solve the problems which have arisen.
These sessions are usually held In the evenings, two or three times each term. Shachmut indicated
that a brief workshop may be scheduled for a weekend during Spring Term for Incoming resident
assistants.

Dr Betty Morgans, associate professor of
education at Hendrix College, recently attended
the Ninth Southwest Regional Conference ofthe
International Reading Association In San Antonio, Texaa
Dr. Morgans lectured on "Todays Literature
for Today's Child' during a isesslon on realistic
childrerfs literature. The conference was attended by reading specialists, teachers, parents,
and people interested In the promotion of
reading.
^
Dr. Morgans currently serves as state coordinator for the Arkansas State Reading Council, an
affiliate ofthe Internationai Reading Association.
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Eleven Hendrix students began their student teaching on January 26 and will continue through
March 20. The elementary teachers, all of whom will work in the 2nd grade, are: Mae m & Young,
Reynolds School In Morrilton; Gloria Benton, Julia L^e Moore School In Gonway; Susan Cummins,
Sallie Cone School Ini Conway; and Tommie Koonce and Cynthia Jernlgan, Ida Bums Sehool ir^
• Gonway. '
'The secondary teachers are: Jeff Lawallin (social studies), Tracy Mitchell (art), and Marjorie
Treece Whitmore (mathematics), airiio5hw¥fSiiWr^rg^TO
UttI©' Rock Central; Kathy Kan© (phyaloal tdueatlon), Uttte nmk S§uthw©st Junior High; and Billle

-a-.".'"Jaie.-'~^aij.,

=«».' •'»'..«,.!;.'•. ^slinjiiaiia^

Oilt Stip BiyON^^^
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.

David Miller, a Junior history major at Hendrix College, has b ^ n appointed by the State Board of
Education to a one^year term as the student member of the Arkansas Advisory Caurt^fit^fTeacher
Education and Certificatldn.
-^^..*
A 1978 graduate of Hot Spfin^s High School. Miller Is a son of Mr, and Mrs. Joe Miller of Hot
Springs. At Hendrix he Is a member of the Student National iduoatlon Associatioh and Itohe of four
students on the Hendrix Taacher Education Committee.
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Students begin teaching
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Hendrl)( Is a school noted for the above average Intelligehca of its students. It Is a sharne that
there should exisitany area of vast ignorance at such an Institution; Unfortunately; such areas do
Mist One such subject of which there seems to ba little or no knowle^
specif Ically, Black History month. By apparent knowledge, I do not
historical background Simply stated, a very small percentage of people on this campuaare not even
aware of the fact that February is black history month, and an even smaller percentage knows
anything about It Thl^ article Is not meant to be a crlt^^^^
attention to something that students should have been Informed a^^
Being a mamber of the Hendrix black community, I speak from personal experience. There are
people on this campus that know little or nothing about the black students with whom they attend
clasis. This is a sad and unfortunate situation, for the black students that go to school here are
special In many waya Not only are they of above Intelligence^ but they have a unique history and
culture. They represent the product of parents who were treated as second class citizens In a part of
the country noted for Its past history of slavery. These people are speciai because they know what
its like to have to work twice as hard as their white counterparts to get ahead In toda/s socle^.
They can excel In areas of science andart that where before unavailable to them. These exceptional;
people have skills and talents that will contribute to America's future growth
Black history month is a celebration of these contriufions; It is a celebration of the history and
culture of black people today This Is a month of reflections on the black marfs past and a timne of
planning and concern for his future. Involve yourself In this period of awarensa Black, Emphasia
Week is being observed from February 8th to February 13th on the Hendrix campua Sunday night a
worship service was held In Greene Chapel, and on Monday flima were shown In the CampUs Center.
A pot luck dinner took place on Tuesday night (also In the Campus Centei), and Dr. Green from UCa
spoke In Mills on Wednesday night Tonight there will be a panel discussion In Mills featuring four
distinguished guesta The week will be closed out with a showing of "The WIz," featuring an allblack
cast, In Staples Auditorium.
February Isn't the only time for black awareness and celebration, and black people have more to
offer than their basketball, disco danclna and chicken frying skllla Black awareness should be
stressed throughout the year as much as possible. If ybu know little ornothing about black people,
make a conscious effort to find outmore. Even If you could care les^ blacKchlldren will go to the
same school as your children and their black parents may occupy the house next door to yours or
work at the desk across the hall Jt will be to your advantage to be able to deal with these types of
situatlona
There
be dlsoov
_.
_,
^
.
_
.. . . ^
blacks, and the black students at Hendrix College ar© one of the best sources available for
information. Get to know the people you go to sohool with - - youmay even like them. It will be an
advantage to allot us to get to know as muchabouteaoh otheras wecan Many things can cause the
hinderance of pf'rogress; ignorance of one another shouldn't baone of them.
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TheJTfipstMhu^^
bride.groom,mother,father -•"'-" '^^^^''^ '•
' •
'
.
girl and boir^ho are ^bbut
Does she: 1. g^t married .
„
^^^..- «,^. «..^., ^. , „ „ «I™«,^,M« i^wnaiuu m o
decidfe hpt to get married and Join a cbnveni? The answer tbthlaquestioh Will not be found in this
ls$a% C^ tfif p^per; and t^^^^^
^T7ie«;a$tftasbeen^^^
February 19th at 8 p,m. In Cabe Th
Saturday at 8 p.m; withlts bbhcladlnig pertprm^
at 2:3(ip.rti. t h e tibketoffice opened
Monday, so dp ndt forget tb call ^SO'-ta^ b e t ^
whlclj^rgavailable fre^ of c l ^
'' v.^:;:;;:'''^'';•••>.^'':\>'.'^:'-. '/•v''/.'\-'''::^v!'v;'^.;;'^:
""TBylReTime o p e n i ^ ^
actors and actresaes have appeared In past pfe^^
the fact that the "Hendrix Players'' are well know^^
performances.
Hendrix offers so rnahy oppprtunlties, arid theater Is one of them, so don't think twice about trying
outfor apart In the play ^ do Itlll Whp knows - w e odCild have the next Jane Fondaor
right on our oarnpus waiting to b^

The Central Arkansas section of the American
Chemical Society will meet on February 12 at
7:30 pm; In Reves Recital Hall at Hendrix
College. The theme for the meeting will be "the
impact of civilization on chemical processes In
the oceana"
Dr. John E Bauman, professor of chiemistry at
the University of Missouri at Columbia, will be the
guest speaker for the meeting. His topic entitled
"Chemical Oceanography" will focus on chemical evidence for clues in the development of
oceanic oil and mineral deposita .
Bauman received his doctorate at the Univer
sity of WIchlgan and has spent a sabbatical at
acripps Institution of OQeanography. His current
r^search isfunded through the National Science
Foundation, .
^
The American Ghemlcal Society 1$ chartered
by the Congress to serve the public Interest and
Is a leader in fostering scientific education and
research Its membership of more than 120,000
chemists and chemical engineers Is the largest
organiztlon In the worid devoted to a single
scientific dlsclplir^e. The Central Arkansas section has approximately 200 members and Is one
of the Society s 178 local sections established
in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico.
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Society to meet

11 a.m. to 12 p.in.
Offtr iKWd during iNisinesft houm.
10 am. to 11 pM., Sumtay throuoh "Thursday
and untH niidnisht Friday and Saturday.

and Paul Rice^glri^W

Central Arkansas Chemical

1

Every 1 Sth person gets his
sandwich, an order of fries,
and a medium drink FREE.

^VVIjereel^e but at HendriK
You hp^e alwgy^eard abo^
Tryouts wei^ he Wtn
c ^ for Bipod Wediling, which is a %>ani^h tragedy written by Federico Oarcjia Lorca
^ Thefpcajt^aracters^f the p
Dorado and sknownt
Who hasappea^d iri numerous performances wlH
Fincher, ati^nsfer student frorn OklahoimaU
presently head resident of Martlnrp^^
^ The t^st of the c ^ t Includes: Nsinby Kp^
mbth^r^n'-law; Bret Johes-^fathei^ofth^ bride; Jane
apradley^Lepnardo^^ wife; Barb
Thurman^^n/ant; ysaBobp "^ b e g g ^

mimnoass
fifFo^E IT STOPS y p u "
Jnv«it In Yourself-^

.••}

MsiiiNr
m^mmmm'm'm^mtmmmmHm.

Aloe V^ro Skin Care and
Body^gr* FiwJucti 4
••.'•;;.; Coimetlcr'7^^"^::"^"

Ginger Vansandt

•I

Bt 4 80X372

Conway, Ark
329-5841
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The Most-LiJ:ely-To-Have-A-Party-On-A-Weeknight" award is taken (without much competition) by David H. Pryor.
The frugality in spendirig award does not go to anyone for the Cotton and
Loggins concerts. (We'assume these guys do have to make a living, though)
The **we-know-this-is-not-Italy-but-it-sure-ain't-the-pits" award is sent out
to dishonor Sunday-night pizza at Chez Brenske.
Top.Male Derriere: (on recommendation by Kelley Redmond)
Roger Chinn*
Ken Story
Gene ScOtt
Jim Tarvin
David Pryor
Wally Barrington
Mark Sullivan
Kin McGasland
Roger Clinton
Ernest Bartlett
Best Legs Award:
Jim Gunnell
Mike Caidarera
\
Perry Wilbur

'iKi

Theuhanimo
award... to Shorty'sforthe peanut
butter aiKJ t>^ii#ftajnUkshake (see pictur^
:
^J .
L^'
unanimous choice for %)rst milkshake award . . . to the Campus Center
for incohsisteh^ ^ee picture)
coat on campus award . . . to Dr. Carol West.

o n , •'

i i :

The Profile-favorite-waitress award goes to Bob's senior waitress, **What'd
you like to drink?" "Tea" "The bathroom's in the back."
A special Proffle award goes to Doug Bogaev for the best tan without strap
marks.
^

The^lqngest rpadjbriEL^.^^^M^

Ji?®, ^^" ^^^^ Dressed Women at Hendrix (no specific order):
Miah Frasjier
Nancy Kenner
MargotLee
Sharron Stamps
Loraine Clogston
Annette Ticey
Janet Hardin
Mary McGuire
Lori Sanders
*

*

I*

•

*

«

n

The Ten Best Dressed Men at Hendrix (no specific order);
Wynn Alexander
. Mike Hill
Gene Scott
Jay Newman
Brian Oark
Mike Soulsby
Mike Caidarera
Batry Sims
John Thiele
Bobby Prader
% e Profile fecommenas banishment to thefollowingwords:
1) prioritize
\
2) alternative
3) chair, chairperson .
\
4) humankind
5) wholeman
,
The ^^-^nay-^be-sentimental-but-I-ain^t^stupid" award . . . to Dr, Roy B.
Shilling.
you can't tell a book by its cover" award... to Steve Harris fbr Ms polo
shirts and ptmk rock habits.
Alligator awards are handed out to Allyn Dixon and Mike MeCiurkan.
Anti^-Alligator awards are shared by Allen Waters and Terry Elder (with
condolences to James Wise for a close race).
The U.S. Department of Ener^ award for excellence in the pursuit of
motive sources of energy . . . t o Lisa (RollerQueen) Bateman.
•

•

'

•

,

.

I

^fif^^v^t. s \ r t » ^•v rtitvs-'^f A'*vVrt'^.w.vrtiiS.<s^ ^

l ^ ^ ^ t Z f ^ K ^ ; . ^ ' " * ' " ''^' award "Cutest-Boy on Gampus"
goes
The "Fides in Schola'' award was taken by J.R. (Pinky) Few when he said in
his Senate President's campaign speech, "I love Hendrix."
The "Move>R.N." award . . . to Dr, Gene Bigler.

.

..

to Q o :

Best Beard Award:
David Johnson
Danny Johnson
Brad Hill
Frank Roland
Dr. Francis Christie

to Morgan.

__^

„

The shortest road trip . . . 18 miles from Morgan.
Person voted (by the Staff) most likely to make longest and shortest trip
Ray Coursey (number two by one vote . . . Proffle staff).

pliotos by Tammy Kemp

The mixed metaphor award goes to a member of Ronald Reagan's cabinet
for his dictum **there's a silver limng in the cloud at the end of the tunnel."
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The Proffle Staff would like to award a sack of hamburgers and a ticket to
Popeye to our dist&iguisherf ax-edfitor (four months), Amy Harris, if only we
took the time to find her* ^
The two most missed men not at Hendrix College *.. to Neil Decker and Joe
Hahn Locke fya hafta go sometime, kid.)
Most Likely l b Get His Picture In The Troubadotir (Again and Again)...
Richard Scott Buchanan.
The Magenta Look-Alike award is given to Sharri Ann Johnson*
The BDPRC Award for outstanding achievement in the field of New Wave
apparel goes to an outstanding PR couple . . . Ramona and Mike.
?he '^ruelty-to-mothei^^* award goes to the dass in Imagination for putting
their mothers on the ceiling.
Longest academic career at Handrix College . v *Wally Barrington.
The **Greatest-Service-To-Hendrix«(Non-Alumni)" award goe out to the
U«S. Navyforaceepting (and taking oit our hands and hit list) "ydu know who"*
The "Most-Likely4o-Initiate-A-Nuclear'-Holocaust'* award also goes to the
ll*S/Nayy for accepting **you know who."
Ilie **meal*^ou'll-^emember-for-a-lifetime-or-be'^emind^d-the-^^^
ing" award (also the "beat-bargain-meal" award) goes to Bob's tex-mex platter
(a value anywhere for $3 J9),
Most daring and innovative hair arrangement (tie).,. John Thiele and Miah
'Fraiier*
„•
.r ,
Prolile prediction for 19S1-1982 Student Senate President. .V Jim Gray
(oops!).., and the "Jim-Gray-Jook'^alike-act-alike" award . . to Allyn Blxon.

_

Thursday, Feb. 12
Academic Policy Meeting
- " Senior Departmental-Comps
Alpha Chi • 7 p.m. in Mills B
Black Emphasis Week-Panel Discussion: ''Where Oo We Go
From Here?**. 7 p.m. Mills Center
American Chemical Society - 7:30 p.m. Reeves
Basketball: Wan-iors at OBU
FrMay, Feb. 13
Senk>r Departmental Comps
Coffeehouse/Talent show. 6 p,m. Hulen Ballroom
The Wiz. 7 p.m. Staples
Couch's Sweetheart Celebration*9 p.m.. Campus Center
Saturday, Feb. 14
Hardin's Valentine Dinner-5:30 p.m,-Hardin Hall(Reservatfons Only)
G.T.A.H.A.H. Dance with "Snickers** - 9 p.m. - Hulen Ballroom
Sunday, Feb. 15
Foreign Film: Nosferatu 8 p.m. Mills A
Monday, Feb. 16
" Career Exploration Workshop - 6-7 p.m. - Student Affairs
Social Committee • 6 p.m. - Hulen
Basketball Warriors (home) vs. Harding
Tuesday, Feb. 17
Senate - 6 p.m. - Hulen
OAR - 7:30 p.m. - Galloway Parlor
Sophomore Council - 8 p.m. - Grove 3
Wednesday, Feb. 18
Spanish Table r l 1:30 a.m. - PDR
Facility Meeting
SNEA-6 p.m.-PDR
AED - 6 p.m. - Buhler 304
Theatre Department's Blood Wedding 8 p.m. - Cabe
Thursday,. Feb. 19
Basketball: Wanriors at UAM
Career Exploration Workshop 6-7 p.m. Student Affairs
Theatre Department's Blood Wedding - 8 p.m. - Cabe
Friday, Feb, 20
Last Day to drop a class
AIC Championship Swim Meet at Hehdrix
Theatre Department's Blood Wedding -8 p.m.- Cabe
Saturday, Feb. 21
AIC Championship Swim Meet at Hendrix
Theatre Department's Biood Wedding - 8 p.m. - Cabe
->
Sunday, Feb. 22
Theatre Department's Blood W©dding-2:30 p.m, -Cab^
Monday, Feb. 23
Career Exploration Workshop - S-T p.m. - Student Affairs
Basketball: Warriors at SAU
Tuesday, Feb. 24
Senate*-6 p.m.-Hulen
OAR • 7:SD p.m. - MIoway Parlor
Wednesday, l=^b. 25
8panlsh.Table-11:30 a.m,-PDH
AAUP-4 p,m.-Mllls 104 D
Circle K "* 7 p.m. - Mills B
Thursday, l=eb. 26
:ducatlon In The Soviet
PI Mu Epsilon-6 p.m.-IR2ie
Union by Boris ScheIn
Friday, Feb. 27
AWISA Championship Swim Meet
Galloway's Casino
Saturday, Febv28
AWISA Championship Swim Meet - UALR
Basketbati: District 17 Tournament - Little ftock

Movie: The Maltese Falcon 7pm. Staples
Dance sponsored by Sophomore GduncIN 9 p,m. - Campua
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AIC
championship
.

\

returns
to Grove
by J o e Kelfy

^ \

After a four year absence, the
A.I.C. Swimming and Diving
Championships vyill return tp
Grove Gym the weekend of
February 19-21. Playing host to
the other conference teams,
tiendrix's Warrrors~wiirattrmpt
to repeat last year's performance in which they won every
event. The Conference Champion will offer a qhance for
Hendrix students to view the
final horne performance of nine
senior Warriors: Bob Staab,
Steve Carter, Matt Callaway,
John Courtway.Brad Walshans,
Chuck Chalfant, and David
Guthrie. Events will begin
Thursday event and conclude
Saturday evening.

Following the Conference
Championship, seven Warriors
will travel to Kansas City on
March 5 for N,A.1.A. nationals.
At the nationals, the Warriors
will attempt to better last year's
performarice in which they finished tvvelfth.
The Hendrix Swim teann.has
an impressive record of successes. Having won sixteen
out of the last eighteen conference championships, the
Warrjors^have ahpwnQontiDMal^
improvement. The Warriors!
twelfth place finish in the nationals last year was their highest finish, ever.
Anticipating a top ten finish
thi9iMarql),ai:n^^^^^^
y\?arnprsbQ9st^,pf hyf rpjturqinft
quailfieFs:fDavid Qutliir^e.. f^apjdly
Thomason, Steve Rainey, Larry
Benzel, and Chuck Chalfant.
Three of these swimmers,
Guthrie, thomason. and Chah
fant, achieved all-American
status. Newcomprs will be Bob
Staab and Tony Ackerson:
Staab expects to qualify for
nationals-at4heupcoming-con-ference meet
Due to the fact that the conference championship is an
AIC sponsored event, students
will be charged admission to
the final meets. However, students can purchase discount
tickets from Coach Courtway.
Admission at the door will be
$2.60 for adults and $1.50 for
students. There will be no admission charges for preliminary
events or the 1660 event Thursday night.

Championship Schedule
Thursday 7 P.M. — 1650 yd.
freestyle
Friday 7 P.M. — 50 yd. freestyle, 100 yd. butterfly, 100
yd. backstroke, 100 yd.
breastroke, 200 yd. freestyle. 1 mt. diving. 400 yd.
medley relay.
Saturday 7 P.M. — 200 yd.
IM, 600 yd. freestyle, 100
yd. freestyle, 200 yd. backstrokfeV '200 yd. breast
st^l^PSOO yd.: butterfly/ 3 *
r«t-WlnS. 400Vd.*eestyle
' relay

V'

•:ul

Update
With the middle of winter
-term here; several" Intramural
events are In play. They Include
chess, spades, tennis and racquetball-doubles, and eightball. The women's and men's
racquetball singles are also in
play. In the men's 'A' league,
Jeff Brunthaver and Craig Arnold
are In the finals. The men's 'B'
league is working towards the
finals with Kevin Brice against
David Tribble; Ross Highnan
against David Ahlgrim; Randy
Mooney as the winner in. one
bracket of the semi-finals.

After four weeks of intramural
basketball play, there are
several close races In the three
basketball leagues as everyone is striving for the number
one position. AA leads the
men's 'A' league with a record
of 4-1. Close behind them is
GPA with 3-0. In the men's 'B'
league CDl is on top with a
recbrd of 7-1. At this time In the
women's league, Randy and
CHOC are tied with a record of
3-i; .:
Ih upcoming Irltramural events
badmitton play begins on February 17, and entries for Hot
Shot are due February 26.
1''''
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by Tom Honeycutt
Women
3-1
3-1
1-1
0-4

Raney
CHOC
Veasey
Galloway

o
>

Men's *W

AA
GPA
Tl
T2
Bdwk
East
CE
Bst
Mecca

,

J '

•

4-1
3-0
3-1
2-2
2-2
- 2-3
2-3
2-3
1-3

o
.. .a

EDUCATIONAL CENtCR
T B M Preparation Specialists
'Sinie 1938
For informattort, Plea$e C a l l :

224-1060

BMB

O
Meh?s."B?'

CD1
Noporm
Bdwk
CD2
T4
GPA2
AA
T3'
East
Fae
BSt
Mecca
CE

7-1

-ft

6-2
6-2
4-3
4-4
3-3
4-2
3-4
3-4
3-5
1-6
0-8
<

Bdnanza

"... now if you are interested in Ott&s ideas on the 'numinous,
you rnight check the library for a copy of his monumental work
The Idea of the Holy See you tomorrow."
The young fellow was interested in the concept that the
professor had explained He thought that he lust might go over
to the library and check into it do some extra reading He
stopped by the mail room.on his way sind then continued on to
the library
• I'll start at the author/title catalog he thought that is the
logical step in finding a book in the library The young man
turned left on entering the library and scanned the heading^on
the file card holders Orthodox Otto shQtfldbe inkhismouPi He
thumbed his way through, the cards^pttOk Em'l Beginning
Germar\- 0 « q Herbert Arthur; OttQ Lon; OttQ Max Cari OttQ
Rudolf, here It is He rdad ori The Idea of the Holy 201/S41 an
inquiry into the non-rational factor in the idea of the divine and
its relation to the rational by Rudolf Otto... translated by John
W. Harvey. . . Londor\ New Yprk (eta) H. Milford Oxford
university press^ 1923, xv, 2 2 8 p 2 2 c m "This t r a n s l a t i o n ^ . . .1
Das helllge' has been made from the ninth German editor}.)'-*-*'^

PfK).

^ MCAT
LSAT*MCAr*GIIE.
GRE PSYCH * CiltE MO • MAf
GI«AT*MT-OCrAT*PCAT
VAT•SAt/CPJl* TOEFL
mKPU- HkTL IVHED BDS
1ECFMQ • r^LEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I * NLE

focus

The student took our a small scrap of waste paper and
scribbled the call nurnber on it so that he would not forget it
when he got to the stacks He poked the BiO pen into his shirt
pocket and began the descent to the second floor. Once at the
bottomlanding he turned right and walked toward the 200
section of the library stacks On the way, he waved at the pretty
co-ed he'd seen last weekend at the keg party He'd come back
and talklater. Once he found the^200 section, he_started his
huht~for201/S41. He saw 2 0 v S 3 ? r AhIhtroductron to the "
Psychology of Rellgioa Thouless^ 201/S4 Christ The Truth
Temple Humpf, he thought must be out of place Next to this;
he saw 201/S42, The Philosophy of Rellgibr\ Edwards No
201/S4 f. The student looked on the surrounding shelves to
see if the ook might be misplaced No luck
Well he thought the book could be checked out I'll go to the
check-out desk and see if the card is there He took the back
way this time, walking up the staircase at the back of the
computer room The stairway opened out next to the front desk
he approached the pretty black-haired pigtailed assistant at
the far end of the desk; the area where the general circulation
books are checked out
"Excuse m% but would you please check this call number to
see Jf the book has been checked out?" H handed her the slip of
paper containing the number.
"Sure^ Just a minute" came the ......
He watched as t h ^ g l r f s long narrow fingers picked through
the cards "ThafsOtto^ right?''''Yes''

can
•

F«ulkfi«r Plaza
Shopping Cantar
Phona: 329«6^Mt
Conway, Aft

li

every
Warrior's

tirnm

'S
HAMBURGER

$2.39

Hiinbiird'M'Pliftt»r wHh
Ir#lf6ll MfMl-MUl Im 'lh# 'IHNMI

Drink inciuddd

"Itdoesn^tseem tobe in the books checked out letmelookin
the overdue books"
'
The girl proceeded to look through the other sections but did
not find the card for the Otto book "It doesn't seem to be here
either, lets look on the book cart" She turned around and
thumbed through the books on the card behind her. The book
wasn^t there
"Sorry, it doesn't seem to be here"
"What do youmeari i f s not here If someone did not x^heck it
but where could it be?"
"Stolen"
"Stolen?"
, The student looked behind the desk and saw the librartar
leafing through,a magazine He pleadingly asked "What can i
dQ I heed that book" :
"here^" she said "fill out this search notice and we will putour
a search for the missing book"
The student look first i3it the assistant and then at the
librarian who both Just stared frac/c "But I need that book"
^ "^orr\( ^ 1 1 lust haWfo put Oiit a search Whafs the author's
naMikndthWtiWbfmdtidok?"
' fhi^ei^cUd'^thddntreilizedat that moment he had lost his
grip on the concept of"hunninou^'; he felt it slip from his hands
when he dropped the slip of paper into the trask basket
•
• • • •
The above narrative Is not contrived; It Is a situation that has
occurred many times. Unfortunately, the problem is not isolated to
general circulation booka One book, a reference book on resume
writing "turned up missing" shortly before the end of last term. At
this time, the book has not been returned to the shelf. A reference
-book Reference^books-are^notto leave"the"library;
. TheO. C. Bailey Library has a fine policy. In the statement of that,
policy there is a sentence that reads "The purpose of overdue
fines is to encourage borrowers to observe necessary rules so
that books and materials will be available to all on a fair and equal
basla" The question remains; has the policy made books more
available or less available?
What seems to be the problem? Sdme studerits have pointed
out the ease'in" removing" books from the library, the books taken
out without being chekced through the desk This serves two
purposes. One, the book has no specific due date— It can beheld
Indefinitely without threat of fina Secondly, books not in general
circulation are removed for use outside the llbcary, but to the
detriment of other students who need to use them. (One student
who worked on campus this summer found several bound
volumes of periodicals in Raney Hall.)
With the number of bboks "disappearing," hasrft someone
noticed the particular problem? Students who sen^e on the Ubraiy
and Leaming Resources Committee were questioned about their
committee concerna This year, the committee has been concerned with the questions of 1) expansion of the library facilities,
2) development of a speed reading program and 3) possible
extension of current library houra There has been no discussion
of the"missing books^' situatioa In thewords of one student "talk
RESETTING
Of the ''rnlssing books" situation. In the words of one student, the
members "talk about the really big issues, but haven't talked
about the little thlnga'* At least a few students have found the
situation distressing Nothing is more frustrating than notflndlnga
vt)ook(one that isllsted In the catalog and supposedly In the library
that is needed Moreover, jio one advocates keeping books past
the due date. The best policy Is to return books on or before the
due date. This is not the case. A solution to the problem of
"borrowed' books is necessary.
But what can be done about thesituation? Raising the fine scale
would encourage more people to "walk out' with the booka
Suspension of library privileges would severely handicap students using the facilltiea Should the Hendrix library Instigate a
"guard-system" such as the one used by the library^at the
Unlverslfyof Gentral Arkansas? Within their system, no one may
exit the library with books that have not been checked out The
person (ysually a student library assistant checks all books
leaving the library.
This system would make" borrowlnfif'books virtually impossible
* - and make the ^'disappearance" of books decrease. It would
also point out another aapect The system would show that
members of the Hendrix community abuse the library holdinga
and theymust be "punished" (by Initiating the system) into using
the library "ao that bo<^s and matedals will be a v a i l a b i e l i i i i i i i t
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for $1.49
Allyou can eat
(Cant eeBeat)

Drink included
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} K»Eat and get youf next s n t ^
{Crust Pbasa»iJiHtheqii^^
FREE*
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ream
(Editoi's Note: While John has long been established around campus as a vocal couns&Tor to the
love'lorn and otherwise despondent the following letter, accompanied by a request to put the
answer in print so tha t not even he would know who the. author waa hasprorhpted an addition to
the Profile That is our new "Dear John" column Anyone with a problem may write for advice^
sending their request to: Dear John R 6. Box H'280, campus mail An effort wilt be made to
answer all letters suitable for print)

by Chrissy T h o m p s o n

Dear John,
.
I have just returned from lunch and now I am debating
Please help! I can't tell anyone else about my problem becausetl;c6uld get myself and the man whether to go eat at the campus center or make a quick
involved In big trouble. Tm having a"romahce" with one of my professors here at Hendrix It all begandash to McDbnalcTa No, I do not have a severe case of the
very innocently with a few visits.to his office to discuss my grades In his clasa We realized the
attraction between us and soon began dating frequently We can't keep on because the romance munchies, but rather a noisy stomach, because once again
the cafeteria has served something that does not appeal to
has become much more than I can handle.
' .
. ..
His visits to my apartment are getting more frequent and fm afraid someone will drive by and me. What 1 would really like Is a nice salad th^t 1 could fix
realize who's car it Is, My friends all know about this and f m paranoid In my other classes because fmmyself, but that would Involve biking to the nearest store
not sure If the other professors now! Please give me a good answer because this ia a real problem and spending more money with my rubber checks.
-lfs~not-a joke.
,-™^.™-..„._. „ „._
.
. .:.
While I vyas at lunch, 1 had passed everything by when/1
Teachei's Pet
realized that 1 had nothing on my plate. I thought of
chancing a salad plate but then I had a horrible flashback of
the salad tray filled with brown wilted lettuce. 1 guess I could
Dear Teacher's Pet
Let rne begin by saying that the more fact that ydur relationship with a professor is termed a always stand by the "salad bar" and wait for the nice lady to
"romance" dooms it Romances; even sordid affairs^ are right up there with biology tests and adda new batch of lettuce and stab the only carrot sliver...
drugs as main topics of conversation on this campus We all know that any two people seen but Is It worth It?
together in the cafeteria more than three times are automatically assumed to be sharing more
I finally decided to "go for It" and said, "Yes please, I
than the same table Any time you enter a relationship with anyone^ you should both be prepared would love to have the breaded v e a l . . . it looks so yummy."
to meet with this problem It seems to me that you are not You chose to be in this position, and
now you must make.the choices presented to you by the consequences of that first decision After sitting down, I realized what I had done, and could not
Your decisioh to end or confine the affair is very related to your decision of how to handle the go through with the ordeal. So, I drank my coke and put up
my tray with the untouched "mystery meat". •
situation if everyone were to find out
I sure do wish that Brensky's would offer a scrumptous
Now, to your fears — your paranoia is not well founded In the first place; how many of your
friends would tell a professor? And if they did what type of prfessor would they probably bo salad bar complete with crisp green lettuce, mushrooms,
talking to? Andi as long as your physical relationship is not affecting your grade point most cucumbers, cheese, eggs, bacos, carrots, onions, green
people will agree that what you do as human beings is your business And as faras the cargoes; peppers... I could go on and on but I am sure you have got
everyone knows Mae West said "come up and see me some time" Very few know that she also •the picture by now. As Steve Miller would s a y , . . . "Dream
said "tie your horse around the corner"
On".
In short decide what you think Is best tor your relationship and you and then go for thai I
Getting back to reality - dreaming olthe fresh vegetables
can't really tell ydu to end It as I dotft know you or the professor, There are some people at this
school I wouldn't let anyone I know go out with and there are others that I would comment on: made me hungry, so I think I will bike to the store, write a
"Hurry, steal him from his wife" Always remember that college professors are not the financially check, and make my own salad. I guess I will just have to
secure choloe for husband thai dootors ara If you ohose to marry a doctor, J expect an unlimited take the chance of having my name put on a piece of paper
Tylenol 3 preseription
taped to the cash register which states In big bold letters,
"Do not accept checks from these people." Es la vida!!
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Two days after Valentine's Day, the
state legislature passed a bill that really
shocked some Arkansans. As of midnight
February 16th, anyone in Arkansas who
wanted a bon^, a metal pipe, a stash box,
or even papers would have to drive to'
Tennessee or Texas to get It. The law
made it a misdemeanor on the first offense and a felony on the second offense
for using, selling, manufacturing, delivering, or advertising drug paraphernalia.

Jiesd shops
Art fun//''
Almost immediately, severl plaintiffs,
most of them store owners, filed a suit
against the law. They claim that law is
overly vague and broad and that it gives no
clear definition of what items are illegal.
For instance, there was some alarm
among the Hendrix coeds that there
would be classroom busts for Columbian
T-shirts.
As a result of that suit, U.S. district
Judge William R. Overton placed a temporary restraining order on th^ law#iich
went into effect on February 25 ahtf will
expire March 6. During that time, paraphernalia will be back home on the
shelves. On March 6, Overton will mak^a
decision. He is expected to either issue a
preliminary Injunction or a final order
against the law. The reasoning behind this
is that the same judge struck down a
Jacksonville law of similar wording.
Whatever is decided on Friday, the law
and its future have been a major topic of
conversation at Hendrix. On the 16th, Dr*
Gonzo^s, a local merchant, was visited
heavily by students hurrying to do a little
last minute shopping.
"t parked my truck right out at the curb
right next to a Fire Lane sign/* said one
student who was stocking up on screens
and 1.5 papers* "Tomorrow 111 be breaking
a law by having this stuff, so I want to
break a law today."

4f

mtmi/

**ThJs is my very first bong," said one
proud senior holding a long orange plastic
piece of paraphernalia, "and 1 hope ifs not
my last!"
Discussion has been pretty Intense on
campus ever since the law went into
effect
**lf you outIav\^ paraphernalia," argued
one philosophy major, "then you'll have to
—nrotlBvr^everythlni-elser4lk«^olta!^
mor blades, mirrors, baggies, paper
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clips, vicegrips. God, somebody ingenious could probably make a carburetor out
0* a toilet paper roll!"
One ardent republican claimed, "This is
a friBe country and people who smoke pot
should be able to smoke it how they want

vfi

:n i /J&ittaw dryg-related T-shirts? — Come
'%t\W liaughed bne^Y^aeey giri. Another
giri, this one from<3^i^ciway, moaned, "But
head shops are funi:" :;
One out-of-s^tate student reasoned.
"Arkansas people'neeff fheir drugs, arid
they shouldn't be denied their paraphernalia."
t
There is another side to the issue or it
wouldn't be an issue. One student from
Couch wasn't upset at all.
"Just as long as they don't take away my
incense!" she said.
"1 look at it this way," one freshman was
overheard saying in the cafeteria, "smoking
marijuana is illegal and as long as it is,
people should not be able to legally sell
stuff that promotes law breaking."
"You must be high," snapped back an
eating companion. "Murder is illegal, but
you don't see anyone shutting down the
gun shops."

wtir
* "But 'they have to be registered," returned the first, eager to prove his point
"Be real m,an," rejoined the second,
"Who's trying to outlaw the pantyhose that
rapists wear on their heads or the trashbags that nut in Chicago stuffed teenagers in. Taking away a law-breaker's
tools or toys is not going to stop him for a
minute. Lawbreakers who don't get caught
are srfiart."
"When I was eight years old my grandfather came into a room 1 was in and
tripped on a stool and fell," one student
remembered. "He had a heartattack and
was dead when t h ^ g o t to the hospitaL
He was drunk. He was alv^ays drunk. And 1
know a lot of people who get high, and 1
have yet to see one of them get killed. Of
course, they do, but hell; if the governitienfs going to deny mrtiiy bong and
something 1 enjoy, 1 don*t see why they
didnl deny my grandfather his bottle and
his highball glass* Maybe he'd still be my
grandfather instead of food for more grain
to make more been"
One staff member contributed the best
opinion of alt "As my mom alwi^s says,
Vou're messing with your chromosomes..
*you'i#ttessing with your chromosomes!"
On iiday a final decision will probably
be made and a great deal of the campus
will be waiting for the verdict. Or as one
^iWi^5M!b!i!nfd» "I vvog4*^''yj!k^ ^
k n o w l I am a hardened criminaror nol?
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Elections for the 1981-82 Student Senate will be ppnducte?!^ ^firly oe;5Ct term by the Senate.
Students will be retuming from Spring. Break on Manch^^S and filing for positions will begin on
Wednesday, March 25. Deadline for fllirig is 6 p.m., Tuesday, March 31. April 1-6 will be a week of
campaigning,, and the election will be held on April 7 in the Campus Center, ff a runoff is necessary, it
Will be heW on Thursday, April 9, 1981, The Senate wilj ponduct the election of the positions of.
Student Association President, Vice'-president, Senators-at-Large, Townmen Senator, and Townwomen Senator. Students may file letters of Intention to run for office with any member of the student
association election commission. These members are Bobby Frazier, Jeannie Wilder, Tod Shiver,
Dee Davis, and Bruce Jones.
.srr .
?
Each dorm will be conducting its own election for Jts dorm senator, with the elections being
supervised by the Student Senate.
The positions of Senators-at-Large will be conducted somewhat differently this year. The Senate
recently amended the Student Association Election Code concerning the election of Senators-atLarge. Students seeking these positions will run for either position 1 or position 2. The student
receiving the majority of the vote in pjiph position will be declared the winner. Any Hendrix student
who is planning on returning :for;th^ 1981-82 school year is eligible to run for the positions of
President, Vice-presifJent, S^patdr-^-i-arge Position 1, or Senator-at-Large Position 2. Only
students who plan on living off campus next year may seek the positions of Townmen Senator and
Townwomen Senator. iFor further Information, on the upcomirig elections, contact Bobby Frazier,
Don Reed, or any other Student Senate member.

Hendrix Volunteers growing
After one year In operation, the Hehdrix Volunteer Clearinghouse has grown to Include over fifty
Hendnx students and six Conway organizations. The Clearinghouse matches the talents and
interests of Hendrix students with the needs of the Conway community. According to Karen Wagner,
ttie program's founder and coordinator, the Clearinghouse is designed "to provide information to
students who are k>bking for something worthwhile to do In their spare time."
The program began with the Rehabilitation Center which teaches its mentally retarded and/or
physically handicapped clients how to adjust to living in society. Living in dorms, the clients learn how
to cook, keep house, arid work. They are taught good hygiene and the basic skills. Volunteers such
as juniors Brick Jones, Gayle Roller, and Sharon Prestridge, serve as.Big Brothers or Big Sisters to
clients. Once each week, the volunteer plans an activity with his or her brother or sister. Activities
vary from playing cards In the dorm to attending a movie, either on-campus or locally. According to
Sharon Prestridge. who has worked with the Cj9nter for two and a half years, "Eating out is their
favorite activity."
A tutoring program in the Conway public schools also uses Hendrix volunteers. Students tutor
children between grades six and nine In a wide range of subjects, Including math, science, and
English. Tutors such as Sophomore Mike Caidarera, Junior. Stacy Sells, and Senior Alan Winkler,
volunteer one hour twice each week to work with students. The tutoring is done on an one-to-one
basis during regular school hours.
Freshman David Clemmons and a few of his friends began singing at the Senior Citizen's Home
once each week last term. An'iving shortly after lunchtime each Tuesday, the group sings old hymns
from the Cpkesbury Hymnal for about an hour* Aftenvards, they visit with the elderly people for a few
minutes. Group members inoiude LyIe Rupert, Krissy Johnson, Liz Langston, and Ann Bartlett.
The Clifton Day Care Center, located on Elizabeth Street, Is also involved in the progra
care center Is funded partially by the state and is designed for low-Income families with children,
Junior Lori Hammer has worked with the center for the past two years. In addition, Project
Cbmpassion has started using volunteers In Its program. Junior Scott Osborn recently began his
work with the project, which Involves adopting a grandparent in a nurslnghome. Scott Is working ^^
two male senior citizens Who live In a home located next door to the nursing home. He visits with the
men for a couple of hours each week to chat and play cards.
S C A N ; the organization which detects Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect, joined the volunteer
program this yean Volunteers work with the abused children, transport parents to the meetings of
Parents Anonymous, and collect clothing and food.
Cun^ently, the Conway Chamber of Commerce is fonning an Inter-agency council to coordinate the
activities of volunteers in Faulkner County. The agency Is on the drawing board at the present time,
but it will eventually operate as a network of human service agencies and volunteers. Karen Wagner
is also sen/Ing on the organization committee. Eventually, the council will support a Big Brother/Big
.Slster^Club.
The Volunteer Clearinghouse Is always In need of more volunteers. Students Interested In
donating a few hours of each week to help some worthy organization should contact Karen Wagner
In the Student Affairs Office.

Bonanza
can
appease
every

Warrior's
appetite.
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Faulkner Plaza
Shopping Center

Phone: 329-6454
Conway, AR

BONANZA'S
HAMBURGER
PLATTER
Offer include large
Hemburger Platter with
french fries (Mid all the salad
you-caii-eafc... , ^
^:,^.,. .r,^Offer good with coupon '
only at Bonanza in Conway.

$4£aMw
Drink included
Coupon expires
Mar. 1 8 , 1 9 8 1
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BONANZA'S
CHICKEN-FRIED
STEAK
Offer includes one large
Chicken Fried Steak Platter
with ikotato, toast and all the
salad you can eat.
Offergood with coui><)n
only at aohanza Ih Conway.
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$2.49
Drink included
Coupon expires
Mar, 1 8 , 1 9 8 1
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APSA members convene
Several members of the Hendrix community
attended the annual meeting of the Arkansas
Political Science Association last weekend at
DeGray State Park in Arkadelphia. The APSA
members convened for the purpose of hearing
papers written and presented, by its members.
In addition, member institutions were invited to
recommend student papers, from which four
papers were selected to be presented during a
student panel. A paper written by Dee Davis, a
senior political science major, was chosen for
this honor.. The paper, entitled "An Examination
of Resolution SA, Concerning the Apartheid
Problem in SoutfeAfrica, To be Submitted to the
Security Council of the United Nations by the
USA,*' was competitively selected from papers
submitted from all over the state.
Dr. John Ziegler, Social Science Chairman,
presented a paper entitled "Attempts by La
Follette*s Magazine to Shape Isolationist Attitudes on Foreign Affairs: A Content Analysis of
Editorial Opinion." Mr. Robert Meriwether was
invited to lecture on the problems of county
government in Arkansas.
A paper written by Dr. Gene Bigler, Dr. Ferris
Baker, and Mike Niggel was the recipient of the
Rose Prize for the best paper on Arkansas
-govemment-and~pQlitics.JQffer0d„by^ihe_Bose„.
Publishing Company, the Rose Prize recognizes
the paper that makes a contribution to the field
which can be used in teaching about government
throughout the state. The paper, entitled, "Some
Determinants of Split-tlcket Voting In Arkansas"
was also awared a $50 cash award as part of the
Rose Prize.
Dr. Bigler, with Chris Collier, authored a paper
that was chosen as the best paper of the
meeting. Entitled "The World is Closing in on
Arkansas: International Relations and Public
Opinion in the Heartland," the paperdealt with an
original theory that public opinion of foreign
affairs was a major determinant of the last
election.
The two prize-winning papers were based on
the results of a random survey of publfeopinibn
conducted by Hendrix students and faculty last
fall. Students from the Political Science, Sociology, and Psycholdgy departments and the Con*
temporary Speaking class participated In the
.survey.:.-:;
"The prizes acknowledge the work of the flffyfour students and three professors who contributed to the study,*'assertejd Dr. Bigler.
The survey provided some Important results.
Chief among these was the recognition of public
perception of foreign affairs as a determinant of
vote choice. The sun/ey also showed that the

SAMDWItHli

On February 21, the water warriors took their
sixteenth AIC swimming championship. After the
three days of events the warriors compiled 654
points over Harding's 286, Ouachita's 278,
Henderson's 217, SAU's 166 and Arkansas
Tech's 66. The 1650 yard free, a new event
renlacino the 100 free, took nlace Thursdav
night. Friday's events included the 50 free, 100
fly, 100 back, 100 breast, 200 free, one meter
diving, and 400 medley relay/and Saturday's
events were the 200 Individual medley, 600 free,
100 free, 200 back, 200 breast, 200 fly, three
meter diving, artd the 400 free relay.
In addition to the six swirtimers who had
already qualified to go to NAIA national In Llber^,
Missouri March 5, 6, and 7, three swimmers
qualified to swim in the natldnal meet. Senior
Bob Staab quallfed for the 1650 free and 800
free relay, sophomore John Cartee also quallfed
for the team's SOO relay, and junior Scott
Washburn quallfed for the 100 fly. The six aforementioned swimmers are Larry Benzel* t o n y
Acherson. Steve Ralnev. and Hendrlx*s Ail

201 East Oak

Offer good during busiiness hours,
10am, to 11 p.m., Sunday through Thursday
and until midnighl Friday and Saturday.
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One Step Beyond B«futy
"STOP THE
AGfNG PROCESS
KfORE IT STOPS YOU'
Invitt in Vouritlf-^

wijiMr
Aloe Vtra Skin Corf ond
lody Cart Products l i
Coimttici

Ginger Vansandt
Rt 4 80X372
Conway, Arte
329-5841
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, . . givt? you the ecmipehlh-e
edj^ 'wh&n ymi go aft^fr
that first job. In addition .
•to .earning att Amity
«'
officefs eontral'isloii*
yoiill gel practical
•experk'ncy in Ifadefthip
and ntanagentt'nts something
mudi M)ii£«hi aftw in industry
t()day. And* it can all be^jin titls
summer when yon attend the Atmy HOTC
Ba-.iC'Canip at Fort,.Knox. 'Kentueky,, wherein
addition to ijeinii dtallengeci yoiill •earn dnmt
$450. When y<Mt enroll in the ad^'anced
wiifse, yonll earn up la S2J00 dnring, yonr
•next two yearjj ote^llege. And. that's not all.
If you 'do •esa'|itionalI>* well at Basic Canip.
you cjowld %vin •am ot.ilw Atmy liOt'd •
jjcholarKhijitK wltidt xviU; cover yonr ttiititrn.
bottles nmd fees for two years.
The Amty HOtC %ear progrant. Maylte lt*s
tjlhie you let it l«;li|t you preiiare.'ltor y<iiir life
iifler eollege.

Gaptairt Jim Schrcedar
at329-8?l3
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Your Life After College
Takes More Than Just A Wish
And Army ROTC Can Help,

327-3134
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Water
Warriors
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King Pizza now has
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Americans Chuck Chalfant, David Guthrie, and
Randy Thomason.
Scorers in the conference meet are (by place).
1650 free - 1 . Bob Staab, 4. Tood Conatser
^ ^ free — 1. ChUck Chalfant, 6; Brad Welshans.
ajpny^Ackerson, 11. Jim qunnell ^ '
^ .
100 f l y — 1 . Scott Washburn, 2. Randy
Thomason, 3. Brooks Clem, 6. John Courtway
100 back — 1. Randy Thomason, 3. Steve
Carter, 6. Tony Ackerson
100 breast — 1. David Guthrie, 6. Mike Teague,
7. Matt Callaway
\ ^ ^rs. ^ ^
' 200 free — 1. Chuck Chalfant, 3. Bob Staab, 6.
John Cartee
v
^ /- , •
1 meter diving — 1 . Steve Rainey, 5. Mark
Lewis
, 400., Medley relay — 1. Hendrix (Randy
,ThpWi^46h:;Cavld JGuthrie, Scott Washburn,
ChHcHfch#ant) * ; ;
200'lndr^idual medley — 1. Randy Thomason,
2. Brooks Clem, 3. David Guthrie
500 free — 1. Bob Staab, 3. Todd Conaster, 9.
Mike Teague, 10. Jim Gunnell
100 free — 1 . Chuck Chalfant, 2. Tony
Ackerson, 5. John Cartee
200 back — 1. Randy Thomasoil, 3. Steve Carter,
4. Brad Welshans, 6. Tony Ackerson
200 breast—1. Dayki Guthrie, 5. Matt Callaway,
7. Mike Teague
2 0 0 % — 2. Bob Staab, 3; Scott Washburn. 5.
John Courtway
3 meter diving — 1. Steve Rainey
400 free relay — Hendrix (Chuck Chalfant,
Brooks Clem, Tony Ackerson, Larry Benzel)

!m»iffiif«5

muinchus^
t^ECIAltY

Moral Majority and raciat problems held very little
to do with the surprises that the election provided. The sun/ey also did an excellent job of
predicting th^ vote in theSepond Congressional
.District. The results predicted..Carter would,
receive 48.7% of the Second District's vote, and
he actually did win 49.8% of the vote The.
prediction for Clinton's race missed its mark by
only 1,6%, for Bumpers' race.by 3.1%, and for.
Bethune's by 4.7%.
The department, is planning a forum for early
Spring Term to discuss and present the main
findings of the sun/ey. A celebration is also being
planned for all the sun/ey participants. Costs will
be covered by the Rose Prize.
Both sun/ey-based papers are on reserve in
the library,
"This doesn't end Hendrix's domination of the
field," Bigler said. "Without question, we have
the best department in the state.?'
;j
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Stumbling through paradise
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Life at Hendrix
(1976Hl:981)
INTRODUCTION
"What a long strange trip ifs been . . .'* Grateful Dead • Presen/e your memories. They're all thafs left you." Simon and Garfunkle
It seems extremely pretenious for a 23 year-old to be writing his memoirs. I thought only
defeated and pardoned Presidents did that sort of thing to help the history books. Well, nothing
in here really means a great goddiamn historically, but it carried me along with it for almost six
years, and I figured I better put it down and organize it before I fdrjEiot it. Three Presidents, two
different elections, two decades, four dorm rooms, three apartments; andfiye roommates later, Dear John,
\
Conway may have finally begun to grow on me. Buffstill caifi'femerilber the^'hames of the
I hope your column is serious because 1 could really use some
streets.
advice: Last year i went to a party in Little Rock with some friends.
While I was there, I rhet a really cool man. We talked for a while and by
by Jeff Lewellen the end of the night I was pretty messed up. I gave him my phone
Chapter 27
number. He called me a couple of times, and we had some mutual
"WAITING ON PORTER WAGNER"
n
M
friends so I partied with him quite a bit. Early on I found out he was
Life in the theatre Part f^ive
^1
^H.
h ^ s'
i-.
married, so we were just good friends. I got to know him, though, and
(DiBdIcated to Jeffrey Cari JoneS: the be^f i^domrrtate a clone dver had)' ? ' .
he turned into Mr. Right — except there was a Mrs. Right already. It
At 8:07 p.m. in the middle of a dismal Love Boat starring LyIe Wagoner and Tina Louise (and became physical and pretty satislying, but we ended it all In May
Gabe Kaplan, I think), a stormy wind blew in a friend witha small capsule o? weedy substance because too many people were finding out.
"frdm the Hawaiian Island (and it wasn't coconut leaves!)
1 didn't hear from him all summer, and then he saw me this fall at a
Well, by 8:25, we were In a comatose state, and the show began to get interesting (especially party and told me to call him. It had taken a lot of time to get over him
when we kepit the sound off).
and so I blew it off. Then he called In February with the same
My roommate leaped up and screamed as LyIe Wagoner entered a scene, "Who Is thaf?... message. What should I do? 1 need the physical relationship, but I'm
Walt! I know! Ifs Porter Wagoned"
not sure 1 can handle the emotional side, especially when there's no
"Thafs Lyle Wagoned" I yelled. "Not Porter Wagoner. Porter's the country singeri"
future In the whole thing.
"Oh yeah." (Slight pause.) "But wouldn't it be great!"
Mixed-up-mistress
"Especially with Tina Louise."
"Gosh Manl" Jeff drawled, "I sure appreciate you being my date. 1 done lost Dolly Pardon to
Hollywood."
"Shoot Tlnal" I added. "Let's play sorne shuffleboard and go dancin'."
v
We laughed for about twenty minutes until we looked at each other and were unable to Dear Mixed-up,
First of all, as 1 told last week's writer, hiding and behind the bushes
remember what was so funny. We decided it was better not to worry about it, and left to go find
situations are not a good base for a relationship.
food.
With a negative attitude (I.e. It will never work out) like you seem to
The next week, I found myself in a barrel. Another in the long line of psychotic stage
characters: Nagg, tha legless Inhabitor of Endgame. Endgame was a famous modern drama of have, things won't work out. If you get back Into the relationship make
deep Intellectual import, so naturally we turned it into a slap-stick comedy. Jeff was In it, of sure you want to be there or it will be a bad trip.
Also, purely physical relationships are a myth. Two people cannot
course. (I can only remember two or three plays he wasn't in.) And another turn of irony set me
as Bret Jones' father after he had played my father in an eariier play. (Now If we could find a play have dispassionate sex over a period of time without at least one of
them becoming attached. And remember what a famous siren of the
where we could play brothers . . . )
(A play of this caliber calls for extensive warm-ups and our industrious director put us through silent screen and prominent |4ollywood hostess once said: "most of
the men In this worid are real loonies (translated 'jerks') so watch
a variety of hallucinations to get us ready.)
'
"Look £|t your hand," our director whispered mysteriously. "See it. Really see it. What doyou out."
MJxed-up, my theory is that you should do what Is goingto be good
s e e 7 "
•,
•
.
•
, •.
' ••
for you and support you. And remember, it was your choice; that*
" A forest," one person s^id.
'
%.
makes parting a sweeter sorrow. You can avoid a lot of pitfalls as you
"A swea^ palm,** t muttered*
use this theory if you will remember the immortal wordsof my favorite
"Porter Wagoner," Jeff said calmly.
matinee Idol: "As you climb the ladder of success, don't let the boys
I exploded and ran over to see for myself. I yanked his hand out and peered silently as the look up your dress."
others stared on dazed.
Write me and tell me what happens,
*'lt is Porter Wagoner,'^ gaspeb.
.
.
Thanx for writing,
"Sure Is,*' Jeff added. "See his sequin jacket and his guitar without strings. And off to the side
V-••"•••,'-••
• ' J o h n
you can see Dolly Pardon hiding behind the thumb."
P.S. All you love-lorn out there, let me hear from you. I'd like some
Our director reportedly screamed for twenty-five minutes, but 1 think they were exaggerating.
more letters to choose from! Send them to Box H-28D, campus mall.
It couldn't have been longer than ten. (Maybe twelve.)
Porter resurfaced again in the final days of rehearsal. I sat In my barrel chewing Intendedly
away oh a piece of gum, and playing tic-tac-toe on the paper cloth covering the Inside of my little
home. I could hear the voices of the light crew trying to find an electric plug, and the sound of
Barbara snoring in the next ban^el. (I'd explain all that, but Beckett might get mad.)
I then found myself In an existential dilemma and t}egan screaming: "This Is me! This is mei"
The technical director began pounding on the ban^el. "Hold it down In there! We're trying to
work."
"Curtain!** the director shouted.
Jeff stumbled out onto the stage and clomped up the ladder. He peered out the window built
ElMiKthedlddO
Vokim«LXVtll
the set which looked vaguely like a skull. (I think the ban^els were" nostrils.)
"Now Jeff," the dlreUor directed. "Really see I t What do you see?'*
"Back-stage/'
"But what do you really see/*
l^bilehand conc^ not; pubM and 1 ^
^'Porter Wagoner."
Somebody in the light booth screamed
"Hey!" I shouted. 1 ifotta go to the bathroomr
.
Ever since that day I breakout In a cold sweat whenever I come into contact with anything
• ..vShdrtyOate
Co-Editors
resembling modem drama.
John Thiele
iplloQue: (I h^d a dream last night that somewhere In ihe back oorner of the city dump Is a
Business Mana0er'^ J . 4 ) « « • » . . « * « i ik * « t ' « t « * • w l J 8 $ R i w S f l i e 8
rotted, broken barrel covered Inside with a cloth filled with 279 games of tic-tac^toe, 13 poems.
Staff Artist.
< 4 • * fe'Ron GfiOlj^'
PfiOtographers
10 limericks, and a ten-inch portrait of Porter Wagoner.)
TamitiyKemp
. f%ok Johnson
(Authors note) Still to come: Chapter 12* "The history of the 'X* clones "
LormineBefiy
Chapter 20: "The Memphls-Sex-Pistols Road Trip;*
Chapter 2: "Stuck Inside of Conway with the Morgan Blu^s Again.**
rusionan . * 4 .•«...««.»««*•.. ...«»• * * KCHDen n^ienweiTier
Chapter 19: "fm putting on my BIrd-hat, yellow feathers, phd tails."
Staff -..,-.•* V. *. ^«.«.... v.^«. .Phyllis Breaux, Kim Srown,
Life in The Theater Part Three.
'
Phylllt A. Dunn, Pam OrenOt Jeanne Hansley, Tom
Honeycutt, JO0 Kelly. Valerie Lamb. Jeff Lewellen,
Martha Mayner, Staoy MoCord. Barbara Metzger,,
Chrissy Thompson. Nannette Wanren, Alan Winkler
Advisors ..*..*..»... * *. *.... Carol West, Stephen Ken'
To whom it may dtinoerrt:
• i«»Y .*»<'
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We regret any inconvenience that mayjbe resulted from the delay in your viewing of
"The Wi3s.** As a testament of the retfirfiHo previous standard of presentation, we
Letteri to the editor must not be libelous and should
enoourage you to attend the showing of BHian Hellman's "Julia** starring Jane Fonda iind
pertain to matters of general Interest All letters submitted
\%nessa Redgrave on March 7*
"™"^^™imrari5e^slgnidrlhoo
On behalf of the Social Commlttaet I remairi
request Each tetter should be typed, if posslbl6» and
Sineerife^^' '-•
should not exceed Hve hundred words.
irad Smith
film •Subcommittee Chairman
'CiiiiNiiiMiHiiiiii^^
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Campus Center
changes menu
The Hendrix Campus Center, regarded state-wide as a trend-setting
campus facility, is undergoing sorrte changes this term.
"We felt the 'natural image* was becoming a bit *passe',** remarked
Center co-manager Jan Guthrie in a recent interview. **And bf course
when we heard that large doses of wheat germ and Morning Thunder tea
injected into laboratory animals causes cancer, we were convinced that
a change was n order. Holly, can't you see Mother is talking to the nice
man? Now go watch T.V."
Recent test results have prompted a turn around in the Center*s food
program. French fries will be served with all sandwiches and prepackaged, well preserved hot fudge sundaes (a microwave will be used
to heat them, this method being much more time efficient than a solar
oven), have replaced the yogurt on the refrigerator shelves. Two
additional coke dispensers have been added, taking the counter-room
formerly occupied by the Sunshine Zap preparation center. White bread
will replace whole wheat and iced raisin bread will take the place of
banana-soybean bread as a morning snack.
The changes do not stop at the stove, extending into the various
activities based around the Campus Center.
"At first we worried a great deal about some of our projects.** Jan
added. "We had no idea what to do with our herb greenhouse in front of
Hulen or the solar ovens or that ridiculous three wheel bipycle. We just
realized that we should use gas while we have it so fm now using a car to
make four trips a day to the landfill, to pick up groceries and i usually
make several trips to the bank. We are going to use our ovens and
greenhouse to dry and cure tobacco being planted In the brick planters
on campus. Soon we hopetoiellfobaccbthat is all-HendrlK ia^oduced.*
The Campus Center is also planningseveral events for this spring. On
April 6/a roundtable discussion Will be held. A representative from
Coca-Cola will lead the discussion, the topic of which is "Caffeine-a
friend or foe?" There will be an exhibit hung In the Center the month of
April that consists of art-work done by prisoners convicted of ishoplifting
junkfood. Oh April 1 s; a group will depart from the Center for a tour of a
local candy manufacturing plant. To resen/e a place on the tour, talk to
Jan or Karen.
"If there is enough interest In this tour, we hope to plan a longer one to
Ft Smith where we can visit Planter's Peanuts. Wortz Cookies, three
beef distributorships and a jail that serves its prisoners TV dinners at
every meal. We really want to get some Issues going at Hendrix.* Thafs
why we*re going to run the Pepsi-Coke and Twinkle-DingDong taste
tests right here In the Center.**
A lot of new faces will he serving students and faculty this term. Only
students who promise to spend their paycheck in some manner that will
harm their bodies will be hired. They are also encouraged to scream
across the room at their friends and to never brush their hairbefore work.
Below are the luncheon specials for the rest of the week. Please note
that in keeping with the tradition being set by the Reagan administration,
Israeli dishes will no longer be sen/ed, replaced on ''ethnic day" by food
from countries siich as Iraq, El Salvador, and Puerto Rico.
Wednesday, April 1
deep fried chickenfrench fries
fried biscuits
$6.00
fried pie
a large coke
Thursday^ April 2 \
El Salvadorian "Green Beref* stew
14 of curried oamel sandwich on pita bread
$3.00
a large coke
fridayi April 3
TWinkia quiche
chocolate eclairs
$400
assorted candy bars (milk and dark chocolate)
a large coke .
Lunchtimi entertainment 6rlo Kenefick and Kip Welch will play
popular advertising jingles.
.

rrome 1 rouble-bhooter
still missmg
Neil Decker, 1980 senior at Hendrix College Is still officially reported
missing by the college administration, government authorities, and
personal friends after exactly a year since his unusual disappearance
for the College scerie.
One source, his former roommate, stated,* "I think he went to
Canada — or maybe the Bahamas*"
When asked why, the source replied, **l don't know. But I think he kept
having bad dreams^about Ronald Reagan as President. Either that or he
just finally gave up trying to finish his Independent study for Dr. Bigler."
One source close to the missing token radical claimed Decker was
kidnapped by the Moral Majority and was being held for ransom.
Further Investigations proved this story tofaecorrect Jerry Falwell
was seen wearing one of Decker's legendary shirts, and James
Robinson finally announced on March S that Decker would be released If
abortion would be outlawed and made punishable by death In the state
of Arkansas, along with passage of a bill in the Ari<ansas legislature
demanding the teaching of Biblical Creation as a science in the* public
schools within thirty days. A compromise was reached, apparently, as
the Creation Bill passed the legislature shortly before it ended Its
session. Gov. Frank White, aware of the urgency of the matter, signed
the bill without reading i i
Sources near the capitol claim th^ state government is eagerly
awaiting the Moral Majority's next ihove. Hendrix officials released no
comment on the new findings and one professor was heard to say, "Neil,
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Student Body shrinking?

Mystery Meat found
to cause cancer
The Psychology Department at Hendrix
College announced the results of its most
recent tests. Several members of the Experimental Methods class sought to prove
that frequent encounters with ''Mystery
Meat" causes cancer In laboratory animals.
These students subjected the laboratory
animals to large doses of "Mystery Meat"
for six months. During this time period,
ninety percent of the rats developed malignant cancerous tumors. In an attempt to
discredit these findings Mr. Mills responded, "I've been eating Mystery Meat
for 20 years and look what it's done for me.**

•*,

f.

Does the Hendrix enrollment seem smaller since your return from Florida, New Orieans,
New York or wherever you spent an enjoynble week void of studies? No, your mind isn*t
playing tricks with you, because there are indeed several students missing. The students
who didn't return are sitll laying on a beach soaking in some of that "Florida Sunshine.**
We Inten/iewed some students via telephone and they informed us that they like the idea of
being a "beach bum". One Sun-worshipper stated that he can survive by selling blood and
living off cereal he confiscated from t^e cafeteria. "There should be a law banning school
from March through September," stated an ex-chemistry major. "Yeah, there shouldn't be
school when the weather is so pretty," exclaimed another student. .
Hendrix has concentrated its efforts to recailt people to fill these empty slots. Diana
Arms commented that they already have bribery techniques unden^^ay. ''We need to get
these kids off the benches and Into the classroom before they get severe sun-stroke,
stated Diana.}
• lif.l:hfe^''rh^time, ehjoy the study rbbrns'that are once again available for seniors
studying. If Hendrix wants its students to continue to receive high grades, they would be
wise to remove the beds from the room. The student enters this room equipped with
pillows, food, and... oh yea... books. It would be safe to bet that the scholar would drift of
into slumberland tQ dream about life minus studying.
.
New faces will be drifting about the campus in the near future. Whan you see them, think
of the "Hendrix Beach Bums" combing the beaches of Florida. Jealousy will set In as you
envision deep dark tans (directly related, to skin cancer), beers, and humans.

April 1,1981

Sociology
Professor
named
Dr. Jim Bruce, Hendrix sociology instruc^/'^^ '^
tor, was overheard saying, "I ndver get m^- '' ^ *
name in the Profile."

Through unidentified, but reliable sources throughout the campus, the Profile has
learried of some unusual behavior concerning the secretive committee sent to
find a successor to Dr. Roy B. Shilling as
President bf Hendrix Gollege. No one will
admit to being a member of the search
committee, but secret sources have identified some of the prospects that have been
considered and dropped, and those that are
still being considered for the job.
The most famous prospect ,was former
Gov. Biil Clinton, who supposedly turned
down the job to continue woH^ in the
Democratic Party, and also to avoid running
the same school his brother attends, wish'^
ing to avoid conflict True sources reveal
the real reason was the Search Committee
desired that a more conservative {^resident
should be chosen to fit the more conservative times. As a last ditch effort, the liberals
on the Search Committee offered the job to
Jeff Lewellen^ professional student and
gonzo journalist Lewellen declined commenting, "Sony gang, ain't no way I'm going
to stay In Conway another yeari I don't care
how good the new house isP
TTie Cdnsen^atlves now had full control of
the Search Committee, and immediately
offered the job to Jerry Falwell, ahead of the
Moral Majority and T.V, preacher. The offer
was soon pulled back as it was learned
Falwell was not a Methodist The job was
then offered to David Stodkman, but sources claim he tumed it down to take a high
paying job In the Reagan Admtnistratbn
chock full of expense accounts, prTvate
secretaries, various private living quarters
throughout the capitol. and a private pool.
At last word, the Committee was trying to
hunt down William F. Buckley, Jr*

y^

C'S

Chicken Chow
Mein Pizza

Last year the Profile staff was shocked
by the disappearance of Neil Decker; unfortunately struck again when the staff was
notified of the disappearance of another
member, Thomas D. Honeycutt, Jr. Tbm
Was reported missing three days ago
whereupon the authorities undertook a diligent search for the vanishing philosophy
major. The authorities discontinued their
search after forty-eight gmeling hours.
NEWS BULLETIN:
This morning at 3:00 am.. In an attempt to
clean the Profile office, John and Shenry
located the missing staff member* Tom,
apparently frustrated over the relevance of
"I feel, therefore f exist", had super-glued
himself to the wall. When asked to com*
ment, Tom remarked, "I certainly hope
super*glue doesn't cause cancer."

a taste tempting blend of chicken breast,
14 Chinese vegetables,
.
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Committee searches
for new President

.

where America goes for
call 329-2896 for delivery
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Are you rapidly losing weight?
is your skin turning yellow?
Are your friends telling you about
different breath deodorant products?
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introducing . . .

Honeycutt
reported
missing

What to do?
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Call 1-800-327-6146 Today/toll-free
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Cancer Hotline, Conway, AR
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Fine Dining at
Sports
H

In a recent meeting of the Special Events
Committee, the political science depar^
ment announced the scheduling of a ^sit to
the Hendrix campus by Secretary of State
Alexander Hiig on April 31, 1981. Haig's
visit to theHendrix campus, the department
revealed, will b^ part of a nation-wide
college tour being made bythe Secretary of
State. The tour will be an attempt by Haig to
addre^ the military concerns of college
students.
While at Hendrix, Halg will deliver lac*
tures on the following two topics: "The
Absolute Necessity of Producing Nuclear
Weapons" and **The Irrelevance of Maintaining Welfare ^Programs." Students are
encouraged to wear green beret uniforms
trtheseleclari

99

your choice:
1 seryjiig puppy lihow ur cow patties
1 serving mashed potatoes or
madhed potatoes
1 serving stringy beans or
\
mashed potatoes
1 serving stale oalce or
mashed potatoes
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For any information concerning Violet Braly's whistle.
-%»'

Last seen and heard March 30 at 10:00 p.m.
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Reflections from the minds
of the CO-editors. . .
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from the upper room
Rapping through the break
by John Thiele
As time rolls around for another column, one thing sticks out in
my mind.. Everybody I know has been telling me about their
wonderful Spring breaks, if Karen Perry or Queen tell me dne more
Florida story I will vomit. Lonnie Eason has sent all his long pants^
and long-sleeved shirfs home. Brad Hill hiked through a blizzard to
the lip ofthe Grand Canyon. Ramona Pipkin won't tell anyone what
she did, but I've noticed her glassy stare and she hasn't quit
smiiling yet. Terry Elder forgot where his room was. (Don't feel
stupid Terry, t forgot the combination to my maifbox). And
everyone says to me "Did you have f u —,- oh, that's right, you went
home, didn't you? You missed it, man."
Well, Thad.a very interesting break. Something very weird
happened to me. And that's strange in itself since I live in Fort
Smith! (For those bf you that have never heard of this fair city, wego Republican in every election and the only thing you Can do
there Is go to the mall.)
One night I was very bored so I got in my car and drove real far.
As a matter of fact, 1 drove all night. Then I saw a light and it came
right down and landed on the ground. (This was somewhere near
Greenwood, an outlying suburb In the metropolitan area.) it was a
spaceship and out jumped a man from Mars. I tried to run, but he
had a gun and he shot me dead and ate my head. I kid you not, I
remember all of this very clearly.
Now the weird part was that I remained coherent, but 1 was In the
man from Mars. This guy was strange. We would go out at night
and eat cars. That's right, automobiles, or voitures for you
Frenchles. We ate Cadillacs, Lincolns, Mercurys, and lots of
Subarus. We didn't stop, we kept eating cars. Then, when there
were no more cars In Sebastian county we (1 use the plural
because 1 was a part df him) went out and ate up bars where
people meet (which are hard to find in Fort Smith, believe me). This
man from Mars preferred bars where people were face to face,
dancing cheek to cheek, one to one, man to man, toe to toe and
not moving too slow; but he had to settle for two cowboy discos, a
wino hangout on Garrison Avenue and the bar at the Ramada Inn.
He was through with cars, he was eating bars, floor to floor, hall to
hall, wall to wall, he ate them all. (Which perturbed a few cowboys)
He didn't stop, he punk rocked. I knew where I wanted to be — at a
party on TV because the man from Mars didn't eat bars with TVs.
Then this dude decides he's through with bars, and we started to
eat guitarsi What a lot of noise when we chewed on them. He
finally gave up. somehow put my head back on and went back to
Mars. Earth people freaked him out — I guess.»
My mom wanted to know where I'd been for three days. She
even accused me of wrecking her Subaml I couldn't tell her the
tmth so I told her I'd been to Faye^eville with Sheny Dale and
didn't know where her car was. We tried to call our insurance man,
but apparentty he disappeared during a freak accident at the
Relay Station. One mlnlute he was doing the Cotton-eyed Joe and
the next he was gone.
I'm glad my last Spring break was Interesting. But if all that had
happened'In Florida I could still be there helping to eat bars — I
hear there's a lot of them.

Letters to the
Editors'Note: The following letter recently arrived (unsigned) at the PfMle office. The envelope
bore a Washington, D.C. return address, leading Profile personnel to b&lieve that this letter msty
be the last correspondence of Jim H. Gray, immediate past president of the Hendrix Student
Body, and friend to iournalists everywhere. Jimmy, a liberal Democrat, Is currently missing in
action in the nation's capitol city where conservative Republicans have virtually taken over the
country's politics, devouring tons of jelly beans m they walk the streets of Washington in search
ofparties where hard liquor is being served and family, Ufe, AmertcB, and God are the topics of
conversation. Jimmy anda handful of others like hfm are bravely fighting the con$er\iatim
movement, but they cannot yetsee the tight in the silver lining ofthe cloud atthe ond of the
tunnel. Wherever you are, Jimmy, keep upthefightl
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Hey, don't you know St. Patrick's Day Is past? or What Is that green
Beth Tribble
ribbon for? are two typical questions that people asked me for three
For a small minority of the Hendrix College Community, the term continuous weeks. I would alwavs sav, "Green is a symbol of life, and
"feminism" continues to be associated with the "bra-burning radicalism" I'm wearing it until the slayer of the Atlanta black children is found.
of the late sixties era; for those few, feminism Is regarded either as an People would nod their head, walk away, and never really understand
Issue of "men opening doors for women" or Is dismissed as an "overly- the explanation.
As more and more people became aware of the symbolism, they
liberal fad" that died out a decade ago. Fortunately, this group is small
Indeed, and their outdated misconception continues to fade into an Idea wanted to exhibit their concern and wear a green ribbon, so Kelley
of the past as a more realistic awareness develops. The. radical Redmond and 1 decorated a bulletin board In the campus center
"sensationalism" of early feminism has been replaced by a more mature, explaining the purpose of the ribbon. The bulletin board has a tree with
multi-colored branches filled with green ribbons pinned to It In an upside
earnest examination of the full meaning, implications, and potential of
down "V". The ribbons will be turned up to symbolize victory when the
womanhood Iri modern society. Contemporary Feminlsrh is concerned
Atlanta crisis ends. The green symbolizes life and mahy people wear a
with establishing awareness bf false stereotypes and conceptions that
black ribbon underneath the green to symbolize death. In less than 24
prevent both women and men from reaching their full potential as human
hours, about 350 green ribbons had been transfered from the bulletin
beings, from being all they can be..No longer does feminism carry any
cpnndtatlon of "women against/over men", but rather it is a liberating ^ board to concerned students' shirts, leaving a blank tree. Green ribbon
Is scarce these.days, but more was found and pinned to the branches.
, movement demanding the combined awareness and efforts of men and
A Sunset Support March was held In Little Rock on Saturday April 11,
women, ^
and many marchers showed up to visually express their concern. In the
Feminists of today are concerned with practical Implications of true
equality In all areas and Issues. The relationship between women and last several months, 23 Atlanta children are either dead or missing.
religious Issues Is one such area which Is to be the focus of a . There are several theories to this crisis. Some people don't think all the
slaylngs are related, while others think It Is the work of the Klu Klux Klan
conference to be held April 24th and 25th on the Hendrix campus. Held
In connection with a corrupt police force. Whatever the theory, make a
under the auspices of the Steel Center for the Study of Religion and
simple committment and wear a green ribbon on your lapel dally until the
Philosophy (located at Hendrix) and the Center for Process Studies
killer is in custody and the children of Atlanta are safe again,
(located at* the School of Theology at Claremont, California), the
conference will be the results ofthe combined efforts of coordinators Dr.
Jay McDaniel, Assistant Professor of Religion, and Beka Mlles-Deloney,
a junior Hendrix student, both of whom are actively Involved with feminist
Congratulations to the following:
Issues and concerns.
Orientation Co-ordlnators,r
Debbie Bernardi
The conference, which will involve men and worhen from various
Cathy Redus
denominations and faiths gathering from throughout th.e state, will
Beth Tribble
explore "theoretical and practlcallssues concerning the role of women
in religious Institutions". Although much of the conference will focus on
Orientation Leaders:
Males:
Females:
the nature, status, and potential'of women In the Christian church and
Greg Anthony
Lisa Bateman
tradition, the position of women within Jewish and Eastern Religious
Mark Bessette
Beth Beavers
traditions are topics to be discussed as well.
Tom Bramhall
Darljs Bone
The promising nature of this particular event lies in the unique variety
Jeff Brunthaver
Lorraine Benv
Wayne Clark
Cyndl Bordsky
of activities planned for and stemming from the conference schedule.
David
Clemmons
Donna Brooks
Two theologians will present papers for questions and discussion:
Joe
Colford
Lorraine Clogston
Sheila Davaney from lliff, a Methodist affUiated seminary in Denver, will
Philip Craft
Cindy Craig
deliver a paper pn "A History of Feminist Theology", and Majorie Suchoki
Allyn Dixon
Shenry Dale
of Presbyterian-asscerated Pittsburgh Theological Seminary will
Jim Haslauer
Lee Ann Day
Morgan Hubach
Joan Dudley
present her paper "A Feminist Understanding of God". Informal disChris
Johnson
Kim Fincher
cussion groups are scheduled Intermittently throughout the conference
EricKenefIck
.
Miah Frazer
and topics for discussion are contingent on the interest of the
Drew Kinder
Paula Green
participants. (Included In the list of discussion topics are the present
James Lipe
Sharon Harris
Status and possible futures of women In the Christian Church; women
Mitch ^eans
Tammy Kemp
Gary Parette
Cindy Lassiter
and Judaism; Women and Eastern Religions; and the feminine aspects
Ronnie
Pelton
Carlene Miller
of divinity*)
Richard Phelps
Jill Molock
A potluck open to all will be held in the Gampus Center Friday evening.
Kenny Pittman
Ramona Fipkin
A film concerning black women in America*is scheduled to be shown
Boh Rainey
Stephanie Porter
Tony Rash
Jane Richardson
after the final speaker Friday evening. A special time will be allotted
Den Rogers
Rynett Ritter.
Saturday morning for sharing and planning forfuture events such that all
Ben Schumacher
Lori Sanders
may present specific hopes and ideas. The conference is to conclude
Mike Soulsby
Vanessa Schwartz
with a unique worship-celebration experience which Is to be developed
Gary Tanner'
Jackie Sheppard
during the oonference based on the needs and experiences of
Jim Tarvin
Karen Shirley
JeffTauth
Judy Sullivan
participants*

24th and 2Sth are the dates; Staples and Hulen Sallroom are the
places and the occasion is yet another Hendrix tradition: Spring Formal
Weekend*
The movie on Friday night will be Bob Fosse's **AIIThat JBZt\ winner
of several Academy Awards. It will show at 7;00 p.m. In Staples
Auditorium. On Saturday, the Spring Formal Dance will be held from 9:00
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in the Ballroom. The band will be the nine member
group •*Portrait":Their play list includes selections from the Jackson's,
Kool and the Gang, the Commodores, Earth, Wind* & Fire, and other
*^imilftr artist *
'
Asaservice to any new students, or students who have neyer been to
a Spring Formal, they are much like Winter Formats except people wear
lighter
ciotning and there worft be a fire in the fireplace. Students
Iter clothing
s to the movie and mob Uttle Rock restaurants
traditionally take
before the dance.

I was amused by some of the awards and predictions offered In the February i a issue of the
Profile. It stmck me that a few members of your staff have noteworthy plans that should also be
shared with the "Hendrix community*':
sexual advice columnist for Gentleman's Ouariterly magazine -* John Thiele, beginning summer
• of'B%l -^

faculty advisor to the Paricview High School Constitution — Tom Honeycutt, beginning fall of *sa:
Columbus Services* Hulen Hall Manager-"Jeff Lewellen, beglnnta^^
/
ghost writer for the memoirs of Nancy Reagan—Phyllis Dunn, beginning January of *8S
Sincirelyy

The once and luture '
Student Body President
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Students show concern
about Atlanta Crisis by Chrissy Thompson

Issues concerning
women to be explored
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Jon Taylor
Curtis Ward
Kip Welch
Mitch Wells
Bmm Whit©
Perry Wilbur
Greg Williams

Rhea Thurman
Nannette Warren
Kathy Weaver
Suzanne Westerman
Jeannie Wilder
Nanoy Womack
Nancy Young

Resident Assistants f o r i 981-1^82:
Couch—»Martha Mayner, Pam Turner
,
Galloway — Ellen Alston, Nancy Kenner, Pamela Owen
Raney— Carla Evans. Leanne Pittman, Pat White
Veasey—Jenna Cloutler, Diana MeOlellan. Mary Ruth Parker
Comer House — Carla Tabor
Couch**Russ Hunt
Coucb--Russ Hunt, J^y Kutchi
ia«t*-Kelsey Nix, Jim Rhodes, Scott Washburn
Hardin*-*Rdbby Anderson, Kevin Oorlden, Doug Hopper, FrankSogandares
Wartin^^^^ordoirtllteonpDeanrHaefnwn^iaTr^^
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Amnesty International organizes
A new organization, Amnesty International* is forming on the Hendrix Campus. On Wednesday,
. Aprii 8. the first meeting was held to determine if there was enough Interest In the Hendrix community
to form a branch chapter of A.I. With a positive response from several students (and one faculty
member) the future of the organization looks favorable.
Amnesty International calls itself the largest human rights movement in the world. It is dedicated to
defending those individuals who have been inprisoned, tortured or harassed bec£(Ci,se of their
political or religious views. Although it is an international organization, A.I. is independent of ail
governments, political factions, ideologies, economic interests and religious creeds: Its concern is
with the individual and the "fundamental rights that are inherent to human dignity.'' These rights,
according to the A.l. handbook, are the natural rights to life, liberty, security of person; the right not to
be held in slavery; the right not to be subjected to torture or to other cruel, inhumane,, or degrading
treatment; the right riot to be arbitrarily arrested; the right to process of law, including the right to be
presumed innocent until proven guilty; the right to move freely, leave and return tophe's^country; the
right to seek asylum from persecution; the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and reiigipn; and
the right to express one's beliefs freely, and to join with others In peaceful assembly for the
expression of those beliefs.
, Within our culture, such rights seem an inherent part of our human existence. According to
Amnesty International, violations of these rights are occuring world-wide. A.l. Is an organization of
people who are angry and are working to harness their indignation toward a productive end. Among,
their various efforts are the Country Campaigns, which study problems and developments in a .
particular country; the Special Action Campaigns, which center around a specific issue of
International concern; and the Urgent Action Network, which provides swift International response In
emergency situations where it Is feared that a prisoner Is under threat of torture or death. The Urgent
Action letter/telegram response Is also mobilized when prisoners are In urgent need of medical
treatment, are enduring gross deprivations of due process of law, are newly "disappeared", or are In
other extreme physical or psychological circumstances.
As a source for their mandate, A.I. follows the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, drawn up for
the United Nations by the Commission on Human Rights which was chaired by Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Amnesty International Is, at present, a consulting organization of the United Nations. In
1977, they were awarded the Nobel Prize for outstanding work in pursuit of worid peace. In 1978, A.l.
contributed to the release of 17,500 Prisoners of Conscience.
As well as working for the freedom of foreign victims of oppression, A.l. also works forthe freedom
from Ignorance among persons of our own society. An Important part of their campaign is to provide
exposure to current international events and to offer insight in hopes of raising! the level of international
conclousness. With this in mind, the Hendrlxchapter of Amnesty International will present a film on
problems In El Salvador on Thursday, April 16, at 7:00 In Mills,B.
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Feeti donk fail
me now! by Kelley Redmond
Tired? Bored?. Disgusted with those ole flabby
thighs? Here's a way to invigorate your entire
body and get your adrenaline pumping again. It
will give you something different to do and help to
restore your victlm-of-winter-lag legs. Magic 105
(KMJX) radio station and the March of Dimes are
.sponsoring a WalkAmerica walk*a-thon in order
to raise money for the March of Dimes. As with
everything else, there are a few catches to this
worthwhile project
First of all, you must be willing to get people to
' sponsor you in order to raise the money. Secondly and most important, th^ 16 mile walk
must be made. The walker must be willing and
dedicated In order to^ sacrifice the time and
energy needed to make the walk. This is probably the hardest part of the project. Thankfulness for being healthy enough to walk at all, a
sympathy and concern for the thousands of
disabled children who are crippled, and an
excellent way to get some exercise and sun:
these may serve as insentlves to participate.
For those in Faulkner county, the walk-a-thon
will be held Saturday, April 25, at 8:00 a.m.
Pulaski county participants will walk on Sunday,
April 26, at 9;00 a.m. The walk on Saturday
begins at Petit Jean Mountain and the Sunday
walk begins at the Twin City Bank parking lot In
North Little Rock. If you are unable to participate
in the walk-a-thon, you may help the March of
Dimes by sponsoring a walker. If you would like
to participate, sponsor sheets and more information can be obtained from Seven Eleven or Magic
105. Get involved and support this worthy pause.
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Dr. Goodwin presents
research results
Dr. Thomas Goodwin, associate Professor of
dhemistry, has involved himself and some Hendrix students in a type of cancer research for the
past two and a half years. The research has been
sponsored by a $12,000 grant from the Research Corporation and a $13,000 grant from the'
Petroleum Research Fund of the American
Chemical Society. These two grants, which are
about to expire, have supported four students
while working on the research for each of the
past two summers. Students who worked on the
research in the summer of 1979 were David
Ratctlff, Nevtfton Seitzinger, Jim Loomis, and
Byron Cortner. Then last summer the students
were Mike Crowder, Bruce White, Lynn Covey,
and David Ratcliff*
Dr. i3oodwin'a research involved four major
oblaetives:
" '• •
1) T h i pmparation of some nsw compounds
with significant anticancer actlv%.
2) The development of new organs chemical
procedures which will be of general utility to the
chemloal community.
3) The ©ducation of ufidariraduate science
students via involvement in a slgnlfioant problem
In basic research.
4) The personal and profasslonal development
of the Principle Investigator.
During this school year, Dr. Goodwin has given
two presentations on the Hendrix research. Tha
first was In December 1980 at a meeting of the
combined Southeast*Southwest Regional American Chemical Society In New Orieans; Then In
March 1981 he gave a presentation to the
Nsrtlonal American Chemical Sociely meeting in
Atlanta.
Dr„ Goodwin expects a new grant for the
summifofTSSttroffFlfielSesiamli^^
of $18,000 to support t h i continuing research of
six students....:
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SUNDAY
2:30 - 4:30
4:30 - 6:30
5:30 - 7:30
7:30 - 9:30
9:30-11:30
11:30-1:30
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Tony Williamson
Glen Renter, David Alghrlm
Don Reed*
Terry Phillips
Alan Pennington
Ron Renard, Bruce White

The last time I Wrote about the "X", I urged you to listen to 89.1 FM on your stereo dial. That is not
the advice now, but rather to listen to 93.1. Hardcore dedicated KHDX listeners have switched to
93.1, which is a harder station to pick up, but definitely well worth it. Ttiis change in frequency didn't
come as an unexpected shock, but rather as a discussed gradual change. Approximately two years
ago, UALR and Arkansas Boradcasting Foundation (ABF) wanted a powerful frequency and KHDX
MONDAY
had two options 1) Remain at 89.1 and increase watts, or 2) move to a different frequency and still
7;4Q
- 9:55
remain the "alternative 10 watt radio station." KHDX is basically a Hendrix radio station, and by
9:55-11:05
increasing watts, the "X" would be subject to strictrer FCC supen/isioo and more restrictions besides
11:05-12:15
"don't play top-forty or disco" would be enforced. KHDXJf^Pulty supervisor R.J. McKenna said, "1 12:15-1:25
like the idea of an alternative radio station," when asked",Whether he Wanted the "X" to have more
1:25 - 2:36
watts.
2:35-4:30
This term there was an enormous amount of applications totaling 76 people who wanted to do a 4:30 - 5:30
5:30-7:30
radio show. KHDX manager Sarah Hiebert said that everyone who turned the form in on tinie gbt a
show. Due to the. massive amount of applications, some latecomers names were placed on a 7:30 - 9:30
9:30 -11:30
substitute list, and they are just itching to doa shov\[. Wliile I was interviewing R.J. and Sarah, they
11:30-1:30
reminisced back to when the station was lucky to be Pn the air thi^^e days; a week, and then
sometimes only for a few hours. They are really excitied about people's aroilised interest in the "X".
TUESDAY
Members of the staff were Involved In creating, directing, and producing the biziarre I.D.'s which are
7:40 - 9:65
played every hour on the hour. One I.D., "Home Grown Radio", is vhe logo on the new KHDX t-shirts. .9:55-12:15
Ideas are still being, tossed around for more new I.D.'s, so keep your ears tuned to the "X".
12:15-2:35
Before I inten/iewed Sarah and R.J., I thought of a few questions. One questjon that I thought of
2:35 - 4:30
doesn't have a definite answer, so everybody's guess is good. At one of my radio shows, I took my ^4:30 - 6:30
5:30 - 7:30
tablet containing the KHDX interview information hoping to be inspired to write the article, and
7:30-9:30 '
someone read the last question ..'. can you think of why so many albums get borrowed and never
9:30-11:30
returned? The next day I sat down, my head swiHing with inspiration, and read what someone had
11:30-1:30
written in response to my question. "A floating bermuda pyrmid (3 D triangle, folks) picks things up
ahd never returns them." I think that whoever thought of this creative solution should have a party
WEDNESDAY
bestnwftd uDon him.
_ .
7:40-9:55

As opening night for this term's major production draws neat, the cast and crew of !The Boyfriend" are
busy rehearsing, building, sewing.'and hanging lights — all the jobs necessary for producing a musical.
"The Boyfriend', written by Sandy Wilson, is a spoof, or pastiche, of the English musical comedies of
the 1920's. The 20's roar away on the stage asf boy meets girl, boy loses girl, and boy gets girl back, with
both of them singing the entire time. Several production numbers and three scenery changes later the
audience gets a big finish.
Ourheroine, Polly Browne^ls playedby Elizabeth SmithandTony,ourhero, is played by Mike Teague.
Mme. Dubonnet, headmistress of aflnishing school, is played by Valerie Ferguson, Lydia McAlister Is
her sidekick Hortense, Wynn Alexander and Rhea Thurman are Lord and Lady Brockhurst, and Dennis
Meredith Is playing Percival Browne^Polly's father. The young ladles at Mme. Dubonnet's school are
played by Miah Frazier, Nancy Alagood. Loraine Clogston, and Dana Lancaster and their beaux are Jim
Tan/in, Brian Clark, Matt Calloway, and Kip Welch. Natalie Canerday, Margie Cheney, and John Thiele
are young people. Laura Roberson, Lena Finister, and ZaneRidling are TangoDancers and Sharran
Stamps is a waiter.
*The Boyfriend''will openWednesday, April 29, and will run 8:00 p.m. performances through Saturday
May 2, with a 2:30 p.m. matinee on Sunday, May 3. There Is no admission charge and reservations may
be made by calling 329-6811.

Bonanza can appease
every Warrior's appetite

I

•
•
Faulkner Plaza
Shopping Center

BONANZA'S
HAMBURGER
Pldtter

otter ineiudes larie Hamburger

PiaXiBt mh Iremh ^«0s ana all
the salSdyou can eat
Offer good with coupon only
at Bonanza in Conway

Pinky Few
Jamie Myers
Ann Muse
Sarah Hiebert
Julie Sevier, Michelle Strause
Karl Whisenhunt, Dave Flake**
Education
°
Brad Reeves, Karen Gray**
Pamela Owen
Dee Williams
Brad Hill

THURSDAY
7:40 - 8:45
8:46 - 9:66
9:55-12:16
12:15-1:25
1:25>2:36
2:35-4:30
4:30-5:30
5:30-7:30
7:30-9:30
9:30-11:30
11:30-1:30

1
Dale (May
.
Bruce Edwards, Mary Talley
Buddy Boyd
R.J, McKenna» B. Siegel
Education
Sherrill Robinson
Jane Brayton
Chrissy Thompson
Joan Dudley**
Angela Atkinson
Sherrill Robinson
Ramona Pipkin
JohnWindsor
' Ben Marshall, Alan Wilson
Bobby Riddle
• EdUGation
HG. Foster; Birkett Wdotton
Barbara Metzger, U$a Bobo
Tamy Kemp, Paulette Smithers,
V Sonya Miller, Kathy Van Pouke
Jeff Kessinger

Rober O'Quinn
12:16-2:36
2:36-4:30
4:30-7:30
7:30-9:30

Tim Steward. Sheila D*Neal
Steve Carter
Brad Johnson
Kent Frye, David ZaIeskI, Jim
McKerizle, Steve Surber
Joe Simpson
Jeff Lewellen

1

9:30-11:30
11:30-1:30
SATUROAY
4:30-6:30
5:30-7:30
7:30-9:30
9:30-11:30

Tony Williamson
Jim Harris, Steve Craig
Brian Haden, Booth Rand

David Admire

's pizza

one

Get the next smaller size
(with equal number of

Phone: 329-6454
f^NANZA'S

• CHICKEN-FRIED
• STEAK

•
S
•

Olf^r mciud«s am lar^fr mmkm.
Fried Steah Platter with potato.
toast and all ihe m\&^ you mn i*at
0«erj6od wrtth coopon only
at Bonami imcjonway.

FREE
Drink included ,
Coupon ExpirM j
April 29» 1981
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FRIDAY
9:56-12:15

•Ola^Sioal
**^Jazz
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rii 2 9 , 1 9 8 1
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Terri Baldwin
Bruce Edwards
Darrell Flowers
"Chris Palmer
.
" ^
Education
BrooKs Caruthers*
John Courtway, Todd Shiver
John Thiele
Lisa Bateman

9:55-12:16
12:15-2:35
2:35 - 4:30
4:30 - 5:30
5:30 - 7:30
7:30 - 9:30
9:30 -11:30
11:30-1:30
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Aftersen/lngtwenty-twoyearsontheHendrixfaculty,Dr.HelenHugheswiirretlreat theconclusion
of the current academic year. Dr. Hughes, professor of English and Fine Arts, joined the faculty In the
fallof 1959. .
In the past two decades, Dr. Hughes has taught various levels of composition and is welhknown for
her two-term Shakespeare class and her Introduction to Fine Arts class. In addition to her teaching
responsibilities. Dr. Hughes has sensed on many of the committees in various capacities. At the
pmsent time, she is a member of the Admissions Committee and of the Committee on Intercultural
Affair-a. It wasas the chairman ofthe Committee on Intercultural Affairs In 1970-1971 that Dr. Hughes
coordinated the program of which she is most proud: the Canada Year. The year included Canadian
art exhibits, photography exhibits, visiting diplomats, folk singers, and actors.
A native of Fayetteville, Or. Hughes received her B.A. In Romance Languages shortly before World
War 11 began. Unable to teach French, whe used her minor in English to teach for one year In a
consolidated high sohool in Westem Grove, Arkansas. In the following year, she taught public
school music for grades one through six in Springdale, Arkansas. Dr. Hughes lacks only a few hours
having her master's degree In music.
From 1942-1949, sh© worked on a dally newspaper In Fayetteville, the Northwest Arkansas Times
Dunng^her six years as a reporter, Or. Hughes held positions such as the Women's Page Editor!
Church Editor, and Featur© Editor. Even after leaving the newspaper, she continued to write feature
artlctes fpr magazines such es the Christian Science Monitor, the AEA Journal, and tht Swiss
Architectural JournaL
Following her nawspaper work, sho became th© Assistant Public Relations Direotor at the
Univoraity of Arkansas at Fayettevllte, a post which she held from 1949''19S6. As a member of the
univeralty staff, sho was encouraged to take one three-hour course each semester. With fifteen
hours work onthe master level already, Dr. Hughes began to work on her master's degree in English.
She received the degree In l i i S , gaming a teaching assistantship In Worid Literature for the
followingyear. She resigned hsr post a^ the Assistant Public Relations Director ^^t^^
doctorat©. in the summsr of 1 iSe, she participated In a summer institute In Munich. Gormanv whar©
she was awarded a cartifIcat© In German.
Returning to Fayetteville m August of 1966, she began teaching Worid Literature to undergriduatesat tha university. S h i was chosen to teach the course because of her undergraduate
degree m Romance Languages. Dr. Hughes received her doctorate in June of 1969, and sha joined
the Hendrix faculty the following fall.
Slhce ioiningtli©Mcu%^ 1^. Hughes haspartlclpatedinseveral summer seminars in Canada and
Eng^nd. In 1961, she attended the summer session of the University of Birmingham Shakespeare
Institute in S*faHf^*u^n^von, where she received a certificate for sixty hours of work, i a c h
summerfrom ^ 6 4 ; l 9 6 7 ^ h 0 p a f t i c i ^ d i n the Shakespeare Institute sponsored by the University
of Canada in Stratford, pntana In addition to the seminars, Qr. Hughes has visited the Stratford
Tteatre in Stratford, Ontano eyery summer since 1962 with only one or two exceptions.
Dr. Hughes Is also active in the community. She has served as the organist and choir director In
Episcopal chumhes in Conway and F^etteville and In the Christian Science Church In Batesville,
AftemtinntrShe^Nopes^o^a^mfnar^meto^^^^
has also been asked by lh@ Conway City Ubrarian to ^teaeh m M m Edmmon class In art and to
taaeh a Shakesptari' eoupa In oonn^otton with Iducational .Tete^"' ^
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faculty members. The problem is that . . . a lot of times
minority faculty in other colleges are given extra rewards
simply because they are minority but the administration
feels like this is not fair to pay an extra salary or give a
lighter course load because this person is minority. And I
can understand that. A lot of these professors have beeri
here for ten or twenty years-that's not fair to give a
minority faculty member extra salary or lighter course load
because he is a minority. We need to findsomeione that
wants to come to Hendrix because of what Hendrix College
is-wants to coma to Conway, Arkansas - which is a
problem. But, I know right now Dr. Spatz has volunteered
himself to serve on every search committee and he will be
involved on every search committee simply as the faculty
member who will look into finding minority faculty members
that will apply . . /
.
\
Profile; Your idea in the campaign speech that you would
, move beyond what the Senate has done this year. For the
Student Senate to make an assertion, what would that be
like to move beyond a simple statement?
Stacy: Well. That's hard to say too, because I haven't had
time to think of what we can do. That will take a lot of time
and a lot of preparation involving the whole Senate; That
will Involve some new blood, some fresh Ideas, too. I've
been on it this year and I feel like it was a pretty strong
statement wa sent. Plus we also need to see if this goes
through with what Dr. Spatz is working on now:
The only thing that I can think qf is if we can get some kind
of snowball effect, which is hard as hell here at Hendrix, it
really is. Maybe we need tb get this snowball effect-get"
some of these students who are concerned, who are upset
that it's 1981 and we still have our lily-white faculty. Jf we
could get a group together that would work alongside with
Dr. Spatz and that would simply be their only purpose, to
search and find minority faculty, that would apply.
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Stacy Sells, President
Profile: What kind of contributions do you think you can
make to the 1981*1982 Student Senate?.
Stacy: Well, I've been on the Sonata this lastyear. I faet
like IVe pretty well understood what we've dona this year
backwards and forward. I have a lot to learn. But I think I
have gained a rapport - a good rapport * with many of tha
faculty here and the administration and that's important
wheif youYa trying to push things throtigh and. change a tot
of policies that sometimes professors and tha administration aren*! vary opan-mlnded to* And I feel like whan you
have that rapport with them, thay can be more open to sit
iA/ith you and listen to you and possibly change their

who just turn up their stereos
at volume 10 and open up the
doors and windows «in fact,
we can hear it sometimes over
on

Profile: Noise has been a concern of a lot of people and
there have been some attempts at changing the situation,
say Couch Hall flipping room assignments in hopes of
changirig a bad situation. What do you feel is the difference
between unwarranted noise and noise in the process of
living?
1 faal like their panata ISTS-^IQEO] biggest mistake tin
Stacy: My problem Is that I'm a student who believes wa
seeking student representation on Academic Policy] was
shouldn't have quiet hours. I feel that we all need t© be
that they didn't go around and patltlon and get support from.
courteous whan wa are almost living In a housing situation
these faculty members and It was just prasanted to tham,
very similiar to an apartment complex and when you live in
whereas If thay had gone around and each Senator that had an apartment complex, and you make excessive nolsOi the
some kind of rapport with the different faoulty members had
manager simply kicks you out of the place, I feel like wa all
gone and aat dawn with tham and presented their argyneed to be courteous even in tha regard that some people
manta In atogfcafway It might have gotten a lot further than
get a little too upset at any amount of noise that is made in
It did..
the halls. They need to be courteous, too, bacausa wa all
ProfHa: Ara there any hopes for eventual participation on ' haa to have our comic relief and sometimes we may yell
the Acadamte Polloy committee?
down the hall at so-and-so and I faal like we don*t need to
Stacy: (think so *,. I think so because I've had too many
have quiet hours here ..«
professors coma to ma this year wondarlng why wa didn't
I feel Ilka some of the dorms have real problems with
bring it up again this year and 1 feel like every year that there people who just turn up thair stareos at volume 10 and open
are soma faculty members and this m^y be somathing I
up the doors and tha windowns- In fact, we can hear It
shouldnl say, but there are some faculty members who
somatimas over on the girls' side of campus. Thafs
laava every year and wa bring in new faoulty mambers and
unwarranted noise and I don't think thafs called for or
f m not saying that all of tham are younger and mora liberal* necessary.
minded but I faal ilka thasa naw faculty members ^ thay ara
Profite: Of course wa'ra right In tha middle of a housing
tha exact paopla wa need to go and tell why wa want
shortage, how can the Student Senate help out In aliastudarrt raprasantatlon on that committae.
viating this problem?
r
Prof lie: One of the concams you axprassad In your
Stacy: Gosh, l don*t know if tha Senate can do anything
campaign spaach was tha problem of finding minority
about It* I know that ona of the goals for next year that last
facuify mambars. This year the Student Senate sent a lettar
yaafa Senate is recommending Is to look into what we can
ancouraging tha hiring of minority faculty mambers. How
do about tha housing shortaga. The problem Is that right
effactiva was this latter?
now we're in tha baby boom and thafs something all
--^tacyHl^i^bablyiivasri^l-asHeffecll^^
that itwouid be. Wa basically got replies that we had triidin
the past and wa will contlnua^afforts In ricruiting minority
IS.
t*
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Profile: Another concern that you expressed in your
campaign speech was the problem In the Profile and what
you saw as an imbalahced treatment of news. H6w do you
propose to compat this problem to insure journalistic
objectivity?
Stacy: Well, as Sherry Dale says, she had no goals to
work under .this last year - she had no Idea what anyone
wanted of her, what anyone expected of her.
Evidently, there are some students who simply do not like
an editorial newspaper and feel like you can go and lobk at
the bulletin board or calendar and see that Hardin Hall Is
having a dinner pr that the Social Committee Is having a
dance arid why do we need an entire article in the
newspaper....
I enjoy editorials, but I do feel like there is an imbalance
because the Profile needs to be representative of all the
students on the campus and the petition proved that many
of the students are not satisfied with more than an editorial
newspaper rather than the facutal information.
The Senate ahd the Media Subcommittee need to get
together before the end of May and set down some specific
goals for the Profile, the editor, associate editor and the
entire staff and work to please the students and be
representatives of those students.
I say an imbalance. You also have to think that most of the
papers we've had this year have been primarily four to six
pages. If we could make each paper every week eight
pages we could probably keep the editorials, the number of
editorials that have been In the Profile in the past, but add
informative neWs to please those students who aren't
satisfied.
Profile:How can you do that with an inadequate staff?
Stacy: You can't, thafs a problem, too. I stated in my
speech that the staff - there is no staff, basically, in a lot of
vyays^and thatts the Profile and the Troubadour.
I know that Sherry Dale has said that she has worked
twenty-sevah hours on a newspaper and yoo talk about
compensatioh, but-she salcl even if you gave her more
money, she couldn't put in any more time anddo What she's
doing right now.
Idon't know if it needs to be on a partial course credit or a
pay scale/ A lot of times you wonder if maybe rather than*
compensation for tha editors and associate editors and all
these other paid positions that wa have now if maybe wa
^need to spread that pay along lines, I'm really one for partial
course credit. I think Ifs ridiculous that we can go out there
and hit a golf ball two days a week and get partial course
credit and you can put long, hard hours Into the Profile and
not receive partialjpourse credit. To ma, that*s crazy.

Stacy: Well, May Beth. Johnston came in and asked the
Senate, last year if they would temporarily discontinue it to
give hera chance. People were not satisfied with herprices
and this spring we had a book exchange again. We weren't
near as successful,'we did not have near ais many books as
we had, say last spring. It didn't go over as big, just because
a lot of the freshmen when they saw the sign "Book
Exchange" really didn't know what it was and had never
been exposed to the book exchange before.
. I think the Book Exchange needs to be continued
because her prices... are ridiculous. You Can take stickers
off and sea that the original price is three dollars less than
what you pay for. I'm all for the Book Exchange to be
continued, Ifs a good service to the student and it definitely
needs to be continued and^ I see no reason why it won't be
continued next year.
'"T"' .

I think the Book Exchange
needs to be continued because her prices . . . . are
ridiculous. You can take stickers off and see that the
original price is three dollars
less than what you pay for.
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are some
students who simply do not
like an editorial newspaper and
feel like you can go and look at
the bulletin board or calendar
and see that Hardin Hall is
that the Social
aving a dance
and why do we need an entire
Profile: There was a motion by the Seanta to urge the
faculty and the administration to do just that. What kind of
racaption did that gat?
Stacy: Zan^. Wa have a lot of faculty mambers that faal
Ilka that is extracurricular and there should ba no partial
course credit to it. i disagree and I think that we can
continue to fight and try to allow those paopla to have
partial course credit.
.
Profile: Would you work toward greater compansatlon?
Stacy: Yes. Compensation is somathing that will probably coma up next year, but I don't know whether wa
sbould work harder toward compensation or partial course
credit.
Profile: What type of problam is involved in continuing

or from a group of people. I relay it as with the same power. I
foresee this as being a great contribution that I can give
because I do communicate with 'people about curent
issues.
Profile: What type of abilities do you have that would
augment Stacy, and help her in her position as president?
Kevin: I see Stacy as a person of action who goes after
What she wants to get, and I see myself as a great tool to
help her see what she wants to get accomplished on the
Senate, not necessarily that I'll be a puppet, but with an
open-minded viewpoint I can work with her on her issues
and help everyone else understand where she's coming
from.
Profile: Will there be any specific jobs you will take on as
vice-presldent-in order to lighten the load of the president?
"Kevirf: Again, aS I said earlier, I will be chairman ofthe
Committee on Committees. This is a very large task. And it
Is a major concern for the President to see that it is run
properly. Ihave assured Stacy and the othOr senators that I
am very capable of carrying out this job without having them
wgrry about it —without having Stacy have to keep on
double-checking on me.I've assured Stacy that anytime'she has complications,
running a meeting, due to severe illness or anything, that I
do feel qualified to at least run a meeting or two in her
absence, not necessarily to run the Senate but to run the
meetings where she won't have to worry about that.
ProfiJ^i If you had to rank the concerns the Senate
should address this coming year, what would be the top
priority and then some of the secondary concerns? '
Kevin: Well, after we work out the budget and become
associated and familiar with the! new president — those are
two immediate tasks tnat nave to be taken up, become
friends with him and try to get him to understand the
Hendrix Student Association. One of the main issues, not
necessarily the prime issue, that will be a goal for this year
isto increase tha pressure to gat minority interest In faculty
and student representation on campus. Of course, that is
an Issue of the past arid I feel that we shoulderisuathatwi^
great strength this year.
•
»

Kevin Coriden, Vice-President
Profile: What contributions would you ilka to maka to the
1981-82 Sanata? r
.:. . ,:
Kevin; Wall, as vica*presidenti I see myself as an
if^tigator of issuas; basically It is a sanato^at4arge
position with the title of vica-pr^idant and the duties of
being tha chairman of tha Committea on Committees. My
main contribution will ba to extend my intarests that IVa
already shown in the past.
\
"^*sm^t\Gwrrmf^pwtitmBB^Mf^MftUM^^
ideas. I express my opinions In maatings and I ralay every
massage t gat;avary idaa 1 gat, even if ifs from one parson
,*^.'

1. KANE AND ABEL ARCHER
2'. PRINCESS DAISEY. KRANTZ
3. MEN IN LOVE. FRIDAY
4. THE BLEEDING HEART. FRENCH
5. CALIFORNIA. ROSS
6. THE COMPLETE SCARSDALE MEDICAL
BOOK. TARNOWER S BAKER
71 BACK BAYj MARTIIA
8. THE THIRD WAVE. TOFFLER
9. THE BOURNE IDENTITY. LfDLDM
10, INNOCENT BLOOD. JAMES
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Golf team in full swing
by Tim Killough
it m B

cl

The golfing Warriors, un- appeared in both, matches.
der the supen/islon of Coach Juniors Jay Lester and Jay
Courtway, are off to a most Kutchka have been burning
respectable
start
after the way for Hendrix. Both
competing In two of the six find themselvies a mere five
designated AIC tournament over par (73-76) after the
matches. Out of the nine rounds at Belvedere Counteams vying for the AIC try Club, in Hot Springs and
crown, Hendrix is In fourth Rebsaman Park In Uttle
place with twelve points. Rock. Juniors Mike Crowder
Ouachita and Harding are and Ricky Whitley have had
tied for first with seventeen, rounds of 84-76 and 81 -76,
points followed by Southern respectively.
Sophomore
Arkansas with thirteen points. Rheamond
Hunter has
Points are awarded on the compiled a 162 total up to
basis of a team's finish In a^ this point
match and the team with the
For an idea of the caliber
most points after the six of golf played in these AIC
matches Is the AIC cham-^ matches consider the folpion.
lowing: A reasonably high
Althbugh twelve people goal shared by all teams In
are out for the golf team this each match is to total the
year the same five players four lowest scores close to

300. Hendrix totaled exactly
300 strokes in the second
match on the tough Rebsamen layout only, to walk
away with fifth place honors!
The golfers practice as
much as is academically
reasonable and on the
average find themselves
sharpening up their skills at
the Conway Couptiy Club
two or three times a weak.
Keep up the good work,
guys.

. . . the term that everyone tnes to schedule, mofhjng
classes. First, second and third are idaal bacajusdyou
Can be In the sun by 11:30 a.m. and stay there. If you have
to have an afternoon class, try for seventh period. Fifth
and sixth are unpopular and often skipped.
. . . the term that everyone misses their morning classes
because there was a party at Cadron and no pne got in
before 3:00 a.m. and then there was a gathering down
the hall and — well, everyone Is just too tired to jgo to
class. They promise themselves a good attendance
record for the next day, nap while they are at the lake, go
to a party at one of those off-campus locales with the
clever television names — and ho one gets home until

4:00 a.m. ,

David Eddington

Jay Lester

Lackluster courtly behavior
by Tim Killough
Well into the twenty
match schedule, the men's
tennis team has compiled a
3-6 record. The six players
on the taanvara senior Larrvv
Killough, juniors Gary Tanner
and Mark Bessette, sophomore David Eddington, and
freshman Mike Adams and
Curt Ward, in ail the matches
each player competes in a
singles match and pairs up
with another team member
to play a doubles match.
The team Is headed by Coach
Howell Heck, who volun*
teers his time for the team.

1 i
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Photos by Tammy Kemp
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. . . the term that brings students to professor's doors
with excuses like "I slept through my alarm", "My
roommate turned my alarm off", "I forgot to set my
alarm", and an old favorite "My third cousin on my
adopted grandmother's stepfather's side died suddently
and I went to the funeral."
. . . the term that finds some people working harder than
ever before to catch up with people like Lonnie Eason
who spent their break on a beach — to catch up tan-wise,
that is.
, . . the term that boasts more invigorating intramural
sports, another formal, more outside Friday lunches In
the Campus Center and the sporadic action of the
fountain.
. . . the term that boasts Goat Roast.
. . . the term when the maintenance men always decide
to water the slope by the library between every class.
. . . the term that everyone goes to Sunday lunch dressed
for church whether or hot they went.
. . . the term that Mike Calderara wears shorts.
. ; . the term that just when you finally got your swaatars
unpacked, it's time to pack them upland take them homa.
. . . the term that sees the opening of Vaasey Beach,
Raney Beach, and Gallowa/s Tantrifflc-

The deadline for Madia management
positions has bean extended to April 23*
These positions Includa:
l^oflla*.
- Editor/Co-adltor or assistant aditor
*-Business Manager
KHDX:
*• General Manager
-Program Director
Troubadour:
-Editor
-* Assistant idltor
Potpourri:
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Por continued san/Ica In the Handrix
community, wa must hav^ mora applioants
that.ara qualified. Wa thank those few that
have already applied and apologize for tha
delay.
Thank you,
Leigh Davis
Chairperson - Madia
Sub-commitaa
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Try Our Buffet Specials
Piua Buffet
SundayNight
$2.29
We^dnesday Night
Everyd^ 11-2
$2*78

HC

The players respect Coach
Heck for what he does and
Killough went so far as to
say that "We could not be 36 . without Coach Heck."
yVhen asked how often the'
team as a whole ganerally
practices Killough replied,
"No comment«" Killough, the
only player to be lost by
graduation and whose space
will easily be filled, stated
'The strategy of this year's
tennis team is to not peak
too soon. Wa will be primed
for tha NAIA District XVII
Tournament."
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CmiSLeAOlNQ PQGQNANCY "CCXJNSeLINQ"?

by Tom Honeycutt
^5 ^ ^ j , ^gg^ ^ p^^jie ^1^1^.^ 4.00 a.m.
In light of the recent "concern" expressed about the
"BAM BAM BAM COME OUT YOU BLEEDING HEART LIBERAL, WE KNOW YOU'RE IN THERE."
THEY had come to get me at last. I knew THEY would eventually find me so I held out in the office In the Hendrix newspaper, the Profile staff feels compelled to
hope that the sturm und drang would pass. Instead I get a blitz-krieg. I think THEY want my cirrhosis- respond. Primarily the criticism of the self-appointed censors
crippled liber in order that the presldentof Hendrix Neo-Nazi movement may eat it. He gets his strength appears to ba aimed at the claim of "too many liberal
by cutting outthe liber of his opponent-liverals and eating it. (Much like Christians eat Christ and Texans editorials". Unfortunately, these claims are irresponsible
and unfounded. The Profile has published ten issues to date
eat steers.) "WELL YOU'RE NOT GQNNA GET ME YOU GRAVY SUCKIN' PIG3."
' BAM BAM BAM THEY continue to pound on the door. "Vee vill make dis easy for you, you lettle and these issues have included only six editorials.
1) Sept. 18 — 'The Search for Recognition" adcommie vimp. Do not make us break zee door down. Submit peacafully."
dressing concerns about leadership and accepting
My only chance is to bargain. If I let them in I might be able to talk them out of killing me right away. I
.responsibility
could then plot an escape, like from Colditz, except this time THEY would likely put me up in Reynolds
2) Oct. 2 — "Decision. Indecision. Wrong Decision?"
arid do psychological test on me. That's no problem. None of those tests ever work on a mad-man,
asking for reconsideration of budget by Senate,
"Okay, let's bargain. But first let me see who my assassins are. Stand away from tha door." I slipped,
over to tha door and peeped through the construction-paper shade. My suspicions were well-founded. ^ _c 2) Oct. 2 — "Discontinuity again?" addressing dual
standards in minority hiring
There are three guys out there and I can see that ona is Quid Pro Quo, one is named Quid Nunc and the
3) Oct. 16 — "Decision. Indecision. Wrong Decision?"
other is Habeas Corpus. Faceless names, but fearful just tha same. I swaar that ohe of THEM is a
asking for reconsideration of budget by Senate
creation-scientist, but I didn't see his Prime Mover with him. Every good craation-scientlst travels with a
4) Nov. 13 — "Rave reviews for decision makers" in
Prime Mover, but the Prime Mover is just Big Daddy Domino in disguise. Anyway, these guys look like
praise of choir and madrigal performance
THEY will talk, so I let them in.
6) Jan. 22 — "Hendrix: change of spirit?" expressing
When the lock clicked open, THEY rushed the door, swinging it open and slamming me against the
concern about the switch to Columbus Services
back wall. I grab the can of-fluorescent spray paint while falling and wave it at THEM like a can of mace.
6) Apr. 16 — "Does anyone really care?"
"Don't rush me or you'll be painted," I shout, but Hadaas Corpus attempts to get his hands on my
The goal of these editiorials was to raise questions. If one
body. I let him have it full in the face, covering his wimpy face with brilliant paint.
"Brilliant move," one ofthe others yelled as Habeas Corpus writhes in ekstatlc-IIke pain. He stumbTes' considers'such a goal to be liberal, then these editorials,
were liberal. Futhermore an editorial expresses the opinbackward into the hands of the others.
ions of the Profile. These editorials are unsigned. On the
"Who's next," I shout and that seems to stop them and we have a Mexican standoff.
other hand, a column or commentary voices the concerns of
"Now look," Quid Nunc says to me. "Go peacefully or vee miqht haye to get rough."
"Hey pacan-shall face, aren't you a creation-scientist?. I've seen you before and where's your Big an individual and it is signed by that individual. Any membar
of the Hendrix comrhunity has the opportunity tp submit such
Daddy Domino buddy?"
columns.
"You must have me mistaken for someone else," he replies, "I'm just a student here."
Anothei- Irresponsible attack on the Profile was the claim
I see that the situation is hopeless and I sure don't want to abandon the office to these bums. My only
recourse is to strike first. There is a lamp in tha corner so I edge over that way and as a good faith that there were too many "four and six page publications". In
gesture I put the spray can down on the table. Now is my chance. I pick up the lamp and crack it over the the first place, we have, never published a six page paper
head of Quid Nunc, shattering the light bulb and cold-cocking him. We can get another One of those at and are unable to do so. Secondly, the Profile has published
Wal-Mart. Quid Pro Quo then rushes me and I must resort to throwing clock radios. This is not enough ten issues and six of these have been eight pages. And last,
and I have to get another and another and another all the while chucking them at the poor slob. When will but not the least, since this paper was established in 1890,
ha drop, batter yet when will the radios run out, it seems we have a limitless supply. One strikes home the staff published four page issues until last year. The staff
decided at that time that when time, money and amount of
and he's out. But Habeas Corpus grabs blindly for me and I must bash him with the 25 pound bag of
copy allowed eight pages would be publlshe^d;
popcorn that we keep In the office. He goes down easily, Ilka a steer in a slaughter house. In the
The Profila is not impressed byiha effort it takes to sign
process, though, ha falls against the stereo that wa bought at Wal-Mart and makes the recordsklp.
"That can baf Ixad; all we aver got wasKHDX anyway and ifs next door." I wonder wharaall my help Is, one's name to a petition. How many of the approxlmatoly
fm the lone fighter here since the typist passed out two hours ago. No one is playing In tha X elthar. 260 patltlon signers haya voluntaara.d thair time and afforts
I convince Mr. Casteel to help ma drag tha bodies out to tho dumpster and plla THEM in. With all the tothe Profile? One—Tim Killough. Wa must concluda that
garbage, 1 must stand on the lid and do a dumpster dance to gat It shut. There is only one thing left to these "concerns" are not knowledgable ooncarns but
appear to baa "trendy" thing to debate. These actions do
do—give THEM a proper eulogy.
/
'
I return to tha window of tha Profile off lea where the sun is piking it's head outfor all to sae. The Upper hot'impress the Profile.
Room IS the proper place for eulogizing, so hare goes my sermon.
,
"Tha text on this fine morning I have chosen from John Stuart Mill's writings. It reads:
It is batter to be a human being dissatisfied than a p^g satisfied; better to be a
Socrates disatisfled than a fool satisfied. And If the fooC or the pig are of differing
opinion, It is because THEY only know their own side of the question.
"The world is full of pigs and fools but there are precious few Socrates or human beings. Look around
you and saa the strife and know that ha who uses his own sword shall expect to have a sword taken to
him. Wa have coma to bum these poor Latin misfits and to be rid of them foravar. Tha last fitting remark
stems from the diary of a ona Mr. Kurtz:
Co-editors . , , - . . * , * . * . * . , . . . » . . * Sherry Dale
EXTERMINATE ALLTHE BRUTES!

L

by Beth Tribble
It is beginning to seem that, regai-dless of
laws and specifications as they stand, pressure has become increasingly great upon the
woman In central Arkansas comtemplating an
abortion:!Qf^i^iirse, JaMI-abortlon Ideas have
been tfie' fd&xs of o p i n protests, political
debate, and general public interest and concern for many years; hpwever, "nght-to-life"
advocates have more recently begun a practice placing them In a much mora-strategic,
and potentially more effective, pOSItidh. Recent advertisements 'run by Arkansas^ Pregnancy Problem Center, Inc. in The Forum, the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock student
hewspaper, contained the word "abortion",
proceeded and followed with question marks,
in bold print as the focal point of the advertisement. Soon afterwar, it seems. The Forum
began receiving complaints that these ads
were misleading and, upon Investigation, discovered that the center offerad only "antiabortion slide shows and literature as well as
counseling on alternatives to abortion". The
results of this Investigation were published in
the April 20th edition of The Forum along with
the paper's statement that it would no longer
publish A-AAA Pregnancy Problem Center
advertisements due to the possibly misleading Impression that the center was an
abortion clinic. "So", you might very well
wonder, "what has this to do with us?" Probably neither this particular pregnancy counseling center nor the UALR newspaper article will
have direct effect on members of the Hendrix
community. However, through conversation
with members of the National Organisation for
Women who recently visited the Hendrix campus, I became aware that this unusual "twist* •
in pregnancy counseling was not limited to

Little Rock alone and that, intact, acentar not

unlike the controversial one in Littie Rock
operates five days a week in the center of
downtown Conway.
uTo find the telephone number for the
Conway Pregnancy Problam Center, one must
look in the most recent phone directory's
yellow pages under the headinjg "Birth Control
Information Center". This in itself is somewhat
odd in that the Conway center maintains that
they provide no birth control information,
hferely "tests and counseling". Located off
Front Street within a conglomeration of
somewhat old offices, one can expect to be
greeted by an extremely cheerful, middleaged to elderly woman upon entering the
center's main waiting room. After introducing
herself, the woman enters into a brief, preliminary questioning of the client asking general
questions like, "Are you a student here in
Conway?", "How did you obtain infonnation
about this center?", and ending with the
question, "If pregnant, are you contemplating
an abortion?" A urine sample is then obtained
from the client and, without any explanation,
the client is led in to a small room with a couple
of chairs and a slide projector machine. The
woman explains that the client'is to watch a
slide show while her pregnancy test is completed and is then left alone with the slide
show.
It is at this point that tbe center's stand on
abortion becomes blatantly obvious. The
client has been left to view an emotionpacked, uncompromisingly anti-abortion show
concentrating solely on the danger of abortion
(including possible death and even suicide
attempts), various methods of ak>ortion, and
very vivid photographs of aborted babies.
Throughout the show the notion that the
worhan having an abortion should experience

an extreme sense of guilt and actual pictures
of bloody, mutilated fetuses and baby bodies
ware continually emphasized. After the show,
the client is led into a private "counselina"
room and asked if the slide show "made her *
think". She is then confronted with such
information as the number of parents in Ar-,
kansas qualifying for adoption and the lack of
"white babies" to accomodate this need, the
availability of housing and TnWternity clothes
for young, expectant mothers unable to p r o vide for themselves, and possible traumatic
psychological effects of abortion on the
mother. After a discussipB.of this riature, the
client is given the results of her pregnancy
test; if these results are negative, ah alhout
attempt is made to schedule a second test
simply to "make sure'TMucfi anti-abortion
literature is practically forced upon the client
before her departure.
The Conway Pregnancy Problem Center
does administer its "tests and counseling
service" free of charge, and it is open two
hours a day, five days a week. In a recent
telephone interview, It was reported that the
center has been operating in Conway for a
little over a year and serves twenty to twentyfive women a week. The Center receives its
funding from local churches and "free will
donations from the public",They are, "to their
knowledge", the only pregnancy "counseling"
clinic in Conway.
I am not attempting, with this report, to make
a stand pro or con on the abortion issue.
However, as members of the Conway community, I think we should be awar'e of this
service In our city. It seems as though this
pregnancy clinic offers the woman only an
anti-abortion viewpoint and is pnmarily - even

i"^ A*/

solely - concemed that thewoman not have
an abortion.

( ^

STAFF BOX

John Thiele
. . . . Susan James
Tha calm of tha morning and the warm sun drain the Zarathustran madness from my headand I feel tha Business Manager
slow climbing motion of the laech-cllmbing for the base of my brain, it will soon ba there and there Is no .Photographers *. • *»*. J. * t.. • * Lorraine Berry
reason to fight it, it Is abnormal and natural process after years of strife and power-saeklng. It is now that I
Tammy Kemp
raallza that THEY have won. By shear patience and tenacity THEY win out, THEy win the battle and I am
Sports Editor * * * * V*,. * *.. * n*. *. Tim Killough
tirad and there ara no mora mllas to go but my mind fades as th© slimy, crawling laach makas Its way to
Historian * . . . . , . . , . . . . . , . Robert Meriwether
my brain. It will suck tha calls from my brain and tha only consolation Is If I reach tha comfort^ of my bed
Staff.......... * Phyllis Breaux, Phyllis Dunn,
Tom Honeycutt, Joe Kelly, Valeria Lamb/
Jeff Lewellen, Barbara Metzger, Chrissy
Thompson, Nannette Warren, Alan Winkler*
OfjiCiai otatt car. >. * »««*«,«***.,.. #,, •»NAT
Advisors V. .*...,.Carol West, Staphan Kerr
ic if it it ic i^ it ir '
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by Joe Kelly
For those students wishing to broaden the dimansions of thair
Handrix expariance, tha Profile offers the following list of running
routes The routes chosen provide a variety of distances each with a
high degree of aesthetic value.
One-mile run (1)
im^.
As many students have already discovered; a trip around our
beautiful campus Is the most piecing ona-mila run in Conway.
Three-mile run (2)
The Maadowlake area offers an excellent three-mile route for
runners. This circular route takes tha runner out of traffic and Into tha
country. Students can axperienca this quiat run in the country by
following North street west and returning via Tyler street.
Six^mile run (3)
For all the big tima runners, the Profile offers a wonderful six*mile
run, This route, which is a loop off of highway 25, takes the runner
through the rolling farmland of Cadron Gap and across the scanic
vista of Grandview Heights. Incidently, a cemetery Is provided at tha
three-mile point of this run for those who find thamsalvas unable to
make it back.

r

Letter to the C o- e
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Dear Co-editors:
.
Hurrah for all tha students; staff, and faculty who have hmn waarlhg grean ribbons. The upslda
"V" san/asas aramindar of tha deaths of twenty*two black childranin Atlanta. Wa have been astounded
by tha support evaryona has given to this protest against violencatowardpaople with whom wa have no
direot contact. I hope that the ribbons will continue to remind us of the suffering of others. Tha deaths of
twanty*two black childran is shocking and saddening.
iqually urgent is the threat to many by malnutrition, Insuffiolant health cara, unamploymant, and
fnadeguare educational opportunltlas. Thasa problems willtoacompoundodif thaprojiosad Raagan
budget Is passed. If you share thf sa concerns pfeasa lat yoor view be known, Wrila your laglslators.

Tb Joh Guthrie
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CYNCDiA dODYep t2ecaQNS r o cAcr)P<Jis
The last hostage came home Friday, IVIay.1 — In a manner of speaking. Cynthia Brown Dwyer, who
--^pent nine months In various locations of confinement in Iranian prisons, returned to her alma mater
to celebrate the 30th reunion of her graduating class. Mrs. Dwyer, an honors graduate in English
spoke to a large and receptive audience of alumni, faculty and students about her experiences while
she was held hostage by tha revolutionary government of Ayatollah Khomeini'
Mrs, Dwyer, a free-lance journalist married to Buffalo State University professor John Dwyer
Jo.*^J"9!y .^rl'^l?^. ^^^-1^!*^ "How not to gat a story." She talked of her fascination since eary childhood
with Persian history and culture. However, her intention in traveling to Iran after the seizure of the
American Embassy was to seek out reasons for the irnmense hatred to the Shah by his own
people, the relationship between the Shah and the United States, the revolutionary fervor within Iran
and the progress of the revolution within the country. She was also interested in obsen/ing the
Western journalist's assessment of the Revolution.
What she found was that many of the journalists who were transmitting news back to the United
States did not j^^ifi sp^ak Farsi.the native language. She also questioned why most Western
reporters had a contempt for the Iranians because she said that when she got there "I never sensed a
great deal of hostility toward me."
Nine days after her arrival — up until that time she'd enjoyed free travel within the country — the
mission to rescua the hostages aborted. The Revolutionary Guards-began to round up all Western^
journalists and to Interrogate thern for possible impfication in the raid. Her concern for tha hostages
(at this time she said she "began to feel sadder and sadder" for the hostages) got her involved with
some moderates who wanted to see the end of tha crisis. She feels now that she was entrapped,
sacrificed instead of some Iranians who were actively involved in the fight against the revolutionary
government of Khomeini.
§he was taken in for interrogation and detained for 2y2 months In a suburban Teharan house.
Eventually, Mrs. Dwyer was transferred to Evin Prison, where she heard and watched the executions
of many Iranians. At this point In her talk, her voice cracked and she came close to tears in recalling
the situation, saying. "I can't express how horrifying that was... It just was too much when you're that
close to It."
.Mrs. Dwyer took the tima while In captivity to read an English-version Koran and she found in It
much that she considered human-centerd, compassionate and much like her own Christian
background, but it was also.at this time that she began to see the futility of the Revolution; "the
I
Revolution had gone askew."
I
"In the broader perspective," she said. "Iranwas the one that suffered the loss"'because the- iI
authontjes were concerned more with discrediting the United States than tending to their own I
internal affairs. She saw that the Islamic Revolution was oppressing the people just as much as the II
Shah s reign had oppressed the Iranians before.,She lamented that "I feel more unhappy with what I
I
Khomeini has done to his people than what they have done-to me."
I
Mrs. Dwyer was eventually released in February after standing before a Revolutionary court and I
being convicted of spying. Some authorities in the U.S. speculate that the'lrafiians no longer needed II
I
Mrs. Dwyer and that they did not take too seriously the charge of espionage against her.
After answering questions from the audience, Mrs. Dwyer offered a suggestion for future United II
States foreign policy. She said, "I wish wa could turn ourselves around and deal with countries and II
peoples as if they can run their own affairs." •
I
Mrs. Dwyer remained on the campus for the Alumni Activities and on Saturday she addressed the II
whole convention of alumni.
I

v o c e I N R a N - O F F 3 TCX3AY
Campus polls have opened again today for
students to cast their votes in the run-off
elections for Social Committee at-large positions one and two. Vying for position one are
Christy Worthington and Ricky Booths, while
Alisa Keogh and Bryant poolycpncipete. for
position two. J ,
- ., >,.-r
>Vt>: » n^'
. The nin-off-<jand|dates^were chosen in
Tuesday's general election, in which four positions were voted on. In only one of these races
was a majority received by one carididate.
t

f

srac^fcivrcs vescerjc^AY
Yesterday, Ms. Sandra Kurjiaka; Executive
Director of the American Civil Liberties Union of
Arkansas, visited the Hendrix campus. Ms.
Kurjiaka addressed fourth and fifth period
sociology classes. In addition, she "commented^
on "Civil Liberties and the'new right",
on "civil liberties and the new right" In the
Campus Center yesterday afternoon. Ms.
Kurjiaka's visit was sponsored by the Sociology
Department.
f
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom unfurnished units include:
I
I
drapes, carpet, range, refrigerator, garbage disposal, ^
I
central heat and air.
I
I
Also: gas paid, swimming pool, and laundry facilities
I
I
Located at 400 So. Donaghey
I
— approximately a 5 minutes drive from the Hendrix Campus. II
I
For more Information, contact Leo Jones 327-2029
I

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
Welcomes Hendrix Students
•«

iCteNd^usiGe^ u ^
. With over 300 people in attendance, Alumni^^^W^
past Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. Activities for the weekend began Friday morning with the
Galloway Womans Collage Reunion. Ona hundred and fifty-four alumnae and guests attended a
reception and a Iphcheon. A special slide presentation highlighted the 1^
tha Hulen Ballroom.
....
V
Freelance reporter and ex-hostaga, Cynthia Dwyer lectured on her past axperiartces In Iran to a
group of alumnae and guests in tha Mills Canter on Friday afternoon.
A complimantary dinner honoring tha class of 1931 and the Half Century Club was hald in the Hulen
Sallroom Friday evening. One hundred and eight alumnaa and guests attended the banquet. Gold
Medallions were presented to the attending members of the class of 1931. The dinner was followed
by an informal gathering In the Campuspenter, where an alumni art exhibit was on display. After tha
Informal gathering, guests were invited to attend a prdductloh of The Boy Friend, the Spring Theatre
Arts production;
Congressman Ed Bethune was tha kay-no|a speaker at a convocation held in the Mills Center on
Saturday morning. An alumni luncheon followad. Three hundred and thirty-two alumnae and guests
attended tha lunehe<5|^pistinguishad alumni awards were presented to the following: H. Raymond
Sregg, class of tS27, Dr. Paarle McCain, Galloway Collage class of 1922; and Dr. Walter Moffatt,
class of 1932 and a retired professor of Hendrix. A Doctor of Divinity Degree was conferred upon
Reverend Edward G. Matthews. Dr. Roy B. Shilling, president of the college, gave a State of College
address at the lurichaon.
'
Saturday afternoon was filled with an outdoor concart presented by the Music Department and'
with class reunions. An Alumni/Student Worship Servica was conducted In Graana Chapal on
Sunday morning. An Informal lunehaon followad.
%*

by Jeanne mensley

If,

Going to saa last weakand's production of Hie Boy Friend in Caba Theatre was wall worth the
trouble it might nave taken to raserve tickats, sinde the house was nearly full avary night»
Tha cast gave a polished performance, singing and dancing as if they had been doing it all thair
lives. Although Dana Lancaster, Miah Fraiar, Lorraine Clogston, and Elizabeth Smith were splendid
In their rolas as school girls and Brian diark, Jim Tan/in, Matt Gallaway, K\p Welch, and Mike Taagua
wara aqually as wonderful as tha boyfriends, tha older characters simply stole the show. Valeria
Ferguson as Mma. Dubonnet and Dennis Maredith as Parcival Browne were delightful, aswara Lord
and Lady Brockhurst, played by Wynn Alaxandar and Rhea Thurman. Even tha smaller parts, such as
a maid, tha ownarof a cafe, tha dancers ware wall dona and added to the show.
Tha lighting, costumes, and scenery also added to this production, making It anjoyabia to watch.
(Tha paopla who moved tha waves back and forth are to be congratulated for creating such a
spactacia without being seen thamsalvas.) Tha orchestra is also to ba congratulatad for playing
softly,'SO that tha singers could ba heard, and still playing qulta^^^^^^^
The antira production was a delight to watch, and it Is to ba hoped that the next Handrix major
production can live up to tha axpactations of the audiences who came to sae The Boy Friend.

Is More
e Work
Than
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS AND TRAINEES
IN THE LITTLE ROCK AREA. «
Our outst'anding growth and increasing volume are
due to a good product and good people. If you have
skills to train and motivate others, plus the drive to
succeed, we can start you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need to
achieve your goal. Food sarvlca experience is
halpful but not required/
^
Proven laadarship skills are vital. We offer:
• $12,000 minimum salary while training
• Pension'and ratlrement program '
,':' •
• Ifealth and life insyrance
• Two*week paid vacation
plus the support of a young, enthusiastic organisation. For more information, call 7?1 -1288, Monday
thru Friday between t a.m. and S p.m. or send
resume to:
V»tendy% of Uttle ft^^^^^
2800 Fercy Machln Drive
Rocks Al? 72114
An equal apportunity employer.
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ANO ALIEN

The recent controversies concerning the Arkansas Governor's
School for Gifted and Talented Youth have caused some to reminisce
of days gone by (we thought that they were "gone by") when "weird
philosophies" and "alien ideas" were the favorite targets of trigger
happy public offfclals (one of them was a Senator from Minnesota,
wasn't he?) and were sharply condemned by the dominant intellectual
climate of the day. Persons subscribing to these unpopular perspectives were warned not to "underestimate" the "strong feelings"
of governmental officials. Cpncerrtad about this controversy, especially becaijse many Hahdrix community members have a great
deal invested in the Arkansas Governor's School, the Profile decided
to see ff they could locate, on or near the vaclnity of the Hendrix
campus, a person who actually holds some of those "weird philosophies" and "alien ideas" to be true to his/her experience and to be
.revealing of valuable.ways of thinking about the worid. We thought
that if we could ffnd such a perioh; niaybO we could talk to the individual
and settle this thing once and for all. Well, we didn't have to go far,
because we knew that a certain assistant professor teaching religion
here a Hendrix had somehow convinced the Committee on Curriculum to let him teach a course called "Christianity and Buddhism" and
that he had spent the ffrst haff of tha course discussing Zen
Buddhism.
During the ffrst few minutes bf conversation with Dr. Jay McDaniel, it
was evident to our reporter that he (Jay) was not advocating an
overthrow of the government or that we should'burn the flags and
Bibles and all become "humanistic athiests." On the contrary, he
seemed to be saying that there Is much that is valuable in the JewishChristian tradition that should be preserved and perhaps much that
needs only to be seen from a new, more inclusive perspective. So the
reporter asked him, "Jay, what can the West, and in particular the
Jewish Christian tradition, gain from an interiorlzation of Buddhist
insights?"
i'Well, Don, I think thrat there are three things that we can gain from a
sensitivity to Buddhist perspectives: (A) a deeper sensitivity to the
natural worid and to the continuity between the man and the nonhuman, (8) an idea of selfhood which moves beyond the 'radical
individualism' that characterizes both religious and secular traditions
within the West, and (C) a rediscovery of that spirit of wonder or
amazement at the everyday world which leads to an overcoming of
the dichotomy between the sacred and the profane. Zen offers a way
of understanding that the profane worid is sacred, if approached In a
spirit of wonder."
"Now wait a minute, let me get you straight on this. Are you^jSaylng
that we can learn from Buddhism, and that we don*t have to abandon
our heritage, and that while we should become knowladgaable
concerning Eastern modes of thougnt we should continue to try to
understand our own tradition and appreciate ^ h a t is valuable In it?"
"Yes, I do not think that we need to'throw anything away'but that wa
need to begin communicating with the East so that we can learn from
their experience and thus enrich our own. I suggest that, Iri the next

two centuries, religious and philosophical thinkers of the V\/est will
become more and more acquainted with Asian perspectives, and that
Buddhism will itself become part of Western Intellectual history,
studied along-with other philosophies and religions in educational
institutions and, hopefully, within religious institutions as well. The
eventual result will be the emergence of a complex global culture with
a plurality of worid-views and traditions, many of which will involve
synthesis of both Asian and Western perspectives. The sharp
dichotomy between East and West will dissolve. The process of this
dissolution is beginning, but only beginning, in the twentieth century."
"OK, so we can learn from them, and they can learn from usj and we
can begin to have much in common.. But what about God? I know that
you have studied Whitehead and Process Theology, but will G^d get.
left out of the picture when we begin to have dialogue with the East?
"Christians are (as you know) already using Whitehead's thought to
develop new, but deeply bibjical, forms of Christian self-under^
standing. In Japan, there are some Buddhists who are similarly using ^
Whitehead's thought. Christians and Buddhists each emphasize
different aspects of the Whiteheadian perspective, but both are
speaking the same philo-theological language. This is the flrst time in
global history that their two traditions have found a single phitosophical framework iri terms of which to articulate their seemingly
diverse insights. From this I conclude, not that Christians (or
Westerners) and Buddhists have always been saying the same thing,
but rather that they have been saying different things which are
complementary rather than contradictory."
"Aren't you going to have a book published soon that wijl unpack
this notion of Christians and Buddhists being able to talk with one
another about God?"
. "The book^on which I'll be wording while in Japan this summer
articulates a 'Buddhist-Christian theology' based on Whitehead's
thought. It is a first attempt to move beyond dialogue to synthesis from
a Whiteheadian perspective. My hope is that the perspective I'm
developing will be helpful for Christians who seek to interiorize
Buddhist insights, for Buddhists who seek to Interiorize Christian
Insights, and for those iri the present and future who, impressed by
the profundity of both Christian and Buddhist perspectives, will seek
to be both Christian and Buddhist.;'
Now we ask you, our readers, would having dialogue with the Asian
Buddhists and learning from them be considered exposing ourselves
to "strange philosophies" and "alien ideas?" —Does what Jay has
described for our reporter sound , destructive or atheistic or
unpatriotic? -r-Oo you think that a healthy educational environment
should encourage cooperation and synthesis rather than war. and
dastructioh? — Don't you think that governmental offlciais could
banafit from such an exposure to "strange philosophies" and "alien
Ideas" that cultivates an appreciation fordiversity and yet an honest
awareness that tha pmblems of our day must be addressed with
deepest concam for all life? —Oh - that w e should all be so true t o our
draam * E Plurlbiis Unum.
by Don Beed
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. We would now like to fill this white space by formally welcoming the new editors and managers to the
Profile. The Hendrix Student Senate recently appointed Mark Lawson to position of Profile editor for
the 1981 -82 school year. Julie Johnson will serve as his associate editor and Betsy Singleton will fill the
new position of Production Manager. As of now, the Business Manager has not been selected and
anyone Interested jn the job may contact Mark. There will be a meeting for anyone interested in being oh
the staftnext year or In helping with this year's last Issue pn Monday, May 11 at 6:30 p.m. Karen Queen
has expressed a desire to be on the staff several times. Perhaps even she will attend this meeting.
We charge next year's staff to continue keeping a watchful eye on administrative treatment of the
janitorial and security staffs, to welcome the new president in a typical Hendrix way, to print a readable,
interesting paper and to protect our mascot can of beans. And last but not least, always remember what
V.
-;by John Thiele
we learned this year: It doesn't count if you get sued, a good riewspaper has to have at least one petition
circulated against It.
. When I was about six years Old, riny mother turned
me Into a Rent-a-Ringbearer service. I got a white.suit
out ofthe deal, and, knowing my Mom, she got $50 a
whack! Ever since then 1 have wanted to be In a
weddihQi I reaiiy dion^t care what I d,o— levenioffered
to H^Mt caKe fcr! Mary White. Some women's qroup is
going to do It — she doesn't need' me. That's my
Photographs are important to a newpaper of our style and there has been what we consider a
problem. No one needs me. Four of my close friends
noticeable lack of them in recent issues. This is in no way due to our photogre^phers, Tammy Kemp
from high school have gotten married and 1 haven't
and Lorraine.Berry, who have been doing consistently fine work™The culprit is a vandal who has
done anything in any of those weddings. In one of ,
ruined three sucessive batches of chemicals in our darkroom. We have delayed two issues and have
them a groomsman tripped and the maid of honor
published twg,picture-less issues because of this criminal. Without 24-hour surveillance, we will
never c^tpKihLs campus hoodlum. We simply do not know to whom the business office has given
fainted and stabbed herself with her bouquet. And
keys in the.past years. Let us just say, in the immortal words of some Queen: "We are not amused,"
both times I though how much better I could have
done.
nMy friends at school have.been just as great about
including me in their rehearsal dinners. Even when the
organist didn't show up for thfe wedding of my good
friend Debbie Curtis, 1 was not asked to fill In — and
Debbie knows 1 play "Take My Life" really well. Billle
Oholendt was my co-leader on a pre°orientatlon trip to
Dear Editors:
Maybe I am an optimist, an idealist, or maybe I am just naive,'but I do believe In the Integnty^and sense the Ozarks and not only was 1 not in the wedding, but 1
of fair plg|y of^our species. It does become more* difficult at times ancf, on occasion, my patience is was not even asked to lead square dancing at the
stretched close to the breaking point, I am glad to say that, even after the attack perpetrated on rriy car reception.
sometime^between one o'clock Wednesday afternoon and eight o'clock Thursday evening I still believe
And Kim "Tippit" Tippit, my favorite driver, is getting
in it.
".
" •
married this summer. Did she ask me to light candles
It takes more than a person or persons doing damage to my car to shake my feelings of the basic or sit old people at her wedding? No. My good friend
goodness of people. The candle wax on-the paint, vvindQWS^andin tjneiocks was quite impressive,, but Elizabeth Smith, who is biting the dust in June — did
really, stealing the license plate? That is a little old. 1 think that with some thought a much more original she ask me to sing at the event? No, she didn't even let
prank could have been discovered. But maybe that is too much to ask.
Evidently someone has some sort of grudge against me since my car was the only ope in the Mills me help pick out her invitations. And my good old
parking lot with any damage. To the one or ones responsible for the vandalism I say that your actions do friend Denise Hannibal is marrying some boy none of
not arouse any anger in me but only pity because you not only lack the courage to face me and air your us even know and she keeps telling me that she hasn't .
changed at all. Well, the Denise Hannibal I used to
grievances in a civilized manner but you also have a lot of grqwingup to do
'^''•'^'".:r ''"'--.
•.\:^ Victoria wilhelm' know would have asked me to be in her wedding.
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Well, I am not the type of person to spend the rest of'
my life vvishihg I was in a crushed blue velvet tux at a
wedding. I have hit upon ai sure fire plan to be In a
a^r*
wedding--I am going to get married;
The nature of scholarship is the pursuit of truth, which \ take to mean the developing of a world-view
We interupt this column for a brief announcement:
(broad perspective) that best allows one to function as a part of one's environment and to cooperate Natalie Suzanne Canerday and John William Thiele Ilt
with others ID Jte endeavor to survive and to cultivate civilized consciousness. It is my firm conviction announce their engagement and at this time request^^
that the pursuit of imth, if fruitful, will inevitably leadus In theoreatiqn of a society tich in the diversity of your presence atthe ceremony, May 10,1982 at2:30
intellectual Interests and pluralistic with regard to cultural heritage and develdpm^rtt Th.§ highest aim of or 7:30. The wedding will be held at a) First Prebythe pursuit of truth is the enhancement of the common good.
There Is a very real sense in which the nature of scholarship and its contribution to society are terian Church, Fort Smith b) St* Peter's, Rome c) a
identicals The evolutionary development of Society should generate from the concerns of scholars as field, in the country, or d) the small chapel, Dogpateh,
they participatein the on-going dialogue which Is the pursuit of truth. The community of scholars must US.A. Everyone has thre.e guesses which two
continually raise questions pertinent to perceived problems in society and must engage their efforts in choices are mine and which two are Natalie's.
the answering of these problems.
Kathy Kane is very smart —she has got Chris
There is another sense, however, in which the concern of scholarship must be the pursuit of Palmer making her a set of dishes in pottery class. If I
knowledge for its own sake. Scholars and institutions of higher learning must operate independent of asked Nat,to make me a set of dishes, I would
the whims and wishes of society. They.must be allowed to challenge the accepted norms and values of probably get Frisbees for plates and God-only-knows
society arid |g,,^amine with critical reflection the fundamental presuppositions of popular opinion. what for cups/Fortunately, I have been saving and
Further,, if is Important that fr%e*thinking Individuals be allowed to spend the mass of their time buying china, everyday china, stainless, and silver for
addressing interestsof specific nature. In these days It is necessary that diverse issues be addressed mostof my adult life. Unfortunately Natalie likes none
with specialization and scrupulous attention.
Amid the^specialization ,of today's scholarship, however, there must be continual dialogue between of it. She wants to have a set of John Travolta China
scholars. Persons of specialized interests and knowledge must participate In on-going communication made for us. The salad plates would picture him In
with one another that they might not so isolate themselves as to lose touch with the broader concerns of "Urban Cowboy*", the coffee cups would portrs^
the pursuil lor truth. At the edges of the very specialized pursuits of scholarship lies commonality In the Vinnie Barbarino and the dinher plates would each
searchfor truth; this search for truth is the interconnectedness of intelleetual pursuits. The matrix which carry a different ^'Saturday Night Fever" commemora*
is the weB df scholarship forms the concern forthe well-being of socie^. Although the intricacies of the tivescene.
"web seem minute and self-absorbed, the network which is the entire body of knowledge Is the
And the site of th0 wedding is not the only thing we
commonality of scholarship in its broadest sense. This network is itself the evolutionary development of disagree
about. Natalie wants the Dogpateh characsociety
"
As the community of scholars engages In dialogue, they must always be aware of and sensitive to the ters there as guests, [would rather invite President
problems of society as a whole. They must address with critical reflection the fundamental Reagan, and as you know Derek, that mearis 1 really
presuppositions of popular opinion and must seek to Influence society in such a way as to foster don't want the Yokums at my wedding. We both want
cooperation. The role of scholarship is not destructive but constructive in the most posltiv© sense. Laura Robertson to sing, but I chose a nice Mozart aria
Here it should be recognized that scholars must not separate themselves from the rest of society. about love and Nat chose "Rock Lobster'*. I wanted
Active participation in all facets of society must serve as the connecting factor uniting scholarship with Ramona Pipkin to tell jokes and she wanted Mike
the socie^ as a whole. It is through this catalytio joining that social reform must be fostered.
Sobo so we're going to ask both* I am going to ask
The pursuit of truth ultimately leads us In the developing of a world-view which best allows us to Mrs. Ritchie, my adopted grandmother in Fort Smith,
function as part of the environment and to cooperate with each other In the endeavor to survive and fo to be the flower girl and Natalie has asked some old
cultivate civilized consciousness. SchDiarship should lead the world community in the creation of a codger that used to come to Dogpateh every Sunday
society rich In the diversity of Intellectual Interests and pluralistic with regard to cultural heritage and t^ be the ringbearer. I want a formal wedding with lots
development The highest aim'of scholarship is the •enhancement of'the common good..,, ,
qf candles, velvet gowns and simple black tuxes, f
Donald K Reed was only kidding about crushed velvet) Sometimesi
la^ied-^areloot
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Roadtrlpsare a must! Dallas, Memphuck (I melan Memphis), ShrOyeport, St. Louis,'
Little Rock and Morgan name the various places that Hendrix students venture out to,
Roadtrips are never planned inadveince, but rather on impulse. How many times has a
friend come up to you and said, "Hey, let's go to Memphis tonight"? Most likely, you
answered in ttie affirmative, (you are crazy If you don't).
My first roadtrip to.Memphis was the greatest, because we were sitting at lunch one
Saturday exchanging the Friday night stories, when one of my friends mentioned that
he almost went to Memphis last night. Never having been to Memphis, I informed them
that I would love to go there. Three of us decided we were game to go, and we ventured
out in search of other roadtrip buddies. The obvious place to go was Couch Hall,
because the guys up there are as impulsive as the three of us. Sure eriough, we found
three more guys to go. All of us decided to meet in front of Veasey at 4 p.m., and "Edie"
would be there to pick us up. By the time we got to Morgan, we were hgvlng a
fantastic time. The one fault of the trip was the absence of a ."tunes box", but we
survived, because the driver led us irt singing songs from rock-n*roll to punk. When we
rolled into Memphis, we rolled out of the car and into Overton Square.
It was a good thing that someone thought to designate a meeting place, because
six people set Ipose in Memphis are destined to split up and explore. After drinking,
dancingyobtaining a glassware collection and visiting Elvis's grave at four in the
morning," all of us eventually made it to our meeting place — "The Zoo." Four of us
were walking in the rain enjoying the zoo all by ourselves, when we were paged by our
two other friends, who had struggled in and had no money left to enter the zoo. We
went to the park and had our picture taken by a total stranger, who said he would send
us a print. (He sent a great picture to us and we looked like a rock band).
After eating andrdrinking again (we found some money that had been overlooked
earlier), we headed back-to Conway. Oh yeah, I can't forget the ticket that "Edie"
received, which the driver never had to pay because the cop wrote down the wrong
Information. We returned to Conway tired and penniless, yet happy.
Roadtrips to places never before visited are exciting. One friend asked another girl
and I if we wanted to go to Dallas. We didn't say yes right away, but waited a few
minutes to rationalize. "O.K., the only thing I have to worry about is a test on Monday,
but of course I'll find time to study in Dallas (ha! ha!). After making up our minds to
roadtrip, we called our friend who said we had one hour to get ready, By 7 p.m. we
were on our way, and we had a perfect roadtrip even though we ran out of gas. We
spent our first day In a sailboat race which was challenging, yet e)<citing. By Sunday,
our friend had won first plape and alt of us got trophies. Pretty good for never having
been on a sailboat before, heh?
^,
Two of us experienced Dallas night-light forthe first time. Forgetting an I.D. at home
is not smart, because most of the night-spots carded. We finally .got into "Lilly
Langtree's" where another guy and 1 got designated, as couple #1 on the
dance floor and we were the only rockers. The highlight ot the tnp tor me was going to
a rock-n-rol) bar and smashing disco records on the floor, and getting to dance rock-nroll on top of them. The other girl met Roger (he's still calling her), and we had a date
with "Roger and his room-mate Rod" the following night who showed us all the "cool
spots" in Dallas such as the exact place where Kennedy got shot... Anyway, once
again we returned to Conway empty handed but full of happiness. A couple days later,
the three of us road-tripped to Memphis, but that's another s.tory.
Defmitely, my (ast roadtrip was the best, probably because it was the most
impulsive. Four of us were on our way to eat a Chinese dinner in Little Rock, when we
saw that dreaded sign: "Memphis, left lane". We just couldn't resist and veered off to
the left. The driver had to stop at a rest-stop (There's a story behind this which
explains his need to stop, because years ago he used to go on roadtrips with his
family, andhis dad would never stop to let them use the bathroom. 1 hope this needs
no further explanation).
:
Anyway, (sorry to go off oA a tangent) "Edle" wouldn't start and she needed a rest,
so we ventured into the woods and found a picnic table. My roomie and 1 have wanted
to lump in apile of leaves sinee Fall/and weflnally got our chance. All four of us madea
huge pile and had so much fun. (How unladylike, beoause we were wearing dresses,
but it was a blast). After removing leaves from our clothes and hair, w© checked on
"Edie", and she started up. We resumed our road-trip to Memphis and arrived at 8 p.m.
Believe It or not, we ate dinner at Mr^ Wong's and the food was great but their servjc©
and fishy curtains were lousy*
Onoe again, the designated meeting place was "The Zoo at 9 a.m.". We drank
"Hufridanes" at T(3l Friday's. Are you familiar with the song by Neil Young, "Like a
Hqrricane"? If you are, you will understand our state of being. One ofthe roadies had a
birthday close by, and "FridayV brought hlnfi a special birthday drink and all the
waiters sang Happy Birthday* The night was filled with craziness and all of us were
reunited by 9:30 am. The night before t kept saying 1 wanted to go swimming, and I got
my wish (not exactly the way I had wanted It) because the two guys threw me in the
pool (In a dress, no less).
1 don't know why Ctradition maybe), but wa always seem to eat at Shoney'a during a
road-trip, and this trip was no exceptior^. We walked into Shoney's (I'm surprised they
let me Irt beoause I was dripping wet and barefoot (my shoes broke sometime during
the night).
After munching out, twoof uswent tobuy aups for Qoat Roast (we passedby a shoe
store and I bought some shoes). We bought huge tumblers (I swore 1 wouldn't drink
the Goat Roast punch and 1 had also planned on taking a very small cup -^ oh well, one
out of two isn't bad). We ^ot a red marker and designed our cups for 0oat Roast.
Included on the cup was the person's name; R,W, fsor^, it*^ a private joke); the date
(May 22*23,198t); and a saying which we had ^aid that stood out. The four sayings

were: 1)1 can't believe today Is Goat Roast; 2) I can't look at apartments this morning
because I can't open my eyes; 3) Some good things happened and some bad things
happened; and 4) tret's go to Memphis.
Since the shops on Overton Sciuare were opening, we decided to §o browsing. All
'^Im got a button whfeh dispiayed^etsr feelings. They were 1| 1 want It all; 2) If It feels
good, do it; 3) Sounds like bullshit to me; and 4) Look, but don't touch. Three of us got
hats which made us look like "iric the Red", "Ben Hur'V and "Mario,Andretti". We
finally decided it wa^ time to head back to Oonway t^ get there in time for the Goat
Roast
.
How many times has your mother said: "Don't pick up hitchhikers"? We disregarded
this advice md picked up Jack who was from Rhode IsTartd and on his way to Arizona.
We pulled into Hendrix ju$t as everyone was leaving to go to Goat Roast. We all
showered (including Jack, who even ^ot to do a load of laundry), and the four of us,
plus ilack, plus another girt (who missed the roadtrip because she was in the wrong
place at the wrong time) headed out to Goat F?oast.
,
I'm sure several books can be written about Goat Roast experiences, and I'll leave
that up to someone «lse. Roadtrips are fun, and I hope you always Jump at the chance
to go. When my dad sees the §m bill this month, my roadtrips may decrease
somewhat (especially since I don't even have a car).
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Stumbling Through Paradise Life at Hendrix. (1976-1981)
Chapter 40: Conclusion: Insanity Courts the Clown.
"Cn my own 1 faced a^gang jeering —
•In Strange Streets — ', _ .
'^ When my nerves were pumping and I fought my fear IN -1 did not run, I was
not done," The Clash.
"It's a town full of losers
and I'm pulling out of here to win."
'J
,. ^<.^ j ' .
, Bruce Springsteen
"Nbw I am a young man
I'm over 21
. So bitter and so angry
So crude and crass
Thanks to all my good good friends
Farewell to the past."
>'
..'' .Garland Jefferies
I am either a fool, a dreamer, or a glutton for punishment More than likely,
I'm really a combination of all three. One of the last of the enlightened
roriiantics trying to. save the world any way I can find. The point Is, I can't
understand why people hurt each other (Especially when I'm pa/^t of it.) Cash
It all In before they try to make a deposit on me.
I have a theory that my whole life Is one long transition period. (Process
theology on an individual level as people in the Raney building would say.)
Now 1 find myself perched on the edge of getting It on. All 1 ask is my chance
to do it myself. Someone asked me if I wanted to change the Education
World just like everybody else. I replied: "Helll 1 already changed the
Educational System. I joined it|" (Maybe I'm betting too much on my
individuality, but Good God, that's all I've got!)
• Now that it's over, 1 still love Hendrix as a whole, even though some
Individual elements make me nauseous late at night when I think of them.
Just remember, human sensitivity is the only means of survival In the coming
emotional famine of the 1980's. Find a few good friends and hang on for dear
life. Remember, you can always tell a good person by how many friends rush
to his side when the walls fall in on him.
Any further advice? Don't listen to anyone except yourselt It's your race —
run it When the time comes to take the leap of faith — take it. And if you go
down, then go down fighting and take a few of "Them" with you. It may not
help, but It sure feels good.
I'm sick of talking about the Moral Majority and the New Conservatism.
Everbody knows it's just a fad. It'll die just like the San Francisco flowerchildren. America isn't stupid enough to slip into Fascism. (At least not yet.
Thafs why I want to teach the kids before the world screws tbem up beyond
help,) Still, when a Congress takes it upon itself to legislate when life begins
when they have no unified support from Science or Philosophy or any field of
Education or Medicine, you have to wonder what else they might dream up.
Lefs legislate which books are moral and which books are indecent Let's
legislate which religion is right and ^hich is harsey. (1 see Frank White with
his banana at the back door). Maybe we should legislate that relativity is
correct so Einstein won't have to be a theory anymore.
Things like this are rapidly making me believe in DE^EVOLUTION. Just
look at the kind of people that have been flowing into Hendrix the last five
years. It's not a college; ifs a country club. A Factory to mass-produce
aocountants and doctors. (All I say is, from what I've seen of the Pre-Meds
around here, 1 don't want my life in the hands of 90% of those greedy jerks.)
(By the way, you ever notice thai most Pre-Meds who wash out early in their
college career don't go into another science field. They become Economics/Business majors.) GottaMakeThatBuckGottaMakeThatBuckGottaMakeThatBuck.
Some Liberal Arts Education.
"Unto the whole pocket-book**'
The Faculty does what it can, but when you have your molding clap
replaced by rigid concret — there ain't a whole lot you can do. Ifs formed
before you can get your hands on i t
So here I go, armed like an ancient sword and sorcery hero with a sword, a
shield, and a dream. Straight to the dragon's den. Wish me luck. There may
be more hanging on this that you can imagine.
Final Notes. I'm not a liberal. I hate liberals, almost as much as I hate
conservatives. As the good Rav. Coffin says: "Uberal used to mean
somebody else is in trouble. A radical's somebody who recognizes that
we're all In trouble/'
^Keep KHDX free of Bull and Top-Forty. It may be the last radio station free
of the brainwashing syndrome.
Keep looking for the portfolios.
If you see a nematode «* start stomping.
i f ^ S^?^^ I!?¥*®^ ^^®? y^"^ dreams. (It saved t m quite a few times.)
Phyllis IS still tbe most honorable person I know. (1 guess some people just
can't tell quality when they see it.) (She was also the only editor who ever
understood me,)
Goat Roast may be the only link Hendrix has with ifs past Cling to i t In all
the craziness lies the key to survival in a stagnant world of statistics and
pocket calculators;
**Sandinista."
Dare to be Free.
Jeff Lewellan. Alumnus of Hendrix College, (twice removed) End of
transmission...
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Another y e a r . . . another Goat Roast
What a y e a r . . . what a goat roast
The sides threatened, but they didn't rain:
The cops threatened, but they didn't ixust
:—:^
Goat Roast is tradition — it's not a school event, but it is
a iHendrix event
The smell of manure mingled in the air with other
pungent odors; the beer ran free, the punch ran more
freely (down the front of about one-half the party
goers!; the bands played, the crowds cheered, the
people partied.
The social event of the season was marred orily by
burrs and a barbed wire obstacle course to the bathroom. The social event of the season was made by a
hard-worl^ing staff, some hard-piayihg bands, the hardtallying "Zorro and the Blue Footballs", .and the partyhard people. Someone even reported seeing Rex Smith
leaving the party at the very end.,
Or as someone famous probably said:
"Another y e a r , . . another Goat Roast."
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The end of the year is in sight. Finals are upon us. Graduation, with all of its
expectations, sentiment, and ceremony, Is imminent. 1 happens every year
about this time, and the season always throws seniors into a quandary
Unfortunately this year I'm the senior, and ifs my own-quandary
All around me, people are demanding that I make an evaluation, reach a
pA?".f .?'^"' ^"^Z^"' <^o"^e to some understanding or "what it has all meant'
vyeil, Ive honestly and sincerely tried. But every time I sit down to
contemplate the mysteries of my "education," I hear voices. Yes. Voices,
Sometimes the voices say really profound things. Sometimes they don't,
usually I can identify the voice and context of the statement it is making,
sometimes 1 "hear" voices that I've never heard; these voices come to me
from the pens of people like Willian .Faulkner, Lord Byron, Hunter S
Thompson, and James Joyce - - people whose writings have "spoken" to
me. Sometimes the voices are very familiar to me; they are the voices of my
fnends, professors, and family. Sometimes h hear'my own voice.
All in all, I can't make much sense of aiiy of It, but I'm certain that "it all
means something," else seniors wouldn't contemplate "it" year after year
Perhaps if I put it all on p a p e r . . .
"My, my. A body does get around"
- Lena Grove
uxu
u I
1^ . ,
f''^'^ A Light in August
I ne Whole world is just one giant, crowded, un-alrconditioned waiting
room. And all the magazines are old. When you start to read one of the
stories you realize that someone has ripped out the ending ..'. The funny
thing about it is that all of those people in the waiting room are just waiting to
see the dentist."
»Ai*u . u* u ^ . .
- Miriam J. Hinrichs
Although to be dnven back upon oneself Is an uneasy affair at best, rather
like trying to cross a border with borrowed credentials, it seems to me now
the one condition necessary to the beginning of self-respect."
•=Joan Didion
"On Self-Respecf'
from Slouching Towards Bethlehem
. 'Phyl, you can't solve the worid's problems."
ML,
. . . .
~ "^y wise father
Have you ever noticed that the narrower the view the more you can see?
For the first time I understand how old ladies can sit on their porches for
years,"
- Lancelot Lamar
,. .
from Percy's Lancelot
Desperation knows no pride."
"" Joe Locke
" . . . we're inade so that we love
First when we see them painted, things we have passed
perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;
And so they are better painted — better to us
Which is the same thing. Art was giv^n for that"
•
- Fra Lippo Lippi
from Browning's
uo
. /;
"Fra Lippo Lippi"
Have you evernoticed that all modern buildings look like giant waste
receptacles?"
„,., ,
,
,
\
- R. Benjamin Pierce
Were not good enough, but we're better than everybody else."
"Let us remember that we should take our myths seriously, but not
literally,"
,. -.
.
- Dr. Francis Christie
We can say that the universe consists of asubstance, and this substance
we will call atoms, or else we will call it monads. Democritus called It atoms.
Leibnitz called it monads. Fortunately, the two men never met, or there
would have been a veiy dull argument"
--Woody Allen
"My Philosophy"
from Getting Even
»»
"Yes,
is, you are ci
Isive.
•=" Valerie K« Lamb
"What this Campus needs Is a community spirit"
^
-James H. Gray
Once and Future President
"Let's tac^it i may ba m asshole, but I've had a good academic careen" .
*=* anonymous friend
"Phpis, could you proofread my paper?"
- countless friends and
aoquaintances on
countless oecaslont
"If you let John put pine trees on the cover of this nevvspaper, I'll quit the
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"I love Hendrix."
- Pinky Few
.ou „•
, lu X
.
^''O'^ campaign '80 address
Phyllis, you re the type of person who has an address book."
uou
i'^ X L.
.
" Miriam J. Hinrichs
She would of been a good woman . . . If it had been somebody there to
shoot her every minute of her life."
- the Misfit
from. Flannery O'Conner's
. ...
,.
,_. ^ .
,
"A Good Man is Hard td Find"
A generation which ignores history has no past — and no future."
- Lazarus Long
... .
, ^. ,
Heinlein's Time Enough for Love
I sing of Olaf glad and big
"
.
whose warmest heart recoiled at war:
a conscientious object-or"
\
- "i sing of Olaf glad and big"
<«A/u
. . . . .
hy e.e. cummings
When a jackrabbit gets addicted to road-running. It is only a matter of time
• u -n ^^ ^®*^ smashed — and when a journalist turns into a politics junkie
he will sooner or later start raving and babbling in print about things that only
a person who has Been There can possibly understand?'
- Hunter S, Thompson
"Fear and Loathing:
On the Campaign Trail"
v^o n . /.
u .
^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^''®^* Shark Hunt
Yes, pr. Gonzo, I see what you mean. You were right about the NFL- you
were nght about Nixon. And now you're right about those In your'own
profession.
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token Radical
"If you don't let me put the pine trees on thecover of the Profile, I'll quit the
staff.'*
"I love my s
"A throw of chance ^ . and there goes Death
Bearing off your child into the unknown."
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When Sherry and I originally conceived the idea of a Last Issue of
the College Profile, l decided to attempt to add a Httle humor to my
four years at this coliege — you know, something about showing my
I.D. to eat below my station or perhaps a little good-natured fun at the
expense of my good friend Glazebrook, the Mario Andrettf of cash
registers. '
"
. Then the yearbooks came out and I decided that I had already said
enough of that kind ot thing (Lord knows, I don't even' remember
writing some of the stuff they say I did, but.that only goes to show
what Tylenol 3 will do to a creative mind). If I can say something
serious now and^not lose my readership, I would like to maKe a few
comments. 1 won't pretend to defend them, the last one 1 won't even
explain — they are just some feelings and for once'in my life I don't
care who gets upset.
-^ -^^
~
- -^
First of all. I have a sister who will be entering college this fall and
two years ago I would have encouraged her to come to Hendrix. No
longer. This school used to be a community — a place where 1 felt
that everyone who was associated with the name of Hendrix was my
social equal and definitely my friend. That is no longer true. Perhaps
it Is part of the shift In society in general that has brought men (or
perhaps I should say politicians; no I think the word is candidates)
like Frank White to office, but this school has changed. Most obvious
is the administration's blantant violation of our community In seeking
the "services" of Columbus Services. I do not care what defenses
the rather rude representatives of that company have to say. I have
talked to people who used to be a part bf the "family"
talked to people who used to be a part of the "family" and are now
part of a "maintenance staff supervised by corporate machinery
they have never even seen. They are alienated, they are afraid, they
now hate their jobs — and 1 deeply resent the fact that nothing is
being done to help them.
There are other evidences of change. I prefer graphics and
features to news in the paper that I co-edit, and I res6nt the fact that
people who have n^ver offered me a single hour ot help feel free to
criticize me and tell their friends that they will see me resign. Look
carefully, my name is still in the staff box. All of this conservative
reation against me has also branded me as a strong liberal, which I
don't believe that I am. I was even introduced to someone at Goat
Roast as one of "Hendrix's last hippies." I definitely do not thinl< that I
hold the moral or political values of the hippie movement as my ovvn.^
am simply someone who tries to exprees his own ideas and tries not
to make enemies. Now if that makes me a flaming liberal or a hippie,
then 1 wish I was young enough to have a draft card so that I could
burn it.
I suppose that as this point In my life I find mysell identifying with
some personalities of the sixties, however they are all different
people now than they were and, T fee I'I have evolved from similar
beginnings to similar ends. Prime among these is Marianne Faithful,
who for you rock 'n roll illiterates, lived with Mick Jagger and is a rock
'n roller in her own right There are a few people in my immediate
surroundings who need to learn some important lessons, and I wish
Marianne were here because she could deal,with them. Perhaps I
am not the parson to teach-those lessons, perhaps 1 am. We shall
see* In the. meantime, everyone listen to her albums.
I will see all of you at. our reunions. Please be nice to me. i
probably to fat and old. Goodbye Hendrix. God help you.

StoffDox
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Sherry Dale and John Thiele, co-editors . . . .
... since we are writing this part of the paper, I guess it is only fair to say that
we had a great year and a great staff. We'll leaye it up to someone else to say
that we were great editors..We think someone may be starting a petition to
that effect.
"
«
^
•'
Susan J a m e s , business manager . . .
.,. because of Susan's nack for business and all of her hard work, this was
the first time in a long time that.the Profile not only broke even, but actually
turned a profit. However, Susan, flirting with the Pizza Inn manager was
above and beyond the call* of duty.
Lorraine Berry, photographer . . .
. . . we apologize for all the trauma that you went through this year. And we
congratulate you on a great photo essay.
t a m m y K e m p , photographer . . .
... thanks for all the developing, Mr. Kemp! Tammy tried to tell us that she did
it, but of course, we knew better! "And thanks to all of Tammy's friends for
getting our there and jobbing. And thanks Jackie Shepherd for risking your
job for a deadline!
Tim Killough, sports editor . . .
.. . thank you very much, Tim, for expressing your opinion by coming and
joining the staff. We wish you had been here all year.
Mr. Meriwether, h i s t o r i a n . . . .
.,. We are really sorry that we did not come over and make you write for us
more. But we're just as happy to see you making history as we would be if
you were writing about it,
Carol West, a d v i s o r . . .
... what can we say, Carol? You are a great proofreader and a great friend.
Thanks for being there and we're sorry you didn't pose for your caricature!
Stephen kerr, a d v i s o r . . .
.. . and any advisor who says we can have a new table is a good advisor!
Ron Griggs, staff artist, p h a s e I . . .
.. . wherever you are, Ron, thanks again for all those hours and our door
decoration.
Jeanne Hensley, assistant t o phase I a r t i s t . . .
... great job. But of course you knew that. Jeanne did the vines on the wall.
We appreciate that.
Kevin K n o c h , staff artist, p h a s e II . . .
,.. desen/es thanks for taking over a job at a school he doesn't attend when
his friends asked him to.
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Welcome to Hendrix!

, . . made absolutely every single issue possible in a way that only he could.
We will have that end of the year staff spaghetti dinner^ Joe. WewonHletyou
down.
Chrissy T h o m p s o n . . .
. . . they do not call her "Crazy Chrissy" for nothing. And next year she is
going to journalism school. And we are very proud to say that she was on our
staff.
Phyllis Dunn, editor e m e r i t u s . . *
... actually stayed on for another hitch this year and we were glad to have her
help. Since Neil left, there has been no one to cut stories In the middle of a
paragraph.
Jeff L e w e l l e n , staffer e m e r i t u s . . .
. . . we have heard rumors that this year Jeff ha© sworn to make hfs last
Hendrix departure. We're laying,odds that next year's staff gets soma
Letters to the Editor from our favorite clone. Dem Mamotode Bloes. Scream.

. . . you do know, of course, how very Important you are' to us.
always sniffed the rubber cement during, paste*up.
ir

Phyllis Breaux * . *

. . , always spilled the rubber cement during pasta^'Up. •

Nannette Warren * . .

. . .without a doubt, Nannete made our staff pioture in the yearbook.

Julie Sevier. * *

. . . wehave really missed you this form. You had better coma to the dinner.
,As a matter of fact, we ahould probably have It at your house so that you will
be Bure to be there. Only kidding.
'«• «

;'... our staff redhead.
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Social Committee
Yearbook
Newspapei*
Radio Station
Senate
Special Events
OAR
Creative Magazine
Athletic Activities •
Amnesty International
Carryover/Emergency Fund

23,000
14,900
6,000
3,775
2,200
3,000
1,500
2,000
610
*

1981
$22,242
16,768^
7,022
3,800
3,100
3,000
2,300
2,000
600
, 150

Est. 1890

JNew uudge
yearbook gets boost
The Hendrix Student Senate dances and concerts within the
completed its first major task .of Social Committee's finances. The
the schoolyear by allocating V committee had requested .sub$62,696 in anticipated revenues stantial increases in both areas,
to various student agencies and but the cutting ofa proposed FaU
organizations. The budget was Major Concert and funds for one
finalized at a special summer other dance contributed largely to^
meeting held August 21-23 at ,a final allotment for dances and
Corner House just off campus.
concerts of $12,290, down from
The biggest budget increase $14,275 last year, while money
from last year was awarded to the for movies and films has been
Troubador, whtch will receive increased from $6,000 during
$16,768, as compared to $14,900 1980-81 to $8,052 this year.
last year. However, the Social
An $800 expenditure increase
Committee still hung on to the for the Senate is due largely to
largest percentage of the total salary increases. Last year, the
budget, securing $22,242. as Vice President, Treasurer, Secrecompared to $23,000 last year. tary and Assistant to the PresiA total of $6,900 was set aside dent all received $181.25 for their"
for student salaries," a substantial services. This year, students
increase over the $5,600 desig- holding the same positions. will
nated last year. Agency heads all receive from $200-$300.
received a $100 increase, making
Proposals ' for campus radio
their paychecks $500 for the year.
Even so, two paid positions. Pro- station KHDX suffered large regram Director of KHDX and Se- jections. Last year's budget of
cretary of the Social Conmiittee, $3,775 was increased only to
were cut from this year's budget, $3,800, despite the station's rewhile one other, Production Man- quest for an increase to $5,700..
ager of the ProHle, was added. Much of the denied increase is
This brings to 21 the total number accounted for in the request for
money for equipmeiit The Seof individual student salaries.
One major shift in the budget is nate alotted $750 for this pura bigger emphasis placed on pose, while the station had asked
movies and films, coupled witha for tw^ee that amount. Another
Continued on page 3
smaUer allocation of money for

1,714

will get a person far beyond the issue. First,\hat "it is extremely
_, Now, Joe Hatcher has been entfy-level job, while a 'Strictly important to take a careful look at
interviewed by three newspapera. vocatioiial 'training is good only it.** He expressed his belief that
Over the Biammer, Hendrix Col- for getting that •JKrst job with the ., close examination would be prolegers new president wm featured personnel manager,/"The Presi- fitable whether the requirements
in the Arkansas Gaasetteand the dents and Vice Presidents,** says were changed or not. Secondly,
Ixig Cabiti Bemocrat. •, ,After Hatcher, "are looking for people Hatcher emphasized that "genhaving, gotten' a strong dose oi
can think and deal with eral education programs are just
meetings, appolntnieiits and ap-.
insurance. What ought to be the
,s.** :
pearances, he*s ,in 'the Fi*0file* •
The incoming .President 'also case is that every course is a
Hatcher^ wh© Ms dom SLdmn- gives high marks to Hendrk, "We • general eduGation'course,** I t e istrative'work in three colleges' clearly stand out in this part of the' ' trating the point, he referred to
prior to coming' to Hendrix, is a countty," he says. '*''There*s not • science. **The first chemist was
'Strong believer in the liberal arts another Institution• in the, state^ trying to understand the whole
ediication. "The beat vocational that:comea close,** However, he Is physical world.., That*s the kind
training available,*' he saya, **k i "a little. nervous**, about,' the of attitude we have to have with
liberal art«' college." It 4evelops feeling that Hendrix needs to be all our courses."
flexible people," He defined the unique. "The question is whether
Hatcher sees the housing probpurp.os,e -of a liberal arts college as we're doing the job the best we lem as minimal. "I know we're
being to "develop people who'can^ can,•••not whether we're doing it ci'owded.,. but we seem to have
thinkj. 'solve problems, commune differently.**
community**' The President has
cate and deal with other people.*^
When asked about current dis- gained a reputation for strongly
For those people who dub college cussions over whether the general advocating residency colleges.
as impractical in today's economy education requirements at Hen^Offering his comments on the
unless • it will get you -a Job, M K are adequate. Hatcher re* fovirnme.iit*i .recent cuts .in fi*
Hatcher .says that '"learning -the' sponded that he had not had time nancial aid for students, Hatcher
•abstract IS' the most important to make up has mind> He disclosed expressed mixed feeling. _*'Fede^
leafliliflFiliT^e a^pMisHiil that l e had 'stressM: two' points ral aid has
S8iy h i i t t
he believes Imoiviiig how U
with the faculty concerning the
ori' page a

Natalia Canerday^ staff oar«^«

ma. I leei

1980

ipt. 17, 1981

by Matk Lawson

. . . it would almost be true to say that every word thathas been read in this
paper was typed and proofread by Alan. We wish it were true - we both hate
to type,

'I feel gyflt. I feel iui!!.

AGENCY

?

$62,696

Vaierie Lambt dance editor»..

«

welcome. To new and returninsl students
alike, good luck for the academic year.
(Photo by Perman neynolds)

STUDENT ASSOCIATION BUDGET

1

Joe Kelley . . .

Barbara Metzger
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To all those who have turned off the Interstate to be a part of the Hendnx experience
for the first time, the Profile extends a warm

V.

* * * . ^ «

^\'-

Alan Winkler^ miraclo worker«*.

t i e 6pa<it.

-•='•=

V

.'.. has been an indispenslble part of the staff all year long-r^ e
staff parties. He probablywould've contributed to this issue, but Phyllis said
he is busy with Romance, which we guess is an English class.

«
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Tom Hlonevcutt

W
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^

k

_,.. you write so beautifully about all of those restaurants and all of those
peopl© having their ploture taken with a portrait by Roy B. We have one
cjuestion, have you actually ever been to a formalt
In
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Shachmut, who is aided by the
Housing Quota Committee in
making decisions, appealed to
them for ari answer. Rudy Pollan,
dean of .admissions, offered to
release the 25 spaces that are
reserved annually for transfer and
readmitted students. After this
action, there were still 70-75
students unhoused.
Late in spring term, the Trent
Co., which owns the. Western Bell
apartments on Highway 64 and
Washington . Avenue, offered
Hendrix the option of leasing the
apartments which would house 28
people. They also offered to renovate the building.
Hendrix agreed to lease' the
apartments for $1,500 a month. It
was determined that each student
Uving there would pay $540 for
the year which would include
water and gas but not electricity.
This option was opened up first
to those on the waiting list. Then,
when there were still vacancies,
people with reserved places in the
dormitories were allowed to
switch to the apartments if they so
desired.
After that, "because of normal
processes of attribution, spaces
kept coming available and by
June 11 we were able to house
everyone who had tumed their

\

Continuea trom page 1
major proposal of $500 for new
shelves was scrapped by the
^®^^*®Included in this year's budget is

Amnesty Internationai, which reThe accompanying chart inceived $150, The recently formed eludes a list of budgeted agencies,
organization was not funded last ;and the amount of money they
year.
received from the activity fund
both last year and this year.
The activity fund is composed
of payments received from students for the student activity fee.
This year, the fee totals $60 per
student for all three terms. Also
included in the anticipated revenues is $5,326 ih carryover from
last year.
Last spring, the Student sources Committee is made up
Senate made appointments of pf Dean.Hfiefner, Kathy Wise,
42 persons to various cojnmjt- ' Lisa Bateman and Kim Webber.
tees arid positions. :tHes^ , ; i l ^ P W M n q U the Special
committees begin action ^\i\i *^ Events Odmmittee are Mary
fair.
Selah, James Stalnaker, Lee
Students will get their first
Appointed as faculty advisor Ann. Day, Debra Lindsey and
opportunity to vote on campus on
to the Senate is Jay McDaniel, Anne Weir.
October 6, when new students
Serving on the Admissions
Appointed to the Teacher elect a Senator as well as a Social
Committee are Jim Admire, Education Committee are David
Kent Nunnaly, Mike Caidarera Miller,? Pat White, Duanna Commitee Representative. In addition, a special vote will be takeh
and Sherry Dale.
Haynie and Laurie Rogers.
to elect a new Townwoman SenaThe Athletic Advisory ComThe Student Lite Committee tor.
mittee consists of Melanie consists of Stacy Sells, David
Campaign, intentions may be
Gibson^ Charis Lawrence and Ahlgrim, Lara Casteel, Kent
filed with the Senate on Tuesday,
David Eddington.
Frye and John Swanson.
September 29, one week prior to
Susan James, Donna Brooks
Scott Washburn is serving as the election. In charge ofthe filing
and Ben Harmon comprise the Chairman of the Athletic Activithis year is Election Commissioner
College Judicial Council.
ties Committee, while OAR Is John Shroederi Couch Hall ReAppointed to the Curriculum being chaired by Tammy Kemp,
presentative.
Committee are David McCallum,
Social Committee Co-ChairThe new student Senator and
Dana Lancaster, Jeannie persons for the year are Barry
Social Committee Representative
Wilder and Ben Harmon.
Sims and Miah Frazier. Sub- are elected annually,' while the
Serving on the International/ chairing the Committee on
Intercultural Committee are Dances and Concerts is Debbie Townwoman Senator elgyption
Nancy Womack, Joan Dudley Bernardi, and the Committee comes as a result of the resignaand Dana Harrington. ^ , ^ on Films is being chaired by tion of Karen Cottingham, who
was elected to that position last
the Library and Leaming Re- Pamela Owen.
spring.
> . .

Elections
scheduled

^^^^^^^v*.

Westem Bell Apartments
dents who have rented an apartment, paid for the lease over the
summer and bought furniture, are
coming to him now and asking for
off-campus permission. "It is unfortunate that I can't grant it but
they should have come to me

sooner,** he said.
When questioned about" housing in the years to come he said,
"We are exploring all options and
how feasible they are." "East Hall
was built as a temporary facility
and that must be kept in mind."

jfc*-'

L-=>^_

on issues

Continued fwrn page 1
ficial to a lot of people, but it has everybody, saying that "personal
also brought a lot of pain with it.* * meetings are very limited.*' How*
He argues that if the inflation ever, he added that "there is no
caused by federal assistance were reason for a president if thei'e are
taken away and no aid were of- no students,*' and pledged a
fered, students would be no commitment to making himself
better off* **The real problem is available- He also expressed a
inflation,** and nobody really un-^ desire to get back in tiie classderstands inflation,'* he says, " i room, recalling how much he
we want to bring it under control, enjoyed his teaching days.
we*ve got to give up something."
Hatcher, a native of Fort
When asked to give his percep- Worth, Texas, received his B.A.
tion of the proper relationship degree at Wichita State Univerbetween students and himself, he sity (then the tJniversity of
conceded that there is not enough Wichita) and studied at the Unitime for sitting and talking to versity of Kansas to obtain his

FRANK RIVERS
Men's Clothing

masters and doctorate degrees*
He sees himself as "luc%" to
have his new job, acknowledging
that many colleges are plagued
with serious problems and crises.
"When things are worldng well,"
says Hatcher, "you can give attention to making good things
betterTlsfb college i§ ever peitfeet."
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very low price.
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Senate appoints
committees

forms in on time," Shachmut said,
However, there were still seven
unhoused students, but they had
tumed theu* housing forms in
after the deadline. The question
was whether: to open up the remaining spaces in the Westem
Bell apartments to them. In midJuly the students were offered the
spots, most accepted, .and everyone was housed.
At that point the dorms were
filled to "extra capacity" which
means that lounges and study
rooms had students assigned to
therh. Since then, according to
Shachmut, "places have opened
up and we have been able to move
people gut of the lounges and
study rooms.^~As~of'now, there
are about four of five vacancies in
the men's dorms.
One of'the biggest problems,
Shachmut said, is the people who
obtained off-campus housing
without gaining permission:
"They must understand, if granting off*campus creates a vacancy,
it can't be done. Hendrix is budgeted to operate at full capacity.
Therefore, if the dorms aren*t full,
we lose money."
This was the fourth year in a row
that all off-campus applications
that were turned in on time were
honored. He says that many stu-

PHOFILE

KHDX proposals denied

Housing dilemma alleviated over summer

by Julie Johnson
Last spring, 100 returning students found themselves without
housing. Now, three months later,
vacancies exist in some dorms.
"We anticipated a problem because the trend has been switched
over the past few years," said Jeff
Shachmut, director of housing
and assistant dean of student
affairs. More people wanted to
live on campus. Three years ago,
freshmen were housed in the.
Town House Motel on the southeast corner of the campus. Then,
East Hall was built as a temporary
facility but it filled up quickly
The housing procedure was
then analyzed. Before this year,
freshmen were given first priority
in housing and then the dorms
were fiUed in order of seniority.
This left many sophomores out in
the cold. So, a new policy, which
assigned housing on a first come
^ s t serve basis, was established.
This new policy, according to
Shachmut, was developed wiih
much student input.
After the policy was accepted
and implemeuted, the success
could not be determined until the
deadline to turn in housing forms
passed. On April 29,1981, tentative housing assignments were
made and a waiting list of about
100 people was revealed.
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Freer and orientation breaks in students
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Pre-orientation: taking a group
of freshmen and throwing them
into a situation with total stran:
gers and foreign surroundings.
Sounds frightening but in reality
it^s a chance to get to know a small
group of people in an atmosphere
that places everyone on equal
terms, Allen Smith, a senior, coordinated the twelve trips this
year. Approximately 130 freshmen participated.
- A trip to Little .Rock featured a
dinner in a restored ,home in the
Quapaw Quarter with ihe meal
served on china which belonged
to the Earl Sussex. After dinner,
they attended the opera theatre.
.--Two groups of students went to
Memphis where they took a riverboat ride on the Memphis Queen,
toured the recently restored Pea, body hotel and went ice skating.
- The students who went to the
Ozark encounter experienced a
trip filled'with the nation's heritage. They attended the dinner
theatre at Mountain View, heard
Grandpa Jones of Hee Haw fame
**in concert" and spent some time
with the local arts and crafts
experts.
- Natchez, Miss., a product of the
old south, was the setting for one
group of freshmen. They stayed in
a home built in 1834 and had tea
in the parlor of Monmouth Plantation. They also visited Vicksburg.
-Village Creek State Par|c offered a group of students the
opportunity to coxmmipe witb nature and leam more about its

resources. With the guidance of
Larry Lowman, a Hendrix graduate, they hiked around Crowley's
Ridge and learned about the flora
and fauna of the area.
- T h e Energy Encounter is a
timely experience because of the
nation's preoccupation with alternate energy sources. The stu-*
dents visited Nuclear One in Russellville and the Dardanelle Dam.
They also saw solar buildings and
, visited an energy efficient underground home.
- Horse lovers spent their preorientation trip at Camp Ozark at
Mt. Ida. When they weren't riding'
horses, they were canoeing on the
Ouachita River.
— For the outdoor type, there were
six OAR (Outdoor Activities and
Recreation) trips: sailing, rock
climbing, canoeing and backpacking* Tammy Kemp, a senior, was
the OAR co-ordinator for the
trips.

by David Fleming
For the aspiring artist or the
talented amateur, Hendrix College has much to offer in terms of
musical performance, oppprtunities. The Music Department is
presently organizing its various
performing groups and making
plans for the 1981.-82 "school year.
Many opportunities are available
to all Hendrix students..
Vocalists may be interested in
joining the Hendrix.College Choir
and the Madrigal Singers. Under
the direction of Dr. David Taylor,
these two groups perform nume-

reus times throughout the year. Church, a Capitol Hill reception
both on campus and on various and visits to the National Gallery,
tours. Highlights for the coming the' Smithsonian, the White
year include the Candlelight House, the Kennedy Center, and
Carol Service, and Arkansas holi- more. The choral groups are open
day tradition that is shared with
to all Hendrix students. Arrangeover 4000 people at Hendrix and
ments for audition should be
across the state. On the Winter
made with Dr. Taylor no later
Term concert the Choir will be than Thursday afternoon of orien-.
joined by theHendrix Orchestra
tation week.
for a majdrl^-teKbial-orche^M,
Instrumentalists will also have
vydrk. To cjinla'il^thfe -year^'ihe
an .6pi)ortuhity to participate in
Choir will fly to Washington, D.C. the music program. Visiting confor a five-day s]tay including perductor Stanley Chepaitis will lead
formances at the. National Cathethis year's Orchestra and Carole
dral and the National Methodist
Herrick will be in charge Jot the
;
* Hendri:|i: Efdnd and the Jazz Band:
• _ /'^fej pUn to give several pert J ; . i^rijiliiic^i^, both formal and in-

"There's a potential for good,
but there's also.a potential for
failure," said President Joe B.
Hatcher of the college life as he
addressed new students and their
parents at convocation Sunday
aft^rnoon.^
.
.
Hatcher stressed that the incoming students should fee forunate. pointing out that on y 16
per cent of the United States
popUlationhas a college degree,
Encouraging the students to do
their work well, he said that to
;;open up opportunities'' and
cooperate a httle would lead to
'"S^^"'.. '
..
.

importance of the residential experience, maintaining that, for
many, "ten, 15 or 50 years from
now, you, will look back on your
best friends, and include,in that
group a College roommate."
n^tdher outlined four points
which he sees as condusive to a
successfu college career First,
hard work. Coupled with that,
ample tmie for rekxation. Third,
being sensible about your personal life, and. lastly he pleaded
with the students to be open
about their problems.
He also had advice for the
fif" / f ^^^. audience telling

ing for the Department. "Also,
plans are being made for some
instrumental ensemble touring,"
she continued. The instrumental
groups are open to all Hendrix
students by audition. The auditions are to be held in Trieschmann Studio # 3 all day. Thursday and until noon on Friday of
Orientation week. No preparation
is required. Students are asked to
bring their instruments if they
have them. Otherwise, instruments will be provided.
hi addition to the performing
groups, the Music Department
also provides private instruction
in voice and all instruments.
Speciahsts are available for all
private instrument instruction.
There are no fees for these ser

his belief in dorm life when he
stated that college hfe is, in its
heart, academic, but there's.much
more to it.'* He spoke of the

remember that they have reached ^ged textbook to sell, write the
a milestone. It s good if they p^me of the book its author
don't call home every night or-^^^^j yQ^^ price on a card and
come home every weekend*"
give it to your senator. The

The Southwestern Bell Phone
center will remain o^en
through this afternoon s o that
students may select phones for.
^ent or purchase. The Phone
Center is located In Grove
Gymnasium
it. it ic
Once again, the Senate Is
conducting a Book Exchange
^^Ich will mn through Monday.

Exchange takes place on the
second floor of Hulen Hall

m

J
Dr. Jerry Falwell, national president of the Moral Majority and
Pastor of Thomas Roads Baptist
Church in Lynchburg, Virginia
delivered a sermon to an esti*
mated crowd of 1200 people
Sunday night at First Baptist
Church in Vilonia. Accompanying
Falwell was nationally renowned
gospel singer Bobbie Hiner. The
pastor of First Baptist, Roy
McLauglin, is president of the.
Moral Majority in Arkansas.
Falwell spoke on a wide variety
of topics such as abortion,
"America's national sin," pornography, and the sale' of illegal

^
"Manhatten" starring Woody
drugs, and also praised Governor Allen and Marlel Hemingway
White for signing Arkansas' Crea- will be presented by the Social
tion Science Bill - Act 580.
Gommittee this Saturday,
Falwell, en route to Amarillb,
Texas, stopped by Viloma as a
personal favor to McLauglin. Last
week Falwell spoke with visiting
Israeli Prime Minister Menachen
Begin, and Tuesday he will attend
a White House reception at Pre*
sident Reagan*s request.

vices, and arrangements may be
made for lesson times during registration week simply by seeing
the instructor in charge..
Participation ^in musical activities has always been a valuable
part of extracurricular Ufe on the
Hendrix campus. This year, however, students g-re given an added
incentive to work as course credit
will be awarded for participation.
Six terms of participation in
Choir, Madrigal Singers, Orchestra, Band, or-Jazz Ensemble now
earns one course credit. Six terms
of private instruction also earns
one course credit. All such credits
count in grade-point-average
computation, and up to two
earned in the Department,
count toward graduation.

•

u ' ^ \ ^ 7 ' ^T'^^f, ^°^,^^"^f*^ *^^"* *? ^!t^?u^T^' ^""^ u'^ September 21. Jf you have a

(Right) The Sunday night
square dance tangled and
.untangled freshmen.
(Left) New Games were featured in preorientation.
(Center) Guy Washburn indulges in his favorite part
of preorientation.

September 17, 1981

Music department gets ready for busy calendar

President spea]#
at Sunday convocation ^^'^- "^"**"' ^^^*
Hendrix

(Above) Among the preorientation activities was
sailing. (Far right) Gary
Tenner was ^ preorienta*
tion leader at Camp Ozark.
(Center) President Hatcher
chats with parents at the
reception following convocation. (Below) Orientation
began
as
Freshmen
searched for their groups.
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September 19 In Staples.
it it ic
Opening Convocation for the
year is scheduled for next
Wednesday, September 23,
during third period. President
J o e Hatcher will be the featured
speaker. .

JEAN

nachos
Tostitoes smothered in homemade chill and
Cheddar cheese, topped with lettuce, tomatoes,
and sour cream with hot sauce, jalepenqs, "•

pita taco
Seasoned ground beef and cheddar cheese
stuffed in pita bread with lettuce, tomatoe and
onion. Hot sauce and chips on the side.
. . . $2.05

taco salad

/

Griisp lettuce I6aded vvith taco meat, tpmato
wedged onion and tostlto chips. Topped with
Stob/s own special Taco Salad Dressing and
garnished with black olives, kidney beans.
806 Donaghey
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Now Open 6 a.m. for Breakfast
Open till 9 p.m.
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Intramural sports

"I

ftf

by David McCallum
Having completed a week at
Hendrix, many newcomers have
undoubtedly heard some strange
names and initials being tossed
around. Some of those names
include Boardwalk, GPA, MD,
Animal Alley, CD and Mecca.
Besides being the names for different sections of the various
dorms, they also happen to be the
hub for a vital part of student life
at Hendrix College, namely intramural athletics.
The theme of intramurals is
probably the enjoyment of good,
clean athletic competition. Winning is great, but it is not necessarily the most important thing.
Many friendships are formed
through the crests and troughs of
. an intramural season. Both men's

and women's programs allow
Nathaniel Normal and Melinda
Mediocre to find their niche by
offering a wide range of athletic
endeavors, Everything from chess
to football can be found sometime
during the academic year. The
three main sports are arranged so
that there is one sport for each
term. The remaining sports, and
there are many, are scattered
throughout the year.
FALL
Often, the first taste of intramurals comes in the form of flag
football. Because ofthe obvious ,
risk factpr and impracticaUty of
tackle football, the concept of flag
football is used. It is fun and
athletic nonetheless. Sometimes
it is easier to tackle someo'ne than
it is to pull a flag from someone's

ATHLETIC SHOP,
828 Front Street

Conway,, Arkansas 72032
Phone 329T3t91

FOR ALL YOUR ATHLETIC NEEDS
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by, Mark Lawson
A native of Menifee^ Arkansas,
EDITOR'S NOTE; This is the she attended Spellmah College
first in a series of articles for Women as an undergraduate,
featuring new faces in thea school which she compares to
Hendrix. Had it not been for
Hendrix faculty and staff.
several scholarships, she could
not have attended Spellman,
since her,fainily lacked the finanBeing a new face on campus is cial resources.^ iShe (disclosed that
an ordinary situation at any^had her ^ijd pot Jbeien c6nt;ingent
schooL The situation is less or- on a minimum grade point, she
dinary when the new face is in the might have done very well, "When
faculty, and for AliceHines, being I realized that I might ndt be'here
an English Professor at Hendrix (at Spellman) if Ididn't get on the
College is downright unusual- ball, then I got going."
but not so much for herself £ls for
Hendrix.
' '
First a 1 history majoV^' she
Ms. Hines ' is the first" black broadened^ her \^6t\i to'include
faculty member atthe school in its Jfinglish when sh4 considered tlie
97 year history. Amidst the tur- possibility of working with Spellmoil of moving into her new. office man's only two history instructors
at Treischmann Hall, she took for four years. *T knew that :wasn't
time out to talk to this reporter for me," she explained jovially.
about her somewhat fascinating
Still, history was her thing, and
educational career that has led she took it to Washington, D.C. on
her to a small private school in a Ford Foundation Grant to study
Conway, Arkansas.
at Howard University and then

I

Contributingjto the athletic en- an organized sport, you want to be out a mascot, as is Hendrix.
deavors on campus is an orga- recognizedfor iti" hesays, adding
Last year, the Hendrix club
nized soccer team — not an in- that "if more people knew we posted only two wins, but both
temural team, but a competitive were playing, they could really get Lombardi and his playejps are
group with a schedule featuring excited about us.'* Iximbardi optimistic about the new year.
college an other amateur teams, blames poor coverage on the part "We have, several returning
around Arkansas. .
of last year's student media for players and a lot more organizaThe team, coached by Joetheir lack of publicity.
tion than we had last year," he
Lpmbardi, is plagued with a
Uniforms for 18 players have explains, recalling how half of last
fundhig problem, since they have been purchased, and Lombardi year's season had passed before
" been unable to obtain sanctioning says he has the team members to the team really began to work
from the physical education de- fill them. However, he empha- together.
partment According to Lombardi, sizes that the team could practice
Since Hendrix doesn't begin
tills is due to the fact that no with more than 18 if anyone is until mid-September, when other
minumum standards have been interested in joining.
clubs in the CASA have had
set for team members* Current
The soccer team is actually a ample time to practice and orfunding comes partially from member of the Central Arkansas ganize, Lombardi hopes to postphysical education and student Soccer: Association (CASA), pone the beginning of his team's
affairs. "We're never really sure which includes a few AIC schools schedule until a couple of weeks
where the funding is coming from, and other gmups such as the of sehool have passed. *'It will be
though/* explains Lombardi. He Little Rock Air Force Base Pa- late September, and possibly
attributes part of the funding triotSj the International Brother- early October, before we get
started," the coach stated, ex-,
problem to the current budget hood and community teams.
Apparently^ the other AIC plaining that the schedule h now
cuts enacted by Congress earlier
this year. "Schools want more to schools are having the same prob- in the process of bemg finalized*
Lombardi encourages Hendrix
concentrate on building teams lem as the Hendrix team. This is
evidenced
in
the
way
the
Hsufding
students to support the soccer
they already have rather than
College
club
is
listed,
InsteliH
of
team, saying that "support can
. ^t^t MW'tsn^s,'* he says.''
Last year^ Lombardi sent a using the nam^olthe scho@l| they create a morale that we didn't
memo to Dean Wartenburg ask* are officially recognized as the have last year." Home games are
ing fbr $S90 in funds to pay fbr Searcy Steel. Similady* Ouachita played on the field east of Hardin
this year's expensesi and for for-* Baptist University is listed with-^ all
mal sponsorship by physical education **8o as to hisure the pror
W^lcoiYie Back Hendrix Students
gram's vitality not only financially,
but in attracting cbmpetitiye students and in future efforts to
establish
an intercollegiate
leaped* Lombardi believes that a
sponsored program would be an
asset to Hendrix rather than a
financial liability, since it could
£.no^^iii%ttft^^(t»
attract students to the schooL'
„Funding._hQwever.^„is„not„tliB:
only problem that Lombardi sees
for tlio team. "When you play with

Alice Hines

store
announces
The College Book Store has
outlined its refund policy for this
term. If a student drops or charges a course, or doesn't need a
book he has purchased, the
Course, book may be returned
under certain conditions*
1. Returns must be accompa*
nied by a receipt dated no earlier
than Aupst 18*
, ,^
2. Books in absolutely J new .
condition, anrend, and_.taninOTed$
may be retiiriied before OctoWBr^
for a fiill refund/
B, Books' purchased used or
books which have b^een marked
may be returned no later than
September 25 for refund of the
used book seUhig price.

Diyef% Shoe Store ^
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nothing to do. But that doesn't
mean she just wasn^t good enough
t<y' reach her aspirations, "1
wanted to go abroad," she said,
"and got an offer to do that, but I
had to turn it down." The offer
was to work as an assistant to a
foreign service officer in Vietnam.
The time was the late'1960's. "I
kept hearing about how sporadic
all the bombings were over there,
and realized I could be in one of
them."
She enjoyed her second summer with the state department
better than she did her first.
She was employed as a recruiter travelling all over the U.S.
searching for potential overseas
state department workers. Still,
she had made up her*mind that
Washington did not hold her
career. Apparently, that was a
common decision of students in
her shoes. "I came irr with 27
others," she said, "and three
stayed with i t "
On retuming to Arkansas for
graduate work at Fayetteville, she
abandoned her history interests
for English, because the Univer-

'I ^

_"

Given bythe 1980-81 Sophomore
class, it awards her with the title
of "Outstanding and Dedicated
Advisor." When asked; how she,
hked her 11 years in Pine Bluff,
she replied with vigor, "I loved
^*After having spent over a decade working in a heavily black
atmosphere, Ms. Hines moves to
Hendrix, whose percentage of
black students is near that of

Being "it" will include teaching
Composition^
.
, Introduction to
pine Arts and a course of Great
Books. This year, the course will
be designated as Worid Literature, which brings back her old
history days. "The objective of
the course," she explains "is
man's search for himself" Given
her background, no one is better
qualified to teach that subject
that Alice Hines, and she leaves
one with.the impression that, for
herself, the search goes on,

1
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,'n the South, white students at UAPB. But that
the Foreign Service Institute. 'T sity emphasized''
though the State Department was whereas her brand of history was doesn't really bother her. "I find
where I wanted to be, but I that of the Western World.
that students are pretty much the
changed my mind quickly," she
Having obtained an M.A in same everywhere." She added
said, illustrating her sentiment by English, Ms. Hines took her first that she is "more in tune with
clearing away the air with her teaching job at Langston Univer- ^ people being human beings rather
arms. What made her change her sity in Langston, Oklahoma, a than being black or white or some
mind?
small, public liberal arts school other color."
"Routine and boredoin. I did a whose student body she describes
It wasn't until the interview, by
lot pf sitting around pretending to as "all-black except for 7 or 8 the school's search committee,
be busy." She explained that her students." Following her tenure which came well after she applied
job boiled down to little more there, she moved to Pine Bluff to for the ' " iat Ms. Hines reathan answering mail for the State teach at UAPB. A plaque on the . ]ized she would be distinguished
Departrhent, which some ~ days comer of her desk revealed the as the college's first black faculty
was light enough to leave her with good experience she had there, member. "I was at the interview,"
——;
•'
y
.^ ' .
» she recalls, "when somebody
i J
/T>
• i
•.?
I
made a remark about recruitment
J m more in tune with people
^ V m not even sure what it

Up to
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AUce Hines join English Department

teresting. On that course, one will
no doubt go by the sandless and
waterless, but nonetheless attractive, beaches of Veasey and
Raney;
Just a few sports have been
documented here. There are
many mqre such as volleyball,
backgammon, spades, raquetball,
chess and tennis, just to name a
few. As a substitute, or as a
supplement, Hehdrix offers its
studehts the opportunity to take
some of these, sports as courses
called P.E. Activity Cources.
These courses are under the supervision of the physical education instructors, and give some,one.a chance to learn a new sport.
Racquetball,- tennis, golf and volleyball are some of the courses
which are offered. The classes
generally meet twice a week and
give the student a chance to learn
the rules with,other beginners.
The icing on the cake is that these
courses can constitute a course
credit. Usually, six or seven ofthe
P.E. Activity courses will count as
one crouse credit.' There is no fee
charged, and only one can be
taken per term,.
Many students turn to different
areas for their relaxation from the
academic grind. Many of those
students involve • themselves in
intramural athletics* They make
friends and keep their bodies
healthy. Almost everyone can find
a sport that they can really enjoy if
they put forth a little effort.

tion of five players at a time, the
distribution of playing time is
more difficult. To alleviate that
problem, many dorms or floors
will have more than one team.
For example, Bourbon Street
might have an '* A" team as well as
. a **B" team. Most, if not all of the
games are played in the evenings
of the middle days of the week.
Referees are usually jphysical
education majors bt former high
school players who have a good
knowledge of the rules and enforce them quite well... usually.
SPRING
Unless, someone has Organic
Chengiistry, spring is .the .nipst
enjoyable time for intramural athletics. Softball is the sport, and
offers excellent recreation. Both
the guys and the gals each have
one league in which to prove who
is number one. Again, many
teams practice to find what position is best for whom. Most teams
have more than ten players, the
highest number allowed to play at
once, but a good effort is usually
made by the coach to play everyone. Perhaps the most popular individual sport on campus is the
well-known spectacle of frisbee
golf. There are many known addicts of this craze who can show
any prospective player one of the
campus' lay-outs. On a sunny
spring day, the gents usually find
the 18-h61e course the most in-

Soccer faces money problem

Monograms
Special Group

*_

hip. Because football employs
more people than either basketball or softball, the chance of a
decent amount of playing time is
notably, increased* Making sure
that everyone who wants to play
gets to is a top priority. The
games are taken seriously to the
extent that most teams conduct
practices to work on plays and
manipulate personnel. ,
Another hot fall sport is jiingpong. After a summer off, the
ping-pong junkies labor long and
hard to recapture their top-notch
form. Also, there are always a few
cocky freshmen who believe they
can whip the upperclassmen.
Sometimes they can and sometimes they can't. Most dorms
have a ping-pong table, arid
battles to decide the top dog are
Often, found.
WINTER
After returning from Christmas
break, it becomes time to invade
the Mabee Center for basketball
season. Intramural basketball is
probably the most intense and
competitive sport of the year.
There are usually an ** A" and **B"
league. The dorm, town or independent team has the choice, of,,
playing' either league. The **A"
league is for the very competitive
and physical teams, although any
team that wants to play in that'
league is welcome. The **B"
league is a little less intense and
demanding, but the basketball is
still good. Because of the restric-
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Fair play with the budget
When different organizations wan^t a big
piece of the small student revenue pie here
at Hendrix, there is real -potentiaLfor-nasty^
politics.and unfair-distributioii^..This year,
the Senate had roughly the same amount of'
money to budget ($62,696 as compared to
$59,669 last year) and requests that totaled
nearly $10,000 more than was alloted last
year. At their sumnaer get-together in
August, they did a superb job of maintaining
fairness within the budget. They were successful at meeting 90 per cent of all requests, and in a few instances, allowed more
than was asked for.
Questions and complaints will inevitably
arise. The Sodal Gommittee received nearly
$4,000 less than they asked for, and the
casualties of their proposals may not set too
sell with the Student Body at the outset. In
addition, KHDX can't feel very good about
the results of their requests, since fully one
third of the proposals were rejected. Groups
like these may find further discontent with
the knowledge that other agencies, like the
Troubador and the Senate, received

amounts equal to or above what was asked
for.
,
' •
-Alt-th^is4s-said~to make the point that the
job of the Senate should not receive final
judgement on the basis of how many complaints they get. For every deviation from
the proposals', the Senate had a.reason; and
underlying it all is the fact that somebody
has to be cut. Some of those cuts came with
ease. (Ohe Senator has disclosed that
KHDX asked for $500 to make shelves that
were later built for $47, If this truly characterizesthe nature ofthe station's proposals,
then the flat denial of $1,900 was justified.)
Other cuts were not so easy to make, and
were considerations were constantly coming
into play for the Senators. It appears.that
they had the wisdom to make the easy cuts
. quickly and non-politically in order to spare
as many of the viable proposals as possible.
For this they should be commended.
The bottom line is that Hendrix College's
low activity fee burdens the Senate with
deciding how to allocate too little money for
too much operation. Let's hope we don't get
what we pay for.

heartily eriGdurage correspondence
on any subject Mail your letters to Box
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IN THE COURSE of human events, there comes a time for
change. That time has come for the Hendrix College Profile.
Just a quick glance at this issue reveals its stark contras,t to last
year's paper. We have moved to the right in appearance, and, in
fact, some may accuse me of being reactionary. What must be
remembered is that appearance is not content. My parents were
. among the persecuted few who pulled the McGovern lever in
1972, and I have yet to rebell against them in any way.
This style of newspaper works best for me partially because
I'm i^sed to it, but -also because I think it lends to better communication; We will strive to. keep the student body fully
. informed on the facts. When the facts are known, opinions are
more substantial, and the readers are more equipped to provide
input. The editorial page will always be hungry for your letters.
Take advantage of the situation.
it it it it it
DON'T GET THE IDEAjhat we only want to Hear from you
. about Hendrix issues, though. If you're con(?etnexi abont it,-it'-s-a^"
concern. Having made that clear, let me make a few observations about the country^ we live in.
I am concerned about our government, whose chief executive
has blatantly stated that he is trying to model his economics
after those of Calvin CooHdge and whose aids have admitted
that he spends two or three hours a day being Presideni^o-that
he can tell old movie stories. From what I can tell, his economics
are really no different from that of any of his federal-programhappy predecessors, since he has just chosen unemployment in
the inflation-joblessness trade-off of Keyne,sian economics,
whereas the Democrats chose inflation. The problem is, the old
economics won't work anymore, or we wouldn't have unemployment and inflation at the same time. I agree with President
Hatcher's assessment of inflation: Nobody really understands
it.
'
Alright, business majors, get out your pen and paper. Our box
number is 280. .
It seems to me that the best thing skeptical Democrats like
me (and hopefully you) can do is sit back and watch
Reaganomics crumble. The first cracks are showing already:
expected cuts in defense, angry blue-collar workers, growing
unempioymant and record high interest rates, in the meantinie,
we can ail better learn the meaning of practicality, so that we
don't h$ya a reactionary panic like this again.
'
^ %

I hope all this space gets your attention. It sure
gels mine.
'^ MlrlT^wson"

To the Editor of the Profiles
catalog states, • **To encourage
• Last, spring, the ,Cuirieuluiii students to take t broader range
Committee changed' the * policy of courses .,•; >" This is a farce in
concerning credit-only, • • courses. that what follows is: a direct con-""
As it now reads, only junior .and tradiction of this opening phrase.
senior level courses- outside of' a Hendrix College espouses a phil-'
student's' major may be taken for osophy of a liberal arts education
credit. In the past, freshmen and 'on the one hand,, while on the
sop,homore level, courses could other it stifles the broadening of a
also" be taken fbr credit only.
student's .curriculum by a ridicu*
;'
First, let me say that I basically, lous restriction,
To' point to a particular exam*
agree with iie philosophy of last
year's eommittee to feduce the .pie, i was looking atthe possibility
number of'courses taken for ere* of taking Music - .Appreciation,
,dit only. However, 1 disagree .History. of-. Christianity and/or
strongly with the methoi it de* other Humanities Area courses-:
cided upon to achieve that aim* It for- credit only, since I wanted to
seems to me that a much better broaden my curriculum in that
method could be. devised.. For .d.u'ection (I am weak. In that area),
ex:a,mple, a simple numerical limit without the pressure of having to,
would achieve the basic aim ol_ make an /"A*' .-or a "B"> I. have
f^duetion #f -.credlFii^twirses. laEeHio coiiMes lor'eredE^oily
faf* However, since the
It Is Ironic that the very Umt
phrase of the, policy^ now in the courses in which.! had an-interest-
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are freshman and sophomore
level courses, 1 cannot take them
• for credit only* So now, I.will most
likely not take them at all and will
not have had a liberal art-s educa-tion as broad as 1 had intended it
to be»
' Therefore, .1 call, upon this
year's curriculum coinmittee to
seriously reconsider this new policy and to reverse the decision of
last spring. I realize that creditonly courses have beeh abused in
the past. A policy can be implemented to take care of that, while
at the same time allowing a stU"-.
dent to use this privilege to
broaden his or her education in
order to obtain a truly liberal arts
education. I-await the commit'^
'tee's reply to the, challenge* '

I..11 "1^1^ ,- yviit
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by Mark Lawson
A stack of applications ready to
be filed at 8:00 a.m. on Tuesday
of registration was removed from
the table only five minutes later. ;
That's when word was received
that the Conway Rehabilitation
Center had been named the latest
victim of Reagan- budget cuts.
. "The appUcations were for-yolun-'
teer work by Hendrix students at
the Center, which will close its
• doors on November 7°
-Gary DuVall, counselor and
Volunteer ^ Coordinator for the
center, who is currently in the
process of finding a new job,
describes the center as a residential facility that works with people
between the ages of 15 and 26
who have mental or emotional
disabilities. He says that the purpose of the center has been to
provide vocational and social
v«*»*JJ^Ift
development services. "We help
individuals to return home and be,
as productive as possible." He *
The Conway Rehabilitation Center, to be closed
explains that after having spent
time here, clients are tumed over were no longer available to ope- closing. "I don't understand the
to field coordmators who help rate the facility as a result of priorities they're setting," said
President Reagan's effort to ba- DuVall in expressing his displea
them find job appointments.
On September 14, Raymond H. lance the budget. Since then, sure. '^It seems to me like the
Brown, supervisor of the center, counselors like Gary DuVall have disabled and the underprivileged
was informed through state of- been discharging clients quickly are the ones losing out*" The
ficials by Washington that funds in order to clear the center for facility, which can house 80

along with two similar facilities in.
Jonesboro and Little Rock, Together, these three employ- 1.26
people, and 38 of those are in
Conway. Around the state, some
5,000 handicapped, mentally ill
and alcoholic clients will be left
without services. For Hendrix
College, it means the end of a
Successful volunteer program coordinated by DuVall which has
been active since 1973. These
'*Volunteer Youth Counselors",
as DuVall termed them, *'provided a one-to-one friendshiptype relationship; someone the
residents could confide with ahd
go places with." He explained
.that the. volunteei;s,u-wJi0. wero.

,»m***

..'i

^'--3

on November 7.

«ii««f«
«<- ao time,
+;«.« now
«^,*, i.^„o«c.
clients at
nouses i15K
««^ n„\7«n «„„o\t.«„Mi «^«i^oKi,r
and DuVall says they 11 probably
be gone by the end ofthe week. "I
dont know whats going to hap^ Ct.!?^!tS «.^*.^ io ^^„<*n..
Supemsor Bmwn is equally
disconcmed, saymg that^* i t s a
realbirdisappointment when this
borderlme group of people, •.are
not going to have the benefit of
to typeof intensive program for
' " ^ ^ S ^ ^ f :x4.i^i, o^^a «K^iif

Hendrix Student volunteer
expresses dismay, page 3
committed to working one hour a
week, would often take the clients
to movies, restaurants, bowling or
other sources of entertainment.
He contends that association with
thei* •_.
volunteers
^
J "improved
in
i>.j their
,*
self-image and self confidence,
Dyy^ii ^ho has been emnloved
^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Center for 17 years,
^^^ responsible for getting the
v^^"»<^er program started and.
remembers that, "in thepast, the
,^^^^3 ^ ^ j ^ ^ ; soirustrat^d^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ j ^ „ ^ ^
g^vs that volunteers provided
^
S i d £ i f ^
£ ^ ^
j . ^ ^ ^^j.^^^^ c ^ i n g in just as
happy as they can be because

22S^tSiv£^r:^S! * ^ ' ^ ^ **> ^-^'^•'"«
Professing that he was. hired on
reputation and not application,
Columbus Services' new supervisor for the Hendrix campus,
Jack Hurley, told the Student
Senate Tuesday night that he
\vanted them "to forget about the
past."
Hurley was hired under a contract which says he'll be here until
he retires. He has attended three
schools of management and taught

Twelve-Students-have filed, to
run for Senate and Social Com-m!tie«, p-^sitions.
Candidateif • for New Student
Senator• sire Mike. Sells, Tanya
Burley, Ernie DeSoto and Joe
Gray. Off Canipus Woman Senator
candidates include Michelle Bel*
mont and Susan-Scarborough
Burlon.
Candidates for the position of
Social Committee Eepresentative
,are Eobert Neifrruse, Gabrina
-Campbell, Margaret Dorman, Carl
Carlson, and Greg Warren.
EtettflilstwttiesitiWe^offlces'
m mi
lesctay,- oeto.oi3r

Eespeetftt]ily$

M,

.
n iSn «BT!fc'Seii]il< totiija

f/^l0flli00jgfilggi0si^
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Budget cuts close Rehabilitation Center

-O©

general staff meeting of the Profile on
Tuesday evening,
September 22 at 6
p.m in the office on
the second floor of
Hulen HalL Alllnterested persons are
invited to attend.

' f »,r ; ' « »», ^»
1

^ •

I AM CONTINUALLY concerned about a renewed "jingoism*'
in America, too. Everybody is waving Old Gloiy for their own
personal benefit, and that's scary; Increased privatism has led
to renewed bigotry between races, nations aiid religious
denominations. How many decades must we regress before we
recognize our own folly? 1 fear that we can't go back as far as
some white-faced, white-knuclded flag bearers would like to go
without disastrous effects.
^_ __.-, .
-^ it ir it it
ONE PUBTHBR NOTE of discontent: America's ominous new
mood has brought about a shift in the public's musical taste
toward the country mediiiin. 1 resent the likes ofBonnie Milsap, "
Eddie Rabbit and Alabama uivading the Top 40 charts with
such regularity* Their words and music of cheap sesc, conceit
and black and white simplicities do nothing more than place a
•Stamp of approval on the naivete and near ignorance that we are
imprisoning our minds with in this land of the free.

^ >i'

iri one for over four years. Al- ing them. Hurley also made himtogether, he has amassed better self available for bigger concerns,
than 20 years of management ex- saj^g that if a student contacts
perience, and says that the old him personally, he *'won't wait
method of **forcible" management _ until tomorrow" -or say he's **too
is out of date.. He plans to rUn' busy." Hot to be escempt from
maintenance at Hendrix on the'* mistakes, Hurley stated that "if I
have an. apoIo,gy to make, I'm man
basis of respect
Acknowiedging the problems enough to make it."
The new supervisor also had
caused by Columbus Services last
year, Hurley said that **a,lot of praise for Hendrix, saying that he
trust was lost, and 1 want to gain it loves the college .and respects the
back." To prove his sincerity, Hur- people here. ^'This is the first
ley acquired permission from Ms place I've ever been where I've
employers to tear up 'all the old found cooperation at all levels."
records and throw them away. He specifically mentioned Jon
Speaking of a new, more positive Guthrie, Bodney Todd and Presi*
relationship with the • students, dent Joe Hatcher as having been
-the supervisor stated that he hopes helpful in re-establishing positive
he's been the person that has coiflffiumcBtfoii betf^eM &© mhml
started,it" and he'll "be the one to -and Columbus Services.
Hurley defended Columbus
continue it." , Hurley said that Columbus Ser* Services, maintaining that it **is
vices had given Mm full authority not what most people thought."
on campus* **l intend to do my He described Vice President Jim
job, and 1 expe.ct Columbus Ser- Sutherland as "the. fairest that
vices to' keep- up their end of the any man. could be," and alao re*
bargain." ,^e -,pleaded for help.. ferred to his jissistauts m "Mit
from -the students and encom^aged and honest." Emphasising, how
.commuuication.. Phone numbers important he considers the perhave been provided for this func-_ sonalities of his' staff,- he pledged
tion, which Hurley said should be" that "the ones that aren't -desir*
used to call a nearby security •able will be gone in the very near
p.ard-in' case of my kind'o! future."'
problem. In addition, he plans to
' la additioii to installing an emer'ii^#heeli«lati©ii^a-r0iiiidr€^»pus—
gel^"^stllasotIiat
ents
im ttl© um''
Cfjiitiiiiuefl nii p o m 1-^
prevent mty

is filing casudty to budget cuts

Contmued on page 3

5''
'i i

Traditioii oontiriues in Shirtail Serftnide, held Friday
4iiidni9hliOtiDrientatiori^eak«^^oi^ihii^t€ond##
East Hail walked away with the honors. See related phototi
page 4«
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lUTtfkwalvi T . « « » M . . ^ « >
by Mark
Lawson
A new program designed to
help students With career choice
is now in the making. Entitled
ACCESS, the program is being
spearheaded by Cynthia Greer,
Associate Dean of Students in
charge of career counseling and
placement.
Greer describes the new career
advancement program as an "ex*
ternship" which she hopes will
eventuaUy develop into an internship, "Weare selecting alumni as
career advisors to take students
into their individual career situa-

i.I^»>_

^1
L - 1 ^ .
. Jl . 1 *
l l
1 .„u .
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. . . .
tions,"" she
explains,
adding
that
" stated
that
the
office -. "sees
the
the program is mainly for fre^h-. advantage in keeping the alumni
men and sophomores, since theV\ close to the students."
are usually the ones most unsure
Greer explained that since the
about the career they want to school can't pay the way for outpursue. "They've read about of-town alumni to come tb Henthmgs, but they need to have drix, volunteers would probably
some on-hand experience."
be invited to some special event
The process of gathering alum- ort campus which would be coornus volunteers has already begun, dinated with a one-day orientaand Greer says that not only tion. She expects the program to
alumni in central Arkansas, but get underway in January.*
from all over the state, will be
inyolyed. Stressing the importance
ACCESS is not an original
of help being provided by the creation of Hendrix College. In
Alumni (Development) office, she faict, Greer, says that "dimilar pro-

.

.

.

.

grams have been very successful
at several liberal iarts colleges" in
the country. The concept is not
entirely new to Hendrix,- either.
According to Greer, some individual departments have involved
alumni in career planning programs in the past, but such a
program has never been centralized.
Already, Hendrix has acquired
60 alumnus volunteers from
arOund Arkansas who were previously recommended by faculty
members.
Once the program is underway,

.

.

.

.

...
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students will need only to express
a desire for exposure to a particular career situation to be involved. As it stands now, ACCESS
will simply involve a visit with an
alumnus in a job situation. Greer
expressed future hopes that it
would eventually consist of actual
on-the-job training, or an internship.
More specifics on ACCESS
should be available in December.
I'll be going around to dorms and
putting up vanous announcements," says Greer,
^
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DOUBLE FEATURE
Gay Divorcee ^^^^^^^^^^^
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Friday, October 2, Staples
FREE ADMISSION
"Ascending", the new addition to Bailey Libraiy.

Democrats to
organize tonight
f
\

Tonight, October 1, at H m
p.m. in Mills C a meeting is to be
held for the purpose of organizing
a Young Democrats chapter on
the Hendrix campus. Special
guests will include Mike Ross,
president of College Young
Democrats^ Vince Insalaco, state
president of the Young Demo-*
crats; and Ann Henderson, Democratic national Committeer

woman trom Arkansas.
Significant interest was shown
among students at the Campus
Activities Pair, held before
classes began, to warrant ttying to
establish a club. Mr. Bob Meri*
wether, professor of Histoid and
Education, has volunteered to
serve as the club's advisor, provided there is enough student
interest in it*

The familiar terrain, of the
library has been altered by a new
attraction, and Hendrix has acquired a new work of art.. On
Wednesday morning, September
30, the sculpture. "Ascending"
was formally dedicated in the
foyer of the Olin C. Bailey Library,
"Ascending" is a gift to the
college from Mrs. Ann Harrell in
memory of her parents, Virgil C.
Harreli and Leona W. Harrell.
Mrs. Harrell and the sculptress,
Mrs, Dena Madole, met with
Director of Development Dave
Gearhardt in June of 1979 and
decided on the library as the site
for the work. This donation was
made a part of the ^'Continuity
and Renewal" program under
then*President Roy Shilling, and
Mrs. Madole stated that she
sought to "make a visual metaphor for that cohcept.*' .-^
**I then went home and pro*
ceded to work," she continued.
The sculpture was made of native
Arkansas materials where pos*
sible, including black marble from
the area around Batesville. The
bronze apex was forged at Okla*
homa City, and the time spent at
the founii^ and m arranging for
the materials was nearly one year
from the originai conception' of
the work.
*-Ascending" is an interesting
and striking piece, and at first
glance appears to be two sculptures placedinproxunity. Smooth
rectangular pillars of fine*grained
wood are suttnounted by smaller
rectangular marble pedestles wheh
carved faces. The bronze woriOit
top consists of two swpf^ing
human figures, 'traiinf^^orward
and back over the edges of the
marble: A small bron^ie plaque
detailing the donation and memorial is affiseed to the front of tbe
leading pillar.

ll

C o n t i n u e d from p a g e 1
added that "so many of the volunteers came back." DuVall gives
much of the credit for the success
of the Volunteer program to Jon
Guthrie, counselor and chaplain
at Hendrix. "If it hadn't been for
Jon's recruiting and planning, organizing would have been a very
difficult endeavor," says DuVall.
"He provided a lot of encouragement and screen volunteers before they got to me."
DuVall is particularly i;^set
since their was md evaliJation of
cost-effectiveness prior to the announced closing. "I wish that the
powers-that-be could have come
and visited our program before
they made this decision," he says.
In addition, he genuinely fears for
some of the clients that haye
forcibly been returned to the
streets or poor home situations,
since they have no alternative for
help. "I don't know what's going
to happen to them. Some of the
clients are so desperately in
need -' and there's no program for
them..I just don't understand it."
Referring to the tremendous
amount of concern from parents
and friends of the clients that
DuVall has been dealing with

since he has begun discharging
residents; he maintained that it
would take "this kind of people to
get things swayed back." He perceives that youth and mental
health services are being cut severely everywhere, saying!that "it
doesn't look too encouraging for
the future."
Praise for the facility comes
from outside, top. State Commissioner E. Russell Baxter, on
announcing news of the cuts, said
the center is possibly unmatched
in the country. He also stated that
the combined earning power of $5
million for clients was increased
to $26 million after going through
the" rehabilitatiOii~programs: He
termed the Reagan program "a
shame", saying that it was "concerned with balancing the budget
and not with individual programs."
Peggy Schneider, Director of
Independent Living Services, Inc.
in Conway, called the Rehab
Center "one of the most professional in the.state and maybe in
the nation." She also questioned
the economic reasoning ofthe cut,
maintaining that the program
"actually makes money for the
state" since clients learn to sup-

The discharge of the Rehabilitation Center's clients has left the facility virtually empty.

port themselves insteadof relying
on government aid.
Additional praise for the center
and regret at its .closing. comes
from the Hendrix campus. Guthrie,
the Hendrix" chaplain working
closely with DuValfin screening
volunteers for the program, described it as "first-rate." Acknowledging that the center probably
viewed Hendrix as extremely
helpful becanse of its large participation in the volunteer program,
he added that it had been **a great
laboratory for students*' which
provided a "meaningful, deep inGayle Roller, a senior educa* , "tried to find out what the volun
volvement."
tion major, was a volujiteer at the teers were interested in" so that
Couch Hall Head Resident Sue
Conway Rehabilitation Center for he conld give theia appropriate Wonderland considers the closing
three years. She was also involved cases. He says that the volunteers ironic, since Hendrix was beginin this year's thrust for increased "provided a warm friendship" for ning a big push for volunteers this
volunteer work. "I had spent the the clients wMch helped to re- year* She was going to be heavily
sveekend |before registration) store self"Confidence.
involved in a campaign to recruit
Balling people." She didn't find
Gayle still keeps in contact with new volunteers, which was tohave
out that the Center was being some-of the clients that she has begun at registration. Last year,
closed by the Reagan Administra- worked with, and says that one Hendrix provided 88 volunteers,
ion nntil the middle of that week. has since '*married, become pro- about tbiee times as many as
"It's pretty sad," she com- ductive in society and has a job." tJGA did, but Wonderland says
nenied about the move. "It gave She sees herself as an "anchor" that was low. "We've had at least
hem somewhere to go." She says for clients who have moved from 50 regularly." She recalls being at
;hat the clients "didn't have any the Center. Like many other voove or friendship." She sees the lunteers, she spent her thne
oaoit important service prbvided taking clients to the movies, the
3y the center as having enabled fair and meals out. Even though
he clients to "find out that some- she was committed to o:nly one
really cares, and will help hour of work a week, she says that
she often spent more.
get on their feet."
Conceeding that not every case
volunteers- like Gayle were was a success, Gayle says that ".05
for work and then percent of the experiences are^
:irst s
a training program at good ones," adding, that "the pro
3Ut
, Voluntas Coordinator gram helped me as much as it did
^ary
explained that he the -girls." .

registration. "I had just taken the
first application when Jon told
me." The stack of applications
which had been available for five
ininutes was removed. "We didn't
have time to do much more than
respond;" she added. "I was surprised that it hit me as hard as it

did."
Cuts were expected by people
at the Hendrix end and at the
Rehabilitation Center as well as
state officials, but as Supervisor
Brown said a day after the closing
was announced, "We didn't know
it would be this much."
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With the temperature
hovering around 50 degrees, Hendrix's freshmen men spent the first
wee hours of Saturday
morning, September 19,
serenading in the traditional '^Shirttail" fashion
around campus.
The program, which
was taken to the four
girls' dorms, began with

Couch Hall doing a few
country-pop tunes to the
light of a campfire and
dreissed in true cowboy
attire^Martin Hall followed with some current top 40 favorites,
then Hardin Hall, the
largest. group wifh 55
singers, serenaded with
some oldies but goodies. East Hall finished

by Derek Lowe
In the words of its statement of
purpose, Anmesty International
is — "a worldwide human rights
organization which works impartially for the release of prisoners
of conscience: men and women
detained anywhere for their beHefs, color, ethnic origin, sex,
religion Or language . . .'* This
definition is found on every piece
of AI material, and "basically
explains the rationale" for the
formation of an AI Campus Network group at Hendrix, according
to Dr. Garrett McAinsh.
Dr. McAinsh, the group's faculty advisor, pointed out that the
organization was formed last
spring, but that there really
wasn't enough to make the campus aware of their activities. This
year, however, they plan a wide
range of events and campaigns
using materials from ,the national
Campus Network. The mostregu-

the program, featuring
a scene from the musical "South Pacific."
Freshmen girls viewing the Shirttail Serenade cast their votes
for their favorites, and
made East Hall the winner of the event for the
second
consecutive'
year.

GMAT tests scheduled
1981; January 23; and March 20, test scheduled for the summer.
The GMAT is a test designed to
1982 arid on Wednesday ev\|inng,
June 23, 1982. The Wednesday provide one predictor of acadeevening test in June is the only mic performance in graduate
management school. Scores are
currently used by about 710 gra-^
duate schools of management in"
D
CONARKVILLAGE
the United States and abroad.
COWVVAY.ARKANSAS 72032
GMAT registration materials
are available locsilly from Cynthia
\NE HAVE WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOB
Greer in Career Counseling and
Placement or by writing to
ORGANICALLY GROWN
Q^^^,Q ^
GMAT, Educational Testing SerKARDESSA STRINGBEAN vice, Box 966, Princeton, NJ
HQPP
08541,
and many rriore
The GMAT fee for candidates
AW Btuderrts deceive 12%% DiscQurit on all Merohandlse
registered at published domestic
' •/\ excludingsaie:.»tems^
test centers (in the "0,8., Guam,
Puerto Hico, U.S. Virgin Islands,
and U.S. territories) is $27,00.
For candidates tested in other
countries the fee is $32,00.
GMAT registration forms ^and
test fees must be postmarked on
or before the registration deadlines announced in the Bulletin. A
$4 late fee is charged for registration (domestic centers only) postmarked during the late registration period. Procedures and fee&
for testing at supplement^ary centers not listed in the Bulletin are
described in the Bulletin.
In cases of emergency candidates may register at the test
With Ttiis CoujjMi
centers on a day-of-test standby
basis if sufficient space and test
materials are available after all
preregistered candidates have.
Offer expires Oct* IS, 1S81 »been admitted. There is no -gua1 Good Miskli dty I M s ftiify.
„rantee that space for day-of-test
standby registrants will be available. To be admitted on this basis
a candidate must present a com*
pleted registration form and a
check or money order for the
replar test fee plus anradditional'
•$10 service fef. The late fee does
fof staridb^ • registra*

The winning serenaders of East Hall featured excerpts from
"South Pacific" as part of their routine.

The Graduate Management
Admission Test" (GMAT) will be
offered during 1981-82 on three
Saturday mornings, October 24,
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Martin Hail's freshmen serenade with the gentle touch.

Remember Goat Roast '81?

"Did y m ilka th©- :T*ahirts7 How aboyt t t e %
Off Oampus shirts, or last yaafs tcfe Hookey
snins

The largest group was from Hardin Hall, seen here dancing
their way into the*hearts of freshmen wdmen.

Hendrix students and faculty
gathered in Staples auditorium
last week for opening convocation, marking the beginning of a
new academic year.
The ^ welcome was given, by
Stacy Sells, student senate pre^
sident, svho took the opportunity,
to encourage students to become
more involved with their surroundings in order to not Ipse
touch with the **Hendrix system."
She appealed to students to
change the mood of the campus
by actively correcting flaws which
could make the campus ineffective. Sells also challenged each
student to **set forth to improve
the Campus potential," which she
feels is even more possible because of the diverse groups of
people. These people "allow us to
have many Ideas/* said Sells. She
expressed the hope that students
would stop complaining and take
time to individually address prob^
lems that concern them.
Finally* Miss Sells greeted Dr.
Joe B. Hatcher, Hendrix's new
president.
Dr. Hatcher began his remarks
by giving his definition ofa convo- -.4
cation: "A ceremonial occasion
that plays a working role in our
Hves." He said many alumni re^ '4
member the Hendrist convpcations in this way.
Dr. Hatcher has even stronger
feelings about the clasdromn;
which he regards as the *'most
important** part of the campus.
He told students that enrichment
ofthe academic part of the cottege
is done by meeting people. "It
fosters the leaming experience,'*
Hatcher said.
I- Dr. Hatcher commented on the
strong community feeling at Hen-* II
drix and he examined several I
reasons for ihh^ To begin with, he I ,
recognized the capabilities of
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their area of greatest interest was
being ignored. "We initially tend
attract a more liberal sort of
person", he admitted, but emphasized strongly that Amnesty
International tries to be as nonideological as possible. The group
is actively seeking to attract students of all political persuasions.
Groups associated with political issues, whether directly "or
indirectly, have had a, somewhat
uneven history at Hendrix. Dr.
McAinsh sees a mbre certain future for the AI campus chapter,
though, stating that what the
group really needs is a small
group of people each year who are
truly willing to work: "The interest is here". Students interested
are urged to contact Bruce Jones,
(Box 33.8) or Dr. McAinsh.

AVALON HILL
Selection on Hand
Special Order- No Obligation.

students and encouraged the
freshmen class. He also noted the
quality of the faculty and the care
they show toward Hendrix students;
Another interest of Dr.
Hatcher's concerned the physical
plan of the Hendrix campus. He
expressed enthusiasm over the
improvements of Martin Hall,
which "have added beauty to the
overall plan of Hendrk."
Residential lifte is a "key in the
development of a sense of comnmnity," he said.
In addition, Hatchei' addressed
Hendrix's financial position,
saying that financial stability
"depends on what we are able to
do with the college.** Adequate
solutions to the financial situa^
tions include the need, for a large
endowment since federal loan
cutbacks have hurt many students. He also contended that
there will be more renovation
needed over the next few years.
Dr. Hatcher concluded his remarks by welcoming Hendrix students to meet and talk with him
whenever they saw himon
campus.
*

by Betsy Singleton

Why use your gas? I
We'll deliver right to I
your d o o r . . .
i

FREE i

Iar of these will probably be the with the bookstore and the report of an informer'in London.
Urgent Action appeals, which are library, KHDX and the bulletin The Hendrix group hopes to prosent to the local groiips twice a board space open to theni in the duce enough letters to aid in his
month. These are casesheets Campus Center.
release, but Amnesty Internagiving details of prisoners who are
The chapter has also picked tional does not claim credit for
being tortured, are in need of one particular prisoner to con- specific releases of prisoners.
immediate medical attention, or centrate on for the year, astudent
One significant problem with
have "disappeared". The prime named Jarbon currently jailed in an organization such as AI is
activity of the local grovfp is to Libya. He has been imprisoned vulnerability to charges of bias in
begin and organize letter-writing before, and was recently sent to a generally politically aware encampaigns to the appropriate London on a propaganda mission vironment such as Hendrix.
governments or officials involved. to speak to Libyan students there, McAinsh pointed out that a perAnother activity, a more gen- ostensibly to inform them that ceived concentration on Comeral and long-term one, is the treatment of students still m munist countries niight bring criCounty Campaign. Each group Libya was much better than was ticism from more liberal observers,
selects one country from a list to being pubHcized. He appears to while a seeming concentration on
concentrate? ^on . during the fall : have told them of his past impri- right-wing regimes could bring
term. These countries are chosen sonment instead, and was seized criticism from conservative obfor their "particularly flagrant on his return to Libya due to the servers — each group feeling that
and widespread" human rights
violations, and the campaign may
involve petitions, letter writing,
and general publicity and educational events. The Hendrix
group's country will be Yugoslavia
this term, and they plan to work

Presidents speak
at convocation
A western fiavoPv)/as provided by Cpuch Hail.

October h 1981

International group gets involved

Tradition continues

Freshman men serenade in shirttail
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A visit with the president's wife
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Lisa Roberts
lima (Jail Hatcher could be the_
mother of any Hendrix student.
• Sitting upright in a stylish highback chair, Hendrix*s new first
lady folds her hands neatly in
proper, ladylike fashion on her
lap. Her short, neatly styled salt
.,_??^d„™Bepper.-li'air.irames..Ajace
alive with contradictions - soft
and yet strong, prudent and yet
y compassionate. Bright blue eyes
convey a sense of fulfillment and
confidence, a look found in those
secure in their accomplishments.
Simply put, Hatcher looks happy,
' *'I guess," she said, ''it's kind of
a dream come true, coming to
Hendrix."
Since^ her arrival in Conway,
however, her life could best be
described as busy if not down
right hectic, hi the past eight
weeks she has entertained 240
people, give or take a professor or
student or two. And she prepared
all the food herself.
','1 feel like if someone is coming
to my house I should fix the food,"
she said.
An experienced schoolteacher,
Hatcher says she has no plans at
the moment to resume teaching.
She says she plans on staying •
home.
"There are a lot of things I like
to do and now I'll get, a chance to
do them," she said.
Her hobbies range from needle-*
work, sewing and quilting to
watercolor, reading and niaJdng
rugs. Once she made and sold 19
dolls s^ she could afford to accompany her husband on a trip to
'-..New York. •-.,''.
;•'-',;-:
.'. Glancing, around the house that:
ex-President Shilling built, one
wotild think that all Hatcher has
ever done is art^ and craffcs. Every
rooBft in the /house has her personal, touch: quilted pillows onthe

couch, Hardanger embroidery on
the wall, a watercolor here, adrawing there. Yet these were
done on the side. Her main task
• for the last 20 years has been
raising children.
The Hatchers have three children J Greg, Geoffry and Gailyn,
aged 20, 18 and l'7 respectively.
Greg is a junior at Alma College in
Alma, Mich. Geoffry ha$ recently
enlisted in the army and is presently stationed at Fort Knox.
Gailyn is a senior at Conway High
School. She is concentrating in
Forensics and wants to be a
lawyer.
Hatcher said she doesn't think
that her family is under much
pressure to be a model family.
"There is always some pressure," she said. "You always want
your children to act nice around
your friends."
"I suppose that after the first
15 times your children embarrass
you, you quit thinking about it in
those terms and start thinlcing
about them instead of what other
people think," she said.
"I guess if we were a model
family it would be nice. But Ifeel a
lot of our trials and tribulations
are over. I'm becoming more and
more tolerant in my old age," she
said.
While she is no longer teaching
children how to behave she is still
in the teaching business. Sugar,
Hatcher^s 4-year-old white Spitz,
is so well trained she will not enter
(Right) A tribute to son Scot,
the living room even when called
because she knows she^s not who didn't get a room*
(Below\ An tique glass bottled
allowed to. Hatcher has also
decorate the entry room
taught her to apeak, shake and
play dead.
window.
"She*s really nay dog because I
love her the most," said Hatcher.
"In fact, Gailyn says I love her'
(Sugar) more than I do them,** she
said.
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Irma Gait Hatcher
(Upper left) Table Is set for
evening dinner
party.
(Upper right) Handmade
lace accents the fireplace.
(Right) "Sugar" helps greet
guests to the Hatcher
home. (Below right) Handmade pillows enhance the
living room, (Below left)
MrSriHatcher chats in a
casual atmosphere of **formal" living room. •
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The big issue of the year
This past Monday, the student-faculty
committees met for the first time this year.
Although every one of these has great
importance in the life of Hendrix, the decisions of the curriculuin comniittee will be
the most far-reaching, since the biggest item
on the agenda is the General Education
issue. The proposals being brought to debate could drastically change the complextion of the school*s curriculum, and we
therefore urge all the members to consider
every aspect of the issue carefully. It would
not be in anyone's best interest to speed up
the debate solely for the sake of including
any changes in next year's catalogue* At the
same time, however, efficiency should be a
characteristic of the committee's work, so
that unnecessary delay is not allowed.
For those who might feel that students are
not receiving as high quality an educaition as
they should simply because they are given so
much choice over curriculum as freshmen,

IS
1.

' = • : :

two things should be considered* First, strict;
general education requirements in many
schools have led to a waste of time for aome
students, either because of irrelevance or
because pre-conceived negative ideas are
formulated'by students because they are*
required to take a course. Secondly, every
course in a truly liberal arts College should ,
be a general education course, so that even
with minimal requirements like the ones at
Hendrix, a well-rounded education is acquired by all students.
Certainly, a thorough examination of the
Hendrix curriculum is always worthwhile, as
long as those examining make the liberal
•arts ideal their top priority. Hendrix can
never make the assumption that it has
reached perfection. However, we have
achieved excellence, which necessitates that
any further steps be made much more
cautiously if we are to guard against
stepping backwards.

Page 9

I don't think that "bated breath*' is what I'm waiting with, and
"eager anticipation" just isn't the expression I'm looking for
either. Maybe it^s. just a (for now).detached curiosity. Each of
my years at Hendrix has been characterized by a focus oh one
issue, and I'm curious (yes, that was the word after all) to see
what it might be this time around.
My freshman year, nuclear power was the issue with the most
staying power. Despite differences in dialect that led it to be
called "nu-clee-ar", "newclear" and even "noo-cue-lar" power,
everyone seemed to know just what everyone else was talking
about. And no matter what your views were on the subject, it
usually seemed like you had never seen so many people with the
wrong ones. If you could get your daily jollies off seeing two
people who each had all the facts contradicting one another at
^
, > . Continued on page 9
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Decisions

How much should
we know?

Minn««ooliii Tribune

Falwell's welcoming party

by Ben Harmon
^'•°"' * * growth of these cells and
The following article is ' de- from their metabolic products, a
signed to give a bit of perspective ' tta.ned health professional can m
to a problem of medical as well as ?"""?•« *«» '"he fetus or unborn
social interest. I amnot defending =Wd is developmg normally
any particular viewpoint on the Amniocentesis is not without
issue, but I do wish to present the. "sk-approximately 4.5% of all
arguements as clearly and as ob- «°'"^" examined underwent a
jectively as possible,
• thereput.c abortion due -to an
As early as 1957 amiocentesis infection as a result of amniocenwas being used to determine the ^esis. There is no way to put any
genetic makeup of fetuses or un- P^r cent accuracy on amniocenborn children. Since then much tesis because of the number of
has been done to improve the variables rnvolved--any contamitechniques of amniocentesis.
natmg blood or bacteria can cause
Amniocentesis is a procedure the tests to give erroneous data
which involves takmg amnionic and result mneedlesstenmnation^
fluid M m the mother and per- ^f pregnancie$^ or m the^birth ol
We shotdd cottsider ourselves hicky to
tensive lighting which have agreed to use the
forming tests on the fetal cells ^ ^ a ^ ^ ^
have the Daedalus production of *Pippin'
Auditorium. Fortunately, Tippin' does not
presentin the fhiidto determine if "«^^ ^y health professionals are
coming to campus this month. There were
require much lighting, and the company is
Siefetusappearstobeanormally ^ J " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ themselves.
several ^xioiis hours before the contract
able to make do.
developing embryo or child.
^t^J^^^"^*!"^ f TF^^tr
was fmally signed. The problems wasri't
Heridrix has let Staples go too long
But What about amftiocentesis? birth defect that is undetectable
money, but rather. Staples Auditorium. It
without repair, and as yet there are no
What is it? . . .Amniocentesis ^ , any means, induding
was not mitil the cjrew had made anrange?
coricret signs that renovation will begin
hivolves taking about 10 to 20 amniocentesis.^
^ . ,
ments to accomodate the poor stage and
soon. Yet, administration has often exmilliletei« ofthe clear yellow fluid ^Now that wehave agoodideacrf
lighting conditions that they agreed to come.
pressed its concern about the auditorium's
suwrounding the fetus or unbom what amniocentesis is, we can ask
situation and a desire, to have it remodeled.
l i t e abhorrent shape that the Auditorium
child, known as amnionic fluid, o^^^^
We hope that the renovation of Staples wiii
finds itself in has prevented the Social.
Ibllowed by centrifugation to W ready to take upon ourselves
Committee irom booking any notable musk, b a placed high enough on the priority list so
separate the fetal cells present, the reponsibihty ^ selecting our
that talk stops and action starts. It is an
cal acts that require reasonably good sound
Ti^se cells are then placed on own offspmi^ It doesn t take a
embarrassment for the school that leads to
equipment. Neither have there been any
mutrient media at conditions that S^stermmd to see visions of
»oMment within the community.
major acting companies that require exsimulate those in which the fetus Huxety s Brave New World. Isn t
or unbom child is developing, a^^^ion
nameiffor
On the another
other hand,
themur
ab*
der?
normal person is a greater burden
to society than the normal person,
then why should such things be
allowed to happen if they can be
It seems Mr. Lawson's skepti- "X**, Stacy and Jim MclQnzie prevented? Why shouldn't we
In reply to Mark Lawson's com* more long-range view of the unments about Ronald Reagan's employment-inflation tradeoff in cism is a very well-founded virus were kind enough to donate their better our race by, if necessary,
economic policies, Xget the faring order to avert serious economic running through Democratic Party time and construct somei;empor- manipulation of the human gene
impression that Mark does not consequences stemming from our circles everywhere. Some skepti- ary shelves for $47.00. For this I pool? Why should someone be
bom if we knew they would suffer
only interpret Reaganomics incor- previous administration's ittepti- cism is expected espeeialiy in owe them my thanks.
Uiifortuttatley, due to irrespon* their whole life through?
rectfer, but also doesn't understand tude. Reagan didn't "choose" un- light of the GOFtidal wave victory
The conflict facing us as eon**
basic economics. First of all* Ifiwd employment over inflation* In or- last fall This skepticism repre* sible and inaccurate reporting,
it veiy difficult to beUeve that der to curb thefast acceleration of sents a last gasp effort to cling to facts, such as those above, c«in be temporary Amerieans in this matReagan has said he is ttying to inflation, a short-term period of the dying Keynesian economics twisted out of context to read as ter appears to be Society vs. the
model his economic policies after unemployment is necesary until where big government is synony- follows: **One Senator has dis- Individual-a cbriliict which some,
those of Calvin Coolidge's era. I infiationai^ expectations are te mows with Clod idmighty.
closed that KHOXaskedfor $500 if ij^t most of us will have to deal
aiso IM to see the reiationship vised downward. In the long run,
_:
, ^^
to make shelves that were later ^ t h .
Denmi
Schuett^
j^un^
for $47* If this toly charLet me reemphasize that I am
between teUhig movie stories and it is not a question of inflation
the resulMng harm lo the ofHce of versusunemployment, but.of high
acteri^es the nature ofthe station's ftot presenting what is **right'* —
President I am willuig to wager versus low inflation.
proposals, then the flat denial of have presented this as objectively
that Jimmy's discussions with Amy
/ o,
$1,900 was justified." This was as I know how. i only urge that you
Thirdly, I feel inflation is very
actually printed in this year's first truly think about your decision,
over nuclear proliferation greatly understandable and under the
A letter to the editor:
Profile without any attempt to and deeply consider ALL of tha
overshadows Ronnie's reminiscing actions of the past administraYou just can't always get what get both sides of the story.
factors and possible outcomes
over movies.
/ tion,vei^ expected. Inflation is an
As long as we're on the subject involved in amniocentesis, includSecondly, Reagan's eeonomie unavoidable consequence result- you want. That's a fact of life that
policies are much different than jng from excess money creation eveiyone must leam to live with, of KHDX finances, consider this: ing^abortion.
I will s£iy that my mind is made
the spend, print money, borrow, necessary to finance a growing myself included. That's why I with a budget of $13,800 and
and inflated characteristics of the^ deficit caused by wasteful spend- wasn't too upset when I was approsdmately 5000 scheduled up about this issue. Ask me about
Caftef and o^er^eniocraEic ad- lig^ typically associated with a informed by Stacy Sells that my hours of programs, KHDX costs it if you wish.
ministrations. Mr. Lawson has n^ Bemocratie administration. In ad- request of $500.00 for new shelves^ 76 cents per program hour. To me
M infbrmation came
severely limited view of Hiiilips' , dition,, as • a by-product of lower• for KH0% was; turned down, for-'
that sounds like the best deal on BARLY DIAGNOSIS OF HUll^^vr0naiym^as^tlng<ln|^g4l©rt---tfiiI^
imn Harris, eiitar.
leBii. Eeagaii lias aiiaplf taken a est rates to allli-iatelji fall. mmti. storap proliteitt at

An empty stage

A narrow view of the economy
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Continued from page 8
every point, then it could Well have been a happy year.
- Somehow, though, nuclear power seenTed to lose its steam, so
to speak, as last year got underway. The election over^
shawdowed it then, and there's no use in even trying to describe
how much fun a national election can be for politically-minded
animals. Not to mention the returns, but not even a good pizza
would have made them palatable to many that night.
Well, enough of the past. I'll place my bet early and say that
this year's campus arguing point will be Reagan's economic
program, or the administration's foreign policy if something
dramatic happens. Our editor seems to have cast his lot this
way, too, if last week's editorial is any indication. '*.,. sit back
and watch Reaganomics crumble", indeed! Well, to be honest, if
^^^^'^ f.P^.'^S .1^..!^® .^*^lMggie |or this year, I can hardly wait. If
people are going to confuse Reagan's, economics with Keynes
. and call it the "old economics",, then we habitual arguers could
really have a banner year in store for us.
You see, no "skeptical Democrat'* is going to just "sit back"
while a policy so foreign is being carried out. Not any more than
I sat back during Carter's term of office or his economic
programs, all four or five of them. And there is no way that I will
encourage anyone who has doubts to sit back or tell anyone who
has confidence not to voice i t I can only ask such people to know
whereof they speak. At times I almost agree with writer Harlan
Ellison, who has said that no one simply has a right to their own
opinion. You have a right to your informed opinion, and any
other type is worse than useless; it is markedly harmful.
All this is water that has not yet gone over hte dam, to
macerate a metaphor. Perhaps next time this column can get
down to some serious contention. If that goes well, then perhaps
we can get some letters to the editor for the next one typed in
flourescent orange ink or somethmg. I can feel the whole cycle
starting up again, rumbling a bit in the distance . . . and you
know,I think that I really have missed it.

_by Alan Pennington
Maybe they are ignorant, or feel me iri the van and we prepared to
U.K. . . . Maybe we. shouldn't patriotic, or are genuinely humble depart under the keen supervision
have been there; but how often in their reUgious convictions. I of a coiiple of dozen poHce and
does one get to see a real-life don't know. One thing I do know Moral Majority ushers. As we
celebrity in Vilonia, Arkansas? is that history is full of atrocities pulled onto the highway we hoped
Anyway, here's how it went.
committed in the name of some they would take a long, hard look
. The Gazette announced that religious diety or other and that at the van's rear bumper sticker
on Sunday, September 13, Jerry Jerry Falwell's particular inter- which is becoming increasingly
Falwell, leader and founder of the pretation of scripture smacks of a popular in more liberal circles.' It
Moral Majority, would be preach- conservative fanaticism that one reads:
mg at the Vilonia First Baptist might call fascism.
The Moral Majority is Neither
Church. I mentioned it to a few •Anyway, the others soon joined
• Amen. '
others and before I knew it, Carrie
W. had a van full of people organized to go and see Jerry F. for
• ourselves. Off we went.
Now don^t get me wrong. We all
by M a r k Lawson
^ t up there v^^^
"You just can't put into print the* feelm^^^ the impact of citizens, and in the long run, we will revert to discrimination,
nfj^:^S^
what'shappeningouthere,*'saidafrustratedGaiyDuVallinan smce society, meluduig employers, will know that those who are
not quite stable have no place to go for help, and therefore m^^^^
^ w ^ l ^ s S S ^ i t ^ S S i-temewa^
ormoral fortitude. We just wanted where he has woiked for 17 years. Since he fbund out from probably be a liability, A new polarization will take place. That's
toknowif these people, the Moral Washmgton that the doors would have to be locked, he's been not vague, romantic speculation — that's cold reality. But, of
Majority, were for real. They are. saddled with the responsibility of retuming mentally ( ^ d course, we must balance the budget
Washington insists that we must eliminate the food stamp
Arriving late, we were ushered emotionally disturbed clients into a world they can't handjfe
offto the "overflow rodm" (it was
DuVall and 126 other Arkansas employees who have thrust black market and welfare-fraud, and nobody would disagree
packed) to watch the service on their life mto making thousands of individuals more productive with that. Buit; every underpriveleged citizen knows that*s just
closed circuit TV. Our blue jean and providing love and warmth where it has rarely or never been the beginning of federalbudget cuts. Why mtist they be the ones
attire attracted a coupleof state experienced before were left aghast. The government has said to sacrifice? Why can't the wealthy proportionally sacrifice the
troopers^ho kept a watcMul eye ^ ^ ^ ^ u ^ ^ ^on't have tbe funds to balance the budget and same as everybody else, so we can all sacrifice less? Oh, we'll
take care of the needy after awhile. But firsts we must balance
rememberwhetlLrthS^hutS^ ' P^^i^e h u ^
'
eyes or not during the prayer "®^^'"^^® ^ne budget. This perfectly expresses the basic " the""Budget, ^
Lately,, I've heard a lot about the disappearance of that great
though.) The local minister be^an niisconception in the budget-cutting mood of the country. Our
a lengthy introduction of Jeriy F., leaders find it easy to consider the economics of the question American who used to .always help his neighbor m d extend a
calling him * 'the greatest moral without speaking of human need, but when the rhetoric switches friendly hand without the help of his government. He probably
leader in this countiy, a man all to the general welfare of the needy, economics always enter into left in disgust when his government abondoned slavery,
unproved mental health facilities -and began insisting that all
Americans could rally around," the issue. etc. However, before Falwell could
Perhaps the most irritating factor in the closing-if the rehab men are created equal. I don't think I miss him too much, and I
speak, the collection plate was facility is that nobody came to mrv&y the effectiveness of the think we would all rather see a bright future than dwell on a
passed around while^a trio-of Center before scrapping it. No one bothered to consider the fact bright past that never existed. We all need to examine priorities,
h ^ S r i S a r t C S ^ ^ ^ ^
the-earning power of so many Arkansans was being and re-enter the human factor in out thinking so that we'can
That's when my mind started ™^^^ased tremendously orthan tess stable people were finding restore a .move toward true comniuni^. But first, of courae.,. we
clicking. The scene reminded me ^^©ntity so that they could become more beneficial to their must balance the budget,
ofBert-alucd's film'1900" which environment just by being themselves. Nobody bothered to
The resurgence of Arkansas* Blue Laws last week In the
s with the rise and faE of consider that by deciding that the Center was dispensible,
Fascism in Italy in the first half of innumerable personal relationships would never get a chance to courts served to remind us of the embai*rasskgposition we as a
this century. The "part' th|t came " grow'or woiiid:be shattered,'or that individuals who are proneto public have' voted ourselves ,into:T" thought the awkward
tomindwas'the sc#ne in which the c;ause trouble on/the streets, would tak^^ the hint from their position for the judge of upholdmg ^ law he felt to be poor was
local Catholic • bishop • paased &: government m.d stay there. But, of cotirse, we must balance the comparable to the situation Attorney Genera! Steve Clark finds
himself in for having to defend the infamous Creation-Science
silver collection
plateInamid
weaitny
congregation
orderhis
to hudget
Reagan supporters often become enraged by; the media and law. 1 was a little surprised when i learned that the leader's of
raise money for Mussolini's Brown
The surrealistic effect Ber- Democratic political material which focuses^n a few isolated the state's Republican Party ^on^t consider themselves in an
taluoifei used was mirrored hy Fal- tear-jerker stores of families who suddenly can't reach their equally awkvirard position fbr having Frank White as their
well's efforts. tJnlike the movie, goals. Yet, 1 suspect that social service propams like thie leader. It is my sincere hope that the voters won't allow the^
though, 1 got up and left.
Rehabilitation Center are given low priority because stories tenure of Mr, While to be any more than an interruption in
Something else was unlike the circulate about afew isolated people who receive aid they might Arkansas* long range e i b r t to shed its "barefoot and BOttf'
;'
movie. The people in the Vilonia have been able to do without. In- the first place, a, top notch •^reputation. ' "••
church were not rich. The eollec- program like the one here in Conway is never a waste of time for
^ it it if it it .
tion plate was not silver, but, anyone, and secondly, you don't kill a person for having a • • Soon after the release of the first Profile, someone asked me
plastic, with a blue "He is the infection in his middle finger. But, of course, we' must balance ' if there wasa double meaninginthepictureof the interstate exit
Way" sticker on.the side. What the'budget, '; '
•sign on the-front page which read,'^'Hendrix Collega,. Next
all of this mean? How can
Speaking ftirther ^of isolated cases, the closing of the Gonway'. :• Right" Actually, the thbught.never.crossed my mind, but I was '
ese-people follow* a-man who
wants to turn- the clock back a Center is not one. It's happening eveiy where. Four such centers Intrigued by the idea. Even 'so» let me say that' despite our
p m i o a s position of feeing t#ia mllm- imm t h i atate heai*
tlioiisaHi years "aid treate a m- HOwKaiisas
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s m i i iiav©
^ W mreceivea
c e l w i : ' ^ine
' WpmK
i A ^ isiW M t M M ' ^ ^
cparters of,Moral Maforltyt-.I atli-hava feitk Th© lf©av Is
fee ICIioimlil • cwa 10 eoiislier the human factor, Hm Blmtt-Utm effect w i
s to-ao^ :iiooa qtie§""
„deli€ions„isrft.it? ..-"••
rising •erime rate; among mentally .and emotionally t e
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by Frank Arey
With two consecutive AIC
championship teams behind him,
Warrior Head Coach Cliff Garrison is challenged to repeat the
glories of his recent teams in the
upcoming season. Last year, the
Warriors brought home their second consecutive championship
'title in as many years, with a 23-5
record. By winning ovfer 20 games,
the 80-81 team maintained a fouryear streak of 20-win seasons.
Graduation claimed three top
Warriors last year: Lawson Pilgrim, with a first team All-American standing among his many
honors; Herman Hammons, named
All AIC, and Ken Branch. Leaders
as well as outstanding players,
these three will, be hard to replace.
As inside players, Hammons and

Pilgrim are leaving some big shoes
to fill.
However, the Warriors are returning three starters, including
two guards: 5-10 sophomore Kerry
Evans from North Little Rock,
and 5-10 senior Terry Burgess
from Forrest City. As point guard
during the 80-81 season, Evans
was an honorable mention All AIC
performer while averaging 14 points
a game as a freshman. Burgess,
after ^ transferring from Garland
County Community College, was
named the co-newcomer of the
year in the ^ AIC by the Arkansas
Democrat while averaging 13.3
points a game last season. Evans
and Burgess will bring a rapidpaced attack to the Warrior offense, while retaining their outstanding ball-handling abilities.

Forward Mark Calvin, a 6-6 junior
from Plumerville, returns for his
third stairting season. After, averaging 11 points a game last year
and playing key roles on the last
two championship teams, Calvin
should be set for an outstanding
junior year as an outside shooter.
Two part-tinie starters should
lend some strength to the crucial
inside positions — Jerry Don
Macon, a 6-Q junior from,Conway,
and Steve Parsons,, a^ 6-7
- . senior
.
from Garland, Texas. As a center,.
Macon is strong around the basket
and a good rebounder. Parsons
played key roles coming off the
bench, and should be in tune for a
fine senior year as a forwardcenter.
Other returning lettermen include 6-0 ^ophomore guard Rick

Duffield from DeWitt, 5-10 soph- man Lloyd Jackson, a 6-1 Allomore guard Anthony Kelly from State guard from Conway, freshLittle Rock, and 6-3 junior forward man Eric Brandon, a 6-6 forward
Mac ^cClanahan from Wynne, from Newport, and Junior Mike
All three gained valuable playing Teague, a center from Newport,
time on last year's championship
The crucial positions for the
team and should be ready to Warrior^ to fill this, year are the
inside spots. As far as ball handling
contribute even more.
A pair of newcomers to tbe and outside attacks'are concemed,
Warrior squad,will be expected to the team should pass with flying
provide s6iiiV rfelief at the forward . colors, but a large measure of the
posifionsi Tra'nsfer Brent Stal- ' team's success will "depend on
lings, a 6-2 junior from Marma- how well the gap left by Pilgrim
duke; will play either a tall guard and Hammons can be filled at the
or a small forward position. While key forward positions. Although
at his previous school, Central. the players who take over those
Baptist CoUege, Stallings averaged, ' places will be somewhat inexperi18 points per game and was named ^ enced, the de )th is there to proto the All-Arkansas Junior College. vide a comfort able margin of both
Conference squad. Freshman, strength and relief,
Robert Wright, a 6-3 forward'
As in recent years, the, AIC
from Conway, sef the overall state continues to get tougher from top
high school record.in the high to bottom. This year the confer
jump, with, a leap of 7-1. In .ence should be well balanced.
addition, he was named the out- According to Coach Garrison, "the
standing player in the Arkansas Warriors have a chance to continue
High School All-Star games. Other -their winning tradition and be in
valuable newcomers include fresh- the thick ofthe conference race."
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Monday's Results
East 2 27, Mecca 24
AA 12, CE 6
Boardwalk 6, MD 2
CD 12, GPA 6
KA's 24, East 0
Bourbon St. 2, Town 0 (forfeit)
Tuesday's Results
CE 28, Mecca 0
MD 15, East 8
AA12, CD 6
Boardwalk IB, East 6.
GPA 2, Town 0 (Forfeit)
KA's 18, Bourbon St. p

;

Wednesd|^^# Games (Women's)
Veasey vs. Raney
Galbway vs. CHOC
Thursday's Oames (Men'$)
Mecca vs. MD 4:00
CE vs. CD
East 2 vs. East
AA vs. Town 6:00
Boardwalk vs. Bourbon St.
GPA vs KA's
Monday's Games (Men's)
Mecca vs. CD 4:00
MD vs. East
CE vs. Town •
' r: •
East 2 vs, Bourbon St. 6:00
AA Vs. KA's
Boardwalk vs. GPA

America is third country for Barel
by Morgan Hubach
1 As one of the new faculty members here atHendrix Gollege, Dr.
Zeev Barel is rather unique in that
he is not a United States citizen.
Dr. Barel is the first Hendrix
professor whose origins are from
behind the Iron Curtain.
Dr. Barel's story is not unlike
one of those Russian spy thrillers
, that you watch on the la!te show.
He was born in Moscow during
Russia's post World War II baby
boom of 1946-47. Moscow was his
home for twenty-four years. In
that city he attended grade school
and high school. When asked to
compare American and Russian
high schools, Dr. Barel remarks,
^^Everything is quite standardized
in Russian schools. They use the
same books and the same teaching methods throughout the enture
country." Dr. Barel went on to say
that the urban high schools tended
to be better because of the jgiiversities in the cities. "Professors
from the universities would instruct special college level classes
for gifted students on Math,
Physics and Chemistry." Very
little emphasis is put on the Humanities and Social Sciences in
Russian schools.
After finishing high school, a
Russian must take, a rigorous entrance examination to attend college^ These entrance examinations
also determine the student's field
of study. The usual number of
applications to positions available
at a Russian college is eight to
one, but in Dr, BareFs case the
ratio was more like ten to one.
Once in the University of Moscow,
Dr. Barel studied Math and received his bachelor's degree. Barel
recalls that his college curriculum
was already chosen for him. "Once
your major was chosen you studied
only in that field, with the exception of one or two electives. The
only Social Studies in the college
for non-majors was required readings on Maixism and Communism.
Upon finishing his uttdergradu*
ate work at the University of
Moscow, Dr. Barel decided to
attempt immigration to Israel.
During the late sixties almost no
one was given permission to emigrate from the Soviet Union. In
1970 Dr, Barel began gathering
the necessary papers to apply for

SL

"Everything is quite standardized in Russian
scliools. They use the same books and the
same teaching methods throughout the entire
country.''
emigration. "My wife and I had no
idea the authorities would let us
leave the country. At first we were
only trying to draw attention to

And so with these two prerequisites. Dr. Barel enrolled at Wesleyan University in Middletown,
Connecticut.
When asked to comment on
Arkansas and the South, Dr. Barel
replied, "My friends in Connecticut told me that the people here
would be much different. But I
have not found much difference at
all" Dr. Barel also said that he
had not really seen much of Albkansas and was looking forward to
doing some travelling later on.
Earlier this month Dr. Barel
was featured in an article in another newspaper, which described
him as having a conflicting personality because he was a Soviet
and a Jew at the same time.
However, having come so far
against such.odds, his life suggests
that he knows exactly who he is
and where he is headed.

COUPON

ve $3.00 on any large Ken's pizio w $2.00 on
ony medium thin crust or smoll deep pan Ken's pizza.
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Offer expires Oct 6,1981
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the fact that there were many
people who wanted to emigrate,"
Dr. Barel was very surprised when
he was granted permission to

le^,ve in only three months. Now it
' takes six months to a year to get
|)ermission. He had several reasons for wanting to leave the
Soviet Union. "I disagreed with
what was going on in Russia and I
wanted to ,go to Israel. Also, I
wanted to continue my education."
Dr. Barel received his master's
degree ,at the Israel Institute of
Technology in Haifa, Israel.
. While in Israel, he became interested in a branch of Mathematics called Category Analysis. To
continue his education in* this
field required another move ~
this time to the United States.
Choosing a university in the
United States was difficult for Dr.
Barel. "I was looking for a school
that had a doctorate program and
a Math department with people
interested in Category Analysis."
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Graduation leaves big gaps for Warriors
by Fraiik Arey
' With two consecutive AIC
championship teams behind him,
Warrior Head Coach Cliff Garrison is challenged to repeat the
glories of liis recent teams in the
upcoming season. Last year, the
Warriors brought home their second consecutive championship
title in as many years, with a 23-5
record. By winning ovter 20 games,
the 80-81 team maintained a fouryear streak of 20-win seasons-.
Graduation claimed three top
Warriors last year: Lawson Pilgrim, with a first team All-American standing among his many
hqnors; Herman Hammons, named
All AIC, and Ken Branch. Leaders
as well as outstaiiding players,
these three wil). be hard to replace.
As inside players, Hammons and

Pilgrim are leaving some big shoes , Forward Mark Calvin, a 6-6 junior
from Plumerville, returns for his
to fill.
However, the Warriors are re- third starting season. After avetuming three starters, including raging 11 points a .game last year
two guards; 5-10 sophomore Kerry and playing key roles on the last
Evans from North Little Rock, two championship teams, Calvin
and 5-10 senior Terry Burgess should be set for an outstanding
from Forrest City. As point guard junior year as ah outside, shooter.
Two part-time • starters should
/during the 80-81 season, Evans
was an honorable mention All AIC lend some strength to the crucial
performer while averaging 14 points inside positions — Jerry Don
a game as a freshman. Burgess, Macon, a 6-Q junior from Conway, *
after transferring from Garland and Steve Parsons, a 6-7 senior
County, Community College, was from Garland, Texas. As a center,,
named the co-newcomer of the Macon is strong around the basket
year in the AIC by the Arkansas and a good rebounder. Parsons
Democrat while averaging 13.3 played key roles coming off the".
points a game last season. Evans bench, and should be in tune for a
and Burgess will bring a rapid- fine senior year as a forwardpaced attack to the Warrior of- center.
Other returning lettermen infense, while retaining their outstanding ball-handling abilities.' clude 6-0 ^ophomore guard Rick

\

by Morgan Hubc^ch
As one of the new faculty members here at Hendrix College, Dr.
Zeev Barel is rather unique in that
he is not a United States citizen.
Dr. Barel is the first Hendrix
professor whose origins are from
behind the Iron Curtain.
br. Barel's story is not unlike
one of. those Russian spy thrillers
', that you watch on the late show.
He was born in Moscow during
Russians post World War II baby
boom of 1946-47. Moscow was his
home for twenty-four yec^rs. In
that city he attended grade school
and High schopl. When asked to
compare American and Russian
high schools; Dr. Barel remarks,
''Everything is quite standardized
in Russian schools. They use the
same books and the same teaching methods throughout the entire
country." Dr, Barel went on to say
that the urban high schools tended
^to be better because of the yipiversities in the cities. "Professors
from the universities would instruct special college level classes
for gifted students on Math,
Physics and Chemistry." Very
little emphasis is put on the Humanities and Social Sciences in
Russian schools.
After finishing high school, a
Russian must take a rigorous entrance examination to attend college^ These entrance examinations
also determine the student's field
of:^ study. The usual number of
applications to positions available
at a Russian coUege is eight to
one, but In Dr. Barel's case the
ratio was more like ten to one.
Once m the University of Moscow,
Dr. Barel studied Math and received his bachelor's degree. Barel
recalls that his college curriculum
was already chosen for him. "Once
• your major was chosen you studied
only in that field, with the exception of one or two electives. The
only Social Studies in the college
for non-majors was required readhigs on Maticism and Communism.
Upon finishing his undergraduate work at the University of
Moscow* Dr* Barel decided to
attempt immigration to Israel.
During the late sixties almost no
one was given permission to emigrate from the Soviet Union. In
1970 D R Bare! began gathering
the necessary papers to apply for

\
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Intramural football
Monday's Results
East 2 27, Mecca 24
AA 12, CE 6
Boardwalk 6, MD 2
CD 12, GPA 6
KA's 24, East 0
Bourbon St, 2, Town 0 (forfeit)
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Tuesday's Results
CE 28, Mecca 0
MD 15, E a s t s
AA12, CD6
Boardwalk 13, East 6.
GPA 2, Town 0 (Forfeit)
KA*s 18, Bourbon St. 0

We WiirCompete"

ir

Wednesday's Games (Women's)
Veasey vs. Raney
Galloway vs. CHOC

FRi$H GROUND USDA CHOICE BEEF

Thursday's Games (Men*s)
Mecca vs. MD 4i00
CE vs. CD
East 2 vs. East
AA vs. Town 5:00
Boardwalk vs. Bourbon St.
GPA vs KA*s
is

Monday's Games (Men's)
Mecca vs. CD 4:00
MD ys. East

CE vs, Town
' ^
East 2 vs. Bourbon St. 5:00
AA irs* KA's
Boardwalk vs. GPA

— " " — ' —

—

—.—.
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''Everything is quite standardized in Russian
schools. They use the same books ahd the
same teaching methods throughout the entire
country.''
emigration. "My wife and I had no
idea the authorities would let us
leave the country* At first we were
only trying to draw attention to

I s!

the fact that there were mahy
people whp wanted to emigrate."
Dr. Barel was very surprised when
he was granted permission to
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Welcoming you back to school
our Fall Special. We are
's Original Nautilus
Fitness Center.
Fully equipped-18 different
machines and dead weight
Come see us at 15 Laurer Plaza,
across from Conway High School
or call at 327-4229.
Check out the HENDRIX Ice
I

tel. No.

;
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Dr. Zeev Barel

School Address

!•

And so with these two prerequisites, Dr. Barel enrolled at Wesleyan University in Middletown,
Connecticut.
When asked to comment oh
Arkansas and the South, Dr. Barel
replied, "My friends in Connecticut told me that the pepple here
would be much different. But I
have not found much difference at
all.** Dr. Barel also said that he
had not really seen much of Atkansas and was looking forward to
doing some travelling later on.
Earlier this month Dr. Barel
was featured in an article in another hewspaper, which described
him as having a conflicting personality because he was a Soviet
and a Jew at the same time.
However, having come so far
against such.odds, his life suggests
that he knows exactly who he is
and where he is headed.

ive $3.00 on ony lorge Ken's piiio or $2.00 on
ony medium thin crust or smoll deep pon Ken's pitta.
Offer not good with other coupons or promotions.
Offer expires Oct. 6,1981

fmimlHfH'
diiiiiAy'SiiEiMiiyrrgis

le^.ve in only three months. Now it
takes six months to a year to get
()ermission. He had several reasons for wanting to leave the
Soviet Union. "I disagreed with
what was going on in Russia and I
wanted to ,go to Israel. Also, I
wanted to continue my education."
^ Dr. Barel received his master's
degree ,at the Israiel Institute of
Technology in Haifa, Israel.
, While in Israel, he became interested in a branch of Mathematics called Category Analysis. To
continue his education in- this
field required another move —
this time to the United States.
Choosing a university in the
United States was difficult for Dr.
Barel. "I was looking for a school
that had a doctorate program and
a Math department with people
interested in Category Analysis."

COUPON

tel No

'^'

October 1, 1981

America is third country for Barel

Duffield from DeWitt, 5-10 soph- man Lloyd Jackson, a 6-1 Allomore guard Anthony Kelly from ~~State guard froin Conway, freshLittle Rock, and 6-3 junior forward man Eric Brandon, a 6-6 forward
Mac McClanahan from Wynne. from Newport, and Junior Mike
All three gained valuable playing Teague, a center from Newport.
The crucial positions for the
time on last year's chainpionship
team and should be ready to Warri6r^ to fill this year are the
inside spots. As far as ball handling
contribute even. more.
A pair' of newcomers to tbe and outside attacks'are concemed,
Warrior squad Will be expected to the team should pass with flying
pVovid^ some r'elief at the forward colors, but a large measure of the
positions.' Tra'nsfer Brent Stal- ' team's success will 'depend on
lings, a 6-2 junior from Marma- how well the gap left by Pilgrim
duke; will play either a tall guard and Hammons can be filled at the
or a small forward position. While key forward positions. Although
at his previous school. Central the players who take over those
Baptist College, Stallings averaged " places will be somewhat inexp.eri18 points per game and was named , enced, the de )th is there to proto the All-Arkansas Juntor CoUege. ' vide a comforlable margin of both
Conference squad. Freshman strength and relief. .
As in recent years, the AIC
Robert Wright, a 6-3 forward
from Conway, set the overall state continues to get tougher from top
high school record in the high to bottom.^ This year the conferjump, with a leap of 7-1. In ence should be well balanced.
addition, he was named the out- , According to Coach Garrison,."the
standing player in the Arkansas Warriors have a chance to continue
High School All-Star games. Other their winning tradition and be in
valuable newcomers include fresh- the thick ofthe conference race."
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classroom in tbe Sahey Building been iristalled. Additionally, a re^
and th^ Senate room to be^Ssed as creation rdorii has been secured in
late-night studyjrooins/Securit^^^ the Mabee G^riter, and will inmil monitor the rooms 3^rpe they ciiide video machines,; pinball
are hiUsev^nd Willbe ava^^ foi" machines, i?^ol and ping p^n^
tables^ plus a sriacltmgchirie
mi
escorting^^tt^ents back-A
included with tbe already exisrittg
; ]ii other matters,. the Senate dorms upon reqiie^tt A
soft di$rik macbinte ; ';
gave ^nal approv^il for^;te south the roOih in Bariey has already
'•:;':• fbe; V ^^ri[^e.^',yoted,: by
inargiri:riotto Pl^ss amotic^
%C Senator Coker
jresoiution^ fe^ th^ ;^Curricuhim
Committee; encouraging it$ mem?search for excitemerit^ the h|?ad 9f bers to :recori|id0r last -s^^^
Wiriher Of fiveTony^^^a^
teactirig company ^^t^^
its original prodiic;tio?:i,:tfo
, deciisiori to change; r ^ i ^ i r ^
come(^/*|*ippin'' cdines;to Hen- of Pippin^s; ii^ arid begins'to for credit-only.coiirses. • . ;; ^
drix on feober 12 ;at;8 p-na. in create "great drama.'* Enticed by
Staplesv The cast is mahagedh^^ thi^sfoek "Leading player;" P^^
BaedaUis. Productions; • of Kew ; pin plunges into^ mai^e of <?ourt
York, and is being presented^by Intrigiie, sensuiai • pleasiai'^ and
the ^oci^l Committee,
YOU^E INVITED!
•bloody battles. Arid for the finale,
^^ T ^ musical is^ $ei in the latf ;he is lured tov/ards a deiath so
to oorrije by and sample
8 th centuiy and W s t ^ story of;
our peiiGjiius Horn^^
; p-ippin, son of the Einperor Char*-^ speOta<^lar his; naine:will live
,/forever.,'
:
'
.••
^:\.'":.:-'\..^[':y.',•'/>
leniagne/ Havii^^^^^^
from
Qaridi•ea^:'•'^;:^••';';'^^•::;•'^i;^
'
.
JDaedaius
productions
has
also
•his studies at the^ University of mariaged such Broadway piays as
• B^^
Padua, h^i^diss#isfied wi^^
Godspell, Sleutb, Sylvia ;Plath arid
llfeyahd seeks entertainment,; a Sanities,
Many of the cast
\^-^';81'0-'Parkway\V'':,.•';• ••••••••;
challenge r-- something totally bers are affiliiatedtvith
the Oec^^
;,fulfilling..^';r:-::'::^^^
fTey Billet Company and Alvin
Sensing the potential for show-^ Ailey^ "This wilt be a unique
biz fireworks hi the youhg man^s opporturii^ for Hendrix students,'*
says Social Committee Gorchairman Miah Frazier.
",• Admission ;.will'• 'be., free,,'• with
preference given to Hendrix stu.dent^ and facully arid their guests.
Last w^ek tlie Student Senate; ready using the card, including $450 of advertising, and expressed Groups who come and are not
doubt that the Profile could afford
* '^'9«AttM»«*^'*''^
turned down a proposal to receive UCAandUAtR.
associated
with
Hendrix
will
not
The front of the cards, which- to give it away. He suggested that
'firee discount cards for the stuwere to be black and orange in the Senate buy the pages at a be sesrted until just before curtain.
dent body.
color, would have read "HendriS; discount. However, Senator Karen
Stacy Sell$, senate president, College" on the front, with the Shirley pointed out that the Senate
said a representative from Uni- back Usting storey thathad Agreed woulcl, In effect, be subsidizmg
versity Services Associates, who to participate aft'er being con- the Ihrofilei and |bis might not set
introduced himself as Pete, ap^ tacted by the company,
SIMON'S GROCERY
well with some people.
proached her last week with the '' in return, the company, reques"-' Carl Wartenburg, dean of stuFresh Baljiery Goods Everyday
offer of free discount cards that ted two free full-^page advertise- dent affairs, said the proposal
would give Hendrix students a 20- ments in two issues ofthe Pr^ofile, must be approved by student
Downtown Gonway
affairs
before
it
could
be
instigaalong
with
periodic
mentions
of
30 per cent discount at selected
storer in Conway. According to the card. Mark Lawson, Profile ted. "What bothers me " he said*
the representative, some 65 col- editor, told the Senate that nor- "is that he is gomg around using
• leges and universities were al- mally, this would have been about the Hendrix name without havhig
vany affiliation with the college.**
He added that **many merchants
in town are already generous to
Hendrix and when only a select
^••*^,
OMIN,
lew have their name onthe card, it
couraging them to Join HAAi they might cause some resentment/*
by Julie Jfohnson
'Senator Jerry Coker moved that
Buring a recent dinner meeting become acquainted with accounat John Barleycorn*® Vision, in tants, are exposed to informative the proposalbe rejected, a motion
Little Eock, Bloise Eaymond was speeches and participate in the , that the full Senate unanimously
approved.
presented an award from the various worltshops.
In
fact,
a
team
of
Hendrix
In a related vein, Dean WarCentral -Arkansas chapter of the
national Association of Accoun- students defeated teams com- tenburg warned senators of com-.
posed of HAA members in recent panies that call dorm residents
tants.
and ask them to throw a party at
The award cited- her for her competition.
Jfackie Parker, education direc- which their product will be sold.
outstanding participation in the
•organiiatiott during the 1080-81 tor ofthe central Arkansas chap* "Many of these companies are
legitimate,*' said Wartenburg.
school year. She was chosen by
their
last
meeting
that
the
chapter
"However,, we don't give them
the board of directors from a
GET YOUR RVORITES AT BIG [SAflNGS!
, membership of over 250 accoun- had voted t^ give $100 t& the permits unlegs Ihey igf ee^ to work
Hendrix accotintittg' department. under our terms.**
tants In the Little Rock area.
tts. Eiynaond has served as #
iscripf director on the
Mrs. Eaymond, mb& has been
Top Artists- '
of'iirectora. This position
teaching full time al Hendrix
sittcey 1954, says she involves entailed collecting and sending
les conceming the .,ArkansaS'
herself with NAA mainly for the
' • Stereo i P AiiKJJM.
ir to the NAA% joiimal,
- Cassciiics/BoxSefe.
b,enefit of her students. By taMn
sttsdeiits to thB mmilngB w d m*
ifflf.
getmnt

byDr, Charies Schroeder, Yice
President of Student Affairs; at
contact sectirity guards for im- W£tshington University ni St,
mediate help, Hi j l # said that th^^ touisi to the canipus. Schoeder,
campus lighting will be iniproved who has national acclahnal ah
^ M the electrical system in Qal- auth#i1^'^n~^esiidehti
Ipway H S I needs work. C«^iing working as a consultant (for Henthe d^rhi "the Only buildmg on drix on what can be done to
eairipus that is not completely •improve residential life at Hen^
$atfe," he assured; sehi^^^ that dm- According to Wartenburg,!
precautioHjs had been maSe^^ s be Mti issue a written repic>rt
that no problem exists. "Aboye^ sOnietiniejnext wee^^W*^^
all,^^ he said, "is the s^el^ of ^^^^^ reviewed by the Residen&l I4fe.
• p e o p i e . ' • ^ : • . . ; , ' • • { , ; , • ; ' ^'••':j":,Z''" '':'., .;,:•:•:••' ; Ooinmitte^o "W'e^e wantiiag to
; : "IJheyer: take constructive briti- arrive at :a long raii^e plan/^ saiii
cisni as an insult^'' said Hnrleyv Wartehburgj^dding thatonegoal
"Irist^ead,; I see it as ^ toot |0r of; the consultation is fOr iJlie
_ aay^io^^betferv"; •;.;''./-V,-:', ;'•; school to deterpairie what/being:^
Sup^prt for 3 ^ ^ ; was jex- residehti^il college means. *'This
pregsed by Senator Karen Shirl^, '•' is:g,iist ,a; Iirst; ste^," be;.said..; •;
and Senator ;^erty -Coker agreed,
;Wartenbui"g^$id tiiat B
,that "a lot of >the problem is
commiinieation.'' • Senate Presi- 4e'^$eemedwaiy about |oin^
de)^ -Statry ^elfeen^
the i; any hew constructiOn^W^ Iriter^
senators: to • tkke advantage of estfat(&s are at ctirreht leyei^^ he
tluriey's iiiivitsitiOn to provide in,- . aliso said that the consuljtant felt
that tbe school should; take a
(jareful loofe^t hOw ^lats m student
Mousing^^C^
aid would affect ehrOUniertt.
Shroeder pledged to ihclude in
at the Tuesday m^
meeting, Cari Warteftburg spoke his repoi"t recommeridatiohs on
to the Senate 8tbout a recent visit food iiervice^'^He was apjjalled by
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Student electionrunoff held;
Gray, Campbell win races

.»
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the fact that menus followed; a
One-week cycle,'* said M^ehburg,
':lle said tliey usually follow a^f^
or six week rotatidn.T

Joseph Gray

f

Cabrina Campbell

Arey to stay on

Frank Arey, who has served as
new student senator since his
election in October of 1980, was
appointed Parliamentarian of the
Senate effective when his term
expired with the election of a new
senator.
The unanimous decision came

on Tuesday evening just as the
polls closed for the general election. Tbe proposal came from
President Stacy Sells, who voiced
her enthusiasm with the job Arey
has done in the past year. "Ithink
he*s great and I want him to stay
With us," she said,
j

Freshman Joseph Gray of East
Hall became the newest member
of the Hendrix Student Senate
after a close run-off election last
Thursday, in which he defeated
Mike Sells by a slim margin of
eight votes.
Still closer was the race for new
Social Committee represeritative,
which was won by Cabrina Campbell with a single-vote margin over
Margaret Dorman, Apparently
anticipating a call for a recount,
the election commission attached
a note to the official posted results which readj "We counted
the votes three times!"
In a campaign speech the week
before his 119-111 win, Gray said
he "had already won a victory" by
getting to know the students and
becoming friends with them.
"Posters and hand-outs grab your
attention and relay a message,"

he said, "but I used handshakes
and smiles. And if I'm elected, HI
continue to use handshakes and
smiles." He becomes the only,
elected black member of the
Senate.

votes, followed by Greg Warren
with 9 and Robert Neihouse with
8. The final run-off tally was 114
to 113.
Also in the Tuesday election,
off-campus women elected a new
senator,' Michelle Belmont, who
defeated Susan Burton by a vote
of 27 to 10. Belmont was elected
to fill the spot left by Karen.
Cottingham, who resigned after
being elected to the postion last
spring.

^' The run-off -came after four
other candidates were eliminated
in a general election last Tuesday.
In that racej Gray ran second to
Sells, the younger brother of
Senate President Stacy Sells.
Sells had captured 89 votes to
Gray's 67. Ernie DeSoto ran third
Some confusion arose over the
with 32, while Tanya Burley,
Majk Pahls and Robert Catlett general election when election
ran far behind with six, four and commission members were notified by some candidates that they
three votes respejptively.
were withdrawing from the race.
The Social Committee repre- However, in a meeting just prior
sentative general election had to the vote tabulation, the comeliminated three candidates, also. mission ruled that all the candiCampbell had pulled the most dates would be treated as such,
votes, 89, followed by Dorman since there had been no official
with 77. Cari Carison polled 15 notification.

Over 500 sign credit-only policy petition
credit on their transcripts with a
m.ark of D or, higher in that class.-;
This year, a mark of C or higher is
needed.
Young's drive for signatures is
being conducted in an effort to
persuade this year's Curriculum
Committee to review this change
of policy* It states that the 198182 credit system "limits the scope
ofa liberal arts education by the
letter grade, class level, and
severe limits on the number of
courses taken for credit orily."
Young is also concemed that students who attended Hendrix before this year are subject to a rule
which contradicts the catalog
which was In effect when they
enrolled.
Young appeared before the
Student Senate Tuesday evemng,
when Senator«Jeny Cokerrestated
a motion that had been defeated
earlier to present a resolution to
the Curriculum Committee en*'
couraging them to reconsider the ,
.controversial policy. "We are
obligated to represent these
people,*', said' Coker,- referring to,
the .petition. The motion pa,sged
f ^.h^vMfm
by voice vote, but not without
At4arge Senator Earen Shirley _ dissent. Vice ' President Kevin
has' resigned •' her position ^ as a .Coriden .argued that "the action
result of plans to be "at- Oitford should take place within the
later this year, according to '• dorm>" suggesting that Senators
•Senate President Stacy Sells, who go door to^dooT' in dorms encou*
received the letter of resignation raging input. Senator Karen
Shirley also disagreed with the
yesterday,
To refill the position, a special motion, saying that **it sounds like
election will be held Movember 3. it's unanimous, and that's not
Candidates will be allowed to file necessarily so*** Presiderit Stacy
between Tuesday, October 20 Sells, who broke a tie vote ou the
and the following Tuesday* motion the first "time It was
October t l at % p.m. when cam* brought to the fioor by voting
against it, favored an individual
paigns will officially begin*
by Alan Pennington -^
and M&ric: Lawson
A petition campaign is underway in order to persuade the
Curriculum Committee to reconsider this year's credit-only
system. Nancy Young, a sophb^
more and organizer ofthe petition
drive, states that she has collected well over 500 signatures,
including the support of 10 professors.
The petition concerns a deci*
sion by last year's Curriculum
Committee which altered the
rules whereby a student could
take one course each term for
credit only. This year, students
may still take- courses for credit
only but are limited to a total of
six credit courses out of 36
courses required for graduation.
Also, the,new'rules require that
credit*only courses be distributed •
only among Junior and senior level
classes. *fte grading policy was
also changed. Prior to this school
year, persons received course

effort by senators to get students
to writ^ letters. As passed, the
motion provides for signatures of
the senators at the close of the
resolution, so that those not in
agreement won't be responsible
for its content. It will be distributed to both committee members and faculty.
To this date, the Curriculum

Committee has not taken up the
credit policy matter. Currently,
members are in the process of
formulating a lengthy questionnaire to be distributed to faculty
members designed to.draw input
on another major issue, General
Education. One committee member estimates that it will be a
month before any action on the

In ibt ttpfrii of Big Boyi tht & m m m m m
ehiekiti wai brongltl for n viiil to tht libraiy
patio #iriy otia Fridiy tnomiiig* Howtirtr,
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r
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#
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credit policy matter begins.
••.Young says' she will,continue to
collect signatures until it does.
She says *she,has had "lots ofhelp** in collecting the signatures
and • encourages all', interested
students to write letters to^the
committee andto keep a "lookout
for the petition if they haven't
signed it yet.** • •

only tarly i i t t r i mmm ablt to traal ma
vliitor} tlnoa It was bauia^ away bafoia tba
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A special brand of theater was. presented by
the Social Committee as Daedelus' production of "Pippin" came to Staples Auditorium
on Monday night.

New professorship
given to Raymond
Albert M. Raymond, associate work at the University of Michidean and professor of biology at gan, the University of Tennessee,
Hendrix College, was recently and Oak Ridge. Associated Uni- ' '„
named the Virginia A. McCormick versity.
Pittman Professor of Biology at
Prior to joining Hendrix,
the college. The Pittman Profes- Raymond served as a graduate
sorship was initiated by Dr. assistant at the University of
Margaret Pittman, a 1923 grad- Arkansas and Vanderbilt Univeruate of Hendrix, in memory of her -sity ^and^ as| ar^ instructor, of
mother,
Mrs. . Virginia ,]'h) Janatomy ; at,! Mehar'ry, Medical
McCormick Pittman.'
- * .:'' ^College.* fete and .his' wife, the
former Eloise Weir, have" two
Raymond received his bachelor's children, Jennie, 23; and Amy,
and master's degrees from the
University of Arkansas at FayetInauguration of Raymond into
teville and has done four years of the new professorship will take
graduate study in the Department place next Saturday during
of Anatomy at Vanderbilt Univer- Parents' Weekend. (See article
sity, He has also done graduate below).

For all your Fall Fashions
Tom^s Farits. We carry
all your feasIc L0^i's.
#4 Faulkner Plaza {next to the
329-9431

^^
p
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1 . KEY TO REBEGCA. F O L L E T T
2 . THE

by David Fleming
Next ;;Saturday and Sunday,
Oct 24 and 25, have been designated as Parents * Weekend on the
Hendrix Campus.
A letter vvaS recently sent to the
parents of all Hendrix students
inviting them to be op cahipus
during this time, hi that letter
John Ehzandro, Director of College Relations, stated that the
purpose of the weekend was to

e

T^

from

scheduled

Gj

STEEL

SOLUTION

give parents "an opportunity to
become better acquainted with
the faculty and staff at the College
and discuss any concern [they]
may have regarduig [their] son or
daughter at Hendrix.*'
Many activities have been
scheduled for the weekend. The
parents' visit on cainpus will begin on Saturday morning with
registration and an opportunity to
meet with the faculty in the

rehearse Follies

Several freshman ari now rehearsing for the soon to be pre-'
sented Freshmen Follies, an annual event at Hendrix. George
Sawaya and Mike Sells will be the
emcees and George Morisey will
be the accompanist.
The various acts consist oi
vocal solos by Luke Conway,
Susan Fish, Susan Russell, Jim
Ingram, Teri Thomas, Aubrey
Nixon and Bachel Holt; vo,cal
duets will be presented by George

Sawaya and Aubrey Nixon and by
Teri Thomas and Mike Sells;
Leslie Sanders and Brian'Scoles
will present a dramatic skit; a
mime presentation will be performed by Marty Began atid Ellen
White wili perform a comedy
sketch.
The date has yet to be set for
Freshmen Follies due to problems in scheduling, but it is es:pected the program will be presented toward the end of October.

0 RUBIK'

Campus Center.
At 11:00 a.ni.-Saturday an academic convocation will be held in
Staples Auditorium to honor Mr.'
Albert M. Raymond, Associate
. Dean of the College and Professor
of Biology. Mr. Raymond is to be
inaugurated as the Virginia A.
McCormick Pittman Professor of
Biology. Dr. William Y. Rial, presidentelect of the American
Medical Association will speak at
the convocation.
Saturday afternoon, following a
picnic for all students and their
parents, the Hendrix College
Choir, Orchestra, and Wind Ensemble will present a concert.
The event is scheduled for 2:00 in
Staples.
Coffee, doughnuts, and juice
will be served Sunday morning at
10:00 in the lobby of Greene
Chapel. After this time of fellowship, there will be a special worship service led by Dr. Charles
Casteel in Greene ChapeL
Following the worship service
lunch will be served in Hulen Hall,
thus bringing Parents' Weekend
1981 to a close.
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(Left) Another edition of
"Sleazie Veasey" made the
circuit of male dormitories
last week. (Right) "Long-shirts
-short shorts'^ —the freshman women's flipside of
Shirttail Serenade.
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McDaniel recalls summer stay in Japan

by Morgan Hubach
Many people here at Hendrix
think of Dr. Jay McDaniel as a
man with many dreams and ideas.
This last summer McDaniel spent
six weeks in Japan pursuing some
of those ideas. Taking time out
from his busy schedule, McDaniel
talked about the purpose of his
trip and some of his experiences
while in Japan.
/ McDaniel spent most of his
month and a half at the Nanzan

University in Nugoya, Japan.
There he studied Buddhism at
the Nonson Institute. Although it
is part of Nanzan Univerity, the
Nonson Listitute is funded by the
Roman Catholic Church. This institute will also be funding the
publication of McDaniel's forthcoming book, Most of McDaniel*s
studies concentrated on a crossreligious
dialogue
between
Christianity and Buddhism.

• •Gommodora ;
• •Cromartico '

-ALSO
iOOKS, MAGAZINES AND
PROGRAMS FOR MOST
COMPUTER "BUFFS"

AbKos
i

has become apparent that
McDaniel stated that he first
there are many things that have became interested in Cross-Relibeen said in Buddhism but not in gious Dialogue at Claremont GraChristianity.**
duate school. Many people at
An example of this would be the Claremont were studying the
dualism between nature and man. Christian-Buddhism
Dialogue
Christians think of Man and and discussing the idea of a crossNature as separate entities, religious synthesis of the two rewhereas Buddhism sees human ligions. This cross-religious synand non-human life as one. "Both thesis, which is the subject of
religions have much to learn frpm McDaniel's book, will hopefully
each other,'* he said.
provide a promising future for two
of the world's major religions.
While in Japan, McDaniel
stayed with three Catholic priests.
The priests lived m a Japanesestyle home and wore traditional
Haefner, Tim Killough; Kathleen Japanese clothing. 'T also wore
Plunkett, Christine Rabeneck, the traditiohal dress and ate a lot
Wendy Windsor, John Swanson, of Sushi (raw fishO," he said,
Lucy MacKenzie, Kent Nunnaly, adding that "It was very good."
When asked about the JapaHilton Sparks, Emily Jo Sneddon,
Gary Templeton, Nancy Alagood, nese people and their opinion of
Phil Conley, Allyn Dixon and the United States, Dr. McDaniel
remarked, "The Japanese are
Jennifer Home.
Amonjg the events to make up very curious about our indivithis year's Alpha Chi program will dualism and independent spirit.
be a presentation by Roy However, at the same time they
McLaugWin, president of the are also frightened of our military
Arkansas Moral Majority, and strength and the defense policies
Hendrix President Joe Hatcher of President Reagan.**
Japan is one of the few coungiving his doctoral dissertfltion.
tries in the world that has experienced almost overnight itt«
dustrialization* Many young Ja-

Alpha Chi extends invitations
Forty-three students have been
invited to be members of the
Hendrix chapter of Alpha Chi, an
academic honorary socity limited
to juniors and seniors representing the top ten per cent bf their
classes.
Senibrs eligible for membership include Mike Crowder, Ben
Schumacher, Gary Tanner, Bruce
White, Craig Ai'nold, Brick Jones,
Carol Smith, Lyle ftupert, Jerry
Coker, Michelle Belmont, Tim
Best, Laura Casteel, Pam Greg,

Brain Keel, Dana Herrington,Becky Elderridge, Ben Harmon,
David Miller and Ann Stuckey.
According to club president
Laura CasteeL^nine of theseCrowder, Schumacher, White,
Arnold, Smith, Rupert, Coker,
Casteel and Keel - were members
last year.
Juniors who have qualified for
membership
include
David
Coussens, Robert Lile, Mike
McClurkan^ Karen Shirley, David
Tribble, Bill Burt, Rynnett Ritter,
Mitchel Wellsi Chris Gdvey, Dean

m
Student Senators Jerry Coker
and Karen Cornell have announced
that plans for a recreation room
on the thkd floor of the Mabee
Center hav^ been .finalized:
The new recreation room
equipment will consist of about
eight video games, three pinball
machines^ and possibly a foosball
table. All of these games will be
coined operated with change
available in the Mabee Center.
Also, *a pool table will be purchased and the two ping-pong
tables presently in the room
will be repaired. A booth will be
constructed in the room for the
recreation room manager and a

candy machine will be added to
the existing coke machines.
The pool table will be purchased by the Office of Student
Affairs. The pinball and video
machhies will be placed in the
room by a vendor who will give
half ofthe receipts to the Student
Affairs Office for reimbursement
of the cost of the pool table.
Receipts after that point will be
used for maintenance and other
expenses.
Some rules and regulations
were also announced regarding
the use of the room* it will be open
on weekdays beginning at S p.m.
and will close at 11 p.m. Weekend

hours are still being discussed.
Admission is limited to Hendrix
students with ID*s and their
guests, faculty and staff. Students
may obtain ping pong and pool
equipment by leaving their ID at
them^ager*8 booth. The ID will
be given back to the student if the
equipment is returned in good
condition. Also students will be
requhred to bring an extra pair of
tennis shoes to protect the re*
creation Soor surface.
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panese feel that they are "too
Westernized!" They are faced
with the decision of either moving
ahead in the industrialized world
or returning to more traditional
values. "Japanese people are just
now beginning to think of themselves as world leaders," commented McDaniel, adding that
"They aye already world leaders
in technology and peace."
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OAR gives students chance to be outdoors
\

-

'

. by Julie M. Johnson
• * r-

An OAR r a p p e l l e r b e g i n s h i s d e s c e n t .

So many people talk of how
they would Uke to get out and do
some camping or hiking but they
just don't have the time or
equipment. If this type of people
exists on the Hendrix campus,
they obviously haven't heard of
OAR.
*lt provides a good break,"
says Angela Atkinson, a member
of OAR. "It feels good to get away
from campus and be outside and
OAR provides the means and the
people,"
Outdoor Activities and Recreation (OAR) is an independent
organization at Hendrix which
sponsors outdoor trips of all sorts
including backpacking, rappelling,
sailing, etc, with all trips led by
someone with experience. •
However, people have misconceptions about OAR^says Jackie
Sheppard, one of the older members of OAR, "A bunch of people
that have been in OAR want to go
on the trips but don't want to do
any of the work," she said.
Miss Sheppard then interjected
that these types of people do not
represent the majority of OAR.
'Tt just depends on who's in OAR
as to what it's going to be like,"
she said.
Anyone may be in OAR," said
OAR Coordinator Tammy Kemp,
Weekly meetings are held at 7:30
p.m. Tuesdays in the Galloway
large parlor. There is also an OAR
bulletin board' in the campus
center whichis kept up to date as

•

-

to the trips planned for the future.
Money only enters into the
OAR game when one participates
in a trip and then the cost of food
and gas is divided equally between the participants.
Not only does OAR sponsor
trips, it also has equipment available for rent ranging from "canoes
to sailboats, from tents to lanterns. The charge is quite reasonable.
One interesting aspect of OAR
is that **it's all students," said
Miss Sheppard. You do, however,
miss a lot of continuity because
faculty members are not directly'
related to the program. But it is
commendable /'that students do
all the work and no one is paid
except for the coordinator," she
said.
Some of the tentative activities,
scheduled for this year are a
backpacking seminar, a kayaking
workshop and a film on white
water canoeing.
"Experience is not a prerequisite for the trips," Miss Kemp

•

Name it and win!

.-

stated. "We just want people to
have the desire to be outdoors
and the willingness to respect it."
"We. emphasize low impact
camping,'* she said, which is
"trying to get* people to, appreciate the outdoors and in doing so
they will learn to keep the area
looking like they were never

there." ,

A new look may be in store"foi: the Campus Center
this year. The Student Senate is discussing suggestions at the request of the Center's personnel, who is
ready to see a major change of atmosphere.
The first of the big changes is one that anyone can
be directly responsible for: a new name for the
facility. To get maximum stu dent input, the Senate is
currently sponsoring a Name the Campus Center
contest^ the winning prize for which will be a
certificate good for $10 of food iri the Center.
The details of the contest can be found on the
Senate bulletin board in Hulen. Get your brain in gear
and NAME,THAT CAMPUS CENTER!!

.

According to Miss Sheppard,
the program trains one to feel at
ease with the outdoors so that he
has no compuntion of taking a
weekend trip with his friends.
"People are going to try, to
compare our program to other
schools' but really it can't be done
because ours is unique," Miss
Sheppard said, The equivalents
to OAR at other schools might be
the biology club or a group of
forestry majors, who probably
don't have the diversity we do or
the amount of equipment.
Through OAR, "not only do
you leam responsibility for nature,
you learn it for yourself," she said.
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Nine make up
by Frank Arey
The Hendrix Warriors volley
ball team is still playing six people
on the court. Now, when most of
us played volleyball in P.E., we
played nme on the couri: to a
team, right? "The reason you see
nine players per team in P.E. is
because there are more people who
need to be played," explained
Coach Eariene Hannah,
In that case, it's a good thing
college rules only aUow six per
team on court. The volleyball
team consists of nine players this
year, fewer members than it has
- A

had in its existence at Heridrix
since 1975..
Coach Hannah was concerned
^ith the small numbers at first;
usually she has about 12 members on the sqiiad. But her attitude has since changed,
»with the efficiency and skills
^hat come from more personal
attention, I think it's better to
^ork with a small squad," she
said. "Besides, no, one is discouraged because they sit on the
bench a lot."
AS a result of this more pergonal emphasis, the coach feels
11^^ this is one of her best teams
since the program's commencement. Competitiveness seems to
be the key. "We're more competitive, getting tougher^ Even
though we've not done well so far,
we've never given up," she said.
"They're quite good scrappers.
Of course, they have to be."
Team members this year inelude seniors Ann Stuckey, Sharri
Johnson and Dayla Harris; juniors
Jane Brauton, Melissa Griffin and
Nancy Womack; sophomores
Alison Marr and Cindy Vanderslice; and freshman Becky Anderson. Senior Lori Hammer is the
team manager.
The team is playing a 14-game
schedule this year, with an
AWISA tournament at Arkansas
College rounding off the season.
As of publication time, the team^s
record is 0-5. Coach Hannah feels
good about ber team even with it*a
scheduling difficuities;
"We start three weeks later
than the other schools. They've
played eight to nine games already,*' she explained. "Mhough
we're not strong in experience,
this is, the ,best team we've had
since the opening of the pro,gram,*'
There are still two problems
facing the program here: recruitment and support, Hendrix's "reputation as an academicallyoriented school has hindered recmitment somewhat, according to
the coach.
"WeVe been worldng, on recruitment of players who are in*
terested in Hendrix," she commented, **If they just want to play
ball, they'll go to a state schooL"
And support?
"It's getting' better,*' Coach
Hannah admitted. "We could use
more-1 think the problem, is
publicity* We have •some avid
fans, just not enoiigiii of them.**

I

We regret having mistakenly
credited thp Hatchers with an
extra son in the October 1 edition
of the Profile. On page 6, the
picture of **Sdots Room" refers to
a high school mascot, not a person. Our apologies are extended
to President and Mrs. Hatcher.

M o s t stiidents play by the riiles w h e n
p l a c i n s a l o n g distance caU« They take
advantage o f b a t g a i n rates a n d make t h e i r
calls d u r i n g i h e discount p e r i o d s . I f youVe
n o t sure w h e n y o u can c a l l a t discount
l a t e s , check y o u r p h o n e b o o k .
Campus Center
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A few students d i i n k i t ^ O.K. t o break t h e
rules b y steaEng d i e i r telephone calls.
Some even d i i n k I f s O J L t o use a i ^ l e b i i t y ^
telephone c r e d i t i ^ r d f o r L o n g Distatt<:e
people are n o t b e a t i n g title
. -re t a k i n g advantage o f a l l o f
us, because i t d r i i e s u p the cost o f providing
telephone service.

Sackpackers take time t o look a t the scenery.

W h a t % Your B o d y Doing T o d a y ?

INIewU
STUDENT SPECIAL
9 months* $S5
Program inoludas:
# Dariceroise
• Jazzeroise
ij2^1B|jij2^jjj*2g8S^^

The remaining positions open
for 1981-82 Hendrix cheerleaders
were filled Monday, night at tryouts held in Grove Gymnasium.
Chosen were Glenn Kellyj
Linda Fritg, Denise Waters, Terri
Harrison, Susan Gonnell, Kelly
Redniond, and John P. Schaefer.
Valerie Hinton was chosen as
alternate.
These new additions join Sylvia
McDaniel, Periy Wilbur aud
George V* Schaefer who were
chosen last spring,
T'he cheerleaders cheer at
many of the Warrior basketball
games and some of the swim
tneets»
-»!• • g
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-Intramural Standings

Compiled by
David McCallum
^ ,

W

KA*s
AA
Bourbon St.
CE
CD
Boardwalk
East
East-2
MD
Mecca
GPA
Town

- 8
7
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
1
1
0

Raney
Veasey
CHOC
Galloway

T

0 -

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
7
7
8

Pts. Scored

W

L

T

2
1

0
1

0
0
0
0

„-l„

0

i

2 •

Pts. Allowed
12
51
51
39 •
58
76
109
120
. 80
' 191
80
16

161
150
89
71
6.1
. 43
68
103
- . 46
76
. 1 5
0

WOMEN'S STANDINGS
Women's Standings

f

>

•

L

Pts. Scored

,

'

I

'
,

Pts. Allowed
12
19
13
37

38 .
25
18 .
0

I
-Intramural games
MEN'S INTRAMURAL
Thursday, October 1
MD 13, Mecca 12
CE 2, CD 0
East 13, East-2 12
AA 2, Town 0 (forfeit)
Bourbon St. 19, Boardwalk 6
Jeff Brunthaver of the Hendrix soccer squad maintains control KA's 30, GPA 0
of the ball against an OBU opponent. OBU, however, domiMonday, October 5
nated the match to win, 8-1.
CD 27, Mecca 12
'East6,MD0 V
CE 2, Town 0 (forfeit)
Wat/vmUm
East-2 14, Bourbon St. 13
724 Oak SI. • C0nway, Ark. • i29-3S81
KA*s 19, AA6
Uptoi12.10value
'^^ Boardwalk 2, GPA 0 (forfeit)
%JHP/^
BEAifiEii O P THIS CEirriFiGATE
V^Josiz^
- • / • ' * • • . . : ' . * . » '

Thursday, October 8
MD 2, GPA 0 (forfeit)
Boardwalk 14, CE 12
AA 28, East-2 6
Mecca 2, Town 0 (forfeit)
East 7, Bourbon St. 2
KA's 20, CD 0
Monday, October 12
Bourbon St. 33, Mecca 0
KA%2,TownO (forfeit)
Bast 2, GPA 0 (forfeit)
CD 7, Boardwalk d
AA2a,MD8
CE l3.JBast-2 0

Monday, October 19
Mecca vs. Boardwalk
GPA vs. AA
KA's vs. East-2
Couch vs. CE
Town vs. MD
East vs, CD

XXXOu
EXP^«ATK)^fDA1^E: Dec. 31,1661

Tuesday> Octdber 6
East 28, Mecca 26
CD 2, Town 0 (forfeit)
Bourbon St. 18, MD 6
li KA's IB, CE 6
Ea8t-2 30, GPA 7
AA 30, Boardwalk 0

§

tmi c m » pta fwaoHftJi ^imt

mmimmmmm^'^^i

Tuesday, October 13
KA*s 35, Mecca 0
Bourbon St. 2, GPA 0 (forfeit)
Boardwalk 2, Town 0 (forfeit)
AAB2,East a
C 0 7,Ea8t-2 6
GE 2, MD 0 (forfeit)

' 1

WOMJEN'S mTttAMtFRAt

• li

FR6& Any plaa ort'our menu up to our 16"
giant with your choic© of three te0plfiQS, with
purchase ot equal or greater value. tVoW wHh
other discounts.) Ckjod anytime 7 days a week*

\\

Tuesday, October 20
Mecca vs. AA
Baordwalk vs. East-2
GPA vs. CE
KAVVS.MD
Couch vs. CD
Town vs. East

4 «
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Chepaitas fits right into music program

Mer i*s s t a n d i n g s
'
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Wednesday, September 30
Raney 18, Veasey 12
CHOC 12, Galloway 0

i

Wednesday* October 7
Veasey 13, CHOC 6
Raney 25, GaUoway 7
Raney 25, Galloway 0.

by Derek Lowe
He has numerous goals for his largely because of the expense of
You've been offered a job that stay at Hendrix, but the first is the good instruments and the time
involves teaching, conducting a enlargement of the Orchestra's spent in learning technique. He
student orchestra, providing per- repetoire. Chepaitas hopes to hopes io see the music departsonal instruction, working with have the group performing more ment develop a curriculum that
student chamber music groups ambitious works each term, ^nd will encourage majors who go on
and being available for confe- two that-are in preparation are to teach music to remedy this.
rences. What do you do to budget Beethoven's First Symphony and
He feels that a more active
the
Fingal's.
Cave
overture
by
your time?'. If you're Stanley
group of music majors is good for
Chepaitas, you take on another
position concurrently, that of
Konzertmeister of the Arkansas 'This year's music will be less flashy but rriore
Symphony.
challenging'
This situation is "just the kind .
of thing I'm looking for,*' said the Mendlessohn. These works and the college as a whole. As the level
newest member of the Hendrix those to come will feature the of musical experience rises, the
music faculty. Chepaitas' .pre- string section more than in.the entire college environment is envious teaching position was at ' past, and there will be fewer brass hanced. He finds that-Hendrix has
Allegheny College in Meadville, and . percussion players in the what he calls a "very good cliPenn., where he had little oppor- orchestra proper. This may lead mate" for music, and illustrated it
tunity for professional perfor- some to think that the group has with an example from his past
mance. His primary instrument is "been
scaled
down," but studies. At a school of music,
the violin, both classical and jazz, Chepaitas emphasized that this is' rehearsal is practically the day
which he studied at Eastman not the case. This year's music itself. With so many hours of
School of Music in Rochester, will be "less flashy, but more work, it becomes hard to make
N.Y. He received his M. A. in 1978 challenging."
each hour count. This is the "preand says that he is still *'ambivaThis work with the orchestra med" existence as it is found in
lent" about pursuing his doctorate. fits in with Chepaitas' own views music, and it can become wearing
Chepaitas was offered a posi- on music and music education. He fast. At Hendrix, though, time
tion at Hendrix when Eric Fried pointed out that the string aspect constraints make long hours of
took a leave of absence for this of instrumental music gets left practice impossible, and Chepaitas
year. He contacted the Arkansas behind in most secondary schools. spoke with approval of the intenSymphony and found that a position was open for auditions, which
led to his current schedule of
Hendrix orchestra rehearsals on
Mondays and Wednesdays and
Symphony rehearsals on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. The Symphony
has no weekday performances
scheduled. He will be teaching the
Music Theory class thoughotit the
year and will also teach instrumental Methods later in the year.
Chepaitas' leanings toward jazz
have led him to work with the
Hendrix Jazz Band and he hopes
to get a small group together, on
his own time, to perform professionally in Little Rock. "We.hope
to find a nice, qniet place that
wants that kind of music,** he
stated.

sity of the rehearsals. The time
alloted is short, but it is used well.
The musi'c department here is '
entering into a much more active
period and there are problems to
be avoided as well as opportunities to take. Music departments
are inherently expensive, Chepaitas noted, because of the capital
invested in instruments and the
large amount of one-on-one instruction needed. The music faculty members each instruct in
several instruments but this leads
to conflicts between generalization and specialization. Many in-

struments, such as the cello and
oboe, virtually require a specialist,
Mr. Chepaitas' future plans
seem to sound quite a bit like his
present plans. He feels that he'
can continue to teach and perform
professionally and would prefer to
do so. He stated that he needs
more conducting experience, especially if he decides to pursue His
doctorate. "I wouldn't be content
practicing the violin for twelve
hours every day," he said, and
this leads one to thinkthat he may
well be very content at Hendrix.
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HeiUgers, Inc.
Celebrate Halloween With
Halloween Cards and Decorations
From Heiiigers

908 Front Street
Conway. AR 72032
Open Every Day 1111.8:00 P.M.

329-8452
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Thursday, October 15
Mecca vs. GPA
KA*s vs. Boardwalk
Couch vs. AA
I'own vs. East-2
East vs. CE
GD vs. MD

^ BONANZA'S
! HAMBURGER
• PLATTER
H
S
•I

Offer IrteludfeS large Hamburgej
Platter wRh Jreneh fries and all
the salad you ©an eat.

Drink Included
Qoupon ixpires
Oct. 29,1981
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STEAK
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iff er ioed With; coupon only

Drink Included
Coupon expires
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Wednesday, October 14
CHOC vs. Raney
Veasey vs* Galloway
Wednesday, October 21
Galloway vs. CHOC
Veasey vs. Raney

Conway§Only
Compiete
Action Wear

Women.
Acitori WeiQrhtWomm
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with this coupoh
*Next Door to Rancly^
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Sadie Hawkins, the popular
"turnabout" weekend held early
every Ml t e m is here again. The
weekend begins with a dance on
Friday, October 16 and culminates with the movie **Airplane"
beginning at 9;00 p.m, Saturday
night.
There is more to the weekend,
though, than these two events.
Ladies customarily treat their
dates to a meal either Friday or
Saturday, night before the- danceor movie. Two of the more popu-Iar restaurants in Conway to dine
at are Bowen's and the Midden
Valley Catfish House,, In Little.
Rock, among the_ most popular
dining '' establishments , are
Bennigan's,
Cajun's • Wharf,
Julie's Place, T.G.I. Fridays, and
sc.ores of others. •

Stdnfay Chepaitas

use your
We'll deliverright to
your d o o r . . ;

FREE
Witli TIlii Cottpoit

327-4449
Offer txpifis Oet 1S> l i S t
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Welcoming you back to school
with our Fall Speciai. We are
Conway's Original Nautilus
Fitness Center.
V Fully equipped -18 different
machines and dead weight.
Come see us at 15 Laurel Plaza,
across from Gonway High School
or call at 327-4229.
Check out the HENDRIX Ice
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Wonderland
Couch Hall).

resident of
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Letters continued . . .

Profile

In your 17 years here at Hendrix
(rumor has it that you may graVolume LXIX, No. 3
Hendrix College, October 13, 1981
Page 8
duate, but rumor also has it that,
Published bi-weekly except during holidays and exams by the students of Hendrix College.
Hitler is a social worker in Toledo,
Ohio) you may have learned a
Mark Lawson, Editor
JuHe M. Johnson, Associate Editor
little economics. Unfortunately,
Betsy Singleton, Production Manager
Ferman Reynolds, Head Photographer
there is more to Reaganomics
Paul Johnson, Business Manager
than just an economic theoryThere is, in fact, a whole lot of
Staff Writers
shoot-that-Commie-Al, let's reFrank Arey, David Fleming, Ben Harmon, Morgan Hubach, Russ Hunt, Julie Johnson, Derek
decorate Nancy, have you seen
Lowe, David McCallum, Aubrey Nixon, Alan Pennington, Lisa Roberts, Lucretia Whitaker.
niy horse?, lets play limited
nuclear war nonsense. I'm no
economist. I've never even seen a
Laffer curve drawn on a cocktail
napkin. But it doesn't take an
The pressure is mounting for reconsideration of
consideration will be given to such inconsistencies economist- to see^ that Reaganas being able to receive credit making a D in a omics represents a retreat from
the credit-only policy now in effect. With over half
course but receiving no credit for making a D in a both compassion and rationality,
the student body having- signed the petition on
course taken for credit only; being able to take If there really is a right-wing tidal
campus, there is plenty of room for insincere
Russian history, numbered 36-38, for credit only, wave, it has surely dealt Mr.
signatures, without the petition being in valid..Now,
but not Chinese history, numbered 24 and 25; or Reagan a hard blow to the head.
the Student Senate is also drafting a resolution
telling students one thing when they enroll as David Stockman? I've seen rabid
asking for reconsideration of the policy. For
freshmen and imposing, a policy stating another the dogs with more concern for
whatever reason the idea was voted down tow
next year.
whatever reason the idea was voted down two
humanity. Al Haig? Let's fact it,
weeks ago, the senators have rightfully decided
the man is crackers. He gets
,
There
is
no
doubt
that
a
change
from
the
original
that such a broad consensus both in the student
sexual gratification from the last
policy was needed, for it was widely abused until it scenes of the "Alamo" when
body and in the Senate merits a formal statement.
It is our hope that the committee will take up the' was allowing more harm than good. A solution to everybody dies. James Watt? The
this problem was sought last spring, but the search man probably has a stuffed bald
matter as soon as possible, since it is already in
is not over. The new poHcy cannot be accepted as eagle over his fireplace. Appointeffect, whereas the other matters on their agenda
the answer.
are of future concern. We further hope that due
ing this guy as Secretary of
Interior has got to be one of the
biggest political blunders of our

Pressure over policy

•
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From Our Readers
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[Protecting the alternative format]

time. I hate to make generalizations, but that has neyer stopped
me before. All Republicans a)
hate their mothers, b) never had a
pet, c) are victims of lobotomy
experiments, d) have preppy
traits, e) are a threat to the world
as we know it, or f) all of the
above. If you answer "f", you win
an all expense paid trip to northern Canada, where the fallout,
from Ronnie's limited nuclear war
will only leave you bald and sterile.
So you say I don't know what
I'm talking about, huh? Okay,
Republicans, let's hear it. But let
me warn you pf my motives, I'm
watching how well you gloat because I'll get my chance in less
than four years.
Name Withheld
P.S. Your new paper-format
stinks. What is this anyway? A
regular college? Also, last year's'
annual was a disgrace to everyone
who even thought of being associated with Hendrix. All I can say
is that I hope somebody at least
got paid off. This is Hendrix, not
NBC studios, I could go on,,but it
would be unprintable, Also,
where are these preppies coming
from? Doonesbury is right; aerial
spraying is the answer,

\
< ' v ' f ^ ;;«<?'.
*«" Kc r t

i*. .Hi, ^.^ ,
• ' ' ' ^ > ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^
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remarks

To the Editor of the Profile: grammingon other local stations. toured flesh I had always thought
I have recently learned that Being a non commercial station, existed solely in the Platonic
by Mark Lawson
several students of Hendrix wish the "X" was spared the perver- world of forms. Their tight formaIt seems to be safe to say that all of us in this area pf Arkansas
to modify the format of KHDX to sion of the original concepts tion (and I do mean tight), brought
one that would include so .called underlying FM radio. Today, a to mind visions of a well-drilled can breathe easier in our thoughts of missile silos. The
"Top Fqrty" music. The insult venture across the FM radio dial disciplined military unit. Their replacement of the Titan II missiles with the MX system is,
that I experienced upon hearing will reveal to the listener mass phaUics were swinging to the left. however crudely, somewhat analogous to replacing the gas tank
that is probably a representative produced mediocrity and an . .left . . . left, right, left.
on a *78 Pinto. It shotild be noted that the only way to prevent all
People have called the actions
reaction of those who have amazing similarity in px'ogramtraffic accidents, though, is to get rid of cars altogether. I cannot
worked at the station in the past ming with few exceptions. KHDX of these men deviant, decandent, feel comfortable saying that the deployment of a new missile
and down^right perverse. It is my
and those who are currently is one of those exceptions.
working therev
The struggle to preserve opinion, however, that they were makes me feel a lot safer. Siu:e, Titan TVs retirement .was
It may be beneficial to all eon- KHDX is not one based on diver- simply expressing themselves in a supposed to have been ten years ago^ but tbe retirement of the
cemed if 1 publicly present the gent political views or differing creative artistic way* As 1 said my human race seems hautttingly close*
'Afew weeks ago* Ifelt a quiver of hope, no more, when itwas
philosophy that has guided the musical tastes. The existence of life was permanently changed by
this
oecuranccv
Never
again
will
I
station since 1972 when KHDX music as an art form transcends
reported that the cost of the MX system was nearly etiual to the
began broadcasting,
all politics and personal pre* underestimate Martin Men!
amount of funds tbs^t David Stockman wanted to trim fro,m the
Sincerely,
KHDX Was born in an era of ferences. The purpose of KHDX,
budget. I wasrft the least surprised when the talk of
A Female IFreshmaii defense
• great social and political turmoil, as I see it, is to protect the
cuttmg BO billion was altered to talk of Justa few billion, since it
English Majoi!
and the students who conceptual- 'diversity of music which has been
appears that the Pentagon has become a fourth braneh ofthe
ized a Hendrix radio station were threatened recently. It is true that
government, distinguished by the fact that it is not subjected to
very much influenced by that • **Top . Forty" music represents
the system of checks and balances* The ta5c money that fldws
turmoil. By the nnd 1970*8 KHDX, diversity itseH, but it has such a
and the people who worked there massive forum in which to be
This is a letter of invitation for . there is not subject to any cheeky and carries little or no burden
had gained a reputation for being presented that other forms of anyone to answer the question for balancing the budget.
There is no disputing that our "margin of safety'* in Arkansas
politically oriented. Most of the creativity are going sadly unno- "Why is there such an event as
songs heard on the "X** during ticed.
Sleazy Veasey?" The initial re- has feeen greatly widened. But realizmg the "margin of safety"
that period were characteristic of
I think that the liberal arts sponse of many people will pro- that Washington wants over Russia is like demanding an extra
the conscientious style of music concept of education that we have bably be "Because it*s fun," But chip from the other players before revealing the cards.
made popular by such artists as at Hendrix comfortably embodies is it harmless fun? Is it possible
,
• • • • •
Bob Dylan, Simon and Garfunkel, the pMlosophy of KHDX. Both that this activity reinforces stereoLast weekj a nuclear arnis race protester was arrested for
and Joni Mitchell.
have an obligation to expand our ^ e s which are harmftil to women? sprinkling water at the Titan H missile site just north of Conway.
As the 1970*s came to a close, it view of the world in which we live. Our question Is not involved with A full balf hour bad passed before he was arrested, Withm that
was appaJ^ent, that college stti-. If .KHDX is lunited in its ability to morality but with respect. Tliis is
dents and Americans in general do • that, 1 feel that Hendrix not intended as a personal attadk time, some bitter ironies arose, if anyone cares to striip away the
were bepoming less political. College ^ l move a step closer t^ upon the woman of ¥easeyj it is extenuathig aircumstancesj
A dititm avowed to non-violence was arrested for protesting
Popular music was changing also, losing the qualities that make It simply a questioning of the purpose, of the event ItseE .„
nuclear weapow^.
becoming more commercially such a special place to be.
Bmdlbrd Jfohn^on
•Security slowly .and cautiously approached with- .•ari. armed
Jennifer, Joan, and Ann
'. oriented as. the political iiillueiiees
faded*. Emphasis, was placed not
rifle a man:who saidj"*l*m just going to wait lor'someone to
'"C ••.
•' on the' content- of the' music, but
com©»^' •.
on the production and market- Dear Editoi?:- •
In, an, age rich with religious fundamentalism,- Christianity was,
I am writing this letter tO' thank, •' I'm writing in response to last ridiculed. • A security • officer -reportedly **rolled Ms eyes
. ability of the product. In'addition,
the. trend, toward commircialism the three Martin: men (and I do week*a letter by a,Mt. Dennis skyward** in disbelief of the. religious ceremony taking place,
had mattered FM radio. FM had mean men),whose actions on the' Schuett (obviously a fictitious
but we catft ignore the •extenuating circumstances j
originally been created to provide night of October Ist changed my , name). Mr. Schu,e-tt informs us
rhc'fuy was obviously a fruitcalce and a discredit to histhe public %v,ith a higher music to, life forever. Never had I fiilly ap-' that a *'tid0l wave" of Jkod^shirted,
. commercial ratio, less DJ babblej preciated the wonders ••of the prepijy Republicans has -seen the church.'* If he is,, it's because we have driven ourselves to the
before that evening of light and it is called Eeaganoffiics. point of being out of touch with reality if we think in any,other'
•-and' advertising-of V a':soft*.se,ll human
•.First of •all, 61 per cent of the context than that ofthe threatof-nuclear war.T can*t blame the
nature.,. However, with the onset -infamy*, •
'of intense commercialism most
Let me chronicle the events of popular vote, a one-'Seat majority guy fbr wanting to'divorce himself itom that reality^'
FM stations,changed-their for- that moonlit night.. As,.we, per* - • in the Senate and still a minority ,, Honesty'la the best'jpolicy,'and I sense that we didn't get
' mats to thos^ utiliased by fast- formed the intricately- chore©- In the House seems more like a honesty last spring when the curriculum committee revised the
. paced AM stations. ,
. ' graphed, manuevers designed -t^- 'ripple itt the John'' than a tidal policy on credit-only courses. The inconsistencies that everyone
•• In contrast, KHDX continued.- titillate the passions of Martin,ites wave. Meanwhile, we antiquated
' to, explore' new' forms of mmk. young and old, suddenly •onr at* .liberal. Democrats •(Keynesian* is pointing to, suggest that the revision,,was a poor disguise for
created by obscure., but-talented' tentions were-att-ested.-Loping - loving Mends of big-business? doing away with it cowrpletely. It can hardty be used sensibly at

A i S U c M s 'D#ttfl CN' INlfldPIX JMlMMPllli. )PIS|1fll€Mfld^4Ml^-ff^

as the first Vk^iiifa S. MeCormtok raHnan Professor of
Biok>i9y on Parsnls* WMkeml. Ttis Istiuredl speaker forthe
ceremony was tk» WIHiam Hist, Arkansas president of the
American Medicai Assooiation. See related story or) page 3.

to open agam
A special eleetion wiU be held
November 3 to fill the Senatorat-large position left vacant by
Karen Shirley. Shirley resigned
her position after announcing
plans to attend Oxford tJniversity
ater this year.
Candidates for the election
mgm filing on 0*t6ber 20 and
ended on October 27 at 5:00 p.m.
Campaigning officially began

k,.,w.,.^

Casting a ballot in the special
senator-at-large race will not be
the only chance to express an
opinion through a poll on Tuesday,
hi addition to the election poll hi
the Campus Center, an independent poll will be conducted on the
credit-only issue.
The poll is being organised by
Nancy Young, who also headed a
petition drive which led to the
colleotion of over 600 signatures
asking for reconsideration ,of the
, new-credit-only policy by tlie 'Curriculum Committee. Young says^
jhe .as conducting th© poll because
feculy fflembers are "'wanting te
Immv spielfically what Btudeiits

.Mlanymore* which makes it little- better than non-existent. 'The
fani still Is) providing the rest- three Mmln adonmses enterei shut Up and admit thai we have split .In the deciding vote last ,spriiig shows that many of the
•ftiilei*fal ehwises item@%eatli! •committee mimbert;didtf t brieve those iaconslsteiciea -cmiM,
..,.:-..deiilS-ei.Conw^.wEhaE-aiiiJWt,., fi^^
be slipped by the student body. They were^ right.
tive 10 the rather linuted pi^- eyes; such hunks of perfectly con•---^•tisttrBrtiolttr^^'^^^ffl"^^

after the close of the filing period
The candidates will be listed on
the ballots hi tibis order: Grey
Williams, Julie Johnson, John
Wmdsor, Eobert Anderson, and
Steven Craig* Speeches wifl be
^ven by the candidates in Hulen
on Monday^ at 5:30 jp^im. All
students are eligible to vote in this
elec^n. Foils will be open Tues
day until 6:00 p.m.

[•

^^jStiy^lyyfttiVft kf<l<ding) aiffltitf! just.

sti^ssed that the poll is not "just signed to replace independent
for people against the credit sys- letters, and encourages tontinued
tem"rndtthat the questions would input from students individually.
be unbiased, adding that Dr* Jon She notes that four dorm councils
Arms,* chahtnan ofthe committee, on campus have either sent reswould be involved in the wording olutions to the Curriculum Comof the questions. Young expresses mittee or have decided to do so,
hopes that the poll, like the peti- attd is pleased with a recent detion, will "give students a chance cision by the Student Senate to
to express their views" without seud a formal resolution to the
feeling hihibited. ''The more feed- committee and the faculty urging
back from the students, the better reconsideration of the poHcy.
ifs going tCi be,** she maintains,
Saying that she has talked with
speculating on the likelihood of about one third of the faculty
faeulty iuterest In reconsideration members personally, Young conof the policy.
tends that the faculty Is willing to
liiSplM^Tlle^iflictiveHeir™!!^
•of in-dividual liiptit, Young tm- tliems** she-says, **them©rethiy11
phasigses that the poll Is not de-, , be-abtetollelp.us. AndtheywilL'"

'
•\
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Hendrix College, Oct. 29, 1981

hi and contribution to committees
have been "enhanced" since the
\
Another committee has been implementation of a program by
brought into the campus issue the Senate two years ago despotlight, as the Student Senate signed to "improve student perhas drafted a proposal for student formance on college committees."
representation on the Committee The program had begun just prior
on Academic Policy. The propo- to rejection by the faculty of the
sal was received in its final forum proposal for student representaby Dean John Merrill yesterday tion.
morning.
According to the proposal,
\The recommendation comes some of the improyements that
one year after the full faculty are the result of this program are
voted down a similar proposal documentation and strict enforcedrafted by the 1979-80 Senate, ment of student attendance at
when Jim Gray was president.
committee meetings; the appointSpecifically, the Senate is ment of a Senate member to each
asking for two voting student
representatives on the committee committee to serve as a liaison
who would be selected by the between the committee and the
Senate through a non-application Senate; and strong consideration
procedure "similar to that used given to students who apply for
for appointments to the College reappointment, based on their
Judicial Council." After their past attendance and contribuselection, the students would tions made tb tbe committee.
then be appointed by the Dean of
Notice .is also given to the
the College. Also requested is an Senate's option of dismissing re~
assurance thaS^ "student repre- presetttatives whose performance
sentatives will participate in all is judged poor, as well as endiscussions." ^
couragement for Senate members
M the debate over the earlier not to apply to serve on commitproposal, much concern was raised tees in order to **prevent student
over whether the committee would members from beingperceived as
feel free to discuss sensitive representatives of only the Stuissues of professional concern if dent Senate."
students were present at the
Further arguing that there is a
meetings. The Senators address
this argument in the proposal by "greater sense of responsibility
citing two additional Committees - among *. .the student body," the
Ihe Committee pn Faculty and the pi^posaA quotes a statistic that
Committee on Professional Con- more than twice as many applica•cems-whose purpose is to take tions were received tor student
up matters of that nature, so that representation in May of 1981 as
they are not actually discussed by were received in the spring of
the Academic Policy Committee. 197S.
*'We are not asMng to be part of
The proposal descnbes as
these professional matters,*' "unsatisfactoiy" the present arreads the proposal, "nor are we rangement of students being
asking for the student* to be able called to i^end meethigs ofthe
to attend faculty meetings."
AciMleienic. Policy Cmnmittee
hi addition, the recommenda- during dtoission of student istion maintains that participation suiil, ci^Mlng that ifo itiidtii^
h$m b#en Invitftd to aii^ ipiietinfs
in tbe past yeiir. It also itaiti tkMt
by Mark Lav^son

Moved by Martin

h.

:

Proposal drafted for
student representation

respect?

•}

y\
niv

the senators "find it difficult to
distinguish between 'student issues' and 'non-student issues',"
since "most issues facing the college directly affect the quality of
our education," and argues that
student representation is appropriate on the grounds that most
issues facing the commitee "have
originated in committees where
there is student representation."

C

Several differences are- found
between this year's proposal and
the last ono. First of all, the 79-80
recommendation was for one
voting member (instead of two),
who would participate in all discussions "except professional
concerns." Allowances were
made for committee members to
notify the chairman ahead of time
so that he in turn could notify the
student as to Whether to arrive
late or not to attend. This starkly
contrasts with the new proposal
which asks for voting authority and
pariicipation without exception.
Four options were presented to
the faculty in the earlier proposal
as to how the representative
would be selected; as opposed to
the new proposal which outlines a
specific procedure with no option.
The four possibilities were selection by tbe Student Senate, the
Student Body President servmg
as representative, m application
procedure like the one used for
other committees, or an at-large
election. Neither of these procedures is as specific or as selective
as the new proposals, wMch requires Senate approval and appomtment by the Dean of the
College.
The prapo3iil iwtt §mt be considered in the Committee on
Committees, and if p«Sfted there,
will io on to the Acftdtialc Poli^
Co»iBHtee ani thm to the full
licu%»

,

!
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installed; AMA president speaks

October 29, 1981

Meriwethers donate gar
Anyone who has gone into the
biology lab.on the first floor of
Buhler this year has undoubtedly
nbticed the large fish .that dominates t^e room.
This alligator gar is on permanent loan from the Meriwether
family in Paragould to Hendrix
College.Caught kl 1913 inthe St Francis
River, which was like a lake at that,
time, it weighed 160 pounds and
was 7 feet, 5 inches long. Reportedly the fish was caught with a net
and took fishermen several hours
to pull it out of the water..
According to Bob Meriwether,

W

V

f.

the fish was stuffed and taken to
Meriwether Hardware Store in
Paragould where it stayed for
many years.
Years later the hardware store
closed and the gar was taken to a
-warehouse. But according to
Meriwether, the family wanted it
placed somewhere where people
v/o\i\d see it. Hendrix was chosen
as the place and the gar was
brought to Conway.
' Hanging now in its lofty position, the alligator gar, who shall
remain nameless, keeps an eye on
all the zoology students who work
below him.

Halloween will be celebrated
Saturday at Hendrix with many
activities.
Raney'Hall will sponsor a chili
supper from 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
There is a three bowl limit on chili
arid entertainment will be provided. From 8-11:45 there will
be a costume dance in the campus
center. Prizes will be awarded to
those with the best costumes,
At 12 o'clock **Creature from
the Black Lagoon" will be shown..
Free 3-D glasses will be given out
for this special presentation.

Professors honored at convention

Dr. James R. Bruce, associate professor of psychology at Hendrix
professor of sociology and chair- and a member of the Arkansas
man of the Department of So- Board of Examiners in Psychociology at Hendrix College, and logy, appeared on the program of
Ferris C. Baker, professor of so: the meeting by participating in a
ciology at Hendrix, recently at- panel discussion of "Certification
tended the eleventh annual me- and the Clinical Practice of Societing ofthe Arkansas Sociological ology,"
Association in Arkadelphia.
Dr. Bruce was selected president of the association for 1981Dr. William E.-Siegel, assistant ' 82, and Baker was honored at a

A SCIENCE FICTION
GLASSJC.V
FANTASTIC IN

•AllMMS
IfciMliaii' ,fcciiiiiim * .mitfmtm m i l i i a ,
.inM||rJAaCAMlOl£'jMi^*r'iVlfM^

The Candlelight'Carol Service,
a long-standing tradition at Hendrix College, will be given at the
end of next month.
^
Tickets, although free, must be
reserved. They will be available tp

Hendrix students, faculty and
staff during the week of Nov. 2-6.
These people are urged to get
their tickets then because reservations will be available to the
general public beginning Nov. 9.
Scheduled performances in
Greene Chapel are Monday, Nov.
30 at B p.m.; Tuesday, Dec. 1 at 8
p.m.; Tliursday, Dec. 3 at 8 p.m.;
Sunday, Dec. 6 at 3:30 p.m. A
performance at First United
Methodist Church in Conway will
be given Friday, Dec, 4 at 8 p.m.
Tickets may be reserved through
Jean Nunn, humanities secretary,
at 450-1243 or in Trieschmann.
The,choir will sing many traditional carols including "Once in
Royal David*s City," " 0 Come All
ye Faittoul," .and "Silent Night.n

W i SELL AND ENQRAVi TROPHIES
BHfiff *lJw ad ih uni remve
u iWi dmmmt'on •my putclmse.

Special Midnight Movie
Octobers!
Staples
Nocharge
f^ree M i Glasses

Tonrs Hair Port

Dr. Margaret Pittman
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pr. William Rial

They will also sing "A Babe is
Born" by William Mathias, who
was commissioned by Prince
Charles of England to write the
anthem for the royal wedding held
this summer.

ler , •
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Al receives appeals

services

We would like to welcome the students at
Hendrix College to Gome by and visit our new
store location & physioal fitness facility We are
just up the street and offer great facilities for a
very low price.

in
lICNAiO

reception for past presidents of
the group. The meeting in Arkadelphia was co-hosted by Henderson State University and
Ouachita Baptist University.
Dr. Bruce has also been appointed tothe 1983 program committee of the Southern Sociological Society and is a member of
the 1981-82 .Committee of Sociology in Small Colleges of the
Southern Sociological l^ociety.

Dean Albert M. Raymond, who
We must all "strive for an
"Regulations and laws can not
. has been at Hendrix since 1952,. intrinsic quality in our actions. resolve all conflicts of opinion,"
was installed as the Virginia A. Not because we have to by laws he added, Ih. today's society
McCormick Pittman Professor at and regulations but because we "there is a greater need for indivithe parents weekend convocation want to," he said.
dual ethical behavior."last Saturday.
Dr. Margaret Pittman, who established, the professorship in
honor of her mother, was also
The Curriculum Committee rejection of a "common general
recognized at.the ceremony. In
speaking of her mother, Dr. completed its work on a question- education experience" at Hendrix,
Pittman remarked that "with naire concerning General Educa- and requests a personal definition
limited resources and lots of .sa- tion after several weeks of debate. of such an experience. Secondly,
crifices, she finished her educa- Sent to all niembers ofthe faculty it asks faculty to say whether they
tion and put her children through last Wednesday, the questionnaire, wish the Curriculum Committee
will be used to help determine the to consider a revision of the
college,"
comtniit|e^e;'s final jdecision on'the school's present general educa*lt seems appropriate to estab- Gehiebdl] Edupation'issue.; . • '/
tion requirements, and deals with
Hsh a professorship in biology in
Joii - Arins^ cfiaiir^sirf J of the, how this should be done. The final
her name,"she said.
Dr. Pittman also praised Hen- committee, requested that faculty two sections ask for an indication
drix for its high spirit and educa- complete the document and have of willingness among the faculty
it returned to him by yesterday. members to teach new general
tional standards.
Pour basic divisions make up education courses and to particiThe main speaker for the event
was Dr. William Rial, president- the questionnaire. The first part pate in faculty development in
elect of the American Medical asks for a statement of support or order to do so.
Association. He was introduced
as a *'model of a person who has
moved outside his practice for
community, servicesv"
The Hendrix affiliate of Am-' is located in a militarized area,
Dr. Rial spoke out against ad- nesty International's Campus and "serious violations" of human
vertising for products and physi- Network has recently received rights have been known to take
cians* He referred to an adver- two Urgent Action appeals. This place in these areas. Amnesty
tisement he had seen in a news- material is sent out when the International has contacted the
paper„ promising a 25 pound organization has reason to believe Colombian government, most reweight reduction in one week.
that a specific person or group is cently in August, to express conHe referred to a current battle in imminent danger of torture or cern over .several reports that had
between the AMA and the Federal death. The two appeals concern a been received.
Trade Commission which sug- Romanian priest and a group of
Students interested in particigests that AMA's .position on Colombian students.
pating in a letter-writing camadvertising is anti-competitive.
The most recent of the pair, paign are urged to contact Bruce
Dr. Rial also spoke about the dated October 15, gives details of Jones, Dr. Garrett MacAinsh, or
urgent need of ethical standards the detention of twelve students others associated with the Henin today's society. He referred to of medicine and law from drix chapter.
Dr. Pittman as one who provides Manizales, Colombia. They were
ethical leadership that is despe- • Imown to have been taken to the
main militaiy barracks in Manirately needed.
He said that back at the first of zales, and the Colombian governthe centui^, AMA was determined ment acknowledges that nine of
H^rSfytinufor
to do away with quackery. In 1910 the students .are still the'|^. The
the AMA established a workable whereabouts of the other three
Men and Women
formula* to differentiate real doc- remain unknown. No charges
have been stated, and the AI
tors from these quacks.
For m excellent haircut
**The quality of American me- material does not state the gocallToni
dicinetpdayisunsmrpassed,"he vernment's reason for the detention.
said*
The Batallion AyacUcho bar327«-1t03
Hwy. 64W
However, he stressed that the
ethical standards of people in the racks have been reported before
medical profession today have as a site of torture of prisoners* It
declined.

GE questions distributed

Halloween at Hendrix
An alligator gar now hangs as the latest addition to Buhler Hall.
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Equalrights for woinen debated at
M,

, , by JMark Lawson and
Julie Johnson
A large crowd of students and
faculty members gathered in the
Campus Center last Thursday for
a forum on the Equal Rights
Amendment. The event was
sponsored by Student Affairs,
and, according to Cynthia Greer,
is the first ih a series pf events
designed to "get students talking
about issues again."
Arguinents in favor of ERA
were given by Cathy Webb,
president of the Pulaski County
chapter of the National Organization for Women (NOW), and
Hendrix Distinguished Professor
of Religion Francis Christie.
Arguing against passage of
ERA was Dr. Gene Bigler, Hendrix professor of political science.
Bigler was to be joined by Mary
Critlen of Family, Life, America
and God (FLAG), but she was
unable to make an appearance
because of illness.

doiie more in nine months to show
the pubUc why we need the Equal
Rights Amendment than feminists have done in fifteen years."
Webb said that the main issue
and purpose ih passing the
amendment is economic security
for women. The most threatening
opponents of the movement are
not groups such as FLAG, but

"The need for Equal Rights
Amendment is greater today
than it ever has been before," said
Cathy Webb in her opening words
as the first pro-ERA speaker, Ms.
Webb came to Hendrix for the
ERA forum from Little Rock,
where she is the president of the
Pulaski County Organization for
Women.
Although both opponents and
supporters have recently felt that the amendment would only be
symbolic of rights gained by statutes already passed through the
courts, Webb claimed tltat this is,
no longer trtie: Tiiese statutes are
now becoming extinct because
**the Reagan administration has

805 Donaghey

Cathy Webb
they are "groups and companies
who have an invested interest m
keeping women economic cripples." According to Webb's statistics, women average 590 to the
man's dollar in salaries, and
women with a college depee, on
the average make less than men
with eighth grade educations. She
accuses ERA opponents of "putting up nonsense smoke screens*'
such as blaming ERA advocates
for homosexual marriages: and
family break-ups to avoid the real

327-6447

Now Open 6 a.iii. for Breakfast
•m

till 9 p.in.

A Touch of TOMBOY
for every girl
Western cut no wale
corduroy pant in pinic
or winter white, $37. Sadwith challis loi
western yoke shirt
featuring centrist piping
and string tie, $26 in pink.
Sizes6-13;

Tucker announces campaign

misleading figure, by adding the
statistic that the average working,
woman is much younger than the
average working man. He also
considered diffeVences in education to be.a contributor to the
apparent discrepancy in earnings.
"I won't deny for a setcond that
there has been discrimination in
the past that has contributed to
that differential." He added that
the differential is riapidly changing, and charged that ERA would
consider people on the b t e of
sex father than on the basis of
individual qualifications. .
Bigler also referred to a bill
called the Balanced Compensation Act, which was a p>art of a
program under the Carter admi-'
nistration for implenaenting ERA
after its passage. He descnbed
the act as one that would study
the distribution of wages in different companies and businesses,
then determine the extent of employment of men and women
"going on the presumption that,
any differential in pay must have
occured because of previous discrimination." He charged that the
Act assumed that women would
not achieve equality in theu* lifetime and the ability to pay the
bosses more than the secretaries
would be eliminated.

issue of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
After reading the actual
amendment, Webbj explained
that "it simply means that gender,
will not bea factor in determining
the legal rights of women and
men," The law would provide that
each person would be judged by
his or her individual behaviour,
ability, performance, and need
instead of by a Socially-assigned
stereotype,
Dr, Francis Christie was the
second speaker supporting the
ratification of the amendment.
After a reply to Dr. Bigler's.antiERA speech, he opened his argument by reading a quotation
illustrating the demoralizing
stereotype of women written in
1792. He then referred to several
Francis Christie
historical incidents which illus-,
trated the need for and repeated lost." None of these people will be
rejection of a legal guarantee of convinced to support ERA,
equality for women,
ChHstie points out, but 60-65% ofChristie addressed the issue of the United States population althe amendment's being a redun- ready do support the amendment
dancy of the Hth Amendment . . . and that's the majority.
by saying, "In 1868 the 14th
Amendment granted privileges
Saying that he is not veheand rights of persons liberated
from slavery. Attempts were mently opposed to the Equal
made by the leaders of the. Rights Ammendment, Dr. Gene
Women's Equality Movement at Bigler argued that its passage '*is
this time to have descrimination not needed" because **it doesn't
on the basis of sex outlawed by make sense.'*
Rather than cite several laws
the amendment, but they were
not accepted." He further stated related to women's rights, Bigler
that the Constitution includes referred to the fourteenth amseveral factors arid categories mendment. "The Equal Bights
which are not to be used as the Amendment is redundant when
"sole basiB for legislative or judi- *added to the fourteenth amendcial'action. Among those are race, ment to the Constitutibn,'* he
religion, national origin». V . b u t said, stressing that it provides for
they do not include gender," no denial of equal legal protection
Most cases involving gender dis- to any person* *Tt's interestmg
crimination are settled judicially that it says person,'* he said,
/and entail long-term and expen- recalling how the word has been
^ alve'litigation. A passage of the. used to eliminate the usage of
amendment would put these in a male pronouns*
suspect category and therefore
Bigler also argued that ERA
relieve this problem.
**tries to canonize the concept of
.In closing, Dr. Christie listed equality for our society.** He
the various types of BRA oppo- stated his opposition to canonents. First, he said, there are nizing equali^, andto most absothose 'who feel that ERA senti* lute standards* Refening to de
ments are-fine, but that the Con- TocqueviUe, Bigler ap'eed that
stitution should not be altered. "equality Is a danger for demoGelid Bigler
Another group is composed of cracy and a danger for a free
those, as Webb had mentioned society,** and gave two reasons for
earlier* who have financial or this position. First, he said it is a ^ Bigler disassociated himself
personal Mterests at stake. Finally "source for tremendous medio* with arguments used by FLAG,
Christie cited those who oppose cotar,'* and secondly, *'il is a and even expressed pleasure at
the- amendment on ideological method for denying indU^^duality*** their representative's absence
from the forum* *T don*t think
•pounds and tiy to impose their
He
cited
the
*
Vague
statistical
ERA Is a threat to the family; I
• restfietive views upon society* He
standard" of equidi^ as a major don*t think it's a threat to our
on a "lost-cause Haw in the Equal Rights move- civilization or anything else,'* he
lity that tends, to operate in . ment He illustrated how the fact said, adding that '^definitely we
our. sodety, that tends to fight that women earn 60 cents for need to eliminate discrimination
causes
every dollar earned by a man is a on the basis of irrelevant criteria*
But, at the same time/* he coutinned, *%e don*t need equall^^
idiotic criteria that dott*t have
anything t^ d& with the laska and,.
theproblems of out* society eroding '
our ability and our/resources-to
deal vdth 'Other s«

BLUE RIBBON
SHOE STORi, INC.

Former Attorney General and
United States Congressman Jim
Guy Tucker, 38, announced yesterday -he will seek the Democratic nomination for Governor in the
May 25, 1982 Party Primary.
Speaking in Little Rock,
Tucker said that Arkansans
"want a governor who will make
sure we get our money's worth in
state government and who will
. neyer give us cause to fear that he .
is helping out utilities at the
expense of the .taxpayers." He
called for "firm leadership" in.

Resolution
sent out
Acting on a decision to accept a
motion by Senator Jerry Coker in
an earlier meeting, the Studeht
Senate sent a formal resolution to
the Curriculum Committee concerning the credit-only policy.
The resolution was signed by
14 of the 16 members of the
Senate,' and was sent in its final
form on October 19. It stops short
of recommending a revival of the
old policy, stating that the senators "feel that the new policy is
too restrictive in that only junior
or senior level courses may be
taken for credit." It calls for "a
less restrictive policy" .which the
senators feel would "afford stu-"
dents, better opportunities to
bi:oaden their education, and receive atrue liberal arts education^
without allowing the possibility of
abuse of the privilege." Further,
the resolution describes the present policy as one that "virtuallyeliminates the credit<>rily option/'

i
^

,

•

•

^

'

,

order co improve our safety from
crime, . help assure good, safe
education in our public schools,"
and "to be sure our state gets
every new job possible for our
families and our workers."
Tucker praised his home state,
crediting it with "great natural
beauty," "good hardworking
people," and honor for the "traditional family way-of life."
"As a candidate and as a governor," he pledged, "I will always
seek to appeal to the-best in our
people and to make them proud of
how our state is represented."
Speaking on issues. Tucker
maintained that "the Arkansas
General Assembly should be
called into session immediately,
for utility reform legislature. The
^;6vernor of Arkansas should
never behave in a way that causes
any citizen to fear favoritism for
the utilities."
He also called for changes in
the public schools, saying that
"competency testing in high
school should be required to assure that an Arkansas high school
diploma is reliable evidence of a
student*s sound ability to read,

write and perform appropriate
math functions." He termed as
equally important the student's
right to learn and protection, of
that right. "Disruptive students
must be removed from the classroom. Schools are for learning. It
is wrong to burden either students- or teachers with cqnstant
discipline problems."
Tucker also supported expansion of current prison facilities.
"Although the facilities need to
be clean and humane, they do not
need to be expensive," he said.
"Using prisoner labor and stateowned land at the existing prison
sites, housing can be built immediately for non-violent offenders
with short times to serve."
The former prosecuting attorney expressed his support of the
death penalty as "necessary to
protect our law-abiding citizens
from dangerous criminals. As a
prosecutor I.asked for the death
penalty, as attorney general I
wrote the state death oenalty
statute, and as governor I will
carry out the duty of my office and
set execution dates to carry out
death sentences,"

(Left) George Sawaya and
Aubrey Nixon teamed up In
ringing 'Endless Ijovev as
one of many acts performed
•at Freshman Follies last
Tuesday. (/a>ove) Also presented were trie mime talents of Marty Bogan.

•

Senior Sociology msflor Kathryn
Ann Cheney from Jacksonville is
currently participating in a special
under^aduate program at the
annual meethigs ofthe ^/fid-South
Sociological
Association
at
Centenaity College m Shreveport,
Louisiana.
Cheney Is participatmg m the
program as part of an independent study project on **Socioiogical Involvement in Community,'*
which is being directed by Hendrix Sociolo^ Professor James
R. Bruce.
The Hendrix senior is one of
only 15 students chosen to attend
themafetings.
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(Above Left) Or. Goodwin talkswitha visiting parent during a
reception for the visitors. (Above Right) Or. David Taylor
conducts choir member^ during a performance for Parents
Weekend. (Below Left) Orchestra members perform under
the direction of Stanley Chepaitas In Staples Auditorium.
(Below Right) Tom Bramhall and his mother talk with Dr.
Johnson.
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(top Left) Freshman Duke
Roberts shows his parents
around the Hendrix book-*
store. (Top Bight) Senate
President Stacy Sells gets a
chance to chat with her
father. (Side) Dr. and Mrs.
Hatcher participate in Pa^
rents Weekend by taking

time welcome visiting parents. (Bottom Left) Wendy
Windsor performs with fellow
orchestra members for
Hehdrix guests. (Bottom
Bight)The stage band performs for Hendrix students
and their parents under the
direction of Carol Herrick.
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An evolutionary principle
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It's been tried before without success, and
now it's being tried again. The Senate has
launched an ambitious effort by drafting a
proposal asking for student representation on
the all-important Academic Policy Committee, only one year after a similarproposal was
handily defeated by the faculty. It is not
. surprising that with students getting representation on all but one committee, someone
will ask why that single committee is set apart
from the.rest — and maybe.that's a good
questipn.
The whole idea behind student repiresentation is that students should have input on
matters that concern them. Several decades
ago', that was a revolutionary concept. Today,
it is accepted (although sometimes in a
begrudging manner) not only at Hendrix but
in institutions of higher learning all across the
country. Very often, the niatters taken up by
tbe Academic Policy Coinmittee have a direct,
sometimes major, effect on the students. So
why hasn't representation always been extended along with the others?
Apparently, there is some misunderstanding about the purpose of the Academic Policy
Committee. The 1979-80 Student Senate
drafted a proposal asking for student repre-.
sentation, and a lot of the reason for its failure
to pass was a sentiment in the faculty that
Academic Policy needed tbe freedom to^

discuss sensitive issues that didn't directly
concern students. Tbis, in fact, is not the
case. The Faculty Handbook cites two
other autonomous committees which handle
matters of this sort. .
Whether or not it has been vocalized, we
suspect that another, real reason, for reluctance to accept having students on such a
powerful committee is a feeling that students,
are generally not responsible enough for the
job. The consistency of students serving on
the other committees should dispel any such
misgivings. In addition, the procedure by
which student representatives would be
selected - a non-application procedure -would
insure the selection of competent individuals.
To say that students can handle the responsibility of lesser committees but not of more
important ones is unreasonable, since the
ability to make good decisions and act responsibly does not vary from committee to
committee, "either for students or faculty
members.
The only remaining question is whether
Hendrix is ready for this proposal. One year
ago, it was not. The principle behind it has
already been considered and accepted. In a
few weeks, the faculty will have to decide
whether to finish the job of putting the
principle into practice now or wait until later.

Decisions

I

The following story is designed
to help those of us who are undecided about tal^g a stand on a
controversial issue in medical
ethics, the terminalion of socalled incurable human lives.
I had a friend who worked as an
orderly m a hospital and related
to me the following stoi^: "Yeah,
weE, the'doctor told Tom bis
mother had a stroke and was
being supported by a heart-lung
machine. She had afinite,though
uncertain chance of recoveiy,
either complete or imcomplete.
Over a considerable period of
Mme her physical condition stead*
lly worsened until she was no
longer the woman he knew before
ttie stroke. The doctor told Tom
that his mother lacked brain*
waves present in functioning
humans, and that chances were
slimthat she would ever be able to
breathe for herself. Her condition
worsened; she weighed B6 pounds
and assumed the letial position.'*
The issue is termination of a
seemingjy hopelessly Incurable
Ife. **Where does Tom stand?
Wbat did he dof* 1 queried.
**1Patience - wait 'til Tve finished my story-," was tbe ready
answer* He continued as follows.

is draining our meager middleclass fortune. Would Mother* want
that? Would she want to lavishly
support this entourage of doctors
and medical people that are trUpphig her and not letting hei? go to
L / f i n a l test? YouvVhurting
evei^body involved except the
hospital. For God's sake, let
Mother die. Wast reason do you
have to keep her body, her shell,
alive and prolong her suffering?"*
Anti-Termination
*" Jack, my brother Jack. 1 don*t
know what is right, but I will
present my vi.ew. How catt you
think of Mother as anything but
Mother? I don't care what happens, she brought both you and
me into this world. Jack, she's our
Mother! How do you know whether or not she i»dll recover? No
one Imows; not tbe doctors, no^
body* She JU8|; inight wakie up. All
of us here know you have never
shown Mother «i>ytliittg Ibut love

and kindness your entire life. If we
puU the* plug on Mother, she will
die. That much is for sure. That
means her blood, her murder, will
be on our hands, the hands she
cared for and nurtured for 24
years*"
"As Jack ended, the family
rustled about with no. sign of
emotion. As soon as the head
nurse showed upV the crowd of
orderlies dispersed, and as I
walked, I heard Jack's rebuttal
blend in with the sound ofthe airconditioning.
"Now, 1 left the hospital two
summers ago and last month got
vrind of the final outcome. They
say that Mother died on the heart*
lung machine and that Jack and
Tom are still arguing..." At that
point, my friend, being profoundly drunk, lapsed into a deep sleep.
It was a good thing, because he
was going to tell me about, as he
put it, ibe world's heaviest
bedpan* .

r

An Open Lettei* to the HendJeise
Oommnnity:
To the students and faculty
that have taken thne to read and
. PfO-rTettiiiitatioii
discuss the petition on the
*T heard Tom and bis blather courses for credit only system:
Jack speaking at the hospital she Eegardless of their viewpoint *months after the stroke. As I mauy thanks. I am very proud of
remember, Jack spoke first. *Mow the actions taken by many stucan you prolong the existence of dents' «as individuals^ or part of a
this shell of our'mother? The, gvmp.- Currently 1 am'trying to
woman is a non-functioning vege- talk tvith all of the, professors
table^ and the odds ^are asttono" about the petitioi^
^ M i g lmil - tiffiftnt viewS'
wmm that siiiieH' mmanytiiing
that, fm stif©,tMshopefess t ause studeiflits. I wmt

know that regardless of personal
opinion the faculty as a whole is
being veiy responsive to concerns
voiced by students. I feel like the
more input they get from the
students, the more able they will
be to recognii^e what needs exist.
Therefore, on November 3 in the
Campus Center, a poll will be
conducted tO'get responses (positive and negative) on the changes^.
in the, courses for credit system. I
e that all the students will take
to ans^vef a, tew QUis*
IS
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Wandering back into the past is a fine occupation for a person
like this. Different seasons are associated with specific events in
most people's rainds, and fpr the past few years the first cold
snap of fall has been a reminder of the first tinie that I visited the
campus.
I've talked to quite a few other people about that experience,
and the universal reaction is that, somehow, the campus looked
a lot more impressive back then-. That's really pretty understandable, but is familiarlity beginning to breed contempt? All
those brick buildings whose function I couldn't even guess,
except for their having something to do with tougher classes. I
could have'gotten lost easily that day, arid nearly did. I thought
even that was great - my old high school was nowhere near big
enough to get lost in. .
,
'
This past Thursday I saw my bewildered successors being
herded about, orange and white^circles prominent, iand all this
returned to me. Rudy and Jack were busy as usual, because
there are a lot of things that prospective students have to see. If
they're science typ^es, the lab equipment in Buhler and
Reynolds is a must, preferably if it's surrounded by seriouslooking students. Those oriented toward Humanities and
Social-science get similar scenes laid out before them, and •
everyone gets plenty of ivy-covered walls, shaded walks and
orange-slate roofs-- Believe me, if the campus looked like, say,
ASU's, the admissions people would have a distinctly tougher
job facing them.
No matter what the campus, though, there is a certain style in
admissions. As I remembered above, the campus was vastly
different back then, and I'm sure than their campus is not. I had
no conception of what to look for, no idea of how to interpret*
much of what I was seeing. And I have no way to tell any of them
just what to do, either.
**Look",.I can almost hear myself trying to say to a visitor, *T
know that this is strange. Try to keep that in mind, and not work
against it. Be impressed, biit for God's sake, don't be avved.
You are being shown these things by people with good but
definite intentions, and you'll see every school you visit through
their eyes and through eyes like theirs." '
" R m e m b e r " \ l w o u l d ^ ^ if Ijust had one sentence to give,
'^admissions is not college, and it's not the school in particular;
it's something you'll never go through again." I don't want to
sound like I'm faulting Rudy and Jack Frost, or that I think that
the publicity bere is deliberately misleading. The point tbat I'm
tnng to make is that aB publicity for new students is misleading
in a way, because it's being seen through the wrong sort of
impressions, a different mind entirely.
It is probably impossible to work vs/ith those minds year in and
year out without bemg aware of this. You can come to know what
is impressive and what isn't, perhaps something of what these
people ex;^ect or hope to find. The more unscrupulous
admissions departments work from this, but none can work
around it,
. *
This might have never come to my mind or the minds of those
that I've talked to if any of us knew how we had been affected by
it. But there is the catch in the process, the escape hatch,
because 1 will never know just how I thought that day. My "
perceptions are so different that in some ways a different set of
eyes saw Hendrix for the first time that afternoon. Every time I
see the visitors now I mentally walk up to* one of them. He's •
looking at the Reynolds labs that I've become so used to, or he's
walking down the htUk sidewalk by the administration, the one
that looks so much like a brochure cover in the spring and fall
He Mv^^ays looks a little impressed and a little lost^ and 1 wani^ to
tell him the things I've written about here. In my mind 1 walk up
and touch him on the shoulder* And my own face turns around.

or mterest
tended to replace individual efforts such as letters to voice
concerns. Hease let the faculty
know how you feel —they are
willing to listen.
:. ... .
.. • Sinceifely,
Nancy-1* Toung

that some of you have been borrowing things and taking them to
your room for your own use. This
rumor can be partially proven by
the presence of a box in the domi
lobby each apringfor the return of
"borrowed" items. ' •
_^Thi8 being the case, far be it
from me to fill up the silver trays
when they become empty. If you
To. wboiW: it may conceimi .
want silyer, go back to your ropm
, Being .a worker in the cafeteria, and get itf Better yet, go b^ck,aiid
It, has come to my attention thai iet it anyway> so therest of us will
m6 MB eipffiencisg a €iiroiiic
re soiaa.'
€lay MeOastl
alioflagt of -siver. luiiior liae l l

er

by Mark Lawson
Winners of the Nobel Memorial Prize have a tendency to be
knowledgeable and respected people, arid so it was with interest
that I read about James Tobin, this year's recipient ofthe Nobel
Prize for Economics, The Yale professor terms Reaganomics
*'draconian," and charges that they will cause unnecessary
unemployment, among other problems. It is heartening to know
that someone of such high esteem shares the view that
iReaganomics is not the answer to our problems, and that to
jsuggest that they won't work is not just a misunderstanding. It is
not so heartening to know that the President has thus tar nad no
{problem in enacting bis. ax-happy program.

*•*•*/

' Whereas social concern is normally over a political or ethical
issue (or one that is both), it seems that this year's concern at
Hendrix, is over a lack of concern. While Student Affairs is trying
to reestablish cainpus discussion about issues through events
like the ERA discussion and debate held last Thursday, KHDX
has had to defend their socially-conscious format. Things like
this and general talk among the students has made me wonder if
a crisis like Vietnam, or Watergate is necessary for public
awareness. I have decided that the unfortunate state of
privatism we find ourselves hi is in response (although in poor
response) to today's society, and that both of these things are
feeding on each other.
^

Reality of Reaganomics
by Alan Pennington
O.K., comrades,let's talk about budget
cuts.,
, ..v,,
, , ,.;
Some of ^ou tlnng that cutting the budget
on the federal and state level is just the way to
stop mflation and create an economic boom.
The idea behind this is that if the federal and
state governments stop deficit spending, the
inflation rate vrill fall along with high interest
rates, thus creating a better climate for
business to expand and reinvest thek gains.
However, the political realities are being
overlooked in the above formula. The first
question that comes to mind is: Can deficit*
spending really be eliminated? For every
dollar Reagan and Company want to save
through welfare and medicaid cuts, they want
to spend a dollar and a dime for military arms
and manpower. The Reagan "guns, not butter" approach actually caused an increase in
this year's national debt.
Question number two.* Will the inflation
rate really come down? Maybe. But according
to the above hypothesis, it won't, unless
deficit spending is eliminated (the old Catch
22, get it?). Then again, does big business,
vdio whom Reagan remains a humble servant,

really care? The big banks and corporations
are going to make a profit no matter what. It's
the smaller corp|ora6ons that face getting
svvaUpwed up in the growing mdnopolistic
trend. (Consider Conoco -— no small fry
organization^^ which was up for bids just a
few weeks ago without one v^ord of complaint
from the Justice bepartment.)
^'O.K., Al, it's a convincing argument. But
how do budget cuts affect me?''
Well, glad you asked* The Reaganites are
planning to cut a big chunk out of financial aid
to students. My "inside" sources tell me that
the proposals being considered in Washington are downright **obscene," A lot of it is
indefinite right now, but I've been told that
most ofthe proposals will be publicized in the
next six months. Oneproposal that I do Imow
of is to make Social Security and Veteran's
benefits count as income, thereby eliminating
these recipients from the BEOG eligibility
standards, A law has already been passed
preventing state student loans from being
given to families that make more than
$30,000. That $30,000 is the total combined
income ,of both parents and students*
"But All, what about us? We go to Hendrix."
Good point. But did you know- that S6
percent ofthe Hendrix student body receives
need-based aid (BEOG or atate grants) and
that 70 percent receive some form of financial
aid?
. •",
' ."
^^Golly^ Alt that's a lot.' That'll mean a-bunch of people will have a tougb t*- e
affording this place."
Well said. I imagine that ;one quarter or',
more of our student body would have to drop
out or go to less expensive colleges. Schools
like Hendrix will become even more lUy white
and upper middle class than they are today*
These are things which we must fight
against. Education is a precious thing and
should not be limited to those who can afford
it. When the system (when's the last time
someone called it "the system" in this paper?)
places more emphasis on bombs than brains,
then it*s time to^change the,system.

off the grass! We've all heard this
phrase often enough to adhere to it; however, It seems the majority of Hendrix
students have bovine tendencies. Like cows,
they choose to plod aeross the grass but as of
yet we have seen no one grazing. Retuming
upper classmen will notice the addition of a
sidewalk between Grove Gymnasium and
Hulen Hall, installed because people simply
refused to take an extra few seconds to keep
on the existing one. it comes down to the
fact that people are generally laz5? and will
not put out anymore effort than necessaiy,
unless they aie goaded by someone. ¥es,
'this is another one of those "keep our
jcampus beautifur' speeches, but maybe
"|you'll take this'on© to heart. This one aspect
JMAe^guaL.Hendiix..,.,canjemmn...idMl..3^
each studant doing so very llttfe*

*

*

*

*

Is tbe replacement of long hair by the alligator synonymous
with the replacement of social consciousness by egocentricity?
One of the interesting aspects of the discussion surrounding
the apathy problem is that some people try to associate the way
people dress wjth their level of public awareness. I disagree with
the idea of dividing the world into categories according to dress,
for although dress reflects to some extent the conscience of the
era, it is simply a reflection of the need for change, which is
inevitable. One may say that Izod and Polo are rubber stamps
pn the trite, shallow, egocentric moods ofthe day, but I really
think they are just the brands unfortunate enough to be popular
in the 1980's.
It's easy never to read the news or watch it on TV, get buried
in a textbook and be content with Hendrix as Aerearworiift^
happens to the best of us-- behind alligators and behind faded
•denim'.-. ;'••,
• , ; ' ' * ' ^ : W . ^ ' • * • ' •

•,',;

Regardless of whatever evidence may be stacked up against
an argument that students are conceined about public issues,
there is no disputing that at least some students on campus are
concemed about life at Hendrix. We can be assured thatwhen
the decision about the credit-only policy finally comes, student
imput on the matter will have been a factor in the outcome. In
addition, tbe heavy lobbying which has begun by the Senate to
get student representation on the Academic Policy Gommittee
is not the frivolous action of a bunch of upstarts. The debate is
yet to begin, and the arguments kbout students not being
responsible enough to serve on the committee have already
been dispelled by the careful nature of the Senate's approach to
tbe issue.
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Kutchka named All-American

Meii's Intramural
Thursday» October 1&
Mecca 2, GFA 0 (forfeit)
KAS8, Boardwalk 19
AA 22, Bourbon St. 0 .
East-2 2; Town 0 (forfeit)
CE 18, East 6. .
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Nancy Womack bats the bait for the^^H^^
against Ouachita Baptist University in their home game last
•Wday.',:.,-:-..
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Monday, October 19
Boardwalk 34, Mecca 0
AA2, GPA 0 (forfeit)
KA40,Bast-2 0 •
CE 6, Bourbon St. 0
MD 2, Town 0 ^rfeit)
East vs. CP protested

up to $12,10 value

FREE: Afiy pizza on "our hiefiu up to pur 16"
gilant with your choice of three toppings, with
purchase of equal or greater value. (Void vvlthother discounts.) Good anytime 7days a week.
AuthmiieBd by: Bandy Cotllhs
EXPtRATIOM DATE: Dec. 31,1981

"
Tuesday, Dctober 20
AA33, Mecca 6 '
Bast-2 30, Boardwalk 24
CE 2, GPA 0 (forfeit)
KA28, MD 12
Bourbon St. 25, CD 13
East 2^ Town 0 (forfeit)
"

Wottien^s Intramural
Wednesday, October 14
Raney, 19, CHOC 6
Veasey 26, Galloway 0 -

Wednesday, October 21
CHOC 6, Galloway 0'
Veasey 19, Raney 0

eASH VALUE ONE MILL
OHE CHECK K i t MERSOM t m VISIT
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TRICK OR TREAT BAG SALE

by Frank Arey
All-American — If somebody is
given that title at Hendrix College, the cbances are that he'll be
called a swimmer or varsity
player. Hendrix now bas attiird
variety in Jay Kutchka, a senior
from Benton, who was nam'ed an
All-American golfer for the 198081 season.
That; was Kutchka's junior
year, and his third season to play
golf here. The thfee-year letterman bad a 78 golf stroke average,

was named td the all-AIC team for
the second year in a row, and
missed the All-District team by
one point in the 80-81 season.
However, the award still astonished him.
"I was surprised. I didn't feel
like I had that good a season,,** he
admitted. ' 1 felt like I had a better
sophomore year."
Requirements for the award
were fairly ri^d. A golfer has to
have a 3.0 grade point average; he

Cross Country to travel to meet
Facing the same problems encountered each year by the cross
countiy team, the 1981 version of
the Hendrix Warriors Will close
their abbreviated season when
they travel to the AIC championships on Hovember 6.
The meet will be held at Bald
Knob and will be hosted by
Harding College. The; starting
time is slated for 2 p.m.
The AIC meet will be the first
time this year the Warriors will
have five' men running, the mini-

mum number required for a team
total in the scoring column.
Members of the team are Jim
Haslauer, a first year man who is a
sophomore and the team's leader
to date; freshman Bill Conway,
sophomores Keith Billingsley and
Jim Rhodes, and senior Todd
Shiver.
It will -be the first, meet for
Rhodes, a 1980 letterman who
has been injured, and Shiver, a
swimming* letterman turned
runner.

Weioome Back Hendrix Studetits

(FRIDAY ON l Y )
IE TO THE B O O K S T O R E AND F I
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Hendrix Ice Hockey
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The Hendrix soccer team continued its season at liome on
Suncjiay against UALR.

Bonanza can appease
every Warrior's appetite.
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BONANZA'S
CHICKEN-FRIED
STEAK
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Fried Steak Platter with potato,
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^s Shoe Store

has to participate in at least one
NAIA District Championship,
and he needs a golf stroke average
of 79.9, or better. From there, the
golfer's nomination goes before a
committee.
*Tt was a nomination thing; you
have minimum standards and
past records," he explained*
"This was an athletic and academic award."
Kutchka has been playing golf
for ten years, and is still inte»
rested. He has some concem$
about tbe proa-am at Hendrix,
such as recruitment and scheduling, but be makes it clear that
he's not through with golf yet.
*T intend to continue/In golf,
you mature at different ages," he
said. "Sometimes you pedc in
your teenage years mid get
burned out on golf. I hope my
game hasn't matured yet * I want
to play jsome more."

Drink Included
Coupon txpiras
Nov, t a 1981
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by Mark Lawson
and Morgan Hubach
1 Winning by a narrow margin of
five votes, Junior Stephen Craig
captured the ^enate^ seat-left vacant by Kareii Shiriey, who resigned earUer. Craig polled 296
votes to Robbie Anderson's 291.
The race, which took a run-off to
decide, came amid heated controversy over the ballot drawn up
by the Election Commission. Anderson, who was listed as
Hoberts A, Anderson, requested
that the commission change the

(Left) Sadie Hawkins Weel<end, as always, found Hendrix students in good ole
country sityle. (Right) Ken
Oliphant adds his step to the
Sadie dance.

Stephen Craig
S5'

Poll results show discontent

fMadrigal festival begins i H o W y OU b r 6 a t h c m a t t e f S
Approximately 150 bigh school
seniors from across tbe state will
be on the Hendrix College campus
today ior the-First Annual Hendrix
Madrigal Festival.-The Festival is
designed as an educational program
for madrigal groups and is noncompetitive in nature.
According to Dr. David Taylor,
who is directing the festival,* actiyities planned include a rehearsal
of traditional madrigal songs by •
ail of the participating students

followed hy individual school performances. The Hendrix Madrigals will perform a renaissance
dance and at 4; 15 a public concert
will be held in Staples Auditorium
featuring the Hendrix Madrigal
Singers and several schools perfoirming selections from their repertoires. Schools participating in
theFestival include Conway, PerlyviUe, Wynne, Hazen, Jonesboro,
Osceola, Forrest City, Bryant,
Brinkley and Rivercrest at Wilson.

near
Opening night for the tiieatee
department's first mi^jor production ^theyearwfltt be Wednesday,
Hovember 11. This term*s play is
"Afte The FaU" by Airthur MiUer.
1%e cast idll include such celebrnted liendrix actors m H a n ^
Akfood, Jobn Asictw, Terti
M M m , mm Wim^m, dnmne

a man whose life has been shaped
by the events of the twen^eth
cenbnry* As he waitu for Ms airplane in an aiiport, the main
characteir recalls the events of Ms
life duxing the Depression, Wbild
Waif n, the HobcaAist, a n i ^
McCarthy years. The man ren^nli^
^ t ^ ut .1- ..^^
t^

Most people take breathing for
granted. It*s just one of those
things we do without really thinking. Yet how you breathe can have
a profound effect on your life.
The purpose of breathing is to
take in oxygen and eadiale carbon
dioxide. Contrary to what yoii
might assume, ^not evei^body
breathes the same. How a person
breathes influences the effectiveness of this process*
There are three basic methods
of breathing. One involves pulHng
the rib cage outward. This m
called, chest breathing. Another
w ^ is to puU the s b ^ d a r s upward (shoulder bjreathlng). And
the third is by puUinf tha muscles
atthe bottom of ^ c chest cavity
downward (diapbragpttMBtic breath

waves in the brain.- (Alpha waves are breathing out of affects your
are a sign of relaxation). There- ability to perform various tasks. A
fore, such breathing may be a way study at Dalbousie University m
to reduce stress. After all, if you Nova Scotia found a correlation
want someone to calm down, you between students; competency on
teU him to take deep breaths. right brain (creative, spatial) task§
^So basically, by.deep breath- and left brain (analytic, verbal)
ing, youare.''relaxing** your body tasks and that of the nostril
and mind. This should help you breathing cycle,
fimction more effidently and
The yoj^s have been aware of
ought tx) give you an edgeoverup- the importance of proper breathtight chest-breathuig people; mg for centiu*ies. It plays a key
They are more Hkely to suffer role in thehr remarkable abiHty to
from hij^ blood pressure and control seemingly automatic body
other Stress-related ailments.
functions.
Hot only how you breitlbe/but
which nostril you use ^an be
Changing tbe way you breathe
important. NomaUy,, j^eople won't necessarily make you able
breathe out' of one n o i ^ at a to sleep comfortably k a bed of
tame. This usually o i ^ ^ s in a nails or slow your heartbeat at
cycle whichlast* ^ o u t two to four will. But it can make you richer by
Blg)#
hours (although ^ can be lotipr). getting rid of unnecessary stress,
Most adults act cbisl^rittthers.
Tliare is some eM^skitim WfW whicbcinptovetobeaiiobstadie
But tht best f o ^ Oi%«»ttiing is ilMt the sida of your iioi^ you to success and good health.
from tbe dii^liiipa, tibe way the
t

tmg^m
Deims
jMbreditk, '•**^^3 T^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ mm^imm-mM mm tke
Bimonn j?lpidn, m i Bagsdak,
Tiaki$ts will be available sOioiiiil . This d e e j ^ i i a « ol b i i a i ^ ^
ind Bin Schiimicbcr.
the Cabe lAeatre ticket ^ffmt, i. Him bean llalcail i i i t i the i#iia
% « pliy ii an a « J t d b i ^ ^
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Results of an independent poll
on the new credit-only policy
indicate that an overwhelming
majority of students oppose the
policy. The poll was Conducted on
a volunteer basis* last Tuesday
during the Senate election, and
was answeted by over 600 students. Of those, 97 percent expressed dissatisfaction over the
current system.
Currentiy, the courses that can
be taken for credit only must be
numbered 30 or above. Of those
responding to the poll, 66 percent
said they felt tbat all courses
should be available for credit
only. Another 27 percent preferred that courses numbered 20
or above beavmlable, while 2

by Mark Lawrson
Two years after its completion,
the overpass across U.S Highway
64 connectmg the main Hendrix
campus with the Mabee Center
has reentered campus discussion.
It has come to the attention of the
administration, faculty and students alike that the facility is not
being used the way it used to be,
and a possible solution would be
to fence in the east side of the
campus.
"Morgi people are not using it
than using it,** says Dean of Student Affairs Carl Wartenburg,
who explains that the original
plans for the overpass included
some kind of barrier to prevent
•-Students from neglecting It. "For
aesthetic anji expense reasons,
the idea was shelved,** says'
Wartenburg.
The overpass was constructed
in the summer of 1979 in response
to broad sentiment that a safety
hazard was being created by
makuag students cross, the high"
way in order to get to the new
Mabee Center. The 1978-79 Student Senate passed a resolution
supporting the constructipn of
either an underpass or overpass,
and for reasons of feasibilvty,
plans for an overpass received
•preferistice. According to Rodney
Todd, Vice Presidint of fiscal

percent favored the current level
limit. Six percent expressed no
opinion.

30 percerit favored a limit of nine
courses and 27 percent preferred
a limit of 12. No opinion was
expressed on this matter by 12
percent.

Another feature of the present
policy is that a grade of "C" or
better must be achieved for credit
to be given. A 67-33 majority
' favored the policy used last yea^r,
in which *'D" work was satisfactory fof credit fo be granted.

Of those answering the survey,
30 percent identified themselves
as sophomores, 26 percent as
freshmen, '23 percent as juniors
and 21 percent as seniors.

The most disagreement among
those responding to the poll came
in the (Question of how many
courses a student should be allowed to t$ke for credit only. Tbe
new policy limits the number to
she, while the former Umit was 12.
A plurality of 31 percent favored
Umiting the number to six, while

. Nancy Young, organizer of the
survey, says she has given copies
of the results to Dean John
Merrill, requesting that they be
made available to members ofthe
Curriculum Committee as weE as
the Academic PoUcy Committee,
An additional copy was given to
President Joe Hatcher.

Usting to Robbie Anderson, maintaining that some members of the
student body were unfamiliar
with his full legal name. He also
expressed concern over the contradiction between his name on
the ballot and the spelling of his
name on campaign material,
The commission, headed by
Senator John Schroeder, met and
decided to deny the request, on
the basis of a rule that write-in
candidates must have their first
and last names spelled correctly
in order for their votes to be valid.
Commission members felt that it
would be most logical to Ust aU
candidates in this fashion.
Unhappy with the commission's
decision, Anderson conferred
wjth Senator Jerry Coker, who
contacted Senate President Stacy
Sells about the matter. Sells in
turn called a special session ofthe
Senate, at which Coker submitted
for discussion an amendment to
Article 3, Section 1 of the Elec*^^? Code. The amendment,
which was seconded by Senator
Jim McKenzie, reads that "the
candidate's name wiU appear on
the ballot as the candidate's name
appeared on the written statementof candidacy." Just prior to
offering the amendment, Coker
termed the Election Commission's decision ''ridiculous.**
Despite heavy opposition led
by Schroeder, the amendment

passed with two no votes from
Schroeder and Senator Glen
Kelly, with Senator Leigh Davis
abstaining.
A disorderly and heated discussion proceeded the vote, with
Schroeder stating that the commission's decision should not be
challenged by the Senate. "The
Election Commission was created
by the Senate to make such decisions," he said.
Vice President Kevm Coriden
agreed that.the commission's decision should not be chaUenged,
but agreed also that the Election
Code should be more specific and '
finally decided to vote in favor of
the amendment.
President Stacy Sells expressed
support for the amendment, telling Schroeder that she sympathized with him, and could see his
point, but it was "not an issue of
being logical or not but what is
fair."
Contrary to the hopes of Anderson, the final decision did not
lead to victory, even though he
polled a plurality in the general
election. The race began with a
field of five candidates, who campaigned until Tuesday's election,
which gave Anderson WB votes to
Craig*s 111. Julie Johnson finished
third with 104 votes, followed by
John Wmdsor wdth 97 and Grey
WiUiams with 76.
Continued on page .2
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arises over neglect of overpass

Affairs, the project cost approximately $276,000, with the federal
government providing 90 percent
ofthe funds while Hendrix footed
10 percent of the bill.
Wartenburg says that a fence
has "been discussed as a possi^
bility'* for eliminating the safety
hazard of people crossing the
busy highway, adding that other
possibiUties include a brick wall
matching the overpass and
shrubbery .**No one is eager to see
a barrier constructed,** says
Wartenburg.
One of the reasons given for not
using the overpass comes from
residents of Bast HaU who say
that to use itrequires walking out"
of the way. But Bast Hall residents aren't the only people not
using the fjaeiUty."I*ve seen entire
intramural teams crossing the
highway in mass," says W^en^burg, He also refers to comments
from others who "have witnessed
some near misses *' and * 'near auto
accidents'* as cars have stopped
for pedestrians and other cars
have "screeched on the brakes'*
coniing around the curves not
expecting to find a stopped car*
Altbougb no accidents have
actually occured, Wartenburg
says that he hopes nothing tragic
is to happen in order for any
action to be taken.
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H e n d r i x College

Craig wins Senate run-off,
controversy surrounds race
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The matter has been discussed
by both the Committee on Student Life and this year's Student
Senate. "Ithink ifwe can educate
people to the problem," maintmns Wartenburg, "we won*t have

to do anytiung.**
tt such action were taken,
Wartenburg says that advice
would be sought from both the
Student Life Committee and the
Senate, with the final imtiative

being taken by the Presidents
office. *T don't thmk anyone
wants to put [a barrier] up,** says
Wartenburg, "but at the same
time we don*t w ^ t to see anyone
get hurt.**

\ /'!

t h e overpass that connects the main portion
of the campus lo the Mabea Csnttc and last
Hall was built in 1979 as a safely pr#6aution
for^hose-crossini4he4iiihway*4lowe¥eUl

has Jbeen apparent that people have nott^een
using i t Instaad they ohoosa to walk illreclty
across the hiihway/ . "
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Professorship created
i
V

The M.E And Ima Graves^
Peace Professorship has been
estabUshed at Hendrix CoUege
according to Dr. Joe B. Hatcher,
president. The announcement
was made Friday at the faU Board
of Trustees meeting. The professorship is being estabUshed to
honor Mrs. Peace's generous
philanthropy to the CoUege.
Mrs. Peace, who resides in
Magnolia, was bom in Buena
Vista in Ouachita County. She,
attended Henderson-Brown College which later merged with
Hendrix, She is active in reUgious
and civic affairs in MagnoUa and
has been a member of the President's Club and Endowment

Society at Hendrix CoUege for
several years.
Mr. Peace attended Hendrix
College in the early 1900s. Hewas
an outstanding business, civic,
and church leader in, MagnoUa.
He moved to MagnoUa in 1923
and developed lumbering, merchandising and building enterprises prior to his death in 1973,
He was an outstanding Methodist
layman and was one of the leaders
behind the development of the
Wesley Foundation Building at
Southern Arkansas University.
He was a generous benefactor to
the Boys' Club of Magnolia for
many years.
In 1954, Mr. and Mrs. Peace
established the Peace Lectureship at First United Methodist
Church in Magnolia.
, With the establishment of the
Peace Professorship, Hendrix
CoUege will hsve six active professorships. A Heridrix faculty
member wiU be named to the the
professorship in the spring.
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Many were present for the recent dedication
of Ihe renovated Martin Hall. On hand for the
ceremony was Donald P. Moyers, vice-presi-

deht of the Mab^e Foundation, who watches
as President Hatcher unveils the pladue.

•MMoj^^^^^^^^^

Alternative Christmas Fair scheduled
by Julie M. Johnson.
Every year when Christmas
rolls around, amidst the caroUng
one can hear the inevitable complaints about how commerciaUzed
Christmas has become. Yet these
same people can be seen buying a

Pizza Inn
724 Oak St. • Conway, Ark. * 329-3881
*jrmu i c iA«

0uUit/:

BEARER O F THIS CERTIFICATE

FREE* Any pizia on'our menu up IQ our 16'*
grant wjtti your choice of three toppings with
purchase of equal or greater value. (Void with
other discounts.) Good anytimer? days a week
Authorixmd by: Randy Collins
EXPIRATION DATE- Dec. 31. 1981
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up to $12.10 value

Pizza
IxuL
CMH VALUE ONE H I U
ONE CHECK PEII.rEflSOri FER VISIT
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golf ball paperweight for Dad or a
Janie walk, talk and do the dishes
while standing on her head doU.
But this year, for the fourth year
in a row, a group of Hendrix
people are actuaUy making a
effort to make Christmas a celebration instead of the **sell-abratiori" it has become.
This effort is in the form of the
Alternative Christmas Fair which
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 20, and 9 a.m. to
noon Saturday, Nov. 21. Also
craft workshops will be held
Saturday morning for anyone who
is interested.
Alternative Christmas is the
sale of crafts that were made in
third world countries. Each item
on sale at the fail' has been
hattdled and constructed by
human hands, unlike the toys
seen in the store that were burped
out of a machine in record speed.

Mission Vaiage, one ofthe contributors, described the program
as such: "The handcrafted items
come from underdeveloped countries. Mission ViUage, by creating
a market for the crafts, helps the
people help themselves. They are
able, therefore, to raise their individual standards of living through
tbeir own efforts."
The profit made at the fair is
not kept by Hendrix but is sent
directly back to those who made
.the products. Therefore aU the
work done by the students, faculty and staff is volunteer.
Other than- Mission Village,
there will also be items from
Mennonite Central Committee
and UNICEF, which is being
handled by the Conway League of
Women Voters. Also the Conway
Human Development Center
(formerly the Arkansas Children*s

RESTAURANT
Free Drink with purchase of any
sandwich or salad with this coupon

SMSan dunn, a formier Hendri Studerit whd
has rfeerr to success as a Vocal peilorme^
cam0 back to campMS to present a concert
for a hear capacity^ crowd in Staples Audh
. toriunrl last ttiursday. Last year, Dunn was
chosen to debut withrthe Metropolitan Opera
in NeW York City^ Joining her at the piand was

Colony) and the United Methodist Women will have a table with
items for sale.
*

A unique aspect of the Hendrix
fair is the mitten-sock tree. This
year a real tree wUl be used and
contributions of mittens and
socks are encouraged. At the end
of the fair the contributibhs VriU;
be taken tx> the Clifton Day Care
Center and the Hunian Development Center.
Lastyear the fair netted $6»00d
which, according to Karen Wartenberg, One of the coordinators
of the fair. Was an exoeptional
amount for only twQ days. , .^ =.
The items from these "pebplesupporting" agencies are at Hendrix on consignment ^ d whatever is not sold wiU be sent back
along with all the profit.
There wiU be a ?5 cent admission charge at the fair. This is
to pay for the postage to send
items back, the printing of flyers
and stolen items.
Ai^one who is interested in
helping with the fair is urged to
help. Mrs. Wartenberg commented
that between 70 and SO people
helped with the fair last year.
hi this age of rushing around it
is refreshuig to see so many
people volunteering their time
and ideas, said Gayle Roller, who
is working on her 3rd alternative
Christoaas.
"People are leamhig to p v e a
part of themselves to people that
need it," she said.

1
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Conway, Arkansas
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The Conway junior AuxUiary is
accepting appUcations for graduate study scholarships infields
related to the training of children
with special needs. These fields
include mental health, mental retardation, speech thejfapy, exceptbnal children ^andr"^ remedial
reading.
The Conway chapter will award
a grant of up to $500 and the
National Association of Junior
AuxiUaries has funds available up
to $8,000.
The primary purpose of the
scholarships is not to honor recipients but to present a gift to the
children who ultimately wiU benefit Therefore, the determining
factor in the selection of the
recipient wUl be the candidate
who the committees (both local
and national) feel wiU accompUsh

the most outstanding work with
children.
The deadUhe for receiving applications for both scholarships is
December 10. Applications and
further information may be obtained by caUing Mrs. Vance
Strange, chaii^an, a t 327:^6456
or Mrs, Mike Rapp at 327-4216.
The
national
Bcholarship
program was started in 1962 and
approxunately $125,000 has been
awarded to 110 naen and women.
Conway residents who have received national awards are Dr.
Dave Naylor, Dr. Jim Thurman,
and Mrs. Elaine McNiece.
The Conway chapter awards
began in 1977 and a total of
$2,000 has been awarded to
Nolan Biyant, Mrs. Susan Bonner,
Mrs. Jane Harrell, Mrs. Julia
FVost, a former Hendrix student,
and Mrs. Maiy Ann Mattingly.

WMl I b i i C^nptii
Remember Someone
This Holiday Season
with
a Baloonagram
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can appease
every Warrior's appetite.

Vol LXIX, No
PubUshed
bi-weeMy
except
during Holidays and exams by the
students of Hendrix CoUege.

I

Mark Lawson, Editor
JuUe M. Johnson, Associate
Editor
Betsy Singleton, Production Manager
,
Paul Johnson, Business Manager
Perman Reynolds, Head
Photographer
Staff Wrltersi
V. Prank Arey,
David Fleming
Ben Harmon
Morgan tlubach
Russ Hunt
Julie Jfohnson
Derek Lowe
David McCallum
Alan Pennington^ '

CONWAY'S HEADQUARTERSI
FOR

CALCULATORS
OVER 40 MODELS
§ cas^io
• Hewlett-Packard
• Sharp,
• Texas instrumefits

COMPUTERS
roR OFPlOe AND HOME
• Atari

• Cbinmodore
• Crortiemco ' . "
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In a campaign speech prior to
the election, Craig expressed
^ n c e r n over the Hendrix media,
suggesting that Senate meetings
should be aired over KHDX and
space should be provided in the
. d e f i l e for recording votes of
individual senators on different
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Continued from pi^ge 1
• The new senator 0fficlaliy began his duties in Tuesday night's
Senate meeting. His term wUl
expire in tbe spring when regular
elections ate held.

John Vi/u^sman, who has jgainedwicie acclaim iE»s accompanist forseVeralnoted^
fdrmers including Lucianrib
P^vardttl.
Wussman also conducted a Masterclass for
voice studehts the next day, ah eyent for
which severial Hehdrix graduates returned

ALSO
BOOKS, MAiSAZINiS AND
PROGRAMS FOR MOST
COMPUTER''BUFFr
.

AllK1UI«
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BONANZA'S
HAMBURGER
tmr irtcludtf WQV Hamburgei
pmm Mtm trtnch friti and in
fhi tiUid you eiri Mt
Offdr good with coupon only
it Bon«ftt& In Conway.

$2.49
Drink Included
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Faulkner Plaza
Shopping Center
Phone: 329-6454
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Cheerleader uniforms, kiosk funded
At a recent Senate meeting,
some $1500 was alloted for
various causes. The cheerleaders
were granted $1000 for the purchase of new uniforms, with the
funds to be returned later in the
year. In addition, $450 was set'
aside for the construction of a
kiosk, and another $40-50 was
spent to purchase new bulletin'
boards for Hulen Hall.
Scptt. Washburn, chairman of
the Athletic Committee, spoke on
behalf of the cheerleaders in requesting the loan for uniforms,
"We don't want to be a black eye

at out-of-town games," he said, as
current cheerleader uniforms
were displayed, "we want to be a
squad that the school can be
proud of."
Washburn spoke of an effort to
change the image of the cheerleading squad, and maintained
that new, more attractive uniforms were essential for attaining
that new image. Also, ofthe three
styles of-uniforms, there is only
one for which there are enough
uniforms to dress all ofthe cheerleaders.
Plans are for the cheerleaders

to return the $1000 by'way of
selling spirit buttons to students
during basketball season. The
buttons will be sold at a rate'of $1
apiece.
The second largest allotment,
$450 for a kiosk, came affer
Senator Jim McKenzie quoted
four bids on the cost of construe
tion. Although Mechanics Lumber of Little Eock submitted the
lowest bid, shipping costs drove it
up an additional $50, so that
Heigel Lumber Company's bid of
$434 was the cheapest overall.
The Senate voted to pay for the

'Eccentric' artwork displayed
Some unusual art produced by
an Arkansan is currently being
exhibited in the Treischmann
gallery. The work of the late C.S.
"Doc" Stahl was accidentally discovered by Hendrix Art Professor,
Bill Hawes as he was passing
through Logan County, where one
piece of the artist's work was
displayed in the Logan County
.

.

Museum. Hawes brought back
with him some 25 pieces of
Stahl's "eccentric" art, which he
attained by way of the Doc's wife.
The work features the use of
three dimensional construction
and other very different concepts
"Ithink a lot of people will see this
as terribly crude," remarked
Hawes. "He used anything he
-. -
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Ziegler participates
in England conference

(Upper left) Dennis Meredith
fine tunes the lighting and
sound systems for rehearsal.
(Upper right) Ben Schumacher
ahd Ramona Pipkitx rehearse
in costume. (Lower left) Wynn
Alexander puts the final
touches on the stage scenery.
(Right) Dana Lancaster and
Ben Schumacher rehearse a
passionate argument.

by Morgan Hubadh
Opening Slight for the
JDepartmetifs Major Froducitioii
was WedMsday^ Navember 11.
Hiia term*® • play is' '*After „Thi
' fdl'*' by,Arthur ^Miller. The play
Is considered to be om ot Mill^r^s
better works; it is a play that deals
with the atitoMography of the
maitt character and shows how
inajor,events, Ift • recent histoid?
helped shape his life* .
, ^Tlxa- play was chosiis' by Br.
Bosomaiy Henenberg, who *m
chairman of th© theatre depart*
' ment and director olthe play. Br.
Henettberg gave several reasom
tor selecting this particular play
for the Ml term production^
"First, 1 Mt that it was a play
stiited lor the tlttes that we .-are

;;ijte-.:.'!i?B'^''''->*^"'*™-'*t-H'
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living in now (and) we gave much
consideration as to what the
Hendrix audieiice wanted to see.*'
Dr. Heaenberg went on to state
that the talent of the actors at
Hendrii: was also suited for this'
l^peof play.
, • • *ThB play •debuted oa Broadway in the BOs, but it reflects the
times and events during and be*
fore the SOs. Because this is a
modem play, its order of events is
rather unique. There is no con*
tinuum of time; it is really a nonlinear type of organisation with a
balance between improvised order and chronologieal order. The
play takes place in the conscienceness of the main character,
He is searching for the answer to a
In the play, the main character

is trying to decide if he wants to
begin a relationship with a woman
after two unsuccessful marriages.
In pondering the decision, he
looks back at some of the m^ot
events of his life. After examining
these events, both good and bad,
andsees all of the peopl§ that he '
has hurt in his lifetime, he then
realizes, that he is human and
inevitably hurts people in the
process of survival. **He looks for
clues as to why he has failed in
relationships and finds that he is
human and accepts that fact.'*
major question in his Itfe by
sifting through the events of his
past. "WeVe tried to put a sense
of correlation between certain
events inhistorv.**
Special considerations were

given to the design of the stage
itself in this play. Instead of the
usual hard-wood stage floor, a
multi-level black stage was used.
This particular design was required to physicalize the illusion
of images flowing through the
conscience • mind ^of the main
character. Also, the lighting is
used to highlight this illusionary
effect. The music in the,play
serves two purposes: first, it helps
reveal the personality ofthe character and It sets the time period
of the'particular memory/
_ The play 'began- Wednesday
night and will run through^atur*
day night, with a pe^onnance on
Sunday afternoon. Fortiekets and
Information go by' the
Theatre box office.

Dr. John A. Ziegler recently
participated in the 232nd Wilton '
Park Conference * in England
where he made a presentation on
"The Nature of the Peace Movement in the United States during
the 1960s and 1970s."
Dr. Ziegler, who is Social
Science Area Head and History
andPolitical Science Chairman at
Hendrix,was invitedto attend the
conference because of his research inthe area of American
isolationism,
The conference, entitled "The
United States of America: International Links and Mernal Pres-

sures", was held at Wiston House
in rural Sussex and was attended
by 40 people representing countries belonging to the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development. Most of the
participants were diplomats and
scholars.
While in England, Dr. Ziegler
was also a guest at St. Peter's
GoEege, Oxford University, having
been invited by Professor Francis
Warner, Director, Oxford Overseas Study Course. This year
Hendrix has six students participating in Professor Warner's program at Oxford.

by Julie Johnson
One member ofthe 1982 Hen*.
drix Freshman class is Daniela
Sieber. Even with her fair skin
and long blond hair, Daniela does
not especially stand out until one
hears-her charming. German accent. Daniela's interesting past
also adds to her distinction.
Her father had reeeived an
education and taken an American
medical exam in Johannesburg,
South Africa. She lived there with
her family "for eight,, ye^s
until they "moved to Bavaria,
West Germany, where her father
began' practicing medicine. Because of his, contact with the
American educational system, he
strongly encouraged Daniela to
take advantage ofthe opportunity
to live with Arkansan relatives

during her senior year of high
schooL
Daniela arrived in Little Eock
in the summer of 1980. Upon
paduation from PulasM Academy,
she was faced with the decision of
beginning coliege here or returning to> West Germany... Since the
difference in American and
European school systems meant
that, if she returned, she would he
required to attend two more years
of high' school before entering a
university, she came to the conclusion that better opportumties
would present themselves- if she
began coiege here.
Daniela feels. that, with the
exception of the school systems,
• no major differences ^between^
.American and European lifestyles
exist. She did cite the difference-

siDDys
11 p.m

could find in his art." The professor credits Stahl with being
"ahead of his time,"
As his nickname suggests,
Stahl was not primarily an artist
but a general practitioner. He
constructed a small shed neai* his
office in which his creations came
into being. He was born in 1888 in
Kirksville, Missouri and raised in
Bentonville and Fort Smith,
Arkansas. After medical school in
Missouri and a brief practice in
Fort Smith, Stahl moved to Paris,
Arkansas in 1926, residing there
until his death in 1960.
His medical practice gained a
_^
^^ for
_ . great
^_^^ „^
reputation
success
saving condemned limbs with the
"
use of ""natural
medicines", and
his interest in plants is, being
carried on by one of his sons who
now lives in Texas.
in Paris, Stahl built a
uniquerock home on the outskirts
of town at the foot of Short
Mountain. The yard ofthe house
vi^as adorned with Isprge rock
sculptures, while the livihg room
on the inside featured a painted
landscape.
The Stahl exhibit is scheduled
to remain in Treischmann until
Christmas break.
.
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populations; people and cities in
Europe are much closer together
than they are in the United States*
Of the people themselves, though,
Daniela said that the only difference she noticed was that
Americans seemed slightly more
open-minded... _
Presently, Daniela is here on a
four-year student visa. Although
not absolutely certain of her im*
mediate plans, Daniela does plan
to return to Europe for med*
school and eventualy to practice
medicine in West Germany.

kiosk entirely out of extra fuhds,
and tentatively planned to place a
plaque on it crediting the 1981-82
Senate' with its construction.
In addition, the Senate voted to
split the cost with Student Affairs
to buy three new bulletin boards
to be hung in dovmstairs Hulen.
One of the bulletin boards is to be
reserved for Senate information,

while the other twO would be
available for campus information
and want-ad type announcements.
One factor that encouraged the
•senators to vote in favor of the
allotments was ~ a windfall of
$1,364 in unanticipated revenues,
which have been added to $1,760
earlier budgeted as carryover
Junds.

'81 Troubadour awarded
The 1981 Troubadour has
received rBcagnition_irom...botli„
the Arkansas College Publications Association (ACPA) and the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association. (CSPA).
The ACPA sends all entries to
the Associated Collegiate Press
(ACP) in Minneapolis, Minnesota
for final competitive evaluation.
The Troubadour was awarded
Honorable Mention in General
Excellence at the Fall meeting of
the ACPA on. October 27 at
Harding University in Searcy.

The ACPA awarded the Trouba^dour_with the honor rating of
First Cfass,lA^iHiTepresentsVe^r^
good to excellent.
The CSPA in New York City
rates college yearbooks on an
individual basis. With 1000
points possible the^ Troubadour^
was awarded 827 points entitUng
it to a Second Place, In the
division of Cover, Community
and Advertising the yearbook received a perfect score and AllColumbian Honors.

MODEL LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
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Conway approves one cent sales tax

jFG4 i{;iMs championship
r
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The mark of a really good football team, even an intramural
team, is its ability to win close
games. KA had a few close games
during the s.eason, but when they
did, they managed to come out on
top,
KA went through the regular
season with an unblemished 11-00 record and an average margin of
victory of 18.5 points. To be the
favorite to win "the playoffs, KA
had to ward off two strong c]|allengers to take the championship.
In the semi-finals, KA topped
Bourbon Street 20-14 in a hard
fought game. Meanwhile, CE had
captured revenge of an earlier
regular season loss against Animal
AJley by shipping them 19-0. '

The finals matched an undefeatod KA team and a streaking
CE team. The regular season
match-up saw KA edge CE 13-6.
However, CE finished the regular
season'by taking five games.and
yielding only, six points in. that
span. Midway through the first
half of the championship game,
KA's strong-armed quarterback,
Brooks Burton, connected with
his favorite target, Brian Keel, on
a 10-yard touchdown pass, A
Kent Frye rush around the left
end on the extra point attempt
gave KA a 7-0 lead. Later in the
half, CE's Tony Straub picked off
an errant Burton pass to set up
CE's only score. Quarterback
Allen Cheesman found an open' '
David B,ooth to bring CE within 76. However, CE's extra point
attempt was unsuccessful. The
half ended with KA in the lead, 76. •
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by Betsy Singleton
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actively campaigned against the
passage of the tax.
There was a fair turnout for the
election with 1,949 (52 percent)
voting in favor of the tax and
1,801 (48 percent) voting against
it.
Conway, Clarendon and Hughes,
which each approved a sales tax
on the 4th, became the 20th, 21st
and 22nd Arkansas cities to hold
elections for local option sales
taxes, and were the lOth, 11th
and 12th cities td approve the tax.
"I guess you could thank those
who voted for it,, but I think its a
victory for the whole city," Mayor
Wright said. *1 still say Conway's

one of the most fascinating cities
in Arkansas. Conway goes against
the tide. Where other cities are
extremely predictable, Conway's
just the opposite."
"This is an opportunity for
Conway to prosper and be progresssive and that will be a benefit
to everyone who lives in it,"
Wright said.
Prior to the election, the Conway . City Council made the following pledges to be implemented
upon, passage of the tax: a $2.50
per month reduction in sanitation
fees, the constriiction of a new fire
station in the north part of the
city, additional policemen and

I

3RD FLOOR HALTER BUILDING
Downtown Conway

OUR CENTER DOWNTOWN CAN OFFER
YOU THESE PROGRAMS:

Throughout the nine lonely
months of painful studying which
Hendrix students bravely endure,
intramurals provide some athletic
stimulation to facilitate the improvement of one's mind, In other
words some students find intramurals a way to release the tensions of classroom competition.
These extra-curricular activities
are carried out aggressively, re*
lentlessly, ahd mercilessly with
their opponents. (If only professors could be included in these
joyous matches!)
In- any case, there exists an
ihtramurai for every ruthless
competitor. In fact, if an indivi,dual prefers a contest that provides no exertion he might choose
a hearty game of backgammon.
On'the other hand, some people
fmd that heavy breathing is the
essence of all spbrts. These connoisseurs of endurance can be
seen exhibiting their red faces,"
drenched bodieis and aggressive
tendencies bi-weekly mthe Grove
Gymnasium Pool.
Although, intramnral waterpolo
may not be for eveiyone* it is
certainly hilarious and exciting for
the observer* Probably because
most of its players are amateurs
to the sport and its equipment:
innertubes and water. On first
observation, the players can be
seen ti^dng various techmques to
improve their speed, deception

and accuracy. The humor is found
in their attempts to do this on
water.
For the novice, waterpolo is
similar to soccer, only the turf is
varied from green to blue. A
defense and an offense are pre-*
sent on both ends of the pool and
the referees remain on dry land.
The teams themselves are composed of no more than four,
gentlemen and as many ladies as
neccessary. To be a participant in
play one must remain inside
his/her innertube* Here, the ele-.
ment'of deception can be used to
accidently knock someone from

This week
Foreign Film
November 15, 8 p.m., Staples
Next week

MY
v.%\\

his polo tube. As one can probably guess, this element of play
involves much slapstick on the
part of the players. However, in
all honesty the Hendrix waterpolo
teams aire surviving well and the
fun will continue until November
23, when the finals are to be
played.
If the reader wishes to skip a
night of TV, meditations or a
few minutes of studying, he is
encouraged to attend a waterpolo
match and root for a; favorite
team.
Over enthusiastic fans
are encouraged to bring an
extra towel, dry clothes, . , . etc.

Every kid

should have one
^'TIJM

November 21, 8 p.m., Staples

HeiUgers, Inc,
+

Front Street Conway, AR 72032 339-8452
Open Every Day Till 8:00 p.m.
'

Intramural water polo teams use innertubesi Instead of
ponies, to execute their difficult water maneuvers*

^

CLEARANCE
*

BLUE RIBBON
SHOE STORE, INC.

Further reductions on many styles.

Bob Blankenship
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Call at 327-4^29
or come by—
Across from Conway
In Laure

1012 Oak Street

O F F i ^ iXPlRiS NOV. 30

•

Reductions on most f a l l and
winter fash5«n*i

2 MONTHS SPECIAL
NAUTILUS $30 with this ad
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Celebrate Thanksgiving with
Thanksgiving Gards
Decorations
From Heil

# Come in for a FREE Workout

9

©)98O TWENTIETH CENTURV-FOX

"Jsa,

The Hendnx soeeer team will
have what team members say is
"somewhat analogous to a homecoming game** this Sunday at 3
p.m. /ftie gam©, which pits Mendnst against the Siarcy Steel, is
the first home piay in lour gamesv
Tlie contest will take plfice at the
field b^hiiii Hardin fifelL

# ioKing Eciuipment

' w
y-'

"Knife in the Water"

Soccer team
'homecoming'
this Sunday

# Nautilus
# Karate
# Aerobic Dancing Classes
# Country Dancing Classes
m Excercise Bicycles
# Free Weights
# Whirlpool
# Sauna
# Showers
# Stress Testing
# Transfer Priviieges C13 Othar Centem in Arte.)
# Optional Contracts
# Super Nice Center
# Color TV in Reception Area

PMONE

statially lower rates than the private firm which currently serves
Faulkner County.

equipment, and the implementation of a municipal ambulance
service which would charge sub-

Intramurals mclude w a t e r polo

The second half was a battle ofthe defenses with KA producing,
advances for more
yards on the ground
the score. Midway through the The championship men's intramural football
half, Burton, behind excellent game pitted KA agamst CE. Roger Alderson
while teammates look on from the sideline.
pass protection, found a wide
open Brad Reeves to extend KA's
lead to 13-6. KA's defense dominated after that touchdown and
Women's Standings (Final - Regular Season)
Wednesday, October 28
posted a 13-6 championship vicRaney 6, Galloway 0
tory.
Pts. Scored
Pts. Allowed
W
L
Veasey 12, CHOC 6
COUPON
25
95
0
5
Veasey
I
44
0
63
4
Wednesday, November 4
Raney
2
I
44
0
43
3
3
CHOC
I Veasey 13, Galloway 0
88
6
0
0
0
Galloway
CH0C7,
Raney
0
SSovc
o $3.00 on any lorgo Kon s pino or $2.00 on
I

rI

I^T^
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
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. Beginning Jan. 1, 1982, all
people shopping in Conway will
be charged an extra cent for every
dollar.
Conway voters went to the polls
November 3 and approved the
increase by a 1148-vote margin.
This cent will be added on to the
existing three cent tax, making a
total of four cents on the dollar*
Mayor Bill Wright of Conway
estimated the tax would be figured at increments of 13, 38,63,
and 88 cents.
The Faulkner County Taxpayers
Association, which usually opposes tax increase proposals, and
the Arkansas Community Organization for Reform Now (ACORN)
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How big of a controversy?
It will be awhile before the Student Senate
fully recovers from the blows that have been
dealt in the recent senator-at-large election. It
is unfortunate that candidate Robbie Anderson could not submit a complaint about
his name on the ballot without the student
government ending up in personality conflicts
that will undoubte(^y affect its performance
in the weeks to come.
Anderson had a valid complaint, and when
it was denied by the Election Commission, he
appealed to the full Senate, which met in
special session to decide the matter: The
guess here is that the tension and emotion
shown at the special session was not centered
around the issue of ballots, but had been
brewing for some time.
Both John Schroedei: and Jerry Coker had

equally good arguments. We agree that the
Election code was in need of being more
specific, but also caution the Senate not to let
'ihis set a precedent. The action of overruling
the Election Commission's decision should
be no more than an exception to the general
rule of honoring the decisions of such groups.
The concerns surrounding this issue are
clear cut and merit attention, but do,not
justify the emotion that has been expended in
the last week. For the good of the student
body; the senators should make a true effort
to put this controversy behind them. Every
senator should make an, effort to become
totally involved in the work they are elected to
do, auing feelings and opinions at opportune
times in order to avoid harbored resentments
which ultimately, surface if suppressed long
enough.

From Our Readers'

I Overruling the Commission

,«

'

H

To the Editors:
This letter is being written to
defend the position taken by the
Election Commission on the subject brought before the special
session of the Student Senate
called by Stacy Sells. A personal,
grievance concerning the form of
the ballot was brought to the
attention of the Election Commission by a candidate in the
recent Senator-at4arge position
no. 2 election. A decision was
reached on the matter that was
based on strict adherence to the
Senate Election Code and Senate
Constitution, and was not a result
of personal concerns over the
time and money that would be
invplved ha the reprintmg the
ballots. We feel that the Senate in
a less than objective fashion
chose not to recognize our unbiased decision and, without due
regard to the Election Code and
Constitution, .voted to overrule
us. Since the mensibers of this
commission were appointed by
the president and subsequently
approved by the Senate to "ad*

AMaAD^U
SUSSESTED
1HI5EUBD- ^
PEANimP.

I

minister, interpret, and enforce"
the Election Code (Article 1,
Section 2 ofthe 1981-82 Student
Senate Election -Code), we feel
that they showed a lack of confidence in our competence to fulfill
our duties. We are disappointed
in this lack of support.
Sincerely,
Glenn Kelley, John Schroeder,
Todd Shiver, and Jeannie
Wilder -r Members of the
Election Commission

Blow me down!
To the Editor:
This is to question the usefulness of those funny looking back^
pack contraptions that are often
seen on campus. What 1 am
speaking of, for lack of a better
word, mre the "blowers" used by
Columbus Services to sweep
falling leaves off the sidewalks.
How long does it take for as many
leaves 'to cover the walkways
again? This time of th© year,
m ^ b e 15 minutes.

Oh, I realize that the aesthetics
of college grounds have to be
maintained, and the guys are just
doing what they are told, but why
must such a fruitless effort be
made with such volume. The most
memorable moment of one Friday
was waking up at 6 a.m. to the
monotonous drone produced by
obnoxious backwards vacuum
cleaners.
Moreover, these little blowers
are but miniature noise°makers
symbdlizing the stepped-up
usage of machinery which has led
to serious disruption of classes,
especially, in Treischmann and
the Ad Buildhig. I have not only
had a difficult time understanding
tile professor as he fights the
competitionfromjust outside the
widow, but I have also ladssed
what may have been important
notes from the lecture.
Consideration should be given
to the time of day and the where*
abouts when machines of such
noisy qualities are concemed.
A ConnoisBeiir of
Moderate Noise

ZiST:suaKAmiSHPD!2UFE.

by Alan Pennington
**Ali did you hear what they're gonna do?"
No, what?
"They're gonna build a KIOSK."
Say what?
"Yeah, a kiosk."
What's a kiosk?
"Well, Al, that's a little shelter type thing with a bulletin
board underneath it. It'll be put somewhere where the pecan
shells grow."
,
„
, So who's they?
.
"The Student Senate. They say it'U cost over $400."
$400!
"That's right, Al, and it's gonna be right here on our campus."
Well, what do you think about it?
.
' "I haven't. What do you think?"
. Glad ypu asked. I think it's totally asinine'. Imagine going to all
that expense to build a bulletin board with a roof over it just to
keep their little posters and notices from getting wet. That just
doesn't make sense!
"It doesn't?" / •'
No. For one tenth of that expense they could put a bulletin
board up somewhere where there already is a roof such as in the
Campus Center or in front of the cafeteria.
"But, Al, won't it enhance the beauty of our campus?"
Nd. It'll just be something else to walk around when you're
late for class, I can't imagine anyone running out to the KIOSK
on a cold and rainy March morning to read the minutes of the
last Senate meeting or the standings in the intramural water
polo league. Other canapuses like UALR have them and they are
ugly. After the newness of them wears off they become
neglected and eventually become overrun with unofficial
posters announcmg local happenings such as tent revivals or
John Birch meetings. Who needs it?!
"400 bucks is a lot of money, Al."
For sure. Let me put it in perspective for you. That money
represents 80 new albums for KHDX, about 3t) new books in
the library, or a six-pack of beer for every man, woman and child
in Martin Hall.
**400 bucks is a lot of money."
Yeah.
.^
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by Mark Lawson

Even though Christmas is almost a month away, Httle signs
of Christmas have been rearing their festive heads around
the Hendrix campus. Karen Cornell and Carlene Miller join in
this mood atthe Raney Hall Christmas tree decorating party.

Compromise offered
on Senate proposal
tion at Hendrix of experimenting,
I thought we might try it with
this." He shared with senators his
feeling that mftny of the faculty
were hesitant about the proposal
because of its permanence. "Many
are afraid of it not working out,
and then not being able to do
anything about it," he explamed.
He concedes that some faculty
members are solidly against the
proposal, but also believes that
some ai*e solidly in favor of it.
"Many of us have been in some
dilemma about what to do," he
said, "Some of us have been perceived as opposed to student representation," he continued, "that's
simply not true." He maintained
that a trial basis would ease a lot
of misgivings about the proposal.
"It may inhibit frank and candid
discussion," he said, recalling ar^
guments against the proposal. "It
may create a communication
problem. 1 think it may work out,
but I don't know." Chappell says
he chose a three year perfodasthe
best because **it would allow for a
chance to begin working before
evaluation begins*" The compromise calls specifically for a formal
Applications will be available evaluation during the 1984*86
for membersMp on the Media schoolyear.
Senate President Stacy Sells
Subcommittee in January as a
result of the resignation of Leigh told the assembly that she felt the
IDa^s from the Subcommittee comproise was "very fan'," and
elfec^ve when a replacement is several senators followed with
positive response to the comproselected.
Among the subcommittee's mise* **bi the case of an evduaduties are evaluation of the ef- tion," said Senator Steve Craig,
lectivette$s 61 the media tiirough- "we don't have anything to be
out the year and recommendation afraid of." Although no formal
of students to positions of vote was taken to endorse the
compromise, the senators infermanagement or editorship.
Applications will first be made mally voiced approval of the opavailableon January 5 and willbe tion, expressing appreciation for
due im return on January 12. ' ChappelFs efforts.
After debating the Student
Senate's proposal for student
representation on the Academic
Policy Committee, the Committee on Committees recently recommended to the full faculty
thai the proposal not be passed.
After debate onthe matter by the
lull faculty, a compromise on the
issue has been submitted by Dr.
Charles Chappell
The compromise suggests that
the Senate's proposal be accepted
on a trial basis, with student
representation automatically expiring after three years unless the
faculty votes to make.the arrangement permanent at that time.
Speakkig to the Senatejn a recent
meetuig, Chappell said that he
had originally L e n opposed to
the proposal, btit had changed his
mind after hearing arguments in
favor ofthe idea at the last faculty
meeting. "Since we have a tradi-

The naivete of the Reagan admmistration is Causing some
dangerous signs to emerge in Western Europe. Massive
demonstrations have taken place protesting the placement of
more nuclear arms ia the NATO countries to counter Soviet
missiles. The Reagan assessnaent of these demonstrations is
tiiat they cure part of a passing phase organized by youth in Europe
arid encouraged by Communists to divide Western aUies.
A much more realistic view is that these disturbances involve
both young and old and are supported by churches out of
memories of two world wars and a fear that the weapons buildup is a threat to the family and too dangerous to be left to
national political games;
Why shouldn't Europeans feel resentment toward the US
when its president has proposed military solutions to att the
country's political problems overseas? What can they expect to
hope for when they look at America's involvement in countaries
like El Salvador, Egypt, Isreal, Saudi Arabia, Paldstan and
Japan? Demonstrations should be no suipHse when the
president asks everybody to build up their defense and accept
reduced economic aid at the same time.
ik ir ir ic -k
Charges have been made that the Brofile is partial to certaui
student government officials in it^ coverage of campus news.
The charge isridiculousand totally unfounded. By necessity,
the final editorial decisions lie with yours truly, sometimes in
consultation with other staff members. Many of the requests we
have received by members of the Senate to^ print or not print
certain material have been denied. Being partially subsidised
bythe studentactiviiyfeemakesusinno way responsible to the
Senate. Just last sunamer, the Bray of Southern Arkansas
University in Magnolia won a court case conceming censorship
on the basis of a precedent which held that funding by a
particular group does not in any way put a newspaper under the'
control of that group. Those of us who know newspapers didn*t
need that ruling to interpret the Constitution. The First
Amendment doesn't exclude school newspapers. The fact that
the Profile is a public fbrum makes it completely independent.
It is true that so fat this yeat, our editoriais have supported
the Senate in their major actions, and I still contend that the
Senate and the leadership of Stacy Sells should be commended.
What must be understood is that our partiality lies with the
ideas and principles bei?ig upheld, not with the people yoting on
.\
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Action on kiosk deferred

by Mark Lawson
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After much criticism, the Student Senate has deferred action
on the construction of a kiosk.
Last week, some 300 students
signed a petition urging reconsideration of the matter and the
Couch Hall Dorm Council sent to
the Senate a resolution of the
same sentiment.
According to Senator Jim MacKenzie, who designed the kiosk,
such a structure has been a "longstanding goal" of Senates in the
past years. He explains that it
would serve as a central location
for posting various announcements. "It'll be very convenient
for people to stop there before
you go to class, especially if you
live off-campus," he says. Plans
are for the kiosk to be placed in
the pecan shell area, where there
is "the most traffic and it will be
the most beneficial." MacKenzie
contends that "people don't look
at the bulletin boards in Hulen,"
arguing that the kiosk would lend
to better communication of campus activities. He-adds that "if it
doesn't work out, and people don*t
like it, it can be moved" to a more
desirable location.
The kiosk has been criticized as
Unattractive, a charge which MacKenzie says is premature. "Nobody has seen the actual design*"
He maintains that an editorial
which appeared in the last Profile Was the main basis for the
criticism* "People read Alan Pennington's article and formed an
opinion on the basis of just one
biased viewpoint." He also denies
that it will be "an area where trash
collects," as some have suggested.
"Student Affairs will have a workstudy person there to monitor it,"
he explained. "It's not going to be
amassive stmcturej only 64 square
feet," he said, contending that the

kiosk would not interfere with the
openness of the pecal shell area.
The final design calls for a
square construction eight feet high
made of marine playwood, which
MacKenzie says is the most weather resistant wood, and about the
most expensive at $20 per 8x4
sheet. "The original cost was
$300," he says, but explains that
the Senate wants to cover the
kiosk in<jork to make it both more
attractive and more practical.
This, along with a map of the
campus protected by plexiglass,
drives the cost to over $400. "The
labor's free," MacKenzie says,
referring to a misconception that
much of the cost would go to
hiring a construction company.
'Everythingis treated," he added,
saying that "we could cut the cost
in half, but it would rot in a year."
Senator Steve Craig disagrees.
"Why $450. for materials?" he
asks, maintaining that "there are
other, cheaper woods that would
last as long" as marine plywood.
Craig's main argument against
the kiosk is- that it provides "no
new ability" to provide information. "We're providing the same
service in a different place,'* he
says, "and it's not provided in the
same quality." He expresses concern that the project "will cost
more for the same posting." In a
recent Senate meetmg, Craig said
he had been approached by. "literally 60 to 66 people" voicing
discontent with the idea. Among
the arguments he has been confronted with was the charge that it
would be "an eyesore" and a"less
beautiful way to provide information." Other arpiinents concemed
upkeep. "Now we're going to know
who loved who and in what year,"
he said, reflecting sentiment about
possible abuse of the structure.
He also expressed a feeling that
current facilities were adequate.

"If you go through the Campus
Center, you know what's going
on." He referred to the mvolvement in the credit-only isisue as
evidence that the kiosk is unnecessary, i^aying that "it didn't
requure any new boards, just people getting off their tails."
Craig feels^ that the Senate's
, handling of the kiosk matter has
not been satisfactory. "Given the
amount of negative sentim'eht
we've seen," he said, "there
probably should have been rnore
talk about it beforehand."
In an effort to summarize his
own feelings about the kiosk, Craig
says, "It's not more beautiful than
posters put up on the wall, and it
requires upkeep," adding that
"just having kiosks isn't going to
stop having posters in the most
.effective places."
Craig supports last week's petition drive, while MacKenzie is
hesitant about accepting it as
valid. "How big a percentage actually knows all the facts?" asks
MacKenzie. He acknowledges that
"they have a valid argument. I'm
sure it's going to be offensive to
some people no matter how beautiful it is," he says.
Senate President Stacy Sells
responds to the petition by saying
that it's ^* great that the students
are letting the Senate know how
they don't want their money
spent,"- and echoed MacKenziess"
convictions by adding that "they're
not informed on the design and
the heritage." This year's Senate
is not the first to consider aMosk.
Variations on the idea have been
discussed by several Senates over
thepast decade*
Further action on the Mosk has
been deferred until January. "Ha
lot of people don't want it after
they know about it," says MacKenzie, **we won't build it."
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Pros and cons of credit-only
was simply insufficient," he said,
explaining that the burden on the
professors was impractical.
Bigler said that the problem
with such a system was that "the
level of achievement immediately
dropped," adding that this was
niost evident in the scores on
standardized achievement tests,
''Grading is an essential eleGrade Inflation
ment, in judging an individual's
Meriwether brought attention progress," said Bigler. "It's
to the "grade inflation that oc- something that is essential for
cured in every college and univer- knowing and being able to define
sity" between i960 arid 1975. He what achievement is." He further
History
cited "the youth movement", dis- explained that, since achievesatisfaction with letter grades and ment is usually relative, when
Dr. Francis Christie opened the
the Vietnam War as factors con- defming achievement "becomes
forum by giving a history of the
tributing to the inflation, which either is or isn't, the possibility of
credit only poUcy at Hendrix.. He
made B the average grade instead achievement is diminished." He
went back as far back as 1951,'
of C. "Some professors ended up also cited as a cOncem among
when grades of Satisfactory (S)
giving nothing but A^s and B's," faculty members which prompted
he said. Using Hendrix ™as"^ah" the change in the credit-only
Across from Conway High "School
example, Meriwether said that a policy a feeling that "the system
student with a 3.05 grade average has embedded a great deal of
graduated ninth in his class in intellectual dishonesty on the part
1966.,In contrast, by 1965, the
Presents
same grade average was iri the ofthe students." He acknowledged
Electronic Smorgasbord
75th percentile. By • 1976, the that required courses do not
command the effort that students
average
was
in
the
50th
percenevery Friday & Saturday night
tile, and in 1980 a student with put into courses they choose to
that grade point was in the 46th. take, but argued that a system
Highest score on selected games wihs
percentile. .",This inflation was. which allows students to take
a meal from
accompanied by several other required courses in one fashion"
things such as the dropping of and others in a grading system so
Ken's Pizza
,
McDonald's
required courses . . .and testing that the student's transcript indiGordy's
wenay s
stob/s
out," explained Meriwether, who cates that he is an overall achiever
went on to say that "there has "gives a false unpression."
In addition, Bigler stated that
been a reaction to this," citing
Bring in ad & get Sth game free
revamping of General Education he finds that students who don't
requirements in schools across the put out an effort "stultify" his
country and an effort "to deflate own "interest and dedication to
Pool Tournament every Tuesday night, 7:00
the grade," Meriwether said that the activity." He said that he had a
goal" of having a class
1 he had made the original proposal '•cherished
to restructure the credit policy by in which all tbe students "achieve
limiting it to 30 and 40 level a standard that is above the
courses and requiring that the average of their peers in the cotinstudeht must have previously eamed try." bl a pass-fail system, that's
credit in at least six courses out- impossible," he continued. "In a
wnL>EI
side his major on the 30-40 level. creditH>nly system, that's imposHe noted that over half of last sible." He recited a statistic from
year's graduates had less than his own classes last term, in which
50% off in
one third of their courses on the the 30 students taldng Ibe
the Crazy Corner
eotsraes for a grade averaged
30-40 level.
3.1
p-ade
point,
while
Faise impression
the other 15 taking the com'sesfor
Bigler told the audience that credit averaged a D plus. "That
"although [he is] now opposed to reduced" the quality of these
329-3424
1114 Oak
the general tenns of pass-fail classes and reduced the value of
grades, that comes after having my own teaching experience as a
been part of the generation tbat reward for me."
invoked pass-fail grades." He
said that another feature of the Discussion
pass-fail system under which he
Following the opening remarks
studied was the issuing of term of Bigler and Meriwether,
letters by professors which eval- Churchill and Haggard were given
uated each student's perfor- an opportunity to direct a discusmance in the course. '"The policy sion, in which Haggard stated in
wasn't able to continue becauseit response to Meriwether that the

by Mark Lawson
Interested students gathered in
the Campus Center last Monday
. ,v for a Senate sponsored debate on
the credit-only issue. The formal
discussion, billed as "Face the
Campus," featured Dr. Gene
Bigler and Dean Robert Merir
wether supporting the policy now.
in effect, and Dr. John Churchill
and Dr. Bruce Haggard opposing
the curirent policy and advocating
the system which was in effect
until this year.

and Failing (F) were received for
work done in Choral Literature,
Band Literature, Hobby Shop,
and P.E. Activity Courses. In
1966, the catalog included for the
firt time a provision for juniors,
and seniors to take one course
each semester outside of his
major area for credit only. In
1968, Pass.and Fail became the
designations for P.E. courses
required for graduation. Later,
explained Christie, this provision
was made optional instead of
mandatory because of student
protest. "Students used to
making A's wanted their grades,"
he said.
' In the fall df 1971, the policy
which was in effect until last year
was first included in the catalog.

As was thp case with the previous
policy, none of the courses taken
for credit cojuld be counted towards graduation and a numerical
limit of 12 was included. The new
policy limits the number allowed,
to six, and requires that all such
courses be numbered 30 .pr.
above.

Captain's Quarters

Fall Fashions
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LEFLER'S

Merry Christmas
In the past«. /
Most Christmas gifts were made
love for one anothen Let us return to this
tradition.

Students attend Bell meeting

given
current policy was actually contributing to grade inflation by
^requiring C work for credit.
Meriwether revealed his personal
opposition to that part of the
system, saying that it was an
ammendment made to the original proposal by the Curriculum
coinmittee over His "strenuous
objection." He added, that he
almost voted against the- entire
proposal because of that proyi. sion. "The only reason, I voted in
favor of it," he explained, "was
that I felt the new proposal was
better than the old one." He
Stated that he would prefer to do
away with the credit-only system
altogether. '^I voted for this
proposal as' a step in that direction," he said. Haggard also
charged Bigler with being "elitist"
in wanting to have a class with all
above-average achievers, saying
that his data indicated that the
system was working, since those
students who had indicated that
they "would do poorly because of
weaknesses in background.,. had
gone on and decided to take the
course" and had Uved up to the
expectations they had set for
themselves. Bigler responded by
saying that all of his courses Were
designed so that anyone with any
background could make an A, He
added that the records of those
students who had done D work for
credit only indicated that they were
capable of A or B work.

Bcid assumption
Speaking against the current
policy, ChurcWll listed four basic
arguments. First, he referred tothe
"grandfather argument," maintaining tbat students viiio were akeady
at Hendrix when the poM<o^ was
mtroduced should, not be subject
to it. His second objection was
^ a t ^ e poli^ was built on the
assumptaonof a**distuictionbetween
freshman-sophottiore level courses
and junior-senior level courses."
Citing arg^ents about differences
between 10 and 20 level courses
and 30 and 40 level courses,
Churchill maintained that ^^these
numbers mean very, very diffe*
rent things firom department to
department." He made an example ofthe philosophy departmejnt,.
which divides between 10 level
courses,.20 and 30 level courses,
and the only 40 level course. He
stated that the new policy was
based on an "unfounded assumption" which made the policy "unworkable."
Churchill's t h M objection was
the exclusion of lower- level
courses from the poli^, whieh he
termed "bad pedagogy." He ar-^
gued that one of the goals of the
system should be "to encouage
people in their eariy years to
explore," and the restriction
makes exploration riskier. His
fburth ohijeetion was to the grade
C being the lowest that can be
received for ereditto be given. He
noted the inconsistency of being
able tb pass a course with a f i
when the course is taken for a
g^ade and failmg with the same
gradewhenthe courseistaken for
credit.

Ml
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changes the Bell system would be
by Morgan Hubach
The Public Relations Depart- making in the next few years. As
ment of Southwestern Bell in- - the result of a Justice Departvited all dorm presidents and ment anti-trust suit, AT&T (the
several student senators to an company that owns the Bell sysinformal meeting on the 19th of tem) will be reorganized into
November. The purpose of the several different companies. This
meeting was for Bell representa- will change markedly the way the
tives to get with the. student Bell system/provides service to
government of. Hendrix and dis- it's customers. As the suit stands
cuss telephone service with col- now, Bell companies will become
two separate companies. One
lege students.
Bell representitives opened the company will manufacture and
meeting by explaining what sell the phone itself and the other

Recreation room to open
first week of winter term
After weeks and months of planning, a new recreation room on the
third floor of the Mabee Center
will soon be open for students'
enjoyment. According to Alan Wilson, director of the Mabee Center,
the opening date for the room will
be January 6, 1982.
Tentative hours set for the room
will be 3 p.m.-ll p.m. on Sundays
through Thursdays, 3 p.m.-9 p.m.
on Fridays and 1 p.m.-6 p.m. on
Saturdays. Items to be included
are two pool tables which are free
1

& REBA POt=iTEft

(601) 327-1852
4ieuBi4-Caldvyf0lt

to use, three pinball machines
which are coin operated, arid five
video games which are also coin
operated. Wilson stressed that
this room is for the enjoyment of
students and to ensure this, a
desk worker will be stationed at
the door and wiU admit only
members of the Hendrix community and their respective
guests. Future plans are to furnish
the area with lounging fumiture,
but until then there wUl be several
tables and chairs available.

company will provide the actual
phone service. Also, the Bell
System how uses income from
profitable services such as long
distance calling, yellow page ads,
and the sale of telephone sets to
subsidiize the basic monthly telephone rate. In it's suit against the
Bell Companies, the.Justice Department contends that each of
those services must fund itself ,
without ,wbsidies. What this
means to Bell customers is that'
long distance rates will go down,
but the basic monthly rate will
increase substantially.
When questioned about the high
cost of phone installations, the
Bell rep;:esentitives gave several
reasons for the charge.
To put a phone into operation,
15-25 people work in the service
and business departments to actually connect the phone and Ust
the phone number. The BeU,representatives also stated that
many other services go undetected by the customer because of
the fact that the BeU system is the
best telephone system in the
world.
The BeU spokesmen closed the
meetmg by stating that coUeges
and their students are V0xy important customers ofthe BeU system.

Credit-only policy debated
C o n t i n u e d from p a g e 2
an area, and if you have a small
interest in tte area . . . if it's
perhaps not terribly practical for
what you're majoring in," he said,
"if you're truly interested in
Uberal arts . . . then you ought to
be taking courses in those areas."
He added that a way to achieve
this is through a credit-only
system. Saying that by not having
to worty about a grade a student
might broaden his education,
Haggard stated that Jbte doesn't
see how the former system was
failmg* "I don't understand wl^
we have to go to another system."
He further maintained that to
deemphasize the importance of
grades was in keephig with the
Hendrix philosophy.
Haggard accused some faculty
members of seemg grades as
ptmishment' for underachievement, and treating grades Hke a
"won-loss record for a footbaU
team" in finding out how the
student has done. "1 don't think
that tbe losses are important at
"all," he said. "I think that education is not sometlung that Is done
to you. I think that education is
something you do yourseE" He
ejcpi^essed his feeling that grades
should be a **f^ctual record of
performance." He stated that
credit^only system allows for a
more accurate record because "it
aUowB, you to. consciously decide

certain things about your life. Not
every course you take at Hendrix," he continued, "is the most
unportant thing in your life." He
further stated that **it is legitimate to decide that you're not
going tb put a fuU effort into every
course you take at Hendrix."

No grades?
FoUowing Haggard's comrnents
was a discussion durected by
Bigler and Meriwehter, who
suggested that Haggard's mtentions could be realized with a
complete credit-no credit system
in wMch uo grades were issued.
Both Hagg^d and ChurchiU
denied advocatuig such a system,
and Haggard-acknowledged that
"there is a need for grades,"
adding that the coUege needed to
offer an alternative. Meriwether
also attacked Churchili's argument concerning the ^numbering
of cotu'ses, saying that "if there's
no- difference between, freshman
sophomore level courses and
junior-senior level courses and
professors and departments
cannot make those designations,
then we're about the only school
in the country that does not think
we can do so," ChurchUl re*
sponded by explainhig that there
are "different differences" from
department to department.
Arguments also arose over the
value of a limited, exploration in a

1
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Haggard began bis remarks by
speaking of the philosophy behind the policy* "ff you're weak in
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course and to what extent a student must commit himself to a
course before he learns from it.
The format of the forum, which
was designed by Senator Steve
Craig and Nancy Young, was concluded with a open questionanswer session.
Senate President Stacy SeUs
moderated the forum and ex^
plained that it was being held in
an effort to give students an
opportunity to hear explanations
of both Sides of the controversial
issue, which has been the subject
of a petition and ari independent
poU, both coordinated by,Young,
and a resolution from the Senate
to the Curriculum Committee.

Melinda Kreth contributes her talents to the Orchestra in an
ensemble concert held in Reeves Recital Hall on Suni
day, November 22. Performing with the'orchestra were the
Wind Ensemble and Jazz Band.
^
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Hendrix awarded
at student congress
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The Arkansas Speech Association recently held their 1981 Student Congress of Human Relations
at the Old State House in Little
Rock. For the third consecutive
year, Hendrix speech teacher Dr.
Mary Richardson took a delegation
of interested students to the
event.
Earnest Bartlett, David Bryles,
Glenn Kelley, Robert Dennis, JiU
Molock, Frank,. Arey, Beth Beavers, and Kip Welch departed on
November 8 for three days of
participation in a Senate, composed entirely of college age students. The Student Congress's
House of Representatives, on the
other hand, was madeup of high
school students. Congressional
offices were open to aU of the
delegates.

Piage 5
EDITOR'S NOTE: This poem won first place in the college division of
the statewide poetry contest sponsored by the Arkansas Poet's
Roundtable m conjunction with National Poetry Day.
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When time was cutWhen life ticked interminably on without sense.
When grass grew, and birds flew
and sanity was not. or was.
for what is life but habit.
Perpetual motion machines we all.
What is life but time after time after time.
That ticks oh and on and on.

When time was out- _ . '
When thoughts turned backward on themselves.
When ideas came as then they flamed
Or were they ever really there at all.
for what are ideas but private time.
Pushed and pulled and molded.
Grown over with dust and decay.
Or are they really there at all

When time was out
When love marched ever on, our grasp beyond
Life and love and sanity
Perpetual motion beyond us all
for what is love and what needs care
or are they just illusions.
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lowshipwas for thespring semes- Center as an inefficient building

- ^ *^®?'?^ ^"^^^ c^rowder com-- jbegan his research in the fall of
minted to a fbriner East Kent ;|ggQ
Uiiiversity colleague that he was ^^ M
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wntinga seminar paper on arch- paperentedern Architecture as
itecture,^ Im .assc^iate^ was.^ J ^ his cont^bution to the semklar.
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1 use(^ to cjmp^^^^
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. Dr. Crowder s^mteesi^
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-fcegari his research. However, his
tha^ he would h^esuffo
cohcliisions led him to re% i^search.: IS^^^ only did ^^s search iidwrit^a 125-page jisiper
absence foster lua^fese^rch,^^^
reduced to 40 pages.
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about; something different foi^a^^^
change; especially somfettogy^^
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tended
tb^. Andrew
W, ^ellon
sifefT of Kansas
in Lawrence.
The the reactiori:bf students to biiild-^
fc>eminar);was
held**The
at theInterUniver-^ ^^^j^^
seminar
topic wfiis
Dr; Crowder's main complaint
-relation of the Humanities, Sdi^
vwth
today's architecture concerns
enceg and Teehhology,*' The felthe dependency of a building on
teehnoio^. He cited the Mills
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strain, fatigue, and even skin strain oh cooling systems,
cancer. These l i ^ s |ire firequehtly It seeiiis Dr. Crowder has^i^
ii$ed becauseltjey literally become that every piece of fcnowiedge
less hotttieuipthersystem
acquired is related in gonie fashfoTe, they do hbt»piit an extra: ion^

Coriway, Arkansas 72032
An Inaugural H a n ^
Trustees Chairman Robert p .
tee has beenappomted to planfor Cabe; and Dr. pari Carter, repre*
tbe inauguration of Dr. Joe B. senting Bishop Kenneth W. Hicks.
Hatcher as the eighth jpresident of
Hendrk College,
Rbbert W, Meriwetheri jprofesSor of edueationi history and political sciericev has been appointed
r INC.
'chairman of the committee. Other
members of the committee are
DrJ: Matt L. Ellis, fifth president
.;="»
of Hendrix; Dr. Francis Christie,
professor of religion and pMlosophy and marshad ofthe CoUege;
Dr. John R. Merrill, vice president
and dean of the CoUege; Dr. G.
Thomas Clar* professor of biologjr
representing the natural sciences;
Dr. Kenneth Story, associate professor of English and area head
for humanities; Dr. John Ziegler,
associate professor of history and
political science and area head for
the social sciences; Mr. Larry
Graddy, president of the alumni
association; Miss Stacy Sells,
president ofthe Student Senate;
Mr* John Elizandro, director of
coUege relations; Mrs. Patsy
808 Front Conway, AR 329-6050
Bates, representing Board of
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windows> whicb make$ it
reliant oh theair conditioning and
heating units. Windows provide
ventilations and without them
therniostats-nitist control^'^t^^^
Buildings environment. As some
students niay have noticed; the
Mills iGenter dojBs usuallif seem
either too hot pi* too cold. In jest,
Dr; Crowder reinarked that during
the early fall, R#es Recit^i
stayed abound &5 degi*^es. He
^ip|^€^dj,*'te: proved a vej:y ap-;
propriate place fbr Dr; Latsbn to
teacir Russian history^.'' :;
.-'iit,: Crowder went on to isay tb^^
heietoediiuiteabitaboutfluor...
. . ^ „ . „ ^„... « M.V «
. .*«v..- I,
escent Ughting; In fkct, he came I
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KeUey, a Hendrix sophomore,
was' elected to the position of
Democratic Party leader, but this
was not the only honor that the
delegation won. For Senate Committee work, Bartlett and Dennis
earned. Superior ratings, whUe
JCeUey, Bryles, and Arey aU received Excellents.^ Kelley and
Bartlett combined to win several
other award?, also. Kelley received
a Superior in the Caucus debate
and an Excellent in the IH Session
Floor Debate and Party Program,
while Bartlett rated ExceUents in
both the OveraU Floor Debate
and III Session Floor Debate and
Party Program, plus a Superior in
n Session of the same. Addition' ally, the entire delegation took
third in the overaU Sweepstakes
Category. .

Wliistle Burger 1.19
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Hendrix awarded
at student congress
The Arkansas Speech Association recently held their 1981 Student Congress of Human Relations
at the Old State House in Little
Rock. For the third consecutive
year, Hendrix speech teacher Dr.
Mary Richardson took a delegation
of interested students to the
event.
Earnest Bartlett, David Bryles,
Glenn Kelley, Robert Dennis, JUl
Molock, Frank Arey, Beth Beavers, and Kip Welch departed ori
November 8 for three days of
participation in a Senate, composed entirely of college age students. The Student Congress's
House of Representatives, on the
other hand, was madeup of high
school students. Congressional
offices were open to aU of the
delegates.

Kelley, a Hendrix sophomore,
was elected to.the position of
Democratic Party leader, but this
was not the only honor that the
delegation won. For Senate Committee work, Bartlett and Dennis
earned, Superior ratings, whUe
Kelley, Bryles, and Arey all received ExceUents; Kelley and
Bartlett combined towin several
other awards, also. Kelley received
a Superior in the Caucus debate
and an Excellent in the III Session
Floor Debate and Party Program,
while Bartlett rated ExceUents in
both the Overall Floor Debate
and III Session Floor Debate and
Party Program, plus a Superior in
n Session of the same; Additionally, the. entire delegation took
third in the overall Sweepstakes
Category. .
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by Betsy Singleton
lowship x.,oo+v.«+u
was for the spring
by Betsy
: semesWhen
HendrixSingleton
EngUsh profes- l«„,cl.ir^
ter of 1981; however Dr. Crowder
sor Ashby Bland Crowder com- began his research in the faU of^
mented to a former East Kent 1980 .
University coUeague that he was
Dr. Crowder proposed to do a
writing a seminar paper on arch- paper on Modern Architecture as
itecture,
associate
• J his
Cl T-.
^
1was .not
.. ^^s contribution to the seminar.
surprised So Dr. Crowder put it: His study dealt with the effects of
I used to. complam about the technology on om- present archisquare box buildings that were lecture. Dr. Crowder said his
used for holding classes ;
, knowledge had been limited to
Dr. Crowder s interest in archi- -^st "casual observations" of surtecture.led.himtotakealeaveof mounding architecture before he
absence from Hendrix last year so began his research. However, his
that he would have sufficient time ^^^ conclusions led him to refor research. Not only did his search and write a 125-page paper
absence foster.his research. Dr. ^^1^,^ was reduced to 40 pages.
Crowder believes it also gave him
t)r. Crowder says that he has
a better perspective on teach- ^een able to use his knowledge in
^ ^ ' u^.^^i^ **^^* . "^^^ ^^l® ^"^ his Modem American Poetiy class
see what the seminar teachers and even in his composition class,
were domg mid how their students He feels that he and his students
reacted to their methods. Finally, have made some interesting obhe said that it s just nice to learn servations conceming the relaabout something different.ior. a. ^ionship between the characterischange; especially something you . ^^s of modem afchitecture and
don t know very much about.
^^^^^^ i^ his composition class
The seminar Dr. Crowder at- he has received papers conceming
tended the Andrew W. Mellon ^he reaction of students to buUdSeminar) was held at the Univer- j^gs.
sity of Kansas in Lawrence. The
j^^., Crowder's main complamt
seminar topic was "The Inter- with today's architecture concems
relation of the Humanities, Sci- the dependency of a buUding on
ences and Technology." The fel- technology. He cited the MUls

When time was outWhen life ticked interminably bn without sense.
When grass grew, and birds flew
and sanity was not. or was.^
for what is life but habit.. _
Perpetual motion machines we all.
What is life but time after time after time.
That ticks oh and on and on.

When timie was outWhen thoughts turned backward on themselves.
When ideas came as then they flamed
Or were they ever really there at all.
for what are ideas but private time.
Pushed and pulled and molded.
Grown over with dust and decay.
Or are they really there at all

When time was out
When love marched ever on, our grasp beyond
Life and love and sanity
Perpetual motion beyond us all
for what.is love and what needs care
or are they just illusions.

fatigue, and
inefficient buUding
nCenter
- „ . as an .„_rr._L„.
i_...ij..__. strain,
r.^^^:^ r-i.i_._
- „ j even skin
, . . strain
_.„_.. on cooling
,_.... systems.
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for the very reason that it has no cancer. These lights are frequently
It seems Dr. Crowder has proved
windows, which makes it totally used because they UteraUy become that every piece of knowledge
reliant on the air conditioning and less hot than other systems. There- acquired is related in some fashheating units. Windows provide fore, they do not put an extra ion.
ventilation, and without them
thermostats must control the
BuUdings environment. As some
students may have noticed, the
MiUs Center does usually seem
Celebrate Christmas With
either too hot or too cold. In jest,
Christmas Cards and Decorations
Dr. Crowder remarked that during
the early fall, Reves Recital Hall
From Heiiigers
stayed around 55 degrees. He
quipped, "It proved a very ap''Show someone you care with
propriate place for Dr. Larson to
teach Russian history,"
a gift from Heiiigers''
Dr. Crowder went on to say that
he learned quite a bit about fluorConway, AR 72032
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escent Ughting. In fact, he came
Open Every Day Till 8:00 P.M.
across a study which claimed that
the Ughts may result in human
physiological changes. The lights
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hyperactivity, headaches^ eye
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Conway, Arkansas 72032
An Inaugural Planning Commit-. - Trastees Chairman Robert D.
tee
been appointed
to plan
Cabe; and
Dr. Earl
Carter,
reprethe has
inauguration
of Dr.
Joe for
B. senting
Bishop
Kenneth
W. Hicks.
Hatcher as the eighth president of
Hendrix CoUege.
Robert W. Meriwether, professor of education, history and political science, has been appointed
* chairman ofthe committee. Other
1 INC.
members of the committee are
Dr. Matt L. EUis* fifth president
of Hendrix; Dr. Francis Christie,
professor of reHgion and philosopn
phy and marshal of the College;
lmMUi>'inMHtan* OiiAj
Dr. John R. Merrill, vice president
and dean of the College; Dr. G.
Thomas Clar, professor of biology
representing the natural sciences;
iccoAim' CciAd6/
Dr. Kenneth Story, associate professor of English and area head
for humanities; Dr. John Ziegler,
associate professor of history and
political science and area head for
the social sciences; Mr. Larry
Graddy, president of the alumni
association; Miss Stacy SeUs,
president of the Student Senate;
Mr. John EHzandro, director of
coUege relations; Mrs* Patsy
808 Front Conway, AR 329-6050
Bates, representing Board of
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Crowder reflects on architectural study

EDITOR'S NOTE: This poem won first place in the coUege division of
the statewide poetry contest sponsored by the Arkansas Poet's
Roundtable m conjunction with National Poetry Day.

Inaugurationplansbegin
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After considering &^^
inng bags \vero crumpfed by fatigued^^^^^^#^
^
v
y questmn^; <^^
: r0prO$entaHoi;i^^^ 0^^^ the r • that it is actually stiperipr tb the P ^
Tho biggest prphlom with Ghyi^tnias is tbj^^
j^ca^e^ni^^
Gomnaittee,: First biaU, it is - prbposaL it represents a | e n ^ O ^ iiui^
•'^once'a'year;'-•^::' ;•;/•;•'••.'; //•'':.•••,•.••-.•.;••:' ^:•^^^•;•^•^V"•••'-•^:^'"^•••'.:v•••^''••'••f''v:^^^^^
the^^^p^^
bol^eeh the fa:culty atid studeptfi •V\^Ue tho
For those experiencmg Hehdfik for the furst time, lot la^
: i^cuity i^ puttmg M ^
faith in siudents to
tha^thereissomo serious cpns^^
preparO you for Cluristt^
ti^ represoutation^ the students jsu'o : t ^
giyeii t o 1J^^^^
tho faculty tp evaluate their pei^ruiance in a tbpught ypu h^d dexiided hol^ to go to college when ypuyvorestilj
scime faeuliy naembersa^ simpl^^ uiiidecided
fiirtnahnerlat the ehd^WIKfe^
-r£ifc;ote^h^ t ^ ^ p r ^
hpme in tbelniddlel)f Septp^Mt)
ev^ril
t^e prppbsalropresentis an im^
harder for folks:to understand y/hy you're but two vveeks earlir:
jdiienunk,'* whieh sttggest$ thatelyugei^^
in the ajSiu^s pf lieixdri^^^ i^^^^
than everybody ei^^^
OPncemed 6ibo#
tp some sort pf scrutiny* Considering the
Qi equal $ignificauoe is the fact that this
uumber of years t
icoihprpttiise r e p r ^
phappeil was ohe pJ the Comnirtteei pn
without Student representation on Acadtemic
CbvmMieB naenabors ^yho priginally vPted t p Policial three years is a short;
to
time to thrptigh with this t^
expennaent with the idea. If f^^^^
alnaost ,':dctbber?:'; ^'•;v, V,'•-'•'•':'^^^^
Appai'eni|y> SPnae very ^^c
prbvosunprpductiye, little if any harm wHi
While relatives and Mend^^
were made in fayx}r of the | ^
last
hayO been done before it is done aw%^ ^yith. minds, they are sure tp ask ypii how mahy hours you took this
Wiat is nauch mb
. :.faculty/'iBeeting/;:';i''
terni; What will ybu way? if it he^^
^^^^ T ^
Student representatives iviU he motivated tp 'are'1^e:;fquivalent.pf E?4',hour^^^
conpipromise can be reached, and that the
do the b^st job t i i ^ can> and the faculty will 3H hours makes ten hourslacUlty can coto^^
be led to vote for a continuation of the ••-;:•**Onlyten,hours?'^v•;:•;:.;•^^ •'''•^m.'^ ''''•'"^•••:'^rra/':^
do. it makes clear the possibility^
represehtatibii. This endorsement of student
*'Well, there are three terms."
strpngly in iivpr or opposed to the proposal
body will mean excellent r e p o r t between
"Wlat all have ypu taken?*^
y ^ beiiid a l i ^ ^
students and faculty.
**Uh, weU, Calculus, Biology attd Westem Heritage.'*
/V'-'^-What elserv'••-•:•-• ":-•••:v.vr:^:•'^^^
ay
Decisions
'Well, that's all."
:
Isn't Hendrix the most expensive sohool in the state?"
^^^
*Yeah, it's a great place."
:
"What are you majoring in now?"
**Well, I haven't roallydecided.'^
. '
by Beii Hannon
taiy euthanasia. M voluntary tion because modem medicine
By now you wonder if you shouldn't transfer tp Fayetteville.
Last Week I saw a visiting euthanasia, a person with sound has, in certain instances, brought
prospective student muttering to mind makes a conscious decision within our grasp socially accept- That way you'll look much more like Joe Gollege or Carla
Campus, with 25 clean and definite hours under your belt by
himself **They*re aU gone crazy.. to die because their physical (not able power oyer life.
.** When I asked him what he emotional) condition is such that
Conceming the second ques- summer, and you^ can take five courses at a time*;And like
meant he told me that a nice they consider their life worthless. tion, what is murder? What is aid everybody else, you'll be gone m August/home for Christmas
looking admissions person took In voluntaiy 'euthanasia, the in suicide? What is the'difference? when it's time for Christmas, and out of school in May. But take
him to a class where the professor patient either t ^ e s self admini- Few people realize that the Nazi heart Hendrix students are the best in Arkansas. After a few
expounded as follows.
stered tablet-s or infections or has death camps started as an out- homecomings, you'll be able to master these situations with
• 'The issue is voluntary euthana-. them administered by a second growth of "harmless'* euthanasia,
sia.' Exactly' what is voluntary party* Here two questions of- or mercy kUlings. One would hope ease. Zum Beispieh
"Oh hi there. How's school?"
euthanasia? The definition of this fundamental importance are re- that the Nazi mentaHty of an
"Fantastic."
term is one ofthe major points of cognised.-First, who agrees with intrinsicaUy better race would
"Are exams already over?"
departure for discussion of volun* the patient about his life's worth- never have to be dealt with again.
**Yeah. We get three-and-a-half weeks for Christmas."
lessness? Second, where is the We StiU are faced with feaUty —
line drawn between aiding a patient, terminaUy ill, knowing^
"But doesn't Hendrix start late?"
^From Our Readers^ inethical
euthanasia and murder?
"That's right We learn in ten weeks what everybody else
asks his life be taken so he can die
Conceming question one, how in dignily and save the f amUy a lot learns in eighteen."
can a person KNOW that another of money that would be better
"Oh. (Pause) How many hours do you have?"
persons life is not worth living?
"Well, I really don't have many at all in the day,, because Fm
With what standards do we mea* used elsewhere. What should we
sure our life worth? Psychologists do? My opinion is that the medi- always so busy."
(Confused looy
. tell us that eveiy person - has cal care provided the jpatient
TPo the Editor of ther Profile: dififerenf 'goals for thier' Hfe. should be of sufficient quality to
'What are you taMng?"
tt\
We, the undersigned members Should we be m the inhabitants make such a request unnecessai^r*
'Well, let's see. This .year I'm taking,, Inglish histoiy,
of the Martin Hall Dorm Council, ofa land in an ancient GreekMyth Advocates of euthanasia say in Gennan, a couple of Lit courses, Physics, a Government course,'
on behalf of our dorm, do hereby -^d tafee om* lives after our prede- cases where this is not so, aU close •and:---"
famUy and very close friends
condemn the actioni ofthe Stu- cided life work was done?
/*Wow! That sounds tough. And aren*tyou the oditor of the
should
counsel
with
the
patient,
dent Senate in regards to J t s
Or should we hang on with our
newspaper?"
.Intent to build a Mosk on our last toenail and spread our life as and when all is settled and
"Yes, and I have a job otf the weekends."
, campus. We feel that said kioskis long and as tMn as possible? finished, the person should die
"How do you have time fbr aU of that?"
an unnecessary,, wasteful,.and un- Neither extreme is satisfactoi^^. with dignity* Opponents of
"Oh, ifs tough, but I love it."
sightly additioii: to our biauifti What Ihen ahould wo do? .Wat euthanasia stand m their feetand
"What*s your major?"
campus. M short,; kiosks are an wiU we do when one of our parents cry, **MURDERERS!r' They are
"Well, Fm trying to keep my education pretty broad so 1*11 be
idea whose • time should never lies sich unto death of cancer of horriiSed with our aeceptance of
the spine and cries, *Tjcan*t stand our "power over life." Again we better prepared for graduate school"
hava comt*
it anymorelll"? The trouble with are troubled by a lack of prece**What do you think you might go into?"
•
Respectfully, .
dent
for
action.
-answering such a question is that
Iddie Sbackelford
"I guess I could go into law^ or the foreign service, or college
to
do
so
would
be
to
establish
a
If you listened to this lecture teaching, or even the seminary* Fm just not sure yet."
Todd Shiver
precedent on life's worth within and don*t know where I stand,
Alaii^. Pennington
(A shake of the head)
the medical- profession. Thus the that*s exactly what I want. I want
ilimB« Jemnen
"Well, good k c L "
nature of our delimma. When is you to think about it yourself and
Gordon Y, Allison
• "Dankeschon." • '• --^
^7
"^-. • ^ ^
BobEainey
^ life considered life and when is it what it means to be aUve and
• ^ . - ^ ; ^ ic i r ^
considered not life? What,makes human as well as what it means to
«yamesH. Wise
H.you cared -anything.about the first section of this column•
something.living? These funda* be dead and/or inhuman *•.,.
Roger Alderson
mental questions that have been
• As my prospective student' and wonderidwhatthe last lino meant, read on, Bum-outloaves
CbMs Johnson
dealt with through the ages are^ fifdled off^. I saw a Hght in his eyes •nothing. 'Christmas,-.rpardless- of religious -attitudes, is not'
^antei^ M* Lipe
«(r
being vehemeiitly considered hy
'%at%it,**hea|!ed,;^*rfl,golo -something to be anticipated,.- but felt all year and celebrated for
Jim Admire
mm& •mtkt&mpmtsm .••§fmmA'^
lay.
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I>eep in his Central European h^sK^
where reaspngives
w # t o roaction, every West Gennatt i>oHtiOian knpw^ one thing
for suj:e; He: m # piever adnait i t jii p e r Speigel^ h e mky
proclaim his tplJal support forl^flX) .^uid its -poHciesvvBut the
cPnclusion thatit alvi^aysiy|hg in wait is
will be a
third weu^ itt Europe
.00rman;spih-,:,;;•• 7^

Hen<^fcjt Coli^goi I > e d ^

. • • • ' • - . • , , ' • • " •

•'".
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they teUme you ^^^^w^

.1*

Down with
the kiosk

t u

. :.r

m:

It's very easy to understattd tihis feelittg frotti a di^tahce^ -^
phptp^aphs of Beriin in 1945^^
.. of war as att^ Anieric
We cannot see things quite as
|)hptographs of a^^^fe
wpiMng u ^
• h^
^ithousattds of pepple itttp the sti'eets of Germahy;
FrattCey-and Bel^iutti to p ^
the statiottitt^ of Nuclear
,'.:-weappn^ in/..EiurPpe.:v'•' ••-•;''V--'.;,:,y';'^,^;,:',^
t-T^e^fi^ar
sp toiise that Pttosido niakes a move; orfeittt that triggei^s^^^a
tttUclear exphspge. Battle fieli^ ttuolear;weapons are used in
Gr^rmany a^ NATO and; Wairsaw Pact;ji'ppps; m^ Then,
instead pf an aH-Putj wbrid-wide conflict . .• . the two sides
v^thdraw at the 'prospect of intercpntittehtal strikes, leaving a
radiPactiye German plain behitt$^ •
v
;

-,[<•/•:.

, .;:•;•''••-• •:.;-•',;-7-.•;••'• b y , A l a n Peninin^tbri/-:•'-•:•:••',':-•-:••:
"Well, A^, whatcha gonna write about this

This yisibtt is not tpo cpnifbrting fpr Ampricaiis ^ an
thatit sets mahy Russians at ea^b^either.lButa^
include strikes on o u r
has thefbrce of ahightmare/£md m
have reacted the
Way pebple dp to a nightmare--by
excape at all cost. G ^
known to take actions ih a rational
threat is felt.

my
:^"Qh, cbme on Al. ypu can do it."
One of the haiost M
-Week?"v-\;',,:.:7-v-,-.;,,,,;; .Vv;:^
Well all right, here goes7 . .
• ' ' . • • F m ^ n P '.sure.--'. '•:^
•.••••'.•'^^v'-' '
, ^"-';•
Yes comrades, that*s right. In bur vory expressed in all sorts of ways and in all manner pf brightly
" A b P u t t h e ICibsk?"
inidst there oxiists a standing testament of colored demonstratibtts^ is that NATO pull out all of its niiclear
••••-No. • '•.\.'-y.r^-yy.^'/yr'.'-,:.
: ••.'yy^.r^:
man's inhumanity to matt. Approximately weapons from, say, Cernaattypr Belgium* The most often-heard
^'Thanksgiving?''^^^^:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ r^ ,
Pne-half of-our student body, staff, alunmii statemettt in supppri: of this view is that "nukes attract ttukes",
and visiting dignrtaries are being subjected to and that a first strike would tie directed to taking out return fire.
" "How abotrt that women's bathroom?'*
the degradation and humiliation of sub- As the Economist of London has pomte d out, this one makes
Say what?
standard sanitary facilitiesv At this moment, sense untii it is ridden tp its conclusion.
" Y e a h , you know* the women's bathrpom pur Hendrix sisters are being exposed to an
This argument presupposes a willingness to use nuclear
in Hulen. The one across from the book- odious and disgusting living conditions pre:'stpre.'./ ;•- •
viously thpught tp have disappoared eons weapons, and a situation seen as desperate or important enough
by the Soviets to translate willingness into action. But before a
Fm uninfbrmed,
^
before we arose from the primordial ooze.
**Yeah, well, 1 hear tell it's real bad. One of
" E n o u g h is enough I say!" These condi- situation gets that desperate, it has tP pass the point where a
the stall doors is missmg and behind one of tions must be changed at once. Appropriate conventional attack or invasion can work. And uiiiike a nuclear
theother two doora there's no toilet at all, just monies to rebuild and replace should be ad- exchange J a conventional attack is most likely to be directed
a pipe coming out with an old bucket to catch vanced. Those responsible must be made against the areas most likely not to fire back. Nuclear weapons
the drippings. What's even worse, tho whole accountable. Heads must roll! 'Revenge is need not be used; indeed, it would be an act of idiocy to use
them when unneeded. This may gladden the heart of some
place smells worse than a Pine Bluff pulp mine sayeth the * * .'
/
European activists, butlsomehbw doubt that the entire scene is
plant"
"All" '
what most of them have in mind.
I didn*t know t h a t But maybe Fd better not
What?
write about It. Muckraking stories are really
"You're right. It's out of your league.".
Oh, but the speches do sound good when you hear them. It
can make you feel that the world is in good hands when you hear
all the talk of peace. It can really be a source of comfort if you
don't think about it too much* George Santayana served up one
of the world's few really perfect quotes when he said that those
who cannot remember the past are doomed to repeat it. This
certainly applies to tuming Europe into a powder keg, and
Tilateral reductions are one way to defusing it. But it takes
more effort to applythe line t o t e dangers Pf the wrong kind of
peace.
•; • N o * ' . "

•-•-,•';

' ^.\,;,;„7-'•'^''•'..••4,-

;''.-'-'«>'",'

• ' - ^ . -.''''":":••--^

•

That's something that many Europeans can*t seem to grasp,
"peace" coming to thena in only one color and in one flavor,
Neville Chamberlain thought he had it, remember, back in the
late thirties. You can see the pictures of him getting off the
plane in England, fresh from the negotiating table. He has r
sheet of paper in his hand, and you can still hear his voice saying
,.t5 the fathered reporters and diplomats-that he belives that it.
means "peace In our time." And after you lookat these shots, I
suggest'that you go'back and take another flange at those ,
pictures of Berlin. Odds are that you will find them in the same
book ^ ' I .
••"'; ,

Marx found to have degree
It was recently discovered Germany» while sifting
that Karl Marx was more through the institution V a r educated than bad previously chives» found a document probeen thought*
vlttg Kari Marx received a d o ^
toral degree from the imivefiiAn assistant at the Friedrich ty*i philosophy dopartment in
.JailleiiJJnive]mitM«~^«^^l^^

^ ^ ^ y ^ i f ^ ^ imm^;^'T
m^y^
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Superior compromise
There is a great deal of significance tied to
the compromise which has been presented by
Dr. Charles ChappeU as a solution to the
question of student representation on the '
Academic Policy Committee. First of all, it is
the proposal of a faculty member. It shows
that there is some serious consideration being
given to the issue. ChappeU has said that
some faculty members are simply undecided
about what to- do. In his.words, they are in **a
dUemma," which suggests thatelyugenuinely
concemed about, making the right decision.
Of equal significance is the fact that this
compromise represents a change of mind..
ChappeU was one of the Comniittee on
Gommittee members who originally voted to
recommend that the proposal not be passed.
Apparently, some very convincing speeches
were made in favor of the proposal in the last
faculty meeting.
Thirdly, the compromise suggests that a^
compromise can be reached, and that the
faculty can come to a concensus about what to
do. it makes clear the possibility that those .
strongly in favor or opposed to the proposal
will bend a little. Of course, this is only a

possibility, but nonetheless, it proves that
there is a feeling for give and take.
After considering the compromise, we feel
that it is actually superior to the original
proposal, it represents a sense of mutual trust
between the faculty and students: While the
faculty is putting enough faith in students to
try representation, the students are trusting
the faculty" tp evaluate their performance in a
fair manner at the end of threo years. Since
the proposal represents an iniportant change
in the affairs of Hendrix, it should be subject
tp some sort of scrutiny. Considering the
number of years that Hendrix has been
without student representation on Academic
Policy, three years is a short length of time to
experiment with the idea. If for some reason it
proves unproductive, little if any harni wUl
have been done before it is done away with.
What is much more likely to happen is that
student representatives will be motivated to
do the best job they can, and the faculty will
be led to vote for a continuation of, the
representation. This endorsement of student
body will mean excellent rapport between
students and faculty.

Decisions

So they tell me you want to die

i
^ 1

, >
' )'

bry Ben Harmon
imy euthanasia* hi voluntaiy
Last week X saw a visiting euthanasia, a person with sound
prospective student muttering to mind makes a conscious decision
lumself "They're aU gone crazy.. to die because their physical (not
," When I asked faim what he emotional) condition is such that
meant he told me that a nice they consider their life worthless.
looking admissions person took In voluntary *euthanasia, the
him to a class where the professor patient either takes self administered tablets or infections .or has
expounded as follows.
' ', The issue is, voluntary euthana-, them administered by a second
sia. Exactly what is voluntary' party. Here two questions - of
euthanasia? The definition of this fundamental importance are reterm is one of the major point-s of cognized. First, who agrees with
departure for discussion of volun- the patient about his life's worthlessness? Second, where is the
line drawn between aiding
From Our R e a d e r ^ inethical
euthanasia and murder?
Conceming question one, how
can a person KNOW that toother
person's life is not worth living?
With what standards do we measure OUT' life worth? Psychologists
teE us that eveiy person' has
To the Editor of the Profile:
different goals for thier life.
We, the undersigned members Should we be a^ the Inhabitants
ofthe Martin Hall Dorm Council, • of a land in an ancient Greek Myth
on behalf of our dorm, do hereby and take our Eves Mter our predecondemn the actions of the Stu- cided life work was done?
dent Senate in regards to its Or should we hang on with our
intent to .build, a Mosk on ,our last toenail and spread our life as
campus. We feel that -said Moskis long and as thin as possible?
-an^ unnecessaiy, wasteful, -and un- Neither extreme is Satisfactoiy.
'Mghtfc? addlfiott to our beauMM What, then ,sh®uM we do? What
campus. .In short,' kiosks are an wiU we do when one of our parents
idea whose time, should nevef lies sich tmto death of cancer of
have come, , „ ,'
the spine and eries, "I can't stand
it anymore!!!'*? The trouble with
Bddie Shackelford
answering such a question is that
Todd Shiver
to do so would be to establish a
Alan T* Pennington
precedent on lifers worth within
Jim B# Jennen
the medical profession.. Ilius ^the^
Gordon Y, Allison
nature of pur deUmma; When is
BobEainey
life considered life and when is it
James N.WiiO
considered not life? What makes
Roger Alderson
somethinjg living? These funda*
mental questions that have been
Chris Johnson
dealt with tiirough the ages are
Jamei B* Lipe
being vehemently "considered' by
Jim Admire
Mark Moore
idraQt-ifiMeraa-,
.•.our iftori,.,

Down with
the kiosk

•

;
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because modern medicine
has, in certam instances, brought
'Within pur grasp sociaUy acceptable power over life.
Concerning the second question, what is murder? What is aid
in suicide? What is the difference?
Few people realize that the Nazi
death camps started as an outgrowth of "harmless" euthanasia,
or mercy Mllings. One would hope
that the Nazi mentality of an
intrinsicaUy better race would
.never have to be dealt with again.*
We StiU are faced with reaUty —
a patient, terminaUy Ul, knowingly
asks his life be taken so he can die
in dignity and save the family a lot
of money that would be better
used elsewhere. What should we
do? My opinion is that the medical care provided the patient
should be of sufficient quaUty to
make such a request unnecessary*
Advocates of euthanasia say in
cases where this is not so, aU close
famUy and veiy close Mends
should counsel ^ t h the patient,
md when * all is settled and
finished, the person should die
with dignity* Opponents t ^
euthanasia stand on their leet asid
eiy, "MURDEEBES!!" They are
horrified with our acceptance of
our "power over life*" Again we
are troubled by a lack of precedent for action.
Ti you listened to this lecture
and don't know where I stand,
thafs exactly what I want 1 want
you to thhak about it yourself and
what it means to be alive and
human as well as what it means to
be dead and/or inhuman * . .
• ^As my, prospective student
trailed off, I -saw a light in Un eyes,
, . . "That^ it," he cried, " F i go to

^3E^no^s^1^

remarks

by Derek Lowe

by Mark Lawson
I was in Arkansas's monument to commercialism, McCain
Mall, days after the shopping center was first decked out in full
Christmas attire. ,Not only were there piped-m Christmas carols,
lights and artificial flocked trees, but also choo-choo trains and
electronically-controUed elves, who were by late afternoon
accompanied by Santa Claus: The date was November 21.
McCain Mall was literally jammed with people doing their
Christmas shopping. All the faces were the same: Tu-ed and
uncertain: Mommas and Daddies were quick-tempered with
their bewildered chUdren, and the appropriately heavy shopping bags were crumpled by fatigued, sweaty hands.
The biggest problem with Christmas is that it only comes
once a year.
• * • * • * •
For those experiencing Hendrix for the fkst time, let me
prepare you for Christmas vacation. Remember how everyone
thought you had decided not to go to coUege when you were still
homein the middle of September? Well, it's going tb .be everii
harder for folks to understand why you're out two Weeks earlie*
than everybody else. How could you have possibly gotten
"ill
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through with this term sp soon when you didn't start until
almost October?
While relatives and friends are mulling that over in their
minds, they are sure to ask you how many hours you took this
term. What will you way? If it helps, most ofthe Hendrix courses
are the equivalent of BVs hours. Well, let's see. Tiiree courses at
BVs hours makes ten hours.
"Only ten hours?"
"Well, there are three terms."
"What all have you taken?"
"Uh, weU, Calculus, Biology and Westem Heritage."
"What else?"
"Well, that's aU." .
"Isn't Hendrk the most expensive school in the state?".
/*Yeah, it's a great place."
"What are you majoring in now?"
"WeB, I haven't really decided**'
. By nowyou wonder if you shouldn't transfer to Payettevillev
That way you'll look ihuch more like Jbe GoUege or Caria
Campus, with 25 clean and definite hours under your belt by
summer, and you can take five courses at a rime. ^And like
everybody else, you'll be gone in August, home for Christmas
when it's time for. Christmas, .and out of schboi in May. But take,heart. Hendrix students are the best in Arkansas* After a few
homecomings, you'll be able to master these situations with
ease. Zum Beispiel:
"Oh hi tiiere. How's school?"
"Fantastic."
"Are exams already over?"
"Yeah. We get three-and-a-half weeks for Christmas."
**But doesn't Hendrix start late?"
"That's right. We learn in ten weeks what everybody else
learns in eighteen."
"Oh. (Pause) How many hours do you have?"
"Well, I really don't have many at all in the day, because^I'm
•always so busy,"
'(Confused look)
iat are you taking?"
<«i
*Well, let's see. This year I'm taking. EngHsh history,
German, a couple of Lit courses, Physics, a Government course,'
:and-" •
"Wow! That sounds tough. And aran*t yon the editor of the
newspaper?"
"Yes, and I have a job oi^ the weekends."
"How do you have time for all of that?"
"Oh, it's tough, but Hove i t "
"Whafs your m«^or?"
"Weill Fm trying to keep my education pretty broad so I'll be
better prepared for graduate school"
"What do you think you might go into?"
"I guess 1 could go i n ^ law, or the foreign service, or college
teaching, or even the seminary* Fm just not sure yet."
(A shake of the head)
"Well, good hick."
'
_
"Dankeschon."
.
{(

,'„':" - i r i r i r i r i r •
,' • If you cared anything - about the I r s t section of this column
and wondered what thelast line meant, read on. Bum^out leaves
nothing., ChristmaS:, regardless of religipiis':attitudes,- is-not
something to be anticipated, but felt -all year and celebrate

mms Centred E u r o p e ^
way to reaction, eVeiy West German pbHtid knows one thihg
fbr sure. I l e ^ i ^ ^ neViar admit it in P e r Speilgel, he may
prpclaim his tptalnsuppprt for
and its pbliciesv But the
ponclusipn that ii^ always Ijdng in ^ait is ftis; T ^
^11 ho a
third w^r in Europe this century^; and that it w& be f<)ught ph
It's very easy^^t
photographs of Beriih in-1945 wi give as much i n s i s t into fear
of war a i ah American can have. W cahnbt see things quit^
the: Geri^ans do for this same r^asbn^ because we have no
phbtPgraphs of a burned^ bbmhed-piit Manhattaiiv But by
wprkihg lip tp it in stages, ohe cab almost see what leads
hundreds of thbusands of peopfe
FranceV apd; B^^^
to' prbtest j ^ stationing of nuclear
weapon^;in-Europe.-^r.'A,.,;.-:,
'•'':.y\-'..'-''/^'(-':^'y'::ijy\''y]:\.'y
The fear is this: E h ^ e ^
so ten^se that one side, makes a move or feint that triggors a
nuclear e^ccfliariger Battle field micle^^^
are hsed in
Gejinany as > ^ ^
mstead bf an • aU-out, wprid^vide
)y., . the t\yo sides
vvithdl'aw at the prpspe pfiiiterGontinehtal strikes, le
a
radipactive Corinan p^
/
,
This vision is hot tPp c6^
it sets many Russians at ease, either. But at least it doesn't
inchide strikes on otir teiritoi:y.F\)r the Europeans^ this vision
has the force pf a nightmare, andhis
' \vay people dp tP;a'nightmare ^byanlrrationald^
exoape at all cost. (3ix)ups of several hundred thousand are not
'•V''''.v;,: known to take actions in a

;{:.,.;;;•;.,:;'v:''-^'by'Ala^^^^^
';nutnf-'my^^league,\^-;,•'•:•;
; "Well, Al, v^atcha gbtma write about this
;"Ohv cbme on iU. you c^^^
•mmm'-:''r'^V'''':^\
One of the most iiiteresting suggestions^ one that ypu see
Weil aU right; here goes . . .
'• I'm: no'-sure/: \ .-.-:•,•.,..-".-•:•'•:
Yes cpmrad^S;,.that's right/ In pur very es^rossed in all sorfe of ways and ih all manner of brightly
"About the Kiosk?"
midst there exists a standing testament pf cblored demonstrations, is that NATO pull but all of its nuclear
.' • : N O . . - , ' ' ' : • • •.•'•••''''^-•'m:::
•:.:-:.'-.
man's inhumanity to man. Approximately weapons from, say, Germany or Belgimn. The most often-heard
/^Thanksgiving?"
one-half of oin^ student bpdy, staf!, ahimnij statement in support of this view is that "nukes attractiiukes",
. > ; : N o . ; : •.-'••.•::.;,•;::,:•:-:• • \ \ : : ; • ; • ; : ; ; : • ; ; : : : : : . \ i \ - ; , : : ^ ^ ' v ; ^
ahdyisithg dignitaries are bemg subjected to and that a & s t strike would be directed totaking out return fire.
" "How about that women's bathrPom?''
the degradation and humiliation of sub- As the Economist of London has pointed out, this one makes
standard sanitaxy facilities. At this moment, sense until it is ridden to its conclusion.
•.-:'',.Say-^what?:' •";•
"Yeah, you know, the women'^ bathroom our Hendrix sisters are being exposed to an
This argument presupposes a wiUingness to use nuclear
hi Hulen. The one across from the book- odious and disgusting living conditions pre,.store;'^'„\'"'•:,••• •"..-.-.
viously thought to have disappeared eons weapons, and a situation seen as desperate or important enough
by the Soviets tb translate willingness into action. But before a
I'm uninfbrmed.
^
before We arose from the primordial ooze.
* * Yeah, well, I hear tell it's real bad. One of
**EnPugh is enough I say!" These condi- situation gets that desperate, it has to pass the point where a
the stall doors is missmg and behind one of tions must be changed at once. Appropriate conventional attack or invasion can work. And urdike a nuclear
theother two doors there's no toilet at all, just monies to rebtiild and replace shordd be ad- exchange, a conventional attack is most likely to be directed
a pipe coming out with an old bucket to catch vanced. Those responsible must be made against the areas most likely not to fire back. Nuclear weapons
the drippings* What*s even worse, the whole accountable. Heads must roll! *Revenge is need not be used; indeed, it would be an act of idiocy to use
them when unneeded. This may gladden the heart of some
place smells worse than a Pine Bluff pulp mine sayeth the . . .'
European activists, but I somehbw doubt that the entire scene is
"Ai!" '
plant."
what most of them have in mind.
What?
I didn't know t h a t But maybe I'd better not
'You're right. It's out of your league.'
write about i t Muckrakhig stories are reaiiy
Oh, but the speches do sound good when you hear them. It
can make you feel that the world is in good hands when you hear
all the talk of peace. It can reaiiy be a source of comfort if you
don't think about it too much. George Santayana served up one
of the world's few reaUy perfect quotes when he said that those
who cannot remember the past are doomed to repeat it. This
certainly .applies to tuming Europe into a powder keg, and
bilateral reductions are one way to defusing it. But it takes
more effort to apply the line to the dangers of the wrong kind of
peace.
•

.

'

*

•

-

"

That's something that many Europeans ean^ seem l^' grasp,
peace" coming to them in only one color and in one fiavor,
Neville Chamberlain thought he had it, remember, back in the
late thirties. You can see the pictures of him getthig off the
in Ettfland^ fresh from-the negotiating table. He h a s a
sheet of paper in his hand, and you can still hear his voice saying
to the gathered reporters and diplomats that he belives that it
means "peace in our time*** And after you look at these shots, I
suggest that you go back and take .'another glabce at those •
pictures of Berlin. Odds are that you wiU find them in the same
book.
• *

It was recently discovered G e r m a n y , whiie sifting
that Kari Marx was more through the institution's areducated than bad previdusly chives, found a document pro«
been thought*
ving Kari Marx received a doetoral degree ffom the univcrsiAn assistant at the Friedrich ty*s philosophy department in

^.^^fmM^^"^
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CONWAY'S HEADQUARTERS
FOR .

CALCULATORS
OVER. 40 MODELS
• Cassio
• Hewlett-Packard
• Sharp
• Texas Instruments

COMPUTERS
FOR OFFICE AND HOME
• Atari
• Commodore
• Cromemco

ALSO
BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND
PROGRAMS FOR MOST
COMPUTER "BUFFS"

Raney women discover the fine art of popcorn and cranberry stringing in an attempt to

AINICIIS.

bririg the Christmas spirit into Raney Hall
and take their itiirids off impending finals.
(Left) Lee Cate fights for the
ball at the homecoming
game against the $eearcy
Steel, who won the ganie.
(Above)
Laura
Hart,
Ann
Purvis,
Suzanne
Brunthaver and Den Rogers
cheer the soccer team on
from the sidelines.

la2fr«MP M«k>JICh—lmit #10SwithBldg.

Mbrevioience,less sex on TV

^ - . :

* Gourment Sandwiches
^ H o m e m a d e Soup Daily * Triffle * pesserta
-Ar Quiche ii^ Salads ^^^^*

Eight of the 23 new "shews
appearing on the newworks this
fall coneem law and order. And
many say the comedy series that
returned this fall have been toned
- . - d o w n . - '•'•)':-..:

6-9 Friday & Saturday
11-2 Lunch Daily
e - ^ 3-5 p.m.
Holiday T^a

ll \
\r

329-6748

1101 Harkrider

/

.

^

•

This is a far cry from the late
lD70*s, when many programs, not
just comedies, were exploring
sensitive territoiy. Shows depicting extramarital sex and homo-

.

3RD FLOOR HALTER BUILDiNG
Downtown Conway *

OUR CENTER DOWNTOWN CAN OFFER
YOU THESE PROGRAMS:
• Nautilus
• Karate
• Aerobic Dancing Qassos
• Country Dancing Glasses '
• Exeercisa Bieycies
#Froe Weights
• Whirlpool
• Sauna :
• Showers
• Stress Testing
• Transfer Privileges (13 Other Canters in Arl<,)
• Optional Contraots
• Super Nice Center
• Color TV In Reception Area
• Boxing Equipment
• Conne in for a FREE Workout

I

li w

use your gos?
your d o o r . . .

CD
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r 1% KB E

3 WONTH SPECIAL
$4BJXi

I
^^^^

•' ,•'.•

sexuahiy were common. Dramas which the main character was a
discussed issues such as divorce, homosexual, the Coalition finds
alcohol and dmg use. These the show immoral. So far in the
shows have been disappearing for series there have been no blatant
tips as to whether the character is
whatever reason is debatable,
Network officials say the pro- gay, and that has offended many
grams are being cancelled be- liberals asa cowardly way out for
cause of poor ratmgs, not pres- the network.
sure. Shows like **Soap, which
Advertisers can feel the preswere high on suggestive content, sure* Many bring in lists to netwere on the black lists of Coah-. worics of shows they rej&ise to
tion for Better Television and the spobsor. So. the networks ar6
Moral Majority. But ^ C officials forced to make sure there isn*t too
say **Soap" died when the ratings much explicit anything in any of
weren't strong enough.
their shows. The season*s rough
Writers are saying that pro- edges have been sanded off, and
duce!^ are asking for plots to be to many, network television is
toned down. Many TV old timers becoming a dull medium when
are retuming this fall in revivals of compared to the often-race world
the kind of shows that dominated of cable*
TV hi the mid *60*s. The reason
But networks say they aren*t
for these moves is pressure, many scared of losing . viewers. They
say.
contend that TV trends reflect
The Coalition for Better Tele- what's gcnng on nationwide.
vision has been involved in Whether the new conservatism is
several card writing camp$ighs to wide spread and how the netget offensive pro-ams ofi the air works wiH react to increasing
or out of production* NBC is outside pressures is unknown.
being shot at by a l sides for a But is apparent that what i^being
program "Love Sidney" starring offered up this fall is slow stuff Tony Randall. Based on a pilot in -unless you like fast-cars and
bullets*
I
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The Warriors have kicked off
the *81-'82 basketbaU season by
capturing three wins out of four
games played to date. Cliff Garrison's 13-man squad has provided
basketball fans with a bam-burner or two along the way.
Druxy College fell to the Warriors on the road in their first game,
^6-64* Kerry Evans led the Warriors in points and assists, mth. 20
and 7 respectively. Jeriy Don
Macon puUed down 12 rebounds.
Baptist Christian College was
routed h^ a score of 89-46 at
Grove Gymnasium. Evety member
of the squad put in playing4;ime in
this, first -home victory. Mark
Calvin led the Warriors in scoring
with 16 points,
. •
Warrior fans were treated to a
crowd pleaser at the next home
•game versus the University of
Arkansas at Hne Bluff. UAPB
ted the 'second haE until

two magnificent plays by Bobert
Wright sparked a Warrior ra% in
the last 90 seconds of the game.
Hendrix won, 66-62. Calvin led in
scoring and rebounds, with 15
and 9 respectively.
Hendrix's first loss occurred
on the road against Central Mis-souri State University with a score
of 79-74. Calvin led in scoring forthe third sfraight game, with 14
points, while Wright led in rebounding with 8.^
M these four games, the Warriors have hit 53 percent from the
field while making 63 percent of
their free throws. Caltfln leads in.
scoring with 60 points, while he
and Macon are tied for leading
rebounder with 29' each. Evans
leads the team In.-assists with .27.
The next Warrior game iS' to*
night in Grove Gym against Central Missouri State University,
Tip-off is at 7:30. .

L
appease
's appetite.

every

mim
Faulkner Plaza

Shopping Center
Phone: 329-6454
Gonway, AR

•
•

BONANZA'S
HAMBURGER
PLATTER

W%t kiekidta liurs« H«mburg«i
Piatt«r WHhfrtneh|rtes m^ ati
Xfm JMiad ydu mm «iit.
Offer good with coupon or.ly
it Bonanza in Cotiway.

$2.49
Drink Included
0

Coupon Expires
Expires Dec. 15,1^81
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January 14,1982

Student representation
proposal nears vote
AP Committee will make recommendation today

• i'f'•'''.•'.•• y y . :
, " ' • '

Hendrix College

'

Robert WdgKt» 34, fights pressure to go for a lay-up in
Monday nighfs roundball battie with UCA. The high-spirited
game ended on a disappointing note for Hendrix fans as the
Warriors fell 65^64 in overtime*

by Mark Lawson
meeting, Chappell came to the then be given the opportunity to
In their meeting scheduled for Senate with a compromise on the speak on these topics in the
this .afternoon,, the Academic - matter, saying that although he meeting, and then leave. Further,
Policy Committee will be making had originally been opposed to he maintains that the arrangea recommendation on the Student the idea, he had changed his mind inent should be on a three-year
Senate ^ proposal drafted last after hearing arguments in favor trial basis, just as Chappell's
Novemberwhich asks for student of the proposal at the faculty compromise would be. In explainrepresentation on the committee, meeting. He thinks of his com- ing his position, Ziegler says that
The Committee on Committees" promise as being "in the tradition ''the faculty should have a small
has already recommended that of experimentation" at Hendrix. group of ITS REPRESENTAthe faculty not pass the proposal. With the goa^/ of dispelling hesi- TIVES available to examine very
A final faculty vote on the matter tancy among the faculty about the carefully issues, proposals and
is expected next Wednesday, permanence of the proposal, his other matters that the faculty
January 20.
compromise suggests that the itself finds difficult to cope with."
Present at today's Academic, proposal be put into effect on a He says that the present commitPolicy ineeting will be- Senate trial basis,-with student repre- tee "performs ^ this function,
President Stacy Sells, who was sentation automatically expiring though perhaps not too well,"responsible for the first full draft after three years unless the fa- adding that "its performance
pf the proposal, and Dr, Charles culty votes to make the arrang- would not be. improved by the
Chappell, who has submitted a ment permanent at that time. It addition of students." He excompromise ammendment to the also calls specifically for a formal pressed his belief that "the type
proposal. ,
evaluation during the 1984-85 of debate and discussion needed
The proposal calls for two school year of the student repre- on the committee would not take
voting members who would be sentatives' performance. Sena- place with students, present," reselected by the Senate through a tors have expressed support for vealing that some of the things he
has
been
non-application procedure similar the option. •
vV^^ ^"^ said
'^""'^ "would
" ^'^ not
—** ^have ^
mentioned in the presence of
to that used for appointments to .^
^ ,
•y'":^^\
students." He seeathe committee
the College Judicial Council. jPacu/ty a eomm^^
as performing the function of an
Membership on the committee
Meanwhile, Dr^ John Eiegle^ "academic. 'Senate,- or-',„•'.• . an:
'would- .a,I§o require 'appointm,eht ' -has -submitted a new proposaLon executive committee of the
by the Dean of the College.
. the matter which he s.ays is deOn November 18, the proposal signed to ^'strengthen the Aca- faculty."
wasfirstplaced on the agenda ofa demic Policy Committee as THE A/V^f f/j/> fir<it
faculty meeting. Following that FACOLTY^s committee." Ziegler's "^^r". ^^^^J^\^
' ^
suggestion is that the chairman of : This proposal 1^^^^^
the Academic Policy Committee i*^ ^f^^- ^ 1980, another prosend a copy of the committee's posalwas submitted by the Senate
Gray, Mike McClurkan and John agenda to the President of the which asked forrepresentation by
Shroeder voted in favor of re- Student Senate atleast four days o«e voting student meml)er who
scinding the kiosk proposal, while before the next committee meet- ^^^^^ ^^ ^P^^ ^y *?f chairman of
Senators Michelle Belmont, Lor- ing, afterwhich thePresident and the committee to either arrive,late
raine Berty, Jim MacKenzie, another student or two students ' ^^ ^^!^ ^^*®»^ ^ he discerned that
by the President would eertam natters should not involve
Nannette Warren and Vice Presi- appointed
appear
at speak
the next
committee
discussion. -That
dent Kevin Coriden voted against meeting to
to c^taih
topics " ^student
«^ ^as:voted^own
by^thepropo^
.fecu%

in 6-5 vote

In theh* first meeting of the allowed for senators to get feedwinter term^ the Student Senate back. She added that she was not
officially kiled all action on the sure that a majority of the stuproposed kiosk* a project which dents opposed the idea. Senator
had been approvedby the Senate Jim MacKenzie, who designed
in November, A motion made by the kioskj suggested that the
.Senator Jeriy Coker to "rescind motion "migh't be premature."
on the agenda. He asks that they
Continued on p a g e 5
the earlier decision on the kiosk Lorraine Berry, senator repre- it.
senting Galloway Hall, told the.
and halt any further cons!
on the matter" was, passed by a, assembly,. "I think the majonty in
close 6-5 vote with one absten- my dorm ^are in favor of it."
tion."—'"^
'^ • ^" • • ' -^--""'--Cornell-moved to-table--Coker^s^motion until a later date» an action
larlier* the Senate
ferred action on the Mosk follow- which was defeated, by a narrow '6'
ing @harp*iGritieism from members 5 vote, with MacKenzie abstainof the student body, hoping, tht ' Ing,
In the final vote on the motion
further publicity of; the project
would yield .more support.-Coker to kill all pluvious and pending*
told Senate members that after an action on the'^kiosk,. Coxmell -ab-'
-^article published in the last Pro- :St,-ained from the voting*' In that
Me which ©i^pkined -the slmc* votj&.,,. .Senators' Jerry'' • ,^ Coker,'
ture,-he continued to receive ne- . Stephen Craig, Leigh Davis, Joe •
gative feedback from., his •constituents. He added that he had
been told that the recently refurbished bulletin boards "looked
Another seat of the Student
nice and could serve the purpose 'Senate
being vaccitedv The re*
just as w.ell" He,- along with signationis, of
Mike McClurkan' as
.Senator I^eigh Davis, favored the; Mmtin Hall Senator
has prompted
possibility of buying new bulletin a dorm election to replace
him.
boards forthe Mills Center and
Filing for the position closed on
the -cafeteria and asking-Student ^Tu-esday
with James Wise
Affaii^s to- impose a provision that and Deannight,
Haefner applying to,
only-designated areas could be run. The. election
used to post announcements, thus. Tuesday, accordingwillto-be., held •
preventing "unnecessaiy' clutter." Hall President iPodd -Shiverl
A bitter cold snap has made walking across has remained well below freezing since,

ResignaMon
prompts election
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